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PREFACE 

Caves are situated at the intersection of the atmosphere, hydrosphere, biosphere 
and lithosphere, and are the so-called seventh continent because of their unique 
ecological environment. Caves and carbonate rocks are not only reservoirs for water, 
oil, natural gas, and some solid minerals, but represent important resources themselves 
for utilization as storage facilities, in medical treatment, tourism and recreation to name 
a few. 

Caves are sometimes associated with spontaneous hazards, including water inrush 
in mines, collapse, and subsidence, endangering buildings, engineering projects, and 
other economic activities of humans. Therefore, humans have paid a great deal of atten
tion to cave phenomena since the time of the first cave dwellers to the modern age. 
Speleological exploration can also satisfy humans' craving for knowledge and longing 
for challenge, fostering brave and adventure some spirits. 

This book is a collection of papers from 30 countries submitted t_o the XI Interna
tional Congress of Speleology and is entitled Resources, Environment and Hazards. It 
contains about 140 papers containing much information about modern speleology, cov
ering fields of geoscience, hydroscience, bioscience and caving techniques. This collec
tion of comprehensive and multi-disciplinary papers are divided into the following cat
egories. 

Cave Resources and Environments 
-Comparative studies and zonality of karst and caves 
-Cave deposits, evolution of cave system and global climatic change 
-Reaction mechanisms of water-rock interaction 
-Speleobiota, cave archaeology and paleontology 
-Karst water and cave mineral resources, quality of cave environment 

Utilization of Cave, Prediction and Treatment of Natural Hazards in Karst Area 
-Prediction of caves and treatment of karst collapse, desertification 
-Cave climate and speleotherapy 
-Cave resources protection and management of show caves 

Documentation, Techniques and Equipment 

Most of the papers are published with full text and bilingual abstracts. There are a 
number of papers with abstracts only, without the full text, in only the language in 
which they were submitted. We are hoping that an participants will experience helpful 
and meaningful academic exchanges during the XI International Congress of 
Speleology. · 

Special thanks must go the Daniel P. Chamberlin, a member of the US National 
Speleological Society, who worked as a volunteer for nearly three months at the Insti
tute of Geology, Chinese Academy of Sciences in Beijing, examining, translating, cor
recting and approving the nearly 70 papers submitted by Chinese researchers. It is 
hoped these efforts will facilitate more precise understanding by our international col
leagues of speleological investigations and scientific research being conducted by 
Chinese scientists. · 

We hope that the publication and dissemination of the Proceedings will further en
hance and spur exchange and cooperation in international speleoscience and 



speleological techniques, to further study, develop and protect the world's abundant 
karst resources into the 21st Century. We hope this information can be used to counter
act or prevent some the looming envirqnmental problems faced by the world, and help 
alleviate or reduce some of the problems which will affect our futures as we move to-

. ward the next century. 

Beijing 
May, 1993 

Prof. ZHANG Shouyue 

~i -Ii~ -
General Secretary of the Organizing 
Committee of of the XI International 
Congress of Speleology 
Member of the IUS Bureau 
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Introduction 

The Karstification process has been observed in speleological 
structures of Croatia on many localities, but it is the most marked in 
the Mesozoic rocks of the carbonate facies. These rocks are mostly 
limestones, dolomitic limestones, lime dolomites of the Trias, Juras
sic and Cretaceous with all their varieties, from both lithologic and 
stratigraphic aspects.Among the over 6500 speleological structures 
that have been explored to this date, about 77% are vertical structures 
(pits), 20% are horizontal (caves), while the remaining l % are 
combined speleological structures (Garasic, 1986, 1991). Results 
obtained by trial boring in the Adriatic karst of Croatia show that 
Karstification processes occur even at depths of over 4 km. The tufa 
formations have been· found in the Jurassic limestones. It should be 
noted that the thickness of Mesozoic rocks found in that area 
amounts to approx. 8 km. However, the best observations of karsti
fication processes have been made in the course of speleological 
investigations. 

The Influence of the Precipitation, Temperature and Altitude 

on the Formation of Speleological Structures in Croatia 

The mean annual (present-time) quantity of precipitation in 

26.2°C In the mountainous regions of the Croatian karst the winters 
are cold - the mean temperatures in January range from - 1.9 to -4°C 
wnile the summers are fresh - with the mean temperatures varying 
from 14.9 to 20.3°C. The relative humidity of air falls when going 
from north towards the south, i.e. from 85% in Gorski kotar to 65% 
in southernmost areas of the Croatian littoral (Dubrovnik) (Sarin, 
1983). 

Speleological structrues situated on higher altitudes in areas 
with low mean annual temperatures and characterized by specific 
cave shapes and a particular orientation of cave chan nels and 
entrances may have snow and ice on their entrances throughout the 
year. Such structures are called ice caves and snow caves. They can 
be found on Velebit (Garasic, I 981 ), in the region of Gorski kotar, on 
Biokovo and Dinara. Channel volumes of such structures are much 
.greater than those of nearby structures not containing snow and ice 
. This is tlue to the fact that snow and ice mechanically (dilatation, 
breaking) wear the rocks thus widening the spelological structures. 
This is a specific process of karstification. A former action of ice and 
snow has been observed in some speleological structures, while 
today such action is negligible, e. g. in the cave near Bacic kuk and 
in Cmi Dabar on Velebit. This is dus to paleoclimatic conditions 
which were earlier much different than they are today, e.g. in !stria 
or in the central part of Velebit, where visible traces of the former 
action of glaciers and moraine materials were discovered in the 
investigated speleological structures. 

The possible relationship between the latitude and the occur
rence of speleological sturctures has not been established in the 
Croatian dinaric karst as the karst area is too small when compared 
to some greater karst areas situated in other parts of the world. 

It may be assumed that the present-time altitude of cave en
trances is not relevant for the genesis of speleological structures, as 

1 

Croatian karst amounts to approx. l 500 mm. The areas of Go_rs~i 
kotar Velebit, Biokovo and the region in the hinterland of the adriatJ.c 
have 'over 2000 mm/year of annual precipitation. The coastal area 
has the Mediterranean precipitation regimen so ~at it has up to ~0% 
Jess precipitation in the hot half of the year ~d 1s thus characte~zed 
by an irregular annual distributio~ ?f ~-amfall. The analysis of 
speleological structures and the prec1p1tanon rate _show that s~leol
ogical structures are more frequent in regions with ~eater rain~all 
(annual precipitation from 2500 to 3500 ~m) such as !n_the Delruce 
area and at the north side of Velebit (Pav1c, 1975). This 1s due to the 
greater possibility of the .~arbo~ate r_ock dissolution. There _are 
however some areas (e.g. m Istna) with an average present-time 
precipitation rate (from 1000 to 2000 mm/ye~) where the speleol
ogical structures are also quite frequent (Ro_g1c, ~ 9J5). The reaso_n 
for that may be sought in an intensive tectom~ ac~v1ty alt~?ugh this 
phenomenon is most probably due to paleocl_1mat1c co~d1t1ons. The 
analysis shows that some very intensely karstlfi~d te:i-runs have be~n 
formed in regions that currently do not abound m ramfall, such ~ 1~ 
Jstria and on the island of Brae (Friganovic, 1975), but the p~ec1p1-
tation rate in such areas was certainly intensive in the ix:n~d of 
primary karstification. It may generatly be_stated that t~~ -~aJonty of 
speleological structures currenlty at ~he m1a~ or even m~tJ.al stag~ of 
formation are situated on the mountam massifs charactenzed by high 
precipitation (Velebit, Dinara, Mosor, Velika Kapela, Mala Kapela, 
etc.). The present~time precipitation rate on the ~ound surface does 
not necessarily constitute the basis for the fonnanon of speleol?gipal 
structures because the paleoclimatic conditions are the most_ s1gmfi-

, cant factor. These conditions have significantly changed m some 

areas. 

The air temperatures in Croatian karst are quite variable, i.e. on 
the Adriatic coast the winters are mild with the mean January 
temperatures ranging from 5.5 to 9.6°~, while t~e summers are 
warm so that the mean ai r temperature m July vanes from 22.8 to 

their formation is strongly influenced by the paleogeographic condi
tions. 

In Croatia, most speleological structures are located on altitudes 
ranging from 450 to 850 m above the sea level. Some areas on these 
altitudes are characterized by a relatively high quantity of precipita
tion (Lika, Gorski kotar). Both horizontal (32%) and vertical ( 68%) 
speleological structures are found on these altitudes. It is interesting 
to note that the longest speleological structures in the Croatian karst 
have been found on altitudes ranging between 300 and 350 rneters 
(Dulin ponor, Medvedica, Panjkova spilja, Muskinja, Jopiceva spilja) 
(Garasic, 1989), The deepest speleological structures have been 
found on altitudes ranging from 1100 to 1500 meters (Garasic, 
1986a). . 

The analyses of altitude and speleological structures do not 
always show the most realistic relationships (Maull, 1938; Gvozdeckij, 
1981) with re~~ct to the frequency of occurrence of speleological 
structures. This 1s due to the fact the many parts of the Croatian Karst 
Particularly those situated on higher altitudes, have not as ye; 
undergone speleological investigation and that most of the Croatian 
karst is situated on higher altitudes. It is however certain that 
horizo~tal ground water displacement, and hence the greater number 
of honzonta! speleogical structures in Croatia, may today be ex
pect~d on altitudes not exceeding 300 m (internal karst area ), while 

· vertical structures that have reached the main stage of their genesis 
may be expexted on altitudes above 800 meters. 

The analysi_s of the present-time quantity of precipitation, tem
perature ~nd altltude shows certain regularity in the occurrence of 
s_peleolo~cal structures. But this analysis does have some limita
tions w~1ch_are pri1:1_arily due to the fact that paleogeographical and 
paleochm~t1c cond1?ons h~v~ ~t some locaations been significantly 
changed since the time of rn1t1al. formation of speleological fruc-
tures. · 



Lithostratigraphical Data Significant for Karstification 

Lithostratigraphical properties of the rocks in which speleologi
cal structures may develop are of great significance for the formation 
and development of speleological structures. These properties have 
been analyzed in a number of pubilished papers (Swinnerton, 1982; 
Ford, 1972; Kempe, 1972), and for C.oatian karst (Poljak, 1914, 
1925; Garasic, 1977; Bozicevic, 1985). 

The karstification is a relatively regular process so that the rocks 
in which speleological structures are found may be determined 
through stratigraphic and Iithologic analysis, The principal karstifi
cation in Croatia occurred in Mesozoic limestones, dolomitic lime
stones, lime dolomites and dolomites. 

About 6% of all speleological structures found in Croatia are 
situat_ed in the Trias dolomites, dolomitic limestones, lime dolomites 
and h_mestones. These structures are of fractured nature·, although 
there 1s also a number of caves and pits that are quite developed so 
that some.of them are characterized by greater dimensions such as 
Veternica, Ponor on Bunjevac (southern part of Velebit), e'tc. Most 
structures formed in Trias dolomites are characterized by the con
~tant presence of ground water which can be explained by the relative 
1mperr:1eability of Trias formations with respect to some other 
formations , such as chalky limestones. In the case of dolomites 
which are the most frequently encountered, the rocks are of massiv; 
sti·ucture, they are characterized by sugary fractures, the bedding is 
not marked, the shape of caves and pits is fractured, and the access 
o some parts is often impossible as the channels become too narrow. 
In areas at the stage of neotectonic elevation the channels of 
speleogical structures have a specific shape of an eiongated Jetter "I". 

The Trias limestones are less often encountered in Croatia and 
the channels of speleological structures found in such formations are 

been formed. Vertical and horizontal structures are almost equally 
represented in the Cretaceous formations (with respect to their total 
number) and the water courses are present in such structures in 
approx. 20% of all cases, which is similar tho the water presence 
information for the Jurassic formations, the only difference being 
that a much greater number of structures has been found iri the 
Cretaceous limestones and dolomites.Horizontal structures formed 
in the Cretaceous formations characterized by the neotectonic eleva
tion have a typical "V" shaped cave channel profile. 

The Size and Orientation of Entrance, the Direction of Main 

Channels and their Relationship to Structural Types and 

Karstification 

The tectonic predisposition is certainly one of dominant factors 
in the formation of speleological structures (Garasic, 1984). The 
practical investigation of a great number of structures has shown 
that, in their interior, they have rock layers, folds, ruptures, faults and 
even nappes (overturned folds). M. Herak ( 1984) provides a geotec
tonical framework of speleogenesis for the area of Croatian karst 
which coincides wit_h the results of speleological investigations in 
the regional sense. 

The.rock layers may be monitored in almost all speleological 
structures, but they can best be observed in vertical structures. 
Limestones are characterized by the most marked bedding in the 
underground and are, in that sense, followed by dolomitic lime
stones. In most cases, speleological structures follow the orientation 
and inclination of layers. In such casses, the orientation and inclina
tion of layers corresponds to the orientation and inclination of the 
main c_hannel of a speleological structure. In addition, speleological 
structures develop through the process of widening the interstitial 
fractures in thick - bedded limestones from the Cretaceous or 
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wider and more voluminous when compared to channels found in the 
Trias dolomites . They are usually very fissured and weakly to 
moderately bedded. On Velebit, we have a number of structures that 
were formed in the Trias limestones containing chert ( Danina 
pecina, the cave above Bukove glava). 

About 14% of all speleological structures found in Croatia are 
situated in the Jurassic limestones. Despite the fact that the area 
characterized by the Jurassic limestones and dolomites has under
gone a relatively poor speleological investigation, it is interesting to 
note that a great number of speleological structures has beeb found 
precisely in this area comprising a part of Gorski kotar, the ma sif of 
Velika and Mala Kapela and Biokovo. Th(i reason for that should be 
sought in the great densi ty of occurrence of speleological structures 
(up to 24 structures per square kilometer), for instance in the area 
called Samarske stijene and Bijele stijcne. In the wee! bedded 
Jurassic Limestones , the vertical speleological structures are more 
developed the the horizontal ones, but the presence of water has been 
registered in only 20% of structures, which is a relatively low 
percentage. The exceptions are structures formed in the Juras ic 
dolomites or dolomitic limestones containing cherts where water 
flows are almost always encountered (e.g. cave near Kucinic elo, 
Ponor). However, their shape is not so typical if compared to that of 
structures formed in the Trias dolomites. 

.From the speleological standpoint, the Cretaceou lime tone 
and dolomites contain the greatest number of structure . Over 65% 
of all known structures in the Croatian karst have been regi tered in 
these formations. The analysis of Cretaceous formation in peleol
ogical structures shows that the most frequ ent or.es are well bedded 
limestones of the Upper Cretaceous (Senonian). The lime t ne and 
dolomites of the Lower Cretaceous are also well represented (ap
prox. 30% of speleo logical structure found in the Creta eou 
foumations) as an environment where speleological tru ture have 

Jur~ssis period. In structures formed in rock who e layer are 
honzontal and not ~arked (".1assive dolomite and lime tone ) , the 
level of rock fractunng dom111antly influences orientation of pele
ological structures. 

In speleological structures, It is ea ier to observe folds in caves 
than in pits. it has been established that vertical structures most often 
develop _i n the ~rests of anticlines, while horizontal ones usually 
develop m synchnes. The micro folds have also been discovered but 
also the wings of some great forms. It may be stated that the 
formation _of spelological structures is sometimes not directly related 
to the foldmg of layers as can for instance be seen in the area of Mala 
Kapela. Here we have a synclinal hape, but the vertical structures 
are n:iuch _mor~ frequent that the horizontal ones. This is due to 
karsti~cation, 1. e. to the fracturing of layers, particularly of the 
Jurassic and Cretaceous limestones. 

_ R~pt~res or_ fract~res occur in all spelological structures. They 
differ m size, onentatJon, fill, roughness, etc. 

· Th~ faults are fractures along which there has been displacement 
of the sides and of individual rock blocks. In addition to fracture , 
these are th~ most common phenomena we find in speleological 
~tructures, smce almost 90% of all structures in Croatia are located 
111 fault zones. The faults that divide different lithostratigraphical 
".1embe~s can_ easier be observed, but those situated in the ame 
htholo?1c environment may also be detected quite easily becau e of 
the stnae a~d the smooth paraclases. The occurrence of smooth 
paraclasses 1s more frequent than on the grounds f Th · 1· · f . ur ace. , e me 1-
na~on ° speleological_ structures regularly coincides with the incli-
nation of paraclase, ~hile the horizontal displacement or heave of the 
fault ~ay be detenJUned through differences among several different 
levels m a sllilcture. 



Nappes are in fact overturned folds and, in Croatia, they are one 
of the causes of genesis of spelological structures and constitute 
therefore an important part of karstification. The examples of such 
phenomena have been observed in the Trias formations of Gorski 
kotar. 

The entrances of speleological structures provide in most cases 
the explanation of the paleo or recent function of a structure ( Bogli, 
1980). This is due to the fact that they may point to the spring caves 
and pits, sinkhole caves and pits, intensity of karstification, the way 
of formation (caving from above, caving from below, inverse karsti
fication, dissolution from above, etc.). 

The basic orientation of the entrance does not necessarily 
coincide (although that is very often the case) with the general 
spreading of the main channel of speleological structures found in 
the Croatian karst. Approximately 66% of speleological structures 
are of northwest - southeast sprading or "Dinara spreading", 16% are 
oriented perpendicularly to that direction, i.e. they are of northeast -
southwest spreading, while other speleological structures (18%) are 
of variable spreading. 

If we compare the orientation of entrance and main channels of 
speleological structures with the structural units of the lithosphere in 
the Croatian karst, we may conclude that spreading of speleological 
structures coincides with that of faults, fold axes and nappes. This is 
an obvious proof that tectonics is a significant factor in the genesis 
or karstification of speleological structures. 

Hydrogeological Functions of Speleogical Structures as Re

lated to Karstification 

A firm link has been established between the rockkarstification 
and the hydrogeological paleo and recent functions of speleological 

18. Strmotica ponor 
19. Sariceva spilja 
20. Punar u Luci 
21. Gornja Cerovacka spilja 
22. Rudeliceva spilja 
23. Babinajama 
24. Mijatovajama 
25. Gatic.:> 
26. Horvatova spilja (Bezdanjaca pod Vatinovcem) 
27. Jama kod Raspora 
28. Tamnica 
29. Jankoviceva spilja mala ( ponor Adios ) 
30. Kicljeva velika - Kicljeva mala (sustav) 
31. Rujnica 
32. Spilja Piskovica 
33. kavema u tunelu "Obrovac" 
34. Hajdova hiza 
35. Rokina bezdana 

1437 m 
1378 m 
1353 m 
1295 m 
1252 m 
1230m 
1204m 
1195 m 
1176 m 
1106m 
.1093 m 
1087m 
1075m 
1052m 
1036m ~;.; 
1030m 
1023 m 
1016 m 

The.deepest pits (shafts) in Croatia ( deeper than 200 m) : 
l. Stara skola 576 m 
2. Vilimova jama (A-2) 565 m 
3. Ponor na Bunjevcu (Bunovcu) 534 m 
4. Jama pod Kamenitim Vratima 520 m 
5. Fantomskajama 477 m 
6. Munizaba 448 m 
7. Nova velikajama 380 m 
8. Jama kod Raspora 361 m 
9. Biokovka 359 m 
10. Ponor Pepelarica 358 m 
l l. Klementjna III 333 m 
12. Podgracisce II (Titina jama) 329 m 
13. Klaski ponor 320 m 
14. Puhaljka 320 m 
15. Zaboravnajama 311 m 
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structures. With respect to hydrogeological function, we may ob
serve in Croatia the presence ·of perennial and intermittent springs, 
permanent and occasional ponors, flow structures, estavelles and 
submarine springs. Their location, orientation, size, morphology and 
hydrogeological potential are directly dependent on the type and 
intensity of karstification. There would be no real karstification 
without the influence of ground water which has been found in 
approx. 18% of all spelological structures of Croatia. Cases of 
inverse karstification have been found in Istria, while karstification 
by direct gravity action has been observed on Velebit (Garasic, 1989, 
1991 ). 

The Longest and the Deepest Speleological Features of the 

Mesozoic Rocks in the Croatian Karst 

The longest caves in Croatia ( longer thap I 000 m ) : 
I. Dulin ponor (Dula) - Medvedica ( sustav) · 16396 m 
2. Muskinja - Panjkova spilja ( sustav) 12385 m 
3. Spilja u kamenolomu Tounj 8143 m 
4. Vetemica 6804 m 
5. Jopiceva spilja - Bent (sustav) 6564 m 
·6. Donja Cerovacka spilja 2510 m 
7. Klementian I 2403 m 
8. Mandelaja 2326 m 
9. Munizaba 2300 m 
10. Spilja za Gromackom vlakom 2171 m 
11. Gospodska spilja 2080 m 
12. Ponor Bregi _2055 m 
13. Kotlusa 2015 m 
14. Ponorac - suvaja (sustav) 2009 m 
15. Ponor Vele vode 1495 m 
16. Kavema u tunelu "Ucka" 1490 m 
17. Debla Ljut 1448 m 

16. Klementina IV 
17. Burinka 
18. Punar u Luci 
19. Jama Kobiljak 
20. Kicljeve jame (sustav) 
21. Balinka 
22. Ponor Bregi 
23. Klementina I 
24. Stapina jama 
25. Jama kod Matesic stana 
26. Pretnerova jama 
27. Manastri I 
28. Ponor u Klepinoj Dulibi 
29. Grustisica 
30. Martineska jama 
31. Kovacevica jama 
32. Semicka jama 
33. Slisna jama 
34. Medena jama 
35. Jama na Krcicu 
36. M- 2 
37. Javorska II 
38. Spilja za Gromackom vlakom 
39. Upotna jama 
40. Vojnicka osmica 
4 I. Jama kod Rebica 
42. Mamet 
43. Grabrovica 
44. Podublog jama 
45. Ramina Veternica 
46. Horvatova spilja (Bezdanjaca pod Vatinovcem) 
47. Jama u Dubocaku 
48. Jama u Malom Graciscu II 
49. Batluskajama 

300m 
290m 
290m 
286m 
285m 
283 m 
273m 
269m 
267m 
260m 
252m 
245m 
238 m 
235m 
231 m 
227m 
225m 
222m 
220m 
217 m 
215 m 
215m 
212m 
211 m 
208m 
207m 
206m 
203m 
202m 
201 m 
201m 
200m 
200m 
200m 



The analysis and computer data processing for over 6500 
speleological structures found in Croatia (southeast Europe) shows 
that the fonnation of a great number of caves and pits discovered in 
this area is also due to the process of karstification. It is assumed that 
there are about 17000 caves in Croatia which is a great number• 
considering the relatively limited area in which they have been 
fonned. Hydrogeological aspects of the karstification process point 
to the dependency between the ground water occurrence and the 
intensity of karstification. The measurements show neotectonfo 
activity in the Croatian karst which spreads at least several kilome
ters into the depth of the Mesozoic rocks. This has been proven 
through geophysical testing, but also through trial boring. Although 
the karstification process is a phenomenon which will have to be 
investigated over a long period of time, the initial investigations 
presented in this paper already show that the karstification in this. 
area is of intensity rarely found in other regions of the world. 
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Photo I. 
Measurement (neotectonic and meteorologic) in the Croatian 
caves formed in mesozoic rocks (Muskinja - Panjkova Cave system, 
long 12385 meters) 

Photo by: 
Dipl.ing. Tihomir Kovacevic 

More than 6500 of Cave were found in Croatian Kar t area. 
Plenty of then are very intere ant. 

Photo by: 
Dr. Mladen Gara ic, dip!. ing. geol. 



CONTACT KARST OF BRKINI HILLS ON THE SOUTHERN SIDE OF THE 

CLASSICAL KARST AREA IN SLOVENIA 

Andrej MIHBVC Inatitut za ra2iskovanje krasa ZRC SAZU 
Abstract 

On the southern side of the Classical Karst in Slovenia along 

20 km l ong contact between Karst and Brkini Hill s 17 stre~ms 

sink, forming deep in~cised blind valleys with bottoms widened by 

corrosion. 

Along the allogeni c rivers blind valley deepens in border 

limestone corrosion plain . The plain is uplifted from 490 on NW 

to 650 pl on SE side but t h e bottoms remain on the 490-510 m 

a.s.1. only. 

Morphological mapping· and analyses indicate three relief 

develop■ent stages. In t he first one the sedimentation along -the 

contact with Brkin i Hills and planation in the zone of water 

table predominated form i ng border corrosional plain. 

Tectonic uplift, mostly o n the SE ~art of the area follo~ed. 

Th is triggered the downcut of streams, deep fluvial vaileys 

developed within Brkini Hills and blind valleys on the karst . 

The bottoms of blind valleys, widened by corrosion lie at the 

same altitude indicating strong water level control in the 

altitude about 500 m. 

The deepening of the blind va lleys did not follow the rapid 

water table lowering which could be reached in the caves in the 

altitude s between 300 a nd 400 m he nce t he bottoms of the blind 

valleys are no more reached _ by the floods and the sediments are 

washed off in the karst. 

INTRODUCTION 

One o f the possible morphological karst classifications is 

division according to the main morphological process . Karst 

relief formed by t he influence of the allogenic flow cou ld be 

designated by t h e term of the contact karst. 

The term grows fami lia r in Slovenia on the Classical Karst 

where the karst contacts non carbonate rocks and marked relief 

forms developed. The term is reasonable as such karst 

essentially differs from t he karat which surface was formed 

western side. Th is one is bui 1 t by Paleocene and cretaceous 

limestones dipping steeply below the flysch. The contact of 

flysch hill s and limestones is 20 km l o ng . 

Fro m fl ysch hills to the border JjmestoneJ=; 17 separated 

sinki ng st.rea ms f~ ow, draining altogether 29 . 2 km2 of the flysch 

area. Water basl ns of the sinking s tr earns vary from o. 5 km2 to 

the bi.ggest 13.2 km?.. 

The brooks si nk in the altitudf!s bet.ween 490 ·to 510 m a.s.1.. 

Some ponors continue in the accessible caves ending by the 

siphons of capt ured water in the altitudes between 370 to 430 m. 

The deepest cave is 150 m deep, and the longest. is 6 km deep. 

There are more than hundred vadose caves in the karst plain 

and in one cave only the water could be reached on 350 m of the 

altitude. 

Water tracing showed the diversion of the sinking streams 

water into three groups of springs. The lowest are along the 

cbast in t he Kvarner Bay and the highest are the Ritana springs 

on 70 m a .s. l. (Krivic 1989). 

MORP HOLOGICAL PROPERTIES OF THE CONTACT KARST 

Characteristical forms of the Brkini contact karst are blind 

valleys with corrosionally . widened bottom. A. characteristic 

example of such valley is OOolina blind vallP.y. 

Fig. 1.: Morhological sketch of the Odolina blind valley 

Legend: 1. surface on flysch, 2. blind val]ey bottom -

'flat r.orrosion widened su rface covered with sediments on 

limestone, 3. surface on limestone, a. Matarsko podolje karst 

plain, with so lutional dolines as dominant form, b. surface with 

dominant conical hills, 4. watershed, 5. contact f]ysch -

limestone, 6. brooks with ponors and ponor caves, 7. slope of 

blind valley, 8 . slope formed along the lithological contact, 9. 

ponor steephead, 10. alluvial dolines and sinkholes, 11. 
solutional dolines 12 • edges of alluvial terraces in the 

bottom of blind valley, 13. conical hill. 
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wi t.hout. s uc h influenc e. In th e international karst.o l ogical 

11 t e ratun~ such f o rms and phenomena are treated as karst 

influenced by allogeni c fl o w (Ford & Willjams, 1989}. 

Geomorphological mapping and comparison of contact areas in 

Sloven] a where more than 220 water flows sink into the 

undergi-ound big differences among the particular c ontact regions 

were indicated . In genera l along the same litholog i cal contacts 

similar forms developed. A characteristic contact karst with 

similar form s develope d along the southern border of flysch 

Brkini Hill s where several sinking streams flow frosn the 

impernieab]e rocks into the kar s t plain . 

Once the contact kar s t at the foot of Brkini was treated 

within the frame of cycl j c geomorphologi,c al theory. The period 

of fluvial relief development should be fol lowed by the 

karstification when the impermeable cover was rP.moved . At the 

karstification beginning the superficlal streams shortened and 

the last remains of this pre-karstic phase shouJd be the blind 

valleys (Melik 1955; Radi.nja 985) . 

Various forms of the blind valleys were later contributed to 

the climatical changes (Rogli¢ 1957; Garns 1965; Radinja 1972). 

Corrosionally widened and levelled bottom of the blind val]eys 

and also bigger planations spread al 1 over the Dinari c karst 

s ho uld be the result of the warm climate most.) y. Cold periods i n 

the Pleistocene accelerated the incision of the valleys, erosion 

and denudation in the water basins of the superficial rivers. 

Aplanation was feasible in the areas only where the sediments 

were deposited on the karat. 

Corrosion capacity of the sinking streams (Garns 196 2) should 

affected the forms and dil'llensions of the blind valleys and it 

depends mostly on the agressivit.Y and qu~ntity of the allogen~ c 

rivers. 

GEOLOGICAL AND HYDROLOGICAi, PROPERTIES OF THE "l'REATED AREA 

Brkini Hl 11s are built by flysch non -carbonat e rocks of the 

Eocene agP consisti ng of by bed s o f marl, non c arbonate 

sandstones and conglomerates . Flysch roc ks build eros ionally 

dissected hills which contact. the karst plain on thP. south · 

· The blind valley was formed by t he si nking st r eam d r aining 

4. 3 km2 large water basin. The average discharge of t he b rook is 

about 15 1/s, but osci llat ions due to precipi tat.ion regime are 

frequent. The f l oods are rare and reach the narrow beJ t al o ng 

t he brook only. Periodical water hardness measurements indicated 

1 11 mg of dissoJved ca rbohat.es ori ginaUng fr o m the fJysch 

marls . 

Close to t.he brook's passage to t.hA 1 imest.ones the narro w 

fluvial valley widens. A va ll ey, km long and JOO in wjde, 

developed on the limestones. Close to th e contact it is 150 m 

deep and o n the southern end j t js deepened jn t. o the karst plain 

for 60 m. 

The valley's bot.tom jR roverAd by th e sediments, gravels and 

sands of the Quaternary agf!. F) ood plain is c u t by some younger, 

up to 25 m d-eep al lu virtl ponors and si nkholes a nci rivP.rbed of 

the brook, sinking in the fina l part of the valley. In the 

sinkholes and in the ri.verbed the rocks are exposed having t he 

relief below the sediments ranging up to 20 m. 

During the normal water level the brook sinks in the riverbed 

immediately after the passage to the limestones, durlng higher 

water lAvel it flows into 117 m deep ponor cave composed by 

potholes and shorter channels . The cave is hasicalJy phreat.i~ 

with strong traces of vadose transforma tion. It P.nds by the 

slphon.of captured water nn :no m a.s.l. 

Ar.cording to shapP., SP.diment on the bot.tom and the depth of 

the accessiblP. caves other blind valleys sl t.uat.f!d a]ong the 

c:ontact of flysrh hill s and Matarsko podolje are <1like Odolina 

blind va)]f!y . 7'hf! MatarRko podolje lB 20 km Jong and 2-5 km 

wide. Low•red surfac:e is not ,1 baselevellen pliiin, cross 

sections indfr·,H.f! that the bot.tom, rJjsseminat.f!d hy the dOlin~s , 

is tni-:-lined ~:outhwP. s tward!"':. Tn the ]ongit.udinal ~ection the 

Jowered surfr1ce gently rait-1es from about. 490 m <m NW to 650 11 on 

SF: s irlP. rhP lnwerecl surfac:e c:nntinues t.owarns SF.: hut tro• the 

highes t poj n t near the blind va 1 l ey Brdanska dana ; t lowers on 
the fli s t .~nrP. of 2 km f n l 200 m. 



Fig. 2.: Geomorphological sketch of the contact karst at the 
foot of Brkini.Between Brkini hills and corrosion plain Matarsko 

podolje is narrow belt of higher relief for■ed in li■estones. 

Legend: l. Brook with sinkhole.2. watershed, 3. blind 
valley, 4. fossil blind valley , 5. fly~ch, 6. cross section over 

blind valleys . 

The geoaorphological sketch of the entire contact indicates a 

certain diversity of the forms of the brooks flowing fro■ the 

flysch. 
The first sinking streaas in a series flow to the border 

limestones 
of the 

riverbeds 

in the altitudes about 500 • in the lowest, HW part 
lowered surface. These brooks, having deeply cut 

in flysch did not tor11 the blind valleys on the 
limestorie but they sink in their own riverbeds on the levelled 

surface. 
Host of the brooks namely developed blind valleys with 

corrosionally widened botto». The bott011s of these valleys are 

situated between 490 to 510 111. As the valleys are incised in the 
border of the karst, uplifted towards SE, the blind valleys 
lyino .. aore to the south are deeper. Th_e first deepened blind 
valley is cut for 50 m only while the deepest is the last one, 
deepened into border limestones for 250 • and its bottoa lies 
120 • below the bottom of the lowered surface . 

Fig. 3 : Cross sections over the catch■ent areas of the sinkino 
streams ' on flysch, blind valleys of the sinking strea■s and the 

bottom of Hatarsko podolje. Blind valleys: A Odolina, B 
Jezerina, C RaeiAka dana, D Brdanska dana 

Legend: 1. li11estone , 2. flysch 

Beside soae blind valleys where the brooks sink there are 
s 011e fossil blind valleys with corrosionally widened bott011 

wl thout exi sting brook. This was either reversed or the brook 
formed clearly separated shorter blind valley with corrosionally 

wl dened bot toa . 

The. actual gradient of the l owered surface is 8'60 while the 

bottoMs of the blind valleys practically re11ain on the sa11e 
altitude. Obviously the lowered surface developed during much 

s maller gradient which was followed by tectonic uplift, very 
modest in NW part and stronger in SE part. 

The corrosional plains along the ponors were entirely 
controlled by the piezo■etric level this is why they are on the 

northern part slightly deepened into the lowered surface, while 
in SE part this incisi on is for 150 • · Stronger tectonic uplift 
in SE part upraised the lowered surface above the i mpermeabl e 
flysch part and due to stronger uplift inco■parable fossi l blind 
valleys developed there . 

In actual conditions the karat w~ter table stays deep under 
the altitude of the • blind valley )?otto■s. The botto■s of the 
blind valleys are out of reach of the floods of the sinkino 
streams in front of ponors and the gradient in the karat is 80 

big that the old deposits from the surface are washed off into 
the karat by the suffosion processes. 

Due to lack of sedi■ents the sequence of the events could not 

be . temporally defined . The desobstruction of the lowered surface 

probably occurred due to differentiated tectonic uplift and 
first development of the blind valley in the Pliocene, the last 
s tronger sedimentation in the blind valleys occurred in the last 

ice age . These sediments filled soae already vadose transformed 
phreatic caves. Quick . lower of the piezo■etric level in the 
entire area of this karat which was not followed by the 
deepening of the blind valley botto■s thus happened before, in 
the middle of the Quaternary probably. 
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Fossil blind _valleys devel oped in upper SE part o f the 

lowered surface only and ac cording t o alt i tude, preser va t ion of 

sediJ1enta or size they are no more co■parabl e a■ong t heaselvea. 

The characteri s ti c of th i s contact where are t he most ot the 

fossil blind valleys is 

i ■per■eable flysch where 

h i gher position in comparison to 

the water basins ot sinki ng s t. rAa ■s 

developed and sink in the b l ind valleys. 

CONCLUSION 

The Brkini s eries of blind vall eys with co r rosionall y wi d ened 

bottoms with its situatj nn a l ong the karat. pla i n , upraised 

lowered surface and s ome r e l i e f for■s o f fe r enough data to 

indirectly cl_assify the sequence o f the •orpho l ogicaJ e vents and 
do■inant fa c tor s which we re decisive f o r the fo rmation of the 

actual relief forms. 
The former shape along the ponors on t he bo r der of 

iMpermeabl e hilis was kars t c orrosional plain. Th e water f lowing 
on it had modes t gradi e n t in ka rst and wa s c apable of t he 

aplanation of the surfac e only. 
The lower i ng o f the piezo• et r ic l evel in the karst ena b lerl 

the developaent of t he r e l ief depress i ons al ong t he pono r s. The 
de8pening and the con t empor aneo us wi den i ng of t he va l leys 

followed the lowering of the ka r a t wa ter to the al t i t udes about. 

500 •· Bad permeabi l ity o f th e karat. caused the deposi t ion ot 
the sedi■ents in f"ront o f ponors and the deposits a f f ect ed t.he 
planation and corros1on o f t he botto■ of the bl i nd valleys. The 

sedi•entation was extreme l y i n t ens i ve i n the cold per iods of the 
Quaternary and these d eposits a re preserved o n the hotto■ of 

■oat of the blind va lleys. I n t.he f ossi l bl i nd va l leys and on 

the lowered plains singu l ar c he r t pebbl es a r e preserved. 

The blind valleys star ted t o c u t i n to t he cc,rrosional plain 

with s•all transverse and l ongitud i na l g radien t as in the 

contrary case the f1u vial val1 eys should d evelop i n the■ . They 

should be prese r ved o n karat as dry val leys. Th P lowPrP.d surf~rP 

is withqut such rlry ,va ll eyfi , lt. iA dissected hy ~c,Jution c1oJ ineA 

and by s oae bigge r co l lapse doli nes only . 
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Fig. J: Cross sections over t.he catchment areas of the si nking 

s treaMs on flysch, blind valleys o f the slnklng streams and thP. 

bo tto ,w of Matarsko r>Odolje. Rlinct valleys: A Odolina. B 

,lezerina. C Ra Ci S:ka dana, r> Brdanska dana 

Legend: 1. li11estone , a. flysch 
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F'lg. 1.: M<1rJiolo':}icnl f:d.:,~t c 1J of I.h f> Ock,Jinn hl j utJ "' ct ] l~~· -

LegenU : 1. sutfde.., 0 11 fl yt:,.. h, 2 . b1i11d \..all~!Y bn l l l •nt -

flat corrosion widenAd RtJrfn ~P cnve r e1I wi th SPdim~n l s Dn 

l imestone, 3. surfa("•~ ,,11 l i 111P s ton ~ • .; . Mdl a r Hk ( , p {1<h,lj P k~ t n t 

plain, with .suluth.ma] rlolinc• s as dond11c-tnt r,,rm . ti . ffurfa1.:P with 

dominant coni c a l hiJln, 4. watersti,~d, 5. 1•r.>rdctl'I 

limestone, 6. br·ooks wj tJ, pcmor 8 and fJO.ll11r l'Oves, 7. Vilupe o f 

blind val]ey, R . s lop~ t"orrne<.l c1 l ong t.hu lit· hnlny ·icnl c ont t11.= t, Q . 

ponor steepheacl, 1 0. ;i)Juvi<1 l ll n li11 fl'~ .inrl sinkl1<1lf' t- , Jl. 

solutional dolines 12. e~ges of rilluvi<1I tArrac e8 t r, th R 

bottom of blind valley, 13. c:oni,, nl hill. 
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Fig. 2.: Geo11orpho,ogical s ketch of the contac t karst at the 

foot of Brk i ni.Between Brkini hiJls and corrosion plain Matarsko 

podolje is narrow bel t of h igher reli?t tor11ed in liMes tones . 

Legend: I. Brook with sinkhole , 2. watershed, 3. blind 

valley , 4. fossil blind valley, 5. flysch, 6. cross section over 
blind valleys. 



GLACIER CAVES IN SOUTH EAST ICELAND 

J.P. van der PAS, Speleo Nederland, Vauwerhofweg 3 
6333 CB Schimmert Netherlands 

Abstract 

During visits to South Iceland shafts and tunnels were seen in 
several glaciers of the Vatnajokull ice cap (e.g. orlEfajokull and 
Fjallsjokull glaciers). 

Although the origin of these caves is different from limestone 
caves (enlarging due to warmth rather than dissolution) there are 
many striking similarities. 

The tunnels ofter follow "faults", also multi-level systems were 
found. A field trip in 1990 showed Ioriger observation was needed -
resulting in "Glacier Caves Iceland 1992". The results will be 
discussed in this paper. 

During May till end August 1992 several glaciers on Iceland 
were visited to observe the development of glacier-caves. The idea 
was to visit some found objects at different times, but this was not 
always possible due to sometimes very bad weather. The glaciers 
visited are all glacier-tongues of the 6raefajokull, whi~h itself is part 
of Vatnajokull. 

Blue Cave in Fjallsjokull. This was a large tunnel with a river 
and already in existence in May. Like most objects it was difficult or 
not to enter due to large masses of water. Via some collapses and 
holes from the surface it could partly be watched. In May it was 
several hundreds of meters long, and had an average height between 
5 and IO meters, with the same width. Later in the year it anlarged a 
bit, and the roof at the outlet would collapse. Actually this roof 
already had disappeared over some distance, forming a water carry
ing canyon. End August this canyon could be entered since the water , 

vain, till we walked away and a chunck the size of a train-wagon fell 
down. Later, when the water.was a bit lower it was possible to look 
into the cave-mouth with binoculars, but it seemed only to be a hall, 
the water appearing as a low but fast flowing sheet from under the 
glacier. 

An enormous Ice Hall was seen in the Fjulljokull in Th6rsmork. 
Early in the year this place was inaccessible. In August it showed an 
enormous meandering hall with a collapsing roof. The height was at 
least 20 meters, but also this place was too dangerous to enter. It 
showed however that in an earlier state there was a large cave. 

:ne observations showed that like limestone caves virtually all 
glac1er-cav~s and shafte f?llow a fault or crack in the ice. Many larger 
tunnels existed already m May, but it was only end August (the 
moment we left Iceland) that due to freezing the waterlevels dropped 
and many caves became open for entering. 

This paper will be supported by slides to show all the mentioned 
phenomena. 
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was gone, and the cave entered. It could be followed for 200 meters. 
Although nearly on the bedrock, the bottom was still ice. This cave 
was only several under the surface so visibility was a nice blue light. 

Chrystal Palace, also in, or better on Fjallsjokull. This was 
clearly a remains from/in last winters snow. In June this was like a 
hill with many corridors and small tunnels, but on the surface of the 
glacier. It melted slowly away, but showing clearly that all tunnels 
and holes were lined along "faults ", layers which clearly differed in 
color or structure. Thi s was valid for all objects found and seen. 

Open Shaft in Virkisjokull. Many shafts on the glacier swfaces 
were found. However several were descended, but ended all too 
narrow. The open shaft was a remarkable feature on a vertical 
exposed cliff along the glacier. it was some 15 meters high, and 
started from a tunnel some meter under the surface of the glacier. It 
made a lot of noise, but showed clearly that although there was a wide 
pool of water at the bottom, it disappered via a gap not higher than 
some 10-20 em's, impossible for a caver. 

Syphon Cave was only a very small one. One day entered it was 
only a small but nice room with beartiful scallops. The bottom was 
under water and contained quicksand, and ii ended after some IO 
meters. However, some time later the water was some one meter 
lower and the end was a very low gap looking into a larger room. Due 
to the water this was not to enter, but was some 5 meters high and ten 
long, b~t agai? ended in a syphon. Visiting this place after some very 
cold mghts m the hope the water would still be lower was a 
disappointment - the water again was very high. 

Stinking River Glacier Cave was more to the west of Iceland. 
J:Iere the J~kullsa river escapes under the S6lheimajokull and at 
times there 1s a terrible sulphur smell in the area due to the fact there 
~e some suiphetara further under this glacier. Hoping to find a tunnel 
hke the one from KverkfjolJ this place was closely observed. 
However the cave and snout of this glacier were in an extremely 
dangerous state. Regular enormous ice-blocks would fall down 
Sitting there in the hope to photograph something spectacular was i~ 
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CAVES OF DOLNY VRCH PLATEAU IN SOUTH SLOVAKIAN KARST 

H~Dr. Uavid /1 .:1\·l~t'•f·h, Ludf!k Vlk, Czec h f,pe leological Societ y 

A special type of vertical caves occur in large numbers on the Triassic 

limestone plateau owned by two nations in a rather confined ar~a of about 

3 km 2• With the term "pothole" those vertical caves are specified in this area , 
.\f,~1 r': lt'f: .1/Jgdindt-1 w d der Hochebenc Doln.Y v r c h in der Siid-Slowakei. that according to the latest understanding mos•. probably are made by the 

0:.1.-; Knrstge l>iel Dolnf' ,.,-ch bP.findet sic h in der SOd-Slowakei, gerade solution effect of infiltrating meteoric water along vertical fissures, The 

: 111 der r;·,•f"!nz,, mil l.'n!(nrn. ner Artikc1 beschreibt Historie des systemetischen potholes do not function as water swallets (sintholes) tt.nd proven by water 

l/c.ihh•1dor•,<,;d 11:ns, d:Js ini Jahr 1962 an de r slowakisc hen Seite begonnen ist. Aul tracing they do not belong to the recharge area of any specific karst 

th·111 F'lnte~w ,,,urdc 7.usammen 78 Schachten und 15 HOhlen entdeckt und resurgence at the hill foot, but conduct water to the main kartic aquifer t hus 

effecting more than one springs. They have no known continuations, most are 

Aul der · h'cwdze itung sind Lrwdk arte n des studierten. Gebietes, choked by debris and ·those pits that do not have any opening directly to the 

IIOhJcnpliine und H.u fna.hmcn det· bedeutcn d esten Sc hachte beige]egt. surface have mostly clay fills at their bottoms. 

Systematical speleological survey begun in the Slovakian side in the 

T i-11 ! DolnY \·n:h (Ab6 hegy in Hungarian, " Lower Hill") is lo~B.ted at the year 1962 and it c~ntinues till today. In the year 1973 the topographic maps 

cnsLernmost. n.1rner of Lhe Aggtelek karst in North Hungary or South-Slovakian of the central part of the plateau with the highest concentration of karst 

phenomena were drawn. 51 potholes and three caves were r egistrated, 

ln i;i.:ologic..:al structure of DolnY Vrch are dominant triasic carbonates (HradeckY et. al. 1974) In the year 1984 61 potholes and· 15 caves were 

whi<-h :ire widF.:sprcad in all the territory. They are strongly karstified, lig~t registrated (HavlfCek and Vojir 1984) and now we know about 78 potholes in 

and g r ey in .-:ol011 r {pelso"! ' to Jadin ), visi ble _on the surface on the upper part Slovakian si de. Hungarian side was systematically studied from the fiftieth and 

of I.he north~,rr1 slopes of the plateau, on the slopes without vegetation and the las t rnonography on this topic .called "DolnY Vrch P0thole Atlas" was 

0:1 the brinks of the depressions. It is poss ible to find them also as outcrobs published in 1992 in Budapest. 

in the doline 1,.:al1s o r on the boundary between dolines. Basal rocks of lower On the poster are depicted the most important potholes of this territory 

1.rias, so caJJed werfen schists, are visible on the surfa·ce SE~ and S from and the results of the speleological investigation during the last two years. 

Sil ickU .Jablonica v illage (Hra dec k ,Y et. al. 1974). Non-karstic rocks are also 

located on the southern (Hungarian) slopes of DolnY Vrch and between 

B6dva.s'l' il su:: v il1age and SzB.dvar hill. Upper · triasic rocks were found also in 

Hungarian territory, (Sarvary 1971) 
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SALT KARST IN ZAGROS FOLD 

BELT(SE IRAN) 

Pavel Bosak 
Czech Speleological Society, Jivenska 1066n 14000 

Praha 4,Czech Republic 

Zagros Fold Bilt represents a conspicuous landscape formed by 
huge elongated anticlines beached by salt domes (diapirs).In the 
region of Bandar Abbas, about 60 such plugs occur.They are formed 
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by Late Precambrian salt of the Hormoz Complex containing blocks 
of "exotic" rocks of different sizes (ultrabasic, acidec volcanics and 
volcanoclastics, gypsum, redbeds etc.). Salt domes can be subdi
vided into three morphological groups, i.e.(l)active domes with 
positive morphology, sometimes with salt glaciers,(2)pas'sive domes 
showing hilly landscape highly dissected by erosion, and (3)ruins 
appearing on the surface in limited relics.Actvie salt domes are 
growing at the present time, other types are inactive. Diapirism is 
caused by several impulses, especially stress of folding, activity on 
basement faults and halokinetics. The activity of diapirism can be 
dated back to Lower Cretaceous, at least, with massive appearance 
of domes on the surface in Miocene-Pliocene times. 

Karst forms are developed in a broad variety.The most distinct 
are surface forms,mostly collapsed sinkholes with diametres of 
several to several hundreqs of metres and depth to 50m. Very com
mon are different smaller pipe-like vertical channels.On passive 
plugs, large depressions of the uvala to polje type can be 
observed.Rugged karstic surface is typical for less active plugs and 
for uplifted planation surfaces on highly active ones. Subsurface 
karst forms are abundant, although poorly accessible due to collaps
ing, high H2S contents or position in unstable salt walls. The largest 
caves were discovered in Namakdan salt dome on Qeshm Islands.Low 
sinuous water cave with entrance 20m broad and about 12m high 
continues several tens of metres into salt representing resurgence of 
complex system with ponors in large depression above the cave. 
Caves are decorated by salt speleothems of different morphologies. 



Tlli1U!Ill1!EqWI a'.l!IAJILl!OCTh KAPCTA 
I'OPEYJIOBA,K.napa - :.:AKClll>iOBlf'I,l!l!KOJiai! 

TIOKa38.lla po.Ill, TeKTOH14'18CKl!X CTPYKTYP pa3HOi'O paHI'a 

B pacnpocTpWl8HHII KapCTa ii ne:11ep Ha Dpi!Mepe IlepMC Koro 

perH011a, BKJllJ1filJOQ8rO 'ISCTl, n.naT~.OpM1,1, npo11116 II CKJirut'la

Tbli! YpaJI, 

TFX:TOIIIC ZOl'IATIOl'I Ol' KARST 
There is shown the role of tectonic structures of ' 

different classes in spreading of karat and caves on 
an example of Perm region. 

3aKOHOM8pHOCTII pacnpocTpaileHW! KapcTa o6ycJiaBJniBa i-OTCH 

TSKTOHIIKOil.Blrnmme .n:aHnoro (i,aKTOpa '!eTKO rrpocJie:umaeTCH 

Ha npm,1epe IlepMcxoro per110Ha , rno xap6oHaT!l, cy JIJ,.:.aTu, co.III! 

OT npoTepoaoi!cxoro no BepJU1enepMcxoro BOspacTa sa.11era.o1' 

B 301!8 aKTIIBHoro B0]\006MeHa HU IlJ!Oi!lllJlll 6oJiee 30 Tl,IC. x0.. 
PerHOll pacnoJIOl!tell B npe n:eJiruc Tpex KpymlblX reoCTJ;YKTYP : 

I - BOCTO'l!IO!l 0Kpa l4Hbl JloCTO'illO-EBponetlcKot~ nJiaT.~OpMbl, 

Il - TipeJlYpaJII,CKoro Kpaeooro npori16a, ill - YpaJia / p1m.I/ . 

I.Ha BOCTO'lliO ii OKP814H8 BoCTO'il!O-ZFpon e i1CKO!i nJia T,;,Op~~ 

14 npMeraia,llllX 'lllCTIIX IlpenypaJiwKoro Kpaeooro rrpor116a aa

KapcTOBallbl fiP81lMY:it8CTB8Hll0 r11nc1,1, axr11n:p11Tll, i13B8CTIIR!(l!, 

n:oJIOMilTl,I eyurypcxoro ii aPTllilCKoro fi])Y COB HIU !lero OT ilCJia 

nepMCKOit CilCT8Mli,CJiarWOillli8 CBOIU,I II KPllJib/I DJUiT : o pMeHf!L!J( 

CTPYKTYP - Ce7lJIOBl4H,BllJIOB,KYDOJIOB /pac .2/. 

B Kceuo1.0HTOBCKOM /I/. f.oJia 3Hl!HCKOM /2/. :;H:i(l-leCUJITHIHCKOM 

/3/ , ViµeHCKOM /4/ p a·,ouruc KapcTYl)TCH Da'l'.IOI rl!DCOB H aHri!Jl

PilTOB, 1!8p87lYJO!llll8CR C MIIJIOl/,OUU!llMH 113D8C'rHRKOBO-Jl0JlOl.!HTOBblMll . 

DU'll{a)ra llP.BHCKOro rop1130l!Ta,a D K1anepTCKOM pa iioue /3/ -

.;•8JUl8.1ll,HO H8Bb1Jlep;!WJ!H8R Kap6oHaTHO-CY.m.i aTHaR TOJii;la 

nonoBCKO!i CBilT!,1 RYHrypcKOro RPYCa. B Kal)CTOBOM paitolte 

Y :,;l!McRoro M aTO /5/ aaRapCTOMH!l ll31l8CTJiJlKH H JlOJIOW.l!Tbl 

KYttrypcKOI'O ii U!)Tl!HCKOl 'O RPYCOB. 13 pa,,iouruc Cj'Jll>.; a Tnoro 

KapcTa C r.moro'IBCJlemn.Mll PO!JOHICUMll, 03e~a: .. 11 II COJIOHOM

TIBIJI poll,IIIIKBMII. iG:mee,B COJIIIKW✓.Cl<OM /c.,/Kapc ·roRO:{. p a 'ioHe, 

non TOJ1111811 H8KapcTy101Jt14XCII nopon Y-l l!LiCKOro /lllYCa ii '!0T

B8PTll'IHllMII OTJ!Oll81111/1Ml4 npoRBJIROTCII COJ!JlllO ,i xapcT, KUK 

8CT8CTB8JIHJill,TaK ii T8XHOr8Hllbll!.B CBOJlaJC RYDOJIOB,OCJIOJ!t

HlllOillllX BilaJU!liY,B pe3yJU,TST8 paCTBOp 8HllR COJI8H B03HldK8IOT 

uynJll,I oce118.IIIIR /pilc.3/,03epH!,ie 11enpecc1U1. 

B CWIBl!llCKO!! BilllJUIH8 HBXOJlllTCR Pllll KapcTOBblX µaltOHOB 

ii y'IUCTKOB /9,IO/,rn e KapcTyioTCII rllllCbl,B i.eHl>lllell CTeD8Hil 
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SELEC,ED KARST FEATURES MAPPING IN VIRGINIA, U.S.A. 

David A. Hubbard , Jr. 

Virginia Divisi o n o f Mineral Resources 

ABSTRACT 

Sinkholes and caves were identified over approximately 

21,SOJ square kilometers in northern and central portions 

of Virginia's Valley and .Ridge physiographic province . 

Field work in t h ese area s of Pale o zoi c carbonate r ~cks was 

co ndu ct ed from January 1980 to July 1984. In July 1991, 

mapping in the southern portion of the project was 

in i ti.ated. It is antici p ated that in excess of 15,000 

sinkholes and 1, 250 ca ves may be identified in the southern 

porti o n of the p rovin ce . In addition to sinkholes, kar ~ t 

water features sach as springs and insurgences are 

identifiable o n low alt'itude (4,000 m) panchromatic, 

st e re o s c opic. aerial photographs. The d oc umentati on of 

3prings an~ insurgences is a new part of this mapping 

proje c t. Ca v e l oc ati ons are from existing repor ts and 

field work. Karst features are plotted on a geologic base 

map, which s ubdivides carbonate rocks int o Ordovician

Cambrian interbedded limestone and dolostone, Ordovicia n 

limestone. Devoniin- Si lurian limestone, a nd lower 

Carboniferous limestone. 

Two types of pseudosinkholes ohserved in the southern 

area were observed in northern and central areas. Sag 

ponds c reated by prehistoric landstides and ro c kfall s uf 

delineation of karst areas by carbonate map units a nd a 

relative indication of the degree of karstification by the 

density ranges of the mapped karst features. Although 

subsidence has histo r ic a lly ec l i p sed both karst flooding 

and groundwater pollution as the karst h a zard of most 

concern, karstland residents are voicing increasing concern 

about groundwater quality . Karst maPs are in 4emand to 

identify areas susceptible to groundwater pollution. A 

simple concept in Virginia's covered karat is that a ll land 

underlain by Paleozoic carbonate rock is susceptible to 

groundwater pollution, but the greater t h e degree of 

karstification, the griater the potential for pollution. 

KARST MAPS 

Two regional karst maps have been generated for the 

approximately 21,500 square-kilometer area of the northern 

and central portions of Virginia's Valley and Ridge 

provin~e. These 1:250,000-scale maps {Hubbard, 1983 and 

1988; Figure 1, A and B respectively) depict individual 

sinkholes and cave entrances on a geologic base map that 

subdivides the carbonate rocks into Ordovician-Cambrian 

interbedded limestone and dolostone , Ordovician limestone, 

Devonian-Silurian limestone, and lower Carboniferous 

limestone . Sinkholes were located in the laboratory by use 

of low altitude (4,000 m) panchromatic, stereoscopic, 

a e ri al photographs. The term sinkhole refers to all 

surficial, closed- contour , riatural depressions and includes 

blind valleys, closed poljes, dolines. karst windows 
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Silurian sandstone~ c ommon ly appear as sinkhole-like 

features. Abandoned open pit and collapsed subsurface 

mi n es may appear as sinkhole-like features where historic 

iron. ma nganese, and barite working s occur in carbonate 

rocks ~f the southern area. 

Data from the first two areas of this study has been 

used by regional planners for land - use and aquifer 

protection planning . The add i tion of sPring and insurgen ce 

dat a should add to the usefulness of this pr o duct in the 

southern area. 

INTRODUCTION 

The folded a n d faulted Paleozoic rocks of the Va ll ey 

and Ridge Physi o graphic province of the Appa l a ch ian 

Highlands comprise a br o ad belt al o ng the western margi n of 

Virginia, U.S.A. { F igu re 1). Ranging in age fr o m Cambritn 

to Mississippian, virtually all of the carbonate rock 

exposed to weathering in _t h is belt has been ka rs tified . 

Approximately two-thirds of this covered karst was map ped 

fr o m January 198 0 to July 19S4. Maps _of the northern 

and c e~tral ?0rti o ns depicted sinkhole and c ave locations 

on ge o l ogi c b ase maps which subdivide the carbonate ro cks 

i n : r =a~ ~ ~! : s o ~ !i~estone and limestone interbedded with 

=~ :~!y o f 1991, mapping in the final and so uth ern 

?O =:~ ~~ ~= :~e ~elt was initiated. A new aspe ct to this 

=a;~!:: ~ e : ~ e a~ J iti o n o f springs and stream insurg ences. 

-~ ! ;:!=a~y i~p o rta nc e o f this kars t map series is the 

ponors, and uvalas . Cave l oc ations were from existing 

reports and field research . Kars t features and geologic 

informati o n were compiled on 7 . 5-minute (1:24,000) 

t op o g raph i c map s , wh ic h were subse q ue n tly photograp~ically 

re d uced and the data was transferred to 1 : 250,000 mylar 

bases and overlays. The scale of these regional maps wa s 

chosen so that t he whole of Virginia's Va~ley and Ridge 

could be published on a few maps anU that allowed 

individual karst features to be depicted. There also was 

concern that the data from larger scale maps mi gh t be 

substituted by some individuals for site specific 

evaluations. Because this data was remo te ly sensed and 

because there were significant resolut ion limitations o n 

the size of the sinkh o le s observed , this data sh~uld n ot be 

used beyond the preliminary site evaluati on. 
/ 

Despite the fa ct that the photography is of the same 

quality and s ca le from which 7.5-minute topogra phic maps 

are generated and photorevised, significantly more sinkholr 

features were obtained than are indicated on the available 

topographic maps. This is because all observed sinkholes 

wer e plotted, not just th ose that occur at the eleva t ions 

.of the fixed co ntour intervals. Obse r ved sinkholes were at 

least 10 min diameter, although some larger features were 

not observed. Some sinkh oles in forested areas and shall ow 

sinkholes, especially those wit hout distinctive vegetati o n 

in their bases, were not detected on the a e ria l 

ph otographs. 



Two types of pseudosinkholes wer e found in these map 

areas. Depressions and sag ponds created by prehistoric 

land sli des and rockfalls of Sil u rian sandstones locally 

resemble sinkholes. Abandoned open pit and collapsed 

s ubsurface mines may appear as sinkhole-like features. 

Some historic iron, manganese, and lead-zinc workings 

exposed carbonate pinnacles and proved difficult to 

discriminate from karst featur·es on aerial photographs. 

During the ten years since the first of the Virginia 

Karst M~ps was published, there has been broad interest in 

these maps. Users have included an insurance company 

concerned with subsidence hazards to industrial and 

commercial clients, a chemical company interested in 

restricting defoliant use in karst, &Overnment 

administrators and regional planners, cavers, geologists, 

and others. An increasing demand for this type of data is 

for delineating karst areas for the formulation of 

- groundwater protection plans. These demands were 

instrumental in initiating the mapping of the remaining 

portion of Virginia ' s Valley and Ridge karst. 

Increased interest in Virginia's karst areas and their 

groundwater resources, not on"ly spurred a resumption of the 

karst mapping in July of 1991, but also a shift in focus. 

In addition to sinkholes, spring and ~tream insurgences are 

observable on aerial photography. The documentation of 

these karst w.ater features is a new aspect to the project . 

The southern Valley and Ridge karst area contains some 

of the most impressive karst in the State. I t is 

potential hazard in Virginia and one rarely anticipated . 

It is not commonly observed in the undisturbed karstlands 

of Virginia. Residential or urban development is largely 

respon s ible for sinkhole flooding through poor siltation 

con.trol and inadequate control of the increased runoff from 

artificial surfaces. The third and final potential hazard 

o f karst is it's high degree of susceptibility to 

g roundwater pollution. Fortunately, this message of 

groundwater vulnerability is reaching karstland residents 

and they are increasingly concerned. This concern helped 

to modify karst mapping to better define the karst 

re so ur ce. The ·mapping of the kerst water features is a 

logical and important aspect in the study of karst. These 

featur es provide the most elementary and observable c lues 

in characterizing the karst aquifers. Without an 

understa nding of these aquifers, they cannot be afforded 

protection, There is no doubt that karst groundwater can 

be better protected fro m pollution than it c urr ent ly is. 

Interestingly, all three of the potential karst hazards 

largely can be prevented. Most of the cases of karst 

subs i dence, sinkhole flo oding, and karst aquif er pollution 

obs erved by this author have been preventable by modifing 

water wel l drilling and siting practices, runoff and 

siltatio n control, landfill siting, and eliminating 

sinkhole dump ing. As karstland resid ents learn to 

understand their environment and the processes that create 

karst, the sooner they will cease to be blind victims 

triggering their own disasters. 
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ant icipated that in excess of 15,000 sink hole and 1,250 

caves will be identifie d in this area. As o f January 199 3, 

karst features have bee11 mapped and field checked ove r ha lf 

of the souther~ map area (Figure 2). The s am e two typ es of 

pseudosinkhole~ have been observed in the southern area as 

in the previ o us map areas. Sag ponds and other sinkhole

like features were created by prehistoric landslides and 

rockfalls of Silurian sandstones. Abandoned open pit an d 

collapsed subsurface mines associated with ir o n, manganese, 

and barite deposits, especially those with exposed 

carbonate pinnacles, have proven diffi cult to remote ly 

differentiate from sinkholes . Othe,r than th~ documenting 

of the additional karst water features. the laboratory, 

field, and map preparation techniques utilized in the 

southern area are identic al to those employed in the 

central and northern areas. 

THE ROLE OF KARST MAPPING 

The initial role of the karst mapp ing program was to 

generate an effective and economical map of Virginia's 

karst resources. The first map s were adequate in defining 

karst resource areas and p r oviding a relative 

differentiation of the degr ee of karstification. The 

public has a ccepted these maps in defining karst, not as a 

resour ce, but as a terrain o f hazar ds. 

The foremost fear of karstland residents is Ot loss of 

one's property and possibly one ' s life in a sinkhole 

collapse (Figure 3). Ka rst flooding is a relatively minor 

SUMMARY 

The regional'karst maps of the northern and central 

portions of Virginia's Valley a nd Ridge province have been 

useful in delineating karst and indicating the relative 

degree of kars tificatio n. A si mp le concept is that the 

greater the degree of karstification the greater the 

potential for karst hazards. 

Kar s tland residents are increasingly aware that in 

addition t o s ubsiden ce and flooding, groundwater pollution 

is an even gr eate r potential hazard . This concern has 

helped to modify the mapping of the remaining southern 

portion of Virginia's Valley and Ridge karstlands to 

include karst water features along with the select kars t 

feat ures pr eviously mapped. The map ~f Virginia's southern 

karst may help foster , the con cept of karst as a resource 

rather than as a terrain of hazards. 
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Abstract 

ITALO-MEXICAN SPELEOLOGICAL EXPEDITION 

IN YUCATAN REGION, 1991 

KARST-GEOMORPHOLOGY OF YUCATAN CAVES 

Rosario Ruggieri 
Cemro lb/eo di Ricerche Speleo-idmgeologiche (GGR) 

A speleological research campaign in Yucatan Region has been led in August 1991 

in order to study booth the aspects of cave-dwelling fauna and the speleogenetic ones 

after a close co-operation between the Department of Science of Mexican Autonomus 

National University, the Yucatan Speleo-team and the Centro di Ricerche Speleo

idrogeologiche del Gruppo Grolle Ragusa. 

A research programme has been arranged between these bodies to obtain the 

maximum result payng attention to the very shon stay and the number of available 

researchers. 

With these premises in rhe caves reported forward three teams have carried out the 

following work: 

- Geo111orphological research; 

- Biuspeleological study: 

- Topography; 

- Photography aud video docu111e11tatio11. 

1hls report treats about the geomorphologic aspects found out in three of the seven 

visited caves retained more significant, where the erosion fonns and checked detrical 

deposit showed tectonicses up and down that accompanied Yucatan's platform lifting at 

the end ofTeniary period and during Quaternary. 

A synthetic description of general geologic and physical characteristic of Yucatan 

Peninsula, prefaced to this report, provides the table of general reference where to place 

the panicular analy,.ed phenomenologies. 

sector which separates a hilly relief at about 100 metres of altitude above sea level. 

The climate is sub-humid heat in the greatest pert of the area whereas it is semi-arid 

and very hot in the Noth-West sector. 

The annual average temperature fluctuates from 25 to 27 degrees and the 

precipitation fluctuates from 1000 to 1300 1nillimetrcs. The latter gradually diminishes 

North-Westwards, while it increases in the SE sector. 

Every kind of superficial downflow is totally absent owing to the spread fracture, 

which concerns the carbonatic rock and favours the infiltration of meteoric waters and 

their subterranean drainage. 

GEOMORPHOLOGY 

The landscape shows the classical fonn of karst areas with doline and cenotes where 

the water-table level emerges in the SE and Nonh, whereas residual soils of 

decalcitication processes, which till up depressions and karren type fonns, predominate 

in the SW reliefs. 

STRATIGRAPHY 

Soils located in the Peninsula cover a lapse of time from Eocene to Q uaternary. 

The platfonn facies calcareous sequence corresponding to Chumbec and Piste' 

Members of 01ichen ltza Fonnation dates back to Paleogene. 

11us unities are ccmposed of white microcrystalline limestones. sometimes s lightly 

recrysta11izcd, with biomicruditk and biomicritic texture. 

They contain large amounts of gasteropods and corals, sponges spicole and 

corallinaceus algas. Among the foraminifers: Coskinolina sp., Dictyoconus sp., plenty 

of Milioliti of Triloculina, Pyrgo and Quinqueloculina genus. 

Dolomized and si licized. recrystallized, spatic, red fine-grained calcarenites follow. 

TI1ey emerge in Tieu I sierra located in the SW sector of the area. 

11ie above~mentioned sequt!nce is covered discontinuously by a calcareous series 

described as Carrillo Pueno Fonnation, which accumulated in the upper Miocene _ 

Pliocene period. 
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Riassunto 
Sulla base di un accordo di collaboral.ione fra ii Dipartimento di Scienu della 

Universila' azio1.1ale Autonoma del Messic:o, lo Speleogn,ppo Yucatan e ii Centro 
Ibleo di Ricerche Spe.leo-idrogeologkbe del Gruppo Grotte Ragu a, con la 

collaboral.ione del Gruppo Speleologico "Lega Ambienle" olo, e stata condom, 

nell'agosto del 1991, una campagna di ricerche speleologiche nella Regione dello 

Yucatan, tinalizzata allo studio della fauna ea quello geomotfologico e speleogenetico 

delle cavita esplorate. 

A ta l tine fra gli anl.idetti organismi fu concordato un programma di indagini chc, 

tenuto conto delle diverse esigenze di studio e del numero di ricercatori disponibili, 

doveva garantire ii massimo risultato, compatibilmente ai ristrerti tempi di pennancnza. 

Con tali presupposti sono state esplorate complcssivamente 7 cavi~: Chocanres, 

Sahac Ha ', fxmait, Calcethok. TlPh-11ah, Actu11 ~ Memal, dove tre squadre di ricercatori 

hanno svolto ii seguente lavoro: 

- Studio geomorfologico; 

- Rrcerca biospeleologica; 

- Topogrc!fia; 

- Docu111ema;:Jo11e ,·ideo ef orograjica. 

fl seguente rappono trana gli aspetti geomorfologici riscontrati in tre delle su 

elencate cavita ritenute piu significative, dove le fonne di erosione e i depositi 

riscontrati hanno posto in evidenza le vicendc tettoniche che hanno accompognato ii 

sollevamento della pianafoma Yucateca alla fine del Terziario e nel Quatemario. Una 
sintetica descril.ione delle caralleristiche fisiche e geologiche della Penisola dello 

Yucatan vuole fomire un quadro di riferimento generale in cui coUocarc le particolari 

feno1neno logie indagate. 

GENERAL GEOLOGIC AND PHISICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

OF YUCATAN PENINSULA (south MEXICO) 

Yucatan peni nsula (/no~ at figure I) is characterized by a generally tabulary land 

about 30 metres o f ahi 1>1de above the sea and by a structural csca rpmem in W 

Rich in clay, one metre thick, residual soils result from calcareous clccalcificalion 

which took place in the Quaternary and they are the lallest in the series o f the Yucatan 
platfot,n soils. 

TECTONICS 

111e above-mentioned Tertiary series fonns the wide Yucatan platfom1 whose 

basement is composed of Paleozoic metamorphic rocks. Limestones how horizontal 
deep, with the exeplion of SW ponion, where we can see slight undulalions. 

11,e latters are due to a tectonics phase of deformation in compressi e style which 

developed during the Eocene. Fractures end faults system with E -SW di rection. which 

conce rns the calcareous series, represents, on the contrary, extensional phase which 

develo ped during the Neogene. 

HYDROGEOLOGY 

Precipitations are the only recharge source of the free faulde which on re jona] basis 
co vers the Yucatan Peninsula. 

Neither the presence of karst processes nor the spread fracture aUo uperficial 

downOo ws to fonn, so that meteoric waters swiftly infiltrate and are drained towards 
the sea. 

Moreover a bedding process of the lightest fresh water on sea-waters, which tend to 

seep through hinterlana, exists near the coast-line. 

Bicarbonate-dorurate mixed composed waters. circulating in the calcareous aquifer 

und belonging to the transitional zone, which separetes fresh waters from the ~ 
are also in the central part of the peninsula. 

Geohydrologic units 

Two geohydrologic units hav~ been differentiated in the Yucatan peninsula: the 

Tertiary aquifer with high potentialities and the residual soil. resulting of the lca,eous 

rock dissolution with low water potentiality and for this reason of scarce economic 
impqrtance . 



The static level in the calcareous aquifer varies from 10 to 30 metres' above the sea 

level, with the excepion of the highest SW s~ctor, where on the contrary, it oscillates 

from 60 to 100 metres. Transmissibility is very high and the water flow:irradiates from 

the centre and SE-NW preferencial directions. The maximum theoretical thikness is 

about 160 metres and gets lower approaching the coast -line. 

Subterranean water temperature oscillates, on an average, from 26 to 27 degrees in 

close relation to the environment one. 

GEOMORPHOLOGICAL RESEARCH OF EXPLORED CAVES 

CUEVA CHOCAN TES 

The cave placed on Cordoc Puc, in the South-West ofTecax village from which it is 

less than a kilometre away, opens at the bottom of a cut, at 70 metres of altitude above 

sea level, with C<H>rdinates of 20'11'57" latitude North and 89' 17'55" longitude West 

(map 1:50.000 TECAX Fl6C83). 

Cave descrip tion 

From the entrance, formed by a pit some metres deep. you can reach the first room 

with descending trend about 20 metres long and 10 metres wide. 

A low passge, in the final part, introduces in a room characterized by plenty of 

collapsed blocks. 

The cave, after a landslide passage, continue towards the bottom with a steeply 

sloping, about 50 metres long gallery. 

After reaching the bottom, you can penetrate in a low gallery generally with 

horizontal trend and, about JOO metres forward, arrive at the first large room. 

The latter roughly shows an elliptic shape and a major axis of about 80 metres. The 

cave continue in an ascending way, because of former collapses, to a low opening from 

which you can enter the second room about 40 metres per 20 wide. 

An ascending landslide branch, placed in the first room, closes in the upper part 

CUEVA SABAK HA ' 

89"16'0J" loni:it11d,· W,·st au.I l tl'ltl'l 7.S" btit11d,· North (ma/I / :50.000 T£CAX 

Fl6C83). 

~ve description 
The entrance is a pst·11tlc.."l-dr1lin,· in :1dv:111L·1.·d phase of erosion which gives into 1he 

first upper level about 50 mc.•tn.-s wid,·. 

Evidences of rhe ancient Maya civiliz.11io11 t.·an be found both on the walls (low relief) 

and scattered on the floor (wat,'r col/,,c1i1111 \ '(IS<'.,) in this first part. 

An iron staircase, located at the end of the above-mentioned first part, allows to go 

down the large pit, about 15 metres deep, which goes to the second wider level of the 

system. 

A slightly descending wide gallery, about 80 metres long, is the very ante-room of 

the cave. A small entrance in its final part gives into the innesr and wannest rooms and 

acts as thennic bar compared to the windier first part. 

The micro-climatic change, which ca.used the corrosion of calcitic concretions, has 

taken place during the contemporary Era. 

One can go on about 100 metres in the second gallery before reaching a biforcation: 

the right branch, 80 metres tong and 20 metres wide, ends with a wide spectacular 

crystallized deposit; the wider and more articulated left branch ends about 150 metres 

forward and is the most promising sector for the research of possible continuation of the 

system. 

Moreover a narrow descending alley, placed in its initial part, gives into the third 

freatic level of the cave, were plenty of elastic deposit can be observed. 

Karst-geomorphology of the cave 

Morphologies and deposits of different phases which have affected the evolution of 

the water circulation in the carbonatic Yucatan platform, have been recognized in the 

three levels of the cave. 

IS 

about 80 metres forward. 

This cave seems to come to an end in a litlle richly concretioned hollow 

where stillicide can be observed. 

Karst-geomorphology of the cave 

The cave shows morphologies resulting of cataclastic processes in advanced phase. 

The initial descending trend, through detritus and collapsed rocks, developing about 50 

metres difference in depth, is the result of the progressive reduction of ceiling. This 

process took place soon afterwards the lowering of the water circulation level in the 

lifting carbonatic platform. Frcatic morpholigies are absent for the above-mentioned 

reasons, whereas there are forms (basins, ketrles, etc .. ) resulting from percolating 

waters. 

The last two rooms divided by a nam>w passage represent the only primary wide 

room later separated by fossilization and collapsed phenomena. 

The richly concretioned room is, at the moment, the only part draining a certain 

amount of stillicide waters. A more carefully examination might show the continuation 

towaros the beneath freatic level of the system. 

The presence of corrosion forms in the mineralogical deposits is probably due to acid 

envirorunenta1 conditions. 

Structural-tectonics and geologic consideration 
TI1e observation of the visible structural oriented surfaces in the inner part of the cave 

and the analysis of its general trend let suppose that there is a possible connecting point 

among the tectonics phases related both to the Yucatan platform and to the development 

of the karst processes in its inner part. 

The planimetric trend of the cave, developing in eocenic calcareous (look at figure 2), 

tends in fact to orientate itself parallely to the Cordon Puc structures, lined up in NE

SW direction. 

The first and very superficial level dates back to a very advanced phase of the 

processes connected to the dismantling of the previous unsaturaced zone. The latier is 

constitued of sinkholes, pits and pseudo-dolines characterized by morphologies 

resulting from collapses and inverse erosions. 

The second, standardly depth level, still maintains, under a more recent and thick 

layer of mineral deposits, the ancient freatic morphologies, both on the walls and on the 

ceilings. 

Moreover a following phase of detritic-clastic filling is proved by a thick layer of 

deposits located on both sides of the second gallery. 

During a new lifting phase of the carbonatic platfonn, which caused the lowering of 

the basic level of karst erosion, the latters underwent an unsaturated recur, proved by an 

erosive cut some metres deep in the above-mentioned gallery. . , 

The development of the freatic galleries located in the third ana tn~ deepest level of 

the system, took place in this phase in consequence of the above-fnentioned sea/earth 

variations. 

Fossilization of the upper galleries, the petrification of the intermediate ones, and the 

starting collapses of the lower freatic galleries, where . •very evidence of the pre

existing water circulation clisapears, because ot •he fi: . ,;1er sinkage of freatic level, have 

taken place during the Pleistocene. 

Structural-tectonics and geolgical C?nsidf ations 

The analysis of the structural directrices, surveyed in the inner part of the cave, 

might suggest a connection wltl1 the- morpho-structures both surveyed on the soil and 

obesrved in the official cartography. 

The latter pennits to obtain both the obvious structural direction of Cordon Puc 

(NW-SE) and the secondary directions which chracterize the superficial cuts. 

Thalweg have generally an inclination of 90' as to NW-SE principal directrix, id est 

with NE-SW orientation. 

The latters would date back to a later extentional phase which involved the Yucatan 

platform quring the Neogene. 



Titls way the simple comparison between planimeuic trend of different sectors of the 

cave (look at figure 3) and the above-mentioned morpho-structures let suppose that 

there is a direct control of the main and secondary tectonics structures, both over the 

development of the subterranean water circulation and karst activity in general. 

The cave developes in the eocenic calcareous series which underwent the effects of 

. compressive phase during the Paleogene. 

In this connection very folded structures have been surveyed in the cave, which might 

have been caused by deforming phase. 

CUEVA IX-MA/T 
The entrance pit opens at 50 metres of altitude above sea level and it is about 750 

metres away from Chocantes cave situated in the NE as to the former. 

Its geographic co-ordinates, surveyed from a map on the scale of 1 :50 .000 TECAX 

Fl6C83, are: 89° 18'15.4" longitude West and 20· 11'42" latitude North. 

Cave description 
You enter a collapsed pit 20 metres deep ; a heap of rocks and detrits rises fof several 

metres from its base. The room under the pit is composed of a wide fairly circular 

rootn of about 35 metres in diamiter. 

The walls all around the pit are richly concretioned with calcitic deposits and big 

stalactitic draperies. The cave branches in three directions from the central room. 

You enter the first branch, placed in the WNW direction as to the room and 40 metres 

wide, through a low alley, where a relevant current of.air can be observed. 

A second branch on the contrary, spreads in the SE direction as to the room and is 

about 55 metres long. The main gallery, about 100 metres long, developes in the ESE 

direction and shows a great variety of karst morphologies. 

A low alley, starting from the middle of the main gallery, lenghtens for about 30 

metres towards the secondary gallery. 

The abundant presence of mineral deposits in this room may have caused the occlusion 

of the joining way to the above-mentioned gallery. 
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Karst-geomorphology of the cave 

The cave presents as a whole morphology which date back to a very evoluted phase in 

which filling and collapsed phenomena prevail. The greatest diffusion of mineralogical 

deposits which generally cover collapsed rocks and blocks, can be found in the main 

gallery. 

The letters are characterized by the presence of pipes abolll 30-40 centimetres in 

diameter, which perforate the block for some metres and whose origin may be due to 

turbulent/whirling water movement in freatic circulation conditions. 

Their present extraneous position is therefore due to the collapse of the englobing 

layer. The same anomalous position can be found in the horizontal type concretions 

originated in half-submerged rooms, at the present set on elastic originated elements. 

It indicates cataclastic and/or collapsed phases happened, which caused the overlap 

of older upper levels previously occupied by waters on younger morphologies. 

Sructural-tectonics and geological consideration 

The cave developes in the eocenic calcareous in accordance with structural WNW

ESE oriented directrices, which intersect secondary NE-SW oriented structures (look aI 

figure 4). Correspondence with the morpho-structures of Cordon Puc surface is visible 

in this case tCX>. 

------------. ----·--------------------------- ----------------------
CARTOGRAPHY 

- Carta Geo-,ogica 1:250.000 MERIDA F16-10. /11s tituto Nacional de Estadistica 

Geografia e /11/ormatica - Direccio11 General de Geografia. 

- Carta Hidrologica de Aguas Subterraneas 1:250.000 MERIDA F16-10. 
Irzstituto Nacio11al de Estadistica e Iriformatica. 
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Symposium A 1. Comparative studies and zonality of karst and caves P.age 1 

THE GREGORY KARST AND CAVES, NORTHERN 
TERRITORY, AUSJRALIA 

John R Dunkley, 
Australian Speleological Federation 
January 1993 

Abstract 

The Gregory Karst has developed in almost horizontal IO - 15m thick beds of the 

Supplejack Dolomite Member outcropping at the valley margins of an extensive 

dissected plateau of Adelaidean SkuU Creck Dolomite. A rugged tropical karst 

develops when the overlying beds are stripped. A highly seasonal hydrologic regime 

rapid infiltration over a wide front promotes a dense network of joint-controlled 

grikes and a maze of.underground passages with strong lithological control. 

Although research has only just commenced there is a suggestion that some caves 
may be very old. 

Das Gregory Karst cntstand in einer fast IO - 15m horizontalen, dicken Schichte von 

Supplejack Dolomite Auslaufern an den Talrandern eines weit erstreckenden, 

cingeschninenen Plateau von Adelaidean SkuU Creek Dolomite. Als die bedeckenden 

Schichten abgetragen wurden, entstand ein zerklilfteter, tropischer Karst. Ein streng 

jahreszeitlich bedingtes Niederschlagsregime und der schnelle Wasserverlauf Uber 

cine weite A/iche fordenen die Entwicklung cines dichten Netzes von verbundenen 

Spaltungen und ein Labyrinth von Tunnelen mit starken lithologischen Bedingungen. 

Wenn auch die Forschungsaktivitat geradc begonnen hat, muss man annehrnen, dass 
cinige dieser Hohlen sehr alt sine!. 
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Dunkley, J.R. Gregory Karst, Australia Page 2 

The Gregory Karst is located in Gregory National Park in the west of the Northern 

Territory of Australia, between Kath~rine and Kununurra at approximately lat 

16°03'S, long. 130°22'E. The area has' been investigated by speleologists only since 

1990 and this is a preliminary report drawing attention to a significant new tropical 

karst. 

The climate is monsoonal, with a long warm dry season between April and October 

and a short hot rainy season from November to March. Average annual rainfall is 

about 650mm. Mean daily temperatures range from about 12° to 28°C in June and 

July to 24° to 38°C in October, November and December. 

Drainage is to the north-west by the East Baines River, a tributary of the Victoria 

River. Physiographically the region is recognized as a subregion of the Victoria 

River Plateau and includes a variety of landforms whose shapes closely reflect the 

lithology and structure of the underlying rocks, most of which are Proterozoic 

sandstone, siltstone and dolomite. The sandstone forms mesas or rugged plateaus 

while the siltstone and dolomite form smooth or terraced low rounded hills and in 

some places small rock-paved plains. 

Key stratigraphic units affecting the Gregory Karst are the Skull Creek Dolomite 

Formation, in the Bullita Group of Adelaidean age. This formation is over 150m 

thick and because of very low dips outcrops over an area nearly 100km long from 

north of the Victoria Highway to 25km south of Bullita ranger station. Beds are thin 

and flaggy and differential weathering produces a terraced appearance, but only minor 

karren forms are present. 

Approximately in the middle of the Skull Creek is the 10 - I 5m massively bedded 

Supplejack Dolomite Member. AU the caves and significant karst have developed on 

and in this Member but some cave passages are incised a few metres into the 

underlying Skull Creek beds. 



Dunkley, J.R. Gregory Karst, Australia 

To the nonh of the main karst area the dolomite is overlain by siltstones and dolomitic 

sandstones. At lat. 15°50'S, long. 130°13'E a large subjacent collapse doline 

punches right through this formation to the underlying dolomite. A number of 

smaller apparently subjacent depressions nearby have as yet been sighted only from 

the air. This may evidence solution at depth and suggests that phreatic preparation of 

the karst can occur long before the overlying sandstones or even the Skull Creek 

Formation is stripped to expose the Supplejack Member. If this is so, some of the 

caves may be of very great antiquity. 

Karst 

At the macro level this is a fluviokarst: superimposed integrated valley systems 

prevail but are sometimes disrupted. The main karst occurs in a narrow arcuate belt 

up to a few hundred metres wide skirting the south and south-west margins of the 

Skull Creek Formation near Bullita ranger station. Although it is possible that small 

phreatic tubes and caves develop long before, extensive karst development awaits 

stripping of the overlying Skull Creek Formation. Near the contact between the two 

members there are what appear to be minor exfoliation domes (possibly due to 

unloading and/or influence of a stromatolitic bed), clints (flachkarrcn}, shattered rock 

and a variety of minor solution features up to a few centimetres in size. 

Once the whole depth of the Supplejack is exposed to solution a characteristically 

rugged tropical karst develops. Further downslope solutional activity is maximised, 

grikes generally increase in width and depth and the surface is extremely difficult to 

traverse. Large solution pans (kamenitza) of the order of a metre wide and deep, 

rillenkarren, spitzkarren and razor-sharp aretes alternate with giant grikes one or two 

metres wide and up to 15m deep. Close to the cliffs bordering valleys and corridors 

many blocks of dolomite have tumbled. 

The karst is intersected by valleys or corridors and where local relief is less than 

about 5m only a corridor karst remains with occasional roofed sections of cave. 

Dunkley, J.R . Gregory Karst , -Australia 

Key factors in the development of the caves and karst appear to be: 

I. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5 . 

6. 

7. 

In at least some of the caves, phrcatic preparation before overlying beds are 

stripped. 

Nothephreatic initiation and enlargement of very small fi ssures as the 

Supplejack Member is exposed. 

A hydrologic regime promoting rapid sheetwash runoff and direct recharge 

over a wide front. 

Development of an angular grid network of passages along 3 major joint sets, 

with an orientation favouring the joint set most closely parallel to valley 

margins, especially in a down-dip direction. 

Ponding of water behind breakdown and elastic fill at the base of the 

Supplejack Member, promoting lateral corrosion which in turn promotes 

gravitational collapse. 

Enlargement of passages by solutional undercutting, weathering breakdown 

and ultimate collapse. 

Development of valleys or corridors in the karst by slope retreat. 

A number of caves contain Aboriginal an sites and along with their network maze 

nature, are of significance for scientific, cultural, recreational and scenic values. 

Management planning is ·only just commencing and will present great challenges to 

the Conservation Commission of the Northern Territory. 

-
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Caves 

About 25km of cave passage has been explored since 1990 within an area aggregating 
only about I sq Ian. All the caves arc network mazes developed almost entirely in the 

Supplejack Member, and consist of an angular grid of intersecting fissures formed by 

solutional wideqing of nearly ~ major joints to roughly the same size in a given area. 
Passages arc usually triangular shaped, higher than wide, varying from less than a 

metre to 4 or 5m in width. In many places the lower pan of a passage 1s incised a 

metre or two into the flaggy beds of underlying Skull Creek Formation. In other 

places there is extensive lateral corrosion at the base of the Supplejack. Floor 

deposits arc a diamicton consisting of weathering breakdown and relatively elastic 

coarse fill where incisio~ has occurred in the Skull Creek beds. There is ample 

evidence of rewolking of deposits during floods and of temporary ponding behind 

some of the breakdown which probably contributes to the lateral corrosion. 

The caves arc developed almost entirely on one level although there is some incipient 

development of lower levels in a few place,s. Most caves have been invaded by tree 

roots which appear to conaibute both mechanically and chemically to enlargement of 

fissures and to subsequent breakdown. Daylight holes arc common, especially at the 

intersection of passages, and few passages are completely in the dark zone. 

Discussion - Cave Genesis and Development 

In some caves tubes and passages up to a metre or two in size evidence an initial 

phase of phreatic preparation. The subjacent depressions discovered in non

carbonate sediments overlying the dolomite north of the main karst suggest that 

solutional processes operate at depth long before the dolomite is exposed to the 

surface. 

Dunkley, J .R. Gregory Karst, Australia 
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FEATURES OF GEOLOGIC-ECOLOGIC 
ENVIRONMENT AND CAVE PATTERNS 

LUYaoru 
Institute of Hydrogeology & Engineering Geology, 

Ministry of Geology & Mineral Resources 
Zhengding Hebei 050803 

Abstract 
The varieties of the geological-ecological environments in China 

have obviously influenced the development of the differeni cave pat
terns. The comparison of assessment coefficients including ten factors 
of environmental features in seven areas of China is calculated. The 
ten cave patterns in China are discussed by type and shown in-a map. 
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The cave development is closely related to the geological
ecological environments. In the great system of the whole Globe, the 
geological-ecological environments are changing as the evolution of 
the whole Earth. Which leads to many types and sub- types, and units 
in multi-classes with different features of caves. 

The geological-ecological environments are the synthesis of the · 
features from the geosphere, hydro -aerosphere and biosphere. There
fore, cave development is also closely inf1uenced by them. 

The Main Factors of Geological-Ecological Environments Closely 
Related to Cave Developments 

The evolution of geological- ecological environments are 

Xn• · · n factor's coefficient ; 
n··· factor n urn ber I to IO; 
R··· regional number I to Vil. 
To take China as an example, the whole of China may be sepa

ra ted into seven big areas, the specific assessment coefficien ts of the 
ten factors are summarized in Table I. 

Table I. The compa rison of assessment coefficient related to ten factors in the 

areas of China 
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influenced by many natural factors, and their features present a 
duality for man's life, some are favourable conditions and unfavorable 
conditions. Meanwhile, cave development is also influenced by the 
duality. The most basic conditions to influence and control the geolog
ical-ecological environments and cave development are the factors of 
geo-structure and climate, but their influences are involved in many 
ways shown in Fig. 1. 

Figure 1 shows that both geo-structure and climate are impor
tant factors related to the changing of the Eiirth. In other words, th_e 
evolution of the Earth is mainly displayed in geo-structure and cli
mate. In detail, so many factors are involved which present different 
influences in different regions of the Earth and make up various geo
logical-ecological environments, and influence and control the fea
tures of cave systems as well a_s their corresponding evolution. 

Assessment Coefficient of Natural Factors Related to Geological
Ecological Environments 

Many factors (Fig. 1) have a relationship with the geological

ecological environments, among which, there are ten factors closely 
associated with the features of geological-ecological environments 
and cave development. They are annual radiating heat, annual sun
shine time, annual average temperature, annual differential tempera
ture, annual precipitation, annual average relative humidity, depth of 
annual run-off, coefficient of surface run-ofT, topographical altitude, 
and different heights in karst and non-karst landscapes. All these 
natural factors directly influence the energy for cave development and 
their in tensities. 

The assessment coefficient of these factors will be obtained by use 
the following formula : 

An"' n factor's weight ; 

The weights for different factors arc varied . For cxamrlc, the 
coefficient of precipitation is equal to real ra infall / 100, and weight 
X5 is I. From the total assessment coefficients, it is clear that the three 
big areas V. VI and Vil wit h the higher va lues arc the favourable envi 
ronments for ka rst a nd cave dcvclormcnts . 

Cavr Pattrrns and Rrlakd Regional Gcologie:tl- Ecological 
Enrironmrnts 

The caves of many rattcrns developed in carbonate rocks arc 
controlled hy geological - ecologica l environments. They arc common
ly: 

C1 Sea eroded cave and sea rim cave rattern : 

In offshore and littora l zo ne environments, the caves with short 
leng th arc formed hy the process mixed with sea water and fresh 
wate r. 

C2 Lake eroded cave and lake rim cave pattern: 

In tpe lake environment with lower altitude, the caves arc formed 
with a grea t dea l of si lting development , and usually affected by the 
environmental changes between sea and lake environments. 

C3 Shallow valley cave pattern: 

The shallow valley with less intense structural lifting may be a 
continuously deve loping cave system on a large scale, hut resulting 

from later erosion . The cave nets in some belts arc unable to persist 
completely. · 

C4 Deep gorge cave pattern : 

In deep gorge environments. the cave system developed there is 
mostly stepped and multi - level, but no wide nets are usually formed. 

C5 Slope mountain land cave pattern : 

There is now with a large gradient in slope mountain land envi

ronments so it is easy to develop subsurface cave systems or cave pas

sages with concentrated karst now, so that the larger cave systems are 
always formed there . 



C~ Mountain ridge ca vc pa ttern (in ervdcd mountain landrcgi?. n )· 
The middle- high mountain ridges in North China with la rge 

height differences, besides being corroded, ha ve been erndcd . 
therefore, the cave systems developed on both sides o f the ridges with 
multi - level arc not too large in their dimensions, and their form s a rc 
a lways s- shapcd bending- shaped or linear- sha r,ed . 

C7 Mountain ridge cave pattern (in denuded moun ta in land re 
gion): 

In Northwest China and pa rt of the Inner M o ngo li a: th r dry 
t;on<liti ons have ca used the cave sys tem s to be develo ped o n a sma ll 
scale by denud ation . 

CH Platea u cave pattern: , 
In platea u en vironments, the li fted or settled stages fo rmed a se

ries o f caves which developed continuously in the form o f net systems 
on a larger scale. 

C9 Periglacial ca ve pattern : 
In ,snow- capped high mo untain s or high- cold platea u en viron

ments, there arc the caves developed in sm aller d imensio ns by the glaci 
of luvial process together with ordin ary karstification o f wea k intensi
ty . 

C IO Hydrothermal cave a nd hydrothermal rim cave pattern : 
lnnuenced by hydrotherm al processes toget her with ordinary 

kan,t processes, caves with small dimensions a nd unreg ulated shapes 
have been formed in ma ny regions of China , where igneous rocks are 
distributed near the surface or in deep buried zones and the 
hydrothermal processes are active there . 

The distribution of the ten pa tterns of cave sys tem s in China is 
shown in Figure 2. 
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NEW CONSIDERATIONS ON 
CLASSIFICATION OF 

KARST CAVES 

ZHANG Ren ZHUXuewen 
Institute of Karst Geology, M inistry of Geology and 

Mineral Resources, Guilin 541004 

Abstract . 

From a hydrologic viewpoint, the author considers karst caves as 
the component link of the water cycle on the earth and classifies caves 
developed in a certain river basin into three main types on the basis of 
types of movement of water with respect to the karst aquifer system: 
the flow- in-aquifer type, the flow-out-aquifer type, and the 
flow- through-aquifer type. By detailed analyses of basic characteris
tics of every type of cave, the author further poin ts out that a cave 
evolved in a given river basin would keep the same position, execute 
the same function, and maintain the same hydrodynamic zonation in 
the system. It would consequently form a certain genetic type of cave, 
have successive and systematic development, and express the corre
sponding morphological features as long as the outer environment 
(weather and crustal movement) remains the same. 
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A New Plan for Classification of Karst Caves 

The formation and evolution of karst caves are mainly controlled 
by physicocheniica l properties of water, hydrod ynamic conditions and 
local physico-geographical, geological and geomorphological 
fea tures. Karst ca ves in the world could be divided, fo r this reason in
to three main genetic types, according to the differences in the process 

of cave formation . 
T he fi rst type of caves, formed by precipitate water and its under

ground sha llow-infiltration variant, is best developed and most wide
spread· in C:hina, has close relationships with surface karst, and consti
tutes a karst surface layer (system) by its interaction and cooperation 

with surface karst. 
T he second type, formed by thermal subterranean water, is main

ly controlled by tectonic setting _and bears little relation to surface 
karst, and commonly has a maze- like solid passage system which is 
relatively restricted in ex tent. The typical examples of this type can be 
fo und in Hungary and America. 

Caves of the third type are formed by the mixture of water bodies 
of different hydrochemical types, such as mixtures of fresh water and 
salt wa ter (along a seaboard), and mixtures of carbonate water and 
sulfate water (along the contact zone of two water- bearing strata) 
(Zhu, 1992). K arst caves discussed in this paper are mainly of the first 
genetic type, namely, rainwater type of cave. 

From the viewpoint of hydrology, a cave is a component link of 
the wa ter cycle on the earth, chieny functioning as a conduit for water 
between surface and underground water now . In an independent, en
ti re river basin, caves experience a successive and systematic develop
ment as . long as the outer environment (climate aod tectonic 
movements) stays relatively stable. For this reason , one should study 
caves toge ther with the history of the formation and development of 
the water system in the river basin to which they belong -this is the 
only right way whereby we can better understand cave evolution. 

According to this idea, the karst aquifer can be considered as an 
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Introduction 

Karst caves are the most highly developed and widely distributed 
secondary caves in the natural world and have very complicated 

geneses. With the spread of cave exploration and the development of 
cave tourism, more and more underground caves have been found in 
the last decade. Moreover, the progress of modern scientific 
methodology and the cooperation and integration of different 
branches of science have promoted speleological research. Now, more 
new views on types, morphologic characteristics, spatial distribution 

and evolution of caves have been proposed. The classification of karst 
caves discussed in this paper is actually the synthesis and summary of 
results obtained in the course of our research on karstology and 

speleology. 
Many different plans for the classification of karst caves have 

been proposed and complete agreement has not been rea~ed on many 
points. The more accepted classification of caves is based on the 
hydrodynamic conditions which control the evolution of caves di
viding caves into three main categories (vadose cave, water table cave 
and phreatic cave) and other caves of special geneses. Vadose caves 
are subdivided into original and secondary ones while phreatic caves 
are separated into shallow and deep caves. 

Karst caves, however, usually have a long, complex evolutionary 

history and have undergone a range of different hydrodynamic condi
tions. A large, complicated cave system can form and develop 

contemporaneously in different hydrodynamic zones. Even the differ
ent parts of a simple cave passage could exist in different 
hydrodynamic conditions at the same time. Based on inherent charac
ter of systematics, entirety, and continuity of cave formation and de
velopment, a new plan for classifying karst caves has been proposed 
by the author. 

independent system in karst regions, especially in bare karst areas. 
Then the movement of water flow with respect to the system can be 
generally divided into three different types, as flow-in, flow- out and 
fl ow-thro ugh aquifers. K arst caves can correspondingly be divided in
to three main types, namely, flow-in- aquifer, flow - out- aquifer and 
flow-through-aquifer types. 

Spatial Distribution, Morphological and Evolutionary Features of Karst 
Caves of Different Types 

The study of caves in different regions of southern China shows 
that the types a nd distribution elevations of karst caves have a very 
close relations wi th their pos1t10n, geological setting, and 
geomorphologic location in river basins to which they belong, and 
there are obviously a regu larity of spatial distribution of caves and a 
good cooperative relationship within the system of a river basin . 

I. The fl ow-in-aq ui fer type of cave 

This type of ca,ve is main ly distributed in recharge areas of a river 
basin , and carries out the function of recharging the karst under
ground aquifer. Formed and developed under the hydrodyna mic con
ditions of the vadose zone, caves of this type are a kind of original 
vadose cave, and most of them, with passages which either narrow 
gradually or connect with underlying cave systems, are vertical or in
clined, such as shafts, ponors, and sinkholes which ind icate the dis
persed , spot recharging pattern. 

The horiwntal caves of this type are chiefly swallet-stream caves 
with the single passage pattern, which. is formed by concentrated 
allogenic surface water in the process of recharging the aquifer. In 
comparison wit Ii the flow-out -aquifer type of cave, this type usua lly 
has a relatively bigger scale both in its vertical section and at its en
trance, and also has well developed scallops at its entrance, but com
monly does not have a multilayered structure. 

Both horizontal or vertical caves of this type have passages which 



are gradually developed in the directi"on of drainage from input to 
output point; thus the space scale of the passages are gradually dimin
•ished from entrances to the further ends of the caves. When cave p.as
sage of this type has connected with a cave of the flow-out-aquifer 
type, the evolution of local cave systems is said to be quite mature. 

Swallet-stream caves, usually distributed along linear contact 
zones with noncarbonate rocks, are morphologically characterized by 
collapse entrances, sumps at the end of cave passages, fissure- and 
canyon-like cross sections, a steep longitudinal gradient, a lot of rock 
steps and waterfalls along the longitudinal profile, and exotic mechan
ical sediment on the cave bottom. The anticlinal and synclinal limbs 
and geomorphological slope zones are favorable places for their de
velopment. 

The Xingwen-Gongxian karst region, as an example, is 
geologically an anticlinal structure and stratigraphically constituted by 
Silurian elastic rocks in an anticlinal core with Permian limestones on 
two limbs. Morphologically, the Silurian stratum makes up the middle 
mountains while Permian limestones are located on the inclined plane 
between the middle mountains and the erosional valleys. Therefore, 
many swallet-stream caves have been formed and developed-along the 
border of limestones and elastic rocks, -Such as Tianquan, Xia, 
Dayanzi, Xiaoyanzi, and Shenlong Caves. 

2. The flow-out-aquifer type of cave 

Developed in drainage-areas of a river basin, a cave of this type 
hydrodynamically belongs to the phreatic zone and seasonal fluctua
tion zone, acts as the underground drainage channel of a karst water 
system, and is controlled by the drainage base level. Caves of this type 
are normally horizontal with rectangular and elliptical cross section 
profiles, such as water table caves, phreatic caves and secondary 
vadose caves. Generally located on the edge of a deeply dissected val
ley or a fault-subsidence basin, the cave is a typical resurgence with 
well developed branching and looping of passages near the cave en
trance. 

and the longer the evolution time, the better the cave passage devel
opment. 

There is usually a situation such that passages have developed 
very well at cave entrances while other parts, somewhere in the middle 
of the cave are still small dissolution tubes or fissures and have not en
larged into passage scale yet. If conditions for the development of this 
type cave are favorable, it is possible for such caves to develop a hori
zontal cave system with multiple levels. Mammoth Cave System, the 
longest in the world, is a typical example. 

Discussion 

The spatial distribution and morphologic characters of karst ca
ves of different types clearly show three main types of interrelation 
and evolution characteristics. 
l. In the same catchment basin, the flow-in-aquifer type and the 
flow-out-aquifer type of caves are in fact the two ends of a successive 
underground flow route. They usually have hydraulic connection with 
each other, but are not necessarily connected by passage (underground 
gallery). 

The formation time of the flow-in-aquifer type of cave is gener
ally the earliest in a certain river basin. Ewers has verified by his imita
tion experiment, that cave passage is developed along the regional 
hydrologic line from input gradually to output point (Ford, 1988). 
The flow - out- aquifer type of cave, formed later in the evolution time 
sequence of a cave system, usually represents a kind of karst fissure 
spring at the beginning of its evolution. Because water flow in the cave 
is comparatively gentle and chemically over saturated or close to satu
ration after such a long way, the dissolving and corrosive capacity of 
the water flow is relatively weak, thus the speed of passage enlarge
ment is relatively slow. 

2. The flow-through-aquifer type of cave is theoretically the end re
sult of a successive evolutionary sequence of karst caves and can be 
formed in two different ways. One is both downstream development 
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The longitudinal gradient of the cave, depends on both the evolu
tionary stage of the cave and the height difference between the 
recharge area and the drainage. Sometimes, it is quite gentle ( < I¾) 
and sometimes it is very steep and takes the shape of a siphon at the 
exit part of the cave. The most prominent morphologic character of 
this type of cave is that horizontal galleries alternate with phreatic 
loops in its longitudinal section . The further upstream, the longer the 
phreatic loop and the shorter the horizontal gallery, eventually be
coming a phreatic tube filled with water. 

It is necessary to point out that, once caves of the 
flow-out-aquifer type have become the general drainage pipe line of a 
certain underground river system, they show a good continuity of evo
lution when tectonic uplift remains slow, and tend to form a 
multilayered passage system structure because they are sensitive to va
riations of base level; dry caves at different high levels can be generally 
observed above the modern resurgence. 

3. The flow-through - aquifer type of cave 

Commonly formed in the runoff- drainage area of a river basin, 
this type of cave performs the function of transporting surface water 
or a surface river collected in a certain catchment area, and is located 
in the vadose and seasonal fluctuation zones. Most of the caves arc 
horizontal with triangular and elliptic sections. They usually have 
both inflow and outflow entrances, and have vertical shafts or sky
lights connected with the surface as well. 

This type of cave is actually the result of long term development 
under the condition of a relatively stable tectonic movement, and its 
formation marks a relatively mature stage of cave evolution in a 
catchment basin. Therefore, two basic conditions are required for their 
formation. One is the fixed concentrated recharge by exotic surface 
water or a river; the other is comparatively gentle tectonic movements. 
Moreover, the extent ,of the spread of cave passages depends on two 
factors, the distance between input and output points and the time 
length of cave evolution . Generally speaking, the shorter the distance 

from recharge points and upstream development from the resurgence 
under hydroge?logical conditions of dispersed recharging and concen
trated draining pattern; the other is the development of 
swallet-stream caves in the hydrogeologic environment of concen
trated recharging and draining pattern . 

This type of cave, however, is actually the concentrated recharge 
by allogenic water or an exotic stream, and usually forms a relatively 
independent subsystem outside the original river system. Becau e of its 
powerful hydrodynamic conditions, the erosion of water flow play a 
very important role in the process of passage development forming 
cave passages which can alternate between surface and underground 
streams with collapse of the cave ceiling. 

In fact, the background for the development of karst caves is very 
complicated in the natural world . A real cave system usually has far 
more than one recharge point, which may be situated at different lev
els and in different parts of the river basin, and probably ha more 
than one drainage point. It probably also has some specific geologic, 
tectonic and hydrogeochemical background which will result in mix
ture corrosion, like the existence of gypsum, sulfide deposits, coal se
ries or deep regional faults . All these factors would make both cave 
position and spread of the passage system complex . However, all kart 
~aves will develop and eventually form a relatively. independent 
mput-output system, which is what we want to emphasize. 
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THE CHARACTERISTICS OF CA VE 
DEVELOPMENT IN THE KARST 
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GUIZHOU PLATEAU 
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Abstract 
The paper discusses the characteristics of cave development by us

ing the caves of Guizhou, which contain complex passages of great 
size and length, multi-level systems, the coexistence of active and fos
sil caves, various genetic cave types, caves with abundant speleothems 
and solutional features , as examples. 

Analysis of the formation, structure and genesis are given for six 
cave type~: subterranean rivers; river's underground sections; through 
caves; phreatic caves along the river valley; tufa caves at waterfall 
sites; and vadose caves of sinkholes. The authors note that phreatic 
caves along river valleys are restricted to the karst gorge district. 

The Guizhou Plateau, situated in the southwest part of China at 
an average elevation of I 100 _m, is covered by extensive carbonate 
rocks of nearly 130,000 km2,in area. Humid, subtropical karst forms 
develop intensively on ·the Guizhou Plateau and cone karst is typical 
and widely distributed . . 
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I. Subterranean river 

These caves are caused by the solution, erosion and collapse pro
cesses caused by the activities .of the underground liver. They can 
presently ha·ve river systems in them, or else be fossil caves of the 
vadose zone formed by an ancient river which has since dropped to a 
new, lower level. During the successive lowering of the gorge due to 
incision, water table caves or shallow phreatic caves are formed which 
are controlled by the descent of the discharge base level. The extension 
direction, down - slope direction, always leads toward the present or 

former drainage network. Ordinarily, there are gravel and sand depos
its or tHe relics of them left in the caves. Caves with complicated struc

ture, with long and spacious passages and various branches, generally 

belong to this type. 
If an aquiclude exists below the bed of the underground river, 

cave development would no longer be controlled by variations in the 
erosional base level , but the cave would perch on the aquiclude to 

form a hanging cave. In the rainy season, the water from the cave 
plunges into the gorge as a waterfall . These types of caves are fre
quently found in the western and northern parts of Guizhou. 

2. Underground river sections 

These caves are underground sect ions of the river, with obvious 
sinks and resurgences on the bank slopes. In the Guizhou gorge dis
trict, tributaries of the trunk river often sink underground in 

accordance with the descent of the base level before reaching the con
fluence . The gradient of the cave passage slopes remarkably toward 

the lower reaches. Some of the undergrounl sections exist just at the 
subsurface knicks to form waterfalls within the cave, The characteris

tics of the caves of this type are similar with those of the subterranean 

rivers, but with shorter lengths, obvious main passages and fewer 
branches. Keyhole -shaped cross sections can be frequently found in 
these caves. 
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The Geomorphological Structure and the Characteristics of Cave De
velopment in the Guizhou Karst Gorge District 

The plateau-gorge landscape (Fig. I) is a mosaic formed by the 
<lifferent geomorphological structures, assemblages of geomorpholo
gical types and evolutionary stages of the plateau district and the 
gorge district. The geomorphology of the gorge district has many 
characteristics that do not exist in the plateau district, which include 
the deep-cut gorge, the high gradient of the river profile, the assem
blages of fengcong depressions and fengcong gorges, the development 
of karst towards depth, the great thickness of the vadose zone, the re
markable range of seasonal _water table variations, and the deep 
phreatic zone with its lowest limit reaching 210 m below the river level 
locally. 

Caves developing in the gorge district have great size and length, 
with multi- level caves having three to four levels of different heights 
above the river, different ages, and different . sizes. Each level has, in 
turn, developed many horizontal passages linked by steeply sloped 
passages to form storied structures. Wet caves and dry caves coexist. 
In the gorge district, caves of multi- genetic origins exist. Generally 
within the caves both speleothems and solutional features are abun
dant, and in this respect, Dajidong Cave oi Guizhou can match 
Postojna Cave of Slovenia. 

Genetic Types of Caves in the Gorge District 

Multi - genesis is one of the important development characteris
tics of caves in the karst gorge district of the Guizhou Plateau, re
flecting different processes of formation and laws of evolution. Ac
cording to the dominant processes of formation of caves and their 

3. Through caves 

These caves have short passages (a few score to hundreds of me
ters) with open entrances at both ends, so light can penetrate into the 
cave, so, in places it is not perfectly dark. These are relict gtoundwater 
caves. Because of tectonic uplift, the caves are lifted up into the vadose 
zone to form fossil through caves penetrating the karst cones. Col
lapse, the main mechanism of through cave formation, can often be 
easily inferred in the present underground stream section. Sometimes, 
karst dry valleys (the former drainage system) exist on top of the 
through caves which are occupied by the present river courses. A great 
quantity of breakdown material accumulates outside their inlet and 
outlet openings. Keyhole cross secii.ons can also be found in through 
caves. In the Guizhou Plateau, through caves often occur on the first 
and second order tributaries of the large rivers. 

4. Phreatic caves along river valleys 

On the Guizhou Plateau, these caves have unique geneses. They 
only occur in the gorge district, parallel with the deep cut valleys. 
They have both inlets and outlets and also may have several layers. 
Inside, there are relict gravel deposits of river facies, and gravel depos
its of reverse slope also may exist. Erosion and solutional features, 
such as side flutes, scallops and potholes are common. The geneses of 
these caves have a close relationship with the hydrologic processes 
caused by "groundwater troughs" and "natural block piling dams.'' 

5. Tufa caves at waterfall sites 

These are primary caves formed by the deposition of tufa on the 
walls around a waterfall . In the gorge district, due to a drop in the 
base level or crustal uplift, surface knick points occur on the river pro
file caused by headward erosion. Owing to the difference of the ero
sion rates between the main river and its tributaries, knicks also form 
at their confluences. Caused by the aeration effect of the high velocity 
plunging water, together with the action of plants, tufa deposits on the 



waJls of the waterfaJls enclosing an empty cavity along and paraJlel 
with the wall. These :aves are u~ually only a few score meters lon'g 
with some greater than 100 m. The tufa deposits hanging down may 
not be evenly distributed and natural windows in the tufa may form. 
Along the tufa wall ofHuangguoshu WaterfaJls, there are six Windows 
forming a so-called "water screen cave.'1 · 

6. Vadose caves of sinkholes · 

These caves develop in the bank slope belt on both sides of the 
gorge. They are formed by the sinking of a (often intermittent) surface 
creek at favorable structural sites and appear again later in the gorge. 
The steep gradient results in stepped passages. The difference between 
these caves and sinkholes or shafts is that the former have obvious in
lets and outlets and the horizontal length of their passages are much 
greater than their vertical lengths, though they form in the vadose 

zone. 
A variant of this type of cave forms on one side of the karst dry 

valley (ancient river course) and extends to the deep cut gorge parallel 
with the former. They develop in succession with the foot caves which 
existed along the ancient river valley. Due to changes in the rate of in
cision, the caves are formed in the transformation_ process from 
phreatic to vadose actions. In the Dajidong area of Zhijin County, at 
the side of the ancient valley, a row of caves extends down towards the 
west to the present underground gorge. 

Analysis of the Controlling Factors of Cave Development in the Guizhou 
Karst Gorge District 

The extensive distribution, great size, various genetic types, com
plexity of structure, and abundance of speleothems and solutional fea
tures of the Guizhou caves are connected to the huge thickness of the 
carbonate rocks formed in different geologic times and their compli
cated structures. The regional characteristics of the comprehensive 
landscape of the karst caves in the gorge district of the Guizhou Pia-

3. Changes of the drainage system 

·changes of the drainage systems occurred many times in the 
Quaternary. The capture of surface rivers by underground river sys
tems occurred frequently to cause the transformation of surface water 
to groundwater. Before the tributaries reach the trunk river, they of
ten sink some distance from the gorge to cause the drainage density to 
sharply decrease to some 0.2 km/ km 2, in general on both sides of the 
gorge of certain breadth (in the fengcong depression and fengcong 
gorge belts). On the surface at different elevations, there are ancient 
river courses of different ages, and some of them appear in the form of 
karst dry valleys on the bottom of which the relics of former gravel 
deposits occur. At corresponding elevations, karst dry vaJley caves 
and through caves exist and collapse accumulation formed by the 
breakdown of the roof of the underground river can be found. 

Phreatic caves and groundwater caves develop in each transfor
m_ation of the drainage system which is caused by the disintegration ~f 
the surface confluence flow system. The above way of transforming 
the drainage system is therefore another important factor to bring 
about the development of caves in the gorge district. The fundamental 
n;iotive force of the drainage system transformation must be attributed 
to neotectonic movements. 

In the section of Nine Caves to Tiziya, along the Liuchonghe val
ley, transformation of the drainage system occurred at least three 
times to produce underground section caves, through caves, natural 
bridges and collapse accumulation. In the Sanchahe valley, two in
stances of drainage system transformation and the related caves, natu
ral bridges, ancient river courses and underground section caves have 
been discovered. 

In the Miaotiaohe River valley, caves of the highest level do not 
slope to the present river but to the ancient depressions of the divide 
area. On the contrary, caves of the middle and lower layers slope and 
discharge to the gorge. The different direction of discharge of the ca
ves ·of the different layers can also be proven by the solutional 
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tea u are mainly controlled by four basic factors . 

I. Warm and humid climate 

Guizhou has been under a humid, sub- tropical climate since the 
Tertiar,. Favorable climatic conditions over the long geologic period 
allowed continuous karstification over a large area. The Jcarst 
geomorphological processes produced are responsible for the intensive 
and incessant karstification and the complexity and variety of the 
geomorphological landforms, not only in Guizhou, but for all of 
southern China. 

2. Intense tectonic uplift 

The Guizhou began uplift in the Tertiary, with large scale, inter
mittent uplift , from east to west, since the Quaternary. Uplift ranged 
form 500-1000 m. Uplift caused deep incision by the rivers to lower 
the base level , so the groundwater levels were also lowered. Adjust
ments of the hydrodynamic zones began in the gorges and gradually 
spread upstream into the rivers, tributaries, from the valJey floor to 
the divides. 

The formation of caves in the gorge district was just the result of 
the adjustment, mutation, balance and coordinated growth of the 
karst geomorphology in response to these ever changing processes. In
termittent tectonic uplift is the basic factor controJling the coexistence 
of new and old caves, of multi- level caves, storied caves, underground 
sections of rivers, and sinkhole caves. In lower reaches of subterra
nean rivers, owing to their great hydraulic gradient and the concen
trated and unobstructed flow of discharge, the water- filled or half- fil
led caves ou_tlets would form. In accordance with the development and 
the extension of the discharge passages, the original groundwater flow 
and its flow line will readjust themselves. If the base level drops, the 
above process will repeat to form another layer of cave system. 

New tectonic movements of Guizhou are in close relationship 
with the strong uplift of the Qinghai-Xizang Plateau, which greatly 
influenced the formation of the Guizhou Plateau. 

features, such as scallops and the gravel fabric, which reflect the flow 
direction. These examples further indicate the close connection be
tween the drainage system changes and cave development. 

4. Phreatic caves along the river valley, formed by the great 
hydrological effect produced by karst collapse 

Collapse is an agent for the formation of the karst gorge. In the 
gorge district under favorable geologic conditions (massive or 
thick- bedded carbonate rocks, vertical joints, or faults parallel to the 
valley) and in steep gradient river sections, "groundwater troughs" 
lower than the river level may appear. Sometimes the collapse in the 
gorge maY. produce "natural rock- fill dams" to bi:1ng about different 
water heads between the upper and lower reaches of the river, .and 
make the flow follow the shortest course to discharge. The 
groundwater trough is then the most .favorable course to follow. The 
groundwater trough will rapidly expand and deepen under the great 
hydrodynamics until a great cavity has formed which can discharge 
even the flood waters from the upper reach. The cave formed is paral
lel to the river valley and the action of pressure flow takes part in its 
formation. 

In some cases after the underground passage has formed , the riv
.er again cuts down in accordance with the lowering of the base l~vel 
and at the same time, the river migrates sideways, leaving the 
parallel- to- the-valley cave free of water to become a fo ii cave 
above the present river level. Such caves, owing to the strict geological 
and geomorphological requirements of their formation, only exist in 
definite gorge sections (such as near knickpoints) . 
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·upstream from Tonghua City, Hunjiang River is mostly narrow 
and has a winding course. However, the river is very broad in its mid
dle-lower reaches. The Hunjiang River valley presents typical features 
dominated by uneven fault block uplift. 

Characteristics of Cave Systems in the Hunjiang River Valley 

Karst cave systems are widely distributed in the Hunjiang River 
valley, which contains over forty caves. They have all developed in the 
carbonate rocks of Sinian, Cambrian and Ordovician ages (Fig. I), 

which exhibit the following characteristics. 
Cave systems are usually distributed along the river valleys, and 

lie in the overlapping parts of fold axes and faults . For example, 
Yayun Cave system lies in the overlapping parts of the Hunjiang 
synclinorium core and ·a northwest fault . Shuidong Cave system is in 
the overlapping parts of the Hunjiang synclinorium upwarping zone 
and an east-west fault and their extensions are controlled by the direc
tion of the main structural line. 

In ele".ation, these karst systems are multi - level , consistent with 
the local landforms, and the cave systems are best developed at eleva
tions corresponding to the second planation surface and the fifth ter
race (Table I). 

Table I . Distribution of planation surface and terrace and ka rst 

Landform s Af! (m) Time karstforms 

I planationsurfac 500.0 early stage of Early Neogene 

II Planatio n surface JOO.O las1 staac of Early Ncoacnc 
odd broken Ir.ant depression 
and collapse 

IV alacicrtcrracc 130.0 Early Plci11ocenc 
V rivcrlcrracc 95.0 Early Pleistocene Yayun kant cave system 

VI glacier 1crrac:c 57.0 Ea rly-Mtddlc Pla11occne ••• liule karsl cave along 
fault 

Ill glacier terrace 35.0 Early~ Middlc Plcisioccne 
li ttle cave under around river 
in Yayun cave system 

If g/acicrtcrrac:e 12.5 Late Pkis1occne add little cave 
l ri vcrlcrrac:c 4.0 Holocene 

flood land 1.9 Holocene 
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CHARACTERISTICS OF FORMATION AND 
PRESERVATION MECHANISMS OF CA VE 

SYSTEMS IN THE HUNJIANG RIVER 
VALLEY, JILIN, CHINA 

CHEN Honghan ZHANG Yongxiang CAO Yilin 
Changchun College of Geology, Changchun 130026 

Abstract 
The karst cave systems in the Hunjiang River valley are taken as 

examples for discussing the special geological and structural condi
tions for the formation and preservation of a karst cave system. The 
study has provided a basis for assessing their effects on seepage fields 
in karst areas. 

tlti ~ ~-tt~~*•~~--~R, ~~~•*•~~----~~ ~~••••~••~. ~w~~n~*•*••¼~~~m~•• 
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Introduction 

Hunjiang River valley lies in the temperate, semihumid monsoon 
area. The annual rainfall is 600-900 mm, of which 80% falls from 
June to September. The average annual temperature is 2:-6°C. 
Structurally it belongs to the Hunjiang fault-depression of the 
Liaodong massif in the North China Platform . which is characterized 
by northeast folds and a series of axial parallel faults , overprinted by 
north - northeast and northwest'\aults. Carbonate rocks are abundant 
of Sinian, Cambrian and Ordovi~ian periods and their thickness is 
over 800 m (Fig. I). \ 

The forms of cave development, i.e . galleries, shafts, etc., are very 
different in structure. In general the cave systems can be divided into 
passage, branch, maze, hall types etc. For instance, Yayun Cave sys
tem is composed of four passages and four halls. Shuidong Cave sys
tem is similar to a maze whose off-shoot tail is joined with the main 
channel. 

Vertically, the cave systems of the study area are multi-level. For 
example, Shimen Cave system is a two level cave system which is 
linked by a shaft. Yayun Cave system inclines slowly down from the 
first hall to the fourth hall and the elevation difference is 20 m. A 
shaft, 3.8 m in dep~h. is developing in ,he fourth hall where there is a 
slowly nowing underground river. 

In large cave systems, there are rich secondary chemical 
sediments, such as stalactites, stalagmites, curtains, pillars, and 
n1»·1stone which are deposited on most of the hall noors . There are al
s0 scallops and potholes. 

The Lithologic 11nd Structural Mechanism of the Formation and Preser 
vation of the Cave Systems in the H unjiang River Valley 

Large cave systems in the Hunjiang River valley are the product 
of ancient karstification. In the interglacial stage of the Pliocene to the 
Early Pleistocene, there was a vigorous karst development period in 
northern China. The following discussion will center on the effects of 
lithological and structural fields in the formation and preserva tion of 
the cave systems in the Hunjiang River valley, 

Overlapping parts of faults and fracture zones first provided 
structural conditions for the form ation and subsequent preserva tion 
of the cave systems. For example, Yayun, Shuidong and Shimen cave 
systems all lie in the overlapping parts of many faults, the main runoff 
zone of karst water. 

The study of neotectonic movemen ts indicates that, agamst the 
background of general crusta l upl ift ing, each fault block experienced 



intermittently different ris ing movements, foll owing fault bo und aries, 
and fo rmed some more slowly ri sing relati vely nega ti ve districts. In 
some districts it was possible for the ca ves to be preserved when the 
crust was subsequently el~vated ; such as the case of Yayun , 
Shuid ong,, Shimen , and others (Fig. 2) . 

Composite fractures were fo rmed by the action of loca lly strong 
tectonic stresses, which greatly speeded up the corrosion of 
carbonates. Microscopic examination of 26 carbonate samples show 
that ca rbonate minerals underwent bending and dislocation. Moreo
ve r, a lot of cleavages broke the continuity of the crystal lattices of 
calcite and dolomite. Corrosion experiments determined that the spe
cific corrosion and solubility of carbonate rocks in the Yayun system 
are all greater than the same rocks in the surrounding area (Fig. 3). 

Comparison of the strike rose diagram of Yayun Cave system 
with that of adjacent fractures indicates that the cave systems are 
spatially consistent with the fracture zones. It proves that the structur
al field controls the main characters of the Yayun Cave system (Fig. 
4) . 

Under the action of strong, local tectonic stress fields, various 
typical carbonate rocks differ distinctly in corrosion fracture . The rea
son is that fracture is controlled by the structure of the carbonate 
rocks. Obser\'.ations by electron microscope and corrosion !!xperi
ments indicate that pure limestone' s crystal lattice is tightly connected 
and is unfavorable for infiltration and corrosion by ground water. 
However, a mixture of calcite with an amount of dolomite can prevent 
the joining between the same minera l, which benefits dissolution and 
corrosion. But when the dolomite content exceeds a certain amount, 
such effects are limited. 

It has been shown that the mechanical strength of dolomite is 
lower than sparite. Under multiple tectonic stresses, the fracture densi
ty of dolomite is greater than that of sparite. Therefore, collapse and 
formation of caves are easier in a section of dolomite or dolomitic 
limestone whep ground water has been scouring the wall of a tube for 
a long time. In sparites, collapse is not common and the caves are gen-

At the en_d of the Neogene Period, clim ate in the a rea was 
warm- moist, and the crust was relatively stable. Because of 
multi - faulting, the carbonate rocks of the Sinian and Ordovician near 
the Yayun Cave system were broken . Then , corrosion depressions and 
funnels were formed on the earth' s surface and deeper main run off 
zones were formed underground (Fig. 5-a). The basic pa ttern of the 
Yayun Cave system was formed due to continuous a~tion of kars/ 
water in the saturation zone in the Late Pliocene to Earl y Pleistocene 
(Fig 5- b). In the Middle-Late Pleistocene the catchment area in the 
relatively negative district expanded against the backgro und of inter
mittent uplift in the Hunjiang River va lley. So the cave system 
continuously developed and resulted in combin ations of corridors and 
halls. 

During uplift of the crust, the caves near the surface were di s
turbed, resulting in collapse. In the lower horizons, i.e . in the vadose 
zone, vertical infiltration resulted in secondary chemical sediments 
such as various stalactites, stalagmites, curtains, and so on. On th~ 
other hand, under strong cutting action of the cave's inOow, a shaft 
was formed along the fracture zone in the fourth hall. 

After the Holocene, the phreatic zone dropped below the level of 
the Yayun Cave system and gradually became stable, fin a lly fo rming 
the .present cave systems (Fig. 5-c). 

Conclusion 

From the Late Neogene to the Early .Pleistocene, there was a 
phase of intense karst development in the Hunji ,mg River va lley. But 
be~ause of later strong crustal movements, many karst landscapes 
which had formed earlier were mostly corroded and destroyed with 
only a few large cave systems and karst landscapes preserved . 

The formation and preservation of large cave systems in the 
Hunjiang River valley had special favorable structural conditions· the 
overlapping parts of multi-faults and adjacent fracture zones, an~ the 
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era lly ova l in cross section. 

The Age and Evolution of the Yayun Cave System 

Taking the Yayun Cave system as an example, the age and evolu
tion of cave systems in the Hunjiang River va lley is as follows. 

According to the comparison of the sporo- pollen assemblage of 
red Joess and Joess in the Yayun Cave system with the sediments of 
each terrace in the same area, it can be seen that they correspond 
respecti vely to the sporo- pollen assemblage of the sediments in the 
fi fth , fo urth , and th ird terraces (Table 2). It is suggested by the analy
sis of the second planation surface, that the cave system formed main
ly d uring the Pl iocene and early Pleistocene. 

Table 2. Spore assemblage of the Yaya n ca ve system 

bush unddi nd ,pone the character or dim.Uc vqttaoon and ~knn1 
sa mple the number of arbor 
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rela tive negative district in the regiona l uplift area. 
The in0uence of local tecto nic trc field s subje ted carbonate 

rocks to frac turing, increas ing gro undwater infiltration. With bending 
o f the mineral crystal lattices and wea kening o f cry tall iza tion force, 
the corrosion of various carbon ate rocks can increa e by 0.5- 1 time . 
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PRIMARY CHARACTERISTICS OF 
CAVES OF SHANDONG PROVINCE, CHINA 

ZHAO Jian 

D epa rtment of Geogra phy, Shandong Teachers University, 

Jinan 250014 

Abstract 
Shandong Province is a temperate karst regio n in northern China, 

a nd there are more than 340 known caves in the province. This paper 

discusses the prim ary characteristics of the size, form , speleothem de

velopment a nd genetic types of the caves and describes three typical 

caves in detail. 

ti'li ~ wm•*•~~•~•*••M~~. B~~-~~3~•~
*~M~~•c. ~~%~ . ~~OCfflfu&~~•®•~-~~~IB 
1wm~~~~Af. ~~w~~*fflT~~ft•tt•~-

Introduction 

\Vith a n area of 16.200 km 2 of exposed carbonate rocks, 

Shandong is a typical karst region in northern Ch ina. The carhonate 

rocks of Shand ong are principally limestone, dolomite, and marlite or 

the Cambrian-Ordovician, an<l somr Proterozoic marhlc. etc. The 

orovmce is lncated hetwcen I i4"36'- !22°43 F and 34"22'-38°23'. 
and ha, a monsoon climate of the tenwerate tone. The mean annual 

temperature ranges from 11 to I 4°C and n,ear anr.ual precipitation is 

550--950 mm . Thr typical tcmpcr.1tt' kar,: landforms of the region are 

ch:iractcriL<',1 hy erosion - , ,>rro,iona ! or dcnu:1:ition-corrosional 

mc untain, 3nJ hilis. Th,: kurst ~Jrms includf: karren . grikes . karst 

:;;, rings. pak,1 - kars t c:cprc,si,,i1s :i~d pla ,1:1tior, surfaces_ dolines. dry 
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valleys, and caves. 

•Characteristics of Cave Development in Shandong 

There are more than 340 caves in Sha ndong which are distributed 
mainly in the mountain and hill regio n of centra l- so uthern Shandong 
and the north of Jiaodong Peninsula. The caves are very concentrated 

in the regions of Zibo and Jinan , but the caves are most concentrated 
in the Tuman area of Yiyuan County which is orily 45km2 in area but 
'- 0 s more than 50 medium caves. 

The development o f caves is stro nger in the Middle Cambrian 
(Zhangxia Formation) and Middle Ordovicia n (Majiagou Formation) 

strata , especially the latter in which the caves a re more numerous and 
larger, with the four largest caves o f Shando ng occurring in it (Table 
I). 

Table I. The cases of caves development in va rious stra ta 

Total or caves 
Strata Main rock types 

Number ¼ 
o, micritic·limcstonc 88 Jl.48 
o, micritic limestone dolomitic limestone 2.82 
€ , wormkalk II 4.44 
€, oolitic limestone 98 39.l2 
€, siliceous li mestone, pclit ic limestone 40 16.13 

Pf zh marble 4 1.61 
To tal 248 100 

The number of medium 

and la rge caves 
N umber % 

29 45 .31 
4.69 

12.lO 
13 20.3 1 
8 12.lO 
3 4.69 

64 100 

O2- Midd le Ordovician; O1- Lower Ordovician; £ ,-- e,- Upper to Lower 

Cambrian; P~zh- Zhanggezhuang Formation, Lower Preterozoic. 

Of the known caves of Shandong, 8 1.2% are sm all (length < 50 
m), 17.6% are medium - sized (length 50 to 500 m), a nd only four 
(1 .8 % ) a re large (length > 500 m) . 

There are fo ur ca ve forms seen in Shandong. First ·are shelter and 

fissu re-sha ped caves, which are sma ll notch caves . Second are 

single-passage horizo nta l caves, wh ich a rc of considerab le length , ex-

C ,, n!l ucnt 1n,•.!;·gcnr c vdd osc <·,vcs are created whe n concentrated 
llow o ' surfac~ water entei s the limesto ne , a nd a re either an aba n
doned ku:; , sh:,rt o r a pono r. Thi , is a fo rr., of steeply inclined cave . 

Hdc•n ,! ( a-,~ of Qingzhou. a nd Qinglong and Laojunjing Caves o f 
Jin:, :·. «re c,; a,r ;: l,·s o f thi s 1~ pc · 

' Sec., nda ry vad ose c:n c; 

D a·. is/ 1930 1 re /:: rrcd to these J , t\\ 0 - cycle c:!ves . a nd havin g ex

;-cn e nccd l '-' O deve lo pment stag~s. they possess fea tu res fo rm ed und er 

d1ffc rc n1 h} drod ~nam11: cond itio ns. The ea rli ~r 1ihrea tic co ndi ti o ns re
, uitcd ,n di, tinc t large ca,e ., JLCS with essc r.r ia lly ho ri zo nta l ex tensio n , 

and n •,mcro u, ,ma ll co rrnsl()na l fo rn1' . The la ter de ve lopment ph ase 

of water cros ioP and co llapse 1n the vadosc zone re~ultcd in co mplex 

and varicc.: ca,e cross sec tions. such as ca nyo ns, a nd key ho le, tri a ng u
ia r. tr? p~zo ida1, va ulicd a nd n(' i,hc<.J shJ iJCS. 

T he r a, r s ca n be di vided into uppe r a nd lower seco nda ry vadose 
caves ,,asci.i o n their pre<e r;1 loca tio n in the undergro und hydrod y

namic zone. Urp~ r seco nda ry vadose caves a rc presently in the upper 

pa rt of the ,adose zo ne, high a bove the wa te r ta ble. M ost of the caves 

ove r 50 m in length belong to this type . They a re usua ll y loca ted 

ij0-2()0 m a bo ve the present val ley bo tto m , a re usua lly dry and in the 

la ter stage~ o f evolutio n, and will be destroyed grad uall y by erosio n 
and / o r co ll a pse. 

Lo wer seco nd a ry vadose ca ves are presently in the lower pa rt of 

the vad ose zone nea r the water table, so interm itten t undergro und 

streams ca n be fou nd in them during the rai ny season, and they sti ll 
serve as a co ncentra ted ou tlet for ground wa ter flow. 

3. Shallow phrea tic caves 

These acti ve caves a re in the shallo w phrea tic zone. So metimes, 

wi'.h extreme d ro ps of the groundwater table, because o f d ro ught con

d1tw ns or drawdo wn o f grou ndwater leve ls, the caves are accessible. 
Wo niu Cave in Z o u Cou nty is an example of th is type . 
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tending through a single gallery, horizontally or with .only a slight in

cline. Third are branching horizontal caves, which have several pas
sages connected in a dendritic pattern . Fourth are steeply inclined ca
ves. The first two types are common and the latter two types arc 

uncomm<;m. 
There are many varied corrosiona l form s, especially in the larger 

horizontal caves, where pockets, sca llops, and notches are commonly 

found. 
The caves are not rich in sediments. Commonly, collapsed debris 

and elastic sediments cover the fl oor of the ca~e to less than 3-4 m in 

th ickness, or fill the ends of caves. Most of the caves have few 

speleothems except some of the larger caves where. they are more 
abundant, with forms including sta lactites, stalagmites , soda straws, 
columns, cave flags and shields, bacon strips, rim stone, cave flowers 

and spherical stalactites , crystal needles, and a li ly pad only seen in 

Xuanyen Cave. In some caves only recently exposed by quarrying, 

there are dense concentrat-ions of cave flowers , spherical stalactites 

and crystal needles . 

Genetic Types of Caves 

The caves a re di vided into four major genetic types based on 
hydrodynam ic conditions prevailing during their formati on , and their 

present location in the underground hydrodynamic zone. 

I. Vad ose caves 

Accord ing to Bogli (1980), these would be primary vadose caves, 

but accordin g to Mylroie (198 1 ), they would be separated "i nto diffuse 

and confluent insurgence vadose caves. The former result from corro
sion - erosion enla rgement o f fi ssures, joints and bedding planes by the 

action o f d iffuse perco la tio n wa ter, and a re usuall y shorter, having 
na·rrow crack- like (fi ssure and joint caves) or Oat (bedding plane ca

ves) cross- sectio na l shapes. Most of the small notch caves mentioned 

above belong to thi s type . 

· S ome T ypical Caves of S handong 

l . Chaoyang Cave 

C haoyang Ca ve, th e lo ngest cave (at 1500 m) found in Shandong 
so fa r, is located a t Boshan Mt. in Zibo City. The cave fo rmed in the 

limestone of the M idd le Ord ovician , and its entrance occurs on a cliff 
beside a va lley, about 50 m a bove the va lley bottom. It is essentia lly a 

single-passage ho rizon ta l cave con trolled by a group of fi ssures relat

ed to an important fau lt just to the west of the cave . The fa ult strikes 
N - S, and the cave ex tends to the south para llel to the fault for the 

mos t part. G enerall y, the cave widths range from 2 to 4 m , and the 

heights fro m 2 to 5 m , but fi ve ha ll segments have widths of 15-20 m 

a nd heights to 30m . Cave cross sections are mos tl y narrow fi ssure 

types with some keyhq le passages seen. This is an upper secondary 
vadose type cave. 

There are abundant medium-sma ll ( < 3-4 min height or length) 

speleothems in the cave, m ostl y distributed in some larger cave seg

m ents. The cave was o pened fo r to urists in 1985. 

2 . Xiaya Cave 

The cave has a measured length of 745 m and is the only cave so 

far discovered in Shandong wi th an underground stream . It is a 

single-passage horizon tal cave which occurs in limestone of the Mid

d le Ordovician and its development is controlled by the bedding plane. 

In mos t· ga lleries, the passages· are 10-20 m wide and 10 m or more 

high, bu t in some na rrow segments, such as sites 4 and 5 of Figure I, 

the widths are 3-4 m and the height is only 1.2 m . At site 10, the pas

sage becomes very narrow and there is water to the ceilin·g, so beyond 

there the cave remai ns unexplored . 

This is a lower secondary vadose cave as it is presently located in 

the lower part of the vadose zo ne, not far above the phreatic zone. 

During the ra iny season , wa ter fl ows out of the cave until the dry sea

son when the water recedes a nd fin a ll y stops, but some waterlogged 

segments .persist inside the cave. The cave acts as a concentrated 



drainageway and outlet for local grou~dwater now. 
The cave has a few stalactites and bacon strips. There is collapse 

debris in the cave, and covering almost the entire cave floor to a depth 
less than I m are allogenic coarse-medium sands and gravel of 
metamorphic rocks deposited by the underground river. 

3. Beizhaozhuang Cave 

This cave is located in Zaozhaung City and was exposed by quar
rying in 1986. Its entrance is in a quarry pit at the foot of a hill and it 
developed in dolomitic limestone of the Lower Cambrian. The branch
ing horizontal cave (Fig. 2) has spacious segments of 5 m width and 
3- 4 m heights but also narrow segments with widths and heights only 
0.6 m. Its length is at least 260 m. 

The cave is an upper secondary vadose cave with large forms and 
corrosion al forms indicating its origin in the phrea tic zone, and 
keyhole cross sections and other features indicating its modification in 
the vadose zone. 

The sediments covering the cave floor are mainly yellow silt, 
dolomitic powder and red clay. There are abundant speleothems in the 
caves with some special forms, such as massive cave flowers, spherical 
stalactites, and crystal needl~s which are pure white, large sized and 
extensive, covering almost the entire cave wall. 

Such abundant speleothems can be explained by the following: 
first, the differential corrosion in dolomitic limestone is very strong, so 
the walls are looser and porous; second, because the cave is shallowly 
buried and was sealed until recently, the air was moist, creating 
favorable conditions for the evaporative deposition of capillary seep
age water and the coagulative deposition of cave fog droplet water. 
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Geomorphological Landforms in the Dry Valley and Hilly Karst Land 

The elevation of the area ranges from 1500-2000m without any 
protruding mountain ranges. The land surface generally corresponds 
to the inclination of the carbonate stratum, higher in the north and 
east and lower in the south and west. 

The Cambrian-Ordovician karst strata are completely exposed to 
the east of the Yellow River forming corroded and eroded lower and 
middle.hills with valley depths between 150-250m. To the west of the 
Yellow River the karst strata is buried under the Carboniferous
Permian coal system. The overlay ·thickness varies from 100-150m, is 
weathered easily and forms denuded and eroded lower hilly lowlands. 
To the south, the area is eroded and corroded lower lowlands. 

The strata is planar, often forming carbonate platforms, and the 
tops of the mountains form thick, steep carbonate rock caps. Rock 
shelters, shallow caves formed by outcropping bedding planes, are 
found on the walls of cliffs and precipices and along the banks of 
str~ams and dry ditches along the Yellow River and many of its tribu
taries. _The length of a rock shelter is 3-5m, its height is 0.5-Im, its 
depth 1s about Im, and there are no accumulations or speleothems. 

Karst Caves 

To th_e west of the Yellow River in the areas of the Longwangou 
and Hedaigou Streams, the karst caves are buried below the level of 
the Yellow R_iver. Borings in this area are listed in Table I. We count
ed 425 caves m the area with only a few large and medium ones (Table 
2). 

. The caves are described according to their characteristics, distri
bution and geneses. 

1. The morphology and characteristics of karst caves 

M~rphology of surface karst varies greatly, with funnel, oval, fis
sure, tnangle, quasi-round, rectangular, inverted bell, conic, calabash, 
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KARST CA VERN DISTRIBUTION AND 
CHARACTERISTICS IN THE AREA 
BORDERING SHANXI, SHAANXI 

AND INNER MONGOLIA 

ZHANG Yuehua TIAN Zukai LIU Qun 

Hebei Mining and Civil Engineering Institute, Handan, 
Hebei 056038 

Abstract 
Surface and subterranean karst features are described for the re

gion along the Yellow River of southern Inner Mongolia and northern 
Shanxi Province. Caves show a variety of cross sectional shapes and 

are distributed vertically in three zones. 
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Introduction 

The karst area is situated in the northwest of the Shanxi Platfonn 
syncline on the north side of Luliang Mt. The west part borders on the 
northeast corner of the Ordos Platform of northeastern Shaanxi, and 
in the north it connects with the upwarping zone on Inner Mongolia's 
Yinshan Mt. The area runs from the Qingshuihe River of Inner 
Mongolia in the north to north of Hequ and Pianguan Cities of 
Shanxi in the south and covers an area of 12,000km2. The Yellow Riv
er (Huanghe) cut through the entire area fro!D north to sbuth, with a 
length of 80km. North China Platform ediments cover the area and 
karst is well developed in the Cambrian- Ordovician systems. 

Table 1. Statistics ofkarst cave borings 

Stratigraphic 
Cave bot1om (m) 

Dor. No. Rock depth from ea•• bci1b1 (ml 
time c.kvation 

1urf1c:c 
204 €, Oolitic lime.stone 374.56 6◄S.61 2.9◄ 

206 €! Contain mud dolomite 197.88 874.84 , .11 
207 €! Oolitic limcslone 200.00 7'8.80 S 10 

208 o\ - Dolomite 118.20 879.49 1.2l 
or Lime dolomite 2ll9.6S 708.04 4.21 

221 €! Dolomite 274.03 864.80 2 ll 
248 €( Dolomite 335.SO 833.35 2.20 

Table l . General lisl of the main karst caves 

Cuc K&rstca~-csax 

0 . Position StratiarapMc 
Rock t)'PC 

bouom 
position elevation h<iaht(m) "'1dth(m) dcptJ,(111) 

(m) 

I 
NE of 

Qingshuihc €; Limutonc 1280 7 2 • 
2 Jioupina o; Dolomite: 

90 19 
limestone 3 2.1 

3 Dashawan o; Dolomite 
Bcigou limestone 1050 1.9 2 10 .. Lloyina o; Dolomite 

Yuloogshan li mestone 1400 3.S 3-2 20 

s In Yanjachun 
Oj Dolomite 

ditch limestone 1030 IS 21 '° 
6 Tazhiliang o; Limestone 1'60 g 09S 10 
7 

Opposite 
PianauaAhckou o; Limestone 920 ,.s 3 IS 

8 
H ongshuigou 

ditch end o; Limestone 960 ' 6 I 

9 Lona:kou 
Oj Dolomite 

ditch limestone 882 20 10 2l 

10 Daqiao ditch 
Oj Dolomite 

lcfi bank limestone 901 2-6 2- l il 
II Mifusi Oj Limestone 911 20 10 20 
12 M ashangczui Oj Limestone 940 2.S 29 11 

13 Lougouyixi 
Ol Shidongwa Lime.stone ISJO l.S-2.S -I S -



and irregular-shaped sections. Passage cross sections exhibit kidney 
bean, wedge, rhomboid, conic, lotus and irregular shapes. Passages 
are shaped like a string of beads with large rooms connected by smal
ler hallways. 

2. Horizon and nature of the rock 

The corridor-like caves, with conic, quasi-round and oval sec
tions, are often found in the Majiagou and Zhanxia Groups. The rock 
is primarily dolomite and dolomitic limestone (79%), calcitic 
dolomite, argillaceous dolomitic limestone, argillaceous limestone 
(ii%). The caves strongly develop in the sparry limestone, often with 
oval or round corridors. 

The Yeli and Liangjiashan Groups of the lower Ordovician sys
tem and the Gushan and Fenshan Groups of the Upper Cambrian 
system are formed of interbedded dolomite, limestone and impure 
carbonate rocks. The top bedding plane is relatively horizontal and it 
forms trapezoidal sections oflarger width than height. 

3. Cave distribution and analysis of their origin 
J 

More than 90 percent of the caves are found higher than 850m, 
located in the mountain peaks, cli!Ts and steep valley slopes. Only a 
few caves are located below the base level. 
A. The occurrence of the caves tends to decrease in elevation from east 
to west. In the Longwangou and Hedaigou areas on the west bank of 
the Yellow River, the elevation of caves in boreholes are between 645 
and 879m with the lowest found between 16 and 300m , all below the 
level of the Yellow River. 

Caves are vertically distribut<:d in three zones: 1300-!550m; 
850- 11 00m; and under 650m. 
B. The layer from 850- ! I00m compares to the second denudation 
plane height of the Shanxi Platform and the physiographic stages 
basically coincide. 

Using the three layers of caves and their comparison with the 

THE LAW OF THE DEVELOPMENT 
OF KARST CAVES IN THE REGION 

ALONG THEY ANGTZE RIVER 
IN ANHUI PROVINCE 

SUN Yufei HU Xiaomeng 
Anhui Normal University, Wuhu 241000 

Abstract 
This paper states that under the influence of rhythmic up- down 

crustal movements, several karst regio ns formed in the area , which a re 
distinctly distributed in layers. Under the control of lithology and 
tectonics , the development of the caves is not uniform . Deep- seated 
karst caves are formed in those· places where the crust moved down
wards or there are sulfur deposits connected with other deposits. The 
formation of the karst caves is mainly by corrosion- erosion or corro
sion. 
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Introduction 

The region is located along the Yangtze R iver in Anhui Province. 
The strata, more than IO,OOOm thick, arc commonly incised by many 
faults and several series of joints. This enlarges the contact of 
carbonate rocks with water and accelerates its movement. For these 
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Shanxi physiographic and denudation stages, we can infer that in the 
early and middle Tangxin periods there was perhaps ,a crustal 
oscillation, during which the caves between l 300- l 550m were formed. 

The time periods corresponding to the three layers of cave occur
rence were times of warm and damp environments at the end of the 
Tertiary period to the early Quaternary period. These were important 
climatic conditions for formation of karst caves in northern China. 
Further work.is required to prove whether this is correct. 
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reasons, the karst caves in this region developed well and are distrib

uted in layers. 

The Primary Factors Influencing the Development of Karst Caves 

I . Climatic conditions 

In this region, the mean annual temperature is about 16°C, in 
summer (June to.August) it averages 26 to 27°C and the hottest month 
is July with an average above 28°C . The dates when the average daily 
temperature rises above ·!0°C are from the last ten days of March to 
the second ten days of November. 

The mean annual rainfall in the region is from 1000 to 1400 mm. 
High temperatures and heavy rains occur at approximately the same 
time. This accelerates the corrosion of carbonate rocks by water. Ac
cording to data gained from samples, the ratio of corrosion is· 0.04 to 
0.06 mm per year, which is a medium intensity fo r karst corrosion. 

2. The factor of lithology 

The chemical and mineral composition and the structure of the 
carbonate rocks in the region a re not uniform and this affects the de
velopment of caves .. The proportion of karst caves in ruin marble in 
T onglin City is 3.63 %, in limestone of the C2h, Ck and P1q formations 
is 1.01 to 2.61 %, and in dolomite, merely 0.77 percent. 

The carbonate rocks can be divided into three types according to 
their li thology. 
A . Limestone wi th more argillaceous belts and thin - bedded lime
stones from the middle Cambrian series to the Ordovician system, 
with the proportion of caves at 0.5 percent. Normally there are some 
smaller caves developed in these rocks whose diameters are about 2 to 
3 meters , with the largest to 5 meters. 
B. T he thick , pure limestone and the dolomitic limestone from the 
Carboniferous system to the early Permian series, with a proportion of 
caves at 1. I to 2.5 percent. 
C. The massive. pure limestone of the middle Triassic series, with a 



proportion of caves at 3.5 to 4 percent. These tocks are not only very 
thick, but are exposed at the surface. There are commonly large caves 
and underground rivers in them. 

3. Tectonic conditions 

In this region there are NE-trending primary faults, NW-trend
ing derivative faults, EW-trending faults and NS-trending faults as a 
group of conjugate faults. These faults not only inlluence the devel
opment of caves but also control their distribution. For instance, the 
main halls in Taiji, Chiji and Longchuan Caverns correspond with the 
N:W-tri:nding faults. There are two groups of faults formed in the 
limestone of the Qixia (P1q) and Maokou (P,m) formations. The 
NE-trending faults exhibit a zone of fracture, while the NW-trending 
faults are normal faults characterized by driving water and keeping 
water. In an area 20 km long and 15-20 m wide, 78 caves were found 
in 40 out of_ 140 drilled wells, or 28 percent. The proportion of the to
tal well depths which was cave space was 2.5 percent, with the largest 
open area reaching 18 m. 

The Law of the Distribution of the Karst Caves 

I. The caves are distributed in layers and concentrated from 240 to 
270 m, 120 to 150 m and 30 to 60 min elevation (Fig. I). In the fault 
basins and contact zones with sulfide deposits, there are also deep 
seated karst caves, ranging mostly from elevations of 80 to I 00 m be
low sea level. Morea°ver, most of the big caves are composed of three 
to four horizontal layers connected by vertical or slanted passages. 
The three upper layers are dry river courses and the lowest is an un-
derground river. _ 
A. The first tier of caves, distributed in the edge of the intermountain 
basins, the piedmonts of the mountains and the two sides of some 
drainage rivers, are mainly composed of a single small cavern or hall 
formed by corrosion. There are no deposits in them now. These caves 
are at an elevation of 30 to 60 m which corresponds to the second 

after several periods of karstification, several sub-layers of caves were 
formed . The caves of the third tier make up nearly 45% 9fthe caves in 
the area. 

2. The law of the distribution of deep-seated caves 

The deep-seated caves in this region are mainly distributed in the 
synclinal fault basins where bathygenic movement was dominant or in 
the contact zone of sulfide deposits with other deposits . 
A. According to an investigation by the karst study group at the Insti
tute of Geology, Academia Sinica, the western area of Maigu Moun
tain in Xuancheng City is a typical synclinal-fault system. Under the 
inlluence of bathygenic movements, the ancient caves were buried un
der red.soil from the Cretaceous to the Tertiary system~. During sev
eral karstifications, the deep-seated caves formed layers. With subsi
dence of the crust, the base level for drainage of ground water gradual
ly rose as the earth' s crust settled, so the deeper and older the caves 

_are, the smaller the ratio of corrosion and the proportion of caves 
(Fig. 2). 

B. The deep-seated caves, formed in the contact zone of sulfide depos
its with other deposits, are distributed along the Yangtze River near 
Tonglin City, and Fanchen and Hualin Counties. The contact zones 
correspond to the distribution of faults which have a great many tiny 
fissures, facilitating groundwater movement. Also, under oxidation 
conditions, the sulfide deposits can produce a lot of sulfate ions 
(SO4) which make the underground water acidic and accelerates cor
rosion of the marble and breccia marble in the contact zones. These 
factors contribute to the formation of deep-seated caves. Jn 
Yayunshan mine of Tonglin City, there are 82 caves in the marble at 
the bottom of Mines I and 2. Over the densest part, 71 caves exist in a 
distance of 42 meters, with the greatest height reaching 10.16 m (Fig. 
3). 

In the Moon Mountain Mine of Anqin City, 26 caves were dis
covered in 12 out of 22 drill holes, or 54 percent. The height of these 
caves are 0.5 to 5 m and most are at an elevation of 75 m (Fig. 4). 
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terrace composed ofXiachu yellow soil in this region . The caves usual
ly link up with the second terrace. Based on this, we can conclude that 
the caves of this layer have developed since the late Pleistocene. They 
make up about 13% of all caves of this region . 
B. The second tier of caves, distributed in the slopes of low- lying hills, 
are chielly medium-large caverns with several sub-layers. They are 
formed by corrosion and erosion . There are geomorphologic forms 
like canyons, meanders, erosion side ditches, all clearly formed by ero
sion of the underground rivers. Inside these forms there are a lot of 
well-rounded granule gravel ·deposits chielly composed of medium 
sand, coarse sand and gravel of a diameter from 5 to 6 cm. There is 
sedimentary rhythm in these gravels. 

The formation of some caves is ·strongly inlluenced by collapse. 
One hall in Taiji cavern is formed by the collapse of huge blocks of 
limestone. Inside these caves many karst forms exist such as stalag
mites, curtains and stalactites, creating a beautiful scene. The eleva
tions of t~ese caves are from 120 to 150 m, corresponding to a 
Iow-planation surface of the region, and the parallel deposit is the late 
Tertiary Changjaidou formation . This indicates that these caves 
formed in the· Neogene when the climate was good for cave develop
ment. There were several periods of karstification producing several 
sub-layers of caves. Caves of this tier make up almost 42 % of the ca
ves in this area. 
C. The third tier of caves are distributed in the slopes of the hills or 
cols between the low mountains, and are chielly composed of 
medium-large caves formed by corrosion and erosion. There are 
many sites showing corrosion and other chemical reactions. There are 
still a lot of forms caused by erosion of the u~derground rivers, such 
as knick points, waterfalls, and erosion side ditches . The underground 
rivers have deposited a great deal of sandy gravel. 

These caves are at an elevation between 240 and 270 m which cor
responds to the second planation surface in the region , and the paral
lel deposit is the early Tertiary Shuanta formation . We can conclude 
then that karst development began in the early Tertiary period , and 

Conclusions 

I . Since the Cenozoic era, owing to rhythmic crustal movements, three 
karstifications have occurred along the Yangtze River in Anhui Prov
ince. Caves formed at definite elevations, which make the caves be dis
tributed in layers. Large caves usually have several sub- layers. 
2. Under the influence of crustal subsidence, deep- seated caves devel
oped well, and they are chielly distributed in the synclinal- fault basins 
and the contact zones of sulfide deposits with other deposits . The 
deeper, the smaller the ratio of corrosion and the proportion of caves. 
3. The limestones of the middle Carboniferous Huanglong formation, 
the late Carboniferous Chuanshan formation , the early Permian Qixia 
formation and the middle Triassic Qinlong formation as well as mar
ble, which has undergone hydrothermal processes, are suitable rocks 
for cave development. 

4. The majority of the medium- large caves are formed by corro ion 
and erosion; the smaller caves by corrosion . 
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THE KARST OF THE YANZIPING SYNCLINE, CAVE GENESIS AND 
HYDROGEOLOGY ( Hefeng County, Hubel Province, China ) 

By the "DONGHE 92" speleological team 

RESUME · Le coeur du synclinal de Yanziping est constitue par une serie 
carbonatee epaisse du Trias. Une serie de petits poljes s 'etage en altitude et 
collecte les ecoulements de crue au travers de vastes grottes tunnels. En saison 
seche l'eau circule dans des reseaux de diaclases beaucoup plus profonds et 
d'origi~e plus recente ( l'un de ces reseaux consitue la plus profonde cavite connue 
en Chine ). L'9volution des reseaux a 8t8 d8termin80 par la surrection de toute la 
region au Neogene et l'enfoncement rapide du niveau de base regional qui s'en est 
suivi. Ce niveau est constitue par une vallee transversale au synclinal. Ce karst a ete 
etudie dans le cadre de la troisieme expedition speleologique franco-chinoise dont 
les resultats sont brievement rappeles. 

MOTS CLES 
karst - polje - reseau souterrain - speleogenese - hydrogeologie - Chine centrale 

ABSTRACT The heart of the syncline is made of thick triassic limestones. 
There is a group of poljes going up by steps to a very high level. It drain the floods 
through wide tunnel caves. During the dry season, the water flows in a diaclase 
network more deep and more young ( among which is the deepest cave 1n China ). 
The evolution of the cave systems is governed by the quick regional uplift during 
Neogen and the lowering of the regional base water level ( situated in a valley 
orthogonal to the syncline axis ). This karst was surveyed during the 3d french
chinese speleological expedition whose results are listed. 

KEY WORDS 
karst - polje - cave system - speleogenesis - hydrogeology - Central China 
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Upper Trias ( Badong stage ) 
Impervious elastic rocks 

Lower Trias ( JlallngJlang stage ). 
Thlch layers of limestone and dolomtte 
Main caves 

Lower Trias ( Daye stage ). 
Thin layers of dark limestone 
Some caves 

Upper Permian. Marls and shales 
Lower Permian. Th ick layers of limestone 

Devonian. Sandstones and quartzltes 
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1. A LARGE SYNCLINE 

The Yanziping syncline is situated in the Hefeng County ( Hubei Province, 
central China ). This region belongs to the Yangtse paraplateform , a large structural 
un,t extending over most of central China. The tectonic style in the Western Hubei is 
made of large boxed anticlines ( with outcrops of Cambrian ) and nipped syncline 
( w ith a heart of Triassic limestones ). The axis direction lies between 40 and 80° E 

The Yanzip,ng syncline is large ( 15 x 50 km , direction N50"E , dip 10° S-W ). 
The syncline is nipped, the dip of the layers is strong ( 40 to 55' ) and the thickness 
of the triassic limestones is very big in the heart of the syncline ( 1400 m ). The 
bottom of the triassic aqwfer is made by the permian shales. 

The whole sediment column is very thick ( 8000 m from the Cambrian to the 
Trias ). The main carbonate rocks are in the Upper Cambrian/Ordovician ( 1500 m ), 
the Lower Permian ( 400 m ) and the Lower Trias ( 1400 m ). The study area is only 
in the Tnas. The rocks are dark limestones, with thick beds in the lowest layers and 
thin beds with clay in the upper levels. 

Fig. 1. Localisation of tile Hefeng county and the provinces visited during the 3 
trenc/1-chinese speleological expeditions. 
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Fig. 4. Geological section across the Yanziping syncline. 

2. A SUBTROPICAL MOUNTAINOUS CLIMATE 

The region lies near the Tropic ( 29°N ) and the rain tails mostly dunng 
summer ( 1600 to 2000 mm/year ; 70% of annual rain fall between Apnl and 
August ). The relative humidity is high ( 71 to 89% ), even during the "drf wmtar 
season. The temperature is not vary hot, because of altitude and 1t is somebfnes 
freezing. Mean annual temperature is 16°C at Heleng which is the lowest po,nt a lhe 
area ( 520 m a.s.l. ). 
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3. INTENSiVEL Y EXPLOITED LANDS 

The Hefeng County extent over 2900 km2 and its population is 206 000 hab. 
The density is relatively weak lor central China ( 70 hhabll<m2 ). because of the lack 
of fertile lands. Its a hilly region who was occupied a long time ago by national 
minority ( Tujia and Miao ) looking for safety. Few peopl,e, live in the cities and. the 
farms are very scattered in the lands cultivated by each family. 

The ailuvia plains are very narrow and there few lands for the irrigated rice. 
The poljes are completely used with a complex association of crops · tobacco, tea, 
( on the slopes, up to 50% ), rice, wheat and vegetables ( in the low lands ). Corn 
culture extent each year more on the rocky slopes, even in the lapiaz. · 

4. A LONG KARSTIC EVOLUTION 

The main characteristic of the regional landscape is a group .of polje going _by 
steps from 800 to .650 m .above the regional base W!lter level. These poljes are 
situated along the syncline axis or in its southern part. They don'{ have a tectonic 
origin, but a sedimentary one : the detritic elements corning from the silurian and 
permian shales and devonian sandstones obstruct the underground channels and 
impeach the underground drainage. 

Between the poljes, the relief is a typical cone karst, with relatively smooth 
slopes in the triassic thin beds. Some slopes show old crypto-lapiaz ( formed under 
a thick alterites mantle ). They are completely denudated. It is a recent denudation 
related to man activity. The earth has been eroded by rain because of an excessive 
exploitation or even transported directly by the peasants to improve some pieces of 
land. 

5. BIG INTEGRATED CAVE SYSTEMS 

The "DONGHE 92" expedition explored 10 caves in the Yanziping syncline. 
with a total length of 23 km. Among_ these one is the "Zhaidong I Gandong" system, 
the deepest known in China ( - 552 m ). Most of these caves are integrated in a 
single cave system. draining the syncline, from the north east to the south west 
where the waters resurge in only two springs which have been explored. 

The largest caves are old tunnel cave, where the water dcn't flows more or 
flews just in summer. Some systems contain also more deep small galleries, along 
diac!ase. where water is flowing all along the year. These galleries are generally 
situated to the south of the eldest ones. This is the side of the present perennial 
resurgence · Wanrendong. The water base level is located ,n the Loushuihe valley 
( 500 m a.s.l. ). This level varied quickly during the Plio-Quaternary, with the regional 
uplift. The underground and surface river system tried to follow this change. but it is 
still high over the valley. 

6. THE WATER CIRCULATION 

During the winter dry season, water pass through a network of narrow 
ciaclases , partly filled by the water. Some parts are accessible to the cavers 
( underground rivers of Zhongmi, Mishuidong and Donghe ). They drain a deep 
aquder whose water reserves seem to be small. 

During the floods, these galleries are to narrow and and the water level cl imb 
very much ( up to 80 m in Donghe, more than 200 m in Zhaidong ) and the water 
pass through old wide tunnel caves. The flood is very quick, because the water 
storage in the epikarst is weak and it is almost saturated all along the year. We saw it 
in December when a small rain ( 16 mm in two days ) gave a flood in less than 12 
hours. · 

The main characteristic of the regional hydrology is the polje lying high above 
the regional base water level. During the big floods, the poljes are invaded by the 
water and the peasants built large channels and tunnels to drain the water and send 
rt in large ponors or in other. valleys. 

7. THE CHINESE-FRENCH SPELEQLOGICAL EXPEDITIONS 

Since 1986, a Chinese team and a French team are studying together the 
karstic areas of central China. It is the karstologist team of Pr Zhang Shouyue 
( Geological Institute of Academia Sinica, Beijing ) and a speleologist team led by 
Jean Pierre Barbary ( PSCJA, Lyon ). The "DONGHE 92" expedition, in the Hubei 
and Hunan Provinces. was the third one, after a fi rst expedition in the Guizhou 
Province in 1986 and a second one in Guizhou. Hubei and Sichuan in 1989. 150 
caves have been surveyed ( with a total length of 160 km). Amongst them are some 
of the main cave systems known in China, like the Gebihe (Ziyun, Guizhou), Santang 
(Ziyun, Guizhou) , Yanziping system (Hefeng Hubei) , Donghe(Wuteng, Hubei) , 
Dadong (Wufeng Hubei). 
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Table 2. Main caves gxplored during the 3 frenc/1-chmese expeditions. 
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Fig. 6. Map of the area of Yanziping polje. 

·caves Number I Lani!h lm>I Deniveqm) z 

ZHAIDONG He 894 8 403 552 1 240 

DONGHE He 92 14 6 69 366 710 

CHUSHUIDONG He 92 11 2 940 57 1 220 

MISHUIDONG He 92 12 t 784 74 1 200 

WANRENDONG He 895 1 329 52 570 

ZHONGMI RIVER He 92 21 602 23 1 225 

XIAN SHUI DONG He 92 10 453 159 1 040 

ZHONGMI SPRING He92 22 143 3 1 225 

Table 1. The main caves in the Yanziping syncline. 

Two reports have been published "GUIZHOU EXPE 86", Spelunca 
memoires n' 16 (1 988) and "GEBIHE 89 · Karsts de Chine", Karstologia memoires 
n, 4 (1991) 
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ABSTRACT 
Karst landforms presented by the famous stone forest in Lunan 

Yunnan Province, occupy 912 km2 are about 85 km from Kunming and 
are an important tourist area. Stone forests develop dominantly in lower 
Permian pure, thick limestone which gently dips in the Lunan syncline. 
The surface karst is characterized by stone forests on the karstic hills, 
slopes and depressions. Generally, the stone columns are 3-10 m high, 
with the maximum at 48.5 m. The caves, shafts and subsurface rivers 
also develop well. The subsurfa~e stream passage named Shimalonggong 
is 20-50 m wide, 10-60 m high and over 2,000 m long and was formed 
110 m below ground surface. The paleokarst geomorphology on the 
limestone peneplain covered by basalt and Tertiary rocks were surveyed: 
(1) the paleokarst features like solutional gullies, stone teeth on 
Permian limestone overlaid by basalt and Tertiary formations; (2) 
residual Eogene karst breccia on the peneplain; ( 3) the covered stonr -· 
teeth in the east Lunan red basin; and (4) tufa deposited by Bajian!! 
river. The evolution of the stone forest may be recorganized as i I ) 

nrnrine deposits, are broadly distribute in the study area. Karst 
landform~. especially the stone forest (Shilin in Chinese), develop 
;1erfectly in the lower Permian Qixia and Maokou medium crystal 
dolomite, biodetritus limestone, sandy limestone and argillocrystal 
limestone. 

2.1.2 Geolofiical Struccure.,· 

Shilin area is situated on the Niushui Shan uplifted block in the 
southwestern Yunnan-Guizhou Syncline of the Yangtze Platform. and 
may be 1.livided into 3 subregions (Fig.1) according to the regional 
geological structures. 
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stone teeth 11nd solution trough developed in late Paleozoic and 
Mesozoic Periods; (2) stone forest at Naigu which originated in the 
Eogene stage; (3) most stone forest developed in late Tertiary so it is 
known as Shilin stage; (4) stone forests reformed in Quaterna_ry. 

Stone forest is a special karst landscape in subtropical and tropical 
climatic zones. Many authors have discussed its origin and evolution not 
only in China but also in other countries (Chen, Song and 
Sweeting,1985; Jie, 1966; Zhang et al, 1979; Ma Xirong'- 1936; Song, 
1986; Ye, 1982 and Zhang, 1984). 

This paper will discus the formation of stone forest in Lunan, 
Yunnan, based on the geological survey. 
1. PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHIC SETTING 

The stone forest at Lunan is 85 km to the southeast of Kunming and 
covers an area of 912 km2

, distributed in a region at an elevation of 
1,800 - 2,000 m above sea level (a.s.l.) from 24°39'to 24°54' N and 
103°11' to 103°30' E. Topographically, the land declines from the 
northeast to the southwest. Surface rivers do not develop, while there 
are 84 karst lakes like Chang lake, Moon lake and Round lake. 

The study area belongs to the subtropical plateau monsoon climatic 
zone ios characterized by mild temperatures in both summer and winter. 
It can be divided into dry and humid seasons every year and whole year 
is like spring. The annual average temperature is 15.6°C, the highest 
monthly mean temperature is 25.3°C and the lowest is 8.2° C, the annual 
precipitation is 962.5 mm, most in the rainy season from June to 
September. 

Millions of people to visit the stone forest each year giving Lunan 
County 30 million yuan income and a new look. 
2. FACTORS CONTROLLING THE DEVELOPMENT OF KARST 

GEOMORPHOLOGY 
2.1 Stratii:raphy and Geoloi:ical Structures 
2. 1. 1 Stratigraphy 

Devonian, Carl'>onifeous and Permian carbonate rocks, and shallow 

I. Weize subregion, with fengcong landscape, is located to the east of 
the Weize fault. Devonian formations are located here and fractures 
develop very well. 

II. Shilin-Zhaihei subregion between the Weize fault and the Tertiary 
Lunan red basin is occupied by Perrno-Carboniferous carbonates 
striking nearly north-south and controlled by the anticline dipping 
southwestward. The fractures, especially the NE and NW joints are 
developed very well on the southeastern limb where the rocky hills and 
the strata dip very gently (Fig.2). This geologic setting facilitates the 
downward movement of surface water along the fractures to dissolve 
the carbonates and develop a stone forest landscape. 

Fig.2 Rose figure of fractures in stone forest 

III. Lunan Tectonic Basin 

Lunan red basin is an Eogene subsidence fault one with red 
sediments striking north-south direction on the lower Permian 
limestone. 

2.2 Litholoi:y 

2.2.1 Chemical Compositions of Carbonate Rocks 

The chemical property of carbonate rocks strictly controls its 
dissolution rate in forming karst features. Table 1 gives the chemical 
components of the carbonate rocks in the study area. It shows that the 
CaO content in the Maokou limestone is higher, and SiO

2 
and acid 

insoluble materials lower. Therefore the stone forest dominantly 
develops in the Maokou thick and block pure limesto!]e. 



Table 1 Chemical components of carbonate rocks in Lunan area 

Formations Chemical components ( % ) 

cao MgO Si02_ Burn loss Acid insol 

Maokou Gr Pln 54 . 73 0.32 0.20 42.88 0,3·2 
Qixia Gr Plq 27.32 15.56 0.16 
Maping Gr C3m 55.06 0.43 0.57 43.15 0.59 
waining Gr C2w 54.78 0.27 0.18 43.06 0.50 
Baizhuo Gr Clb 4.50 0.24 0.48 42.45 0.36 

2.2.2 Compound formations 
(1) Blocky and homogeneous formations. The pinnacle and tower 

karst geomorphology developed in the lower Permain blocky and 
homogeneous pure limestone created the huge stone columns. 

(2) Banding compound: Qixia thick dolomite is commonly banded with 
biodebritic and sandy limestone. Because different solutional rates, 
forms of mushroom and screen stones in the Naigu area are developed. 

(3) Alternating layers of thin and medium thick limestone: In the 
Carboniferous and Devonian carbonatic rocks, thin limestone usually is 
interbeded with medium thick limestone, the different dissolution rates 
caused by the inhomogeneous composition created the stone teeth and 
rocky hills landscape. 

2.3 Geomorpholoi,tY and Hydroloi,tY 
G_eomorphology: The carbonate area is located on the slope of a 

western fossil peneplain between Lunan and Luliang Basins. The 
ground surface with relief declines to Luliang at the gradient of 1.6%, 
that is favourable for meteoric water to filtrate down to the carbonate 
rocks. 

Hydrology: Bajiang river flows through Lunan basin from north <to 
south and finally joins the Nanpan Jiang at Dadishui. It constitutes the 
drainage base of karst groundwater in the area and various solutional 
constituents drains into Nanpan Jiang. The annual average runoff of 

formed with at least 2 to 3 levels. Th~ speleothems like stalactites, 
stalagmites, pillars, curtains, flags, flowe!Ji, etc. are snow-white in color 
and various forms deposit in Ziyun Cave, Baiyun Cave and 
Shimalonggong Cave etc. The underground river of Shimalonggong cave 
system is about 20-50 m wide, 10-60 m high and over 2,000 m long at an 
elevation of (700-1,750 m. It is the great conduit system in the area and 
drains out at the boundary of Tertiary red basin to form springs such as 
Bailongtuan Spring, Heilongtuan Spring and Maoshuidong Spring etc. 

3.3 Paleokarst 
The J?aleokarst such as solutional gullies, troughs, stone teeth and 

fossil breccia is well developed on the erosion surface between the Qixia 
an<:I Ma9kou limestones and basalt and Eogene deposits. When the 
limestone deposits were exposed, it was possible for karst development 
under suitable conditions. 
4. MODELS FOR KARST EVOLUTION 

The wonderful stone forest geomorphology has experienced 
evolution processes for a long time under the control of various factors. 
From the point of views of its evolutionary processes or evolutionary 
history in Yunnan: Plateau stage, Stone forest stage and Nanpanjiang 
stage, have been tightly argued for several decades . The author of 
Karst of China pointed out that the stone forest developed : (1) from 
Cretaceous to early Tertiary; (2) Tertiary-- Quaternary; and (3) 
Quaternary. Ren Meier suggested it originated in the Eogene. Zhang 
Suoyue recognized that the forest developed before mid-Oligocene, 
developed in mid-Oligoceneand and was exposed since the late 
Pleistocene. Chen et al (1985) described the stone forest basiccaly 
developed in late Tertiary and especially in the Pleistocene. Author 
believes that the stone forest originated before the Cenozoic, the 
Tertiary was an impotant period for stone forest development and the 
Quaternary was the stage for its exposure and further reformation. The 
evidence are as follows: 

(1) After the Permian limestone was deposited, the earth 's crust was 

3.7 

Bajiang is 318 million m3 a year and its TDS is 120-280 mg/I, so the 
solutional rate in the area is estimated as 37.12--75.66 min/ka. 

2.4 Oimatic. Ve~etation and Soil Conditions 
In the early upper Permian, the earth crust in the area was uplifted. 

Based on the sedimentary phase, the climate in the late upper Permian, 
iate upper Triassic and Miocene was humid and warm, but dry and hot 
between the two periods. The intermittent uplifting of the earth crust 
caused the changes between vertical and laterial dissolution. Under a 
humid and warm climate, vigorous biGlogical and microbiologic activities 
produced great amounts of carbonic and organic acids which increased 
the solutional action against carbonate rocks. The rich CO2 in the 
weathering red soil was favourable for kars1ification. 
3. KARSTIC GEOMORPHOLOGIC CHARACTERISTICS 

3.1 Surface Karst 
The surface karst features presented by the stone forest chiefly 

develop in Qixia and Maokou great thick, pure limestones. There are 

two types of karst landforms: 
3.1.1 F.xposed Karst 

Major and Minor Shilin and Naigu stone forest are typical exposed 
karst landscape. There are great types of karst features such as karrens, 
troughs,. gullies, funnels, sinkholes, natural bridges, stone teeth and 
columns. The outstanding features are pinnacle and tower columns 
comm,only about 3-10 m high and with a maximum 48.5 m. Some 
coiumns are shaped like mushroom and screen. 

3.1.2 Covered Karst 

The covered karst landforms principlly distributed on the slope of 
depressions. The karst features are covered by the Tertiary or 0,5:3 m 
of residual red soil. The main feature is stone teeth with the regular 
surface forms but some are rough with weathering powder. 

3.2 Subsurface Karst 
The subsurface karst such as shafts, caves and underground rivers 

are mainly developed in Maokou limestone. Generally the caves are 

uplifted and the limestone was '!l'.eathered to form solutional featurc::s, 
late Permian Ermeishan basalt still remained in the karst depressions. 

(2) The area was uplifted under the influence of the Y eshan 
Movement. During the Eogene, the Lunan basin formed and Eogene 
red materials were discordantiy deposited on the Hmestone surface on 
which the solution gullies, troughs, stone teeth and the karst breccia 
broadly developed. 

(3) In the belt of Shuituanpu - Qingshuituan 5 km to the east of 
Major and Minor Shilin, the Eogene Lumeiyi basalt conglomerates at 
about 1,750 m a.s.J. remained at the foot of the stone columns. The fact 
suggests the foersts had developed before the Tertiary. 

( 4) In the east red basin, the covered karst like stone teeth appears 
at the elevation of 1,750 - 1,770 m while the present stone forests are 
from 1,770 to 1,800 m. It is clear that the stone forests developed after 
the Eogene formations were deposited. 

(5) The tufa deposited in Bajiang valley near the Natural Bridge 3 
km from Shilin, is also found on the terrace of Bajiang. Tufa has been 
dated at 8-12x1()4 year BP. It suggested that the natural bridge and 
stone forests orginated before the Quaternary. 

As mentioned above, the development of the stone forest is 
characterized by a multi-stage, succession and coexistence of various 
forms. The evolution models of the stone forest are: 

(1) Pre-Tertiary (Plateau stage) from late Paleozoic to Mesozoic . 
During the Yeshan Movement, the Yunnan Plateau was uplifted and 
the erosion base subsided. Under warm humid climatic conditions, stone 
teeth, as the embryonic forms of stone forest, and other features 
developed on the peni:plain. 

(2) Early Tertiary (Lunan Basin) Stage: The Himalayan Movement 
caused the Yunnan Plateau to uplift differently in differ~nt places and 

the Lunan faulted basin formed. The former stone teeth were partly 
buried by Eogene sediments and some further developed to the old 
stone forest like in the Naigu and Qingshuituan areas. 



(3) Late Tertiary (Stone Forest) Stage: The Lunan basin was 

uplifted, ·reduced and disappeared. In the Olicene and Miocene, the 

Yunnan plateau was generally elevated and the erosion base was greatly 

lowered, and vertical karstification was strengthened.· The Eogene 

sediments were washed away and the buried stone teeth were gradually 

exposed to be further dissolved especially on the peneplain slope (from 

Major and Minor Shilin fo Maoshui cave) where the magnificent and 

dense stone forest landscape developed. 
(4) Quaternary (Nanpanjiang) Stage: The neotectonic intermittent 

uplift and the strong cutting down of the Nanpanjiang Rfver have 

stimulated mulfl-level cave development. The Bajiang is the main way 

to transport the solutional materials in groundwater. The Major and 

Minor Shilin had been reformed and new stone teeth in the Bajiang 

valley are gradually d~veloped. 

5. CONCLUSION 
Karst landforms in Lunan County, Yunnan Province, occupies an 

area of 918kni2. The stone f~rests develop dominantly in the lower 

Permi~n pure, thick limestone which gentiy dips in the Lunan syncline. 

The stone forests distribute on the karstic hills, the slopes arld in the 
depressions. Gerlerally, the stone columhs. are 3-10 m high with the 
mlllimum at 48.5 m. The under ground karstic features such as the 

caves, shafts and subsurface streams are also well developed. Some 

caves are opened as the tourist caves which are with high scenic and 

scientific research values. The surface and subsurface features are 
sttictly controlled by the faults and joints. The study results suggest that 
the stone forests predominantly in the four stages: (1) stone teeth and 

solutional troughs developed in the late Paleozoic and Mesozioc 
Periods; (2) stone forest at Naigu was originated in the Eogene stage; 
(3) rtlost stone forests developed in the late Tertiary or it is known as 

Shilin stage; and ( 4) stone forests reformed in Quaternary. 
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Abstract 

Danxia landform is a special type of landform developed on red 
sandstone or conglomerate, which is characterized by precipitous red 
scarps and plenty of caves. Huang Jin has studied almost all of the 
Danxia landform areas of China. Based on extensive field investiga
tions, Danxia caves are classified ·in the •paper in terms of processes of 
development am! morphology, with many examples given . 
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Introduction 

Fong Jinlan and Zhu Xiangsheng (1928) described the landform 

of spectacular and overwhelming red scarps at Mt. Danxia in Renhua 
County, northern Guangdong Province. In 1939, the term Danxia 
landform was formally used by Chen Guoda and Liu Huisi for the 
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first time. In 1988, Huang Jin defined it as " the landform of spectacu
lar red scarps which developed in planar or moderately inclined thick 
red sandstone or conglomerates of the Jurasic or Tertiary, formed 
through erosion in vertical joints, weathering, sheeting and collapse 
retreating, and characterized by flat (or slant) tops, sharp stem s, mod
erate foot slopes, and all other related fo rms such as mesas, rock walls, 
rock peaks, rock stacks, etc.'' He simplified it later to "red scarps 
composed of red elastic rocks and other landforms." 

Danxia Caves 

Danxia caves can be classified into two major categories: erosion 
(generalized) and accumulation. 

I. Erosion (generalized) Danxia caves 

Erosion D anxia caves include: weathered caves, collapsed caves, 
caves on the concave banks of rivers, solution caves, marine caves and 
wind erosion caves. 

A. W eathered Danxia caves 

There a re difTerences in resistance to weathering between soft and 
hard rocks. The processes of expansion and contraction cau ed by 
changes of temperature during the day and night are more active in 
soft rocks than hard ones, thus concave sheeting occurs in soft rocks 
and caves usually form there. With the enlargement of caves and the 
loss of support, collapse occur9" in the ceilings. T hese are the most 
common type of D anxia cave and they usually develop irt D a11xia 
clifTs where conglomerates intercalate with sandstones or mudstones. 

Erosion caves can be developed a long bedding or joints. 
P rocesses of cave development in rock beds include the following 

stages: 

a . Notches. Sheeting occurs in soft rocks such as sandstones or 
mudstones which are likely , upon weathering, to produce concave 
areas and later notches. The height of the notches are determined by 
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the thickness of the rock bed, and depths vary from a few centimeters 
to meters . Notches can be found in most cliffs in Danxia landform re
gions. This is the initial stage of erosion Danxia caves. 

b. Forehead-shaped caves. With deepening of the notches, con
glomerate in the ceilings begins to lose support and collapses, thus in
creasing the height of the caves. Because the cave entrance develops 
earlier and is subject to weathering and collapse for longer periods, the 
height at the entrance is greater. The resulting protruding cliff looks 
like a man's forehead, thus the name. These caves are the most widely 
spread through Danxia terrains . 

c. Flat caves. With the deepening of the cave' through weathering 
and collapse, the depth increases to 7-10 m, with exceptions up to tens 
of meters. Thus, the caves controlled by a bedding plane become flat 
except at the entrance where they are still forehei1d-shaped. If the 
rock strata are planar, the floor of the cave corresponds to the lower 
lying conglomerate bed. The height at the entrance is usually the 
greatest, generally being several meters to more than ten.meters, and it 
decreases towards the interior and the sides. It is usually 2-3 min the 
center _of the cave and 0.1-1.0m at the edges, with exceptions to 2-3 
m. The width of the entrance is several meters to tens of meters. It also 
decreases towards the interior. Usually, a cross section of flat cave is 
composed of a horizontal floor and a moderately slanting ceiling 
which declines in height and width towards the interior. Colluvial rock 
blocks can sometimes be found at the entrance or in the middle of the 
cave. When the rock bed slants toward the outside, the cave goes up 
towards the inside, or contrarily goes down towards the inside. 

d . Cross caves. Cross caves develop when two forehead-shaped 
or flat caves cut through a hill or rock wall from opposite sides in the 
same layer. For example, Windmill Cave of Shaimi stockade and 
Golden Turtle Cave of Shaoshi Mount in Mt. Danxia . 

e. Natural bridge. A Danxia natural bridge is formed with the de
velopment of a cross cave. When the height of a cross cave exceeds the 
thickness of the rocks above, it is considered a natural bridge. For in
stance, Gods' Bridge at Tangjiaba in Xingning County of Hunan 

the seasons, so they are also named "Chameleon". 
Honeycomb caves are also found in Swallow Cave at Mount 

Danxia and Nitre Cave in Chishui, Guizhou P·rovince. 
· Mini-scale sparsely distributed depressions. Some walls or ceil

ings of flat caves develop mini-scale depressions which are only 
0.5- 2.0 mm in diameter and 0.5- 1.0 mm in depth with an-interval of 
about 5- IO c~. 

Complicated honeycomb caves from gravel weathering. Most 
rock cliffs in the Danxia terrain are covered by black algae or light 
green lichens which clothe the rocks and prevent them from large scale 
sheeting. However, some gravel, susceptible to weathering, breaks 
through the protection of the algae to undergo sheeting or graining tci 
expose fresh rocks. Further weathering breaks down the gravel com
pletely an"d enlarges the hollow to form a small cave and 'then larger 
caves. Secondary caves can be developed in these caves to produce 
complicated cave systems, as at Erlangshan of Guifeng in Jiangxi 
Province. With the development of these caves, part of the cave walls 
may grow algae which temporarily arrests the development in this part 
of the cave. If the whole cave is covered by algae, further development 
ceases. 

B. Three types of collapsed Danxia caves 

a. Mouth- shaped concave depressions. When rocks at the middle 
or lower part of a rock wall or cliff collapse, the remaining upper part 
of the rock wall or cliff projects out and forms a mouth-shaped de
pression . Examples are Eagle Beak Cave at Mt. Wuyi of Fujian Prov
ince and Kuzhuchong at Golden Cock ridge in Guangdong. 

b . Collapsed natural bridge. On some sharp rock walls, sheeting 
joints are produced parallel to the rock wall. When slope water runs 
into these joints, it causes the lower part of the rock to collapse in. 
large semi-circular scales, and the remaining upper part becomes a 
natural bridge. Several natural brid~es are found at Datong and 
Yonghe in Chishui of Guizhou and the collapsed rock ridge at 
Dongxiyan in Lishui of Zhejiang Province. 
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Province, is 64 min length, 15 min. arc height, 14 min width and 5 m 
in thickness. It may be the largest natural bridge in China. Danxia ca
ves which develop along joints are a distinctive category of caves. 
Joints in the red strata of Danxia landform are usually vertical, being 
either cross-bedded joints or inter-bedded joints. Both of these can 
result in caves. 

Caves resulting from cross-bedded joints. Weathering aud col
lapse in cross-bedded joints. produce vertical caves, such as those to 
the east of Yizi peak of Golden Cock ridge in Guangdong. 

Caves resulting from inter-bedded joints. These originate as a 
vertical cave which is broad in the middle and tapers off at the top and 
boHom ends. Since denudation in ,the middle is more active, further 
development produces a cave with a round convex belly with sharp 
points up and down. With further widening of th<: middle, it finally 
forms a flat cave controlled by a soft layer. Several flat caves can be 
connected to each other. These kinds of flat caves which developed 
from ver\ical caves have been found at Golden Cock ridge in the rock 
wall at the Eggs valley. 

Other weathered caves include: 
Large honeycomb caves. These are special kinds of caves devel

oped in red sandstone (intercalated between conglomerates). They are 
usually 0.5-1.0 m in diameter. Several caves can be connected on the 
i!}side to form a labyrinth. The entrances and cave bodies are round. 
Concave sheeting can easily be observed. What is the detailed mecha
nism of formation? It remains a riddle. 

Small honeycomb caves. These are secondary caves developed in 
larger flat caves. The'"Dragon Scales" in Jinshi Cave at Mt. Danxia is 
the best example. The small honeycomb' caves in the sandstone on the 
ceiling on the inside margins and on the north cave wall form a belt 
about I m in width which crosses the inner ceiling and the north cave 
wall. The small caves are 5-10 cm in diameter and 1-2 cm in depth. 
They cluster closely together with the partition ridges 1-2 cm in width . 
Moreover, smaller depressions can be discerned in the small caves. 
Green algae cover the ~urfaces of these caves and changes color with 

C. Danxia caves at concave banks of rivers 

A cave developed at the base of the west scarp of Dacang peak of 
Mt. Wuyi by lateral erosion of Yinqu Creek . Also at the left bank of 
the upper Qianzhang Gully at Jinling, Zhejiang, a cave developed a lit
tle above mean water level in a layer of sandstone I m thick which is 
intercalated between conglomerates. Flooding water washes against 
the layer of sandstone enlarging the cave and a lot of gravel and boul
ders are deposited in it. Another cave at the water level developed in 
sandstone interbed at the concave side of a stream 2km to the west of 
Wulao peak of Qiyun Mount, Anhui Province. Some scarps at con
cave banks of the Jinjiang River in Mt. Danxia have also developed 
fluvial Danxia caves. 

D . Three types of solution Danxia caves 

a. Large subterranean rivers . Content of the CaO in rocks at the 
Red cave in northern Guangdong is 16.81-50.12% or say calcite con
tent is up to 51.09-89.08% . This kind of red rock can be ascribed to 
Cretaceous to Tertiary red conglomerate limestone. Surface forms 
such as clints, grikes, do lines and karst depressions have developed. 
Large chambers may form underground. The surveyed length of a 
subterranean river at Xingzi in Guangdong is 2.4km with elevations at 
the entrance of 240 m and 160 m at the exit. Some underground 
chambers reach a height of 40- 50 m and a width of 20 m. Stalactites 

and other secondary speleothems are abundant. To the southwest of 
Red Cave, Black Cave subterranean river is 1.2 km in length with ele
vations of 190 m at the entrance and 140 m at the exit. Subterranean 
rivers are also found at Nanmu Mount, 4 km to the southwest of 
Pingshi in Guangdong. 

b. Danxia karst caves: According to Liu Shangren and Huang 
Ruihong, diameters of caves near the surface can be several meters in 

terrain of well developed surface red karst, while those in medium de

veloped karst regions are tens of centimeters to one meter. For exam
ple, horizontal caves of I m in diameter have been found at the west 



gate of Golden Cock ridge. And those in poorly developed areas are a 
few to tens of centimeters. However, large caves may be dev(;loped 
underground in any region, for example, at Tianlongchong coal mine 
and Geding coal mine in the Danxia basin. Surface karst is poorly de
veloped whereas large caves as high as 19 m and 22 m were discovered 
in Bore 69. 

c. Small caves from solution of limestone gravel in conglomerate. 
If limestone gravel in a conglomerate is corraded, a small cavity is left 
on the surface of the red conglomerate, like the caves at Mt. Danxia in 
Guangdong and Taoyuandong in Fujian. 

E. Marine Danxia caves 

Ocean waves strike red sandstone and conglomerate at beaches 
producing marine grooves and caves at the base of marine cliffs, and 
honeycomb caves on marine abrasion platforms. 

a. Marine grooves. _The red sandstone and conglomerate at 
Chengtou Cape at the east of Dapeng Bay in Guangdong inclines to 
the northeast with a dip angle of 10°. The grooves are remarkable 
with heights and depths reaching 1-4 m and lengths to tens of meters. 
Marine grooves have also developed at Dahu and Xiaohu Islands in 
the Pearl River mouth and at the foot of the Danxia hills near Daya 
Bay. 

b. Honeycomb caves on marine ahrasion platforms. A large 
number of small honeycomb caves have developed on some marine 
platforms at Chengtou Cape in Dapeng Bay. Small caves are 1-2 mm 
in diameter and depth, medium sized caves are 1-3 cm and big ones 
are 5-10 cm in diameter and 4-5 cm in depth. The caves all open up
wards, are usually filled with seawater, and are separated by narrow 
ridges. Some of the caves are bigger inside and are connected with 
each other with the partition ridges forming mini-natural bridgts. 
Scores of shallow honeycomb caves, i-5 cm in size, exist on sandstone 
beaches and marine platforms at Dahongtou Island out c;,f Aotou 
Harbor in Daya Bay. 

c. Marine caves. Numerous marine caves of all sizes are devel-

3. Other Types of Danxia Caves · 

Small Danxia caves can be caused or initiated by factors such as 
detachment or breakdown of gravel, weathering of cementation mate
rials, etc. They are easily discovered in any Danxia terrain. 

Conclusions 

Danxia caves develop from a diversity of processes, but most of 
them are the result of concave sheeting and related collapse, and are 
forehead-shaped and flat caves. Sipce these caves are dry, they are 
usually occupied by temples, monasteries and convents. Although 
other forms of Danxia caves are not so common, they have distinctive 
characteristics. This article is a tentative study of Danxia cave classifi
cation. Many questions concerning the formation of Danxia caves, es
pecially small caves, need further cooperative study. 
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oped in the zone of marine cliffs and caves, 3-5 m above the marine 
plain level, between Dawan and Kengzai at the south foot ofa Danxia 
hill on Xiaohu Island. Two of the ·largest caves are 20-30 m in width, 
4-5 m in height and up to 10 m in depth. Very many small caves are 
superimposed on the walls and ceilings oflarge caves. 

F. Wind erosion Danxia caves 

In arid regions, wind erosion Danxia caves form very many small 
honeycomb caves. In windless conditions, concave sheeting enlarges 
caves and the weathered materials deposit on the bottom of the caves. 
In windy conditions, wind carries away the weathered materials and 
drives some grains to swirl in the caves abrading and enlarging them. 
This kind of cave has been found on many rock scarps at Mati Temple 
and Qianfo Cave to the south of Zhangye, Gansu Province. Many ca
ves develop along rock beds and form string caves. In addition; on a 
red sandstone scarp, 30 m long and 10 m high, located beside the 
highway southwest of Zhangjiashan, Gansu, the honeycomb caves are 
a few to 50cm large. Concave sheeting inside the caves provides strong 
evidence of weathering. 

2. Colluvial Danxia Caves 

Colluvial Danxia caves are formed by large collapsed rock blocks 
at Danxia escarpments. There are two basic types. 
A. Colluvial caves in river valleys and gullies. Huge collapsed rock 
blocks in river valleys usually make water flow below them, producing 
the distinctive caves with water running through, such as the Huaping 
gully in Chishui of Guizhou, the west stream valley at Langshan of 
Hunan Province, Lianhua Cave in Fujian and Chuandong Cave at 
Huoshan Mt. in Guangdong. Some colluvial bridges are formed by 
giant rocks covering valleys, for example, Jiexian Bridge at Geli Creek 
ofTaoyuandong in Fujian Province. 
B. Colluvial caves on moderate foot slopes. Many colluvial caves, such 
as those at Mt. Wuyi in Fujian and the one at Nantaishi in Pingyuan 
County, Guangdong belong to this type of cave. 

THE LAV A CAVES OF WUDALIANCHI, 
HEILONGJIANG PROVINCE 

WANG Xiaoguang ZHANG Yiaode 
The First Hydrogeologic and Engineering Geological Team of 

Heilongjiang Province, Qiqihar 161002 
JIAOYu 

The Construction Commission of Wudalianchi City I 64500 

There are a total of fourteen volcanic cones of the Quaternary pe
riod in Wudalianchi, Heilongjiang, ranging in height from 37-166 m. 
There is a gently sloping · Java platform with various micro
geomorphologic structures as well as spouter cones and lava caves 
formed by flowing lava. Basalt caves include Fairy Temple, Shuilian, 
First and Second Ice Caves. 

Area volcanism may be separated into five effusive periods, the 
earliest at 800- 1000 ka BP and the latest was in the years 1719-1721. 
Fairy Temple was formed in the latest effusive period, and measures 
400 m in length with the thickness of the apical plate at 6-8 m. The 
cave is bi - level with lava stalactites. 

The First Ice Cave, 100 min length, was formed in the earliest ef
fusive period and temperature in some rooms is below freezing 
throughout the year. The Second Ice Cave has 3m-thick ice on the 
floor for a length of 380 m in the cave. The apical plate is 15-30 m 
thick and temperatures range from - 2 to - 4°C. 

All of these lava caves are open to tourists and people may even 
enjoy ice sculpture in the summer. 
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THE REFLECTION OF NEOTECTONIC 
MOVEMENT UPON CAVES OF GUIZHOU 

LI Po 
Guizhou Institute of Mountain Resources , Guiyang 550001 

The origin and evolution of caves have a close relationship with 
neotectonic movements . With strong crustal uplift, r ivers continue to 
erode. Rivers with great discharges can erode very quickly, almost 
matching the ascending speed of the crust, enabling a seepage belt 
along their banks to become thicker and resulting in the origin of 
some rather deep vertical caves. Therefore, vertical caves can reflect 
the range of heave of the crust . 

Underground rivers are rather young developing caves, so the 
traces of neotectonic movements on their morphology has not yet 
been destroyed. They are desireable examples to demonstrate the fea
tures of neotectonic movements , mainly on their cross sections . 
Gorge-shaped sections result from continual uplift o f the crust . 
Keyhole-shaped sections have two stages of development. In the pri
mary period of their development the crust is rather stable and the un
derground river swings to and fro causing lateral erosion and corro
sion, and later owing to revived uplift , the river begins cutting down 
again, resulting a cave with a wide top and a narrow bottom . C ala
bash-shaped sections result from intermittent uplift with intervening 
periods of stability. During the stable periods, lateral erosion form s 
wider sections, and during periods o f upl ift , the rivers cut down and 
form narrow sections connecting the wider sections. 

Dry caves result from the speed of the uplift exceeding the rate of 
downcutting, causing the river to drop to another lower level, de
serting the former level completely. 

All cave systems hold much info rmation about neo tectonic 
movements from the composite features of caves on vario us levels. 
Fla t caves reveal periods of relati•vely slow uplift of the crust, and ver
tical ca ves result from relatively raster crusta l uplift . 

SEA CAVES AND OCEANOGRAPHY 

Lauro BARCELLOS Judith CORTESAO 

A COMPARISON OF KARST 
IN YUGOSLAVIA AND CHINA 

Marjorie M . SWEETING 

CAVES OF CENTRAL SWITZERLAND 

Guido BLASER 

Cave Deposits, Evolution of Cave System and Global Climate Change 

ST ABLE ISOTOPE STUDIES OF 
SPELEOTHEMS FROM RA TS NEST 

CAVE, ALBERTA
1

CANADA 

C. J. Yonge1 and W. D. MacDonald2 

1Department of Physics and Astronomy, and 2committee on Resources and the Environment, 
The University of Calgary. 

Rats Nest Cave is located in the glacial Bow Valley where it cuts through the 
Front Ranges of the Canadian Rocky Mountains. Isotope and Luminescence 
measurements of its speleothems are helping to elucidate the Quaternary history 
of the region. With current concerns of anthropogenic short-term climate 
change, one of the specific aims of the research program is to construct a 
detailed record of climate during the Holocene. 

The resul ts so far indicate a great potential for the cave in Quaternary 
paleoclimatology; perhaps one 0f the best cave sites in the country in this 
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regard. Uran ium series and carbon-14 dates on the speleothems demonstrate 
propensity for growth during all of the major interglac ials back to 766 ka. The 
more than 1,000 stable isotope analyses performed on the speleothem calcite are 
encouraging, suggesting that most deposits have formed in isotopic equ ilibrium. 
However, with few dates returned at present, most of this data awaits 
interpretation. A few observati ons can be made at this stage . For example in the 
Holocene, one al ti thermal event and a 4'C cooling between I 0,000 and 6,000 
years have been observed via c5"O values . Over all time, the c5 11O seems 
fluctuate around thilt of modern indicative of interglacial environments. High
resolution cl-records, along with pending dates should allow a fine-structure of 
climate to be interpreted. 

One interesting possibil ity is to use the routinely '-measured c5 13C values for 
climate reconstruction. Because of the complex geochemistry associated with 
carbon, it has hitherto been essentially ignored for such a purpose. However, 
luminescence measurements on the speleothem fabri c suggests that the c5"C is 
linked to organic acid production wh ich is in turn a function of solar activity. 
A further intersting feature of the speleothcms is the tendency for the c5"C to 
decrease back in time. 
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Abstract 
There have been four stages in the evolution ofYaolin Cave. 

I. Separate pocket-like caves development stage. In the _Middl_e 
Pleistocene before 500ka BP, the cave originated in a hot, humid envi
ronment and a lot of speleothems were deposited around 350ka BP. 
2. Dispersed extension stage. Oxygen isotope analysis reveals that the 
temperature of speleothem formation ·in l 34ka BP was 22°C, a south
ern hot, humid subtropical climate, which corresponds to ocean oxy
gen isotope warm stage 5. Strong solution and deposition occurred 
during this stage. 

3. Connecting stage. After the temperature decreased to near 8°C in 
the middle of the Late Pleistocene, correlated with deep-sea cold stage 
4, it then rose again in 34ka BP, which corresponds to warm stage 3, 
and solution and connection continued in the cave system. 
4. Modern stage of underground river development. After a strong 
drop of temperatures in Ilka BP, the temperature reached l 1°C, 
which corresponds to deep-sea cold stage 2, th.! level of the East Sea 
dropped quite far, causing deep incision with a lot of collapse in the 
cave, while in the Middle Holocene, the temperature rose to 20°C, and 
cave passages began enlarging. 

growth began to accelerate. Because of the climatic and base level va
riations in the Quaternary, the evolutionary process of Yaolin Cave 
has undergone four stages (Fig. I). 

Separate Pocket-like Cave Development Stage 

The climate aiternated between hot, humid and dry during the 
deposition of mesh lateritites (about 300-700ka BP). The clay chem
istry shows the SiO2 / Al2O3 ratio is lower at 2.4-2.5, Sr / Ba ratio is 
lower at 0.2-0.5 and clay mineral kaolinite / illite ratio is up to 
1.0-1.8. The sporo-pollen assemblage in the sediments contains 
Pinus, .Keteleeria and Quercus, etc, coniferous and evergreen 
broad-leaved trees and a great deal of subtropical Pteridophyte 
Hidriopteris, etc., especially, Aleuritopteris which reflects the alter
nating wet and dry season, meaning the monsoon climate had already 
formed. 

In climatic geomorphology, Yaolin Cave was generated and de
veloped under this environment, and belongs to monsoon karst which 
is different from the above caves of the Eogene. According to isotopic 
dating, combined with accounts of denudation rates and 
morphological analysis, Yaolin Cave begin to develop separate 
pocket-like caves in the phreatic zone before 500ka BP. In the cave, 
the oldest speleothems of a hot, moist environment were deposited in 
350ka BP (dated by 

230
Th / 

234
U). This time compares with deep-sea 

oxygen isotope warm stage 11. It was uplifted to more th;tn 49-5Jm 
above present sea level to become the first high cave in this system. 

Dispersed Extension Stage 

Regional uplift brought the caves near the groundwater table, 
and the pocket--like caves continued solutional enlargement down
ward and outward . Since these caves were not the prevailing drainage 
passage, the alternating cyclothems of calcareous sinter with elastic 
sediments were deposited following variations of the dry, moist cli-
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Introduction 

Yaolin Cave is 90km southwest of f-!angzhou, Zhejiang Province, 
at 29°53' N and l J9°32' E. The main passage is 960m long with an av
erage width of 26m, mean height of l0n_i and total volume of 

. 353 IO!Jm3
• The underground river connects six chambers and enters a 

siphon at the end of passage. The cave tempc:rature is-stable at 17°C 
throughout the year, which approximates the average annua! surface 
temperature of 16. 7°C, and average _annual p~ec1p1ta11on _is about 
1400mm in the area . The modern environment 1s a subtropical ever
green broadleaf forest on hills with red and yellow earth. The karst 
denudation rate is about 53mm I ka at present. 

Geologic Setting 

Yaolin Cave is located in the Bibu Syncline of the Qiantangjiang 
Synclinorium , and mainly developed in C2h and C3c limeston~. The 
geomorphological landscape was formed during the Yenshan 
Movement in the Late Mesozoic, and subsequently has undergone 
four stages of development , forming four cla ses of geomorpho_logy. 
The oldest and highest caves developed in the econd stage dunng a 
mainly dry and hot climate in the Eocene. The third stage once ap
peared hot and hum id and on the land, over Yaolin Cave more than 
200m high to develop the third planation urface. Yaolin Cave devel
oped in the fourth stage. When it entered into the shallow-seated near 
surface with Luotuoshan Mounta in uplift ucce ively and under a 
hot and humid environment in the Middle Plci toccne. the cave 

mate. In the third chamber, the ba al inter layer of profile III ·has 
been aged at l 70ka BP by U - serie , and it "°Th / nuy-h ratio is 
greater than 200, reflecting plenty of no and precipitation during its 
deposition . 

Scanning electron microscope reveals the quartz grains of the 
elastic sediments are mainly inferior edged angle, and the new 
Si02 crystals features are similar to those of the terra rossa on 
Shanyaoping denudation surface. Moreover, analy cs of the grain size 
show that u1 is 1.2- 1.9, and show that the sediments and water now 
mainly originated from the nearby surface. Based upon the relation
ship between grain size and flow velocity, the average velocity of 
paleo- flow has been calculated to have been about < 21cm / sec or 
even < 7cm / sec. These value give an idea of the rates of water seep
age and slow flow with no underground river during this tage. 

The Juxianzhong speleothems in the first chamber were depo ited 
beginning in 134ka BP (U- series) when oxygen isotope temperature 
was about 22°C (Fig. 2), belonging to a hot, humid southern 
subtropical or northern tropical climate. The sporo-pollen assem
blage contains Quercus, Castanopsis and Liquidambar, etc., and ever
green broadleaved trees. This period compare to the Pacific Ocean 
oxygen isotope warm stage 5. Strong solution and rich speleothem 
deposition occurred under the influence of the Res- Worm 
interglacial climate. 

Connecting Stage 

In the middle of the Late Pleistocene, the temperature of 
speleothem formation (by oxygen isotopic analysis) decreased to near
ly 8°C. Furthermore, in 61 ka BP, the :z»y-h / 232Th ratio of the 
speleothems was only 3, reflecting a drier environment, indicating a 
semi-humid temperate area, contemporaneous with oxygen isotope 
cold stage 4 (in V28 - 239 core). This indicates that the early Worm 
glacial age was beginning and the cave began deep incision as the 
groundwater table dropped in response to lowering sea levels. 
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When the area entered the middle Worm interglacial warm envi
ronment, the oxygen isotope temperature of speleothems rose back in 
34ka BP (14C), which corresponds to deep-sea oxygen isotope warm 
stage 3. Meanwhile, the climate turned moist, a~ revealed by a high 
( > 200) 2»i"h / 232Th ratio of the speleothems in 46ka BP. though 
sometimes it was drier as from 50 to 57ka BP. During this time of 
plentiful precipitation and groundwater, there was strong solutional 
activity in the caves which extended successively near the surface of 

the phreatic zone. 
Finally, the first to the sixth chambers were connected, and a 

young underground river was formed with greater discharge. In 
accordance with the grain size of the paleo-underground· river sedi
ments in the second chamber, with roll contents of about 70%, the av
erage velocity has been calculated at 15- 43cm / s. 

Modern Underground°River Development Stage 

After a strong drop in temperature at the end of the Late 
Pleistocene, the oxygen isotope paleotemperature was only 11 °C 
(by 14CJ measured from speleothems formed in 1 lka BP. The 
sporo-pollen assemblage contains numerous coniferous species, with . 
some Tsuga, which also shows the temperature was lower than that.of 
the present. Moreover, it was dry, as represented by the 2J0.rh / 232Th 
ratio of 2. Undoubtedly, it corresponds to the deep-sea oxygen 
isotope cold stage 2. 

During the late Worm glacial period, the levels of the East Sea fell 
to 150-160m lower than today's levels, and the cave incised down
ward following the drop of the groundwater table, leading to the 
cave's roof losing its equilibrium and collapsing on a large scale. 
The 2»rh / 232Th ratio of 3-4 in 12 and 8.7ka BP indicates the cli
mate was dry until the Early Holocene. The paleo-temperature as re
vealed by speleothem oxygen isotope analysis once increased up to 
3°C higher than the present in the Middle. Holocene, and 
the 2J0.rh / 232Th ratio of speleothems was over 200 in 7 .5 and 4.3ka 
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Fig. 2. The variations of oxygen isotope temperature of 
speleothems in Yaolin Cave. 
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BP. Hence it generally was a moist and warm period, but tJ-ieie were 
fluctuations because during 6.2ka BP;it was drier with a 230Th / 232Th 
ratio of 3. The passages of the subterranean ri ver continued extension 
am;! formed a lower level conduit about I-3m in diameter near the 
phreatic surface under a warm, moist climate. The sediments of the 
paleo-underground river indicate the mean velocity of paleo- flow 
was about 43cm / s: This value compares favorably with modern ve
locities of the underground river, indicating the corridor had basically 
been formed by this time. 

Conclusions · 

Development processes in Yaolirt Cave were obviously influenced 
by climatic changes in the Quaternary and these climatic fluctuations 
were recorded in the cave. As a matter of record,. the maximum 
amplitude of average annual paleotemperature was measured at about 
!4°C for this area, causing the climatic zones to shift 17° of latitude 
from south to north . Comparative studies between· Yaolin Cave 
(350ka BP) and Dimnic Jama (300ka BP) of the Kras Plateau of 
Slovenia have been conducted, and their development in the early part 
of the Late Pleistocene (134ka BP in the former and 127-74ka BP in 
the latter) and other speleological events indicate that caves on differ
ent continents developed at nearly the same time. Development of ca
ves is a lso a response to global climatic changes. 
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THE DEVELOPMENT PROCESS OF 
PEKING MAN CAVE AND GLOBAL 

CLIMATIC CHANGES -
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Abstract 
The development process of Peking Man Cave may be divided in

to five periods: I. Vertical cavern development during the Late 
Pliocene, featu ring strong karstification in a subtropical, humid cli
mate. 2. Lower-most fissure filling during the Early Pleistocene, fea
turing depositional filling in a warm-temperate, semi-humid climate. 
3. Cave floor filling during 730- 500 ka BP, featuring cavern disinte
gration and breccia filling in deep-sea oxygen isotope cold stages, 
fluvial depositional filling in oxygen isotope warm stages, and the 

. third period in oxygen isotope stage 19-14. 4. CollaJ::lse breccia filling 
during 500-250 ka BP, corresponding to oxygen isotope stage 13-8, 
featuring cavern collapse a nd breccia filling in cold stage and w_ater 
flow depositional filling in warm period. 5. Breakdown and filling up 
during 250-128 ka BP, featuring water flow and travertine deposition 
in warm stage 7 and breakdown breccia deposition in cold stage 6. 
Peking Man lived in this cave off and on for about 300,000 years, 
from the third period_ at 600 ka BP to the fourth at 250 ka BP. 
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Introduction 

Peking Man Cave is a world famous Peking Man Site and lies on 
the northern slopes of the limestone Dragon Bone Mountain at the 
foot of the Western Hills of Beijing, China . According to the 
multi-disciplinary study of Peking Man Site at Zh.oukoudian, ages of 
cave deposits obtained by Electron Span Resonance (ESR) and other 
dating methods, study on depositional cycles in the cave, and the rela
tions of the cave developmental process and climatic changes further 
researched in this paper, the cave development process may be divided 
into five periods. 

Vertical Cavern Development 

The top surface of the piedmont hills is a Neogene peneplain of 
Tangxian stage which was uplifted to an elevation of about 150 m by 
the late Himalayan movement and its relative position was 70 m above 
the Zhoukouhe River bed . 

Spara - pollen analyses show that the climate of the Zhoukoudian 
area at that time belonged to a subtropical humid environment, which 
was very favorable for karstifica tion . A great quantity of karst 
groundwater now penetrated deep into the limestone massif along in-

in the Early Pleistocene (Fig. I) . 

Cave Floor Filling 

Another eroded surface between layers 14 and 13 is the boundary 
of the Matuyama reversed epoch and the Brunhes epoch . The material 
of layer 13 include three sublayers. Silty clay with breccia of layers 
13-3 and 13- 1 contains quartz grains and breccia with strong weath
ering. These materials belong to the weathered debris of mountain 
slopes brought into the cave noor by sheet flow in warm-temperate, 
semi-humid environments. The breccia filling period of layer 13-2 
corresponds to the oxygen isotope cold stage 18. The cave floor was 
gradually flattened by nuvial sheet now and disintegrated breccia was 
deposited after the filling of layer 13. 

The materials of layer 12 are coarse sand with breccia in layer 
12-2 and coarse sand with small gravel in layer 12-1. The breccia de
posit was caused by the disintegration of the cave walls in cold stage 
16. The coarse sand is material from the old Zhoukouhe River, which 
was brought into the cave by flood waters during warm stage 15. The 
ESR dating age of layer 12 is 669 ka BP. 

The first skull of Peking Man was discovered in breccia deposits 
of layer 11 by Pei Wenzhong. The ESR dating age of the layer is 575 
and 578 ka BP. Disintegration of the cave walls formed the breccia 
deposits of laye·r 11 on the nat floor of the cave in a temperate, 
semi-arid environment. This period corresponds to cold stage 14. 
Many broken bones and stone implements have been discovered in 
layers 13 and 11. This indicates that Peking Man used to come and 
stay in the dry cave and fought with animals living in the cave. 

Collapse Breccia Filling 

The materials of layer 10 are ash ·layers and silty clay. T he distri
bution of the ash layers and about ten .thousand pieces of stone tools 
confirms that Peking Man mainly dwelled in the eastern part of the 
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dined bedding and fractures of the limestone strata, gradually forming 

karst channels and caves. . . 
Peking Man Cave developed in the karst underground water 

along a steeply dipping surface of limestone with a strike of 
N290°-300°W, with a dip angle 60-70° and vertical fissures trending 
NI0°-20°E with dip angles of 75-85°. The lowermost cave is a verti
cal karst fissure whose depth may reach under the old Zhoukouhe 
River level. The elevations of Peking Man Cave are from below 82 m 
to 128 m, with a total depth of more than 46 m. 

Lowermost Fissure Filling 

The period of strong karstification was gradually transformed in
to one with predominate filling . The lower most deposits are co~rse 
sand with small rounded gravel of layer 17 and clayey silt of layer 16, 
which filled the fissu re cave by flood waters from the old Zhoukouhe 
River. Paleomagnetic measurements es timate that the ages of layers 17 
and 16 belong earlier than the Jaramillo event, more than about 
900 ka BP. Spara- po llen analyses show that the climate of layer 17 
was wa'rm - temperate and semi - humid and layer 16 was semi-arid . 

There is an eroded surface between layers 16 and 15. The materi
als of layers I 5 and 14 are clayey fine sand with rounded gravel and 
clayey silt with rounded gravel. The heavy mineral assemblage and 
lithological composition of the gravel of layer 15 and 14 prove that 
these deposits came from the Early Pliocene Upper Gra vel, which lie 
on the top surface (elev. 144 m) of Dragon Bone Mountain. The Up
per Gravel material was carried into the lowermost fissure cave by 
sheet flow on the slopes. The sporo-po llen assemblage shows the re
gional environment belonged to a warm-temperate, semi-humid cli
mate. The upper fissure cave was enlarged by karstification of under
ground water and the lowermost fiss ure cave was filled to a thickness 
of more than 7 m (layers 17 to 14). According to paleomagnetic 
measurem ents, layers 15 and 14 belong to the Matuyama reversed 
epoch, more than 730 ka BP. Therefore. layers 17 to 14 were formed 

cave. Fission Track (FT) dating of the ash (fired sphene grain) gives 
an age of 462 ka BP. The deposition period of layer IO corresponds to 
warm stage 13. The climate of layers 9 and 8 changed to a temperate, 
semi-arid climate. The cave roofs experienced collapse and deposited 
huge limestone blocks (more than I m long➔ and breccia fragments 
(about 18 cm long), reaching a thickness of 6.5 m. The ES R dating 
ages of layers 9 and 8 are 423 and 4 I 8 ka BP. This period can be corre
lated with cold stage 12. 

The fine silt deposits of layer 7 are materials brought into the cave 
by flood waters of the old Zhoukouhe River in a warm, temperate, 
semi-humid environment. The period corresponds to warm stage 11. 
Subsequently the climate changed into a temperate, semi - arid climate. 
The cave roofs experienced large scale ~ollapse and deposited huge 
limestone blocks (more than I m long) and breccia fragments (layer 6), 
reaching a thickness of 7.1 m . 

The ESR dating ages of layer 6 are 396, 385, and 368 ka BP, and 
this period corresponds to cold stage 10. The cave roof of Pigeon's 
Chamber in the cave collapsed during this period . As a result, Peking 
Man moved westward and dwelled in the western part of the cave. Up 
to this time, Pekfng Man had lived in the eastern part of the ca e, ofT 
a nd on for about 200,000 years . 

Layers 5 and 4 are travertine and ash layer deposits when the en· 
vironment belonged to a warm - temperate, semi - humid climate. The 
thickness of the deposited ash layer reaches 6.9 m, indicating that Pek· 
ing Man lived in the western pa rt of the cave for a long time. The dat· 
ed ages of the ash layers in layer 4 are 306 (by FT), 312 and 292 ka BP 
(by thermoluminescence) . This period corresponds to warm stage 9. 

Layer 3 was another period of cave roof collapse in a temperate, 
semi-arid environment. Huge limestone blocks and breccia fragments 
of the coll~se deposits reached a thickness of 3.6 m and almost filled 
up the cave. As a result , Peking Man left the cave. Up to thi time, 
Peking Man had dwelled in the western part of the cave for 150,000 
years. Dated ages of layer 3 are 282, 316, 320 (ESR), 256 and 290 ka 
BP (Uranium - series) . This period corresponds to cold stage . 



Breakdown and Complete Filling-up 

Layer 2 consists of five layers of travertine and interbeds of 
travertine with silty clay and silt. Dated ages of layer 2 are 221 (ESR), 
230 and 234 ka BP (U-series). These interbeds can be correlated with 
warm stages 7a, 7b and 7c, respectively. The breccia deposit of layer 1 
was formed by the last breakdown of the cave roofs. During this peri
od, Peking Man Cave filled up and closed. From vertical cavern for
mation in the late Pliocene to cave closure in the last of the middle 
Pleistocene, the development of the cave underwent five developmen
tal periods covering about four million years. 
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THE SPELEOGENETIC ENVIRONMENT 
AND EVOLUTION OF ZHIJIN CA VE 
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Abstract 
Zhijin Cave consists of five major passages forming a network in 

plan. It is 4215m long and is a well-known show cave in China. This 
paper looks at the speleogenetic environment of the cave, first , using 
systematic methods, then, examines the paleokarst climatic environ
ment of the cave area, and finally discusses the cave's development 
and evolution in detail according to the analysis from fossil drainage 
changes, cave interior deposits, carbon and oxygen· isotopes, and 
U-series dating data. It concludes with a growth model for the cave. 
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Introduction 

Zhijin Cave, previously known as Daji Cave, is situated in the 
karst hill country, 21km northeast of Zhijin Town in Guizhou Prov
ince. It is very large with beautiful speleothems and is a quite well
known show cave in China. 
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Dating methods: E-ESR; U-Useries; F-FT; T-TL. 

Speleo-Morphology and Sediments 

E 

Zhijin Cave, with only one entrance, consists of five passages 
forming a network pattern in plan (Fig. I) . It is 4215m long and 242m 
deep with total passage volume of about 5 million cubic meters. The 
widest section is 150m, with general widths at 30-50m. The highest 
ceiling is 65m, normally 20-40m. The largest chamber is about 
46,200m2 in area. The cave contains four vertical levels of passages, of 
which the top is at an elevation of l 335-1348m (No. IV), the next 
(No. III) is at 1250-1260m, No. JI is at 1214m and the lowest level 
(No . I) is at 1170m. These levels are connected by some inclined 
shafts. 

The large forms of the cave include chambers, canyons, domes, 
rectangular passages, half tube passages and inclined passages. The 
small forms are ceiling channels, anastomoses, pendants, dissolution 
pockets and scallops, corrosion splinters, and collapse holes. Break
down forms a majority of elastic deposits in the cave, others are fluvial 
sediments of mud, sand and gravel. There is a good range of 
speleothem types of different forms in the cave. Most of them are 
multi-forms with complicated origins, in which mushroom-, petal
and pine cone-shaped stalagmites are the most typical. There is one 
petal-shaped stalagmite of 14.7m height and 0.3-l.2m diameter 
which is very beautiful and unusual. 

Speleogenetic Environment 

1. Geologic background 

Zhijin Cave developed in the Huangchunba thin- to thick-bed
ded limestones of the Triassic. The dip is normally 12-20°. The lime
stone formation is about 314m in total thickness . Most of the cave 
passages are in the middle- to thick-bedded limestones (Table I). The 

passages of the cave are also controlled by the compression-shear or 



extension-shear faults and joints trending betwee.n NE and NNE, but 
some of them with compression-shear characters only are also deter
mined by fractures trending NW-SE. This structural control is re
sporisible for most of the passages leading NNE:._SSW and NE-SW. 
In addition, the bedding planes play an important part in determining 
the location of the inclined passages. 

Table I. 

Types or Rocks 
Chemical Composi. (o/.) 

Passage Vol. (m1) 
CaO MgO Impurity 

54.64 0.77 0.03 
3000000 Thk:k bedded limestone 

SS.88 0.04 0.27 

Middle bedded limestone S4.00 0.80 I.7S I SOOOOO 

Thin bedded marl 33.S6 2.S4 29.83 ISOOOOO 

Hydrogeologically, Zhijin Cave area is a complete unit closed by 
either impermeable beds or structures (Fig.2) and has an area of 
48km2

. In the northwest, the southeastern limb of the Diaobian 
Syncline consists of the Lower Triassic mudstone, dolomitic mudstone 
and imp·ure dolomite. In the southwest, it includes the southwestern 
end of the Diaobian Syncline and is also confined by the Upper 
Permian elastic rocks and coal beds. In the northeast and southeast; 
the Xia'°ohongyan Anticline contains many impermeable beds, espec
ially the coal series. 

2. Geomorphological potentia 

Zhijin Cave lies on the upper valley slope of the Yijie River, feed
ing immediately into the Liuchonghe River. It is about 300-360m 
above these river levels , which gives rise to its high available relief with 
a hydraulic gradient of 12 percent. As a result, the area has a great po
tential for formati on of large and long caves or underground rivers. 

3. Collapse processes 

Breakdown occurs nearly everywhere in the cave passages, espec-

A. The higher the ,5 180 the speleothem contains, the lower the temper
ature it represents when formed. Accordingly, the lower .5 180 indicates 
a relatively higher temperature of the speleogenetic environment. This 
result corresponds to that Wang (1985) found in the Guilin area. 
B. Minimums of the oxygen isotope are at 254. 1, 50.1 , 40.1 and 7.5ka 
BP. The data suggests that the paleoclimate of Zhijin Cave area was 
warm and wet in those times, consequently, they were important peri
ods for cave speleotbem formation . 
C. The speleothems formed around 250ka BP are big cap-shaped 
stalagmites, several meters in diameter. The cave columns formed dur
ing this period indicate an environment of heavy rainfall providing the 
cave with much dripping water of high frequency. After 250ka BP. es
pecially IOOka, the cave calcite forms'dcposited are mostly less than 
Im in diameter. It is clear that materi'al feeding into the cave was smal
ler and less in quantity, indicating that the ground over the cave had 
undergone a very serious denudation. 

Some 'Yorks are quoted here for comparison and verification. 
Zhao (1988) did research on U-series dating in the karst caves of east
ern China and indicated that the periods when speleothem develop
ment was great were 4-13, 35- 60, and 75-120ka BP, when the 
paleoclimate was warm and wet. However, the variations of iso topes 
in the V28- 239 rock core from the deep sea indicates a cold stage fal
ling in the fifth warm period of 90-IOOka BP. 

History of Speleogenetic Evolution 

It took a long time for the formation of Zhijin Cave. Four pha ses 
of cave evolution are recognized from the analyses on the fossil drain
age changes, speleothem characters and dating information (Fig , 4). 

I. Cave formation phase 

It wa_s from near the end of the Early Pleistocene to the beginning 
of the Middle Pleistocene that Zhiji n Cave area was in the shallow 
phreatic zone. The groundwater no wed along fractures , fissures and 
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ially in chambers. Breakdown deposits in Mouse Cave reach 
40,000m3 in va!ume, and those at the end of the main cave reach 
600,000m3

• 

4. Fossil drainage system 

Formation of Zhijin Cave is closely related to the Xinzhaihe Riv
er. Evidence from fossil river courses and terraces suggest that the 
former downstream of the Xinzhailie River was towards the NNE in 
the Zhijin-Benta Cave area through Zhijinyakou, and finally to the 
Liuchonghe River (Fig. 3). This abandoned channel is at an elevation 
of 1350m and about 2m of nu via l sediments lie on the surface over the 
cave and in the Zhijinyakou area . Speleothems found on the ground 
suggest a collapsed fossil cave over the area of Zhijin Cave, i.e. the col
lapsed passage of Huangjiayan Cave may be a relict top level passage 
of Zhijin Cave, which is just over a passage in Mouse Cave. 

5. Paleoclimatic information from variations of stable isotopes of 
oxygen and carbon from speleothems 

Variations of stable isotopes of carbon and oxygen and the data 
of U-series dating in a fallen stalagmite of 45m length and 70cm di
ameter, supplemented by other speleothems (Table 2) and their char
acteristics, give the following results. 

Table 2. '5 180 and <5 13C varia tion and relevant date in stalagmite and spclcothcm 

collected from Zh ijina Cave 

Sample N o. Sample Location 6 O¾(PDB) 61 C¾ (PDB) Dale (ka) 

85 - ZI Stalagmite base core I - 10.34 - 8.06 254.1 ± 24 

85- 22 1.4 m from the base -7.12 - 10.63 100.2± 9 
85 - 23 4. 7 m from the base 10.30 - I0.4S SO.I± 2 

85 - 24 9.3 m from the base - 10.79 - 8.4S 40 .1 ± 2.4 

8S -·ZS 19.2 m from the hase - 10.15 - 9.27 35±3 
85- 26 33.4 m from the base -9.92 - 8.15 34. I ± 3.3 
85 c Z7 44.3 m from the base - 10.92 - 8.64 7.S± 6 

88 - 21 Calcite on cave noor -7.87 - S.38 >3SO 
89- 2 2 Calcite on stalagmite 10.06 - 8.55 71 ± 7 

bedding planes dissolving them . These enlarged to ·become conduits 
and hence caves in the limestone formations. Near the first part of the 
Middle Pleistocene, the Xinzhaihe River entered the conduits with 
great energy and enlarged the caves. 

2. Phase of breakdown in the cave 

Zhijin Cave underwent an extensive collapse process. D ating data 
from speleothems on breakdown over 350,000 years old suggest that 
the collapse probably occurred in the middle . part of the Middle 
Pleistocene. At that time the cave contained large passages whose rate 
of incision was less than that of surface river systems . With a great 
ran-ge of cave water levels between the wet and dry seasons and intense 
neotectonics, large scale collapse occurred . The top level passage was 
partly connected with the next lower one, which gave rise to some 
large chambers. It is possible that the breakdown in Huangjiayan 
Cave happened in this period as well. It was not until later in this peri
od that the top level passages (IV and III ) essentially stopped en
larging and began deposition. 

3. Ph ase of large speleothem formation 

The late part of the Middle Pleistocene (250- 350ka BP) was ape
riod for development of very large stalagmites and columns, especially 
those formed around 250ka BP. The stalagmites and columns are 
normally several meters to tens of meters in diameter. This suggests 
that the Xinzhaihe River had already been captured by the Yijiehe 
River by that time, instead of sinking into Zhijin Cave, so speleothems 
were actively formed. It was only in the wet season that some nood 
water from the river entered the cave and enlarged the lower level pas
sages. The Water Village passage and Mouse Cave may have been full 
Qr half full of water and active cave formation continued . 

4. Phase of small speleothem formation 

The calcite deposits formed in this period are mainly small, beau· 
tiful , pure speleothems (rod-, bamboo-. petal - and mushroom - . 



shaped forms) and some helictites. Most of them are deposited on 
large stalagmites, columns, and fallen stalagmites. From the _datin~ 
data we know they were formed over the next l00ka BP. In this peri
od the Water Village passage and Mouse Cave ceased enlarging, but 
seasonal water still came into the caves' lower level passages. The shaft 
at the northern end of the Water Village passage is representative. As 
the water amount was small, the passage scale was confined and de
veloped along the dip of the limestone. 
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part of Yunnan Province, is about 300 kin south of Kunming City and 
to the east, adjacent to the famous Liulangdong underground river 
basin. With a catchment area of 1650 km2 on the surface and 988 
km2 under the ground, the discharge of the river system varies from 
144 to 600 million cubic meters a year, and has a mean annual value of 
299 million cubic meters. As one of the largest karst underground riv
ers of southern China, Nandong underground river system holds plen
tiful water resources in store and remains to be exploited and utilized. 

Financially aided by both the Geological Science and Technology 
Development Fund and local governments, the authors have com
pleted the study of "The Formation, Evolution and Exploitation of 
Nandong Underground River' System, Yunnan Province" in recent 
years and part of the study results will be discussed in this paper. 

Geologic Background 

Nandong underground river basin, situated in the water divide 
zone between the Honghe and Nanpanjiang Rivers on the Yunnan 
Plateau, is made up of a series of fault basins with low mountains · 
around them. These fault-subsidence basins, formt!d since the 
Tertiary and distributed longitudinally in the watershed are, from 
south to north, Mengzi, Caoba, Jijie·and Dazhuang Basins. The eleva
tions of basin ground level ranges from 1263 to 1323 m while the karst 
hills located between the basins are at elevations from 1500 to 1600 m. 
The East Mountain·s, which lie to the east of the basins, are a fengcong 
karst area with elevation from 1800 to 2500 m forming the main 
recharge area of the river system. The principal part of Nandong un
derground river system originates in the Ea&t Mountain area, flows to 
and along the margin of Caoba and Dazhuang basins, and eventually 
emerges to the surface at Nandong · Cave (elevatiQn J 067 m) in 
Kaiyuan Basin (Fig.I). 

The surface catchment area of the Nandong underground river is 
composed m_ainly of sedimentary strata of the Cambrian, Devonian, 
Carboniferous, Permian, Triassic, Tertiary and Quaternary, and by 
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Abstract 
Controlled by the sequential formation of fault-subsidence ba

sins in the research area in the Late Tertiary and Quaternary, 
Nandong karst underground river system has undergone two evolu
tionary stages; the early stage of independent development of dis
persed systems and the late stage of synergetic development of a uni
fied system. The different components of the new unified system are 
still far away from the systematic state of "synergy and order" in cave 
scale, hydrologic character, and many other aspects. To realize this 
objective law is very important for the research on exploitation of 
abundant karst water resources in the Nandong underground river 
drainage basin. 
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Introduction 

Nandong underground river system, located in the southeastern 

some granite and basalt as well. The sedimentary thickness of these 
geological formations is 11, 167 m, while Cenozoic sedimentary thick
ness is up to 1896 m. Sedimentary strata of the Cenozoic are mainly 
lake facies, such as mudstone, sandstone, muddy limestone ·and 
lignite. 

The three basins, Mengzi, Caoba and Dazhuang, have Tertiary 
deposits over 650 m thick occurring along the eastern fringe zone, 
bordering the East Mountains. Paleozoic and Mesozoic strata com
monly are carbonate rocks, and of these the limestone~ ,rnd dolomitic 
limestones of the Gejiu Formation of the Middle Triassic are the 
thickest (the continuous thickness is over 1600 m) and the most wide
spread (it takes up two'-thirds of surface . catchment). This is the 
bedrock in which the Nandong underground river system has devel
oped. 

The geologic and tectonic setting is very complicated in the re• 
search area. Large faults have formed a series of fault basins and 
tectonic movements of different geologic times have created a 
well-jointed and· fissured system in the bedrock. Moreover, this area 
has a typic~I subtropical climate with a clear alternation of dry and 
wet seasons, and has abundant rainfall . The annual precipitation va
ries with landform and is 719-887 mm in the basins and 1200-1600 
mm in the mountainous areas. Therefore, both the widely distributed 
carbonate rocks and climatic conditions are very favorable for the 
formation and development of a karst underground river system. 

The Makeup of the Nandong Underground River System 

Although the geology and hydrogeology of the research area has 
been investigated and explored many times, people have never quite 
grasped the whole makeup of the Nandong system. Scientists have 
held different view~ about this system because of the great size of the 
catchment area, the complexity of the topographic and geologic condi· 
tions, the deeply buried water table and the lack of karst windows of 
the underground river course. The principal karst phenomena are 



shown in Figure 2 and described below. 
I Nandong Cave is situated on the southern edge of Kaiyuan Basin 
and its mapped length is 1545 m. Most passages are filled by water to 
form a subterranean stream system characterized by perennial drain
age and a large storage capacity of karst water, according to 30 years 
of observation of the groundwater regime. Part of the cave has been 
opened to tourists. 
2 Shidong Cave is developed in the fengcong area of the East Moun
tains and Mingjiu Stream flows into the sinkhole entrance to the cave 
at an elevation of 1875 m. The cave has a total mapped length of 
3800m with a deep sump at the end of cave passage. 
3 Daheishui, Huitudi Heishui, and Xiaoheishui Caves occur along the 
foot of the East Mts. at elevations from 1277 to 1289 m, and are in 
fact the seasonal drainage points of groundwater. Daheishui Cave is 
the most important among them for its scale and discharge·rate. The 
explored length of the cave is 850 m, the point 534 m from the en
trance is the lowest point at. 59 m below the entrance, while the end of 
the cave is 79 m higher than the entrance. Although the maximum 
discharge of flood water of the cave has been measured at 11.4 m3 

/ s, 
sometimes there is no water output from the cave in very dry years. 

Huitudi Heishui Cave is a little distance south of Daheishui Cave. 
There are many water outlets along the same zone where the cave oc

. curs and it is actually a drainage zone of groundwater in the wet sea
son. Xiaoheishui Cave, situated north of Daheishui Cave, is really 
karst springs with nine water outlets. 

A dye tracing study in 1969 confirmed the hydraulic connection 
between Shidong, Daheishui and Huitudi Heishui Caves and showed 
the speed of the conduit flow of groundwater ranges from 6037 to 
6653 m l day. 
4 Sinkholes formed and developed along the contact zone between 
limestone and the Cenozoic strata around Dazhaung Basin and in the 
northern and eastern part of Caoba Basin . The intensity of their de
velopment increases from south to north; namely, from the upstream 
part of the watershed to Nandong Cave. The southern boundary of 

the evolutionary history of Dazhuang, Caoba and Mengzi basins 
formed in the Miocene of the Tertiary and Kaiyun Basin which 
formed in the Early Quaternary and acts as the drainage base level of 
the modern Nandong system. The evolution can be divided into an 
early stage of independent development of dispersed systems when the 
Tertiary basins acted as the drainage base level and a later stage of 
synergetic development of a unified system controlled by the modern 
base level of the Kaiyun Basin. 

The early stage of independent development of dispersed systems 
began in the Early Miocene ·after the fault basins of Dazhuang, Caoba 
and Mengzi had formed. Karst forms developed independently in the 
separate basins (Bl to B4 in Fig. 3) during this stage, controlled by 
water level or the bed of each lake ~asin . The major karst area was the 
East Mt. area with a broad exposed area of limestones of over 600 
km 2

, while the present karst hills situated between the basins were still 
covered by lake deposits during most of this ·stage. 

Kar~t areas in the East Mts. had long undergone a process of up
lift since the formation of those fault basins and a great height differ
ence always existed above the drainage base level. Karst in the East 
Mt. area, developing vertically, turned out to be typical fengcong 
landscape. It was difficult for the area to concentrate water flow and 
form an important subterranean stream system under the 
hydrogeologic conditions of dispersed drainage. 

The Yangliu River, however, was an important allogenic water 
flow originating from the area covered with elastic rocks on the pla
teau and thus formed an underground river course gradually after it 
sank underground at Shidong Cave; today' s input-output system for 
Shidong Cave to Daheishui and Huitudi Heishui Caves. According to 
the princip!e that passage development of caves of the flow - in - aquif
er type is gradually from the recharge point to the drainage point, this 
system (of over 20 km length) is thus considered to be connected by 
the passage (gallery) between Shidong Cave and Daheishui Cave be
cause the drainage point of the system had formed large-scale caves 
like Huitudi Heishui and Daheishui Caves. Karst drainage base levels 
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the distribution of the sinkholes is on the northeastern edge of Mengzi 
Basin where Yongning Sinkhole formed. All the surface water which 
flows into the ground by way of these sinkholes discharges at 
Nandong Cave (Fig.2). 

According to the analyses of the geological setting and the 
above-mentioned data, the prevailing views on the composition of the 
underground river system until the late 1980's was that ·the principal 
underground river system should run along the line of Shidong Cave, 
Daheishui Cave, Xiaoheishui Cave, Bohei, Dazhaung and discharge at 
Nandong Cave, that the karst water was concentrated from the East 
Mt. recharge area to the eastern edge of Caoba Basin, then flowed 
along the foot of East Mt. and went north to Nandcing Cave via 
Dazhuang Village, Also, people who held this viewpoint considered 
that Xiaoheishui Cave was one of the outlets of flood water on the 
principal flow line of the system as well. This has been proven 
incorrect by the results of our study by observations of hydrogeologic 
exploration, analyses of hydrochemical, groundwater temperature, 
isotope and hydrodynamic fields. 

On the basis of our research carried out from 1988 to 1991, we 
propo;ed that groundwater collected in the East Mt. area, does not 
flow along the foot of East Mt. to the north after it ran to 
Daheishuidong-Huitudi area, but flows west along the southern .edge 
of Caoba Basin and the western edge of Caoba and Dazhuang Basins, 
then goes to the outlet at Nandong Cave by way of Moshigou Valley. 
This corresponds exactly to the distribution zone of limestones 
shallowly buried beneath the Tertiary and Quaternary and the most 
favorable place for the development of an underground river. The 
principal course and the whole makeup of the underground river sys
tem are shown in Figure 3. 

The Development and Evolutionary Stages of Nandong Underground 
River System 

The evolution of the Nandong system is closely connected with 

and the draining direction were relatively stable, so groundwater sys
tems in the East Mt. area could remain relatively dispersed and could 
evolve independently for a long time under the condition of great 
height difference between the recharge and the drainage areas. This 
was the case for Tanzitou system flowing into Dazhuang Basin, 
Xiaoheishuidong system emerging in Caoba Basin and.the Heilongtan 
system in Mengzi Basin. 

The other important phenomena 'of karst development during 
this stage was the formation of a series of collapse shafts along the 
border of the basins, such as shafts formed in Daheishuidong-Huitudi 
zone, Pengle collapse, Tanzitou shaft, Leigongshao Cave, Laoyanzi 
shaft and Heilongtan Cave. It is obvious that at least Daheishuidong 
shafts and Heilongtan Cave once had direct connections with the ac
tion of underground river courses. Therefore the formation of this 
type of collapse was the result of intense action of karst conduit flow 
along the basin border. 

It is also necessary to .point out that Dazhuang, Caoba •and 
Mengzi Basins were almost coordinated with one another in water lev
el elevation 'and lake beds during this development stage. The contin
uous distribution of Neogene sediments shows that water levels of the 
three •basins were linked up at that time. It was impossible, for this 
reason, to form a longitudinal underground runoff zone along the ba
sin edges after karst water of East Mt. area flowed into the basins. At 
this point it is appropriate to ask whether there was an important 
longitudinal underground runoff belt or a developing subterranean 
river course along the foot of East Mt. 

The late stage of synergetic development of a unified system be
gan with the formation of the Kaiyun fault basin in the Early 
Pleistocene. Because of its relatively lower elevation, Kaiyun Basin be
came the most important and the general drainage base level of 
groundwater and made the karst groundwater of the early dispersed 
systems trend completely towards this new base level. 

Meanwhile, ' Dazhuang, Caoba and Mengzi Basins gradu~lly Jost 
their functions of drainage base level of dispersed karst systems. 



Sinkholes first formed in Dazbuang B~sin which is the closest to 
Nandong Cave and gradually sproiid io Caoba Basin. Finally, the
Sbidong-Daheishuidong water system was pirated and changed from 
perennial drainage to seasonal drainage. In this way, the original dis
persed karst water systems merged and uni-lied step by step and even
tually formed a new flow pattern of karst groundwater; namely, 
todays Nandong underground river system (Fig.4). 

The Main Characteristics of the New System 

I With such a broad catchment area, the system contains complicated 
landform and has an aquiclude of thick-bedded sandstone within the 
main karst water-bearing strata. The fault structure connecting the 
lowest drainage point in Kaiyuan Basin of the river basin (Nandong 
Cave) together with limestones of large area ofGejiu Formation of the 
Middle Tertiary distributed in all the basins of Dazhuang, Caoba, 
Jijie, and Mengzj and the East Mt. area were the prerequisites for the 
formation of the new Nandong system. 
2 The later components of the· Nandong system, which seldom 
changed their watershed boundaries, recharge-drainage patterns, pas
sage courses, or other aspects of the earlier systems during' the process 
of piracy and convergence, are characterized by the relatively 
smaller-sized water conduits, the difficulty in draining flood water 
(flash flood water can raise hydraulic head as high as 100m), and the 
lack of surface karst phenomena. 
3 After the formation of Kaiyuan Basin, the first system to develop 
was the Hongtangzi-Nandongtai karst water system which is adjacent 
to Nandong Cave (the No. l subterranean stream in Fig.2 or Ba in 
Fig.3) because its cave scale is far larger than the principal galleries of 
the Nandong system (No.2 and 3 subterranean streams). With 
headward enlargement of Nandong Cave, Dazhuang Basin, closest to 
Nandong Cave, ended lake basin deposition in the middle of the Early 
Pleistocene because of the formation of sinkholes . Then, the surface 
drainage channels of Mengzi, Caoba and Dazhua ng Basins, and the 
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Fig. 2. Hydrogeological scheme of Nandong karstic 
underground water system of Yunnan Prov. 

l. Karstic aquifer; 2. Sandshale; 

3. Magmatite; 4. Muddy limestone & sandshale; 5. Porous 
aquifer of sand & clay; 6. Watershed limit; 7 . Surfacial & un
derground water divide; 8. Deep water-resisting boundary; 9. 
Resurgence; IO. S_inkholes & collapse; l l. Drills. 
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Heichongza Stream situated on the western edge of Dazhuang Basin, 
were eventually abandoned in the Early Holocene. It is ded°uced, from 
this point, that the head ward development of the principal runoff belt 
of the Nandong system should have begun to pirate the 
Shidong-Daheishuidong water system in the Middle Holocene. 

Today, although the Nandong _karst water system has been uni
fied under the new base level, the components of the system arc still 
quite different from one another in cave scale, hydrodynamic features 
and many o_ther respects, and are also far away from the evolutionary 
stage of "synergy and order." To realize this point should be very sig
nificant to the further study and the exploration and exploitation of 
the water resources of the Nandong water system in the future. 
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Abstract 
•The forms, sedimentary structure and classification of the subter

ranean terraces of the upper Moyangjiang River are correlated with 
surface river terraces. Thermoluminescence and uranium-series dating 
are employed to date the terrace deposits . 
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Morphology and Structure of Subterranean Terraces 

With the specific boundary conditions and flow regimes in sub
terranean rivers, as well as specific geochemical environments in caves, 
subterranean terraces are distinctly characterized by the following fea
tures. 

I. Pseudo-binary deposition 

The main geomorphologic process for surface terraces after depo
sition and during uplift is erosion which destroys and scatters older 
terraces. However, for subterranean terraces, karst water seeping into 

B. Branch cave entrance and shielded bay facies: Composed of silt and 
clays. Calcite bands are usually intercalated. 
C. Subterranean lake facies: Mainly composed of silty clay. Some of 
the clay may be solution residuals. Calcite bands are usually sand
wiched. Stalagmites can be found penetrating through deposition lay
ers. 

6. Classification of subterranean terraces 

Subterranean terraces are classified into three basic types in terms 
of their preserved forms. 
A. Bedrock seated terraces are the most common type. Alluvium re
poses on limestone bedrock with tufa layers on the top. Sometimes 
more than one level of bedrock seated terraces can be found in a large 
cavern. 
B. Side appended terraces are formed when a subterranean river trans
fers to a lower level after a relatively long l)eriod of equilibrium. If the 
stratum separating the upper and lower caves is corrod~d or collapses, 
part of the subterranean terrace alluvium remains cemented to the 
walls or in a notch of a subterranean hall. 
C. Ceiling appended terraces form when subterranean alluvium is so 
thick or the ceiling so low at the sides that the alluvium is cemented to 
the ceiling by tufa layers after the river moves to a lower level. With 
the enlargement of the lower level, the separating stratum is corroded 
or collapses and the alluvium stays cemented to the ceiling. Cave III of 
the Three Caves of Jade Stream has developed a typical ceiling ap
pended terrace. 

Moreover, subterranean terraces can be classified into simple, 
containing only one level of terrace in the cave, and complicated, con
taining more than one level in a large chamber. 

Subterranean Terraces of the Upper Moyangjiang River 

The Moyangjiang River is located in western Guangdong Prov
ince. Its source is the Mt. Clouds of Yangchun -County, it flows 
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caves from upper aeration zones deposits calcite in pores cementing 
the loose alluyium and making it impermeable. Then the karst water , 
deposits tufa over the. alluvium and encloses it . This is the most dis
tinctive process in subterranean terrace formation . The resulting struc
ture is similar to flu vial binary depositiQn. 

2. Grain size of deposits varies with location 

With the complicated morphology in caves, flow conditions vary 
greatly from place to place, influencing the deposition structure. Large 
gravel is· deposited in main chann.els and is usually accompanied by 
coarse sand interbeds and lenses. Silt is deposited at entrances to 
branch caves or in calm,. shielded bays while clay and silt are deposited 
in subterranean lakes. 

3. Cementation degree and deposition structure 

The degree of cementation varies with deposition structure. 
Gravel and sand deposition layers which are highly porous are well 
cemented and thus very hard. Medium and coarse sand layers come 
next and clay layers are the most poor)y cemented. If calcite bands are 
in the profiles, silt and clay are well cemented adjacent to the bands, 
and cementation becomes less compact away from the calcite bands. 

4. Color 

Alluvium is grayish yellow with little variation in color between 
old and new deposits since subterranean terraces are preserved in an 
environment of steady temperature and humidity without exposure to 
oxidation at the surface. Sometimes brightness varies with the struc
ture of the material. 

5. Depositional fa~ies 

Deposition in subterranean terraces can be classified into three 
major facies in terms of deposition dynamics and location .• 
A. Channel bed facies : Composed of gravel and sand, with coarse 
sand interbeds or lenses. 

through Yangchun and Yangjiang, and pours into the South China 
Sea at Beijing Harbor. The Upper Moyangjiang refers to the reaches 
above Chunwan in Yangchun County. The study area is tectonically 
located at the joint of the east wing of the Luojing Basin, an 
epsilon-shaped tectonic structure, and the Wuchuan-Sihui deep fault 
zone. Subterranean terraces are found in the Three Caves of the Jade 
Stream and the Lingxiao Cave, which are developed along the direc
tion of the structure lines (NNE-SSW) in Carboniferous Shidengzi 
limestone. The dip of the strata at the former cave is moderate and at 
the other is relatively steep (Fig. I). 

Three Caves of the Jade Stream are three consecutive subterranes 
on the main streaTT) of the upper Moyangjiang River. The cave lengths 
from Caves I to III are 400m, 300m, and 500m respectively, with the 
intervening surface sections at 250m and 750m. Discharge of the sub
terranean river is 400-2200 liter per second. A dam has been built at 
the exit of Cave II, which keeps the mean water depth in the caves at 
3.04m with a width of 5-30m. Caves I and II are developed for 
tourism . 

Lingxiao Cave is a big cavern through which a major tributary of 
the Moyangjiang River crosses. Stream length in the cave is·304m with 
a discharge of 219-699 liters per second. The highest point of the cav
ern is 60m above the water surface. The cavern is characterized by its 
gigantic halls and huge stalactites, stalagmites, columns and many 
other forms of corrosion, erosion and deposition .. 

I. Morphology and structure of terraces in Three Caves of 
the Jade Stream 

Subterranean alluvium is found in Caves I and III. Cave I con
tains two levels of bedrock-seated terraces (Fig. 2). 

Alluvium of terrace level I is I0-13m a6ove the subterranean riv
er surface and is enclosed by tufa except at some places at the margins 
where some gravel can be seen. 

Alluvium of terrace level 2 is 22-25m above the water level. The 
structure of the profile from the bottom up is: I. limestone bedrock; 2. 



loose sands, 20-30cm thick; 3. transient cemented sand layer; 4. ce
mented gravel and sand layer, I.Sm thick. The gravel is composed of 
sandstone and quartz without any limestone gravel. Psephicity is 
subrounded.; 5. top tufa layer, slanting to the center of the cave (Fig. 
2, II). 

Cave III contains three levels of terraces. The levels are ten meters 
apart in elevation . Level I is found on a limestone platform to the left 
of the entrance, 6.4m above the water level. The deposition is 2m 
thick . The lower part of the profile is composed of well cemented 
gravel, Im thick . The well rounded gravel is mainly quartz with some 
sandstone and siltston_e. The upper part of the profile is composed of 
well cemented sand and gravel, and contains thin cemented clayish silt 
bands as well as tufa interbeds about 20cm thick. Alluvium of level 2 
is a scrap of alluvial gravel cemented to the wall of the cave. The level 
is 20m above the water surface. Level 3 is composed of a 2m-thick 
gravel layer cemented to the ceiling of the cave, about 30m above the 
water surface. The gravel is well rounded and about 10cm in diameter. 

2. Morphology and structure of subterranean terraces in 
the Lingxiao cave 

Four levels of subterranean terraces are found in this cave. The 
height of each level above the water surface are 8-13m, 20-25m, 
29-32m, and 43-45m respectively. Terrace types are plentiful and 
their structures are complicated (Fig.3). 

Level 1 is located on walrs of both sides in the main subterranean 
hall at the entrance to the west branch cave at the bottom of the 
"Moon Palace" . Gravel is cemented in a side groove in the west wall 
of the main hall. The base of the alluvium is 7-Sm above the water 
surface, the alluvium is I-2m thick and is covered by tufa. It is a typi
cal side appended terrace. 

Alluvium at the Moon Palace is.a layer of cemented silt and clay 
which rests at the bottom of a shielded bay and is covered by tufa. 
Alluvium can only be seen by excavation. The top of the tufa cover is 
13m above the water surface. It is a bedrock seated terrace (Fig. 3, II). 

Variations in the depositi~n _processes of subterranean rivers pro
duce tufa interbeds or bands in all kinds of deposits. After physical 
deposition, the alluvium emerges from the water and a top tufa layer 
forms. Calcite bands can be considered to be closed systems with little 
influence from karst water, so some of them are pure and fit for ura
nium-series dating. Such calcite was sampled from the profile in Fig. 
4, and the age is 85,000 years . 

Correlation of Subterranean Terraces and Surface Terraces 

To build a correlation between subterranean and surface terraces 
is no~ onl_y necessary in the resetrch of cave development, but also is 
practical m the research of flu vial landform development. By building 
a correlat10n, surface terraces which usually lack dateable material can 
be dated by use of the subterranean alluvium, especially for those high 
and scattered terraces. 

N:eotectonic movements are the endogenic force of modern 
geo~orphologic processes. Every kind of landform in the same region, 
subJected_ to the same tectonic movements, produces its response pro
cesses and thus the corresponding noncontinuity. This is the basis for 
landform correlation. If a correlation can be established between dif
ferent landforms, the distribution and effect of the neotectonic 
movement can be inferred. 

I. Surface terraces on the upper Moyangjiang River 

. Surface terraces on the upper Moyangjiang River are mainly dis
tnbuted at three locations. 

A. On the hill slope above the exit of Cave II of Three Caves of the 
Ja~e Stream. Although alluvium is not found in Cave II, alluvial grav
el is f~und on the limestone hill slope above the cave exit at the same 
elevatw_n as each level in Cave I. Level I is located to the so uth of the 
cave exit, !Om above the river channel. The alluvium is 2m thick ce
mented, and covered by brownish grey slope wash debris. Level '2 is 
found at a col a little south of the summit and 20m above the river 
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Alluvium of level 2 is found on the west wall of the main hall, 
20m above the water surface and covered by tufa . Gravel is deposited 
at the same elevation as on the east wall. In addition, a layer of silt 
and clay is found at this level. The alluvium is composed of three lay. 
ers of loose grayish-yellow, silty clay and some silt interbeds which 
are relatively compact. Pure calcite bands are found in the layer (Fig. 

4). 
Level 3 is also found on the west wall of the main hall with the 

base of the alluvium 29.7m above the water surface. The top of the 
alluvium on the east wall is 33m. Both are side appended terraces. The 
base of the gravel layer is 28-29m above the water surface. The gravel 
is composed of well cemented quartz and sandstone. 

The top of the alluvium of level 4 is 45m above the water surface. 
The deposition is composed of gray silty clay l-l.5m thick. It 
stretches far to the north along the base of the cave walls and belongs 
to a subterranean lake deposition. A stalagmite penetrates the deposi
tion, which was found to be positive in residual magnetism. Therefore 
it can be inferred that the highest subterranean terrace is less than 
70Q,OOO years old . 

3. Chronology of the subterranean terraces 

With the special preserved locations, alluvium of the subterra
nean terraces have two remarkable advantages in dating. 
A . Depositional quartz sand is suitable for thermoluminescence 
dating. Alluvium of subterranean terraces are located deeply below 
ground where there are stable temperatures away from light, which is 
important for thermoluminescence dating. In addition, the sorting cf. 
feet of the subterranean rivers produces favorable sizes of quartz sand 
deposits , such as silt in shielded bays. Silty clay was sampled from a 
profile cs a shielded bay d eposition at terrace level 2. Its thermo
luminescence age is 88,000 ± 800 years. 
B. Calcite is suitable for uranium - erie dating. Uranium - series dat
ing demands that the samples have been pre erved in closed systems 
without residual fragments which may contain thorium nuclei. ' 

channel. The profile is brownish yellow· in color. Level 3 is found 
directly above the exit and 30m above the river channel (Fig. 5). This 
alluvium is gravel in red clay . 
B. Surface terraces at Longyanwei- Gang'ao basin. Three levels ofter
races are found at Longyanwei- Gang'ao basin. Level 1 is around 
Longyanwei Village and I0- 13m above the river channel, with a wide 
and flat terrace surface and a thick gravel layer. Level 2 is distributed 
at Gang'ao Village with a wide and moderately undulating surface 
which is 22- 23m above the stream channel. Alluvium is composed of 
sandstone and quartz gravel, 3- 5m in thickness cjeposited on lime
stone bedrock. Level 3 is distributed to the east of the stream channel. 
Well rounded gravel remained on the hill summits, 32- 33m above the 
channel. 
C . Surface terraces at Chunwan, upper section of the Yangchun Basin. 
River terraces are most widely spread in this section of the 
Moyangjiang River, where the relief is characterized by elongated low 
hills alternating with valleys oriented in a NNE- SSW direction. 
Alluvium is distributed at four levels on most of the hills and in the 
valley bottoms. 

The elevation of level 1 above the river channel and elevation in· 
tervals between ~ach adjacent levels are !Om . Binary deposition is 
found for each level at different locations. Thermoluminescent dating 
of the flood plain deposits of level 1 give ages of 34,000 years and for 
level 4 of 270,000 years. 

2. Correlation of subterranean and surface terraces 

A. Correlations in levels, elevations and morphology. From the fore· 
going discussion, subterranean and surface terraces both have four 
levels. The elevation of level 1 above the stream channel and the eleva· 
tion interval between the adjacent levels are I Om (Fig. 6). Both subter· 
ranean and surface terraces contain bedrock seated terraces at each 
level which indicates four periods of equilibrium and change in the de• 
velopment of the Moyangjiang River valley since the main channel 
first reached its equilibrium. 

• 



B. Correlation in terrace deposit structure. All levels of the surface ter
race and levels I, 2 and 3 of the su.btertanean terraces contain gravel 
layers. The lithology of the gravel is mainly quartz with some sand
stone, which may indicate the same source. 
C. Correlation in ages . Thennoluminescence and uranium- series dat
ing for the surface and subterranean terrace alluvium show correct 
strata order, although d_ata for every level of both types of terrace are 
unavailable. Surface terrace level I is 34,000 years old. Subterranean 
terrace level 2 is 85-88,000 years old and surface terrace level 3 is 
270,000 years old. 

Conclusion 

The paper discussed the morphology, deposition structure and 
classification of subterranean terraces on the upper Moyangjiang Riv
er. Thermoluminescence and uranium-series dating are employed to 
date deposits of the same profile at subterranean level 2 in Lingxiao 
Cave. Ages determined by the two methods are 88,000 and 85,000 
years respectively, which shows good confirmation in methodology 
and correct strata order with regard to the age of the surface terrace 
level I which is 34,000 years old, and level 4 which is 210,000 years 
old. In addition the paper discussed correlations of subterranean and 
surface terraces with respect to levels elevations, morphology and 
structure. 
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Fig. l A synoptical geologic map 
of upper Hoyangj iang river 
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Fig. 1- A- Index map for the gypsum outcrop of the 
Cura' area; Schematic plan of the Cueva del Leon 
the areas with the largest gypsum dust deposits 
marked 

Cuchillo 
in which 

have been 

ther confirmed by the speleological investigation of the Cu
chillo Cura' karst Area (Argentina). The gypsum outcrop is 
located at an altitude of 1300 m a.s.l. between zapala and 

P
Las Lajas villages in the Picunches Department of Neuquen 
rovince (see Fig.l). 
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The importance of the climatic influence in the evolu
tion of both the surface and deep karst forms in gypsum was 
recently pointed out. 

In the present paper two new morphologies are descri
bed: they were, for the first time in the world, observed in 
the region at the bounda.ry between the "Pampa• plain and the 
Ande mountain chain not far from Neuquen (Argentina). 

The first, we named "Gypsum chimneys•, consist of ver
tical karst tube developed in uncemented or poorly cemented 
eolian gypsum sand. 

The second are the •gypsum dust flowstones• of the Cue
va del Leon , which is the largest gypsum cave of Argentina. 

The evolution of both these two karst forms were con
trolled by the peculiar climate of the gypsum area, which 
is very dry and with noticeable daily thermal excursion. 

RI ASS UNTO 
Recentemente e' state evidenziato come 11 clima influi

sca mol tissimo sulla evoluzione delle forme carsiche in ges
so sia epigee che ipogee. 

Nel presente lavoro vengono descri tte due forme nuove 
che sono state osservate per la prima volta nella zona della 
pampa preandina ne.i.: -. _egione di Neuquen in Argentina. 

Si tratta delle "Gypsum chimneys•, tubi carsici svilup
patesi all' interno di sabbie gessose incoerenti di degrada
zione eolica e delle "Gypsum du t flowstones• della Cueva 
del Leon, la maggiore grotta in gesao di ttuta l 'Argenti.na. 

Ambedue queste nuove forme debbono la lore geneai al 
clima peculiare dell.a regione ch e' caratterizzato da acar
sissime precipi tazioni meteoriche • da forti ucuraion.i .ter
miche diurne. 

INTRODUCTION 
The fundamental role of th climate in ahaping the sur

face and depp karst forms in gypeUII rock waa recantly poin
ted out (C.>.LAFORRA et Al., 1992; FORTI, 1992) and was fur-
·. ---------
1- Research support d by MPI 604 & CNR granta 

In all the country this ar a ia w ll known, hOsting the 
largest gypsum cave of Argentina, La Cueva del Lean (the 
Lion cave) which reaches a total length of about 1 1<11 
(LIPPS, 1986). 

The gypsum of the Aquilco Formation ( diua to Upper 
Oxfordian , STIPANICIC , 1969) outcrops •in that area: this 
formation consists of over 200 m of microcrystalline gypsUII 
and anhydrites form white to pearly grey, with thin flowsto· 
nes of opal and chalcedony and a few small lances of cele
sti te and strontiani te. In some part of the Formation 811411 
laminar pelitic interbeds may be observed: normally they are 
strongly deformed due to the plastic behaviour of the evapo· 
rites with respect to several t ctonic stress s the area of 
the Andine "pre-Cordillera• underw nt which are in turn 
repsonsible for the verticalization of' the Aquilco For111ation 
(RE', 1985). 

The climate of this region is •continental dry", cha· 
racterized by mean annual rainfalls of about 100 /yr, ex
tremely high evapotranspiration , larg daily ther-..al excur· 
sion and strong winds. 

These climatic conditions which are pecuJ.iar of a 'dry 
continental cold desert•, ind~c d the development not onlY 
of several forms (large dolines, blind valleys, subhorizon· 
tal drainage tubes, etc.) similar to those present in other 
karst areas , but also of some compl tely new on s. 

Amongst them the most interesting are th •gypsua c:hia· 
neys" often present in the uncemented deposits of gypsUJI 
sand , accumulated by the metheoric weathering (mainly eolic) 
at the foot of the gypsµm outcrops and the •gypsUlll dust 
flowstones" widespread inside the Cu~va del Leon. 

In the present paper these two new forms are morphOlO· 
gically described and then, on the basis of the direct ob· 
servations and of the available metheorologic data, the ge· 
netic mechanisms responsible for the development ofthese new 
gypsum karst forms are proposed. 

THE GYPSUM CHIMNEYS 
In all the gypsum area the karat microforms are extrB· 

mely rare, and limited to very small micro-karren. ThiS 
mainly depends from the scarce rainfalls and from the high 
evaporation rate, which practicly hinder even the slightest 
surface stream. But also another factor co-operates in avoi· 
ding the development of external micro-karst forms: the faSt 
eolian erosion of the outcropping rocks caused by th8 
strong winds blowing in all the pre-Andina ' regions. In this 
area these effects are enhanced by the noticeable fracture· 
tion of the rock in consequence of the strong tectonic 
stresses the Aquilco Formation underwent. 

The surface is covered by gypsum sand where the . slope 
of the gypsum outcrop is not subvertical: the thickneSS of 



the i n c oherent deposit ranges fro m 10-20 cm up to s e vera l 
meter s a t the bo ttom of morpho logical depressions (dolines , 
bl i nd valleys). The s urface o f these eolian deposits is cha
racterized by the p r esenc e of s e v e ral small volcanic or li
mestone pebbles whic h lie over & thi n gypsum crust, whir~, ~ 
generated by thepart i al diagenesis the gypsum sand underwent 
due to the rainfalls and t he fo llowin g condens ation-evapora
tion processes. Below this thin layer the sand is practicly 
uncemented. 

In the places where the sand deposit is not too thick 
it is common . to observe some almos t circular holes, from 5 
to 15-20 cm in diameter , from wh i ch s ubvertical tubes of the 
same size are developed: the s o c a lled "Gypsum chimneys". 
The external surface c lose to t he hole s never shows flow de
rived morphologies, like r i lls or gutters , and therefore a 
genesis induced by waterfall or perc o lation must be rejec
ted . 

The inner part of the t ube is characterized by smooth 
scoured walls , c onsisting of pa r t ia l ly t o totally cemented 
gypsum sands, with- hori zontal gent le wideni ngs or grooves , 
vertical s i d e s or flutes being totally absent . Macrocrystal 
gypsum popcorn frequ e ntl y grows along t he tube walls and the 
c rystals are alway s perpendi cu l a r to the tube axis and o
rient ated towards t he surface. Normally the g y p s um corals 
c onsists of aggregates of iso-ori ented cristals elongated 
along the c axis. Each c oral branch may reach 5-7 mm in 
high, while its thickness never exceeds 2-3 mm. 

In the gypsum area morphologies similar to the "Gypsum 
Chimneys " may also be seen on the top or along the walls of 
the outcropping gypsum boulders , but in this case the shape 
of the hole is normally elongated and the tube may be incli
ned in different direction instead of vertical: in this case 
the structural control on the development of the "gypsum 
c himneys • is evident. 

Up to now, forms similar to the "Gypsum Chimneys " have 
been observed (HILL, 1987) only once and not on the surface 
but inside a cave, the Carlsbad Cavern (New Mexico) . The 
"Commode Hole" , as they were called that time, developed in
side large gypsum deposit overlaying the limestone bedrock 
and they always corresponded to fractures or karst tubes in 
the substratum. Anyway, apart from this observation, no ge
netic hypothesis were proposed for the "Commode holes " of 
the Carlsbad Cavern, even if it was said that they cannot be 
the product of dripping or seep"ing waters . 

To define the genetic mechanism for the "Gypsum chim
neys" it is necessary to consider t he peculiar climate of 
the area, which is characterized by very scarce rainfalls 
and by high daily thermal excursion. 

In such a condition t he d i ssolution capacity of the 
metheoric waters i s very low and the result is simply to al-

In fig.2 there is a draft of all the evolutionary steps 
o f these peculia r forms 

The rapid cooling c aused by the radiation during the 
night forces up the ho t moist air, trapped in many fractures 
of the gypsum rock , quickly along the larges and vertical 
ones untill it reaches in contact with the overlying gypsum 
sand (Fig.2.1 ) . 

In this area the condensation of moisture dissolves the 
sand grains and the solubilized gypsum is brought away by 
c api llarity : .but the evaporation qui ckly deposits the gypsum 
as cement in the intergranular voids of the sand . Thus the 
convection movements of the upl i ft i ng hot and moist air 
c r ea t e overimpo sed and subspherical holes (Fig . 2.2). 

When the d i s s olution proce ss r eaches the external crust 
bori ng i nto it, the d i ameter o f the chimney tends to become 
constant and its d i men s i on de pe nds upon the quantity of air 
b lowing i nside. The pr ese nc e of gentle wi dening and tighte
ning along t he walls testifi es the second developing stage 
( Fi g. 2 .3 ) . Afterwa rd the internal walls become smoother and 
mor e cemented i mmed i ately be hind a tightening, while just 
be fore i t clear corr osional f eature s dev e l op: t his is caused 
by the actio n of the a e reosols over t he walls ( aggressive 
when compressed, the reverse i f expanded)(HILL & FORTI, 
1986). 

Inisde the "Gyps um Chimneys " macrocrystal gypsum corals 
ofte n develop with the crystal e longat ed upwa rd along the 
tube axis: no rmally t hey star t developi ng just behind a .ti
ghtening. Their genesis is due to the c ombined effects of 
t he d i rect deposition from aerosols and the capillarity mi
gration and evaporation of the condensation water (Fig. 
2 . 4). 

The evolution of the tubes in the gypsun..-rock is essen
tially similar, even if the presence of fractures and bed
ding planes strongly control the evolution of the chimneys: 
i n fact they often are variously inclined and also their 
shape is normally ellisoidal, elongated in the plane of the 
original fracture. 

LYON CAVE THE GYPSUM DUST DEPOSiiS OF THE 
The Cueva del Leon is not 

psum cave of the area , but also 
tina (LIPPS, 1986). 

only the most important gy
the best known of all Argen-

This cavity is the middle portion of the deep 
tube in which all tho water coming from the karst 
collected and brought to the perennial spring some 
nstream . 

drainage 
area is 

kms dew-

The cave consists of a large gallery which ends in a 
big and deep lake where the groundwater emerges. 

At the time of our visit the small r ·iver flowing inside 
the cave was practicly dry even if it was evident that ig 
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low the evolution of the thin cemented crust on top of the 
incoher ent deposits of the eolia n gypsum sand owing to the 
conbine d effect of a small amount of infiltration with par
tial dissolution of gypsum grains , immediately followed by a 
c apillarity upwelling and total evaporation. In fact a deep 
percolation of the seeping water is not reasonable : firstly 
because the rainfalls are very scarce (seldom reaching 5-10 
mm each event ) and secondly due to the very high evapotran
spiration rate. 

The evolution of the "Gypsum Chimneys" is indipendent 
from the rainfalls, as is that of the "Commode Holes " of the 
Carlsbad Cavern; which is not controlled by dripping (HILL , 
1987). 

The development of these forms inside the eolianitic 
sands, as that of the similar tubes obse:c:ved in the outcrop
ping gypsum boulders, is controlled by the large daily ther
mal excursion, which characterizes the regional climate. 

""' -

Fig. Z- Evolutionary steps in the development of the "Gypsum 
chimneys" : explanations in text 

wet periods i t would sti ll be active. 
Most of the walls of the smaller part of the gallery 

(Fig . 1) were covered by .inpalpable white dust: chemical and 
electronic microscope analyses shown that it consists of ag
gregates of very small gypsum crystals sometimes cemented to 
each other by even smaller clacite grains .(with a weight ra
tio of 19:1 between gypsum and calcite). 

Both chemical and physical properties of this dust are 
exadtly the same of those of the "Gypsum Dust " recently de
scribed for the Parck's Rance Cave i n New ·Mexico (CALAFORRA 
& FORTI, 1993) . 

Anyway important differencies exist in the primary lo
calization and in the further evolution of this gypsum dust 
with respect to that of the United States . 

I-n the Cueva del Leon, the growth of gypsum dust rea
ches its maximum over the top of the small pinnacles or 
crests in the walls, while close to the fractures the pre
sence of dust is statistically scarce. 

Moreover, inside this cave it is sufficiently common to 
see gypsum dust deposits, which are clearly layered and par
tially cemented: the gypsum dust flowstones. 

These characteristics confirm that the gypsum dust of 
the Cueva del Leon must slightly differs in genesis and evo
lution from the similar deposits studied in the Park ' s Rance 
Cave. · 

Firstly, the hypothesis of a complete saturation of e
ven asmall portion .of the main gallery of the Cueva del Leon 
is not reasonable , moreover the seeping and flowing water 
inside the cave may be hardly supposed undersaturated: in 
fact in the cave area rainstorms similar to those of New Me
xico are completely absent. 

The possibility that flooded and aggressive condi tions 
may be suddenly. estabilished inside the cave is completely 
avoid due to the scarce rainfalls together with the slow 
seepage through the wideaspread eolian gypsum sands. 

In this case, the genesis of the gypsum dust is ma inly 
related to the condensation phenomenon and to the high poro
sity of the gypsum rock, which allows an easy capillarity 
migration inside. 

The presence of strong condensation in all the cave and 
mainly in the areas in which gypsum dust is growing, is te
stifyed by the noticeable thermal disequilibrium existing 
between the lake (7-8 Centigrades),the overlying air (9-10 ) 
and that close to the ceiling of the galleries (10-11). Thi s 
is confirmed also by the widespread wet on ceilings a nd 
walls, even with seepage absent in the overlying ~ock , and 
by the clear corrosional forms, peculiar of the condensation 
process (like -ga-scallops and domes). 

Some of the condensation water infiltrates i nto the 
walls consisting of highly fracturate rock whi ch has a lso a 



noticeable porosity caused by the millimetric or submillime
tric size of the gypsum crystals. 

Inside the rock and, though in less quantity, over its 
surface the capillarity migration o f the water must proceeds 
towards places where the evaporation rate is the highest , 
therefore toward areas in which the conditions for the gene
sis of gypsum dust are realized (CALAFORRA & FORTI, 1993): 
fast and complete evaporation of small water volumes. The 
presence of gypsum dust in the preminent zones instead of 
close to fractures is a proof that this hypothesis is cor
rect. 

The "Gypsum J?ust flowstones" have only been observed 
inside condensation bell shaped cavities along vertical di
scontinuities in the gallery walls. 

They always consist of several tens of thin layers (1-2 
mm) of gypsum dust, in any of . which the cementation reaches 
its maximum at the top and is very low or even absent at the 
bottom . The layers are gentle bent towards the center of the 
hosting cavity (Fig.3.6), while the speleothem surface is 
covered by a thick deposit of uncemented . gypsum sand,whose 
width become higher toward the center. 

The existence of these layered flowstones is proof that 
in the Cueva del Leon the gypsum dust, produced during a de
position period may be not completely saluted or washed a
way, as always happens in the Park 's Rance Cave, before a
nother genetic period starts: this is additional proof that 
this cave is never completely flooded. 

These speleothems are the final result of a complex e
quilibrium, time by time realized in between evapbration, 
condensation, dripping and flowing of small volumes of w.a
ter, which are always strictly controlled by the peculiar 
climate of the region . ' 

The different evolutionary steps for these speleothem, 
peculiar of the Cueva del Leon and presently confined to 
this environment, are schematized in fig.3. 

The presence of vertical fractures allowed water seepa
ge and therefore some flow may be generated at the intersec
tion with horizontal discontinuities( Fig.3.1): Thus small 
phreatic tubes (1-10 cm in diameter) have been developed 
(Fig.3.2), which in turn, when entranced by the main gallery 
and vadose conditions were acheived, became sites of conde
sation corrosion processes and therefore modified evolving 
small domes and cavities mainly on - their ceilings (Fig.3 . 3). 

Actually, in the dry periods, when evaporation exceeds 
both condensation and seepage, the right conditions for the 
development of gypsum dust are estabilished and its deposi
tion will essentially occur on the prominent crests, where 
the evaporation rate is a maximum. But most of the gypsum 
dust, being incoherent, falls down thus covering the bottom 
of the cavities (Fig.3.4). 

peculiar and up to now restricted to this geographical area . 
The control of the climate over the gypsum karat is, 

not only in this case but in general, surely hi_gher than o
ver limestone and in the near future it will be usefull as a 
powerful! tool to study the paloclimatic changes the diffe
rent gypsum areas of the world underwent. 

Therefore, also for this reason, it would be necessary 
that all cavers become more concerned with gypsum karst and 
caves, which are surely of the same interest, if not of the 
same dimensions, as the more studied and famous limestone 
ones. 
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Fig. 3- Evolutionary steps in the development of the cemen
ted gypsum dust speleothems of the Cueva del Leon: explana
tion in text. 

In the wet periods, which are far shorter than previous 
ones being strictly related to the principal rainfalls, the 
evaporation cannot balance the water supply. Therefore some 
dripping starts inside the cavities and consequently a small 
flow may be estabilished over the floor deposits. These wa
ters partially dissolve and erode the still unconsolidated 
gypsum dust also making its diagenesis into a partially ce
mented sedimemt possible (Fig. 3.5) at the beginning of the 
following dry period. 

The succession of several dry and wet periods leads to 
the development of the gypsum dust flowstones (Fig.3.6). 

FINAL REMARKS 
The study of the gypsum karst area of Cuchillo 

(Neuquen Provence, Argentina) has shown that, also in 
case, the climate of that region was responsible for 
evolution of solutional and depositional forms, which 
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Abstract 

Coastal caves, in karstified islands offer a great deal of possibilities concerning 

speleochronological investigations. Some srudied cavities in "Cap Vermell " -a littoral area on 

the North-east coast of Mallorca island (Spain)- recorded an interesting and widespread 

assemblage of interferences between coastal and karstic landform evolution. The presence of 

phreatic carbonate speleothems, related to ancient Mediterranean sea levels which correspond 

to Middle and Upper Pleistocene interglacial events, outstands among the speleochronological 

data provided by the investigated caves. U-series dating from these suba,queous speleothems 

have displayed ages ranging from 88 to > 205 ka, which confirm some previously established 

interpretations . Geomorphological and analytical evidences allow a relatively accurate 

reconstruction of the latter history oT these Mediterranean karst caves. 

Risumi 

Les grottes cOti~res des lies karstiques offrent des grandes possibilitt!s pour Ja n!alisatioo 

de recherches spelt!o-chronologiques. Les cavitt!s o!tudit\es A "Cap Vermell • , zone littorale situbl 

dans le secteur Nord-oriental de I 'lie de Majorque (Espagne), nous ont permis de constater un 

ensemble d 'interftrences tr~ inttressant entre les modelt!s karstique et littoral. Parmi Jes 

donntes sptlt!ochronologiques fournies par Jes grottes objet de la recherche se dt!tache la 

prt!sence de sptJooth~mes phn!atiques carbonatt!s se rattachant A des anciens ni:eaux marins de 

la Mt!diterrant!e qui correspondent A des tvtnements interglaciaires du Pltistoc~ne Moyen et 

Suptrieur. Les datations radiomttriques de ces spelt!oth~mes sous-aquatiques, moyennant la 

mtthode U/Th, Ont donnt des ages comprises entre Jes 88.000 et >205.000 ans B.P., ce qui 

confirme l'interprt!tatio_n dtjA ttablie. Les tvidences goomorphologiques et analytiques foumies 

par Jes localitts objet de l'trude nous permettent une reconstruction relativement dt!taillbl de 

1 'histoire rtcente de ces grottes karsti~ues littorales Mt!diterrantennes. 



INTRODUCTION 

Study of phenomena linked to littoral karst is a subject of growing interest, as 

prove the specific chapters devoted to this topic that are included in modem general 

approaches to karst geomorphology (JENNINGS, 1985; FORD & WILLIAMS, 1989). 

Likewise, speleochronological possibilities resulting from limestone islands karstification 

have been emphasized in recent publications (GINES et al. 1981 ; GINES & GINES, 

1986) on the basis of Western Mediterranean localities from Mallorca island, Spain. 

In this paper we deal with chronological informations provided for several 

coastal caves located near Cap Vermel\. This littoral area in north-eastern Mallorca hosts 

one of the most important touristic caves in the island -Coves d 'Arta- which was 

systematically explored and investigated from the beginning of 19th centur;. Siudied 

cavities are excavated in Jurassic limestones, fo1ded in Lower Miocene times during the 

alpine orogenic episod~ that structurates majorcan mountain chains. 

In spite of the scarce evidences about initial stages of karstification in the area, 

prospected caves show a wide range of interferences between karst and littoral landform 

evolution processes; these interactions allow an interesting reconstruction of 

morphogenetical evolution of the caves along Middle and Upper Pleistocene. 

SPELEOCHRONOLOGICAL DATA FROM INVFSTIGA TED CA VFS 

Four caves have been prospected, all of them located at Capdepera municipality: 

Coves d' Arta, Cova de na Mitjana, Coves Petites and Cova de na Barxa. Descriptions 

of the cavities, topographical surveys and other dala on the mentioned sites are 

respectively found in: FAURA y SANS (1926); GINES et al. (1975); GINES (1973) 

and ANDREWS et al. (1989). 

General morphological framework of these caves is integrated by ancient 

portions of phreatic conduits extensively affected by breakdown or collapse phenomena, 

~-•t widely disorganize initial voids. The chambers resulting from these processes show 

spect;.~ular speleothem derosition that contribute to hide previous morphologies. 

Marine erosion morphologies 

Cova ,de na Mitjana (figure I) illustrates a complex sequence of morpho

sedimenlary events, controlled in each moment by altimetrical position of sea level 

(GINES et al. 1975). 

Besides the above mentioned altemance of carbonate deposition processes in 

both phreatic and vadose environments, the walls of this cave exhibit a marine erosion 

level that includes boring by molluscs. This level records a recent sea slabilization at a 

heighth of +2 meters a.s.l. In that event, direct communication between cave and sea 

took place and chemical precipitation of carbonates in the hypogean ponds_ was 

substituted by erosion and sedimentation processes of marine character. 

Chronology assigned to this marine erosion hypogean level is younger than 

88 ka, age obtained from Cova de na Mitjana phreatic speleothems that necessarily 

correspond to a subaqueous environment without direct connection to the sea. Inside the 

cave there are fine grained sandy beach deposits associated with this marine erosion . 

episode; some of them are present-day sediments while others are covered with 

flowstones and large stalagmites of post-glacial age. 

PHREATIC SPELEOTIIEMS AND INTERGLACIAL EVENTS 

It is a common occurrence -in coastal caves of Mallorca- the p{esence of 

brackish pools that partially drown its lower chambers, in correspondance with present

day sea level. In these subterranean ponds, processes of phreatic carbonate accretion 

occur actively today in the form of calcite rafts and subaqueous speleothems located at 

the air-water interface at +0 meters a.s.l. elevation. 

Associated to this specific environment have been found , in many of majorcan 

coaslal caves, speclacular phreatic speleothems that illustrate ancient Mediterranean sea 

interglacial high standings. These sea paleolevels remain recorded on the walls of the 

caves, as well as on aerial speleothems, forming bulky carbonate overgrowths (calcite 

and/or aragonite) which clearly define the stabilization heighth of the ground water !able 

during Pleistocene glacio-euslatic positive fluctuations (GINES & GINES, 1974; GINES 

eta/. 1981;HENNIGetal. 1981). 
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Chronological evidences subministrated by the above mentioned localities can 

be systematized in the following subjects, which will be explained in a general 

chronological order of decreasing antiquity. 

Speleothems 

All the four caves contain very abundant and conspicuous aerial speleothems 

(dripstone, flowstone, columns ... ) that in some cases are covered with phreatic 

speleothem assemblages, to which we will refer in detail in the following pages. Such 

phreatic carbonate deposits are related with Pleistocene paleolevels of Mediterranean 

sea . . 

On the basis of phreatic speleothems calculated ages (HENNIG, pers. comm.; 

GINES & GINES, 1989), the more ancient phases of aerial stalagmitization -which are 

covered with isotopically dated phreatic carbonate deposits- must largely overpass the 

300 ka age, falling obviously out of the dating limit of U-series method. 

Processes of aerial speleothems deposition extend until current times in a 

discontinuous manner, even cementing sandy marine cave sediments of post-glacial age 

that are present in some of the prospected cavities. 

Palaeontological remains 

At the entrance shelter of Coves d'Arta is known a palaeontological site 

constituted by aeolian sand and silty deposits with remains of ~ ~ . _ 

endemic mammal whose chronology covers from Middle Pleistocene to Holocene 

(ALCOVER et al. 1981) . Moreover, from the same place of the cave, bird bones 

clearly late Pleistocene in age have been reported. 

More important palaeontological remains were found in Cova de na Barxa site, 

including the holotype of~~ described by BATE (1909), as well as 

bones of different vertebrate endemic species. This cave displays several flowstone 

layers alternating with bone yielding materials. Stratigraphical interprelation and 

flowstone U/Th datings revealed two phases of bone-layer deposition, corresponding to 

ages from 7.5 to I 19 ka and older than 195 ka respectively (ANDREWS et al. 1989). 

Caves of Cap Verrnell area display an extensive record of Mediterranean sea 

paleolevels, belonging· to Middle and Upper Pleistocene interglacials (figure 2). Up to 

8 phreatic speleothem linings are recognized with elevations ranging from +6 meters 

to +40 meters a.s.l. 

Studied sampl~ 

Cova de na Mitjana presents a group of large bulbous phreatic speleothems that 

grew on aerial stalactites; they define a sea paleolevel near +6 meters a.s.l. Dated 

sample (see below) is one of these bulbous overgrowths disposed around a stalactitic 

co~e; both the outer and inner part of the subaqueous coating were dated by means of 

U-series techniques. 

Coves d' Arta exhibits 6 paleolevels of phreatic speleothems at elevations ranging 

from + 23 to + 32 meters. No sampling was made in this touristic cave. 

In Coves Petites, two main phreatic paleolevels occur as wide suabqueous 

speleothem linings at different heighths higher than 30 meters a.s.l. Two samples were 

collected at elevations near + 30 and +40 meters. 

U/Th dating results 

U-series dating of phreatic speleothems (!able I) have been performed on 

samples from two of the investigated caves (GINES & GINES, 1989). Results obtained 

from Cova de na Mitjana give an age of 84-92 ka for phreatic carbonate overgrowth 

l~ted at _ +6 meters a.s.l. ; this age corresponds to stage 5 interglacial event of oxygen 

isotope marine record (SHACKELTON & OPDYKE, 1973). The outer part of this 

sample (Mitj7a) has suffered post-depositional Uranium loss, and for that reason the 

obtained age of 275 ka is completely unconsistent. 

Analytical data from two samples of Coves Petites give only minimum ages of 

187 and 205 ka respectively, because isotope ratios deduced are too close to the dating 

limit of U/Th method . Altimetric position of these phreatic speleothem overgrowths 

(+30 and +40 meters a.s.l.) suggest a chronological adscription at least to stage 9 or 

even siage 11 of SHACKELTON & OPDYKE record , because interglacial sea 



paleolevels inferred from beach deposits in Mallorca belonging to stage 7 are located 

at lower altitudes (CUERDA, 1975). 

CONCLUSIONS: SPELEOMORPHOWGICAL EVOLUTION HISTORY 

Chronological data subministrated by studied caves allow a relatively complete 

approach to its morphological evolution along Middle and Upper Pleistocene (figure 3). 

Evidences about the -most ancient stages concerning genesis as well as morphological 

configuration of the former cavities are scarce and little consistent. On the other hand, 

interferences between littoral and karstic landform modelling processes provide abundant 

informations on the speleomorphological trends of the area during later Pleistocene 

times. 

We propose the following sequence regarding to morphogenetical evolution of 

this portion of majorcan littoral karst (numbers that identify the different gerieric events 

are the same than in figure 3): 

I- Excavation of an initial network of phreatic voids in some moment before Lower 

Pleistocene (Pliocene? or even Upper Miocene?). 

2- Ancient breakdown processes alternating with phases of aerial speleothems 

deposition (Lower Pleistocene). 

3- Several episodes of phreatic speleothems growth corresponding to Mediterranean 

sea paleolevels during Middle and Upper Pleistocene. Studied samples are related 

to interglacial events from stage 5 to 9 (or even 11) of oxygen isotope marine 

record. 

4- Aerial stalagmitization processes continue through late Pleistocene (until post-glacial 

times) alternating with moments of phreatic speleothems generation. 

5- Palaeontological remains of endemic venebrate fauna were accumulated at some 

caves mainly during Upper Pleistocene. 

6- Recent marine erosion and sedimentation ·mechanisms affect some cave in fini

Pleistocene to Holocene times. 
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in evolution or Cap Vermell caves. 

B: General morphological appearance of the studied caves in each epoch, 
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DEEP KARST PERIODS AN D TYPES 
IN THE TENGXIAN AND PEIXIAN 

COAL BEARING BASIN 

LI Yichang HAN Baoping 
Dept. of Geology, China University of Mining and Technology, 

Xuzhou 221008 

Abstract 
Deep karst in the Tengxian and Peixian coal bearing basin is 

found in the basement Ordovician and Cambrian carbonate rocks 
covered by Quaternary, Cretaceous, Jurassic, Permian and 
Carboniferous sediments. The authors have analyzed the karst periods 
and types according to paleo-morphological analysis and information 
from over JOO boreholes, including circulation loss, water outburst, 
observation of cores and the ground water regime. Maximum devel
opment of deep karst in this area is associated mainly with 'fault zones 
and paleo- weathering or leaching zones, and occur about 800 m be
low the relief surface. Three karst periods are delineated: early 
Caledonian period; Mesozoic Yanshanian period; and Himalayan pe
riod . According to their occurrence and relationship with the stratum 
and structures, they can also be divided into four types: interstratal 
deep karst; buried deep karst; intrastratal deep kars.t; and deep karst 
in fault .zones. Deep karst water has played and _will continue to play 
very important roles in water supply and the development of coal re
serves. 
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Geological and Geographical Setting 

The Tengpei coal bearing basin lies on the northwestern edge of 
Jiangsu Province and the southwestern edge of Shandong Province. It 
is an independent hydrogeological unit surrounded by four boundary 
faults and includes two sub-basins; Tengxian basin and Fengxian ba
sin. The total area of the basin is 3,500 km 2, and there are abundant 
groundwater and coal resources in it. The basement of the basin is 
carbonate rocks of Ordovician and Cambrian ages which outcrop in 
the northern part of this area. From there the karst aquifer recharges 
from precipitation and, under the hydraulic head, groundwater infil
trates into the carbonates and controls karstification in this area. 

Overlying strata include Quaternary (29-1500 m thick), Upper 
Jurassic and Lower Cretaceous (0- 2000 m thick), and Permian and 
Carboniferous coal bearing stratum (357- 770 m thick). Surface relief 
forms a plate-like basin with elevations from 29 to 64 meters, in 
which there are four lakes which collect surface water from the 
northeastern and southwestern areas and act as a drainage basin for 

shallow groundwater. 

Deep Karst Periods 

Material from over 100 boreholes reaching carbonate rocks have 
provided the data used for this paper. Deep karst phenomena include 

area and faults and folds resulted in karst strata with different burial 
depths in different places. The Tengxian anticline in the middle part, 
and the culmination of the Fengxian anticlinorium in the southern 
part were uplifted and carbonate rocks there again underwent 
karstification during the hiatus from the Triassic to Middle Jurassic 
(Fig. I). Under favorable climatic conditions (hot and damp), 
karstification during this period was very intense. Many karst pores of 
diameters ranging from 5 to 30 mm are found on the core 767 .12 m be
low ground surface in borehole S49 and many pores of diameters 
ranging from 16 to 42 mm were found 814.5 m below ground surface 
in borehole S52. In borehole& 8701 and 8707, there are many honey
comb-like karst pores and fissures. Outwashed fissures were exposed 
on the cores at over 700 m in depth and they frequently formed fissure 
networks and were partially filled with argonite, calcite, gypsum and 
pyrite. 

3. Cenozoic Himalayan Karst Period 

The Himalayan Orogeny caused this area to continuously subside 
and sediments accumulated. Karst carbonate rocks in the Tengxian 
anticline and the Fengxian anticlinorium were overlaid by Quaternary 
unconsolidated sediments, and the buried depth of the karst rocks 
covering the Permian coal bearing strata increased. Because of the 
closure of the boundary water-resistant faults and the overlying 
aquifuges, the karst aquifer formed an independent closed 
hydrogeological unit. Karstification in this period was weaker than 
that of the former two periods because of control by hydrodyn.amic 
conditions. · 

Recharge of the karst aquifer comes from three sources. The 
Fengxian anticline and the culmination area of the Fengpei 
anticlinorium are two recharge intakes accepting lateral recharge wat
er from the eastern exposed carbonates. At the bottom of the 
Quaternary sediments exists a layer of sand and gravel which forms a 
uniform water-bearing complex . Water occurring in this layer 
vertically recharges the karst aquifer near the northeastern boundary. 
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circulation loss and abrupt water outburst during drilling, and en
countering karst pores, out washed fissures and secondary minerals on 
the core samples. The maximum development occurs mainly in blind 
fault zones and paleo-wea thering zones below the regional 
unconformities, and includes some paleokarst. A karst period always 
accompanies a tectonic uplift. During uplift periods, carbonate rocks 
underw~nt an extended period of continental weathering and 
groundwater circulation. According to· the relationship between 
unconformities of the deep karst in Ordovician and Cambrian 
carbonate rocks, we have recognized the following karst periods (Fig. 

I). 

I. Early Caledonian Period 

The Caledonian Orogeny (Yichang Elevation) uplifted northern 
China and formed a hiatus from the Middle Ordovician to the Middle 
Carboniferous. Carbonate rocks underwent intensive weathering dur
ing this time and formed a uniform paleo-weathered crust in this area. 
The unconformity was very smooth and formed a karst plain, in which 
some karst depressions developed . In the upper part of the carbonate 
series, the Badou Formation (02b) or Gezhuang Formation karst 
weathering zone was 30m thick, and it was encountered in boreholes 
8707, S52, S49, 31-12 and Sl7- 3. Because karst pores were filled with 
bauxitic mudsto~e and secondary calcite, water yield of this zont de
creased, and 26 of 93 boreholes in the Tengbei exploratory area expe
rienced circulation loss during drilling. Of these, only six boreholes 
had~ loss exceeding 5 m3 

/ hr and on ly one had a loss depth less than 
25 m below the unconformity. There are brown or red ferriferous 
mudstone and light green bauxitic mudstone resting directly on the 
unconformity at the bed of-the Middle Carboniferous sediments, and 
this unconformity should be the result of the karst period. 

2. Mesozoic Yanshania n Karst Period 

Later lndosinian Movement and the Yanshanian Movement 
formed the tectonic framework and region al geographic outline of this 

Karst water in the northeastern part of this area nows into deeper 
stratum from lateral intake then up-dip to recharge the karst aquifer 
of this area . Karst water is mainly sulfate water, and the saturation 
index of calcite (SIJ ranges from 0.946 to I.I 76, therefore, many 
calcite and argonite crystals can be found in pores and fissures of the 
cores. 

All deep karst of this area can be divided into three vertical zones 
(Fig. 2). The first one occurs below -700 m and along the fault zones. 
The second one occurs below the coal-bearing series at elevations 
ranging from - 220 m to -670 m. The third one occurs in the regions 
of the culmination of the anticlines and elevations range from -40 m 
to -370 m. From Figure 2 we can find that the maximum development 
of deep karst in this area was in the second zone. 

According to their occurrence and their relationship to the stra· 
tum and unconformities, deep karst in this areas can be divided into 
the following four types: interstratal, buried, intrastratal deep karst 
and deep karst in fault zones. 
I. lnterstratal deep karst is a kind of paleokarst which developed 
along a bedding plane of carbonate rocks. Karst of the early 
Caledonian period belongs to this type. 

On the topside and bottom of the Xaoxian Limestone (O,.) and 
on the bottom of the Gezhuang Limestone (0

21
) exist karst breccia 

where borehole circulation loss occurred. 
2. lntrastratal deep karst developed mainly in the Himalayan karst pc· 
riod and now continues to develop. It is not controlled by the recent 
base level and none to very few pores are filled with secondary miner
als. Circulation nuid loss occurred during drilling. The development of 
intrastratal deep karst is inherited from and modifies the pre-existing 
karst porosity. 

3. Buried deep karst overlain by the Quaternary and Tertiary deposits 
occur in the regions of the Tengbei anticline and the Fengpci 
anticlinorium . Its karst caverns were frequently filled with Cenozoic 
unconsolidated clay, sand and gravel . Water yield of boreholes reach· 
ing this zone, therefore, was small . 



4. Deep karst in fault zones is a very intensive type and the deepest 
karst in this area, found especially in the cross section of different 
faults. Boreholes 37-20, 41-14, 25-15, 29-2 and 8-2 all exposed this 
kind of karst, whose forms include small cave pores and fissures. In
tensive circulation nuid loss took place and water yield of these 
boreholes was very large compared with boreholes in other types of 

karst. 

Conclusions 

In this area, Ordovician and Cambrian limestone is overlaid by 
coal-bearing series, elastic rock and unconsolidated sediments, and 
underwent three continental karst periods to form four types of deep 
karst. Because karst pores formed in earlier karst periods are frequent
ly filled with secondary minerals and unconsolidated sediments, mod
ern hydrological conditions ~re unfavorable for recharge. The main 
function of the karst water-bearing systems is the storage and easy re
lease of water. Now, total mine drainage in this area has enormously 
exceeded the natural recharge and caused regional decline of 
groundwater levels at a speed of 4 m / yr. More attention should be 
paid to this problem . 
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Study on Paleokarst Breccias from 
Gaobazhou Dam Site,Chlna 

Xu Weiya 

Gezhouba Institute of Hydroelectric 

Engineering, 443002, Yichang 

Abstract 
Paleokarst breccia is a karst - depositing formation geneti

caaly associated woth paleokarst. On the basis of need for 

overall exploitation of karst breccias at Gaobazhou dam site, we 

present this paper analyzing distribution of paleokarst _breccias 

within the area of gaobazhou dam site, the characteristics of 

calcite - cemented karst breccias, with emphasis on featuresof 

its intersertal texture and structural plane of breccia rock body . 

It is pointed out that the overall parameters of the paleokarst 

breccia rock mass meet the requirement of building the 

Gaobazhou dam . 

Key words : Paleokarst breccias ; rock mass at dam site; structure 
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Paleokarst breccia is a karst - depositing formation geneti

cally related to paleokarst . It deveoped broadly and solidified 



well within the area of Gaobazhou dam site across the region of 

Qingjiang river, Yichang , china , typically occurred at Moyagou , 

Jiudunzi Old House and Jianshan Hillslope, among which the 

largest is at Moyagou with exposure up to 30000 squa-re meters, 

maximum height 125 m . Drilling project at Moyagou revealed 

that the breccias extend downward to about - lllm or deeper, 

implying an accumulating thickness of more than 200m. Like a 

pillar it is located at the left shoulder of Gaobazhou key water 

control project. Study on it is not only extremely significant to 

overall planning of the dam rock base, but also of great economic 

value . 

Paleokarst breccias , as a main type of karst series, compose 

of cabonates, rock fragments md chippings of calcite and 

dolomite, commonly cemented by fl!rrous and argillaceous mate

rials. Similar to normal marine sediment face, its component is 

divided into grains , infillin materials, cements and interstices 

(pore,hole,aperture etc .). Grains include gravel (or those bigger 

than gravel) - grade carhonate fragments, directly deposited from 

cllapse of cave wall rocks , not transported or separated by water 

flow; the infilling materials refer to fine grains , such as sand -

and silt - grades carbonate rock or mineral chippings, rich in 

ferrous laterite, t ansported in underground water; while ce

ments refer to crystals formed during secondary chemical precip

itation in underground water, such as alcites;, interstices refer to 

those cavities and miarolitic cavities not filled by infilling material 

or cement and those holes formed t~rough underground water 

erosion. 

The karst breccias a t Gaobazhou can be classified as traver 

tine - cemented breccias; argillaceously supported breccias; cal

ceous chipping infilling breccias and calcite cemented breccias. Of 

th ese, the most significant is calcite - cemented breccias irreg

ullarly occurring at Moyagou, Jiudunzi, southeast hill slope and 

the right bank is conspicuously different from that at the .left . 

Those at the right bank consist of dolomites, limestone gravels 

cemented by calcite and other filling materials. Calciets appear 

white or light red and obscure or translucent short prisms, 

heavily eroded, contain more travertines, having thermolumi

nescent dating age 82. 8 + / - 6.1 xl0000A 

Karst breccias, a massive rock body, has differnt sizes and 

apparent edges, irregualr gravels are main component filled with 

calcite - cemented materials. The lithology of gravels is similar to 

that of Shangjianfeng Formation. ers of gravels vary from 10 to 
nxl0 cm, with maximum 2·-6. 0 m and minimum -5cm. Differ

ent size gravels distribute irregularly with seemingly trend : the 
upper the bigger; the lower the smaller. 

The intersti ces between gravels are not completely filled, 

those spaces not filled have sizes varying from n to nxlO cm with 

minimum n mm and mximum nxl0 cm. Some appear shallow but 

actually up to 2 meters deep, and mainly devlopped in calcite ce

ments. The druses formed along walls of cavity into big well 

patterned crystals diameter 1 - 3 cm, length 5 -10 cm . Under 

ground caYities in some cavities imply intercommunication . 

There exist clay deposition and late - stage erosion which trun

cated the top of calcite druses. Erosion also occurs in imestone 

gravels . The whole karst breccia consi~ts of three parts :gravel, 

calcite and interstice. 

According to statistic data of 85 drilling hole and No . 1 adit 

the distribution ratios of gravel, calcite and interstice are as fol

lowing. 

Sound wave CT image data show that the velocity of wave at 

No. 84- No. 85 holes section is between 2 . 15 - 5. 9km / s, no lower 

than 2. 0 km / s data indicates that no large scale cavities exist along 

this section. However, low velocity occurring at place above 31 m 

told us there are some small cavities in that area and thus reduce the 
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top of Old House as well as Jianshanbo etc. with the largest at 

left bank of Moyagou, about 30000 aquare meters at the left 

shoulder of Gaobazhou dam site. The moyagou breccia rock body 

irregualrly de velopped in a form of solid rectangle with the longer 

side NE20, 200m in length , ,80 m in width and surface distribu

tion height 35 - 85m , and extends downward to - 110m, the ac

cumulating thickness exceeds 200m. Upon analysis of exploration 

data, its lower part has a width of 120 -150m and a length of 300m 

with clear boundary. 
Calcite - cemented karst breccias are characterized with: the 

carbonate gravels completely encompassed by calcites, and all 

pores and cavities filled with calcites, without any calceous 

chippings, typically developped at Moyagou and gravels mainly 

composed of dolomite, ime dolomite and argillaceous dolomite etc. 

with small amount of imestone . Among different forms of grav

els, the solid rectangles accompanied by pyramids dominate. The 

cement of breccia mass at Moyagou, Gaobazhou consists of 

macro - cals of calcites, aggregates of druses, while calcites de 

velop predominantly from gravel surface, gradually fill the aper

tures and form the " crystal sac" . Calcites crystalized perfectly 

into huge grains. According to colour and crystal form, two 

stages of calcites are identified: I. early stage: close to gravel 

surface, smal and short prisms, obscure or translucent opales

cent, a few develop mechanic - slip dimorphisms with curved or 

intercepted dimorphism planes , implying an early formation of 

the calcite; . later stage: large crystals, long prisms with maxi

mum length up to 15 - 17cm, opalescent translucent or colorless 

transparent, glass uster and complete crystal form. Within cal

cite cement developed erosion cavities, a few of which reach 1. 2m 

in diameter, filled with red and yellow materials. Due to ex

change or dissemination of fer rous - argillaceous materials, the 

top of calcite is ligth yellow. The feature of tbe karst breccias at 

total rock velocity, while high velocity at lower part reflects the 

perfectness of that part . 

Table 1. Statistic table of component distribution ratio 

location percent(%) 

£ravel calcite interstice 

No.85 hole 75 . 65 18.06 6 . 29 

PDl 58.95 35 . 60 5.45 

Characterized by ductility, the karst breccias have opened ore

assily opened geological boundary plane called karst structure plane . 

According to internal structure and its contacting relation with wall 

rocks, the structure planes can be divided into : 
1. internal Structure Plane : 

It can be further divided into : erosion cavity structure plane , 

orignal structure plane and epigenetic structure plane . 

(1). Erosion - cavity structure plane : refer to those inera distri 

butions of cavities(catenate) occasionally filled by clay and calcite 
etc . 

( 2) • Original strucure plane : refer to those survived original 

structural fracture plane, irregularly and randomly distributed, 

consistent with overall occurrence of f;actures in the rock mass, 

sometimes distorted by collapse . 

(3) • Epigenentical structure plane: refer to those fracture plane 

resuting from gravity and other force affecting the occurence of 

breccias. The early calcites close to the surface ofgravels broke and 

fractured, and the aperture then was filled with late stage calcite 

and clay, thus produced crystal stripes (in interface of late stage 

calcites) . 

2. Contact Structure Plane 

According. to the different features at different places of 

boundary between breccias and wall rocks , it can be subdivided 



into: 
( 1). Erosion structure plane the contact face between breccias 

and base rock is in the form of erosion seam deriving itself from 

chronic ground water effect or recent erosion. The plane thus pro

duced is usually curved or indented, occassionally filled by late 

stage !clay and travertine as well as calcites. 

( 2). Cement structure pl~ne one which formed through ce

menta ton of different component and size of irregularlly accumu

lated fragments ( or gravels). Investigation of adi t revealed that 

two kinds complete cementatiuon and incomplete cementation ex

ist. The former in PDl accounts for 67. 87%, the latter 33-14; 

while in PD2 , the former 65. 7%, the latter 34. 29 % . 

(3). Gravity structure plane refer to those planes produced by 

graVi ty - genetic collaps6r erosion unloading at the contact ar~a of 

breccias and wall rocks. 
(4). Tectonic structure plane refer to those original structure 

plane such as fault etc. at the contact face, commonly formed in 

adit Fll4, fl, f3 etc. 
We note that the overall breccia rock is a massive body. No 

constant and straight weak plane exists within it. The structure 

plane is an abstract concept in engineering geomechanics. In an

other word, it is a kind of real body in forms of hole, cavity o r in

tersitce. Butthe internal strucure plane and contact one can not 

produce boundary control condition. Internal strucures mostly dis

tribute randomly with multiple geneses, and not constantly , while 

contact , ones cemented closely. The ut ility of karst breccias in the 

project is not affected by those structure planes . 

karst breccias, as a complete massive rock body, consist of 

gravels, calcites and interstices(cavities etc.), characterized with 

conspicuous heterog'eneiy which reflects different components on 

one hand and different structure on the othe r hand. This hetero

geneity eads to difference in physical mechanics of whole rock body . 

THE ROLE OF CONDENSATION-CORROSION IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF GY
PSUM KARST: THE CASE OF THE CUEVA DEL AGUA (SORBAS-SPAIN)(l) 

CALAFORRA J.M . - Department of Geodynamics, Almeria, Spain 
DELL'AGLIO A. - Geological Department, Bologna , Italy 
FORTI P, - Italian Inst . of Speleology, Bologna, Italy 

ABSTRACT 
The role ·of condensation-corrosion in speleogenesis is 

still not well understood and, in our opinion, underestima
ted. This is particularly true where the dissolution of the 
rock is very fast as in the case of gypsum karst . 

In the present paper the research carried out in the 
Cueva del Agua (Sorbas, Spain) is shortly reported. 

On the basis of the achieved results from different ex
perimental analyses (micro-dye tracing experiments, micro
erosion meter measurements, metheorological , climatological 
and hydrological studies) it has been proved that about the 
20% of the global chemical erosion, but more than 60% of the 
karst evolution of the Cueva del Agua is caused by condensa
tion corrosion processes. 

RIASSUNTO 
Il ruolo svolto dai fenomeni d i corrosione per conden

sazione nella speleogenesi non sono ancora ben compresi e, 
sicuramente almeno sino ad oggi, sono stati sottostimati. E 
questo tanto piu ' quanta maggiore e' la solubilita' della 
roccia, come nel caso dei gessi. 

Nel presente lavoro viene brevemente descritta la ri
cerca condotta sugli effetti della corrosione per condensa
zione nella Cueva del Agua , grande cavita' in gesso che si 
apre nella zona carsica di Sorbas (Spagna). 

Sulla base dei risultati sperimental i ottenuti utiliz
zando viarie metodologie (microtracciamenti, misure di ero
sione chimica , dati meteorologici, climatologici, idrogelo
gici e i drochimici) e' stato possibile dimostrare che i l 
contribute della corrosione per condensazione all'erosione 
chimica globale dell'area puo ' esser valutato a circa il 
20%, ma esso addirittura rappresenta oltre il 60% dell'evo
luzione speleogenetica della grotta . 

INTRODUCTION 
The role of the condensation corrosion in shaping hypo

gean karst forms was · considered only from the morphologi
cal point of view in the past: in fact it was considered an 
unimportant speleogenetic agent mainly because it was looked 
at as a powerful! tool in displacing masses inside a karst 
system, but not able to create a global karst effect. 

1- Work supported by MPI 40 and 60% 
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Experiment shows that the deformation modulus of karst breccias is 

between 1. 54 - 20. 29 GPa, elastic modulus between 2. 61 - 20. 

97GPa, Poisson' s ratio 0 . 25 . This drastic difference is mainly re 

sulted from heterogeneity of the rock . Its constraints include extent 

of calcite crystalization, feature of the joints, distribution of cavi

ties and feature of gravel cementation. 

Total strength of karst breccias depends on calcites. According 

to on - the - spot measurement, its compressive strength is 6. 5 

MPa, meeting the requirement of normal engi neering project. 

Reference 
Shen Jifang et al., The cheracteristics and the formation en

vironment of paleokarst breccias in the lower reaches of Qingjiang 

river, western Hubei. Carsologica Sinica, No. 1, Vol. 12, Nov. 

1993( in Chinese.) 

Therefore the speleogenetic effects caused by condensa
tion started to be investigated only recently (CIGNA & FOR
TI, 1986): anyway no quantitative estimation of this pheno
menon was made untill now, due to the difficulties in c ar
rying out the measurements in terms of global effects . 

In the past the acknowledgment of the real importance 
of the condensation corrosion phenomenon was hindered by the 
fact that practicly all the speleogenetic studies were done 
in carbonatic environment , where the very low solubility of 
calcite makes this effect less inportant with respect to se
veral other karst mechanisms. 

The development of the research in areas with different 
and much soluble lithologies , as gypsum (FORTI, 1992; CALA 
FORRA et Al., 1992), evidenced the relevant role the conden
sation corrosion has in the speleogenesis at least in some 
particular environments . 

In reality the sole presence of soluble rocks in not 
sufficient to transform condensation-corrosion into an im
portant speleogenetic agent: in fact it is also necessary 
that the cave environment should allow relevant condensa
tion. This may be acheived when the climate of the karst a
rea is characterized by large thermal excursions and the ca
ve has several entrances, thus allowing strong and wid _ 
spread air flow inside. e 

On the basis of such characteristics the Cueva del Agua 
in the gypsum karst of Sorbas (Almeria, Spain) resulted as 
an ideal study place for the condensation-corrosion speleo
genetic mechanism. 

In the present paper the first results on this t opic 
obtained by a multifinalized research started in 1991 are 
reported, 

GEOLOGICAL, GEOMORFOLOGICAL AND CLIMATOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF 
THE SORBAS KARST AREA 

The Sorbas karst area consists of a messinan 
outcrop with a maximum thickness of 130 m in whi h gypsum 
and pelitic deposits alternates (12 cyclesi. The cstr~~~~~= 
is tabular and poorly tectonized and the gypsum strata 
quite horizontal in the central part of the outcro are 

The gypsum area is only 14 square Jans but isP;xtrem 1 karstified with a doline density up too i;sq m . th e Y 
peculiar external forms are the "Tumulos; (epid;· i e most 

f~!~lFo~, i~:
6

;~andles " (deep and large vertic~ cka~~~) 

The deep karst consists of more of 600 c 
of which longer than l km (CALAFORRA 1986) ;~es, several 
rac~eristic hypogean morphologies are'the inter~d~~~t cha
leries, developed in the marls intercalation due tot~ gal
culiar hydrodynamics existing inside the cave after the pe
but heavy r ainstorms : the gallery has a triangular ec~~~= 
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Fig. 1- Geomorphological sketch of the Cueva del Agua fee
ding area: all the numerous ,doline and sinkholes are inlets 
to the deep karst system. 

section and the horizontal ceiling and the two walls of 
practicly uncorroded gypsum. 

Climatically, the Sorbas karst is the most arid area of 
Spain with a mean rainfall of 250 mm/yr, 80% of which subdi
vided in only 3-4 days . 

Tex < 17 
Water flow 

=} Airflow 

Tex >17 
Water flow 

} Air flow 

Fig . 2- Model for the air flow inside the Cueva del A
gua karst system as a function of the external temperature: 
over 17 C, which is the mean air temperature along the prin
cipal gallery, the flows are as A, while behind is as B. Du
ring long periods of the year (all winter for istance) the 
inversion takes place twice a day. The dotted arrows indica
te .air currents induced by the water flow. 

thermal disequilibrium between the water and the air in the 
cave, thus confirming the presence of evaporation- condensa
tion active processes: in fact along the principal gallery 
the mean water temperature is 14 . 5 C, while that of the air 
ranges between 15 and 17 and in the upper galleries it may 
reach 19.5 (the annual mean temperature for the karst area). 
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The annual mean temperature is sufficiently high (19 ,5 
C) with a monthly maximum of 30 (July) and minimum of 11 
(J~nuary): thus the potential evapotanspirati~n reaches va
lues higher than 1100 mm/yr. Therefore the usefull rain is 
less than 60 mm/yr ( 251 of the total rain), but probably 
the infiltration _is still less , because most of the rain is 
concentrated in 1 or 2 rainstorms. 

THE CUEVA DEL AGUA KARST SYSTEM 
In the northern part of the outcrop there is the Cueva 

del Agua basin (Fig.1), a large endoreic depression of about 
1 5 square km in which the largest gypsum cave of Spain is 
d~veloped: the Cueva del Agua is over 6.8 km in length and 
consists of a system of subhorizontal galleries connected by 
several small vertical pits. 

The main characteristic of this area is the very high 
density of small dolines and sinkholes, all directly linked 
to the karst system: more ·than 100 of them have been at 
present catalogued. Actually 22 man •sized entrancies to the 
cave have been discovered , but it is reasonable tq think 
that the inlets to the galleries, which develop of a few me
ters or tens of meters below the surface , should be much mo
re probably over 400. 

' An all year round active stream flows inside the 
main gallery of the cave, feeding the Las Vinicas spring: 
the hydrodinamic regimen at the rising is characterized (CA
LAFORRA 1986) by a constant base flow of about 1 1/s even 
in the' very long dry periods and by sudden floods with a 
steep depletion curve just after the rainfalls. 

The peculiar climate of the area, together with the 
presence of plenty of cave inlets and the scarce depth rea
ched by the main galleries greatly affects the metheorologic 
behaviour of this cavity. In fact the air flow inside the 
cave is very complex and, along the main branch, it frequen
tly changes direction and intensity whenever we arrive clo
se to a connection with · the surface. Moreover, mainly in the 
winter time , the direction of the air flow may be daily in
verted in several part of the cave: this phenomenon is in
duced by the large thermal difference existing on the surfa
ce between day and night (some tens of centigrades) (Fig.2). 

Thermal excursion is responsable for high condensation 
processes during each night, but the condensated water does 
not feed groundwater flow because it evaporates completely 
as soon as the sun rises. 

Inside the cave the condensation corrosion features are 
widespread and well developed along the principal drainage 
gallery: in fact plenty of bell shaped domes are actively 
forming and their bottoms are often covered by large gypsum 
popcorn over its ceiling. 

Temperature measurements have shown the existence of a 

These values may only change of 1-1.5 C during the main 
floods and normally return tothe previous ones in terms of 
not more than 10-15 days (Fig . 3). 

The data on the water aggressivity along the under
ground river gives a further proof of the relevant role of 
the condensation in the Cueva del Agua (CALAFORRA et Al., 
1993): all the available measurements (water chemical analy
ses, tablets and micro-erosion meter measurements) confirm 
that the total saturation is never reached, even if it was 
demonstrated (FORTI et Al., 1985) that in gypsum karst the 
solubility equilibrium is sufficiently fast. Therefore the 
persistence of an undersaturation condition, without any di
rect fresh water inlet, suggests that the underground river 
is continuosly fed by aggressive water. 

Several micro-dye tracer experiments have been done in 
two different places of the cave (Fig.1) to get an idea of 
the amount of water which may condense in a single place. 
The esperiment consisted in placing a small dye quantity in 
several places on the ceiling and walls, then measuring the 
flow rate of the condensed water. Sometimes the flow rate 
was over 0.3 m/ h , while the mean value is close to 0.1 m/ h 
(Tab.l). 

In some of the places u s ed for the micro-dye tracing as 
in other areas along the principal gallery, d i rect measure
ments of the dissolution rate of the gypsum wall using the 
micro-erosion meter were performed (CALAFORRA et Al., 1993): 
presently only the data relative to a period of about 4 
months (28.6-24.10.92) are available. Anyway they are suffi
cient for a preliminary quantification of the condensation 
corrosion mechanism. In fact a d i ssolution• about 0.030 Ill 
were measured in the places where the process is active, 
while on the surface the observed value for the same perio<l 
was slightly higher (0.04 mm). 

But it has to be enphasized that in the cave all the 
removed rock was surely saluted , while on the surface the 
mechanical erosion is responsable f o r over 50% of the lowe
ring (CALAFORRA et Al., 1993 ) . 

Of course the dissolution measurements should cover ~ 
year as a minimum to. be correctly interpreted, but even ao, 
the available data are sufficient to state that the conden
sation processes inside the cave cause solutional effect lo
cally far higher than those of rainfalls plus condensation 
on the surface. 

DISCUSSION 
The majority of the dissolution via condensation inside 

the cave is obviously balanced by the deposition of gypsllll 
flowers or flowstones through evaporation in the same place• 
or somewhere distant from them . Therefore the presence of 
widespread and well developed condensation-corrosion fot'IIS 



is not sufficient to state that this process contributes si
gnificantly to the global speleogenesis. 

It is necessary to start from the available hydroche
mical and hydrodynamical data on the,discharge, to obtain 
even rough quantitative data over the influence the conden
sation may have in the speleogenetic process. 

In the Cueva del Agua area the mean infiltration is 60 
mm/yr a feeding basin of 1.5 square kms, therefore the mean 
annual recharge will be about 90.000 cubic meters. 

Tab 1- Experimental data on the condensation corrosion in 
the Cueva del Agua karst system 
--------------------------------
Place Dye velocity 

m/h 
MEM Measurements(mm) 
June 20-· Oct.24/'92 

----------------------------------------------
Surface 

Main gallery not far 
from the spring left side 

Main gallery inside a 
condensation dome 

Laboratory gallery 
Backstream Entrance 

(high) 
(medium) 
(low) 

Downstream Entrance 
(Top) 
(high) 
(medium) 
(low) 

0.3 

0.01 
/ 

0.01 

-0.040 (mean) 

-0.035 

-0.003* 

-0.005 
-0.010 
-0.030 

-0 .030 
+0.005 
0.000 

* value extrapolated from a 1 year weight loss of a tablet 
(CALAFORRA et AL., 1993) 

While lacking poliannual records on Las Vinicas spring, 
the · available data (CALAFORRA, 1986) demonstrates that the 
total discharge is far higher than the recharge. In fact on 
the basis of the hydrodynamic observations and of the dye 
tracing experiments carried out in dry and flood periods 
(Fig.3) the discharge flow at the spring is sufficiently 
well defined: a base flow of about 1 1/s is present all the 
year round, but during 50-70 days/year the flow rises rea
ching top values up to 150 1/s in the hours immediately a
fter the main rainfalls. 

spring (over 1.2 Km) was always very short: 1 h during a 
flood (60-80 1/s) and 50 h with a flow of 3-4 1/s, corre
sponding respectively to 0.3 and 0.06 m/s (Fig.3). 

The depletion curves for the monitored floods and for 
the tracing experiments have shown that the base flow values 
(conducibility, temperature, saturation degree, etc.) · were 
reached in a few hours to a ·maximum of ten days. Thesa data 
confirm the absence of storage capacity in the Cueva del A
gua karst aquifer: in fact, from the lithological point o f 
view, only the thin and rare marl interbeds may have some 
storage capacity, which is unsufficient to affect the hydro
dynamics of the hole system in anyway . 

Therefore it is quite normal that all the seeping wa
ters reach the spring in the few days in which the flow rate 
is higher than the base level. 

This means that practically all the 25.000 cubic meters 
of discharge produced by the . base flow have still to be ju
stified. 

The structural and geolithological settlement of the 
Sorbas area avoid any recharge of the Cueva del Agua system 
from neighbouring basins, and therefore the single remaining 
source for the base flow is the condensation. 

As reported before, the cave inlets are several hun
dreds, in the main gallery the average temperature for the 
air is 17 while that of the water is 14.5, the external hu
midity dayly ranges between 30% and far over 90% (relevant 
condensation occurs each night on the surface), while in the 
same period the temperature may swing between 40 and 11 C. 

If we consider 400 cave inlets of 0.5 square meters 
(underestimated value) with an average flow rate of 0.5 m/ s 
in the air-breathing ones (the experimental values measured 
in the main cave entrancies are far higher), a relative hu
midity of 70% and an external temperature of 25 C (normal 
values for the sunny days throughout the year) is sufficient 
to justify a volume of condensed water (0 . 8 1 / s), which is 
of the same order of that discharged by the base flow. 

Therefore all the experimental data are in accordance 
with the hypothesis that the base flow is completely fed by 
condensation. 

On this basis,with the average gypsum content of the 
spring water being 2.5 g/1, we are allowed to say that the 
condensation corrosion contributes to the global karst pro
cess (280 T/yr) in the Cueva del Agua area with about 60 
T/yr, which represent some 20% of the total chemical ero
sion, but which is more that the 60% of the speleogenetic 
evolution of the cave (CALAFORRA et Al., 1993 ) . 

FINAL REMARKS 
The morfological and meteorological analyses of the 

Cueva del Agua put in evidence that the condensation corro-
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Therefore if we consider a mean discharge of 15 1/ s 
during 70 days (underestimated value) and . a base flow of 1 
1/s of the rest of the year, the total discharge will be of 
about 116 . 000 cubic meters, 91.000 coming from the floods 
and 25.000 from the base flow. 

It is easy to see that the mean infiltration is practi
cly equal to the flood discharge. This perfectly fits with 
the hydrodynamical data obtained from the dye tracing expe
riments: in fact the time spent from the siphon to the 
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16 
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Dye tracing experiments 
in the Cueva del Agua systems 
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Fig. 3- Upper: Dye concentration at the spring (the U
ranine was placed in the siphon at T•O; lower: Temperature 
and conducibility behaviour of the water in the river close 
to the siphon after a two days rainstorm. 

sion processes are among the main factors in shaping the ca
ve, directly developing domes, megascallops_ and indirectly 
allowing the deposition of peculiar speleothems (the wide
spread gypsum coral). 

But the most important result achieved is that it was 
proved that the condensation corrosion is responsable for 
about 20% of the global chemical erosion of the karst area, 
which represents at least 60% of the speleogenesis. 

Several factors co-operates in enhancing the effects of. 
this mechanism inside the Cueva del Agua: firstly the hot 
and arid climate and secondly the cave structure, with plen
ty of inlets at different heights, connected to the large 
sub-horizontal galleries. 

Anyway the importance of this karst system is that it 
was for the first time demonstrated that, despite the once 
common belief, the condensation corrosion may be not only a 
morphogenetic mechanisms but also a powerful! (if not the 
principal) speleogenetic agent lnside a cave. 

In the near future hydrogeological and meteorological 
investigations must be improved in the Sorbas gypsum karst 
and extended to other different climatic areas in order to 
fully define the environmental conditions which 'allow the 
condensation corrosion to become an _important karst agent. 
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STAGNANT I/ATER SPELEOTEMS . 
JOSE A YR TON LABEGALI NI - EFE 1/SBE/EGMS 

ABSTRACT 

In this work, we analyse and interrelate the various types of stagnant 

speleotems - a classification ls proposed and some origins are 

explained. 

Galleries and sa l ons, totally or partially flooded for long periods , 

makes feasible - under specific phisical- chemical conditions - the 

appearance of rare, delicate, peculiar speleotems. 

Almost all modalities of speleotems formed uhder these conditions may 

be found in the net of FLOODED GALLERIES of "TOCA DA BOA VISTA", in 

Campo Formoso County (Brazil). In locu observations threw a new light 

on t he growth theories of a few speleotems; a detailed analysis 

resulted in the conclusions of this article. 

The speleotems of submerged growth, also called stagnant water 

speleotems, may be grouped in one of the following families: the Raft 

Family , the Shelfstone Family, the Submerged Cones Family, Coraloids 

and Crystalline Forms. 

RESUMEN 

En este trabajo, los distintos tlpos de espeleotemas que se orlginan de 

aguas paradas son analizados y corre l acionados. Se propo1;e una 

always circular, grow symmetr1cally until soldered to one another. or 

to the walls of the lake - when they lose the symmetry. Al though they 

may reach considerable masses, they still float - the flotation is 

ensured through the superficial tension of the solution and the perfect 

balance of the rafts. 

Sunk Rafts: in galleries , the rafts appear as sunk specimens. Som.e 

become fixed in their original posi lions because they were cemented to 

the walls, and originated thin shelfstones. Many rather big plates are 

held on the walls, in aleatory positions, because they coiled in these 

posi lions when they sank . 

Distorted Rafts: the rafts are kept horizontal because they mould the 

surface of the original lake. However, in very shallow, l evelled bottom 

lakes - and owing to the drainage or loss of water - the rafts, when 

still young, may coil or support themselves on bulges or "lumps" at the 

bottom, and then they are distorted through the continuous lowering of 

the original surface level, or may even wrinkle trying to follow the 

slow drainage of the liquid base . 

Calcite Bubbles: one way of the lake surface to deviate from the 

horizontal level is to be affected by the formation .of floating gas 

bubbles - these cause a local distortion on the liquid surface, owing 

to the internal pressure. The distortions - bases for the bubbles _ 

take almost hemispheric shapes, for single bubbles , or compound shapes, 

for multiple bubbles. The floating bubbles are thus kept for long 

periods of time, because of the physical-chemical characteristics of 

the solution. If they are kept long enough, the continuous release of 

carbon dioxide (CO2), from the solution in the bubble bases,. will 
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clas1ficaci6n y se expllca el genesis de algunos de ellos. 

Galerias y salones total o parcialmente inundados durante largo 

periodos , en especiflcas condiclones fisico-qulmicas, permiten el 

crecimiento de espeleotemas raros, dell cados e igualmente especiflcos. 

Casi todas las modalidades de espeleotemas formados en estas 

cond I ciones pueden ser encontrados en la red de CONDUCTOS INUNbAIX)S DE 

LA "TOCA DA BOA VISTA", en el municipio de Campo Formoso (Brasil). 

Observaciones in locu esclarecen las teorias de crecimiento de clertos 

espeleotemas . Un anAlisis detallado llev6 a las conciusiones de este 

artlculo . 

Los espe leotemas de crecimiento sumergido, tambien llamados 

espeleotemas de aguas paradas, pueden ser clasificados en alguna de las 

siguientes familias: Familia de las Balsas, Familia de las Marquesinas , 

Familia de los Conos Sumergidos, Coralinas y Forraas Cristalinas. 

I - THE RAFT FAMILY 

The release of carbon dioxide {CO.?) , 1,1hen this gas is under low 

pressure in the atmosphere, causes a deposit of calcium carbonate 

(CaCOJ) on the bottom, the walls and even the surface of stagnant lakes 

with supersaturated. waters . 

Rafts: the superficial deposit begins as a fine layer of aragonlle 

crystals, plane and smooth on the aerial side. On the wet side, the 

deposit takes the form of tiny calcite crystals, perpendicular to the 

aragonl te crust. The rafts thus formed have their mass1s increased by 

the continuous depositing of calcite on the wet side and the 

simultaneous increase of its superflcial dia11eter. The original nuclei, 

compel their crystall.t.zation, originating a small concave raft, now 

ca 11 ed CALCITE BUBBLE. The constant depositi~g of ca l ci um carbonate 

(CaCOJ) on the submerged surface of the bubbles will solidify them . If 

the pool is shallow, the lowering of this level wl 11 make the original 

bubble touch the bottom of the pool - the CALCITE BUBBLE will protrude 

on the crust of the remaining rafts, and may even work as a support to 

them. It may be, in such a case, that the pellicle or membrane is not 

yet broken - it may even have been partially calcified . \11th the total 

drying up of the lake, and the resulting water loss in the pellicle, 

the pellicle breaks and crumbles into the bases - it then becoaes a 

CALCITE BUBBLE containing a residue of the original pellicle . 

Spherical Bubbles: they are a special kind of calclte bubbles resulli"i 

Crom the calcification of bubbles originated fro11 gases coming froa the 

decay of organic materials at the bottom of the pools (when they didn't 

reach enough volume .so that their buoyant forces ■lght aake thea 

float l; they are held there ( they are small , never exceed flv• 

millimeters in size, and have almost spherical shapes) . 

Captive Bubbles: they come from the calcification of gas bubbles held 

captive under already solidified rafts and shelfstones . They aay be 

very very big and of various shapes . 

Calcified Foam: bubble formations making a sort of foa■ _ they result 

from the turbulence of drainina "dirty waters" Owing to the hlsh 

surface tension, the foam is maintained for long periods of tiae - ll• 

liquid parts are calcified, foraing a spongy structure, frail and 

alveolar, where the bubbles can be identified. 



II - SHELFSTONE FAM ILY 

The fundamental characteristic of this family is the consecutive 

"soldering" of rafts on the edges and protuberances of the ceiling in 

contact wl th the s urface of the s tagnant lake. 

Shelfstones : they are formed through the constant adherence of rafts on 

the edges of lakes. Small level variations allow the "soldering" of 

superimposed parallel plates, with the resulting thickening of the 

shelfstones - in every case, t hey thi cken on the submerged side by the 

constant crystallization of calci um carbonate (CaC03), either as 

dogsteeth spar crystals, or as coral f ormations . 

Bottle-Brush Stalactites: they are specia l shelfstones formed Oil the 

tips of stalactites or on ceiling protuberances. In either case, 

sta lactites or protuberances were reached by the level of a lake whi ch 

was formed or raised, and served as crystallization nuclei for calcium 

carbonate. 

Candlesticks: the co lumns and stalagmites, which were partially 

submerged through a rising water level, originate shelf stones 

surrounding the wet perimeter . At the same t ime, the submerged parts 

(columns , stalagmites and now shelfstones) serve as crystallization 

nuclei for calcium carbonate. 

Mushrooms: they are just special candlesticks where the stalagml te tips 

are tangential to the lake surface, -or stay Just a little out it. This 

condi tlon perm ! ts the candlesticks evolution, as well as the evolution 

of the aerial part of the stalagmites - as a re~ult, we have circular 

she lfstones , thickened on their upper parts by sta lagmit ic trickles 

coming from the dripping on the tips of stalagmites. I/hen the lake 

formed thr ough high crystallization taxes for the rafts and long 

drlpping periods. 

Towe rs: these have big relations of height by average diameter (the 

rate can exceed S by 1 , and reach 2. S meters in height), show rounded 

tops, wr inkled wall s and rather compact microcrystalline body. They are 

formed by the sinking and subsequent cementing of a crystalline 

microraft "dust" which , because of the high dripping frequency, doesn't 

have enough time to solidify into a more resistant crust. 

Volcanoes: they have shapes l lke trunks of cones , with a 

he ight-by-average diameter near 2, concave tops, s i de walls showing 

con:;tant inclination, a spongy but solid and compact body. They are 

formed by the sinking and cementing of tiny rafts, through a dripping 

intermediate to the formation of cones and towers. 

Conical Base Stalagmites : they result from any member of the same 

family, through the growth of a stalagmite on top of the original 

speleotem, after the lowering of the local phreatic level. 

IV - CORALO IDS 

Supersaturated water and low carbon dioxide content are the condi lions 

for the appearance of submerged coralline · formation~. The constant 

release of carbon dioxide (c62) forces the crystallization of calcium 

carbonate (CaCOJ) on the lake surface. In unsmooth waters , with 

multiple dtl_ppings or vartous turbulences, the micro-crystals sink as 

soon as formed, and are cemented to the bottom or the walls of the 

lake. The result is a general coating or lining on "everything" 

(primary and secondary speleotems, sediments, blocks or original rocks) 
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level_ lowers, the spe).eotem enters a t hird phase of evolution , with the 

appearance of fringes on the edges of shelfstones, or just a cementing 

on the coralline formations grown under their edges. This further 

characterize$ the mushroom . 

III - SUBMERGED CONES FAMILY 

All speleotems of this family have a conical shape; they are formed by 

precipl tat ion of rafts, after a constant surface dripping , complemented 

by cyclic dripping on the same point - as a result, we have the sinking 

of the crystalline crust. What distinguishes the speleotems of this 

family is the frequency of dripping that, with small periods, sink 

unstable rafts as some kind of micr oscopic "du~t". Longer periods 

permit the consolidatia:n of the rafts, which - with the kinetic energy 

of the dripping - break up in tiny platelets before faPi ng to the 

bottom of the lake. If the per iods are extremely long, there occurs a 

firmer consolidation of the crystalline pelllcle with the resulting 

sinking of macrorafts. From the hydrodyhamic laws We know that the free 

fall of objects in a fluid depends, among other factors , on the shape 

of the moving body: the more spheric it ls , the mor~ regular will be 

the speed of precipitation, and small e r will be the dispersion area and 

the depositing of particles o n the bottom. 

Mounds : these are . really conical mounds with s mall relation between 

height and average diameter (approximate ly 1 by 1 l. They present 

rounded tops , invariably made up of sunk macrorafts . On the surface, 

the rafts are loos~ and unstable ; in the innermost layers, they a r e 

increased and cemented by calcifications. These Conical Mounds a re 

of a rough and .spongy but resistant calcite layer , as nodular corals 

made of spongy 

radial directions. 

structures, wi t h c r ystals grown in preferentially 

V - CRYSTALLINE FORMS 

The condition for the appearance of submerged crystalline forms ls a 

high concentration of Ca(HCOJ)2 in water. The calcium carbonate (CaCOJ} 

.molecules, crystallized on the l ake surface can, under these 

conditions , easily catch the carbon dioxide (CO2) from the Ca(HC03)2 

mol ecules dissolved in the water. This unbalance continues until the 

calcium carbonate molecule is released c lose to the wall
1 

where it 

crystallizes directly and becomes stable. If the crystallization point 

is Close to the surface, the crystals then formed begin to c lose it . 

Dogsteeth Spar: the submerged parts of shelfstone, all the walls and 

the bottom of the lake under these conditions, work as crystallization 

surfaces. They are invariably thickened by a dense layer of 

rhombohedral crysta ls of pure or practically pure cal cl te , whi ch create 

micro and macro- monocrystals called dogsteeth. The rhombohedron 

vertexes are preferred for the settling of new "molecules " in the 

crystalline net - as a result, we have giant c rystals whi ch may reach 

up to thirty centimeters in length. Faulty crystallization, anoll'alous 

growth or a different growth on the various faces generat.e brani:hed-out 

or multiple crys ta ls , or irregular prisms . 

Calcite Geodes: as the dogs teeth crystals keep growing and as the 

volume of the lake is reduced, the shelfstones progress and tend to 

close its surface, originating closed crystallized -,alls called calcite 



geodes. 

Bottle-Brush Stalactites and "Cobs": bottle-brush stalactites are 

crystalline and spherical; the formations which appear lengthwise on 

the stalactite._ called "cobs" , have a kind of rhombohedral "grains" and 

a general cylindric aspect. 

Cups: the juxtaposition of various microcrystals reaching the lake 

surface has !ts level as a limit to their vertical growth , and may 

originate polygonal crystalline forms (open or closed) . A slow raising 

of t.he water level causes the crystallization above and outside the 

polygon, as the external crystallization contim1es in definite 

geometrical shapes . For the open polygon , we have as result shell-like 

crystalline crusts, conical er irregular arches - they are then called 

"lettuces". The closed polygons - which don't allow the lnvasioh of i ts 

inner part by water - originate conica l crustS, inverted and empty, 

which receive the name of "cups" , and may reach a perfect symmetry . 
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THIN-WATER EFFECTS ON SPELEOTHEMS 
IN CAVES OF GUIZHOU, CHINA 

CHENG Xing ZHANG Yingjun 
Department of Geography, Guizhou Normal University, 

Guiyang 550001 

Abstract 
This article discusses the concept of thin-water, the influence of 

thin-water effects on the deposition of CaCO3, and the influence of 
different liquid depths and air-water areas on the rate of 
CaCO3 deposition, based on tests and field observations. Thin-water 
effects have an important influence on the deposition rate of 
CaCO3 and its influence is manifested by the thin-water coefficient. 
The deposition rate will increase when the coefficient is high and de
crease when it is low. Several methods for calculating the coefficients 
and several general models are presented. 
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Introduction 

Deposition of CaCO3 is the result of CO2 equilibrium between a 
liquid and the environment. In the process of CO2 d iffusion, the 
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liquid thickness determines the length to pass through the water. Dif
fusion of CO2 will first take place at the liquid surface. As the 
CO2 enters the liquid, a potential difference forms leading to the 
movement of CO2 to the deeper liquid . This has been proven in our 
tests. 

The concept of the thickness of the water is relative and the 
depth of water is emphasized in many articles. But CO2 diffusion is 
controlled by the air-water surface, so when the influence of water 
depth on pH values is mentioned, the area of the water surface is con
sidered at the same time. In other words, the concept of shallow water 
contains the relevant size of the water surface. For the same water 
depth, you will get both deep and shallow water concepts, depending 
on the size of the water surface. So, the concept of water depth must 
contain the information on water surface. When considering the 
thickness of the CaCO3 deposition, the size of the water surface and 
the water depth should be considered. 

Thin-Water Effects 

The concept of thin-water effect shows the influence of difTerent 
sizes of water surface and depths on the rate of CaC03 

deposition . We designed some tests of thin- water effect to examine 
these details . Under the same environmental conditions, we varied 
liquid depths and water surface areas, and observed the changes in 
the pH and conductivity values . The change in pH reflects the change 
in concentration of CO2 and the changes in conductivity reflect the 
dei:,osition of Ca CO 3. There were seven containers and the conditions 
of each container is shown in Table I . 

Table 1. 

No. rThickncss or water Arca or ai r- water Volume or water l ime of ~uihbrium 
(cm) (cm') (cm1

) 
S, _ I D. (hr.) 

SI 4.9 19.6 100 4 480 
S2 1.2 78.5 100 65 100 
SJ 0.8 132.7 100 166 72 
5-4 0.5 213.8 100 427.6 40 
S5 4.9 132.7 650 27 300 
S6 1.0 6.16 50 0.77 530 
S7 0.4 625 250 1563 20 -



We obtained several equilibrium curves, and each equilibrium 
time shows an obvious regularity between the water surface area and 
water depth. In Figure I, the curve shows that the higher the value of 
Sa-w / Dw, the shorter the equilibrium time and conversely, the lower 
the value of Sa- w / Dw, the longer the equilibrium time. From the ex
periments we know the nature of thin-water effect on the rate 
ofSa-w and Dw· Because of the influence of this rate, it has an impor
tant significance in the research of CaC03. We will temporarily call it 
the thin-water coefficient. 

Considering the influence of the environment , the thin-water 
coefficient should be calculated as follows: 

C = A(S,-w I Dw) 
C = thin-water coefficient; 
A= environmental coefficient; 
S, -w = area of water surface; 
Dw = water depth. 

In the formula , A shows the environment of CaCO3 deposition, 
including the temperature of the water and air, and Pco2 in the air. 
Under different temperatures and P co, environments, the velocity of 
CaCO3 deposition and CO 2 diffusion rates are different . Different 
A values should be considered, which is a problem yet to be resolved. 

Discussion of Different Thin-Water Coefficients 

Both in the cave and at the surface, thin-water effects influence 
the deposition of CaCO3, on caves wall, cave floors , stalagmites, on 
the cave pools, etc. In a broad sense, drip stone and spray deposits 
exhibit the influence of thin-water effect. Lake deposits, water fall 
tufa deposits and even CaCO3 deposition in the sea contain 
thin-water effects . But, people do not consider them in these aspects . 

Under different water body conditions, the coefficient can be 
calculated as below (Fig. 2). 
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a. round form: c = A Sb/ R 
b. rectangular form: c =a ALW / Dw 
c. round column: c=Ar2 3.14 / Dw 
d . irregular shaped, semi-circle: c = ASw / Dw 
Dw is the transformed depth which turns the water body into a 

rectangle which has a water surface _area of the round body. 
e. white water (bubbles) water body: c= ASw / D 0 

These formulae are just samples for reference. 
' 

The Significance of Thin-Water Effect Field in Field CaCO3 

Deposition Research 

From field research we know there are areas where CaCO3 de
posits large amounts, including cave speleothems, calc tufa deposits, 
stalactites, stalagmites, rimstone, terrace deposits, etc. Traditionally, ' 

-these kinds of CaCO3 deposits are known to form by water stirring. 
This author thinks that thin-water effects play an equally important 
role in CaCO3 deposition. 

In the bubble test, the water was stirring different from in the 
stirring test, yet the deposition rate was much higher. Very thin satu
rated water can also deposit CaCO3 in a short time. These show the 
importance of thin-water effect on CaCO3 deposition. 

Conclusion 

From the analyses above, we know that in CaC03 deposition, 
thin-water effects control the speed of the deposit. In the process of 
CaC03 deposition, deposition takes place from water surface to 
deeper layers, therefore in very thin water, CaCO3 can be formed very 
quickly. Under calm conditions, the rate of CaCO3 deposition can be 
quite high if the thin-water coefficient is large. With a coefficient 
value of zero, even under strong stirring, the deposition rate will be 

very small. 
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SOIIB OBSBRVATIONS' OH TRB GBHBSIS OF RDl8'1'0HB GOURS AND DANS 
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ABSTRACT 

Despite the widespread occurrence of rimstone dams and 

gours in caves, their method of initiation and development 

is not well understood. The common explanation, which dates 

from nearly 100 years ago, is that irregularities in a 

gently sloping fleor .cause · turbulence a,nd enhance CO2 

degassing .and 

precipitation. 

therefore become favoured sites of 

Observations in caves - show that these features form on 

smooth and rough surfaces and at all slope a,ngles· from 

horizontal to overhanging. Roughness and j.:rregularities are 

not. necessary to initiate rimstone dams as surface tension 

will hold thin films of water in place long enough for rims 

to develop at the edge of the pool. Slope is not a 

prerequisite. but influences the size of features that will 

form. 

Feateres found on the surface, including +: u:a dams ?nd 

also sinter pools at hot springs have similar morphology to 

calcite rimstone deposits in caves and suggest a common 

controlling mechanism . 

1. Introduction 

Rimstone dams and gours are common speleothems in 

caves . The pnlblem of their development, in a variety of 

forms, has caught the attention of many researchers. The 

literature concerning rimstone dams or gours is extensive 

r..: r..> ri creu:- .::;t .ep i.n Royal Cave , one o f the touris t caves at 

Bttcr'an , Aust ralia . 'l'he s tep ha s no t been in use for some 

time: and is prot e cted by wire . Rimstone dams are being 

built both by water dripping on to the step from the 

ceiling a nd by wate r f lowi ng down from the step above . 

In the same t ourist c ave syst e m at Buchan, gours are 

also developed o n flat lying s edimentary depos its . . Access 

passages h,we been c ut into the s ediments and the sides o f 

these passages r evea l the i nt e rfac e between the sediments 

and the c rysta l l i s ed. ca l c ite . Fl owstone has been deposited 

fi r s t onto the sediment s urface and gours have formed o n 

the f l ows t one. 

Gours a re .also formed on very s teep t o vertical 

s ur faces, and, a s shown in Phot o. 2, even on the underside 

o f a n overhang. Fo rd (1988 ) also presented examples of this 

wh i c h he called "ripples • though they are clearly produced 

by the same mec hani s m which c reates rimstone dams on the 

cave fl oor. 

Slope is therefore not a determinant of the p r esenc e 

o r absenc e o f rims tone dams and gours. It does , however, 

exert an influence on spacing and height. As slope 

increas e s , spacing and height are both reduc ed. On a 

hor i zont al f l oor, as in the cas e in the famous Flut e Ca v e 

i n Guilin, China, l a rge rimstone dams can be f o rmed. On 

s t e ep or vertical surfaces, only very small gours f o rm as 

shown i n Photo . 2 . 

2.2 The effect of surface irregularities 

The common assumption tha t rims t one dams form o n 

irr egulari ties on a cave f loor requires c l o ser · e xamination . 

In the tradit ional exp l anation for the format i on of 
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(e.g. Warwick, 1952; Va-rnedoe, 1965 ; Sweeting, 1973; BOgli, 

1980; Hill and Forti, 1986). This literature has produced 

only one major theory, which is highly speculative, 

describing their formation by degassing of carbon dioxide 

rich water running over obstacles where laminar fl ow 

changes to turbulent flow. According to this theory the 

conditions assumed necessary for the growth of r i mstone 

dams and gours ar~ :. (1) a gently inclined cave floor with 

pre-existing irregularities, and (2) a slow , continuous 

flow of water. These ideas , as pointed out by Fo rd (1988 ), 

may offer an explanation for the growth o f rims rather than 

the initiation of gours and dams. This theo ry can be traced 

back to 1895 when the Australian geologist T. W. E . David 

reported his investigation of the Wombeyan Ca ves to the 

Department of Mines and Agriculture, New. South Wales 

(David, 1895). Since then little progress ha s been made on 

understanding the origin o f rimstone dams and gours. 

According to this explanation, gour~ c ould not be 

developed on a horizontal floor nor a vertic al s lope, nor 

on a quite smooth slope without any irregularities - Field 

observations indicate that this is no t t he ca s e. Th i s paper 

discusses the origin of rimstone dams and gour s i n caves 

though it should be pointed out that exactly the same forms 

exist on the surface with different na me s , eg. tufa dams at 

springs or in river channels. The princip les derived from 

cave studies can be applied t o the surface f eatures formed 

by the same mecha~isms. 

2 Field observations 

2.1 Th6 affect of slope 

Photo. shows gour development on the treud of a 

rimstone dams (see i n troduction ), surface ·ir r egularity is 

necessary to create turbulence whi ch may enha n ce degassing. 

In the example quoted above o f r i ms t on e growth on a 

concrete step (Photo . 1) no s uch i rregularities were 

present . We have also s ampl ed rims t one dams from other 

caves in the Buchan area, s o me of which hav e clearly grown 

on a pre-existing irregular ity and some have not . For 

rimstone dams developed o n coarse sediments in these caves, 

appropriately sized i r r egul arit i es are abundant yet appear 

to · bear no partic ular relationsh ip to the formation of 

rims tone dams . 

As noted in s ection 2 .1 the spacing of rims tone and 

gours is a functi o n of slore. It is unlikely that pre

existing irregularities on the surfaces involved are also 

spaced more c l os ely on steeper slopes . We conclude that 

such irregulari tie s are not a pre -condition for rimstone 

initiation . 

2.3 The affect of surface tenaion 

Surface tension of the water has not yet been reported 

in the literature as a factor in the initiation and 

development o f rimstone and gours. Surface tens i o n supports 

calcite r a f ts as reported by BOgli (1980) and others, 

though Scanning Electron Microscope studies by the auttiors , 

reported e lsewhere, of rimstone dams show that they are not 

formed or developed by the attachment of floating calcite, 

Close examinatio n of gours actively forming show that 

the water level upstream of a rim is higher than the rim, 3 

to 4mm higher on a gour 1cm wide and 2cm long. The water 

sur face curves to meet the lip of the rim (Fig. 1) _ When it 

is touched, s ay by the tip of a pencil, the surface tension 



is broken and the water flows away down over t _he rim. 

The inclination of the rims also indicates the effect 

of surface tension on rimstone developmen t . Most gours have 

rims whi ch incline into the flow . Cocean (1978; cited by 

Hill and Forti, 1986) reported other cases, rims inclining 

away from the flow and symmetrical rims, which he explai.ned 

in terms of the relative importance of flow and 

evaporation. In fact, these forms can also be explained 

using surface tension. Fig. 1 illustrates the way in which 

rims inclining into the flow, away from the flow and 

vertical rims can be produced by the surface tension 

effect. Cocean's proposal also suffers from the fact that 

evaporation is usually not an important factor in producing 

a high level of saturation and crystallisation. 

3. Initiation of rimstone 

Rimstone can be started in different ways , depending 

on cave floor condition and flow state. When the original 

floor is rough, water may be impounded behind an 

i rregularity and, a pool might be formed at first. As water 

level gradually increases surface tension raises its level 

and · calcite is crystallised at the water \ air\rock 

interface. The edge gets higher as calcite c rystals grow on 

it a nd a rim~tone dam is formed. 

When the floor is smooth and inclined, howeve r , 

calc ite crystals grow out from the floor. The growth rate 

may vary downslope and some c rystals come out faster than 

others. Once s ome c rys tals get higher than their 

surroundings they are able t o raise water behind them by 

s urface tensio n, and then a rims tone - forming process is 

started. 

4, Di scussion 

Rimstone dams inside caves and tufa dams at spring 

resurgences are similar. Both of them exi st in the same 

morphology. Th~ only difference between them is the process 

by which they are developed. It is obvious that no 

biological activity is involved in the formation of 

rimstone inside caves. As for the tufa dams, however , the 

biological procooses are emphasised in many books on 

biochemistry (see Ford, 1989 for references). From the 

study of ,rimstone genesis it is clear that without any 

bio logical activity the dam formation can still occur. The 

biological process is rather a factor which favour dam 

initiation and accelerates dam growth than a precondition 

only by which tufa dams can be started and developed. The 

magnificent siliceous dams (Fig. 2) developed around the 

resurgences of hot springs 'in Rotorua, New Zeaiand also 

emphasise less importance of biological process in dam 

genesis, as the temperature of the hot water from which 

many huge sinter dams have developed is mostly above the 

limit for even bacteria to survive. While it is not . an 

intention in this paper to account for the origin of tufa 

(CaCO3 ) dams or sinter (SiO2 ) dams, the similarity between 

them and rimstone dams is striking and ,prompts us to 

speculate on possible similarities between all such dam 

type phenomena, whether developed by chemical, biochemical 

or mechanical processes. 

CONCLUSIONS . 

As water saturated with calcite spreads out over ·a 

surface, co, degassing proceeds and calcite crystals grow. 

Due to variation in growth rate some crystals develop more 
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If the floor is horizontal, water spreads out from the 

drip po i nt and the area covered by the spreading flow 

becomes larger causin g the rate of m,ovement to· s l ow down. 

Fina l l y i t stops when the surface tension can hold the 

water , even t hough i ts le,~l is h i gher than the surrounding 

floor. Around a p;,tch of sta.-ding water (the water\air\rock 

i n ter face) , caco, is crystalli .,,ed 

initiated. 

out and a rim can be 

I n most cases in nature, hL ·ever, the cave floor is 

narrow and often gent l y incl ,ned Wher water moves 

downslc )e some fast growing calcite crystals may line up 

across t h e floor. I f water stays for a limited time and 

t hen flows away, the upstream incline is created. 

Otherwise, if the growth of the rim along the curvature of 

th<1 water front keeps up with the rising of water level, 

the downstream inclined rim wi l l appear. In between these 

cases the vertical type will develop. 

I n the case of abundant floor space and a gentle 

slope, water may flo ·,; consistently. If it stops somewhere, 

a wandering dam will be built up, or gradually the so

called •chinese wall" can be formec If the original floor 

hcts s011,e obstacles or irregularities, the above-mentioned 

processes will ~e a~ ·~lerated. 

Fi.·ally, we examine the microgours created on the 

vertical surfac(' 0f speleothem. With wa~er flowing down, 

crystals \';ill gro\' , ,ut of the ve,:tical _11urface. Due to the 

differential growth of crystals, $,me ~ =t larger than 

others. If the flow is v,·ry slow, .he p·,rface tension also 

takes part in the 1 im deve.1 ~..,, .. c:nt, helping to build them 

higher. 

quickly. Once the water is stopped, surface tension holds 

it i n place temporarily and a rim grows up and ponds water 

behind it. 

On a steep surface of speleothems, calcite crystal 

differential growth is the main fac.t:or pertinent to gour 

i nitiation. It is clear that the inclination of cave floor 

is only a factor which affects the rimstone size and the 

pre- existing irregularities are not crucial but favourable 

to rimstone initiation , 

If the rim growth keeps up with the water rising on a 

spacious horizontal floor, a large, outward overhanging 

lotus basin can be created. On the other hand, if the water 

floods quickly, an upstream ove'rhanging rim will form. In 

the intermediate case a vertical rim is formed. This is 

because rims grow along the curvature of the water front, 

which is controlled by the surface tE\11sion or flow rate, 
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. Photo. 1. Rimstone developed on one man-made step in Royal 

Cave, Buchan, Australia. 

b- --~ b -- --- b - - - - -- - - . c-- c1 ~ ~ a- . . . a.- - · ------ . , 

Fig . 1. Formati on o f gour rims : 1 - inward overhang rim; 2 

- vertical rim; 3 - outward overhang rim; a,b,c - stages of 

the water level . 

Fig. 2 . Siliceous dams around the resurgences of hot 

springs in Rotorua, New Zealand (drawn by L.S. from a 

photograph taken by Burton Bros in 1885 one year before 

they disappeared in the eruption of Mt. Tarawera ) . 
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Photo.2.Mi c rogours on the over
speleot herns hanging surface of 

in Royal Cave,Buchan, Australia. 

A CONCISE REVIEW OF THE CAVE MINERALOGY OF 
. SOUTHERN AFRICA 

by J .E.J Martini, Geological Survey of South Africa 

ABSTRACT 

The 78 mineral species identified f[om 70 caves in South Africa, Botswana 

and Namibia are briefly drscribed and classified according to their origin: 

1) Minerals derived from rainwater leaching country rock: a) In limestone caves; 

b) in dolostone caves; c) in quartzite caves. 

2) Minerals derived from animal excreta and remains: a) directly associated with 

bat guano; b) alteration of speleotbems, wall rock and soil in contact with guano; 

c) speleothems and mineralization remotely associated with guano; d) brushite on 

bones; e) slag from guano fire . 

3) Ore derived minerals. 

RESUME 

Les 78 especes minerales provenant de 70 grottes d' Afrique du Sud, du 

Botswana et de la Namibie, soot rapidement passees en revue: 

1) Min~raux d~riv~s de l'eau d'inflltration lessivant la roche: a) dans les grottC! 

des calcaires, b) de la dolomie et c) des quartzites. 

2) Min~raux d~riv~s de guano et residus animaux: A) directement associ~ au 

guano de chauve-souris, b) altfration de speleothemes, roche encaissante et sol en 

contact avec le guano, c) spelfotbemes et depots indirectement lies au guano, d) 

brushite sur ossements, e) scories resultant de la combustion de guano. 

3) Min~raux d~riv~s de minfralizatlons polym~talllques. 

INTRODUCTION 

This paper is a short compilation of published and unedited data, in which 

the minerals are classified according to several factors: genesis, cave envirorunenl 

and nature of the country rock. 



Toe speleological context can be briefly outlined. Out of a total of about 

900 caves known in the • studied area, 620 occur in Early Proterozoic cherty 

dolostone rich in Fe and Mn; most of them are located in the Transvaal Province 

of South Africa (Martini 1985), where the rainfall is relatively high (Fig. 1). Caves 

also occur in late Proterozoic dolostone and limestone in the Cape Province ( Cango 

Valley) and in northern Namibia (Martini et al 1990). About 150 caves have been 

reported in the Early Proterozoic quartzite of the Eastern Transvaal and in the 

Ordovici!lll quartzite of the southernmost part of the Cape Province. Most of them 

resemble and formed similarly to the caves in carbonates (Martini 1987). 

IT CIASSIFICATION AND DESCRIPTION 

I. Minerals derived from rainwater leachine countzy rock 
a) Caves in limestone. The near totality of CaC03 speleothems in these caves are 

constituted of~- &ll&QDite and magnesium carbonate minerals are very rare. 

By far the most remarkable speleothems development occurs in the Cango Cave 

(Fig. 1 ). They include the classic flowstone, stalactites, stalagmites, etc, formed by 

CO2 release only, and popcorn, for which evaporation is also playing a role. 

Particularly well developed in Cango are exceptional helictites, shields (Hill and 

Forti 1986), spar lining pools, pyramids and water lilies, trays (Martini 1987) and 

popcorn rims around vents. A remarkable fact is the monocrystalline nature of 

many speleothems like for instance stalagmites, with triangular horiwntal section, 

representing single i:alme crystals up to 2 m long. Raft formed at the surface of 

pools, now dry, in Nooitgedacht cave (Fig. 1). At dripping sites the rafts sank and 

accumulated in spectacular slender cones up to 2 m high. 

Occasionally ~ forms crystalline crusts on walls (Fig 1:11, 67) and 

originates from the oxidation of pyrite disseminated in limestone. ~ is very 

rare and found only at one place in Cango, where it forms pale blue rosettes on 

helictites and popcom The origin of the sulphate is the same as for~ but 

the Sr seems to originate from the limestones. which is high in this element 

(Martini, 1988). 

(Fig '1: 12, 20, 48), forming cotton-like white efflorescences . 

. ~ forms crust and oulopholites in a Namibian cave (68). The origin of 

the salt is from rainwater concentrated by evaporation. 

Clay minerals of the s_wegjte group occur in two places (55, 57). They are 

due to transformation of residual kaolinic clay by magnesium-rich solutions 

concentrated by evaporation. Palyeorskite having originated under similar 

conditions, forms a whitish powder and coatings on wall and soil, associated with 

hali1e and iYJm1.D1 (68). 

The Early Proterozoic dolostone contains up to several % Fe" and Mn" in 

the dolomite lattice. The dissolution of the carbonate · is then incongruent, with 

release of Fe and Mn oxides. This residual forms a black, very porous, material 

replacing dolomite, called wad. Mineralogically it contains iQCthjte and an 

apparently anorphous Mn02-type mineral ("maneanomelane"). Wad is ubiquitous 

in all caves in Early Proterozoic dolostone. 

c) Caves in quartzite. Ubiquitous speleothems in these caves are stalactites· and 

stalagmites, flowstone floors and rimpool dams made of brown, resinous and brittle 

~ (Fig 1: 3, 4, 34, 39, 49, 54). Microgours are characteristically developed 

on all speleotbems. large stalagmites, up to more tban 1 m tall, have been 

observed (39, 54), as well as wide rimpool dams along streams (4). Stalactites are 

usually small di;e to the brittle nature of~ This mineral often contains a 

large percentage of organic matter {brown colour), suggesting a solid solution 

aUophane-pie0tite. The latter is a poorly defined amorphous AI "humate". 

AUophane forms from solutions having dissolved traces of phyllosilicates in 

quartzite, under the low pH conditions characteristic of the quartzite environment. 

This acidic environment is favourable for the transport of humic matter in solution, 

responsible for the tea-brown colour of quartzite waters. 

Small, grey, unspectacular coralloids, made of Ql1a.l. develop where 

evaporation takes place. They are probably very common but have been sampled 

and investigated in only one cave ( 4 ). 
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b) Caves in dolostone. In contrast with the scacity of ~ in the limestone 

caves, tliis mineral is very frequent and forms the same speleothems as described 

in the previous section, with the exception of the shields, the rims and the 

speleothems which owe their morphology to i:alme: spar, pyramids and water lilies. 

Moreover speleothems with a morphology unique to ~ do occur: needles 

lining rimpools, frost on walls (made of fine needles) and anthodites. Toe latter 

form radiating needles up to 30 cm long, with a central feeding channc!l, and play 

the same role as belictites in limestone caves. In the dolostone caves, helictites are 

rare and poorly developed. The preferential deposition of ~ instead of 

~ iii due to high Mg2+ in solution (Carlson, 1983). 

In dolostone caves ~ is also ubiquitous, but is mostly due to secondary 

transformation from ~- This secondary nature is obvious in calcitized 

anthodites, which are transformed into finger-like rods with smooth edges which 

often exhibit an axial cavity in the place of the dissolved ~ crystal. Rhombs 

of ~ growing on the wall by evaporation, not associated to any other 

speleothems, is the only clear case of direct i:alme precipitation. 

During the process of ~ deposition by CO2 release, Mg carbonates 

are not precipitated as they should theoretically be, .and further concentration by 

evaporation is required (Lippmann 1973). Therefore these carb?nates occur 

associated with evaporite speleothems like ~ frost and popcorn, forming 

moonmilk-like coatings: mostly hydromaenesjte (Fig 1: 6, 8, 10, 24, 26, 53, 57, 58, 

59, 62), but also~ {2, 7, 58), ~ (2, 58) and ~ (11, 13, 16, 42, 

53, 58). Nesauehonjte occurs only at one place in Wolkberg Cave {Fig. 1), forming 

small rosettes of very fine needles. 

Paper-thin layers of well formed, but small, lllllllU crystals ( called scintillite: 

Hill and Forti 1986) occur interstratified in~ popcorn (Fig 1: 15). It results 

from a slow evaporation of a solution having obtained silica from chert (Martini 

1981). 

In dolomite, the oxidation of disseminated pyrite produces Ca and Mg 

sulphate. Apart from ~ hexa.hydrite is deposited in the dry parts of the caves 

2. Minerals derived from animal excreta and remains 
Animal organic matter, essentially bat'guano, introduces PO,. NO,. SO,, NH. 

and K into the cave, making the chemistry more complex and generating a large 

number of mineral species. 

a) Minerals directly associated with bat guano. The minerals of this category 

occur within guano or in its immediate vicinity. 1bey result from the interaction 

between cave moisture and decaying guano. ~ is the most frequent species 

(Fig 1: 10, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 22, 26, 27, 28, 30, 37, 44, 50, 53, 54, 55, 57, 64, 65, 

66, 70), forming finely crystalline nodules, efflorescences and crusts. Guano can be 

completely replaced by a cotton-like, very light, &YJlSlllll called "candy floss" (Martini 

and Kavalieris 1978). The candy floss is a residual left after the complete oxidation 

of the organic matter under relatively moist conditions. Since the pH of decaying 

guano is low (2-3), only I002$lllll remains relatively insoluble and crystallizes. 

Nitrates and phosphates are leached away. Under dryer condition, a number of 

other minerals form in guano, mainly by evaporation, but also by neutralization by 

ammonia. They form crystalline crusts and et;florescences: ~ (Fig 1: 1, 13, 16, 

18, 22, 35, 64) is the most common, followed by lli\lmarite. (61, 64, 65), newberyjte 
(10, 22), lmlsh.ite {18, 63). scherteHte (13), ~ {62), mundrahjllajte (64), 

~ (a new mineral: (NH,)2 Ca(HP0,)2• H,O orth., from Arnhem cave), 

sierconte {64), hohier.rite (66), ~ {15, 43), arcanjte (52, 62, 64, 65), $XlliCDite 

(62, 64, 70), ~ (70) and :urea (64, 68, 69). A thick crust of largely 

crystallized lliter and ~ on the floor of Abjaterskop cave, may belong to this 

category. Nitrates have also been identified after evaporation of guano lecheates, 

mostly nitrammjte with lesser njtromaenesjte {13). 

b) Chemical alteration of speleothems, cave soil and wall rock. If the acid 

solutions generated in guano (previous section) are leached out and enter into 

contact with speleothems, soils, etc, corrosion occurs and a number of minerals are 

formed. Calcium carbonate speleothems are replaced by white cryptocrystalline 

bydroxy)apatite or carbonate-apatite having the consistence of moonmilk. This type 



of occurrence is very common (Figl: 1, 11, 13, 15, 26, 51 , 55, 58, 62, 69). Older 

~ subsequently covered by younger flowstone, lost its porosity and turned into 

a hard, brown, resinous material (9, 10, 36). 

Whether in carbonate or quartzite caves, soil~ consist of sand, clay with 

variable Fe and Mn oxides, and are phosphatized in contact with bat guano. The 

phosphates are always microcrystalline: mostly leucgphgsphite (Fig l: 2, 10, 11 , 14, 

19, 21, 22, 27, 38, 45, 50, 55, 57, 58, 59, 62, 67), ~ (2, 10, 14, 19, 22, 25, 32, 

57), ~ (2, JO, l I, 14, 17, 47, 57, 58, 67), lll!fillllki1e (2, 10, 11 , 14, 17, 19, 21 , 

28, 30, 50, 53, 57), SllSll.Ul: (2, 11, 17, 38, 39, 41, 57), and cxceptio n_ally 

phosphosjderjte (22, 57) and ~ (10). Leucophosphjte amJ ~ are 

usually beige to brown, but in some cases can be brightly purple. This colour is not 

due to chemical changes, but is possibly of crystallographic origin . ~ 

associated with altered soil, forms a grey glassy crust in the Cango Cave. ft is 

cryptocrystalfine and may originate from metastabl e deposition of silica rek:,L, ed 

during the phosphatisation of clay minerals. The boundary between phosphatizctf 

and unaltered soil is often marked by a dark zone rich in MnO2 mine rals: umle, 

acid conditions, Mn is mobile and leached out, but eventually precipitates where the 

pH increases due to consumption of H • by phosphatisation . 

The action of guano on wall rock is more complex as not only silicates, Fe 

and Mn oxides are involved, but also carbonates. Like on speleothems, l!f2llll_k 

moonmilk (Fig. I: 2, JO, 11, 14, 16, 32, 56. 57, 67) is the most important mine ral. 

Other phosphates are: whjtelgckjte (10, 26, 57, 62), mjthr jdat jte (J0,_57) 

montgomezyjte (10), crandalljte (67) and ™ill!:. (10) . "man~anomelanc". 

occasionally todorokjte (10) and ~ (27, 55) are o ften associated with 

~-
c) Speleothems and mineralization remotely associated with guano. Solut ions 

leaching guano and then travelling through soil, or country rock, an d the n re

entering a cave, may form speleothems by CO2 re lease (pH increase) or hy 

evaporation. Flowstone, stalactites and stalagmites of~ (2. 57, 58). and of 

"manganomelane" associated with ~ (57), are sometimes well deve lopetf. 

with aecessory Cu and Ni sulphides). Sulphides are oxidized hy seepage wale r 

which becomes a very acidic sulphate solution transporting Fe, Cu, Ni and leaching 

Al and K from the shale. By oversaturation resulting from evaporation or 

neutralizat ion of the solutions in contact with dolostone, a number of minera ls a rc 

deposited: ~ forming stalactites, stalagmites and flowstone, so metimes of 

• large size (14, 29, 38, 56). Active speleothems are made of~ only, hut 

inactive ones turn friable and red , y formation of ~ (14, 29. 38). This 

transformation is due to the microcrystalline state of~: the sma ll size of the 

particles reduces the water activity, making possibie•for ~ to become a stable 

phase (Langmuir 1971). Other minerals forming similar speleothems a re QJ1ll! (1 4, 

31. 38) and~ (58). The latter can be vividly blue due to small amount of 

Ni and Cu. This blue colour is only developed where the pH rises above 6, the 

limit above which the solubility of tltese metals decreases considerably. 

Microcrystalline powder and nodules in soils (38) are a!Jmi.t.e, ~ 

alwnioile. basaJumjnjte chakoalumite njckelalumite, aJ.l.ophane, ~ ~ 

and~-~ is omnipresent as crystalline crusts and effloreocences (29, 

31, 33, 38). K:alwn forms efflorescence (30) and small oulopholites (38) on the 

fl oor. Na-jarosjte forms efflorescences on a diabase sill (29). 

Solutions having leached sulphides, and then interfering with bat guano, 

' 

produce phosphate and nitrate minerals: K-rich ~- mbgbomkulite and 

hydrombobomkuljte forming soft microcrystalline nodules in soil (38). AJ-Fe 

sulphate solutions reacting with ammonia fumes from guano, after evaporation, 

produced tschermigite, lonecreekjte sabi.eiie and~ (33) . 
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~ and momgomeryit, occur. a,sor:ated with llPlllil{ spelcothems (57). 

A,,ocia ted wi th "man~anomelane". rrnmfallite can form flowstone (57). Small 

,talac, ite, of greeni~h m1 cro~rystalli ne ~ have been observed (57). ~ 

alsn fo rms a hrown va rnish coat ing the rock along casual stream beds (6.55). In 

thr,·e qua rtzite caves this minera l a lso occurs in a solid solution with ~ . 

fc,rmin)! rimpoo l< (4. 4Q) and a pink glaze on wall (40). In Chaos Cave, ~ 

for ms raft in two pool, in which guano has been deposi ted. Under dryer condit ions, 

solu lile mine ra ls can form , ialactites: njtromagnesite (61), biphosphammite (68) 

and= (64 ). ~ and nit ra tes can crys tall ize from solutions having migrated 

a long way fro m guano heaps and is present in most dry cave soils, from which they 

-can he extracted hy leaching: njtromagoesite (23,58), nitrocalcjte ( 13,16) and 

nitram mite (2.1.27) . Nitrates can a lso form away from guano, by bacteria oxidizing 

am monia mig raung as fumes ove r long d istances. 

dl Brushit ~ on bones. De lica te ne~dles of~ grow on bones in many caves 

(2. 5. IO. 15, 4 1). Th is development cause the bones to become brittle and to 

.:ollapse into powder 

e ) Minerals forming from guano fire. Burni ng of guano may start ,. ke the self 

ignitio n ,,1 peat and coal heaps (Stutzer 1940): as a start by slow oxidation of 

oci;a nic matter , bu t which can dramatically accelerate and lead to igni tion should 

the oxygen su pply and the thermic insulation be adequate. The phenomena 

ncrn rred in two caves (64, 70). In Arnhem Cave melting of the ashes produced a 

slag which contains pyrophosphj te (K2Ca P2O,,monocl., a new mineral) as the only 

primary, high-tempera ture mi ner;i.l. Secondary hydration produced arnhemjtc (a 

poorly crystalline hydrated K, Mg pyrophosphate, also a new mineral) and .a.rcheri.le. 

3. Ore derived minerals 

This category differs from the previous ones only by the occasional presence, 

in the country rock, of ore which adds more complexity to the chemis t.ry of the cave. 

Such a situation occurs in a few caves of the Transvaal developed in the dolostone, 

but under a roof of chert and black shale with disseminated sulphides (mostly pyrite 
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FIGURE 1. Cave location: 1) Abjate rskop, 2) Apocalypse, 3) Berlin 10, 4) 

Berlin 15, 5) Blowing Hole, 6) Bobbejaan, 7) Bob's, 8) Bolt's, 9) Bone, 10) 

Boon, 11) Cango (!), 12) Cave 500, 13) Chaos, 14) Christmas (c), 15) Crystal, 

16) David's, 17) Dripkelder, 18) Dust Bowl, 19) Echo, 20) Epsom, 21) Etienne's 

(q), 22) Ficus, 23) Fountains (c), 24) G eranium (c), 25) Grobler's, 26) Guano 

Lake, 27) Hall's, 28) Hugo's, 29) Jungle Pot (c), 30) Kleinfontein (c), 31) Lesser 

Forest (c), 32) Lone Creek, 33) Lone Creek Fall, 34) Magnet (q), 35) Magnum. 

36) Makapan, 37) Mamba, 38) Mbobomkulu (c), 39) Mogoto (q), 40) Mountain 

Sanctuary (q), 41) NH,. 42) Nico's II, 43) ooitgedacht, 44) Peppercorn, 45) 

Picnic Pot, 46) Rietpan, 47) Ronan's Well (q), 48) Schwweplaas, 49) Sling (q). 



50) Starbuck's Banlc (q), 51) Sterkfontein, 52) Timbavati, · 53) Thabazimbi, 54) 

'{ornynbanlc (q), 55) Van Wyk's, 56) Waterfall (c), 57) Westdriefontein, 58) 

Wolkberg. 59)) Wonderfontein I, 60) Wonderfontein II, 61) Independance, 62) 

Lobatse I, 63) Lobatse II, 64) Arnhem (1, in part), 65) I I Arun Aas, 66) 

Deensgat, 67) Kempten (!), 68) Leeurante, 69) Nooitgedacht (!), 70) Parakiet. 

I = limestone cave, c = dolomite cave with chert and shale roof, q = quartzite 

cave. No indication = dolomite cave. 
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Introduction 

lhe ourPOse of this paper is to give an inventory or soelco■ incra l s rro■ the different 

kinds of caves (calcareous cave. lava cave aOO turf cave) and to ser ve as a supole■cnt to the 

title of articles concerning ■ i nera l og i cal studies of soc l eo■ inc ra l s publ ished the l asl ten 

-years in Japan. 

In 1974, only 10 spelco■ inerals fro■ Japanese caves were described fol lowing by 1987, 

20 of these were desc r ibed. Until recently, allophanc. baritc , crandallitc. ■agnesi l c . ha l l-

oysite and sala■■onic we re round fro, calcareous and la,va caves in Japanese Is lands. 

It is hoped this will sli ■ulate interest for further and ■ore intense study of the soc le-

oe inerals in Japan. 

Check I ist of speleo■ inera l s 

The results are fo l lows ; 

Hinerals for■ul a Cave type cave na ■e 

CIRBIJII AHS 

Ara11onite CaC03 Daia ■ond cave (Okaya ■a) etc. 

Calcite CaC03 C, (Ca lcareous caves) 

Hagnesite HgC03 A-3 rirl cave (lokyo) 

Vaterite CaC03 c. furen -do cave (Ooita) etc . 

H!LIDE 

saia ■■oniac NH4C/ A-3 r ift cave (Tokyo) 

HYDROXIDE 

Goethi le a-feOOlt Hoshino-no-ana cave (Okinawa) 

OXIDE 

Ice H20 C, L (Ice caves) 
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Abstract 

The puroosc of thi s paper was to report 26 spec ies Qf spel e011ineral s fro■ di fferent ki nds 

of caves (cal ca reous cave, lava cave and tuff cave) in Japanese Is lands. Spe l eo■ ine ral s in-

eluded carbonates, halide, hydroxide, oxide, phosphates, si I icat es and sulfates. 

Ca rbona tes (aragon i te, calc ite, aagnes ite, vater ite): Halide (sal a■■onia c). Hydroxide (go

et hi te). Oxi de ( ice) , Phosphates (ardeal i te. brushi te, crandal Ii te, hyd roxyapa t i tc , kon inck ite 

sasaite, tara nak ite, va ri scite. vashegy ite). Silicates (all ophane. ha ll oysite, ii lite, pa ly

gorskite. Quar tz, sepi Ol ite, talc) and Sulfates (barite, basal1in ite, gy psu■ ). 

Lusau enfassuno 

In der vo r l iegenden Arbei t we rden die 26 Sorte aus das Hlihlen■ i ne ral ien i ■ verschiedene-

rlel Hoh/en (Karslhoh/en, Lavahoh/en und !Uffhohl en) di e in japanische Inse /kelle. 

In das Hoh/en■ ine ra / i e n enlhall en Karbonat , Ha/id , Oxyd , Phosohat, Si / ikat und Su/Ja l be-

obac·htet worden. 

Karbonat (l ragonit , Ka/zit . Hagnesit , Vale r itl . Ha / id (5a /1 iakl. Hydroxyd (Goeth itl . Oxyd 

(Eis). Phosohal (Ardea l il , Brushil , -!l ydroxyapalit , Koninckil. Sasai t . Tarana kit , Va r iscil. Va · 

shegyil ) , Si likat (A/lophan, Ha/loys i t, I /I i i , Pa lygorsk il . Quan ,. Seoi o/i l , fare), Su lfa! l 

Baril , Basa l u■ init . Gips). 

PHOSPHA TES 

Ardealite Ca2H(S04)(P041 · 4H20 Son-ana No.2 co e (11,1t e) etc. 

arushite CaHP04 · 2H20 0R iftO• iwaya cave (H l rosh i11) 
etc. 

Cr11M11llite CaAIJ(P0O2(0tl)5 · ,20 funakosh i cave (H le l 

Hy~ro11yao1tite Ca5(P04)3(111) lodoroi i -oo cave (0kiMH) etc . 

KHilKkite FeP04 · Jfl20 ORI-HI cave (Fukusll lll) 

su aite Il l. fe)111P0011SO<IOIOI · 331120 Hu azOftOjinja cave llbuao l) 

larana ki te K311611I , fe)5(P04)1 , 12-18'121 C, I 0inu-a1 cue (Gunu) etc. 

rar isci te AIP04 · 2H20 kvusen-do cave (llu111oto) etc . 

Vu heoy i te Al<IPOO J (Oltl l· 31120 ratei shl- syonyudo cneflukush i-
u) etc. 

SILICAHS 

Alloohlne Si02Al 203 • nH20 HKhijosh i11-fuketsuc1ve(lok-
Yo ) 

Ma lloysit e Al2S i205(0N)4 · 2H20 Hlshi ll - f11ketsu cave (Shiluok-
•> 

lll ile IK . H209Al 2(SI , II )1010(H20. Oltl 2 Tlleish i- nonvudo cave(fukustil-.. , 
Pal yoorskite (No.!112S i6010(0lt l ·4"20 Ootaki M cu e (fukushill ) ttc . 

ouartz Si02 C. l UChi 111 l-lkl cne IJAte) elc . 

SepiollU No1S i601 5(0lt)2 · 6H20 ROUn-do cave ( INte) etc . 

r11c No3Si l 01 0(0lt)2 lioJarH ilWN ta-do CIYe(fohoJ 

SUlfAHS 

llr ite aaso, ,irika-io .cave (NollUid0) 

lual1i11i1e AllSOl (INl)IO · ~20 flltisii-syooyu4o UYt(hHsll, -.. , 
IIYOSUI CaS04 · 1H20 C. L. I OdaNClli-do can HIU NI etc 



Abbrevation = C: Calcareous cave, L: Lava 'cave and T: Tuff cave. ( Prefecture) 
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Abstract 

In this paper, H1e geoche■ ical data• of the spelean phosphate ■ ineral s fro■ China, Korea and 

Japan are described. Sa■ ples of ardealite and hydroxyapatite col lected fro■ China , Korea and 

Japan; sa■p les of taranakite co llected fro■ Korea and Japan have been investigated by XRO, SEH 

with EOX aRd XRF techniques. 

zusa ■■enfassung 

In der vorlieuenden Albeite werden die Geoche■ ischen oaten von das HOhlenphosphate■ inerali

en aus China. Korea und Japan. Oas Haterialien, Ardealit und Hydroxyapatit zusa■11,,~ r ,.uchen au~ 

China, Korea und Japan ; laranakit aus Korea und Japan. Oie che■ ische Analysieren in gc~rauch 

nehIen der XRD. SEH ■ it EDX und XRf Techniken. 

Introduction 

Very little has been reoorted about geoche■ ical studies of the spelean Phosphate ■ inerals 

because they occur usealy associated with bat guano deposits and the pure ■ ineral saapling is 

difficult. 

Previous geoche■ ical analysis studies of the soelcan ~inerals, there is a high oossibil ity 

that the geoche■ ical data reflect about the speleoIincral · for1ing environ■ent s(Kashi ■a . 1988 

Liu et al. 1991 ). 

ln this paper , seversl saaples of ardcalite , hydroxvaoatilc and taranakilc coll ec ted rro■ 
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China . Korea and Japan are ana1YLed . 

Hineral analysis 

Hethods 

X-ray powder diffraction analysis was carried out with RIGUU instru■en ts under ordinary 

operating conditions. Btllk powder speci ■ens were ■oonted on the gl,ass slide. 

Quantitative bulk che■ i ca/ analysis was perfor■ed on a Philip PN· 14S0 auto■atic sequential 

speclro■el er . Hajor ele■cnt s are de1erIined in rosed discus using a heavy absorber. Minor 

and I race elt:■enl s were deter■ ined using pressed powder pellets. 

S[H was carried out with a ISi DS-130 research instru■ent eQuipped an EOX analyser. 

Thin sections were coated with Au ror pursuirt0 eleI ent ■ap . 

Analysis result 

Ardeal i te Ca2H(S04)(P04) · 4H20 

Localyties of the speci ■en exa■ ined :NK79S -Yiling -yan cav'!(Y i lino , Shuangqu i ao. lfU■ iM Xia• 

Gangxi lhuanuzu lithigu, China) , NK92~ · NhaMtaeki -gul cave(ttoge-ri, Hungeong-gun, Gyeongs,nb· 

ug-do, Korea) and NK87J-Onino-iwaya cave(Tojo-c ho, Hiba -oun, tt i roshi ■a Prerecture, Japan) 

Table 1 lists the ■ajor and trace e le■e nts of ardealite. 

Three ardealite sa ■ ples have given the following range values(wt.X ). ca0• 32 . 45 -36.3, 

P205• 13. 13- 15. 6 and S• / . 35 - 10. 99. 

The Nhangtaeki -gul cave ardealite has a rela ti vely high Si 02, _Al203 , ~O content and 11'5 1 

high Sr and In concentration . The CaO/ P205 rat i o range fro■ 1.39---2. 47. Ille YiliAli-Y'" "" 

ardealite shows low Ca0/ P205 ratio 1. 39. 

Hydroxyaoat i te Ca5(P04) 30tt 

Localities of the soeciaen exa■ i ned NK014 · Yi I i no- yan cave(Yi Ii no . Shuano11u i ao. Milll Ji· 



Table i. XRF-whole 1ineral analysis of ardealile 

Si02 
fi02 
!1203 
fe103 
HnO 
HgO 
cao 
K10 
P205 
Na1o 
LOI 
lola l 

. Nb 
Zr 
y 
Sr 
Rb 
Pb 
In 
cu 
Ni 
Co 
Cr 
Ba 
V 
s 
Ga 

(NK795) 

2.85 (•U) 
o. 02 
0. 03 
o. 09 
4. 01 
0.01 

35.1. 
o. 14 

25.2 
0. 01 

36.8 
100.2 

< 1 (PPI) 
< 5 
18 
16 

< 1 
; 

85 
75 
10 

< 5 
< 5 
< 3 
< 5 

15 .201 
< 1 

(NK925) 

5.58 
0. 12 
1.74, 
o. 84 
0. 02 

10. 19 
32 .45 
0. 86 

13. 13 
0. 00 

33. 00 .. 
97. 93 

4 
6 

10 
571 

19 
9 

298 
16 
1 
5 
5 

< 3 
8 

7. 351 
< 1 

(NK878) 

1.84 
0. 02 
0. 25 
0. 16 
0. 01 
0. 01 

36.3 
0. 13 

16. 0 
0.01 

29.3 
84 . 0 

< 1 
< 5 
16 
44 

< 1 
<3 
82 
16 
2 

< 5 
5 

<3 
< 5 

20. 99S 
< 1 

Table 2. XRF-whole. ■ ineral analysis of hydroxyapatite 

Si02 
li02 
11203 
Fe203 
HnO 
HgO 
cao 
K20 
P205 
!a20 
LOI 
Tota l 

Nb 
Zr 
y 
Sr 
Rb 
Pb 
Zn 
cu 
Ni 
Co 
Cr 
8a 
V 
s 
Ga 

(NK014) 

2. 66(wtS) 
0. 08 
0. 00 
0. 12 
0. 02 
0. 42 

54. 68 
0. 06 

35. 44 
0. 00 
5. 89 

99. 37 

< HPPI) 
< 5 
18 
79 

< 1 
9 

88 
16 

< 1 
< 5 

9 
< 3 
< 5 

< 200 
< 1 

(NK092) (NK213) 

1.91 0. 54 
0.05 0. 02 
0. 13 0. 11 
0. 69 0.17 
0. 10 0. 05 
0.30 0. 49 

53.35 54.53 
0. 13 0.05 

35. 95 36.18 
0.00 0. 00 
6.60 U9 

99.21 98 .64 
-----

< 1 3 
< 5 < 5 
24 15 

285 101 
7 < 1 
9 < 3 

5366 1192 
90 163 
3 1 

< 5 < 5 
15 < 5 

145 < 3 
< 5 < 5 
767 < 200 
< 1 < 1 

an Guanoxi Lhuan1;1Lu lilhiou . China). 

NK092-Gosudong-gul cave(Gosu-ri . Dan-

yang-gun. Chungchofli)bug-do, Korea. 

NK213-Seongryu-gu I cave(Seong ryu-r i. 

UI j i n-oun, GyeonosaflObug-do, Korea and 

NK385-Hakusa ngonoen-do cave (Not su -cho, 

Oono-gun, Oita Prefecture. Japan). 

Table 2 I ists the ■ajor ele■ents 

and trace ete■ents of hydroxyapat i le. 

Cao-values range fro■ 51 r to S4.68wtl 

P205-values range,,., .. .1 . U to 41.4 

(NK385) 

0. 18 
0.01 
0.04 
0. 12 
0. 01 
0. 01 

51.0 
0. 12 

41.4 
0. 05 
7.31 

100. 3 

5 
15 
18 

140 
16 

< 3 
171 
48 
7 

< 5 
< 5 
65 

< 5 
612 
< 1 

•U and Ca0/ P205 ral i-0 

.ar11ie fro■ 1.23 to 

1.54. It is interes-

lino Lo note the high 

Zn and cu concentrati-

on wh ich two Korean 

hydroxyapatite. 

,and five taranakilc sa ■ oles co l lccted fr01 Chinese. Korean and Japanese calcareous caves. 

l he Whangtack i -gu l cave ardca l ilc(Korca) show a high content or ln(298POI) and Sr(S71PPI) . 

lwo Korean hydroxyapat i te have a high lnC1192 - ~366Po■ l and Cu(90 - 16Jpp■ ) concentration. 

ltioh S r (~71oP■ l concentration was round the Whangtaeki -gul cave ardealite. lhe Oni -ana 

cave taranakite have a high S( lOMpp1J concentration. 

On the other ha n<I, the Whangtaeki-gul cave ardea l ite shows a.relatively high c:ontents or 

Si02, A/ 203 and HOO. And . all of five taranaki tes have a high content of Si02. This conta ■ ina-

lion of si l ica is generally due to the effec t :i i depositional process and note there will always 

be a dust sedi 1ent finder in urirte ohosollates. 

The data obt ained this study gives so■e inron ation about spe l eo■ ineral genetic environ■enl. 
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Si02 
li02 
11203 
fe203 
HnO 
HgO 
cao 
K20 
no, 
Na10 
LOI 
Iota I 

Nb 
Lr 
y 
Sr 
Rb 
Pb 
In 
Cu 
Ni 
Co 
Cr 
Ila 
V 
s 
Ga 

INK919) 

8. OO(wtSI 
0. 13 

17. 86 
1. 98 
0. 00 
0. 42 
0. 20 
8. 63 

34. 87 
0. 60 

26. 82 
99. 11 

< ICDDI) 
; 

< 2 1, 
74 
9 

24 
< I 
< 1 
<I 
2; 

< 3 
< 5 

< 200 
< 1 

Cone lus ive re■arks 

(N!180) 

9. 66 
0. 30 

14 . 48 
1. 98 
0. 02 
1. 04 
0. 46 
6. 16 

32.68 
0. 34 

27 .20 
100.32 

3 
14 
9 

19 
;o 
13 
67 
13 
2 

< S 
30 
18 
16 

384 
< 1 

(N!462) 

4. 68 
0. 06 

19. 74 
0. 28 
0. 00 
0. 70 
0. 16 
6. 12 

36.88 
0. 00 

30. 90 
99 . 52 

< 1 
< 5 
< 2 
13 
75 
.5 

41 
8 

< 1 
< 5 

10 
34 

< 5 
716 

5 
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0. 58 
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6. 28 
0. 00 
0. 80 
0. 52 
4. 96 

31.82 
0. 00 

27. 00 
99. U 

9 
37 
9 

54 
29 
3 

57 
< 5 

1 
11 

109 
13 
29 

1054 
11 

(NK695) 

1. 28 
o. 12 

14 . 86 
1.82 
0. 00 
0. 72 
0. 14 
7. 00 

39. 70 
0.30 

23. 48 
99. 42 

< 1 
< S 

12 
20 . 
26 
6 

35 
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1 
< 5 
68 
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5 

517 
< 1 
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SOME MINERALS IN KARST CAVES 
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Abstract 
Six samples were taken from caves in three countries and tested 

for mineral content by X-ray diffractometry. X-ray powder 
diffraction patterns were obtained on a Shimadzu XD- Dl 
diffractometer at the Beijing Physical & Chemical Analysis Center, us
ing CuKa radiation, 40 KV, 20 mA , graphite monochromator, slite 
system: l 0 - l 0 -0.3 mm , scan speed: 20 2° / min, time constant: l sec., 
full scale: 1000 cps. X-ray diffraction patterns are in Figure l. Results 
indicate that the minerals in these caves are very simple, pure and 
well - developed crystals. Most of them consist of carbonate or sulfate 
with few impurities. 

mxMB&*fiMM~~~oo. MOOI•*~~5~~~~®6 
~~~~~o~~¾~M~-~-.*~~I&•~~~~. 

Sample Description and Analytical Results 

Samples 84125 a11d 84126 came from the bottom of 
Juanqushidong in Zhijindong Cave of Guizhou Province, China. They 
consist of soft and plastic moonmil_k. Calcite was detected. 

Sample 87FSO came from Grotte La Chambre, France. It con
sists of a white crystal collected form the wall in a horizontal gallery. 
Hydromagnesite was detected . 
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Fig.1. X-Ray Diffraction Patterns of Minerals 

in Karst Cavites. 
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Sample 89WS5 came from Yanzhidong- Longdong Cave or 
Wufeng County, Hubei P.rovince, China . It is gypsum crystal. 
Gypsum and montmorillonite were detected . 

Sample 9JISO came from Frasassi Cave in Italy. It is white sec
ondary layer-like gypsum crystal. Gypsum was detected . 

Sample 9JSSI came from Jiutiandong Cave, Sangzhi County, 
Hunan Province, China. It is white with light brown powder collected 
from concretion surface. Calcite and quartz were detected . 
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SPELEOGENESIS IN AEOLIAN CALCARENITE IN SOUTHERN 

AUSTRALIA. 

Susan White, 

School of Australian & International Studies 
Deakin Unlverslty:Rusden Campus, 
662 Blackburn Rd, Clayton, Victorta, 3168, Australia. 

ABSRACT 

Most studies of karst landscapes and their processes have been 

concerned With consolidated, often well Jointed limestones. There are 
particular problems Involved In the study· of karst procesess 1n softer 
less compact limestones such as chalk, coral reefs and aeolian 
calcarenlte. Previous stu'tlies in aeolian calcarenite indicated these 
problems and Jennings (1968) developed a scheme of speleogenesls in 

aeolian calcarenlte. Australia has extepslve areas of aeolian calcarenfte 
and therefore presents opportunities to investigate these processes. A 

study of karst processes In aeolian calcarentte In western Vtctorta bas 
developed Jennings' scheme further. 

The processes of syngenetlc karst are delineated and explained 1n the 
context of Western Victorian aeolian calcarenlte dune rtdges and their 
karst features. Karst development on such aeolianlte rtdges Is 
restrtcted by lithological conditions such as the purtty of the limestone, 
its porosity and Its abllity to support a cavity as well as the availabtllty 
of aggressive water capable of solution. The tmultaneo1,1s nature of the 
llthlflcatlon of the carbonate dunes Into aeolian calcarenlte rock and 
the development of solutlonal karst features In the dunes Is the 
charactertstlc feature of this area and can be explained In .terms of 
solution and precipitation of carbonate 1n the dunes. 



Calclte crystals from the Rhar Sidi Bakou Cave 
(Blbans, Northern Algeria) 
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ABSTRACT 

The Rhar Sidi Bakou Cave is one of several Algerian caves, attributed to 

be of hydrothermal origin. Those caves have specific morphology (3D-mazes, 

spherical niches, etc.) and deep wall-rock alteration. The walls of some of caves 

are lined with rhombohedral and scalenohedral crystals of calcite (up to 25 cm 

in length). The bi-pyramidal quartz crystals can also be found. 

The aim of work undertaken was to study the temperature and chemical 

composition of ancient thermal water, from which the calcite was crystallized. 

The fluid inclusions in calcite were studied. 

The measured temperatures of homogenization range from 76 to 90 °c 
(maximum of density is at 83 °q, and show unimodal distribution. These 

temperatures are very similar to the maximum observed in the present hot 

springs (5 km north), where temperature varies from 40 to 80 °c. 
The solutions, entrapped into fluid inclusions have rather high 

concentration (16,0 to 16,2 mas.%). The most probable salt composition is 

Formations. The.walls of the cave are covered with large calcite crystals: 

"D'enormes cristaux de calcite Ousqu'a 25 cm de longeur et un dizaine de kg) 

tapissent le plafond, le sol ou des niches dans la paroi (Rhar Sidi Bakou ... ). Les 

formes cristallines ne correspondent pas aux scalenoedres plus classiques. Les 

pointes (dont la direction correspond a l'axe < <c> >) sont toujours dirigees 

vers le centre des galeries .. . " (Co/1/gnon, 1983; p.50). The face fo.rms : 1011, 

2201 (the most typical) , 3031 (?) , and 4621 (?) have been described for these 

crystals. 

It should be noted that in some adjacent caves of the Bibans (e .g. Rhar 

Amalou, Rhar Zenedia) the pseudo bi-pyramidal crystals of quartz (up to 6 cm 

in size) associate with calcite (Co/1/gnon, 1983). 

CALCITE FROM THE RHAR SIDI BAKOU CAVE 

Chemistry of calcite. The results of spectral analyses are given in Table 

1. In comparison with typical Iceland spar from the carbonate-type deposits, the 

calcite studied is slightly depleted in Mg and Al. It coniains no Pb and Zn at all 

(while concentrations of 0,01 to 0,3 mas.% for Pb and 0.3 mas.% for Zn are 

typical of those deposits). Calcite from the Rhar Sidi Bakou Cave is enriched 

with Sr and Ba. 

Luminescence of calcite. The ~alcite reveals phosphorescence in 

orange-red colors after short (0,003 s) excitement with UV and visible light 

(standard photographic 68 J flash-light was used) . The duration of 

phosphorescence is about 1 s. The behavior like that is typical of hydrothermal 

calcite (Y.Shopov, pers. comm. ). 
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MgCl2 and NaCl. The modern hot spring water in Northern Algeria contains 

NaCl (up to 25 mas.%) and subsidiary CaSO4 and (Ca,Mg)(CO3)2. 

The results of the fluid inclusion study show the stage inheriting in the 

single hydrothermal process. Formation -of caves, deposition of calcite crystals 

on their walls and action of modern hot springs may be considered as the 

consecutive stages of this single process. 

INTRODUCTION 

Location. The Rhar Sidi Bakou Cave (Cave of Crystals) is located within 

small limestone massif Azerou El Kebir south of El Biban (Iron Gates), Atlas 

Tellienn, North Algeria. 

Geological setting. The massif Azerou El Kebir is formed by massive 

Cenomanian limestone (in places dolomitized), jutting out from wide marl 

spaces ('the Tellien schists"). It consist of several tectonic blocks. The geology 

of the massif has been described in more details by A.Caire (1957) and 

B.Co/1/gnon (1983). 

The massif has no superficial karstic forms. All the caves known there 

(Rhar Sidi Bakou, Rhar Es Skhoun, Rhar Medjraba) are thought to be of 

hydrothermal karst · origin. Their genesis has been discussed in a set of 

publications (Co/1/gnon, 1983; 1990). 

The Rhar Sidi Bakou Cave. The cave consist of an ascending passage 

some 60 mJong (Fig. 1). The only 15-m-long side gallery is terminated by 

narrow conduit with strong drift of warm moist air. Numerous spherical niches 

are developed on the walls and ceiling of the cave. 

Table 1. 

Mn Sr Ba B n Cu Al Mg Fe Si 

0,07 0,5 >1,0 0,00.1 0,003 <0,0001 <0,01 <1 < 0,1 <1 

Note. The concentrations are expressed in mas.%. The elements: Be, Ni, Zr, V, P, Pb, Au, Pt, 

Ag, Tl, Sc, Sn, As, Ga, Sb, W, Cr, Ge, Bi, Zn, Co, K, Na, La, Y, Yb were not idemffied. 

Photoluminescence (PL) was visually examined under microscope. The 

sample was excited with Hg-lamp (wavelength is 366 nm) . PL spectra were 

registered with the spectrophotometer SOL-1 (excitement with Xe-lamp) at 

temperatures of 80 and 300 K. The calcite reveals very weak bulk PL. Broad 

peak at 430-460 nm is interpreted to appeared due to superposition of two 

peaks at ·430 and 490 nm. Decrease of temperature from 300 to 80 K produces 

two- to three-fold rise of PL intensity. 

In thermally-stimulated luminescence tests the sample was excited with 

Xe-lamp integral light. The spee, of heating was 25-30 K/min. The characteristic 

feature of calcite from the Rhar Sidi Bakou Cave is an utter absence of 

thermally-stimulated luminescence 

Fluid Inclusion methods. The study of fluid inclusions in minerals 

provides data on temperatures and chemistry of ancient mineral-forming fluids. 

These methods were successfully applied when studying hydrothermal karst in 

different regions, e.g. Ukraine, South Kirghizia, Hungary (Dubtyansky, 1990; 

1992). 

We have performed tests on fluid inclusions in cleavage sections of large 

calcite crystal from the cave. 

Visual study. Vapor-liquid inclusions in the sample studied have often 

large dimensions (up to 100-150 mcm). The form of inclusions is elongated (up 



to tube-shaped). The length/width ratio ranges from 1.0 to 17,5 (aver. 4,27). 

Inclusion thickness is up to 3-1 0 mcm. Its inn~r surface has a step relief. 

The inclusions are combined in groups developed along planes. Those 

planes make an 10- to 3QO-angle with the cleavage. The groups described are 

considered as the primary populations, which characterize the environments of 

crystal growth. Inclusions outside of groups are found seldom. All the inclusions 

encountered look very similar in shape and phase relationships. 

Paleo temperatures. We have performed some 21 measurements of 

homogenization temperatures (T tiom.l by individual inclusions. The results are 

given in Flg.2. 

One can see that distribution ot' Thorn. is unimodal. The distribution like 

that lends credence to our suggestion about genetic homogeneity of fluids 

· entrapped. The _calcite was formed in very stabl!a! temperature conditions. It 

should be noted, that such stable environments are quite uncommon. Usually, 

2-3 and even 5 stages of mineral formation may be recognized by thermometric 

histograms. 

Salt composition of paleo-flulds. The group of inclusions of typical 

form, dimensions and phase relationships has been analyzed. The character of 

phase change observed during freezing-heating cycle was typical of water-salt 

solutions. 

The temperature interva_l of eutectic melting (T eut.1 - the beginning of 

melting; Teut.2 • the termination), temperatures·of final melting (Tfm.l, as well as 

calculated concentrations of salt (C) are given in Table 2. It is to be noted, that 

Teut. l can not be measured with high accuracy, as a rule. That was the reason 

why w_e chose for further calculation the most probable composition of the fluid 

2. Mineralogy: - pseudo bi-pyramidal quartz crystals; - large 

rhombohedral and scale_nohedral calci1e crystals; - prismatic aragonite crystals; 

3. Wall rock alteration: - 2 to 20 cm deep alteration of cave walls ; 

4. Character of cave sediments: • gravitational deposits are not 

abundant; - no clay material; 

5. Cave climate : - high ther,,_;c gradient; - presence of gases H2S and 

so •. 

6. Paragenesls with thermal springs: - there is a hot spring on the 

north termination of the massif (T = 80 °C; concentration of NaCl and Caso
4 

is 

up to 1,6 mas%; gases CO2 and H2S) . 

Obviously, the first four criteria deal with paleo-hydrothermal karst, while 

the last two ones describe the modern thermalism. 

Paleohydrothermal karat. Being today inactive, the Rhar Sidi Bakou 

Cave may be considered as paleohydrothermal karst manifestation. Our recent 

studies provide some further data on its genesis. 

Being confident that temperature of fluids responsible for calcite 

formation was as high as 80-90 °c. we may estimate temperature of those 

fluids on the earlier cave-forming stage. It should be as high as 90 oc and 

somewhat higher. 

The salt composition and concentration tests are comparatively few in 

number and so must be interpreted with caution. The presence of chlorides in 

fluids entrapped into inclusions may be attributed to the leaching of deep

seated Triassic evapori1e sequence. It is to be noted, however, that NaCl is 

typical component of fluid inclusions in hydrothermal karstic minerals even in 

those places, where evapori1es have never been reported in geological record 
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entrapped; MgClz-NaCI-H20 (T eut. =-35 °C) and MgClz-H20 (T eut. =-33,6 "C). 

Anyway, we can state that there were no Ca2+, K+ , (C03)2·, (HCOa)·, and F· 

ions in the fluids studied. 

Table 2. 

T eut.1 · T eut.2• °C I Tim., oc II C, mas.% I 
-34 · -21 ,5 -19,Q 16,2 

-19,0 16,2 

I/ sistem MgCl'.}tbo 
II 

-19,0 16,2 
. or gCl2-NaCI- 2 -18,5 16,1 

-18,0 16,0 

Concentrations given in Table 2. were calculated using phase 

equilibrium diagram for the system MgCl2-H20. 

Summary on calcite genesis. 

1. The calcite studied was crystallized from thermal solution at 

temperatures up to 80-90 °C; 

2. The one-stage crystallization took place; 

3. Chemical composition of mineral-forming solution was magnesium 

and so~ium chloride, with rather high concentration (16,0-16,2 mas.%); 

4. The thermal, hydrochemical, and hydrodynamical environments during 

the crystallization were very stable. 

DISCUSSION 

Signs of hydrothermal origin of caves In the Azerou El Keblr. Several 

characteristic features indicative of hydrothermal karst origin of caves have 

been described (Co/1/gnon, 1983) ; 

1. Morphology; - an abundance of spherical niches; - no signs of 

flowing water; - isomorphic 3D-patterns of cave passages; 

(Dublyansky, 1989) . The presence of Mg may be attributed to the some 

source, that provided magnesium for dolomitization of limestones. 

The findings of quartz crystals in some caves of the massif display the 

ability of paleo-fluids to transport silica. Obviously, deep-seated Meso• and 

Cenozoic sedimentary sequences served as a source of Si. 

Modern hydrothermal karat. Comparing data derived from fluid 

inclusion study with parameters of modern thermal springs, it may be inferred 

that both paleo- and modern processes are quite similar (it should be taken into 

consideration that parameters, revealed by fluid inclusions are indicative of 

depth of 100 to 500 m so the respective correction must be introduced when 

comparing with thermal spring parameters) . It can be inferred, also, that 

hydrothermal karst is in process now on the deep levels of geological section. 

CONCLUSION 

The results of the fluid inclusion study show the stage inheriting in the 

single hydrothermal process. Formation of caves, deposition of calcite crystals 

on their walls and action of modern hot springs may be considered as the 

consecutive stages of this single process. 
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Fig. 1. Survey of the Rhar Sidi Bakou 
Cave (by B.Collignon & B.Goerdler. 
May 1983) 

Fig. 2. Distribution of hom09.enization 
t!imperatures measured by inclusions of 
calcite from the Rhar Sidi Rakou Cave 

the formation of secondary caco, deposits leading to the 

be lief that as long as CO2 degassing occurs a higher degree 

o f solution saturation is achieved and Caco, will be 

'prec ipitated' . According to Vogel · I 197 8, p . 407) a 

supersaturated solution is defined as "a solution that 

contains a greater concentration of solute than corresponds 

t o the equilibrium solubility at the temperature under 

cons ideration. Supersaturation is therefore an unstable 

state which may be brought to a state of st~ble equilibrium 

by the addition of a crystal of the solute ( 'seeding' the 

solution), or of some other substance, or by mechanical 

means such as shaking or stirring• . 'Seeding' a 

supersaturated s o lution results in either secondary 

nucleation (addition of a crystal of the solute) or 

heterogeneous nucleation (addition of some other 

s ubstance). Homogeneous nucleati on can occur by mechanical 

mean s . 

Detailed studies that examine the 

diss ol ution/precipitation reactions involving CaCO, in 

ka r st systems are well documented (See Dreybrodt, 1988 and 

White , 1988 for references ) but in general do not examine 

in a ny great detail the actual process of 'precipitation', 

i.e . calcite formation by crystal growth. 

SEM photographs show that most secondary carbonate 

formations are created by the process of caco, crystal 

growth (Photo. 1 and 2). Crystal growth from karst water 

that has reached a certain degree of saturation with 

respect to calcite, occurs by a series o f consecutive 

steps: nucleation, bulk diffusion, surface adsorption and 

finally integration of ions into the crystal lattice. Of 
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NUCLBATION AND ITS PART IN CALCITB DBPOSITION 

LI Shu, Mar~ ELLAWAY and Bri an FINLAYSON 

University of Me lbourne, Aus tra lia 

ABSTRACT 

paper revieWs the processes invo l ved in Thi s 

nucleation, i ~e. crystal growth , as it i s o ften ignored i n 

the kars t literature. Secondary nuc leatio n a nd 

heterogeneous nucleation are t he dominant f orms of 

nucleation in the karst environment , the type o f which 

determines the morphology of secondary carbonate deposits. 

An understand ing of the fundamentals of nuclea tion is 

necessary if one is to understand the processes ana 

mechan isms involved in CaC01 deposition. 

1 Introduction 

The majority of secondary carbonate deposits found ir: 

karst areas are the result of caco, crystallisatior 

predominantly as calcite or aragonite. Processes involvec 

in calcite \ aragonite crystal growth are often ignored 01 

only · briefly discussed in the karst literature. In thi , 

paper nucleation is shown to be a dominant fact or i1 

initiating calcite crystal growth in the karst env ironmen· 

and for convenience sake the term cal c i t e is used in 

broa d sense t o cover secondary CaCO-. depos it s . 

The f ollowing ove r all chemi ca l reacti on appear 

freque ncly i n t he kars t l, terature, 

ca:· 2Hco
3

• < ::"> caco .1:.:~.. + Ho + co~ 19111 1 

and i s used t o descr i be che ' pr ec ipitat i on' of caco, . Tr 

above reaction ·unfo r tunately engenders a f a lse sens e abOL 

t he above steps, nucleation plays the critical role in 

determining the morphological .variety of deposit formed. 

l NUcleation 

Nucleation i n a karst area can occur when a solution 

saturated with respect to calcite reaches a certain degree 

o f saturation such that the deviation from thermodynamic 

e quilibrium reaches a maximum. It may occur homogeneously 

i n the bulk solution producing a cloud of crystallites, 

heterogeneously by the presence of foreign material (Photo . 

1) or by secondary nucleation i.e. presence of crystals of 

the solute (Photo. 2). 

Homogeneous nucleation 

According to the laws of thermodynami cs, a solution in 

chemical equilibrium is at its lowest energy state and is 

said to be saturated. As the degree of s a tura t i on 

increases, it moves further away from c hemical equilibrium 

until a critical saturation level is at t ained. Chernov 

( 19841 defines this as the metastabi l ity boundary a nd once 

exceeded nucleation may take place. It should be noted that 

this metastability boundary var i es depending upon physical 

parameters (e.g. temperat ur e and fl ow condit ions ) and the 

concentration of chemical constituent s p resent . 

The creation of a new phase in natural wat e rs is one 

o f the most fundamental a s pects of crystal growth . I n the 

karst water system, Ca' · and co,'· i ons , may form a 

c rysta ll ine aggregate. As t he sacu ration level with respect 

to calcit e approa ches the metastability boundary, the 

f ormation o f a n aggrega te ' s surface will reduce the total 

free energy of the s y s t em. As a r esult of this energy 

reduct ion, mor e Ca' · and CO .' ions will have a tendency to 



move onto the aggregate and form a much larger aggregate 

generally called a nucleus. If an aggregate does not 

attract sufficient Ca2
' and co,'· ions to form a nucleus it 

dissociates. Karst waters that contain Ca2
' and co,2

• ions in 

solution in greater concentrations than that dictated by 

the thermodynamics of the system are commonly referred to 

as being 'supersaturated' with respect to calcite. It 

should be noted here that supersaturation does not 

necessarily lead to nucleation; this will only occur when· 

the degree of supersaturation reaches and exceeds that 

dictated by the system, i.e. the metastability boundary . 

For the process of nucleation to proceed to the 

crysta l ·stage, a nucleus of critical size must first form. 

An aggregate smaller than that of the critical size is 

unstable and redissolves, but once the critical size is 

reached any further increase in nucleus size results in a 

reduction in the free energy of the system; this can 

significantly enhance nucleation . 

The critical nucleus size is inversely proportional to 

the degree of supersaturation. The higher the degree of 

supersaturation i.e. the further away from equilibrium, the 

smaller the critical nucleus and the higher the probability 

of nucleation. As a result of this high probability of 

nucleation many more aggregates reach the critical nucleus 

stage resulting in a highly competitive environment in 

which small and poor quality crystals are obtained. 

Conversely , if the degree of supersaturation is low, the 

size of the critical nucleus is large. In this case, no 

nucleus may form even though the system is . said to be 

supersaturated. This is why water with a low degree of 

~t is clear that the energy requirement for heterogeneous 

nucleation is less than that for homogeneous nucleation. 

For example, when 8=45°, the potential barrier for 

nucleation on the surface is o ne order of magnitude less 

than for homogeneous nucleation. It is also understood that 

when a nucleus is formed on a substrate, the total area of 

the interface between the nucleus and the solution is 

reduced when compared with a nucleus suspended in the 

solution. This gives rise to the reduction in surface 

energy requirements and hence lowers the total free energy 

of the system, which in turn facilitates nucleation. 

Secondary nucleation 

From the literature that deals with crystal growth 

processes: both on an industrial and laboratory scale, 

there is sound evidence that in the presence of crystals of 

the solute itself the nucleation energy barrier is lower 

than that which would be necessary for heterogeneous 

nucleation to occur (Rusi et al., 1980; •Botsaris et al., 
1987). Secondary nucleation will occur preferentially 

because of crystal lattice match between pre-existing and 

the newly formed crystals. 

When applied to a karst system where both 

crystals are 

foreign 

present, 
material and pre-existing calcite 

nucleation will occur firstly on the surface of pre
existing calcite crystals and secondly on the surface of 

foreign materials. 

3 Crystal growth 

Transport process 

The process which . transports the individual ions from 

the bulk supersaturated solution to a stable nucleus and 
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supersaturati on nk'lY i"em .. 1in ~t .. "lb!~ without nucleation taking 

place. Supersatu1·ati1..•n is thereflH.t? ,)nly a pn?·requirdte for 

crystallisation and that ,, c:en<1in degn•e of sdturation has 

to be exceeded before critic .. ;! nuclei c .. 111 ttJrm. 

Many karst waters (b0th su1·f.'lce ,ind underground) 

achieve only a low to moderate degree of supersc.1turation 

(Sical = 0.0 - +0.7) if at all, dnd as noted by Ford and 

Williams (1989, p94) homogeneous nucleation is of little 

significance in karst studies because of the high degree 

of supersaturation necessary ( Sicai = +1. 5 or higher) . 

Heterogeneous nucleation 

Heterogeneous nucleation is the formation of nuclei on 

the surface of foreign materials (substrates) e.g. in the 

karst system~ clay surfaces, bedrock, mosses, algae, etc. 

In terms of energy requirements heterogeneous 

nucleation is much more ,advantageous than homogeneous 

nucleation. Before any type of nucleation occurs an energy 

barrier must be exceeded that provides the impetus for 

nucleation to occur. The maximum potential barrier <ocl>cl to 

heterogeneous nucleation can be expressed by: 

16n!l'a 3 (1-cos8)' (2+cos 8) 
ll<l>c= ----- ---------- at 

3(6µ)' 4 

where n = specific volume per particle in a ·crystal .~ 

critical nuclei radius and 6µ = the deviation of a system 

from equilibrium. Other parameters are depicted in Fig. 1 

(Chernov, 1984). When compared with the maximum potential 

barrier to homogeneous nucleation: 

hence a growing crystal's surface is known as bulk 

diffusion. In a static solution, ions and molecules of 

dissolved species move from regions of higher concentration 

to lower concentration by the process of molecular 

diffusion. This depends linearly on the concentration 

gradient and inversely on diffusion laxer thickness or 

crystal size. 

The film thickness depends on the relative solid· 

liquid velocity, i.e. on the degree of agitation of the 

system . If water is flowing, dissolved species are 

dispersed by eddy diffusion whj.ch typically is several 

orders of magnitude more rapid than molecular diffusion 

(Ford and Williams, 1989) 

Surface process 

Ions or molecules in the vicinity of a crystal face 

tend to attach thernsel ves onto the surface in positions 

where the attracting forces are greatest. This means they 

will migrate by the prC:,cess of surface adsorption towards 

positions where surface free energy is lowereQ. The optimllll 

position for attachment is at a kink site (Photo. 31, 

followed by a step position with the least advantageous 

position being the start of a new crystal• plane. This step· 

wise build-up will continue until the whole plane surface 

is completed . Before a further layer can be built on the 

cryS t al surface another centre of crystallisation must come 
into existence on 

replicating itself. 

A precondition 
karst waters must 

a plane surface with the process 

CONCLUSIONS 

for calcite crystal growth is that 

achieve a certain degree of 

• 



supersaturation; changes in water temperature , pressure and 

flow conditions may enhance CO2 degassing, which in turn 

can enable a system to meet the precondition requirements. 

It should be clearly understood that the precondition alone 

is not sufficient for nucleation Renee crystal growth to 

occur . The processes involved in crys ta 1 growth should be 

studied in greater deta i l to understand fully the processes 

involved in secondary CaC03 deposition. 
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Photo . 3. SEM photograph showing the step-wise build up of 
a calcite crystal . A= kink position, B = step position .and 
C = new plane surface. This photograph is an enlargement of 
one of the calcite crystals shown in Photo. 1. 
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Cl 

Fig. 1. A spherical nucleus ·on a substrate. Where a= free 
energy of a c rystal-medium interface (surface energy ) ; CX.s = 
surface energy of the substrate-crystal interface; R = 
radius of a spherical nucleus ; and 8 = wetting angle 
between the surface of a spherical nucleus and the 
substrate . 

Photo. 1. SEM photograph sh,:,wing calcite crystal growth on 
a foreign surface - moss (heterogeneous nucleation). 

GRAIN SIZE SEDIMENTS IN MODERN 

SUBSURFACE 

REGION, 

RIVER IN THE WULICHONG 

YUNNAN PROVINCE 

Chen Xiaoping Wu Wenqing 
Yunnan Institute of Geography, Kunming, 650223 

Abstract 

This paper focuses on the grain size characteristics of sediments in 

modern Wulichong subsurface river and of the hydraulic dynamics. The 
study results reveal that the sediments of the subsurface river were 
transported and deposited under the hydraulic dynamic condition of 
violent and turbulent. The sedimentation of subsurface river is related 
to the form of caves, hydraulic energy, rainfall and so on. 

21<xti!iHJ!ftli!l!.1'P:lt!ff/iiJtri~1/IJ(l<Jfitll(tHiE:f!IJJ<~.Ml;J.( , ~*~IJl:lt!ff/iiJ~tl'tE 
ttii•l'if~:f!ltri~- :lt.!ai~1(:Jli~. JrfJl<~l!U(:fi;)s. 

Background And Location Of Sampling 

The drainage area, at the elevation of 1130--2500 m, of the 
Wulichong subsurface river is located in the southern Yunnan Plateau. 
A series ?f karst depression develop in the mid-Triassic medium thick 
carbonate rocks and along the fau[t striking from north to south. The 
sinkholes have been forming in the depressions about 300 m deep. The 

Wulichong subsurface river originations from the surface river in the 
sandstone and shales, terrains and drains into the Lushui River in the 
form of spring after running about I 1 km. The total elevation difference 



resurgence) of the drainage system in 212.3 m and the hydraulic 
gradient varies in the range of 10-55%. The discharge of the system 
reaches to 188-4330 Vs. 
The explored sections of the underground river distribute in the 
different reaches: entrance part (Wulichong sinkhole stream expressed 
as F), Longbaopo subsurface stream expressed as Band Yanfengdong 
subsurface stream signed in Y. Other parts have not been surveyed yet. 

· The modem sediments are chiefly deposited in the wide channels of 
the subsurface river. The thickness of the sediments is 0,5-4.0 m. They 
are composed principally of gravels and clay with less bedding structure. 
In ord~r to study the variation of sedimentary properties along the flow 
direction from the upper to the lower reaches, the representative 
sampling profile had been chosen from F, B and Y as Sf, Sb and SY. 
33 samples were collected from 3 profiles and other sites. 

Analysis Methods 

Samples were dried and dispersed in the laboratory of Yunnan 
Institute of Geography. The screen method is employed for grains larger 
than 4.32t, grains smaller than 4.32t are tested dy TZC-2 grain degree 
testing autorecorder. Folk a~d Ward's grain graphic parameters, Sharp's 
grading factors, Visher's probability summation curve and Passaga's 
grain degree CM pattern have been used to analysis the results. 

Results And Discussion 

I.Granularity parameter analyses 
The results o(grain analysis show that the medium granularity (Mz) 

changes greatly at different layers. In the profile Sf, Mz changes 
between -4.22 to -4.52, in the profile Sb and Sy, Mz increases upto 
1.28-7.54. This fact reflects the mean dynamic energy of the subsurface 
river changes from extremely strong,to quite weak as hydraulic gradient 

B. Three segment type, which includes two subtypes. First of all is 
bed load and jumping and suspension (Fig. 2 b (3)) such as samples BS, 
B7 and B9. In this subtype, the bed load constitution is 46-87%, oblique 
angle is 24-38°; the oblique angle of other content is very low. The fine 
junction point is at -0.1 to 2, the coarse junction point is at -4.l to -1.6, 
the mix. degree is 1.6, representing the properties of deposits in 
turbidity flow. These are characterized by the very high energy and 
turbulent deposits in mid-'reach of subsurface river. 

The second subtype is made up to three segments of suspension, 
jumping and bed load (Fig. 2.d(4)), such as sample Y3. In this subtype, 
suspension content is more than 40%, every segment has lower oblique 
angle as the sediment has not been sorted sufficiently. It represents high 
hydraulic energy and disturbance in the lower reach of subsurface river. 

C. Many segment type, _which is divided into 4 subtypes, first 
represents the sediments deposited in the moderate energy (Fig, 2.c 
(5)), the good example is B8; second subtype belongs to the shallow 
flood with strong disturbance energy such as sample B6 (Fig, 2.c (6)); 
third subtype (Fig.2.c (7) and (8)) represents stronger disturbance 
energy in the shallow flood deposit described by samples B4 and F2; 
fourth subtype was deposited in the strong disturbance and high energy 
(Fig. 2,d (9)) represented by sample Y2. Yl (Fig. 2.d (10)) described it 
was deposited in the flow with the lower energy. 

The combination of curves for the different layers reflects the 
hydraulic energy gradually changes from very strong in the flood season 
to weak in the dry season, meanwhile sediments posses two face 
structures, such as profiles Sf, Sy and B3--B5 of Sb. In the flood season 
the hydraulic energy changes rapidly because of the rain storm function ' 
so the curve combination is very complex such as B6--B9 of profile Sb.' 
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decreases gradually from the upper ·reach to the lower. 

The frequency graphic index error(a;) of grain size is higher than 
2.00, grading factor (Si) less than 40%,representing the less grading. 
This result suggested that the cave flow in Wulichong subsurface river 
is turbulent and complex flow. 

The deviation (Ski)and peak form (kg) shift from medium at the 
profile Sf of upper reach F and the profile s. of the mid-reach B, but 
at the lower reach,the variation of Ski and kg obviously decreases, the 
ski values change from extremely negative - positive deviations to 
positive-extremely positive deviations. The factor kg changes from wide 
even sharp narrow to moderate.Both of them show the intensifying 
tendency of hydraulic function in the flow direction in the subsurface 
river. 

2. Frequency Accumulation and Curves 
The frequency accumulation curves of sediments in the subsurface 

river may be divided into several types according to their forms and 
contents of different constitutions (Fig. 2), such as : 

A. Two segment type, which is only distributed over F cave section. 
The type is made up of bed load suspension (Fig.2. a (1) ) for profile 
F3, In this type, the bed load content is as· much as 95%, the diameter 
of grain is -5.3 to 2.6, the oblique angle is 50-60°. The content of 
suspension is 5%, the oblique angle is only 5°. The junction point of 
these constitutions is at -2.6, the mixture degree is 1.5_. It described the 
sediment load of flood at high energy. 

The type two is made up of jumping and suspension (Fig. 2 a (2)) 
represented by the profile Fl. In this type, the jumping content is 70%, 
the oblique angle is 40°, the junction point with suspension is at 4.5. It 
is very similar to the sediments deposited in weak energy and deep 
static trough of the Erhai lake. 

Grain Degree CM Pattern 

The grain degree CM pattern of sediments in the research area is 
similar to Passega's study results (1964). The numerical value C of 
sediments from different layers are mainly distributed in the regions of 
I, II, III aQ_d the size of C changes from 0.09--63 mm and M value 0.07 
to 33.6 mm, this feature represents the stronger energy flow. 

According to the distribution of sediments on CM pattern and 
properties of different regions, the samples collected from F section 

. distribute each, region, their energy decreased from strong to weak, and 
the sediments were transported in the way of bed load, jump and 
suspension. The samples from section B are mainly distributed in 1-5 
regions where the flow was with very high energy to moderate. The 
samples from section Y are distributed 3--6 regions where the flow was 
turbidity with rather high density. The energy of section Y decreased 
from strong to very weak. · 

Hydrauiic Energy Related To The Sediments In Subsurface River 

A. Hydraulic condition of subsurface river is closed related to the 
dimensions of underground river, the forms of caves, rainfall and 
subsurface hydrology. Wulichong subsurface river is a large one 
developed in the shallow phreatic zone near the water table with high 
hydraulic gradient, great variation of flow properties, complex 
disturbance and high energy. These characters undoubtly display in the 
grain parameters, frequency curve and CM pattern of the sediments. 

B. The main course of the Wulichong subsurface river is constituted 
with siphones, seasonal channels and chamber beds. 

C. The regime of the subsurface river is strictly effected by the 
rainfall. The great variation of hydraulic conditions has caused the great 



changes of grain size of sediments deposited and patterns. 
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THE CAUSES OF COMPOSITE 
MORPHOLOGY OF 

SPELEOTHEMS 

YANGHankui 
Mountain Resources Research Institute 

ofGuizhou, Guiyang 550001 

Speleothems usually exhibit composite morphology due to 
hydrodynamic conditions, and water quality and quantity changing 
over time during their formation . In the past, researchers divided 
speleothem~ into four types: dripstone on the cave roof, flows tone on 
the cave wall, rimstone and crystal druses in underground pools, and 
helictites formed, respectively, by dripping water, film wat.er, 
gravitational water and capillary water. Based on extensive observa
tions and researc~ of speleothems, the author, in this paper, stresses 
the synergetic effect of speleothem form ation, namely, most 
speleothems are formed by the synthesis of the effects of waters having 
different flow conditions and physical, chemical and biological pro
cesses. Synergetic effects usually control the moq1hology and devel
opment rate of speleothems and are divided into three classifications: 
synchronous synergetic effects of different flow types, asynchronous 
synergetic effects of different flow types, and synergetic effects of dif
ferent processes. Some examples are discussed in deta il. 
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NUEVA FORMACION ESPELEOLOGICA: 
DIBUJOS DE CIRCULOS FORMADOS POR 

GOTEO tN LA GRAN CAVERNA DE 
SANTO TOMAS 

Antonio Nunez JIMENEZ 
Sociedad Espeleol6gica de Cuba 

En la Gran Caverna de Santo Tomas, en la Sierra de Ouemado 
( Los Organos) provincia de Pinar del Rio. Cuba. se hall6, tan to en su 
piso secundario. como en las paredes y superfici_es de estalagmitas. 
dibujos de circulos negros perfectos. A veces el circulo esta cruzado 
por otro. En varias oportunidades aparecen figuras como de ocho o sea 
constituidas por dos circulos unidos por sus bordes. 

En este trabajo se explica la genesis de estas figuras. halladas por 
primera vez por el autor el 14 de septiembre de 1984. En el centro de 
cada circulo aparece una pequeiia estalagmita. indicando que fue la 
salpicadura del goteo e1italactico la que gener6 con oxido 'de 
manganeso tales figuras circulares. 

Ocho aiios despues del descubrimiento de aquellos circulos 
unicos conocidos en el mundo, hasta entonces. los espele61ogos 
ingleses Mike Meredith y Jerry Wooldridge publ icaron el •1ibro 

Gigant Caves 0 Borneo. Kuala Lumpur. 1992. reproducen una 
fotografla de varios circulos de color claro. iguales a los de la Gran 
Caverna de Santo Tomas. 



THE FORMATION OF SHIHUA CAVE OF BEUING 
AND ITS LANDFORM CONDITION 

Liu Xiang Yang Zhenfu 
Beijing Geological Engineering Company, Beijing 100050 

Development features of Shihua Cave 

Shihua Cave, which developed in thick limestone of the Middle 
Ordovician, is a multi-level cave with alternating vertical and horizontal 
features (Table 1). There are two characteristics of cave development. 
First, the levels of the cave are developed along an EW direction, 
stepping down each level to the east like a set of stairs. Second, multi
level chambers which are connected with each other are developed in 
the same rock layer, and developed to the southeast along the slope of 
the bedding pl1me with increase of depth. 

Table.I Each level of the Shihua Cave 

Jcvcl Total length brnnchcs depth elevation at condition of tM: bottom othen 

the bottom 

1 309 1 0 250 "" 4chambcn 

2 775 3 34-89 161-216 slope to soulh-east, steep J inggang chambcf" 

slope at bollom, mott steep connect layer I J1nd 2 

range, 150 m high bctwcm 

the highest and lhe lowest 

at bollom 

3 about 450 3 12 149 flat, slope lo cas1 nam,w 

4 abou1100 5.8 143 fall, slope lo wesl as high as La~r 3 

5 about 500 2 26 117 flat, slope to south<asl 1 chamber 

• 6.5 JI0.5 no water 

Table.3 Comparison of each layer of Shihua Cave witn the river 
terraces and high-wide valley 

terrace, v.ide valley and TI T2 T3 T4 boctom of wide valley 
thcireleva1ion 103 m 111 m 121 m 1 200m 

Number or cave level 7 • 5 4 1-3 

The key comparison is layer 4, where a dear change of the development 
of the level appears which is very uncoordinated with the upper and 
lower levels. For example, the slope of the bottom is opposite to the 
others, and the scale is unevenly matched with the neighboring levels. 
There is 6m between levels 3 and 4, but 26m between levels 4 and 5, 
which is similar to the height between T3 and T4 near Chenjiatai Village. 
So, it is thought that level 4 fanned in the transition period between the 
development of the high, wide valley and terrace 4, but is close to the 
formation period of T3• 
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Comparison between the cave levels and landform 

The formation of Shihua Cave is related with the high, wide valley 
of the Dashi River in the Pliocene and the terraces of the Quaternary 
rivers. The development features of high, wide valleys and terraces are 
a wide paleo-valley with slopes of 4% in the bottom developed by the 
Dashi River. The top of the wide valley is at an elevation of 600m and 
the relief is clearly gentle at elevations near 400m, the bottom, at au 
elevation of 200m is 2km wide and 100m above the river bed. There 
are four step terraces developed by-the river (Table 2). 

Table. 2 Features of Dashi River terraces near Shihua Cave 

River terrace TI n n T< 

Fomhuan, villa,e hue terrace. 10 K'CUl'IUlatioaaJ hue terraoe 6.S buc tcrnc:c 7.5 

lcrnc:r:21 

Cbcnjialai village accumulational aa:umu.lattOUI hue lcnKC 42 tme tcrnccn 

lcm!IOC 9 !enact 14 

Sanfucun village accumulational aocumulldonal base tcrraoe 21 

lcn'KC 3 terrace 11 

period olalluvial o,o1 'Q3ol o/ o/' 
dcp01its 

The caves are distributed between the elevations of 95-355m, which 
is from the part above the, modern rivers to the middle-low part of the 
high, wide valley. Because Shihua Cave fanned in the current system 
which is at the base level of Cijiawu ViJlage, each layer of the cave 
should be compared with landfonns near Cijiawu Village (Table 3). 

THE FORMATION OF BENXI WATER 
CAVE, LIAONING, CHINA 

PAN Jianmin 
Benxi Water Cave Scenic Spots and Historic Sites 

Management Office, Benxi 117100 

GAO Shanghua, WEI Haipo 
Museum of Benxi City, Benxi 117100 

Benxi Water Cave, an underground river system seldom seen at 
such a high latitude in China, has a resurgence at an elevation of 176 ID 

and is located on the south bank of the Taizi river, 35 km east of Benxi 
City, Liaoning Province. The water channel is 2.8 km long and can be 
toured by boat for its entire length. The cave is located in the southern 
limb of a syncline composed of Ordovician carbonate rocks, and the 
massif is cut by NE- and NW - trending faults . The rocks are limestone, 
dolomitic limestone and calcareous dolomite with dip angles ranging 
from 15-40°. At the southeast end of the underground river is confined 
conduit water with a yield of 58- 162 liter per second, recharged by the 
Tanghe River through alluvium. 

The development and evolution of Benxi Water Cave may be di
vided into three phases. The first phase corresponds to the fonnation of 
the.third terrace of the Taizi River and the cave started its development 
in the phreatic zone located several dozen meters lower than the Taizi 
River. The first to the third layers of cave sediments in Miaohoushan 
correspond to the third terrace of the Taizi and Tanghe Rivers. Data 
from paleo-magnetism place the development in the early stage of the 
Middle Pleistocene. In the second phase, the cave was in the under· 
ground water table during the Late Pleistocene which corresponds to 
the second terrace of the Taizi River. The third phase of development of 
the underground river was during the Holocene. The terraces of the 
Taizi River are about 5 m, 8-10 m and 56 m higher than the water level. 



Reaction Mechanisms of Water-Rock Interaction 

NUMERICAL MODELING OF MINERAL 
DISSOLUTION KINETICS PROCESSES 

IN KARST AQUIFERS 

ZHANG Yongxiang CHEN Honghan REN Zhongyu 
Changchun University of Geology, Changchun 130026 

Abstract 
Dissolution kinetics processes of carbonate minerals in a 

carbonate rock aquifer are discussed in this paper. The dissolution ki
netics equations of some minerals are set up . The dissolution kinetics 
equations are introduced into a finite element equation, and the solu
tion rate constants are determined by finite element method . The pro
cesses are verified by examples from the Jinan karst area. The influ
encing factors of solute changes in a karst aquifer are accurately des
cribed. 

ment of caves and cracks. Because gypsum often exists in carbonate 
rocks, sulfate minerals also affect the chemical composition in karst 
aquifers and water environmental conditions. 

Generally, the H 2O-CO2 reaction process existing in a karst 
aquifer is as follows: 

CO,(g) + H,O.=H,co, 

tt,"co,.=H + + ttco,

Hco,- .=H + + co; 

H2 O.=H+ +OH -

As_ the calcite dissolves, the CaCO3-CO2-H2O reaction process 
appears. Under meso-,-acidic conditions: 

CaCO3 + H + .=ca2+ + HCo,-

The chemical kinetics equation is: 

de dt = (k, + k, aH)(I - «)A 

where: C is the Ca2+ concentration; K 1 and K 2 are reaction rate con
stants for calcite; ex is the reaction ratio with· respect to calcite, 
ex= [Ca

2+1cor] / Kc, ~c is an equilibrium constant. In pH> 8.5; 

CaCO,.=ca2+ + CO," 

The chemical kinetics equation is: 

de dt =k, (1 -«)A 

As the dolomite dissolves, the CaMg(CO
3
)
2
-CO

2
-H

2
O reaction 

process appears. 

The chemical kinetics equation .of dolomite is: 

<!£. =k 1 (1- «)A 
dt 

where the meaning of each item is similar to the chemical kinetics 
equation of calcite. 

As the gypsum dissolves, the CaSOrH2O reaction process ap-
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Mineral Dissolution Processes and the Dissolution Kinetics Equations in 
a Karst Aquifer 

The minerals of a karst aquifer consist mainly of carbonates of 
calcite and dolomite. The dissolution processes of carbonate minerals 
control the change of chemical composition in the aquifer such as the 
increase ofCa2+, HCO j and pH . The dissolution processes lead to the 
change of the form of the water-bearing media, such as the enlarge-

pears: 

caso,.=ca2+ + so; 

The chemical kinetics equation is: 

<!£. =k (1-«)A 
dt I 

where the meaning of each item is similar to the other kinetics equa
tions. 

In a natural water-bearing rock composed of several minerals, 
the dissolution process is a composite of each mineral' s dissolving pro
cess. 

dcso. 
di =k,(1 - «)A 

According to the chemical equilibrium equation and the chemical 
kinetics equation, co:- must be determined by the H O-CO reac-
• 2 2 

hon equation first so that the a can be determined. 

The Finite Element Equation for Considering the Chemical Kinetics 
Processes 

The mass movement equation is based on the water flow 
equation. The water flow equation for a two dimensional flow in a 
confined aquifer is: 

I

µ' ff = div(T • gradh) +, 

h(x,y, t)/,_ 0 = h0 (x,y) 

h(x,y ,t) I., = h 1 (x,y,t) 

(T • gradh) • nl., = g(x,y,t) 

(x ,y)EO,t > 0 

(x,y)eo 

(x,y)e s , ,t > o 
(I) 

(x,y)eB,,t > O 



The mass movement equation is: 

f,(MnR• Ct)= div(MnD.gradC• )- div(Mn VC•) 

dC• +,c,. +---;f, 

C, (x,y,t) /, _ , = C,, (x ,y,t) 

c.(x,y,t)/,, = c,.(x,y,t) 

(x,y)teO,t > 0 

(x,y)eQ 

(x ,y)e B, ,t>0 

Mn(VC, -D,gradC,) • ii/8 , =q,(x,y,t) (x,y)EB 2 ,t>0 

(2) 

where: h is the hydraulic head;£ is the intensity of infiltration; µ • is 
the coefficient of storage; g is the discharge per unit width at second 
type boundary; Mis aquifer thickness; n is porosity; Vis velocity; Ck 
the kth species concentration (k= 1,2,3 representing Ca2+, Mg2+ and 
sot); D is dispersion coefficient; C tk is the concentration of 
infilitration; q k is mass of unit width at second type boundary; _!1 1 

and B2 are .first and second type boundary; Q is modeling area; Q is 
calculating area. The finite element of equation (I) and (2) is: 

.,, I '• I I 
,;<D,1 + 2A ,1 t)h , (1)= ,;(Du- 2A,1t)h,(O)+ 2[R,(O)+ R i t)] 

' • - I - '• - I - I - -
'~(D,J< + 2A ,J< t)c ,. (t) = ,~(D,J< - 2A,J< t)c ,. (0) + 2[RJ< ,(0) + RJ<(t)] 

where: ~ = DuJc + D2;Jc, the meaning of D UJc is similar to other 
studies, D 21Jc is the constant having relation to chemical kinetics pro
cesses. 

(k = 1,2,3) 

R Jc = E Jc + G Jc + K Jc ,E Jc and G Jc are the constants related to 
infiltration and second type boundary, k Jc is the constant related to 
chemical kinetics processes. 

into seven parameter areas, 148 elements, 90 nodal points, and seven 
first type boundary nodal points (Fig. I). The modeling parameter de
terminations are based on field test data, such as the hydraulic con
ductivity and porosity. The water level and water quality data used the 
original data from 1987 and 1988. Water quality monitoring 
parameters were sot. Mg2+ and Ca2+. The calculated results are giv-
en in Table I. · 

Table 1. The result of modeling parameters 

---....--....... rcgior 

oaram~ ..... 
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 

k 210 65 61 56 46 58 42 
n 0.2 0.185 0.19 0.161 0.124 0.121 0.101 ., 2.45 2.10 2.30 1.80 1.50 1.05 1.25 

•r 0.87 0.55 0.65 0.45 0.45 0.35 0.45 K, 4.0 x 10- 4.35 X 10- 1.J X 10- 2.2X 10- l.lxlO-• 9.0x 10- " 2.J xlO-
K 2.2x 10- 4.35 X 10-• I.2 x 10- 2.JxlO- 1.0 X 10- 9.1 x 10- " 2. 1 x 10-

The results indicate that: from south to north the hydraulic con
ductivity and porosity increase, showing that from the southern 
recharge area to_ the northern discharge area the groundwater flow 
strengthened, the corrosiveness strengthened and the porosity in
creased. The amount of the increases varies from place to place. In re
gions I, 3, and 4, 0 1_2 limestone and dolomitic limestone's dissolution 
rate constants are higher with higher strengthened groundwater flow, 
making dissolution quicker. In regions 4 and 5, E

3 
argillaceous lime

stone's dissolution rate constant is lower, so the dissolution is weaker. 
In region 2, because of the pyrogenic rock forming a local watershed 
of groundwater, the dissolution is the weakest. 

The following deductions can be made. The porosity of the 
water-bearing media, groundwater flow conditions and dissolution of 
the rock inter-impact each other. The first two factors promote disso
lution, the third enlarges the voids of the media, enhancing the flow of 
groundwater. 
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The calculation process of each species is connected with the oth
er species. We first calculated sor, second Mg2

+, and third Cal+. In 
the ionic strength calculation process, other ions' concentrations (not 
calculated in the finite element method) used the original measured 
data . 

The Modelling of the Carbonate Aquifer in Jinan 

The modelling area is located in an important residential and in
dustrial area of Jinan City. The modelling area is 150 km2 and belongs 
to a semi-arid climatic zone, the average annual temperature is 
14.4t, and average annual precipitation is 712 mm concentrated from 
June to September. The topographic features are higher in the south 
and lower in the north. The southern topography is downs and hills, 
the north is a piedmont plain. The strata from south to north are 
E3 limestone, 0 1_2 dolomitic limestone and thick - bedded limestone, 
all inclined to the NNE at an angle of 5-10°. Pyrogenic rock occurs in 
the northern city area. The Dongwu fault makes up the eastern 
boundary, the Qia.nfeshan fault makes up the western boundary, re
sulting in the study area being a relatively independent 
·hydrogeological unit . 

The karst water is the major groundwater in the modelling area. 
The groundwater recharges from the southern exposed limestone area. 
As groundwater flows to the north, the corrosive action is gradually 
strengthened. In the northern zone, groundwater flows are dammed 
by pyrogenic rocks, and discharge at springs in the contact belt which 
are important water resources of Jinan City. The quality of the 
groundwater is HCO3-Ca type in lts natural state. However, in recent 
years, total dissolved solids have quickly increased due to contamina
tion. 

According to hydrogeologic conditions, the study area is divided 

The intensity of dissolution of carbonate rocks impact the water 
quality features . According to the calcium and sulphate maps (Fig.2), 
from south to north the concentration gradually increases, indicating 
that as the flow distance and flow time increase, the dissolved sub
stances in groundwater accumulate. It must be pointed out that some 
locally rapid increases in concentration are because of human pollu
tion: But in general, the concentration differentiation was controlled 
by the above-mentioned processes in the carbonate aquifer. 

References 
Mercado, A. 1977. The kinetics of mineral dissolution in 

carbonate aquifers as a tool for hydrological investigation. I 
Hydro-geochemical models. Journal of Hydrology 35 165- 384. 
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Fig. I. The calcium concentration 
(A) and the sulphate concentration 
(B) maps in Jnan karst aquifer. 



HYDROCHEMISTRY OF SOME CAVE 
AREAS IN CHINA-PRELIMINARY 

RESULTS 

JIN Yuzhang 
Institute of Geology, Chinese Academy of Sciences, 

Beijing I 00029 

Abstract 
The speleo-hydrochemistry of some widely distributed cave 

areas, from mid-temperate to subtropical climatic zones, in several 
provinces in China, is discussed. More than 300 water quality data 
points were selected from 3000 measurements at about 100 sample lo
cations. These values are important for theoretical research on 
karstology and speleology and the evaluation of environmental quali
ty . 
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Introduction 

Since 1979, when the joint Chinese-Yugoslavian expedition initi
ated collaborative speleological research in China, there have been 
several joint expedition / research efforts carried out, espedally from 
the mid-80's (China-France 1986, 1989, 1992; China-Belgium 1988, 
1990; and others). During these expeditions, a large amount of 
hydrochemical data was gathered by water analysis from the field and 

ping water or condensed water, and the necessity of preserving sam
ples which are to be taken from the field for later analyses. 

Hydrochemical Data for Some Cave Areas 

For the study of the quality of natural water in cave areas, sam
ples were taken from different parts of the hydrologic cycle, including 
precipitation, surface water, groundwater and underground karst wat
er. Groundwater and underground karst water were subdivided into 
conduit water, dripping water, rimstone pool water, condensed water 
in the vadose zone, conduit water in the shallow phreatic zone and 
confined conduit water in the deep phreatic zone. The shallow 
phreatic zone was broken into allogenic and authigenic conduit water, 
plus data on fissure water of basalt found in the same•karst area. The 
results of water quality testing for selected cave areas are presented in 
Tables I and 2. 

Table 1. 

Water type 
Conduit water !Condensed Basalt 
Vadosc: zone Canduit water, Phrcatic zone 

water water 

Me• Zhejang Hubci lxundian Yiliana Hubci iaoning Quqing Mile lzhcjana Hubci Mile 
Parameter 

re 17.30 13.60 l~.90 17.00 18.90 9.16 1-4.20 18.50 17.SO 18 .40 25.60 
pH 7.39 7.82 7.88 8.19 7.66 7.90 us 1.46 7.56 7.53 7.27 

T OS(ma /L} 179 208 1'0 152 147 218 246 32 .60 
TH(H°) 13.36 8.l-0 11 .33 9.08 7.32 7.85 13.32 IS.14 S.93 5.20 l.l-0 

ca-(mg/ L) 93.42 53.SO 64.06 35.71 <45.30 4'1.98 67.09 93.07 39.82 8.66 
Mg ... (m g / L) 1.80 4.l-0 10.2<4 17.73 4.30 7.<42 17.07 9.19 t.S5 1.31 

N8+K•(mg / L} 4.08 7.30 0.00 IA9 5.40 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.01 <4 .83 
HCOj'{mg / L) 295.64 193.00 l<45.79 191.55 127.00 132.82 251 .58 3CM.SS 125.92 76.60 37.07 
so;+(mg / L) 1.08 7.30 69.50 0.00 31.10 5.30 10.37 0.00 1.70 10.20 0.00 
Cl+(mg / L) 4.19 7.90 5.50 '4.25 4.90 9.80 5.60 7.70 S.16 0.40 5.00 

col free (mg / L) 32.30 15.<40 21.20 22.00 9.4-0 31.64 18.80 72.00 9.96 19.20 
CO2 aqrcssive 0.00 0.00 0.00 0,00 

{mg / L) 
9.00 2.70 0.00 0.00 2.66 39.18 
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the lab. 
This data is of important theoretical value for a better under

standing of the formation and evolution of water quality in karst 
areas, supplying information for further research of a cave's 
formation, evolution, and the rate of karst denudation. Also water 
quality is vitally important to the understanding of an area's environ
ment. The data discussed in the paper range through Yunnan, 
Sichuan, Hubei, Zhejiang and Liaoning Provinces. 

Parameters and Methods of Water Analysis 

An important consideration for determining the physical proper
ties and chemical composition of natural water during an expedition is 
choosing instruments which are not only portable and convenient to 
use, but also fast and accurate enough to meet the special purposes of 
speleological exploration. The instruments we chose are tlie HACH 
DR / 3 or HACH DR / 2000 Spectrophotometer, the HACH Model 
16900-01 Digital Titrator witli accessories, the HACH ONE pH Me
ter or the Cole-Palmer Digital pH Meter, the HACH Conductivity I 
TDS Meter and others. 

Because of the nature of the water and the goals of the research, 
we selected the following parameters to monitor.: water temperature; 
conductivity; total hardness (TH); total dissolved solids (TDS); pH; 
free carbon dioxide; aggressive carbon dioxide; bicarbonate; chloride, 
sulfate and nitrate anions; and calcium, magnesium and iron cations. 
With the proper reagents and accessory HACH equipment, the ana
lyses could . be expanded to include other organic and inorganic 
parameters, as well as some dissolved gases . Many ions can be tested 
in the field, such as free -carbon dioxide, carbonate, chloride, total 
hardness, calcium, magnesium, iron, and even sulfate. Using a porta
ble spectrophotometer and some common lab equipment to set up a 
small mobile lab, other constituents can be measured on site, such as 
sulfates, nitrates, aggressive CO2, etc. This is advantageous because of 
the difficulty of colle~ting enough for a sample of, for example, drip-

The chemica.J composition of natural water in an area of 
carbonate rocks show trends of ionic enrichment and migration 
through the hydrologic cycle, with various differences certainly influ
enced by the seasons, the compositions of rocks and local human ac
tivity. 

Table 2. Different parts of water cycle 

Water type Precipitation Surf4cewatcr Drippina water in vadose zone 

A,e, Hubei Liaoning hcjian1 Hubci Yi\iang Liaonina ?(undiar 1Zhcjanli Hubei Liaonina Yiliana ~undian 

Parameter 

re 18.00 13.lO 20.00 19.00 16.80 7.40 18.90 17.20 15.90 10.40 15.60 10.70 

pH 3.90 7.96 7.00 7.91 8.20 8.16 8.25 7.45 8.22 7.92 7.88 7.62 

IDS(ma / L) 23.70 56.10 147.0C 152 Ill 211 159 204 127.3 ll-0 

TH(H1 0.15 t.96 0.14 6.37 8.72 7.29 11.02 · 10.95 8.48 11 .90 7.21 U9 

Ca++{mg / L) 1.07 12.05 1.06 38.50 35.60 41.60 60.60 15.96 52.20 7<4.89 29.60 58.44 

Mg0 (mg / L) 0.00 1.18 0.00 4.20 16.28 6.)7 11 .03 0.82 5.'20 6.21 13.36 1.31 
Na++K• (mg / L) 7.04 0.92 3.10 10.00 1.61 0.00 5.52 4.02 4.l-0 0.00 0.00 '4.53 

HCOJ (mg / L) 1.98 28.79 3.05 124.00 185.38 120.68 145.79 239.30 150.00 2'41 .98 132.<41 192.11 
so;- (mg / L) II.SO 0.93 1.78 23.50 0.00 13.95 74.69 1.79 11 .30 6.97 0.00 0.00 

Cr(mg/L) 3.1 3 9.09 3.47 5.10 5.40 10.90 7.70 4.23 6.00 8.18 11 .30 3.20 

CO2 frec(mg / L 4.88 20.00 0.00 12 .90 16.40 35.80 28.20 20.86 33.40 47.00 18.40 2UO 

CO1 aaa:ressive - 0.00 11 .40 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
(mg/L) 

Discussion 

Precipitation shows the lowest concentration of ions and appears 
to be low mineralized acid rain with quite a high level of sulfates in 
western Hubei, probably as a result of burning coal for fuel. The mean 
value of aggressive carbon dioxide in Zhejiang Province reached 
11.4mg / l. 

All of the carbonate series in the areas studied have allogenic 
water sources in rivers of high discharge and consequently ha-ve com
plex chemical compositions. These waters generally had a moderate to 
low content of TDS, TH, Ca2

+ without aggressive CO2, with pH val-



ues mostly higher than 8.0. Data from Yunnan show lower TDS val
ues in vadose water than in surface water, whiclr may be the result of 
water dripping from a high level cave roof with only a short time in 
the vadose zone. 

In vadose water, there was no aggressive CO2 content, but high 
TDS, TH, Ca2+ and HC03. Exceptions were areas with thin roofs 
where there were large ranges in the values of TDS and TH related to 
diffuse flow in the vadose zone. 

The chemical composition of conduit water in the shallow 
phreatic zone is similar to that of surface water with certain additional 
corrosiveness perhaps because of the allogenic source of the water and 
low input from discharge of water from the carbonate rock massif. 

In Quqing of Yunnan Province, conduit water of the shallow 
phreatic zone formed by authigenic water was generally higher in 
TDS, TH, Ca2+ and HC03 than shallow phreatic water having a large 
portion of allogenic water from other areas surveyed. 

Concentrations of TDS, TH, Ca2+, HC03 and free CO2 from 
Mile, Yunnan Province, in pressure conduit water, moving long dis
tances from the deep phreatic; zone, are higher than water from the 
deep phreatic zones in other areas. 

Values of chemical constituents of cave condensed water fall be
tween those of precipitation and groundwater. 

The chemical composition of water from basalt layers differs 
from that of surface waters and groundwaters, but is similar to precip
itation except for having the highest aggressive CO2 content. 

Conclusions 

These are only preliminary results but they clearly show relation
ships between the complex chemical composition of natural waters 
and the hydrologic cycle, while other factors like seasonal influences 
cover vegetation and the chemical composition of the water-bearin~ 
medium remain to be further studied. 
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ABSTRACT The mountamous karst1c regions in central China are very populated ( 200 habll(m2) 
Wha11s the quality of the water 1n such a crowded region ? Dunng the speleological expeditions GEBIHE 
89 and D?NG HE 92. three kinds of pollution by man were investigated agriculture. waste waters. 
industry. , he welt known agncultural pollution by nitrates Is very weak , because the Chinese farmers 
use very few chem1cal fertilizers. The bactenolog1cal pollutlon by waste waters Is very strong, because 
the ;,opulauon 1s widely scattered 1n the mountains Even 1he small spnngs contain faecal bactena 
There are few big 1ndustnal plants In these reg10ns. and !or this reason the level ol chemical pollution is 
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1. GEOLOGICAL ANO CLIMATIC CONTEXT 

This pacer resumes the ~ ot ct,em,cal maoe " C9"IIJa 
c:i.na during lhe 89 and 92 ory seasons They -• maoe t,y a pnt aw- and 
E~rcpean team studying ll'le karst,c arus ,n lhe pro,,,nca 01 Gwi- H1b01 
and S!Clluan ( l,gure 1 ) 
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to 1500 mm/y8ar) and a long Ory cold Mason 
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Figure 2 Climatic data of Zl!JJin county (Gu,ZIIOIJJ, _,,.,..,.,. and prec,p,tat,on 



The geological context is quite simple. All these regions belong to the 
Yangtse paraplateform, a very large sedimentary area folded during the Yanshan 
orogenesis. The sedimentary sery is very th ick . more than 1 O km of rocks. ranging 
!rem the pre Cambrian to the early Jurassic, with 3 to 5 km or limestones and 
dolomites. 

The folding determines thousands of hydrogeological units, ranging from 
some hundreds of km2 to less than a km2. Very characteristic of the local hydrology 
are the big allochtonous rivers, crossing karstic hills by major tunnel caves. Because 
of the recent uplifting ( probably during Mio-Pliocene ), the northern regions ( Wuxi. 
Wufeng , Hefeng Counties ) are made of quite classical karstic plateaus, -with 
canyons, poljes and ouvalas . while the southern regions ( Ziyun and Zhijin 
Counties) contains more wide alluvial plains surrounding the famous karstic towers. 

2. MAN AND AGRICULTURE 

All these counties are very crowded. The population density varies from 200 
habJl<m2 in the southern reg ions to 120 habll<m2 in the northern. Compare it to the 
population density in the mountainous karsts of France ( 1 to 5 habll<m2 ) or Greece. 
The peasants cultivate wheat and maize in the northern regions while the south 
belongs to the rice country. 

3 . THE CHEMICAL WATER FACIES 

The chemical tacies are quite classical tor such karstic regions : more than 
80% or the dissolved salts consist in calcium, magnesium and hydrogeno-carbonate 
tor most of the samples. Chloride, nitrate. sodium and potassium are few abundant. 
Sulfate is abundant only downward the detritic outcrops ( like the Permian ). 

Magnesium I calcium ratio is higher in the dolomitic aqu~ers, and those one 
are more frequent in the ancient series ( Cambrian, Ordovician ) than in the younger 
( Trias, Permian ) ( ZHANG SHUYUE, 1987 ). 

Concentration 
i:t-t CO2 I-CCC 504 er f'.cJ ea ~ Na K Fe Mi 

ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm 

T RIA S 
8 . 2 . 0 123 54 .7 1 4 1 2 55 6 , 5 2 , 3 1 ,7 0 , 9 
0 . 1 0 12 .7 24 ,1 0 .7 11 5 6. 91 2.0 1 0 .5 0 . 7 0.3 

2 2 4 0 2 15 72 23 7 2 61 4 
39 I 355 I Js 1s .s 3.7 o.s 10 .6 2.s 

114516 1 5 1 7 53 4 0 ,8 
0,4 31,7 5. 15 1,28 3. 1 12 1.37 2 0.6 

Table 1. Mean chemical lacies of the waters flowing from the various stratigraphic 
units. 

5. WASTES WATERS AND FAECAL BACTERIAS 

We studied the pollution or the underground waters by the waste waters. The 
indicator was the number of coliform or streptococcus bacteria. Almost the karstic 
waters contain a lot of coliform bacteria. even the small springs in the mountains 
( 100 to 1000 col/100 ml for 213 of the samples) . This means that most or the waters 
are not drinkable, and Chinese people are in the habit to boil the water before to 
drink it. 

This important pollution is linked with the scattering of the population all over 
the hills, in order to cultivate each square inch of earth. It is very difficult to sweeten 
all these scattered waste waters and it is probable that this situation will not be 
improved in the next years. 

6. INDUSTRY ANO MINING 

There are few industries in the 
karstic regions visited during the 
expeditions 89 and 92. So the level of 
chemical pollution could be low. But the 
environmental legislation is not very 
strong in China, where the main public 
concern is not pollution but production. 
Since 1 O years, the local and central 
governments promote all the industrial 
proIects . without any envi ronmental 
concern. The new industrial plants are 
often private and do not care wrth the 
destiny of their waste waters. 

A good example of this situation 
Is given by the private coal mines. 
There are many coal layers in the 
permIan detntic series. Thousands of 
small mines have been opened by the 
peasants during the seventies and the 
e;ghties Most of these mines reject 
very ac:d waters ( dcwn to pH = 3 1 ) 
':ear:r.s :arge amounts of neavy metals 
( c g Mn. Zn. Pb Cr ... ) . Most of these 
rr.eta:s precipi ta te with cxidation and 
irc~aas,r.g of pH when the waters enter 
~r.e karst1c area. 

F:gure 4 Evclution of the water 
=cwnward a ccal mme _ tlcw,ng into a 
k2rsc,c ourcrcp ( Santang region ; 
Zh,pn Counry J 
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Figure 3. Piper diagram of the waters. The permian outcrops are not only karst, but 
also detritic rocks with coal mines. 

4. NITRATES AND OTHER POLLUTIONS 

Most or the waters contain very few nitrates ( table 1, figure 3 ). This was 
surprising for us, because we thought to find much more nitrates in such an farming 
region, like what we know in Europe or Northern America. 

The explanation is simple : Chinese peasants use very few chemical fertilizers 
( too expensive ). Instead, they use organic matter !or fertilization ( of human origin. 
because there is few cattle ). With their very intensive agriculture, they get stable 
yields of 4 T/ha. The nitrogen cycle is nearly closed, without any s,gn~icant seepage 
to the aquifers. 
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Flflw• .f. Distribution ot the main phvsloo - ohemloal parameters In . the karstlc __.s. 

7. CONCLUSIONS 

These two hydrochemical campaigns give two simple instantaneous pictures 
at the karstic water chemistry in central China. The results are very interesting 
because these regions belong to the most populated karsts on Earth. The main 
conclusions are : 

- presently, the global level of chemical pollution is weak, compared with what 
we found in European and Mediterranean karstic regions ; this is a good 
surprise, because we thought to find more pollution in such a crowded region ; 

- this low level of pollution is linked with a low level of industrial development 
and a very scarce use of the fertilizers ( and those one are mainly organic 
fertilizers) ; 

- the rapid development of private industry is not regulated by environmental 
authorities and local chemical pollutions by industry and mining are very 
strong : 

- with a strong development of industry and modem farming ( using chemical 
fertilizers and pesticides ) , these regions will probably be very strongly polluted 
in the next decades, like the industrial regions of Eastern Europe ; 
hydrogeologists have to produce more informations about the water quality 
and the mechanism of pollution to help the local authorities to decide the best 
way to develop these regions and preserve their water resources. 
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ABSTRACT 
The Wulichong underground drainage system, 20 km from Mengzi 

town, Yunnan Province, develops along the fault contact of limestone 
with elastic rocks. With the Neotectonic intermittent uplifting, vertical 

karstific<1tion was strengthened and a series of 60-80 m deep depressions 
developed along the fault-contact. Water was sampled from Wulichong 
system, soil water, fissure water from limestone and elastic rocks, static 
water and from drops in the caves. The conductivity, hardness, Ca2

+ , 

Mg2+ and HCO,· of soil water and fissure water in elastic rocks were 

lower and strongly undersatuated with respect to calcite and dolomite. 
The water drops were not saturated. Chemical components of 
Wulichong system increased with the distance from No.I sinkhole, but 

l8.6°C, the highest monthly temperature is 22.7°C in June and the 

lowest 12. l°C in January. Therefore it is characterized by the 

simultaneous variation of humidity and heat energy, that is very 

favourable to biological activities during the year. 
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Fig. I Hydro-geological map of Wulichong Area 

The well developed surface and subsurface karst features cause 

meteroic water to rapidly penetrate down to the limestone aquifer 

through solutional fissures and sinkholes. Surface flow is lacking in 

limestone terrains. The Wulichong stream becomes an underground 

stream through No.I sinkhole (Fig.I) Wulichong drainage system partly 
drain its water at Xiaowozi Spring to Lushui Rive r. 
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siphon water was more undersatuated. The hydrological and 

hydrochemical study suggests there are multi-resurgences of Wulichong 

system. 

INTRODUCTION 
Wulichong underground drainage system is 20 km far from Mengzi 

town, Yunnan province, located in the joint zone of the south lake

plateau of mid-Yunnan with the ·karst plateau of southeastern Yunnan. 

It is situated in the front arch of the Kunming E Geostructure and 
combined belt of the SN tectonic and,SE tectonic systems, and the 

_ outside zone of Gu jiu rotation tectonics. A series of broom-shaped 

active NE and NW regional faults are well developed and caused the 

mid-Triassic limestone, dolo-limestone and dolomite fault contact with 

the Palaeozoic and Triassic elastic rocks (Fig. l ). 

The study area has bee11 strongly eroded and corroded since Yeshan 
Movements, though the fault block movements had been strongly 

displayed in the north neighbour areas with Yunnan plateau in the end 

of the Mesozoic and early Tertiary, a lot of large fault basins like 

Mengzi, Mile and Lunan basins had been developed and Tertiary 

sediments deposited in them. Long term serious denudation formed the 

karst peneplain. With the intermittent Neotectonic uplifting since the 

Quaternary, the peneplain has been elevated at least 400-500 m and 

some faults have more or less survived. The earth crustal lifting, the 

local drainage base decending and deep cutt_ing of river valleys have 

already strengthened the vertical karstification to create a series of deep 
depressions combined with multi-generations of sinkholes and funnels 
along the active faults. 

There bas been a warm, humid tropical to subtropical climate ince 

the Neocene. At present, it is strongly influenced by southeasterly 

monsoon climate with district wet and dry seasons during the year. The 
annual average precipitation is 1,250 mm, but 74% of the total is 
concentrated in the wet season from May to Ortnher, the rest in the dry 

season from November to April. The annual mean temperature is 

HYDROLOGICAi,., FEATURES 

The mid-Trassic Gujiu limestone, dolo-l imestone and dolomite 

commonly is distributed over much of the area , the mid-Devonian 

Dongganlin limestone, dolo-limestone and dolomite only occur in the 

northeast region. The mid-upper Cambrian, Lower Ordovician, lower 

and mid-upper Trassic slates, sandstone and shales also occur in the 

east regions.The Fl fault surface dips to the west, and Gujiu limestone 
directly covers on elastic rocks. 

The intermittent Neotectonic uplifting at least 400-600 m caused the 
erosion surface from end Misozoic to Tertiary. The uplifting of the 

ground surface strengthened the vertical karstification and re ulted the 

development of vertical karst features. The erosional surface was cut 

into blocks and the deep depressions with compound sinkholes and 
funnels formed. along the regional active faults . 

Due to the strong influence of lithology and inten ive corro ion of 

the water from the sandstone and shales, the deep depre sons are well 

developed along the fault between the limestone and elastic rocks. The 

active sinks and funnels develop on the limestone ide in the 

deprtessions. For example, a new sinkhole about 10 m deep and 20 m 

in diameter has developed near the old sinkhole in Caijiawan 
depression. 

There are fissure springs with a discharge of 1-4 Vs in elastic rocks 
along the contact with limestone. The spring water flows a short 

distance and then penetrates down to feed the subsurfrace drainage 
system through the sinks. 

Wulichong stream collects the surface and ubsurface water from 

Cambrian and Devonian rocks and become the underground drainage 

system pass No. I sinkhole. Also some rice field water flows into o.2 

sinkhole and runs to the ma in system. As 15-25m of fluvial and alluvial 

sediments in Wulichong blind valley directly contact with Gujiu 

limestone, the water in the Quaternary aquifer has high organic content 

and CO, strongly dissolvs the limestone, so a lot of soluticnal fi ures 



and sinks are probably well developed. 
The main course from Longbaopo river to Xiaowozi Spring about 7 

km directly. Hydrogeological sU1veys and cave explorations suggested 
the main course of the system is only 200-300 m from the Fl fault 
contact. It gains water from small springs in sandstone and shales, soil 
water and fissure water or small conduit water in limestone. The 
discharge of 193 Vs at No.I sinkhole, 210 Vs in the Longbaopo river and 
only 50 Vs at Xiaowozi spring were observed from January 5 to 8, 1989. 
The watershed of the Wulichong system in limestone is about 13 km2 

and the runoff modulus of ground water in limestone regions reaches 
6.2 Vs. The total amount of groundwater from limestone would be 80.6 
Vs and a~out 300 1/s should drain out at Xiaowozi spring, while only 50 
Vs water was discharged in the dry season. This fact showed the 
drainage system did not release all its water at Xiaowozi spring, or say, 
only one sixth of the total water is drained out through it and most 
would be discharged by other areas. 

The hydraulic gradient of the main course of Wulichong system is 
characterized by gradual flattening by steps. The height difference in 
length 590 m of the main course from sinkhole No.I to the entrance of 
the siphon is 32 m and the hydraulic gradient is 5.5%, the gradient for 
280 m of siphon is 1.78%, 404 m of the Longbaopo underground river 
with 15 m of height difference forms a 3.85% hydraulic gradient. The 
water level falls down to 98 m at Xiaowozi spring at the elevation of 
1200 m from Longbaopo river and the mean hydraulic slope is 1.4%. 

In a 590 m section of Wulichong River, there are a small sinkhole 
(No.3) 2_05 m from the entrance and Qing spring, 540 m from the 
entrance, with 40 1/s of discharge flowing to the ma in river. The 
Wulichong subsurface river enters into 280 m of siphon after running 
50 m from Qing spring and reappears in Longbaopo cave. It flows freel) 
404 m in Longbaopo cave and takes an unknown course in the nexl 
section. Near the end of Longbaopo river, a small spring namec 
Longbaopo Spring with 2.0 Vs discharge flows into the river. Th< 

lower concentraions of the chemical constituents, TDS and conductivity. 
The small ditch's water from the soil has 13.74 mg/I CaCO3, conductivity 
of 33 us/cm, TDS 30 mgll, Sic -1.09 and Sid -2.284. The water in 
sandstone and shales has a condustivity of 98 us/cm, hardness 46.87 
mg/I CaCO, and TDS 80 mg/I, Sic -2.823 and Sid -5.466. The fact 
clearly shows the soil water and fissure water in sandstone and shales 
have very strong dissolving capacity against limestone and dolomite. 

The ratios of Ca/Mg are 1-2, that means that magnesium in soil and 
sandstone a_nd shales is more able to enter the W<!ter than calcium. The 
intensive erosion capacity of water in soil and elastic rocks causes 
extensive karst develop in limestone with which it contacts. 

2. The pool water in solutional pots and drops 

The water was sampled from the pool about 3 m in diameter and 40-
50 cm deep which is 18 m above the underground river iR Longbaopo 
cave. It is fed by drops from the ceiling and sheet flow on flowstone. 
Some calcareous material was deposited in the pool. Another sample 
was taken from the drop pot in Qibeiyi Cave. Two samples have shown 
that a conductivity of 140-180 us/cm and hardness of 79.99-117.97 mg/I 
Ca CO,, are lower than that of the underground river. The Ca/Mg ratios 
are 18 and 43 and it indicates they are pure limestone water. The 
waters are not saturated as Sic with values of 0 or a little lower. Though 
water has penetrated 60 m through limestone, Sic and Sid are still -
0.508 and -2.068, respectively. The water in the pool in Longbaopo Cave 

. with Slc -0.004 and Sid -1.448, demonstrates that verticaly flows 
through 110 m of limestone might tend to be saturated. Habic, et. al. 
(1979) studied in detail the velocity, discharge, physical and chemical 
properties of trickles through 70-90 m of limestone in Planica Jama. 

They discovered the velocity was 41.5-397.4 m/d according to water 
tracing from the depressions to the Jama. The water hardness was 100-
170 m~ CaCO, for discharges of 6-1,620 1/h and 123-260 mg/I CaCO

3 

for discharges of 0.03-12 1/h. Velikov and Stankova (1989) in 
Yadodinska and.other caves in fractured dolomized marbel in central 
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discharge 193 Vs of No.I sinkhole and 210 Vs of the Longbaopo River 
mean the main course of the system is rather simple and no large 
tributaries are joining it. 
RTESEARCH METHODS AND RESULTS 

Water temperature, pH and conductivity were determined with the 
water thermometer scaled from -40°C to +40°C and Field Water 
Quality Monitoring meter in situ. PH, conductivity, hardness, Ca2+ , 
Mg2• , HCO,·, CI· and SO/· were determined in the field laboratory: 
Ions of K• and Na +. were analysed with flame spectrometer in Yunnan 
Institute of Geography. 

ca•2
, Mg•2

, hardness and SO/' were determined with the traditional 
EDTA method. CO/' and HCO,· were titrated by the standard H2SO4 

solution in the indicator of phenolphthalein and methyl orange, Cl' was 
analysed by the titration of AgNO3 solution. 

The results have been processed by the Waspec computer programm 
developed by Wigley (1977? and revised by Chen Yang (1984) or Sharp 
pocket computor PC-1500. The total dissolved solids (TDS), partial 
pressure of CO2 (pCO2), calcite saturated index (Slc) and dolomite 
saturated index (Sid), and the ion balance error (IBE) were calculated 
from W<!tspec programm. 

Waters were sampled at No.1 sinkhole, Qing spring, mixing zone of 
the spring with the subsurface river, entrance and exit of the siphon, 
Longbaopo River, Longbaopo Spring and Xiaowozi Spring, drops in 
Qibeiyi and Longbaopo caves, soil water and fissure water from 
sandstone and shales. The water samples according to the environment 
in which they occurred may be divided into 4 groups: (1) soil water; (2) 
sandstone and shale fissure water; (3) conduit (including cavern) and 
solutional fissure water and (4) static water (in solutional pots and drop 
pools). Figure 1 gives the results of chemical analysis. 
DISCUSSION 

1. Soil water and fissure water in sandstone and shales 
The soil water and fissure water from sandstone and shales contain 

Rhodopes, the hardness of drops was 250-350 mg/I CaCO3 and max. 440 
mg/I CaCO3 Slc and Sid was in the range of 1-7.6. The chemical 
properties of the drops in the Wulichong area are similar to Habic's 
results. If we use the specific erosion to express the water solutional 
capacity, it was 1.07-1.3 mg/I CaCO3 in Wulichong, but 1.2-2 mg/I CaCO

3 

and 1.5-3.2 mg/I CaCO3 for the lower discharge in Planina Jama. 
3. Fissure water in limestone 

Fissure water in limeston is the main source of conduit water. · 
Though the chemical properties of the Wulichong drainage system 
basically depends on water from Cambrian sandstone, shales and 
dolomite and Devonian Carbonates in the collecteting area, the jointing 
of the fissure water in limestone more or less strongly effects the 
chemical features of theriver, including the corrosion capacity, water 
tem_peratµre , turbidity and conductivity. The water temperature of Qing 
Sprmg and Longbaopao S(>ring respectively were 16.5°C and 18.6°C 2-
40C higher then the river temperature, conductivity was 265-290 us/~m 
20-40 us/cm higher than that of the underground river contents of' c~ , 

a , HCO3_ and hardness were also higher. The lower values 1.79-2.06 
of PPCO2, that means the water with high CO

2 
content. The water Sic 

and Sid of -?.140 to -0.101 and -0.638 to -0.667, may still str~ngly 
dissolve the limestone and dolomite, if the rock temperature of the 
limestone terrain near the Wulichong conduit system is equal to the 
annual average temperature(A.A.T) of 18.6°C. The water temperature 

of ~he ground water is determined by measuring the sinking river with 
vanable_ t_emperatu_re and therefore Qing Spring A.AT 18.6°c might be 
fed by limestone ground water and water from the NO 3 · ki • sm ng water 
or from the_ Quaternary aquifer. The flow of No.3 sinkhole was only IO 
VS, a~d _spnng drained 40 Vs suggusting the limestone water mixed wi.th 
the_ smki~g water and Quaternary aquifer water and flows out at Qin 
sprmg with temperature of 16.5°C, between A.AT 18.6.C and g 
surface nvers 14°C. the 

The water temperature of Longbaopuo spring at 0.5 Vs was 18.6•c 



being 4.3°C higher than that of the underground river and the same as 

the A.AT. l8.6°C, and is principally recharged by the vadose water and 

is not affected by climatic variations. 

4. Conduit (cavern) water and siphon water 

The underground drainage system usually includes the cavern river 

with fre~ water level and the sinphon with confined water. The length 

and properties of the cavern· and ·siphon may change according to 

hydrogeologic conditions. Some parts of the cavern river will become 

siphon and in low flow periods some siphons turn to the cavern section. 
Fig.3 shows the hydrochemical change with distance from No.1 sinkhole. 

The conductivity, hardness, concentrations of ea+2
, Mg+2 and HCO3· 

of the underground river increase from No.1 sinkhole to the siphon. 

The CO2 content decreases while the saturated indexes of calcite and 

dolomite were rising up. The chemical components and conductivity 

were increasing, but the Sic and Sid were decreasing. The water 

becomes more unsaturated from the entrance to the outlet of the 
siphon over 280 m long. The conductivity, hardness and HCO,- content 

of Longbaopuo River generally rose in value with some intermittent 

fluctuations. The CO2 escaped from the river water into the cave air 
and that made the SI of the river water slowly increase. In the 7 Km 
direct distance from Longbaopuo to Xiaowozi spring, the conductivity, 
hardness, HCO3_ and Mg+2 more or less decreased though the Ca+2 

content increased, PCO2 in the water rose ·and Sic and Sid decreased, 
and the water pecame more undersatu rated. 

5. Relation of Wulichoni: Subsurface drainage system with Xiaowozi 

sprini: 
The discharge at the resurgence of the Wulichong drainage system 

should be 300 1/s, but Xiaowozi spring on ly drains one sixth of the 
theoretical water and rest flows out in other pbces. 
CONCLUSION 

1. Conductivity, hardness, ea+2
, Mg+' and HCO3• of soil water and 

fissure water in sandstone and shales were low. The water was strongly 
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unsaturate_d for dissolving limestone and do lomite. 

2. As the velocity of the river water increases, the CO2 easily escapes 

from the underground water making its Sic and Sid visuably increased. 

This results in erosion ability against carbonates and concentrations of 
ca+2

, Mg+2 and HCO,-, conductivity and hardness to a ll increase. 

3. No siphon, underground river, soil or fissure "':1tcr exhibited 

strong dissolution capaci_ty. 
4. The results of hydrologic and lwdrnchemical study show that 

Xiaowozi Spring is one of the main resurgences of Wulichong drainage 

system. · 
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ISOCHEMICAL MAPPING: 
THE IMPLICATIONS OF SPATIAL GEOCHEMICAL VARIATIONS 

ON KARST AQUIFERS 

George Veni, George Venl and Associates 

Abstract 

Isochemlcal maps are "topographic" type representations of equal 

,ncentrations of geochemical parameters within aquifers. Water 

oemistry values from almost 300 sites In the Lower Glen Rose Aquifer of 

,uth-central Texas, U.S.A., are used to determine the maps' predictive 

roperties. The maps' main characteristic Is that they delineate zones of 

reater groundwater circulation by decreasing In concentration toward 

hose areas. This Is In contrast but not contradictory to cave stream 

tudles which show concentrations to Increase downstream. Isochemical 

,aps Include data from low TDS, high permeability conduits, and the low 

,ermeablllty, high TDS flow paths which surr'ound and converge upon the 

ondults. High TOS water enters conduits relatively slowly and Is diluted 

,y the high volume, rapidly circulating, low TOS water. Isochemlcal maps 

:an also be used to Identify zones of aquifer mixing or to trace the 

,rigln of groundwater contaminants. 

:ntroductlon 

Throughout the past 30 years, many hydrogeology reports have 

lrovlded maps with numerical water level elevations which were 

::ontoured Into potentlometrlc surfeces on subsequent figures. However, 

until recently · maps · with numerical geochemical data have rarely been 

contoured to better Illustrate hydrochemlcal variations through an 

aquifer. Examples of such /sochem/ca/ map pl ng of carbonate aquifers 

are summarized below. Figure 1 contours TDS and is illustrative of the 

maps. 

Results 

Isochemical maps have limitations. First, i n heterogeneous aquifers 

values from a particular well may not be representative of local 

groundwater C<?nditions. Some of the complexity in Figure 1 undoubtedly 

results from such data. When evaluating significant isochemlcal changes, 

It must be determined If they result from skewed data at one site, or if 

they are based on several sites and truly illustrate geochemical trends. 

Second, programs like $URFER" extrapolate known data into areas where 

no data exist. If data points surround the areas in question the 

extrapolations should be reasonably accurate, but accuracy decreases 

with the number of and distance from the data points, and especially 

when they do not surround the target area. The precise limits of 

accuracy will vary with each plot, and sensitivi ty tests should be 

conducted by adding or deleting data to determine the robustness of the 

contours. All lsochemical Interpretations In this study are based on 

sensitivity testing and disregarding potentially Inaccurate areas of the 

maps. 

The most persistent trend In the lsochemical maps is their 

decreasing concentrations toward the major stream valleys. This trend 

also corresponds to the potentlometrlc surface and to an increasing 

distance from the outcrop of the upper member of the Glen Rose 

Formation which caps the Lower Glen Rose Aqu ifer. These three factors 
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Includes work by George (1977), Rees (1987), Ground Water Protection 

Unit (1989), Meyer (1989), and Cherkauer, McKereghan and Schaich (1992). 

In summary, these Investigations generally studied Ion dispersal with 

regard to municipal and rural water planning,. but they did not examine 

the underlying principles that determine Ion concentrations other than 

to Identify sources for sulfates or other constituents. 

The purpose of this lnvestlg'atlon Is to develop detailed lsochemlcal 

maps of major and minor geochemical parameters within an aquifer, and 

assess ' their spatial variations relative to the aquifer's hydrogeology. 

Data collection and analysjs 

The Lower Glen Rose Aquifer, In south-central Texas, U.S.A., was 

selected for this stud_y. It is developed In nearly flat-lying beds of 

Cretaceous Limestone which are extensively jointed, but with relatively 

few faults. 

Isochemlcal maps were constructed with published and original 

geochemical data from 296 sampling sites. The sites' chemical values and 

location coordinates were entered into the SURFER• computer program 

which contoured them to form isochemlcal maps for calcium, magnesium, 

sodi um combined with potassium, silica, bicarbonate, sulfate, chloride, 

nitrate, total dissol ved solids (TO$) , hardness, speci fic conductance, and 

pH. Included on the maps were the major streams and faults that 

c rossed the aquifer. Each of the 12 maps were carefully examined . 

against local and regional hydrologlc factors (Venl, 1993), and the results 

are related, but the potentlometrlc surface Is the most Important to 

changes In groundwater chemistry. Therefore, a more precise description 

of the lsochemlcal maps Is that thel r concentrations decrease toward sites 

of groundwater discharge and Increased groundwater ci rculation. 

Evidence for this conclusion Include: 

1) Isochem values decline relative to th·e middle section of the 

Guadalupe River where numerous springs occur, 

2) Isochem values In the upper section of the Guadalupe River do 

not converge on the river, which lacks significant springs since It Is 

primarily an area of groundwater ·recharge. 

3) Isochem values decline toward the middle section of Cibolo 

Creek. The upper section of the Cibolo Is primarily a recharge area 

while the middle section recharges water to discharge It Into the adjacent 

Edwards Aquifer. Isochemlcal cones of depression along faults near 

Cibolo Creek correlate to potentlometrlc conea of depression where water 

Is shuttled Into the Edwards via favorable fault Juxtaposition. 

4) Isochem values decline with distance from extensive outcrops 

of the upper Glen Rose, where less recharge enters the Lower Glen Rose 

and hence there Is less groundwater circulation. 

· 5) Isochem values decline In the downgradlent direction of the 

potentlometrlc surface, even when groundwater flow extends below the 

upper Glen Rose. 

6) Major faults serve as barriers to groundwater movement and 

lsochem values shift according to flow redirection. Several moderate to 

large springs occur upgradlent of the Spring Branch Fault and eolnclde 

with steep declines In lsochem values. Some fault blocks compart-



mentallze areas of high or low chemical concentrations, the valuea 

depending on the constituent and whether or not flow Is restricted or · 

enhanced. 

This downgradient decrease In lsochems is contrary to the results 

of". other geochemical studies In karst (e.g. Davis and Brook, 1981; 

Troester and White, 1986), which describe Increasing downgradient 

concentrations of calcium, bicarbonate, pH, and other parameters. The · 

difference lies In the subjects of Investigation. These previous studies 

focused on chemical changes along cave streams, where undersaturated 

water would increase in TDS as it moved downstream through the karst. 

However, the lsochemlcal maps are based predominantly on well data 

representative of the fissure and diffuse f low components of the aquifer 

where groundwater circulation is slower and TDS is higher. As this 

water migrates downgradlent, it enters into caves or h, gher permeabilit y 

conduits .whose greater volume of low TDS water dilutes the high TDS 

fissure water. Ionic concentrations are thus greatest in upgradient areas 

where there is little circulation, and where recharge has not yet impacted 

the low permeability flow paths. These results do not conflict with the 

previous cave stream studies. TDS can still increase with downstream 

flow, the conduit is just surrounded by higher TDS water in the 

aquifer's diffuse and fissure flow components. 

The best geochemical constituents to use in assessing aquifer 

hydrology from isochemical maps are those least subject to change from 

artificial leakage from adjacent aquifers of different chemistry. Sulfate 

certain geochemical constituents are Indicators of specific hydrologlc 

conditions, such as Identifying natural groundwater mixing versus 

artificial mixing along leaky well casings. other types of Indicators and 

practical benefits will likely be found with continued study. 
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is probabl y the most common variable Ion, and when It occurs In high 

concentrations it can also significantly affect the concentrations of 

calcium, magnesium, bicarbonate, chloride, sodium, potassium, TDS, 

hardness, and specific conductance. Silica shows little effect by high 

sulfate concentrations in the Lower Glen Rose, but'there were Insufficient 

silica measurements available to be certain of Its utility in assessing 

isochemical maps. If an aquifer Is affected by natural leakage from 

another aqu i fer, and the leakage has only local Impact, it may be possible 

to delete affected data points from the isochemlcal map to better 

represent the aquifer's general geochemical distri bution. 

A second major characteristic of isochemical maps Is that 

concentrations of contaminants decrease with distance from thei r sources, 

which can be located by lsochem analysis. This expected pattern Is 

i llustrated in the Lo wer Glen Rose by nitrate concentrations. However, 

the definition of "contaminants " can be broadened to include leakage from 

other aquifers or specific stratigraphic units, and lsochemical maps rouid 

be used to delimit those lnterflow areas. 

Coner uslons 

Isochemical maps are a powerful tool In understanding the 

hydrochemistry of karst aquifers. The maps can verify or clarify the 

preferred regions of groundwater movement, can Identify sources of 

groundwater contamination or mixing from other aquifers, and they 

graphically display the spatial dynamics of an aquifer's geochemlst~y. 

Preliminary research, not presented here for lack of space, suggests that 
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PRELIMINAR DATA ON THE CHEMICAL EROSION IN GYPSUM KARST: 1-
THE SORBAS REGION (SPAIN) (1) 

CALAFORRA J.M. - Department of Geodynamics, Almeria, Spain 
DELL'AGLIO A. - Geological Department, Bologna, Italy 
FORTI P. - Italian Inst. of Speleology, Bologna, Italy 

ABSTRACT 

Some 30 years of studies on chemical erosion were per
formed with different experimental methods in several carbo
nate karst areas of the world. 

For the first time this research was involved in gypsum 
formations utilizing the experimental laboratory of the Cue
va del Agua in the karst of Sorbas (Almeria, Spain). 

Here, all the most important analitical methods (micro
erosion meter, tablets, chemical analyses) to evaluate che
mical erosion rate were, for the first time, simultaneously 
utilized in order to evaluate their relative reliability. 

In the present paper the first acheived results were 
presented and discussed. 

RIASSUNTO 

Da oltre 30 anni in tutto il mondo vengono portati a
vanti studi sulla erosione chimica superficiale delle aree 
carbonatiche, utilizzando differenti metodi sperimentali. 

Nel 1991 per la prima volta una simile ricerca e' stata 
iniziata in una area carsica gessosa: il laboratorio speri
mentale della Cueva del Agua nell'affioramento gessoso mes
siniano di Sorbas (Almeria, Spagna). 

Nel laboratorio sono stati , per la prima volta, speri
mentati contemporaneamente tutti i principali metodo anali
tici normalmente impiegati per questo studio (microerosion
meter, tavolette, analisi chimiche, etc .. ) anche per valu
tarne l'affidabilita' realtiva in un caso, come quello del 
gesso, di rapida erosione chimica. 

Nel presente lavoro vengono presentati e discussi i 
primi dati ottenuti da questo studio. 

INTRODUCTION 

Most of the quantitative research on the chemical ero
sion in the karst environment are based on hydrochemical a-

l- Work supported by. MPI 40 and 60% 

THE GYPSUM AREA OF SORBAS 

The Sorbas karst area consists of a messinian gypsum 
outcrop with a maximum· thickness of 130 m, in which gypsa 
and pelitic deposits alternates (12 cycles) . The structure 
is tabulare and poorly tectonized and the gypsum strata are 
quite horizontal in the central part of the outcrop. 

The gypsum area is only of 14 square kms , but it is ex
tremely karstified, hosting over 600 caves and with a doline 
density up to 0.1 / square meter. 

Climatically the Sorbas karst is the most arid area of 
Spain and its vegetation and landscape are very s imilar to 
those of Africa (CAPEL MOLINA , 1981): the mean rainfall is 

Dye 1racrlg 
contrOI 

conductirneter 
1herrnometer 

NM 

EMtemal tablets (1) \ nd M.EM " " ""' 1 •·5) 
o;,,,,,.===1.,,.oom 

Fig. l - Map of the sector of the Cueva del Agua in which 
the study of the chemical erosion by means of the tablets 
and of the micro erosion measurements have been carried out. 
The squared numbers are the M.E.M. stations, while the 
others the tablet stations. 
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nalyses: the geochemical parameters of the discharged waters 
are therefore compared with the hydrological balance for the 
karst aquifer. 

But many of the authors pointed out that this method, 
based on parameters related only to the global phenomenon, 
cannot answer all the questions: in fact important factors 
in the evolution of a karst aquifer (its lithe-structural 
settlement and hydrodynamics, for !stance) are not tacken 
into consideration. 

The use of experimental analyses surely improve such 
research mainly if concerned with a small area. Presently 
two different experimental methods exist: a direct one, ba
sed on the ~eight loss of tablets and an indirect one, based 
on the measurements of a micro-erosion meter. 

The first technic to be used was the direct one (CHEVA
LIER, 1953; GAMS, 1959a,b),and the erosion rate was obtained 
from the weight loss of limestone tablets, which are exposed 
at the metheoric and karst agents. · 

Such kind of research are essentially focosed on the 
kinds of ero~ion for various limestones in the same 
ronment and on the evaluation of the erosion rates in 
ferent climates (TRUDGILL, 1973, 1975, 1976; CUCCHI & 

envi
dif
FOR-

TI, 1988). 
The direct method measures the lowering of the rock 

surface by using a micro-erosion meter: it was firstly deve
loped by DAHL(l967), then modified and improved in several 
steps (HIGH & ANNA, 1970; TRUDGILL 1970; FORD, 1971), and i~ 
is now well standardized (TRUDGILL, HIGH & ANNA, 1981). 

Practicly all the karst studies on the chemical erosion 
were performed in;limestone environments, while only rare 
and off-hand researches were done on gypsum (CRABTREE & 
TRUDGILL, 1984; CUCCHI & FORTI, 1988). 

In the 1991 a co-ordinate research started on the che
mical erosion of gypsum karst areas in the Mediterraneum re
gion, based on both the the experimental tecnics (tablets 
and micro-erosion meter} and on hydrochernical analyses . 

The karst area of Sorbas (Spain) was the first area in 
which this research started, partially utilising mate rials 
and tecnics of a similar experiment still going on in the 
Permian gypsa of Ukraina (KLIMCHOUK, personal 
communication). 

In the next future the same investigation will begin in 
an alpine, a continental and a insular gypsum karst are as of 
Italy. 

In the present paper a geological , geomorphologica l and 
climatical sketch of the gypsum kars t area of Sorbas i s pro
vided, then the first experimental available data are pre
sented and shortly discussed. 

250 mm/yr , 80% of which subdivided in only 3-4 days. 
The annual mean temperature is sufficently high (19.5 

C) with a monthly maximum of 30 (July) and a minimum of 11 
(January): thus the potential evapotraspiration reaches va
lues higher than 1100 mm/yr. Therefore the useful! rain is 
less than 60 mm/ yr (25% of the total rain), but probably the 
infiltration is still lower, because most of the rain is 
concentrated in 1 or 2 rainstorms. 

The available data from the precipitation station of 
Sorbas (CALAFORRA, 1986) allow an accurate knowledge of the 
rainfall regime in the 1954-1978 span of time: this is cha
racterized by a maximum in autumn with an other relative ma
ximum in the early spring, while the rainfalls are very 
scarce or quite absent in summer. 

The mean number of rainy days is lower than 30 da ys / yr 
(exactly 29), but the percentage of the days with a rainfall 
over 20 mm is sufficiently high (17%). 

The combined effect of these two factors (few days of 
rainstorms in a generally arid climate) rapresents the main 
reason of the fast desertification process and soil erosion 
this area presently suffers. 

The large daily thermal excursion (which may be up to 
20-25 C) is responsable of the noticeable nightly condensa
tion over the external surface of the gypsum outcrop. Anyway 
the condensed water do not feed the karst aquifer at all, 
because it fully evaporates rapidly as the sun rises. 

In the northern part of the outcrop there is the Cueva 
del Agua basin, a large endoreic depression of about 1.5 
square kms in which the largest gypsum cave of Spain i s de
veloped: the Cueva del Agua , which is over 6.8 kms in 
length. 

All the cave basin was recently transformed into an 
scientific area and therefore it has been chosen for the ex
perimental studies on the epigean and hypogean chemical ero
sion. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

In May 1991 the study of the chemical erosion in this 
area started with setting up 13 stations in which tablets 
of ukrainian permian gypsum were placed ( see Tab. 1) 

In a second time we decided to expand the experiment in 
order to obtain information not only o n the karst dissolu
t~on in the syst~m, but also on the influenc e of the crystal 
size on the chemical erosion rate . 

In the summer 1992, therefore, new tablets have been 
placed i~ the same_sites of the permian ones. They were made 
of two different kinds of gypsum : Messinian macrocrystal gy
psum of Bologna (Italy ) and Tryassic mic r ocrystal gypsum of 
the Upper Secchia Valley ( Ital y ). 



Tab 1 - Permian gypsum tablets in the Cueva del Agua system, 
sorbas. 

1- In a lapiaz area outside the cave 
2- In the main spring 
3- In the groundwater stream close to the upper entrance 
4- In the underground stream 
5- In a shallow lake 
6- In a lake, 1 m deep 
7- In the same lake but 1/2 m deep 
8- In the underground stream 
9- On a wall with active condensation processes 
10- In a lake without apparent water flow . 
11- In a carbonate active gour 
12- In the underground stream 
13- In the siphon 

Anyway, presently only the data from the first permian 
tablets are available. 

The experimental results of weight loss are reported in 
t ab. 2 (the tablets 2 and 3 were lost during a flood, while 
the number 4 was broken in the same event, thus resulting 
not suitable for the measurement). 

The micro-erosion measurements started from june 1992: 
the sites and the available value of surface lowering are 
listed in Tab.3. 

Tab. 2- Experimental data on the permian gypsum tablets ex
posed on 12/5/91, stabilized in weight on 25/5/91, and con
trolled on 10.5 . 92. In that period the total rainfall was 
about 400 mm (100 mm of infiltration) 

N Area Stabilized 
cm2 weght(g) 

Weight 
loss(g) 

Dissolution 
mg/cm2 

equivalent 
lowering mm 

1 56.46 
2 55.17 
3 55 .49 
4 53.80 
5 56.22 
6 55.65 
7 56.78 
8 55.76 

io i!:~~ 
11 5l 51 
12 53.86 
13 53.86 

53 . 712 
50 . 423 
51.085 
46 .14 9 
51.386 
50.125 
53.785 
51.490 
46 .748 
49.952 
45.823 
46.023 
46. 713 

4.136 -

0.574 
0.431 
0.488 
0. 748 
0.065 
1.295 
0.561 
0.248 
0 .322 

73.255 

10.210 
7.745 
8.595 

13.415 
1.196 

23.426 
10.484 

4.605 
5.978 

0.316 

0.0441 
0.0334 
0.0370 
0.0578 
0.0056 
0.1010 
0.0452 
0 . 0198 
0 . 0257 

Tab. 3- Sites for the micro-erosion meter measurements in 
the area of the Cueva del Agua and measured values. The ex
periment in all the sites started on 20/6/92, except the 
places from 17 to 22 operative since 28/6/92. The control 
was made on 24/10/92 and the total rainfall of that period 
was 120 mm (infiltration 30 mm) 

Sites 

SURFACE 
1 Flat area with smoothed crystals 
2 at the bottom of a small slope 
3 ayer a "Tumulos 11 

4 in the bottom of a dranage channel 
5 in a stepped area 

CAVE 
6 over a black calcite flowstone 
7a on the dry part of the left wall 
7b on the wet part of the left wall 
Ba on the dry part of the right wall 
Sb on the wet part of the right wall 
gypsum bedrock in the stream 

~[ L~5~\1/
0 

calcite flowstone in the stream 
13 
14 
15 
16 

o---□--· o 
"' ,. / ,.\'1/,~ 
'o-- 0 -·-- ·-· - D 

Variation on 24/10/92 
mm 

-0.030 
-0 . 060 
-0.060 
-0. 020 
-0.040 

0.005 

.,.0.035 

-0 . 040 
-0. 020 
+0 . 010 
-0.060 

-0. 010 
-0. 030 
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minent: the whidespread erosional morphologies, like scal
lops, blades and evorsions, along the riverbed· confirm this 
hypothesis. 

Lastly the micro-erosion meter measurements on calcite 
flowstones (Tab.3) show a general regress of these speleot
hems ( a very small increase has been observed in only one 
of them) : therefore the carbonate deposits of the Cueva del 
Agua must be developed in a previous speleogenetic stage 
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DISCUSSION 

Even if the experimental data are absolutely prelimi
nar they allow to start a semiquantitative analysis of some 
of the main aspects of the karst evolution the- Cueva del A
gua basin undergoes both over and below the surface. 

'rhe 1;>cheived data using · the tablets and the micro-ero
sion meter tecnics are sufficent to show some phenomena in
side the cave, which may be summarized as the following: 

1- the - condensation corrosion is active along all the 
main gallery 

2- the undersaturation with respect to gypsum of the 
subterranean river is mantained up to the spring 

3- The calcite speleothems seems to be presently corro
ded 

Along the main gallery both the tablets and the micro
erosion meter stations shown that a condensation dissolution 
process is active over the ceiling and the wall of all the 
main gallery: the maximum observed value for such a dissolu
tion was 0.030 in 4 months. 

on the b'asis of the hydrochemical and hydrodynamical 
data it was possible to dimonstrate that over the 60% of the 
speleogenetic evolution of the cave is caused by the conden
sation corrosion, which in turn contribute with a 20% to the 
global chemical erosion of the area. The detailed discussion 
of this aspect may be found in · the paper of CALAFORRA et Al. 
( 1993). 

Moreover, all the experimental data ftablets , micro-e
rosion meter and hydrochemical analiyses) indicate that the 
water flowing in the main gallery never become saturated 
with respect to gypsum: this seems to be in contrast with 
the proved sufficiently fast equilibrium for the gyspum so
lubilization (FORTI et Al., 1985) . A continuous feeding of 
undersaturated water should be the only reason which may ju
stify this strange behaviour: therefore the undersaturation 
of the undergraound river indirectly confirs the widespread 
occurence of the condensation phenomenon, which in turn was 
calculated to be singly responsable for the base flow (about 
l 1/s) at the spring during the long dry periods (CALAFORRA 
et Al., 1993) 

Anyway, on the basis of the actual knowledge , it is not 
possible to state the percentage of gypsum dissolved by the 
w~ter flowing along the main gallery and that mechanically 
eroded. 

But, if we consider the peculiar hydrodinamic regimen 
of the cave, with sudden strong floods (two tablets were 
lost during one of these) and long periods of base flow, it 
is reasonable that the erosional processes are far the pre-

and presently, as they stopped growing, they suffer the com
bined effects of the chemical and mechanical erosion. This 
result perfectly agrees with what expected on a climatic ba
sis: in fact the gypsum area of Sorbas is arid and practi
cly uncovered, thus hindering the mechanism of the incon
gruent dissolution, which is responsable for most of the 
calcite deposits in gypsum caves (CALAFORRA et Al., 1992 ). 

· The available data for the surface, which are derived 
from a single tablet and from 5 micro-erosion meter stations 
suggest a very fast erosion: a mean value of -1.32 mm each 
1000 mm of usefull rain (with values ranging between -0.6 
and - 2 . 0) is obtained from the m.e. m. measures, while an e
ven higher value (-3.16 mm) is obtained from the weight loss 
of the tablet. 

The sole experimental data which may be compared with 
the present ones are those of the Grotta Gigante laboratory 
near Trieste (Italy): two sample of different gypsa expe
rienced there a lowering of about 1.1-1.2 mm/yr in the pe
riod 23.1.88 - 27.10.91, which was characterized by a mean 
rainfall of about 1300 mm/yr (CUCCHI, personal communica
tion). 

These values show that · in the case of the Grotta Gigan
te the chemical erosion was over the 90% of the theoretical 

· maxiumum: in fact, 1000 mm of rain should dissolve 1 mm of 
gypsum if the saturation would be reached. · 

In the karst area of Sorbas the mean m.e.m. measurement 
leads to an erosion of 135-t with respect to the saturation 
value, while the tablet suffered a far higher one (about 
300%). 

The 
the year 
in fact 
sion. 

peculiar climate of Sorbas , with strong winds all 
round and few rainstorms, may justify these values: 
both these phenomena induce a high mechanical ero-

In order to quantify the contribute of the mechanical 
erosion to the surface lowering we started from the availa· 
ble conductivity values of the water : they clearly indica· 
tes that dissolved gypsum in the waters entering the system 
during the rainfalls is about 70-80% of the saturation va
lue. Therefore the mechanical erosion has to contribute to 
the global phenomenon as much as 45%, reaching the 75\ in 
the case of the tablet. 

But another peculiarity of the Sorbas climate co-opera
tes in enhancing the mechanical erosion: the strong conden· 
sation, which takes place practicly every night. 

As we said before ,. this phenomenon does not contribute 
at all to the infiltration and consequently to the chemical 
erosion, but it causes the partial dissolution of the gypsu3 

surface, and the following evaporation then causes the dep0· 
sition of very small grains of gypsum, which are weakly ce
mented to the rock: the divelopment of this mechanism was 



clearly observed on the tablet's surface during the dry pe
r i ods. 

The strong winds blowing in the area remove part of 
this gypsum powdre, which anyway is mechanically washed out 
by the rain at the er\d of each dry period. 

The wide differencies in the global erosion each sample 
underwent may be justified on the basis of o different me
chanical erosion : in fact the condensation may be different 
dependi ng on the initial lithological and structµral charac
teristic of the sample and from its effective 1ei::ation 
(whether more or less exposed to the wind or to the sun). 

The field observations confirm this hypothesis: in fact 
the higher erosion values have bee n reported from the top of 
a "tumulus" and on a small slope (sample 2 and 3 of tab.3) 
where t he higher fracturation induced on higher infiltration 
of t he condensed water and a easier capillary uplift of the 
infitrated water . Moreover their location were more exposed 
to the wi nds . 

The condi t i on of the sample 4 was just the reverse and 
therefore both condensa tion and mechani c a l erosion resulted 
lower. 

FINAL REMARKS 

The experimental data obtained on the erosion in the 
Sorbas karst a rea are preliminar and stil l incomplete . Any
way t hey a re sufficient to put in evi dence and someti me to 
quantif y s ome of t he.pri ncipal mechanisms r esponsable of 
both the epigean and hypogean karst evolution of this area . 

Als o i n this case the climate was confirmed as the pre
dominant fac tor c ontrolling the morphodynamics processes in 
the gyps um karst: t he peculiar pr ocesses f or the Sorbas area 
being the mechanical e r osi on on the sur f ac e ahd the conden
sation dissol ut ion i ns ide the cave . 

A complete quantitative balance of all t he phenomena 
contributing to the global karst evolution of t he Cueva del 
Agua basin shal l be obtained only within 4-5 years , when the 
statistical bas i s 9f t he experi menta l data will be s uffi
ciently significati ve. 
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Abstract 

Sodium chloride has an important role in speleogenesis beneath the 

Nullarbor Plain, Australia. In this arid to semi-arid karst where poten

tial evaporation vastly exceeds rainfall soluble salts carried by rain and 

wind are concentrated on the karst. During intense rainfall events these 

salts are dissolved and increase the aggressiviiy of the runoff allowing it 

to dissolve additional limestone and calcite at the surface and in the 

caves. Mixing corrosion due to waters of different chemistries proper

ties one of which is salinities causes additional lim~stone solution. The 

caves formed by these solution processes may become airfilled and if 

air exchange with the arid surface taJr.l,s place are modified by crystal 

weathering. The products of solution processes and crystal weathering 

arc removed from the karst by the waters of the Nullarbor Aquifer. The 

caves contain numerous ha.iite spcleothems which have been used in 

paleo-climatic studies. 

Resumen 

Cloruro de sodio tienc un papcl importance en el espeleogenesis abajo 

del Nullarbor Plain, Australia. En esta carso ruido a medio-6ride adonde 

evaporaci6n potencial cs bastante mayor que lluvia, las sales solubles 

llevado por la lluvia y viento son concentrada en cl carso. Cuando hay 

lluvia fuertc estas sales son disueltos y aumentar la agresividad del agua 

dejandola disolvcr mas caliza y calcita en el supcrficic y dentro las 

cuevas. Corrosi6n de mezcla por aguas quimicamcnte distintas, 

especialmente en salinidades, se causa i.un mas soluci6n de caliza. Las 

cuevas desarrollado por esas proccsos de soluci6n pueden desaguarse, y 

si hay carnbios con sires del supcrficie :irido las pueden modificarse aun 

mas por la cristalizaci6n de sales. Los productos de estas procesos son 

transportado del carso por las aguas subterrancas dcl Nullarbor. Las 

cucvas contiencn bastantes formaci6ncs de halita que ))an sido utilizado 

por estudios paleo-climaticas. 
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Introduction 

The Nullarbor Plain lies in the south of the continent of Australia (Figure I). lt is 

the largest semi-arid to arid karstland in the world with art area in excess of 

200,000 km2• The caves that lie below this desert are extensive with both the 

largest chamber in Australia (250,000 ml - Abrakurrie Cave) and the longest cave 

in Australia (25 km - Old Homestead Cave). The size of these cavities is incon

sistent wi th the postulate that the Nullarbor has been mostly arid with only short 

periods of more effective precipitation since the plain emerged from the sea 15 

million years ago (Lowry and Jennings, 1974). Bowler, 1982 believes that in

tense aridity became entrenched c,n the Nullarbor some six thousand years ago. If 

karst processes can be quantified under present arid conditions an estimate can be 

made of how long it would take to form the enormous cavities that lie beneath the 

Nullarbor if conditions remained similar. 
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In an arid karst, poveny in water and biogenic carbon dioxide leads to an expecta

tion of minimal limestone solution (Jennings, 1983). This implies that the only 

mechanism for the solution of limestone is by meteoric waters made acidic by 

dissolving atmospheric or biogenic carbon dioxide. Water chemical studies on 

and under the Nullarbor (James et al., 1993 (in prep)) have shown that in arid 

conditions sodium chloride plays a more important role in the development of the 

caves than biogenic carbon dioxide. This paper discusses the role of sodium 

chloride in the karst solution process and its subsequent modification of the cav'. 

ems. 

The physiography of the Nuliarbor karst 

A detaiied description of the Nullarbor geology and gec.morphology can be found 

in Lowry and Jennings, 1974. For the purpose of this discussion it is necessary to 

emphasize that the Nullarbor Limestones arc of low relief, mostly very porous and 

permeable, and almost horizontally bedded dipping slightly south. The Nullarbor 

Plain has a warm semi-arid climate in lhe south and is a hot desert in the norlh. 

Figure I shows rainfall and potential evaporation contours (Departm_ent of Re-' 

sources and Energy, 1983) and illustrates that potential evaporation by far exceeds 

the available rainfall. 

The sodium chloride content of Nullarbor cave waters 

Lowry and Jennings, 1974 proposed that beneath the Nullarbor there is a regional 

karst watertable with a gradient in water quality frotn north to south; least saline 

waters being found in the north. Figure 2 summarizes the major ion composition 

of the Nullarbor cave waters and shows that they arc dominated by sodium chlo

ride and that sodium chloride concentration varies with source. These sodium 

chloride dominated ground waters beneath lhe Nullarbor have rwo important roles 

in the development of the caves, they supply the necessary chemicals and medium 

for the solution of limestone and they transport the products of the solution proc

ess away from the limestone mass. 

FIGURE3 
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The aggressivity of water to limestone is enhanced not only by a high ionic 

strength but also by solutions that are low in calcium (calcium hungry waters). 

These two factors play an important part in the solution of the Nullarbor limestone 

during arid periods. 

Chemical changes in groundwater and resulting changes in aggressivity 

When the rain containing cyclic salt falls on the surface of the limestone plain it 

further increases its soluble salt content by dissolying salt previously ,deposited on 

the karst surface. The rain is undersaturated with respect to calcite (James et al., 

· 1993 (in prep)) and thus it will dissolve any limestone or secondary calcite on or 

near the surface, the soluble salt makes the runoff more aggressive. When these 

waters remain on or close to the surface they evaporate, concentrating and precipi

tating the dissolved salts in the same order as minerals precipitate out of seawater 

(Usiglo's experiment, Krauskopf, 1976) calcite followed by gypsum, followed by 

gypsum & halite (halite is the mineral form of sodium chloride), followed by pure 

halite. 

Chemical calculations indicate that when calcite has been removed· from the 

seepage water and the soluble salts concentrated by evaporation the water should 

again become aggressive to IimeslOne. There is supporting evidence for this in 

that when the brines that drip from the sulfate spelcothems in Thampanna Cave 

fall on either limestone or cal.cite stalagmites they cause erosion (James, 1991 ). 
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The major source of sodium chloride is the cyclic salt from the ocean carried on to 

the plain by wind and rain (James, 199 I). There will be additional aeolian sodium 

chloride from salt pans in the Great Victoria Dcsen. Most of the water that fal ls 

on the Nullarbor never reaches deep underground as it is removed by evaporation, 

however, during intense rainfall, waters penetrate into the limestone and runoff 

flows into the caves through their entrances. The waters that reach the watenable 

flow slowly south towards the ocean, in some cases through giant flooded cave 

passages. 

Sodium chloride and the solution of limestone 

Saline waters have the potential 10 dissolve more calcium carbonate than fresh 
I 

waters. Figure 3 demonstrates this by plotting the analyses for calcium recorded 

as mg L-• calcium carbonate against the square root of the ionic strength of the 

solution for the Nullarbor cave waters. Ionic strength is a measure of the tmal 

concentration of charged species in solution; sodium and chloride are the major 

contributing species to this parameter in the Nullarbor groundwaters. 

The rainwaters that penetrate the limestone mass without significant evaporation 

also derive increased aggressivity from the solution of soluble salts accumulated 

on the surface by evaporation. These waters may be responsible for the " zone of 

small scale intense phreatic pteparation" (Jennings, 1958) an area of the rock 

mass full of small cavities found throughout the Nullarbor below the indurated 

surface limestone. Jennings, 1958 interpreted this zone as a result of shallow 

phreatic solution and thus was an indicator of a past high watenable. It is possible 

using the concept of renewed aggressivity due to calcium loss and additional 

aggressivity (Jue to increased soluble salt content that the zone is recent not an

cient, and vadose not phreatic, in origin. 

Once the mobile waters within the Nullarbor limestone arc saturated with respect 

to calcite no matter what their sodium chloride content they arc no longer able to 

dissolve limestone, however, their aggressiveness can be still be'rejuvenated by 

·mixing. In 1989 James et al ., indicated that the process of"mixing corrosion" 

(Bogli, 1980) could have played an imponant role in the genesis of the Nullarbor 

Caves and subsequent work has shown that solution by mixing orrosion is sig

nificant (James et al., 1993 (in prep)). 

FIGURE 4 (afterJames, 1992) 
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Figure 4 shows various mixing zones in the Nullarbor karst. Mixing corrosion of 

Type 2 (James, 1992) takes place at the vadose seepage-watenable interface. First 

forming a zone of flooded shallow phreatic cavities followed by flooded maze 

caves as the wacers develop preferential routes along joints in the limestone and 

finally conduits form along major fractures. Type I mixing requires that the caves 

are airfilled and that runoff can reach the watertable to form a lense of fre shwater 

on the saline watenable waters. These lenses of runoff water are active erosive 

agents and aggressive without mixing. At the freshwater-salt water interface the 

freshwaters obtain additional aggressivity by mixing with the saline waters of the 

Nullarbor aquifer. Type 3 mixing of two Nullarbor waters occurs at depth in 

some of the cave lakes between layers of water with different sodium chloride 

contents. Calcite deposition is taking place at this interface. 

Emergence of cave passages and development of cave entrances 

At some stage the cave passage will drain and a number of cave passages have 

been completely dry for a long time. The withdrawal of hydraulic support from a 

passage causes blocks loosened by solution to collapse and such catastrophic 

collapses are found throughout4he flooded and airfilled cave passages. Collapse 

is the precursor to the formation of an air chamber and in extreme cases an en

trance to the surface. Such collapses occur below regions where there is a focus 

for surface drainage. ··Many of the collapse dolines contain remnants of calcite in 

their walls and decorating boulders in random orieniations. This indicates that 

there was an embryo cave system formed by conventional karst processes in the 

vicinity of the collapse. 

Crystal weathering 

When the cave has emerged above the watenable and there is air movement 

between it and the surface; crystal (exsudation) weathering by halite and gypsum 

(Lowry, 1968) becomes a highly active geomorphic process within it. The 

Nullarbor caves are barometric breathers, thus the direction of the air flow in the 

caves reverses diurnally in response to pressure change. This continuous reversal 

of air flow removes moisture from the cave and replaces it with desiccating desert 

air. If the humidity in the caves is sufficiently reduced the sodium chloride carry

ing ground waters will evaporate until they become so concentrated thal the 

highly soluble salts crystallize. 

The Nullarbor caves contain halite, which occurs in a great variety speleothem 

forms. All the known forms of halite speleothems can be found beneath the 

Nullarbor, however, of exceptional.beauty are the wide variety of delicate and 

erratically shaped halite flowers. Halite stalagmites of up to several metres in 

length. have been found and the w~ids largest known halite stalagmite from a 

limestone cave was found in Webbs Cave (Caldwell et al., 1982) . 

'file halite stalagmites are proving to be a valuable source of paleo-climatic infor

mation; uranium series dating has shown that there have been two periods of 

aridity so great that massive halite speleothems can form (Goede et al. , 1992). 

Some smaller forms of halite are actively forming at present and can be seen with 

drops of brine hanging from their tips. In other caves halite deposits are forming 

on the tips of gypsum decorations. The rate of growth of these halite deposits 

makes it possible to quantify the deposition of halite in the current climatic condi

tions. 

Conclusion 

On the Nullarbor there is an enormous area of limestone with a short history 

during which environmental conditions may not have been very different 10 those 

pertaining today. Thus the Nullarbor offers much information concerning the role 

of sodium chloride in the development of karst arid climates. This salt together 

with other very soluble salts causes soluiion of limestone and allows the products 

to remain in solution so that they can be removed from the karst; it provides tbe 

provides the classical example of cave modification by crystal weathering and 

produces unusually beautiful decorations. 
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Crystallization of halite and gypsum from percolating meteoric waters reaching 

cave roofs and walls (and within speleothems) leads to granular disintegration of 

the bedrock and speleothems. This process produces upward stoping domes, 

highly fretted walls, speleothems reduced to a heap of shattered shards, and 

aeolian forms such as dunes. As the caves desiccate the saline waters from the 

Nullarbor aquifer rise ihrough the porous rock by capillary action and evaporate 

leaving halite and gypsum coating the cave walls. A two metre high band of this 

efflorescence can be Sf'Cn girding the lake in Tommy Grahams Cave, resulting in 

the walls above the lak~ being eroded. 

Crystal weathe'ring takes place at a variety of rates, in Abrakurrie Cave it has 

removed graffiti visible in old photographs from the walls in some thirty years. In 

contrast in Koonalda Cave aboriginal finger paintings have survived for tens of 

thousands years (Wright, 1971 ). Crystal weathering is clearly a very imponant 

process in the development of the form of Nullarbor caves and whilst granular 

disintegration initiated by the crystallization of salts is widely known as a weath

ering agent in non-karst environments, the scale and intensity of crystal weather

ing within the Nullarbor Limestone mass is dramatic. The power invested by the" 

crystallization process in small crystals, allowing then to shatter massive 

speleothems and rock, is awe-inspiring. Crystal weathering in the Nullarbor 

limestone produces passages of unnatural symmetry for example the great caverns 

of Abrakurrie Cave and often mimicks phreatic forms. 

. The caves enlarge, sloping upward due to collapse and crystal weathering and 

finally.penetrate to the surface. The process of collapse and crystal weathering 

causes breakdown and would soon fill a cave because if its greater volume if 

solution was not continuously removing the products. The solution of collapsed 

boulders is occurring in the entrance lake of Murra-el-elevyn Cave where the 

saline waters have etched the limestone leaving fossil corals standing up to 3 cm 

proud of the rock. In parts of Mullarnullang Cave breakdown is being reduced to 

sand by crystal weathering which is being moved through the cave by strong 

winds. Other caves never receive water or the waters only penetrate a short 

distance into the cave and desiccating conditions have persisted in them for thou

sands of years. In these caves the products of crystal weathering may remain 

unmodified or are turned to sand and removed by aeolian processes·. 
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MECHANICAL DENUDATION OF T_HE 
FORMATION OF KARST CAVES 

SONG Huanrong HUANG Shangyu 
Chengdu College of Geology, Chengdu 610059 

Abstract 
Mechanical denudation is an important factor which enables 

karst caves to form. The mechanical denudation is caused by kinetic 
effects of water and gas, collapse effects, heat dynamic effects, etc. Ac
cording to the· results of simulation tests under different conditions, 
this paper quantitatively evaluates the role mechanical denudation 
plays in the formation of karst caves. Combined with macroscopic re
search, the paper mainly deals with mechanisms of kinetic mechanical 
denudations of water and gas, and also discusses the correlation be
tween mechanical denudation, deposition and chemical dissolution. 
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The evolution of karst cave formation includes not only chemical 
reactions of water, rock and gas, but a series of mechanical 
denudations as well . 

Mechanical denudation is an important karst effect on carbonate 
rock under the effect of mechanical energy of underground run-off, 
gas dynamic force, gravity force of rock, organism and heat dynamic 
force, etc. The mechanical denudation and chemical dissolution form 

mechanical effect in dolomite is 2 or 3 times as big as that in 
limestone. The average value of dolomite is 24.98%, and of limestone, 
8.71 %. The contribution varies with the percentage content of 
dolomite in carbonate. As shown in Table 2, the mechanical 
denudation of carbonate rock increases as the dolomite content does. 
According to. the statistics on 467 samples tested, mechanical 
denudation has a reciprocal index function relation with dolomite 
content. 

Table 2. Relation between mechanical denudation, dolomite and undissolved 
components 

I 2 3 • s 6 ' 8 9 10 II 
mechanical denudation 

1.02 1.71 mg / cm1 3.06 1.33 2.07 2.58 2.53 1.28 4.16 2.17 6.01 

dolomite •;. 2. 18 4.16 9.86 14.91 38.54 19.SO 92.63 80.83 60.14 82.30 48.88 
undissolving 

1.63 12.33 28.158 2.63 2.51 constituent•;. 13.36 1.28 2.31 3.00 11.17 13.67 
sample number 224 45 6 28 21 II 38 JS 37 13 8 

Note: I. limestone; 2. mud-bearing limestone; 3. mud limestone; 4. 

dolomite-bearing limestone; 5. dolomitic limestone; 6. mud-'dolomite 

limestone; 7. dolomite; 8. lime- bearing dolomite; 9. lime dolomiie; 10. 
mud- btcaring dolomite; 11. mud- lime dolomite. 

y=2.7623e - 2
·
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x, R=0.5436, N=467 

where y indicates mechanical denudation of carbonates (mg / cm2); x, 
the content of dolomite in carbonate(%); R, coefficient of correlation; 
N, sample number. When the believable degree ex is 0.05, their relation 
is notable. 

The mechanical denudation. is also closely related to the 
non- carbonate content in rocks. Especially when mud mineral com
ponents are aggregatively distributed in carbonate, they constitute a 
relatively weak zone of the rock. The resistance energy of flows greatly 
decreases; ·therefore, the detritus is easily separated from the rock, en
abling mechanical denudation to increase and carbonate to disinte
grate. The components of mud mineral in carbonate are complicated, 
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an organic whole of karstilication . Research of the mechanical 
denudation process and its mechanism is helpful to further descrip
tions of the evolutionary process of caves, deepening the evolution 
theory of karst formation . 

According to the simulation tests, this paper quantitatively evalu
ates the role the mechanical denudation plays in the formation of ca
ves, reveals mechanism of mechanical denudation and discusses 
coordination and difference between mechanical denudation, deposi
tion and chemical dissolution . 

The Contribution of Mechanical Denudation to the Formation of Caves 

In nature, the formation of many famous caves and underground 
karst passages has gone through a process of mechanical effect , which 
is caused by the corrosiveness of subsurface run - off and gravity col
lapse of rocks. We can quantitatively ascertain the contribution or 
mechanical denudation if we regard the formation process of caves as 
chemical dissolution and mechanical denudation. According to statis
tics of more than 300 samples in the simulation tests, the contribution 
value of mechanical denudation is more than 10% and the maximum 
can reach 41.26% (Table I). Thus, it can be seen that the mechanical 
denudation plays a great role in the formation of caves. 

Table I . The mechanical denudation in the process of cave formation 

Dolomite type Limestone type 

I 2 3 • s 6 7 8 9 10 
mechanical denudation mg 26.92 34.77 30.81 33.92 90.08 12.48 16.32 13.46 28.80 28.61 
contribution of mechanical 

22.85 23.52 23.92 27.92 41.26 7.77 10.17 8.54 IS.86 15.13 
denudation •;. 

sample number 33 10 29 6 6 170 10 23 2 21 

Note: average of the te'sts of rocks in Sichuan, Guizhou, Shanxi, test time: 12 

days. 

The contribution of mechanical denudation in the format ion of 
caves is quite different with different rocks. As shown in Table I, the 

for different components have various effects on mechanical 
corrosion. According to the statistics on 180 samples tested, the effect 
of the undissolved component, Al20 3, is the greatest, whose relation 
can be expressed by K~ = l.0085Alp~·036

, in which K, is the specific 
corrosion degree. The correlative test values Rand Fare all larger that 
the corresponding critical value when ex is 0.05. From the correlative 
chart, it can be seen that when the percentage content of A!p3 in 
carbonate is within the limits of O to 3, the effect is specially notable. 

However, mechanical denudation under certain conditions may 
have a negative effect on cave formation . For example, in the areas 
where underground run-off is not intense, mechanical denudation 
sediments are deposited in karst caves, hindering subsurface flows and 
causing the process of cave development to slow or to stop and some 
caves with carbonate body do not develop. But mechanical 
denudation plays a leading role judged by the energy of cave forma· 
tion in the whole precess of the development of karst cave systems. 

The Mechanism of Mechanical Denudation 

According to the principle of the mechanical action in the forma• 
tion of caves, mechanical denudation can be divided into kinetic effect 
of underground ·run - off, gas dynamic force effect, gravity force col· 
lapse effect of rock body and heat dynamic force effect, etc. Because of 
limited space in this paper, the paper only discusses kinetic effects of 
water and gas according to simulation tests and macroscopic research. 

I. Mechanical denudation of hydrodynamic fields of karst caves 

In the process of cave development, karst water flows have pow· 
erful mechanical energy, causing rock bodies to be denuded. The 
mechanism of its action can be expressed by Bonuoli effect, deflection 
current effect and solid flow effect. 

A. Bonuoli effect 

When subsurface water is active in karsts caves, every part of the 

llej 

loiq 



water flows has mechanical energy, whose value can be expressed by 

the Bonuoli equation. 

P=P. +_P; l r+ v:.12g 

Under conditions of an acidic medium, the corrosion difference 
between flowing water and static water can show the effect of water 
flow field on the formation of caves. In static water of slow flow rates, 
carbonate is in a process of static corrosion state. The minerals which 
are difficult to be dissolved or are insoluble are not easy to fall off the 
rocks. The mechanical corrosion is less. The solution particles 
Ca2+ and corin running water flows are in a state of motion. The 
kinetic energy of ions is so powerful that it is difficult for karst water 
flows to reach saturation. Or when its kinetic energy exceeds lattice 
energy of ions, though the solution has reached saturation, the 
dissociation of carbonate does not stop, showing that the moving cor
rosion of flowing water is more than that o f static water (Table 3). Ac
cording to the statistics of simulation tests, the ratio of kinetic corro
sion to static corrosion, when mechanical energy is taking part, for 
limestone is 1.9261 and dolomite, 1.7109. 

Table 3. Corrosion comparison in flowing water and static water (test time: 72 h, 

co2:o.01sM) 

roclr. lype dolomite limcttone 

sample number I • • 8 9 10 2 3 ' 1 II 12 

rnowing 4.9.S•U S.5003 6.100 ◄.0736 5.()498 4.9135 9.,4095 9.8211 10.-4SS3 9 . .5107 t0.3U2 10.2087 corrosion water 
quantily . 
mg / cmJ I static 2.7823 3.S-446 2.&023 2.3-082 l .1632 3.2824 4.6193 S.8233 S.8393 5.0560 4.75-49 4.9405 

water 

In the same area the position potential energy is equal and the 
Bonuoli effect is mainly dused by the percussion force combined with 
both pressure head and speed head . The big caves and karst passages, 
which connect each other, may undergo the effect of several forces at 
the same time. The percussion energy of water currents which the cave 
periphery withstands can be shown by 

karst curve flows to sharply increase by the second power of flow 
speed, causing great corrosion to the karst rock. Especially in flood 
periods, the speeds of karst flows in passages are doubled and re
doubled , the effect of deflection current is more intense. 

C. Solid flow effect 

Many elastic fragments are often carried in karst cave flows, 
forming solid and liquid mixtures. When the flow speed is up to acer
tain critical velocity, the solid elastic fragments in water can move un
der the effect of driving force P, in the flow direction and that of lift
ing force PY in the vertical direction, causing washing and scouring of 
karst caves. 

P, and P y may be separately indicated by Newtonian equation: 

nd2 
• V~ 

P, ""pCd,4 2 

nd2 
• V} 

Py =pCdy4 2 

where P is density of water; C dx , C dy, coefficient of driving and lifting 
force; d, diameter of clast; V d, velocity of flow. 

At the same time when grains are subjected to the effect of lifting 
force and to the force of gravity, the effective lifting force PY' can be 
indica red by 

where p, is density of clast. 
Under the effect of the driving and effective lifting forces, the sus

pension loads and traction loads can slide or roll along the cave beds 
or passage bottoms, washing and scouring the cave or passage beds. 
On the other hand, they may leave the beds at a certain height and 
move forward, washing cave walls and tops, causing undulating sec
tions to appear in karst caves and passages and forming eddy pits, 
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P = (M V 2 I 2) + mg(h + h') 

where h indicates the height from entrance to karst flow to cave water 
level; h', the height difference between entrance to cave flow and site of 
study. If cave flows or karst passage flows are recharged when passing 
through several dolines. or skylights at the same time, the total percus
sion energy exerted on rock bodies by cave flows is equal to the over
lapping of the percussion energy of every whirling karst flow: 

• • I 
'i,P; = 'i,m[-vf +g(h; +h;') ] 
i • I i•I 2 

A survey of many exposed karst areas shows that the percussion 
energy of water currents in big caves and underground rivers is great. 
The energy causes washing and ab_rasion to karst cave walls by me- . 
chanic energy and suspended moving and tractional materials carried 
by water currents, making karst caves further develop. 

B. Deflection current effect 

In karst caves and passages, underground flows are usually in a 
curving movement along winding passages. These flows have special 
properties, flowing annularly at winding sections, with an inclined 
water surface, forming a transverse hydraulic gradient from the con
cave to the convex bank. Flow eddies with rotating force are formed, 
causing cave side walls to be washed under the eff~ct of hydraulic gra
dient. 

According to the hydraulics theory, if the radius of curvature of a 
karst passage is R, the depth of flow, h; the speed of flow, V and the 
width of flow, B, the polarization force'' F' and the transverse water 
level difference "t;.Z" of karst flows may be shown by 

F = ph V 2 I R, ph-quality of karst water spouts, 
!J.Z = a V 2 B I g R, a-check coefficient. 
The above equations indicate that the speed variety will cause the 

mechanical polarization force and the transverse hydraulic gradient. of 

niche caves, arches and beadlike underground caves with different 
water-crossing ·sec.tio11s, etc. · 

2. The mechanical denudation of gas dynamic force 

In karst flows, besides supplements from the atmosphere, organic 
belt of surface soil and CO2 formed by chemical reaction between 
carbonate and water, there are also a lot of micro-bubbles which are 
insoluble in water. When a cave section or an underground flow state 
changes, the bubbles in flows will be centralized air dispersed, causing 
elastic vibrations or even forming high pressure gas tumbling cave 
edges and causing the soluble karst surface to erode. According to re
search, when the gas-bearing flows run from little caves to big caves 
and external pressure increases, the gas bubbles in water will suddenly 
burst in a short time (about 10-3 second). The space is quickly filled by 
the water around, creating very big pressure which can be up to about 
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- 104 kg / cm 2. The pressures are much bigger than the strength of 
carbonate, thus causing the caves to be denuded mechanically. Ac
cording to our tests of more than 200 samples in Guizhou, etc., the av
erage point load strengths of limestone and dolomite are 62.35 
kg / cm2 and 91.18 kg / cm2 respectively, only equal to I / I 0- I / I 00 
of the pressure of flow striking formed by gas burst (Table 4). There
fore, the pressure intensity which gas-bearing underground water 
transmits constantly to cave edges is enough to cause corrosion of 
carbonate. 

The corrosion effect of gas dynamic force on karst caves easily 
happens in the following positions: varying cave sections, turning po
sitions, forks or precipitous parts and other flow-blocked positions of 
karst passages. 

Table 4. Point load strength of carbonate 

,ock mud-
dolomite 

dolomite 
lime-

pure 
limestone bearing 

pure 
dolomite 

lime mud- lime 
types limestone lime1tonc limestone dolomite 

bearing 
dolomite dolomite limestone dolomite 

streostbs 
60.7-4 59.62 67 .83 58.25 68.56 113.56 86.83 80.87 66.23 9-4.SO lr:g / cmJ I 



In an open system of karst, CO2 in air and soil can· be exchanged 
with CO2 in underground water. When pCO2 in karst water is less 
than pCO2 in air, CO2 in air can enter water. Especially when the sur
face speed of a flow is great, an unstable state or an eddy flow appears 
between flow and air and the surface of a flow vibrates intensely, with 
broken waves, not only causing strong flow washing to rocks, but also 
being favorable to CO2 which can b~ drawn into the flow, thus in
creasing the corrosivity of groundwater. Therefore, in the develop
ment and evolution process of karst, CO2 may have gas dynamic cor
rosion and chemical dissolution effects . 

The Relation between Mechanical Denudation, Deposition and Chemi
cal Dissolution 

In the process of cave development, at the same time when un
derground flows with sand or elastic rocks cause mechanical corrosion 
to caves and du·e to variations of hydrodynamic or hydrochemical fea
tures, chemical dissolution and deposition occur. In a cave system, the 
above effects are in general periodically replaced mutually and 
coordinate. The evolution history of Mceachern cave in Australia can 
be used as a typical example of mutual coordination of mechanical 
denudation, deposition and chemical dissolution . There, acidic disso
lution of water, side corrosion of underground curve flow, collapse of 
the cave top and deposition of inside and outside materials occur re
peatedly, forming a world famous cave with many beautiful forma
tions. 

The mechanical denudation, transportation and deposition have 
a c+ose relation with speeds of cave flows and diameters of materials 
carried by flows. A. Bogli presented a table of relations between speed 
of flow and, corrosion, transportation and sedimentation according to 
the data of Hjuistrom (Fig. I). 

The study of simulation tests indicates that there is coordination 
between mechanical denudaiion and chemical dissolution in the pro-

Fig. I. The correlation between V and erosion, Transport, Sedimentation. 

.. .. E A-pure limestone (23)' ; E C 
C 90 o;.;. 6 -~ B- limcstone (14); 
0 J>O/, 

0 "§ 75 <t1✓0 
5 t; C-dolomite-bcaring limestone (6); 

] 60 
,, 

0 
u D- dolomite limestone (4); 

corrosion 4 -;;; :;; ------, u E-lime-bearing dolomite (9); - 45 ' I 3 ·a 
"' ' I "' -~ 30 \.. I ..c F-lime dolomite (3) 

' I 2 g ... 'J ::; • (23)-sample number of tests ..c 
u A BCDEF 
Fig. 2. The relation between corrosion and dissolution 
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cess of cave formation. T.his is beca\16e the corrosion -of carbonate 
mainly occurs on the surface of rocks, associated with dissolution, 
with soluble minerals in rocks carried away and the materials exposed 
on the surface of rock which are undissolved and difficult to be dis
solved. Thes~ materials are eroded to fall ofT under the efTect of me
chanical energy of water and gas, "etc. and may deposit in the areas of 
low flow . However, as elastic rocks fall ofT which are difficult to be 
dissolved., other soluble components may be exposed, speeding up the 
process of chemical dissolution . Meanwhile, partial soluble elastic 
rocks which have collapsed and fallen into water expand the area be
tween water and rock and quicken chemical dissolution due to striking 
ofrrieclianical energy. Therefore, the curve of chemical drssolution and 
mechanical denudation show similar changes (Fig.2) . But due to dif
ferent natural conditions and certain selection of dissolution efTect, 
mechanical denudation, deposition and chemical dissolution have 
great differences under different conditions. 
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STUDY OF MECHANISMS OF 
OILFIELD KARST 

HAN Baoping 
Dept. of Geology, China University ·of Mining and Technology, 

Xuzhou 221008 

Abstract 
Research on oilfield karst has important theoretical and econom

ic value because carbonate rocks are the main reservoirs of the world's 
giant oil and gas fields. The author has systematically studied the de
velopment mechanisms and occurrence of oilfield ka rst by theoretical 
analysis, experimental simulation and case histories, and has reached 
the conclusion that karst can develop intensively under oilfield condi
tious and operates in three ways: progressive dissolution and modifi
cation of pre- existing pores;.newly developed pores; and partial min
eral precipitation at the oil-water contact zone. All types of oilfield 
karst contribute to changing reservoir properties, namely, increasing 
heterogeneity. In recharge areas of oil - source intakes and growing 
fault zones, undersaturated fluids of oilfield water can intensively cor
rode carbonate reservoirs to form oilfieid karst pores or caverns. 
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. Introduction 

Carbonate rocks have assumed importance in recent years owing 
to their association with the majority of the world's giant oil and gas 
fields. Kerans has discussed some valuable and readily applicable con• 
cepts regarding karst-associated porosity in Ellenburder carbonates in 
the Permian basin of west Texas, USA. Mazzullo and Harris have also 
discussed the role of mesogenetic dissolution in porosity development 
in carbonate reservoirs . The author has been concerned with this since 
1983 and has studied the relationships between the occurrence of oil 
and karst caverns in the Renqiu Oilfield in detail by theoretical ana• 
lyses, experimental simulation and occurrence investigations. This pa• 
per is a further summation of this valuable research work. 

Theoretical Base of Interaction Between Oilfield Water and Carbonate 
Rocks 

So-called oilfield karst is a kind of karst developed under oilfield 
conditions (temperature, Pco, , composition and hydrodynamics of 
oilfield water, and features of reservoir rocks). First, let's determine if 
there are conditions for karst development under oilfield environ• 
ments. 

I. Aggressive potential of oilfield water 

Many articles have studied the corrosion of oilfield water. Gener• 
ally speaking, acidic components are invariably present in 
hyd rocarbon accumulations; the amount may range from hundreds of 
percent to several dozen percent. Theseiinclude CO2, H2S, and organic 
ac ids such as aliphatic acid. Their sources are as follows : 

a. Therm al degradation of kerogen 

It is now widely accepted that most petroleum hydrocarbons are 

2. Sic calculation 

The saturation index of calcite, Sic calculation by the 
Oddo- Tomson equation, which considers temperature, pr.essure and 
ionic strength, has shown that most water samples in the Renqin 
Oilfield are unsaturated with respect to calcite (Table I). 

Table I . Sic of renqiu oilfield water• 

Well no. pH TDS (ma / 1) Sic 
RJI 6.5 , 1,5.90 - I.SI 
RJ I 7.0 10236.5 0.3' 
G I 6.5 3'63.8 - U 1 

R262 6.5 .. 5'. I - 1.ll 
R7I 6.0 7266.0 -1.29 

R822 7.0 9'96.5 - 0.93 
R•5 8.5 6'85.0 0.1, 
R53 7.0 3800.0 -1.27 

R26' 7.7 376'.5 - 0.60 
RI I 7.7 • 5521.0 - 0.'6 
R36 7.1 <06U - 0.96 
R75 8.1 705'.5 0.,8 
R66 s., 4860.9 0.17 
R25 7.0 '61 2.0 - 1.26 

• T =80°C, Pt = 300atm, Pco, =20atm . 

3. Hydrodynamic conditions of oilfield water 

There are overpressure and postpressure in partial regions of the 
oi lfield , which can cause pressure gradients and make solutions of oil 
and wa ter move at given depths, and, with increasing temperature, the 
viscosity of the groundwater decreases making its movement easier. 

4. Interaction between oilfield'water and carbonate rocks 

For buried block hills of carbonate rocks in China, formation 
waters recharging from the overlying Paleocene formation (E) mix 
with paleo- percolation water inside buried hills to produce mixture 
corrosion effects, and in tum, corrode carbonate rocks. 

Experimental Simulation 

Experimental simulation is very useful in understanding the 
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generated from kerogen. Elevation of temperature and pressure of the 
buried sediments results in a physicochemical transformation of the 
kerogen that can generate abundant CO2 and H2S and produce 
methane at great depth. This process can be written as: 

Kerogen-thermal exposure ...... CO2+ petrolelim+H2S +N2 

b.Clay- carbonate minerals reaction 

The reaction of clay minerals with carbonates during deep burial 
diagenesis provides a powerful mechanism· for generating large quan• 
ti ties of CO2 by inorganic origin: 

5CaMg(CO3}i+Al2Si2O5(OH),+SiO2+H 2O . 
= Mg5Al2Si3O 20(OH)8+5CaCO3+5CO2 

c. Bacterial reduction of sulfates associated with oxidation of oil 

Machel reported that both aerobic and anaerobic bacteria are 
present in petroliferous environments to temperatures of about 85oC. 
This action can be expressed by 

CnHm+NaSO4+4H 2O ...... H2S+NaHCO3+CO2+ 2CH4 

They found a lot of H 2S gas in oilfields in Canada due to this re• 
action. 

d . Thermal decomposition of carbonate rocks 

Experiments conducted by Kissin and Pakhomor indicate that 
considerable quantities of carbon dioxide can be generated by the ac
tion of water on rocks containing carbonate matter at · temperat~es 
that are consonant with those occurring in oil and gas formation pro• 
cesses. 

e. Organic acids are generated.during organic matter maturation. 

Of these, aliphatic acid anions (such as CH3COO-) have intensive 
chemical aggressiveness. Their behavior is similar to that of carbonic 
acid, but these have higher solubilities in pore water. 

mechanisms of karst development. In order to verify the above men• 
tioned ideas, Renqiu Oilfield was chosen as a study area and experi• 
ments in open and closed systems were employed to simulate mecha
nisms of karst development during exposed and buried periods of 
carbonate rocks, respectively. 

All experimental rock samples are Sinian dolostone collected 
from the cores of the oilfield. All standard samples are pure marble, 
the same size as the experimental samples (4 cm by I cm by 0.5 cm). In 
the closed system, the reaction solution is oilfield water from the same 
boreholes where the rock samples were collected . Results of the exper• 
iments are shown in Table 2, where 

Table 2. The results of simulated experiments 

~ 
open system clotedsystcm 

m 
K. sample no. K. K" 

3 0.)5 0.,0 0.82 

17 0.,0 0.)7 0.58 
)) 0.57 0.53 0.76 

62 0.)6 0.)6 0.48 .. 0.)9 0.)7 0.70 

• T = 20°c ; 

• • P co, = 20 atm, T = 90°C, reaction time t = 6 hr. 

K = corrosion amount of rock sample 
• . corrosion amt ·or standard marble 

solution amount of rock sample 
solution amt of standard marble 

.. 
K" 
0.82 
0.82 
0.75 
0.66 
0.76 

Comparing the results of the open system with the closed system, 
we find Kv and K •• increasing in the closed system. This reveals that 
the solubility of dolomite increases whereas that of marble decreases 
relatively, and demonstrates that at great depth under higher tempera• 
ture and pressure, dolomite may serve as an excellent oil or gas reser• 
voir which is formed by the corrosion process of oilfield water. 



Case Histories as Evidence of Oilfield Karst 

The study of case histories of the Renqiu Oilfield and the 
Yihezhuang Oilfield of Baohai Bay ba.sin in eastern China has provid
ed direct and convincing evidence for an origin of oilfield karst (Fig. 
I), 

I. Progressive dissolution of ferrocalcite 

The literature reveals that the equant ferrocalcite results in deep 
subsurface precipitated cement. It is intensively corroded by oilfield 
water in the study areas. 

2. Modification of pre-existing po;es 

From thin section analyses, the author has recognized some en
largements of the pre- existing pores, such as interparticle pores, and 
algal-moldic pores. They are well developed in recharge areas of bu
ried carbonate hills near oil""liource intakes. Some pores developed 
along stylolites filled by fine grains of non-oxidated pyrite and 
carboid, and they cut t.he vein of ferrocalcite. 

3. New corrosion pores 

It was discovered that special corrosion patterns of karst pores 
form under oilfield conditions, namely, pressure-collapse dissolution 
pores. The occurrence of these pores has no fixed relationship with the 
paleo-weathering zone whereas they have an obvious relationship 
with the movement of oil and formation water. In higher intake areas 
of buried hills (recharge of admixture fluid of oil and water), pores are 
well developed. For example, the drill bit suddenly dropped down 6.64 
m at a depth of 1326.64 m below the surface in buried hills in the 
Noutuezheng uplift. 

4. Intense dissolution of rock pieces from oil wells 

In Renqi(! Oilfield, pieces of rock taken from oil wells were in
tensely dissolved and most calcareous constituents were dissolved out 
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sulphate-hydrocarbon redox reactions. Digenesis of Sedimentary Se
quences. Geological Society special publication 36. 
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tion. Journal of Petroleum Technology. 
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Chinese). 

SakhibgareY,ev, R. S. 1978. Corrosion of minerals by oils and bit
umens. Petroleum Geology 15. 

Schmidt V. and D. A . McDonald 1979. The role of secondary 
porosity in the course of sandstone digenesis. SEPM Special publica
tion 26. 

Surdam, R. C. 1982. Role of organic and inorganic reactions in 
development of secondary porosity in sandstone. AAPG 66. 

Zhou Zili, et al. 1985. A study of secondary porosity in the base
ment oil pools in th~ Jiyang Depression, Shandong (in Chinese). Acta 
Petrolei Sinica 6(2). 
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to form honeycomb and slaggy structures, while no similarly corroded 
cores have been discovered in non- reservoir layers. 

5. Secondary mineral precipitation at the oil - water contact 

For a closed system in a deep subsurface environment, dissolved 
minerals canndt be delivered outside the system, and must be precipi
tated in a given part of the system, namely partial dissolution in one 
place and partial precipitation in another. Oil, as a strong -reducing 
agent, can precipitate metal sulphides according to the following reac
tion 

CH4+ZnC12+So~·+ Mg2++CaC03 

- znS+CaMg(C03)2+2Ca2++ 2c1·+2HCOi+Hp 

In study areas, secondary minerals occur in oil- water contacts, 
and should be a result of oilfield karst development. 

In the development of oilfield karst, reservoir prop~rties of 
carbonate rocks are changed, namely increasing heterogeneity. In 
recharge areas of oil-source intake and growing fault zones, 
undersaturated fluids of oilfield water intensely corroded carbonate 
rocks , enlarging pre-existing pores and forming new pores, whereas in 
the oil-water contact zone, pre-existing pores were filled by secon
dary minerals resulting from partial adjustment of components. 
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Abstract 
Basic formation conditions and evolutionary processes are ana

lyzed based on development characteristics of c11ves in Qingjiang Riv- · 
er reaches. of western Hubei Province. The hydrodynamic aspects of 
the controlling effects of the geological setting and fracture media are 
studied. The results of numerical simulation of water flow in a fracture 
network proves that the initial fissure flow field determines the charac
ter of differential development and direction of karst evolution. 
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Introduction 

Qingjiang River, 430 km long with a basin area of 16,300 km2
, is 

the south branch of the Yangtze River in western Hubei Province. The 
carbonate rocks, E- T, outcrop over 70% of the area, forming a 
subtropical, plateau karst landscape with many large caves and un
derground river systems. 

network patterns. 

The main braoched cave extends. roughly in one direction, with 
passages branching off at the sides. In some caves, ·several main galler
ies converge and arc concentrated near the main cave entrance. Small 
branch caves also develop beside major caves. Network cave systems 
form by halls and passages developing in different directions and on 
different levels. 

Formation Condition of Caves 

I. Hydrodynamic Control of Karst Development 

The heterogeneous distribution of water flow is dependent on the 
properties of the media, the capacity of the water- conducting struc
tures and the recharge and discharge patterns. These factors together 
form the specific water- bearing systerus, and their hydrodynamic 
conditions are the fundamental controlling factors for cave develop
ment. The cores and turning parts of large folds are highly fissured 
zones, with high initial permeability, allowing water to easily concen
trate and form large amounts of runoff, therefore creating favorable 
hydrodynamic conditions for cave development. Different 
hydrodynamic models can exist · under varying structural and 
topographic settings. 

A Base level controlled systems 

Groundwater systems in massive and extensive carbonate rocks 
are completely controlled by the regional base level of erosion 
(Fig. I A). A large river not unly is a concentrated discharge point for 
groundwater, but also directly influences the boundary and catchment 
area of the system. 

In the Longtanping region, at the core of the anticline in massive, 
extensively outcropping carbonate rocks (E), the large water-bearing 
syStem receives surface runoff from Xuesanping. In general, 
subsurfa~ flow runs roughly NE and discharges at the Xiaoxi River. 
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The Distribution of the Cave Systems 

I. Vertical stratification 

The cave levels corresponding to each kar;t ground surface in the 
region are classified according to the elevation of the main cave exit, 
the geomorphologic position, the characters of deposition and water 
flow in the caves. These levels represent t!ie result of karstification 
from groundwater, influenced by intermittent uplift of the earth's 
crust, and adaptation to regional base levels of erosion in relatively 
stable times. 

Two levels of contemporary underground rivers in some areas re
flect the effect of a double aquifer system formed by alternating 
lithological strata, and the controlling effects of a regional base level 
and an impermeable bottom. The layered effect inside the cave sys
tems are caused by depth and inherited effects of multi-stage karst 
development. 

2. D irectionality and hetereogenity of cave distribution 

The expanding axial direction of caves shows agreement with 
tectonic lines or direction of fracture groups dominant in permeability. 
Karstification has selectivity to stratigraphy and tectonic position, 
hence cave distribution varies with these. Caves are mainly developed 
in places where strata and structure cooperate with topography, such 
as in the core of the anticline of E3-01 strata, and the core of the 
syncline of the Triassic system, which are favorable for water storage 
and convergence. Shape characteristics of cave systems Large cave sys
tems are generally an elaborate complex of halls and passages. High 
halls with irregular roofs are mostly developed at the convergence of 
•megafractures or at the position where a cave changes direction sharp
ly. Passages extending along vertical megafractures have canyon and 
fissure shapes, while those running along horizontal bedding planes 
have lower flat, arched or chink forms. When the axial lines of the ca
ves vary along more than two sets of fractures, there are branched and 

A closely spaced megafracture zone extending to N60°E becomes the 
dominant passage of water flow . As this agrees with the maximum hy
draulic gradient, conditions are favorable for active karstification. 
This has resulted in a series of NE trending caves in one of the strong
est karst sectiops in the Qingjiang River basin . In addition, 
Sanxianshui is an underground stream oriented in the SW-NE direc
tion . 

B Bedding-controlled systems 

The geological structure is the most important factor in a 
bedding-controlled system (Fig.lB). In the Dalongping region, there 
is a N40°E trending closed box syncline, with strata of the Triassic 
system distributed in the core of the syncline, and strata of the Upper 
Permian system forming an impermeable bottom and boundaries, 
creating an independent storage and catchment structure (Fig. 2). The 
lowest site of the impermeable bottom which is exposed by the river, is 
the concentrated discharge point for groundwater. Axial faults and 
cross-tensive j~ints form the main flo..y passages. Changing djscharge 
sites and increasing c~ncentrated recharge points in the basin caused 
karstilication to increase in depth and towards the east, creating a 
multi - level network cave system. 

C Base level- bedding controlled systems 

This type of groundwater system is controlled by the erosional 
base level and stratigrappic structure (Fig. IC). The former acts as a 
concentrated discharge, and the latter determines the catchment area 
of the system. The H udong and Mishuidong underground rivers are of 
this type. The groundwater in the south flows along the axis and bed
ding plane and discharges at the drainage base level on the north bank 
of the Qingjiang River. The exit of Hudong Cave is the concentrated 
discharge point. The cave is developed in the influence zone of a fault 
parallel to the axis. From the west, allogenic water recharges the sys
tem by converging in boundary iJepressions, and became an important 
factor promoting the development of the cave system. 



All of the above hydrodynamic models control the whole 
water-bearing system with concentrated discharge and have good 
recharging and converging conditions, resulting in full differential 
karst development processes and the development of large cave sys
tems. Although the E3- 0 carbonate formations are distributed in the 
core of an anticline in the upper reaches of Dongliu Stream, the com
plex geologic structure and topography are unfavorable for catching 
water, the direction of the wat~r-conducting fractures is different 
from the maximum hydraulic gradient, and thus it forms a dispersed 
hydrodynamic pattern . Generally, the differential development pro
cesses are unremarkable and the groundwater system is fairly evenly 
distributed in fissure flow . 

2. Characters of fissure flow and karst processes 

The effect of megafractures on cave development is clearly shown 
in all caves, and the permeability difference of the fracture network is 
also a fundamental factor for cave formation . A parallel-bipedal net
work is generally constituted by three sets of fractures in carbonate 
rock. Permeability of the network is determined by the parameters, 
length, aperture, and spacing, whose values obey statistical laws. 
Length and spacing will approximate a negative exponential distribu
tion. The probability density function is given by 

P(x)=J.e - lx 

Aperture values are log-normally distributed and the probability den
sity function is given by 

1 _ on-µJ ' . 
P(x) = ,-;;;- e 2u ' 

xav2it 

where P(x) is the probability density of length, spacing or aperture of 
fracture, ;,,µ and a are constants. 

The stochastic simulation is carried out with measured values of 
fractures. Non water- conducting fractures are eliminated from the 
network figures, thus we use only continuous fractures . Then, 

B 

directional p ermeabili ty va lues can ~ found using nutncritl] 
simulation techniques based on flow equations of individual fractures. 
All computed results for fractured networks in Figure 3 arc similar to 
those shown in Table I. It is clear that permeability values or E-W 
fractures are larger than tho st: in a N - S direction. Thedirection ofthc 
tectonic line controls the main groundwater flow, so the dominant 
orientation of karst development is identical with that ofrracture. This 
relationship is also found in other parts of this region. 

Table I. Para m eters of n e twork (Fig.3) 

Statistical Parameters Ptrmcability 

Fracture Length Spacing Aperture (x 101m/s) 

Sets No. 1 1 µ ~ 
E- W 

(m ) (m) (mm) S-N 

0-40 1.-40 0.25 1.3 

0 .75 1.60 0.22 1.3 1.518 O.Jl!S 
0 .85 1.30 0.-40 I.I 

Volution of Karst Sy stems 

1. Chemical d issolution stage 

Groundwater slowly flows in frac tures and dissolves the walls, in
creasing the h ydraulic conductivity of the network. In this stage, the 
groundwater system is a fractured flow field which displays relatively 
stable and regular changes . The dilTerencc of conductivity between 
fractures leads t o d ifferential dissolution rates, resulting in unequal 
fracture enlargemen t and non - uniform flow rates. Therefore kml 

differentia l develo pment of this stage is a process of positive foedback 
until, water-conducting fractures enlarge to become conduits with a 
definite diameter. · 

2. Mech3:n ica l erosion stage 

When the aperture of a fracture enlarge · 10 5-10 mm, 

l ' 

C A 
Fig. 1 Basic Types of Hydrodynamic Model of Kars twater System 

Fig. 2 Hydrogeologic &ction of 
Dalongping 
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·groundwater begins mechanical erosion, and becomes ~arst conduit 
flow not fissure flow. This is a very active stage m the karst 
diffe~ential development, until the cave system forms an individual 
recharge and drainage basin, and it matures as an underground river. 

3. Completion and destruction stage 

The development of a mature cave system is dependent on tend

encies of tectonic evolution ani changes of the discharge levels, and 
can be seen in different forms. For example, an underground river 
stops eroding and begins deposition by drying up, or leads to destruc
tion of the cave system by collapse. The evolutionary process of some 
caves cannot follow these three stages. For example, a little dry cave 
stops developing before it is mature, some solution fractures of the 
Permian formations cannot develop into underground rivers because 
of restraints of the media, whereas an underground river in a closed 
syncline won't stop development where total fold structure is elevated. 

The main effects of the three evolutionary stages go hand in hand 
or transform each ~ther. Chemical dissolution only begins the total 
process of cave development, but it doesn't behave as a control in later 
stages. We consider that erosion rates and corrosiveness of 
groundwater depend on the runoff conditions and cycles and that the 
hydrochemical field depends on the hydrodynamic field. Tectonic up
lift has recently occurred in this region, karstification is very active, 

and many of the cave systems are ·still developing. 
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of the walls of fissures by flowing water. Environmental factors such 
as climate and vegetation, which affect the corrosiveness of ground
water, are generally unch'anged throughout a given area . The main 
factors controlling karstification are lithology, thickness and com bina
tion of rocks, tectonic conditions, the development of fissures and the 
flow condition of the groundwater. Karst controlling factors can be 
divided into the dynamics of groundwater and the solubility of the 
rock. The dynamics of groundwater are the most complex of the con
trolling factors while the other factors only indirectly affect 

karstification through affecting the dynamic state of the groundwater. 
The boundary conditions of aquifers determine the general out

line of groundwater systems. Groundwater flows from the intake re
gion to the outflow region and fissures in the rockmass specify the 
characteristics of the groundwater. Big differences exist between 
groundwater flow patterns in fissured media and porous media . Po
rous media are characteriz~d by homogeneity, continuity and com
monly existing groundwater. Fissured media are characterized, how
ever, by discontinuity and heterogeneity of the gr~undwater. 

Generally the conduit of a single fissure is less than 1cm in width 
and several meters to one .hundred meters maximum in length, which 

means that water can only flow about a hundred meters in a conduit 
of less than 1cm in width. The trends of fissures can deviate greatly 
from the general flow direction of groundwater. The distribution 
trends of caves are generally similar with that of fissures. In many re
gions, the average trends of karst caves may be different from the gen
eral hydraulic gradient of groundwater, in some cases, even perpen
dicular with it. 

To study the development Jaws of karst caves and their distribu
tion trends in particular, it is necessary to make a detailed study of the 
vadose characteristics in fissured media. It is very important to estab
lish a model of discontinuous media . The equivalent continuity model 
for porous media is unable to account for the extension length of fis
sures (tectonic planes) in detail, which is, however, a key factor con
trolling the distribution trends of karst. Therefore, the authors have 
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Abstract 
Karst caves result from differential dissolution of the original fis

sures in soluble rocks . The spatial distribution and directions of karst 
caves are generally similar with those of fissures (including fractures) . 
Therefore, the characteristics of tectonic features in soluble rocks de
termine, to some degree, the evolution of karst. In this paper the au
thors have proposed a research method for discontinuous fissures in 
soluble rocks and introduced the structure and functions of an 
auto-analog system of discontinuous fissures and groundwater flow 
as an effective tool for the study of the flow in discontinuous fissured 
media. Two cases are used to illustrate the relationship between fis-· 

sures and karstification. 
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Fissures and Karst Caves 

Karst caves are the results of differential dissolution and opening 

proposed an auto-analog system of discontinuous media in vadose 
conditions which is an important tool for the study of the relationship 
between fissured media and karstification. 

Auto-Analog System of Discontinuous Media in Vadose Conditions 

The auto-analog system of discontinuous media in vadose condi
tions is a highly automated program based on Fortran 77 language to 
simulate vadose conditions in discontinuous fissured media. This 
program consists of six sub-programs for the simulation of fissure 
networks: checkout; purification; auto-discretization; water flow 
simulation; output; and processing of information. The structure of 
the system is illustrated in Figure I. · 

I. Simulation and checkout sub-systems 

The simulation sub-system for discontinuous fissure networks 
has three functions: random simulation; partially random-partially 
fixed simulation; and wholly fixed simulation. 

A fissure network in the field generally consists of three to four 
sets of fissures. The geometric parameters o( fissures are the location, 
attitude, interval, length and opening. These parameters generally 
have a certain statistical distribution,- the most common of which are 
homogenous, normal, lognormal and exponential distributions. These 
distributions are expressed, respectively, in the following equations: 

1 
p(x)={b-a (a<x<b) 

0 other 
i (x-a)2 

. p(x) = ~ e ---i;, 
v2nu 

J (lnx-•)' 
p(x)= ~ e-~ 

v2nxu 
p(x)= . .le'u-

(I) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

The determination of the ·distribution function of the respective 



parameters of each set of fissures ·is based on field measurements and 
grouping statistics. The function of the simulation subsystem is to 
simulate fissure networks based on the distribution of the geometric 
parameters, mean values and variances of the measured fissures. The 
four common distributions above are available in this subsystem for 
its selection. 

The checkout subsystem monitors the simulation eJTectiveness of 
the simulation subsystem, i.e. to check whether the simulated fissure 
networks meet our expes;tations, and if not, the computer will return 
the fissure networks to the simulation subsystem for re-simulation. 

In some weathered fissured bedrock, fissures are distributed near
ly homogeneously, so that the fissures ca.{ be simplified to one set, 
making it very convenient to simulate them. This subsystem cah do 
partially random-partially fixed simulation of fissure networks, which 
is quite necessary. Some transmissible faults and fissures can be re" 
garded as fixed conduits and can be described in detail according to 
their actual situation . Frequently distributed minor fissures, however, 
can be simulated in random. Fixed simulation can be used at impor
tant engineering locations where there is complete geological data and 
tectonic planes are clearly exposed. If all the fissures are fixed, there is 
no need for simulation . After the geometric parameters for each 
tectonic plane have all been input, the system goes directly to the next 
step. 

2. Purification subsystem 

There are two kinds of models for the study of the existing fis
sured media. One is a fissure model which considers that only those 
various tectonic planes in the bedrock are permeable and the 
undisturbed blocks are impermeable. The other is a double media 
model which considers that both the lately formed fissures and the 
original pores in the bedrock are permeable. By comparison, the pure 
fissure model is relatively simple and more convenient to apply. The 
double media mode) is more accurate but much more difficult·tc apply 
because two different groundwater levels exist in the double media. 

strikes of fissures have a normal distribution, the length and intervals 
have an exponential distribution and the "widths have a lognormal dis
tributiop. Table I shows the statistics of the four parameters of each 
set in the four strata. 

Table 1. Statistics of the parameters of fissures in the four strata 

Age Lithology Set No. 
Length Interval Width 

" .1 µ " 
I 0.40 1.40 0.25 1.3 

Triassic 
period 

micrite 2 0.75 1.60 0.22 1.3 

3 0.85 I.JO 0.40 I.I 

I 0.30 0.90 0.40 1.0 
Triassic argillaccous 
period limestone 

2 0.50 1.00 0.20 1.30 

3 0.70 1.20 0.20 1.30 

Triassic fine- grained 
I 0.32 1.605 0.20 1.30 

period limestone 2 0.75 1.26 0.25 1.30 

3 0.81 1.47 0.40 1.10 

Permian 
limestone I 0.30 0.50 0.30 I.S 

period 
with chert 2 0.32 0.90 0.22 1.3 
concretion 3 0.38 0.91 0.25 I.) 

After the statistical features of the geometric parameters are ob
tained, the fissure networks can be simulated using the random 
simulation method. Using digital analog of water flow in 
discontinuous media, the hydraulic head ~t each node of the fissure 
network, the discharge of each fissure and the equivalent permeability 
coefficients (k) of the entire fissure network can be obtained . The 
equivalent permeability coefficients of the four fissure networks are il
lustrated in Table 2. 

Table 2. Oriented permeability coefficients of fissure networks 

Age Lithology Network No. 
k (x lQ" m / s) 

EW NS 
T argillaccous limestone (a) 1.518 0.329 
T fine - grained limestone (b) 1.358 0.371 
T micrite (c) 1.277 0.251 
p limestone with chert (d) 1.394 0.173 
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Many fixed features of fissure water are not clearly understood, and so 
to establish a pure fissure model is therefore preferable. 

According to the pure fissure model, some fissures are not 
transmissible, only those connected with each other and eJTectively 
permeable. The purification subsystem eliminates those non
transmissible fissures on the basis of simulated fissure networks and 
establishes an e.JTective transmissible and connected network. 
Ineffective fissures include those isolated fissures, blind fissures, blind 
segments, blind groups and various cross-cut but closed groups offis

sures. 

3. Auto-discretization and water flow analog subsystem 

In the digital analog, the discretizatio·n of the simulated area is . 
needed whether using the delinjte element method or the definite 
differential method. On the basis of network connecting, the auto
discretization subsystem is able to do regional discretization of the 
networks under the requirement of digital computation, and automat
ically extract the necessary figures and return them to the water flow 
analog subsystem for flow simulation. 

The water flow analog subsystem is able to numerically simulate 
the fissure networks within a given boundary. This subsystem can 
simulate multilateral or analytically expressible boundaries including 
those boundaries that can be described analytically in segments. 

Case Study 

I. Case I 

_In the Ziqiu region of the Qingjiarig River valley, the strata are of 
Permian and Triassic ages and consist of limestone with chert 
concretions, micrite and line-grained limestone and argilla~eous lime
stone. Folds are very gentle and faults are poorly developed . Fissures 
can be divided into three sets on the basis of field measurements and 
analysis. The geometric parameters of each set ·are as follows ; the 

As shown in Figure 2, the permeability coefficients in the four dif
ferent strata appear oriented, namely, the permeability in the EW di
rection is much higher than in the NS direction. Orientation of fissures 
have determined the directive permeability of the rocks, which means 
that the most permeable direction of fissures determines the preferred 
orientation of karstilication. Field investigations show that the two 
largest underground streams in the Ziqiu region flow N270- 310W, 
and furthermore the longer ·axes of karst ca vi ties mostly run east
west. 

The Qingjiang · River, the lowest local discharge base, flows 
east-west in the Ziqiu area. Along both banks, however, no large 
karst caves or springs have yet been found. Instead, many _ large 
springs have been found on both sides of its two tributaries Heitan 
and Baitan Streams, both which flow in a N- S direction. This fact is 
consistent with the computed permeability coefficients of the fissured 
media in that r~ion. In the Ziqiu region, the sub E-W fissures are 
relatively well developed, and their permeability is much higher than 
those in the N-S direction . The runoff of groundwater in the E- W di
rection is much larger than in the N-S and karst conduits are mainly 
developed in a sub E- W direction . The above facts show that the pre
ferential orientation of karstification is well in ·line with that of 
fissures . 

2. Case 2 

At the dam foundati!)n of the Geheyan Water Control Proje~t on 
the Qingjiang River, karstilication is one of the main geological prob
lems. The Shilongdong limestone is highly karstilied due to its thick
ness and high content of carbonate of lime. Underground caves are 
prone to cause reservoir seepage and are unsuitable for construction of 
grouting curtains. 

The Qingjiang River flows northward at the dam site and the 
bedrock formations trend N60E, dipping to the SE with an a~gle of25 
degrees. ?" a two- dimensional plane, the rock fissures can be classi
fied into two sets, one striking N50-70E, parallel to the bedding, and 



another N290-340W, perpendicular to the bedding. The fissures with 
steep dip angles dominate, so the two-dimensional study of the fis
sures reveals the main features 'or the fissured media. The limestone of 
the Shilongdong formation is bounded on each side by aquicludes, 
forming a strip tending to the Qingjiang River. Generally, the ground
water flows from the divide to the river. 

The general distribution tendency of the caves is in line with the 
preferred orientations of various transmissible tectonic planes (Fig. 2). 
The num hers and distribution range of large scale faults at the dam 
site are very limited and the trends of faults perhaps vary greatly. 
Therefore, the faults are statistically not important for our purpose. 
Instead, we keep our emphasis on fissures because of their high fre
quency, their being formed in the same tectonic field as faults and 
their features containing information of faults that differ from fissures 
just in scale. 

The distribution trends of the caves on both banks at the dam site 
show that the consistency between caves and fissures in their preferred 
orientation is obvious on the west bank. From the diyide to the river 
bank the general trends of caves are towards the Qingjiang River, in 
line with the general flow direction (the general hydraulic gradient) of 
groundwater, except for some locations where a small number of caves 
occur parallel to the river due to the existence of some strongly 
transmissible conduits (FI0), striking parallel to the river. 

On the contrary, the general distribution trends of the caves on 
the east bank, 200 meters away from the riverside, fall in line with the 
general flow direction of groundwater, tending towards the river. In 
the region within 200 meters of riverside, the distribution trends of ca
ves are parallel to the river, which shows that groundwater of the east
ern bank makes a sharp turn toward the south before discharging at 
the southwestern part (Cave k-4-0 is the main discharge point of 
groundwater on the east bank). Groundwater flows upstream in paral
lel with the Qingjiang River, resulting in the formation of the cave sys
tem parallel to the river, which are the most concentrated and largest 
in scale at the dam site. This fact is a little different from our .concepts. 

medium . To study the laws of karstification, it is necessary to-establish 
a model for discontinuous media. Karst caves result from the dissolu
tion and opening of fissures by groundwater and the differential evo
lution of caves can be regarded as a process in which some large 
strongly transmissible conduits play an important role. This paper is 
preliminary and this field needs further study. 

Simulation sub- sys tem 

checkout sub - system 

purificatio n sub-system 

· Auto-discretization Sub- sytem 

water-flowing analog sub-systetll 

info rmation output :ind processing sub-system 

Fig. I. Structure of the Auto- analogue system. 
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The difference of distribution trends of caves on both banks 
shows that a big difference exists between the isotropic features of fis
sured media. To understand this difference, the fissured media of both 
offshore regions have been studied in ·detail. Figure 3 shows the meas
ured fissure networks and the directive permeability coefficient maps 
for both offshore regions. 

Considering the similarity of the sfudy region, the capacity of the 
computer and the labor involved, the study region was defined as 26 
by 26 meters. · 

As shown in Figure 3a2 and 3b2, the· directive permeability 
coefficients of the fissure network of the west bank appear like an .el
lipse with the longer axis east-west and the shorter axis north-south. 
The direction of the highest permeability coefficien·t is in line with the 
general hydraulic gradient. The directive permeability coefficients 
north- south are much higher than east-west. The coefficient in the 
N30-45E direction, in particular, is ten times less than the highest 
value. The general hydraulic gradient of the east bank is N30-45E, 
which means that in the course of flowing to N30E to the riverside; 
groundwater is impeded as it approaches the bank and makes a sharp 
turn and flows parallel to the river before dischargfng at the southwest 
part of the banded aquifer, resulting in the formation of large scale 
caves which trend parallei to the river. 

Conclusions 

Factors controlling karstification can be classified into three 
types: the erosiveness of water; the hydraulic field; and the solubility 
of rocks. In a certain region, environmental factors such as climate 
and vegetation which affect the chemical erosiveness of water are simi
lar for the entire region . The hydraulic field of groundwater is the 
most important factC?r controlling the kar~tification in which the char
acteristics of fissured media plays an important role. In a certain me
dium, the distribution and trends of caves are probably different from 
the general flow direction of groundwater, revealing the features of the 
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Fig. 2. Rose map of caves and fissures on the both 
banks at the damsite. 
a 1 : strike rose of fissures on the west bank; a 2 : trend . 

rose of caves on the west bank; b 1 : strike rose of fissures on 
the east offshore; b 2 : trend rose of caves on the east offshore; 
c 1 : strike rose of fissures in the region distant from the east 
offshore; c2 : trend rose of caves in the region distant from the 
east offshore. · 



Fig. 3. Connected fissure networks and maps of directive 
.coefficients on the both banks. 

a 1 : connective fissure network of the west 
bank; b1 : connective fissure network of the east bank; a 2 : di
rective permeability coefficients of the fissure network on the 
west bank (I centimeter represents 20.0 m / d); b2 : directive 
permeability coefficients of the fissure network on the east 
bank (I centimeter represents 20.0 m / d). 

structural, l l tholog lc, and hydrologlc correlations (Venl, 1993). Additional 

data were assessed from 362 caves In nearby but differing hydrogeologlc 

settings (Includ ing work from Venl, 1988, and some unpublished 

Information). For comparison, data and observations from other caves 

throughout North America were also examined. 

The cave da~a were anal yzed t_o f i rst determine the structural and 

lltholog lc characte r of the caves. Differences In conduit geometry and 

overall cave morphology due to these factors could then be separated 

from differences caused by different hydrologies. It Is beyond the scope 

of this paper to discuss the data analysis In d~tall, so the results are 

summarized In the follow ing sections. These characterizations certainl y 

hold true for the Lower Glen Rose, but ahoul-d also apply to other karat 

aquifers. 

Characterjstlcs of caves common to both free- flow & art8§ian oauifers 

1) Conduit development preferentially occurs In purer, more 

soluble l imestone: 

2) Condu it development preferential occurs along fractures, 

bedding planes, honeycomb zones, or other zones of h igher permeability. 

3) The greatest volume of conduit development occu r s at or below 

the water table. 

4) conduit development as dendrltlc stream systems captures 

r echarge of all magn itudes throughout the lengths of their catchment 

areas. 

5) Groundwater flow at and below the water tab le wi ll generall y 
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CAVE MORPHOLOGY IN FREE-FLOW & ARTESIAN AQUIFERS 

Geor ge Ven l, George Ven l and Associates 

~ 

An analysis of near ly 600 cav es In south-central Texas, U.S.A., hes 

characterized several d ifferences In cav e morphology due to aquifer 

hydrology. Hy draulic gradient and ·aquifer reg ime are the most dominant 

factors Influencing t he mor pholog y of the cave systems. This paper 

gives a summary of c har acteri stics common to cav es developed In free

flow and artesian aqu ifers. 

Introduction 

The f ocus of this Inv esti gation Is the Lower Glen Rose Aquifer of 

south-central Texas, U.S.A. The aquifer Is dev eloped In Cretaceous 

limestone that d ips <1° to the southwest, Is wel l-Join t ed, an d contains a 

few minor faults. Uniform st rat igraphic and structural cond i tions occur 

throughout the aqu ifer, y et t he mor phology of cave systems dltfer 

considerably In two adjacent drainage basins. I n one basi n the aquifer 

Is an unconfined, free-flo w sy stem t~at drains In to a s u rface valley, and 

drainage In the other basin enters Into a deep confined, artesian system. 

Th is setting offers an excellen t op portun ity to study the effects of 

hydrolog lc regimes on cave mor phology, p hysical hydrology, and 

geochemistry. 

Data collect ion and anal ysis 

Descr iptions, geologic data, and more than 53 km of cave surveys 

were col lected on 213 caves of the Lower Gl en Rose Aquifer for study of 

run downd lp In areas of high hydraulic grad ients, and will generally run 

along strlk_e wher e t he gradi ent Is low. 

6) The hyd r aulic g radient of groundwater Is the most dominant 

factor affectl n·g cave development. Structural and llthologlc factors are 

often Impor tant In determining the gradient, but their Influence Is 

comp romised or eclipsed when contrary to the grad ient. 

Characteristics of conduit systems In free-flow karst aauifers 

1) Dend rltlc caves may be Initiated by ei ther s ingle, major point 

sources of rechar ge t ransmitted to a spring (usually allogenlc recharge 

or f l uvlal k_arst drainage systems), or by multiple, lesser recharge sites 

(usual ly aut ogenlc recharge or holokarst drainage systems). 

2) Caves formed by dominant recharge points tend to consist of 

a s ingle major passage, with few and d isproportionately small tributaries. 

·This major passage will usually extend throughout the longitudinal axis 

of the cave. 

3) Caves formed by multiple sites of recharge tend to have better 

dev eloped dendri tlc morphologies, with a major conduit extend ing from• 

sp rin g and proportionately decreasing in size upstream by dividing its 

f low among t r i butaries. 

4) Dipping strata will result In asymmetry of the dend ritic conduit 

system. Most tributaries will be located updlp; downdlp tributaries will 

be f ew and r elat ively small. The width of the cave drainage network will 

decrease with dip. Caves .developed along the basal axes of synclines 

will tend to have symmetrical distri bution of tributaries in each arm of 

t he syncline, assuming the recharge, hydraulic grad ient and structural 



dip in one synclinal limb is similar to the other. 

5) Caves and passages may develop updlp given sufficiently steep 

hydraulic gradients. Compared to conduits where dip and gradient are 

concordant, these passages will be short and convoluted as they zig-zag 

In 'the opposing downdlp and down-gradient directions to their spring. 

6) The length or horizontal component of these free-flow aquifer 

caves greatly exceeds their depth, or vertical component. 

7) The vertical component Is primarily restricted to the vadose, 

or recharge ends of the conduits in horizontal to gently dipping rock. 

Phreatlc loops will Increase with dip and the length of the drainage 

basin. 

8) Extensive air-filled passages or passages with free-surface 

streams are common in free-flow aquifers because of relatively rapid 

lowering of their water tables In response to the -downcuttlng of base 

level surface streams, and due to their relatively shallow flow depths. 

9) Relative to artesian aquifers, flow In free-flow aquifers Is 

rapid . 

10) Relative to artesian aquifers, the volume of groundwater 

stored In free-flow aquifers is low. 

11) Sediments seldom occlude base level conduits so long as 

discharge Is maintained . or sediment load does not slgnlflcantly Increase. 

Smal I Increases In sedimentation are balanced by steepened local stream 

gradients behind the deposits, thus Increasing stream competence and 

erosion. Floods also tend to scour accumulating sediments. 

12) Streams supersaturated with respect to calcite may aggrade 

due to rlmstone dam growth. 

si gnificantly less than free-flow aqu ifers. 

5) The v ertical component of aquifer conduits is not restricted to 

the vadose zone, and wil l often be exceeded by their vertical extent in 

the phreatic zone. 

6) Extensive air-filled passages or passages with free-surface 

streams are uncommon in artesian aquifers because of the relatively slow 

lowerin g of their base level springs, their deeper flow systems, and the 

tendency to development phreatic loops wh ich descend below water level. 

7) Relative t o free-flow aquifers, flow in artesian aquifers is slow. 

8) Relat i ve to free-flow aqu ifers, the volume of groundwater 

stored in artesian aquifers is high, 

9) Sediments commonly occlude conduits where stream competence 

is exceeded at the vadose-phreatic Interface. Floods have minor Impact 

on sediment removal since most sediment deposition occurs during high 

recharge events, Individual recharge sites often do not carry enough 

floodwaters to erode si,diment deposits. 

10) Baseflow In vadose zone streams that are supersaturated with 

respect to calcite may aggrad,e the streams due to r lmstone dam growth. 

11) Vadose entrenchment occurs In conduits by head ward erosion 

from the water table to grade the reach of the recharging stream. A 

decline In base level may promote a secondary phase of entrenchment and 

secondary knlckpolnt development. 

1_2) Conduit size will Increase or stay the same so long as 

sufficient undersatur~ted recharge en.tars along the length of the 

aquifer. Downgradlent from such recharge, conduit size will decrease 

due to Increased saturation with respect to calcite. 
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13) Tapoff passages can form to capture flow from one base level 

stream and transmit It to another base level stream but at a lower 

elevation. Tapoff development can also happen between a cave and a 

surface stream, or through the neck of meander loops, to form meander 

cutoff caves. 

14) Vadose entrenchment occurs In conduits by headward erosion 

from their spring to adjust their grade to declining base levels. 

15) Springs may develop dlstrlbutary conduits In keeping grade 

with declines or rises In surface stream base level . 

Cbaractarjstics of oonduit systems in artesian karst aquifers 

1) Artesian dendrltic caves are usually formed by multiple s ites 

of recharge, with a major conduit extending upstream from a spring and 

proportionately decreasing in size upstream by dividing Its flow among 

tributaries. Single, dominant passages that extend from major r.;,,harge 

points to the spring seldom occur due to the hydraulic energy lost under 

artesian conditions. 

2) Dipping strata affect conduit development in the vadose zone 

the same way they affect free-flow aquifer conduits, but their impact In 

the phreatic zone is tremendously decreased. 

3) Phreatic groundwater flow occurs along zones of greatest 

solubility or permeability, but its overall movement is determined by the 

potentiometric. gradient. Groundwater that flows updip or up a rising 

conduit is not unusual. 

4) The length or horizontal component of artesian aquifer caves 

greatl y exceeds their depth, or vertical component, but at a ratio 

13) Conduits are often not present at artesian springs, usually 

due to one or more of the following factors. First, the springs often 

flow up from faults through non-karstlc rocks. Second, the springs 

frequently migrate to lower elevations and do not allow enough time for 

conduits to form at a p'artlcular location. Third, sprlngflow Is commonly 

near or above saturation and Is Incapable of dissolving out a significant 

conduit. 
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FLOW ACTION IN THE FORMATION AND 
DEVELOPMENT OF CAVES 

SHI Mengxiong 
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Beijing I 00029 

Simulation tests show that scouring, corrosion, and erosion are 
the most important factors in the formation and development of 
caves. The main structural surfaces of carbonate rocks scoured by 
flow form the main passages of cave systems. From this beginning, the 
dimensions of the cave continuously increase owing to collapse of the 
roe~ mass caused by scour and the transportation of material out of 

-the system. It could be said that scour forms_ the embryo of cave sys
tems. 

In comparison with scour, corrosion and erosion develop the 
complexity of the cave system. Heterogeneity of the rock mass itself 
leads to selective corrosion of flow. Changes in the velocity of the flow 
lead to heterogeneity of erosion, complicating the formation of cave 
systems. 

Speleobiota, Cave Archaeology and Paleontology 

PRELIMINARY RESEARCH OF FORMATION 
CHARACTERISTICS OF SPELEOTHEMS IN 
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Guizhou Institute of Technology, Guiyang 550003 

AN Yuguo 
Guizhou Academy of Science, Guiyang 550001 

HE Fusheng 
Guizhou Normal University, Guiyang 550001 

Abstract 
The micro- and macro-characteristics of speleothems and organ

ic influences on their formation are presented in the paper. These ideas 
are based on investigations of speleothems and live algae 
identification, observation and investigation wit_h biomicroscope, 
petrograph microscope and SEM. 
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Introduction 

The main scenery of Zhijin Cave are the many shapes and kinds 
ofspeleothems. Live algae have been discovered growing prosperously 
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on ·the surfaces of speleothems, the presence of fossil algae has been 
found, and many speleothems possessing residual characteristics of 
organism activities, including phototaxis, ordered activity, accumula
tion, pigmentation and growing activity have been investigated. 

Organic Influences on Speleothem Formation 

I . Phototaxis 

There are curved stalactites growing towards sunlight on the ceil
ing near the entr~nce of the cave. Two very large stalagmites and stal
actites at Gate Hall are all formed by algae. Live algae grows profuse
ly on walls which face the sunlight. Several genera, including 
Chroococcus, Gloeocapsa, Nostoc and Phoi:midium have been identi
fied. The surface of the algal crust is sticky when pressed and under 
the crust are semi-consolidated layers then fully consolidated layers 
forming white, powdery CaCO3• Upward and sideward growth veins 
and wedge stromatolites form where algae grow faster on sides facing 
sunlight (Fig.I). Additionally, algae was discovered growing in the 
weak illumination of spotlights inside the cave and genera include 
Lyngbya, Phoromidium, Scytonema and Oscilillatorium. 

2. Ordered activity 

Groups formed by the coalescence of individual deposits have 
obvious characteristics of orientation, equidistance, equidensity, etc. 
These phenomena probably result from the mutual effects and restric
tions o~ _o_~g_a_nts~s. _<:_ompeting for living_ .space, with each unit re· 
maining relatively iilcfepencfoni:= ::-c_- .::-_:-c- -- - -

3. Accumulation 

· Many similar shapes grow in clusters and clump together, obvi
ously controlled by local environmental conditions. Algal crusts which 
are absent from places with slightly different conditions, grow profuse
ly on the cave wall facing the sunlight near the' cave entrance. 



4. Pigmentation 

Many different colors, such as gray-green, blue-gray, and dark 
gray color tones, can easily be discerned on the surfaces of 
speleothems. Some surfaces are striped, some are smooth and others 
feel gelatinous. Under microscopic inspection, alternating bright and 
dark bands can be seen. · 

Structural Characteristics of Speleothems 

We consider that the cross sectional structure of certain 
speleothems and their developmental characteristics are similar with 
stromatolites of the pre-Quaternary. More direct evidence is provided 
by the discovery of algal lithogenesis and algae in stromatolites. 

I. Structural characteristics of the cross secti9ns of largespeleothems 

Certain speleothems have stromatolite laminae growing parallel 
to the surface radiating outward fn~m the center (Fig.2). These large 
shapes and the corresponding stromatolite laminae are fast growing 
and thick, from several TQillimeters to several centimeters at the thick
est. Little is known about whether the formation of the internal struc
ture of this kind of spelcothem is the result of organism formation, 
physicochemical and mechanical deposition or if it is dominated by 
one effect, with the others as a·uxiliaries. 

2. Structural characteristics of the cross sections of small speleothems 

The structural forms of small speleothems are classified as 
stick -shaped with a cross section which is concentric circular 
stromatolite, plate- shaped whose cross section is broad stromatolia:, 
and knob- and balF·shaped whose section is concentric circular 
stromatolite. There are also branched and composite stromatolite 
structures, for instance, a complex-shaped object with concentric cir
cles in its cross section. 

dark places, autotrophic algae will form deposits . Algal laminae will 
regress to linear trichomes or not develop at all when physicochemical 
effects are unfavorable. 

2. Physicochemical deposition refers to the formation of thick calcite 
and crystal druses in speleothems. The intensity of this effect is con
trolled by CaC03 solubility in water, temperature, pressure, ~oisture 
and P co, • etc. The surfaces of its products are always coarse; large 
calcite crystals can be seen with the naked eye, which can cover 
speleothems of other origin when the effect is strong. 
3. Mechanical deposition. On sections of some collapsed speleothem 
blocks, layers of clay material interbedded with algal and 
physicochemical deposited layers can often be seen. It is more com
mon when bottom clay interbeds with travertine plates. Algae.can also 
grow on the surface of mechanically ~eposited material. 

Conclusions 

We have proposed that some speleothems have properties of 
phototaxis, ordered activity, accumulation, pigmentation and growth 
activity which indicate residuaf effects of organic activity. ·From the 
research of micro- and macro- structural shapes of speleothems, we 
discussed the characteristics and developmental circumstances of algal 
lamination, stromatolites and oncolites, and regard them as organic 
structures. We discussed organic, physicochemical and mechanical 
processes of deposition . 
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3. Microstructural characteristics of stromatolites 

Stromatoiites of cave deposits are comprised of diagenetically al
ternating rich-algal and rich-deposit layers. The rich-algal layer is 
dimly colored, normally several micrometers to a tenth of a millimeter 
thick, but ten or more millimeters at the thickest . The genera and spe
cies of the rich-algal layer are difficult to identify, therefore only spe
cial characteristics of nonmineral structure and pigmentation can be 
seen from the rock section. The rich-deposit layer is comprised of 
shining, coarse and. line crystal grains and columnar calcites with very 
line stripes on it. The cores of most big shapes are made from bright 
calcites. 

4. Developmental characteristics of stromatolites 

The development of stromatolites is very complex and is similar 
to that of speleothems. Generally, big shapes remain independent, 
small shapes gather and · form a whole while the individual 
stromatolites in them remain independent. The laminae don't assimi
late, cross or overlap with one another and process to the remaining 
free spaces. Stromatolites ·expand outward parall~l to the primary 
&rowth line or point of the cores. Therefore, recently developed 
laminae follpw the primary outline and shape of the inner layers. 

Discussion of Speleothem Formation 

Cave stromatolites are like marine and fresh water stromatolites 
in that they are made up of rich-algal and rich-deposit layers. 
Rhythmic patterning is a result of filament piercing through the outer 
deposited layer to continue growing, forming a new layer. 
I . Organism formation refers to stromatolite and oncolite formation, 
e.g. algal lamina's -thickness, scale and growth rate, which is 
undoubtedly constrained by the growing environment. For example, a 
very thick layer of white powder is compounded on surfaces receiving 
sunlight, allowing quick and prosperous growth of algae, while at 

Fig. 1. Algal construction showing 
wedge shape stromatolite, and 
vertical and horizontal growing 
algae veins, at one stalagmite at 
Gate Hall. 

Fig. 2. Structural Characteristics of Seale Speleothem 
I. stromatolite lamina's structure on 

the surface of neg stalagmite 
2. !amine structure of verticel and 

section of column stelagmite 
3. skectch structure of wedge stromatilite 

of stalagmite at Gate Hall. 
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Abstract 
Through detailed lield .investigations and laboratory analyses, 88 

species of algae, ,of 2 orders, 4 families and 17 genera associated with 
primary lithogenesis have been identilied at Zhijin Cave. The primary 
depositional macro-forms of blue- green algae are principally large 
nodules, small nodules, Oat laminations and scales. Micro- forms, 
which can only be observed with a microscope include calcic algal 
crusts, whorls and twists . Primary lithogenesis is considered the possi
ble reason of induced variations of important morphological features 
of blue-green a lgae fossils in caves. Therefore, the comparison be
tween these and altered, degraded live algae can provide an effective 
explanation of cave blue - green algae fossils. 
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distribution of nodular deposits germinated spot-by- spot, grew and 
expanded gradually. At present, expanding nascent algal colonies can 
be observed in many places, with obvious orientation and patterns to 
the colonies' growth and expansion. 

Large parts of the surface of the nodule remain only partly solidi
lied. The solidified surfaces are gloomy and hard and can withstand 
pressure. The partly solidilied surfaces are lustrous, and will crumble 
and fall away when touched. When squeezed, water is extruded with 
moist, colored calcic powder remain ing. 

The surface of the nodules is a thin (0.5-3 .5 mm) layer of 
CaCO3, with a medley of colors. The alginite layer is continuous 
downwards to the surface of the rock and is formed of conglomerates 
of small and large colonies. This is the active growing layer. Under 
microscopic analysis, the colonies sampled from brightly colored spots 
are lustrous, -and cellular particles are compact. Colonies sampled 
from dimly colored areas are gloomy, and particles recede to different 
sized clots. The lu strous parts are contiguous with the surface at the 
upper part of the alginite layer, and the dim parts are on the lower sur
faces. 

The alginite layer is 0.5- 2.5 cm thick . Under thi s are solidilied or 
partly solidi lied remnants of previous colonies. Over time, the active, 
growing colonies will gradually senesce, degrade, recede and be re
placed by nascent algal colonies which protrude from the surface. At 
the same time, the older deposits will eventually dry up, crystallize and 
solidify, to be covered by nascent deposits and thus become a base de
posit. We consider that constant dripping water provides the main 
support of the colonies and they are absorbed and deposited by the 
loose and porous alginite layer. With enough time, the present 
depositional phenomena will be induced . The major biological com
ponents of this deposit are Gloeocapsa, Chroococcus, Nostoc a nd 
Phormidium . 
2. Small nodules (Fig.2) a re composed of conglomerates of small, simi
lar-sized nodule groups. The deposition is thinner, the distribution 
area is smaller and their su rfaces are more planar compared to large 
nodules , while other characteristics are much alike in these two types. 
3. Flat laminations (Fig.3) have completely solidilied and then petri -
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Zhijin Cave is located in Zhijin County of Guizhou Province. In 
July and August 1992, over 300 samples were collected and 100 photos 
were taken of cave blue- green algae. After laborato ry analysis, 88 
species of algae were identilied, belonging to 2 orders, 4 famili es and 
17 genera. 

According to the illumination conditions, ~he blue- green algae of 
Zhijin Cave can be divided into sunlight types (only weak, indirect 
light near the entrance) a nd bulb light types, found within the cave -
with illumination of live ho urs per day in the summer and a utumn and 
less than three hours in the win ter and spring. The species diversity of 
sunlight types is higher and the distribution o f the a lgae depends on 
local eco-circumstances. The species diversity a nd distribution charac
teristics of bulb light algae are simpler due to the relative uniformity of 
the small, dim, discrete illumination areas o f bulb light a nd constant 
presence of dripping water in all areas. 

Four Sunlight Type Depositional Macro-forms 

I. Large nodules are conglomerations of large , various sized nodular 
groups (Fig .I). From observation of the surface, it can be seen that 
larger nodules join and form various sized nodule colonies. The colo- , 
nies connect and spread sideways, densely covering the surfaces of the 
cave wall in a medley of cream , white, purple, pink and blue-green 
shades . These colonies are principally distributed on the spa cio us walls 
opposite the cave entrance. The wall surface is constantly wet with 
dripping water creating a favorable growing and deposition a l envi
ronment for a1gal layers. We can postulate th at this kind of large areal 

fied . There are no active, growing parts . They are distributed on a col
lapsed boulder near the cave entrance and their sizes are small. They 
were deposited quite some time ago and then environmental condi
tions changed, interrupting their development. 
4. Scales (Fig.4) grow in series on another large boulder near the en
trance and are 2.5- 3.5 mm wide and 3- 4.5 mm long. Their surfaces 
are somewhat tough, black or dark brown, and somewhat dry and 
sticky. Surrounding them are bald rock where no other organisms 
have been found . On their edges are tiny nascent scales, indicating that 
this type is still actively growing and expanding. Their organic com
ponent consists of Phormidium and Lyngbya . 

Bulb Light Depositional Forms 

The depositional structure of blue- green algae growing in bulb 
light always shows lateral growth in a bedded algal lamination that is 
fresh and lustrous, adhering to the moist rock surface. The lamina is 
about 0.5- 2.5 'mm thick and its microstructure ca n be divided into 
three types based on microscopic analysis . 
I. Calcic algal crust' s complete depositional history ca n be observed 
under the microscope, from sparse adhesion to the form a tion of the 
algal crust (Fig.5) . The deposited part icle' s adhesions always fo rm a 
whorl of certain size, possibly related to the colloida l a lga l sheath 
which acts as the adherent. The regular pattern of deposition is broken 
by empty spaces at regula r intervals. Several scissions may be formed 
on a lilament which has surface adhering particles or even fo rmed 
calcic algal crust . This phenomena seems related to the continuous 
growth of the lila ment , e .g. it is advantageous for the lilament's 
interaction with the envi ro nm ent as it excha nges ma teri al and infor· 
mation . 

This type and process o f deposition of alga l crust is closely related 
to the colloidal sheath o n the surface of the lilament. The trichome 
will continuously secrete glue, form and reta in certain co lloidal sheath 
thickness through the life acti vi ty of the trichome, at the same time 
capturing a nd adhering deposited ·particles. The o lder one adheres 
closer, to _ the lilament's surface, thus it covers the surface of the algal 
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crust until the trichome senesces and recedes to the point that it no 
longer will secrete glue. 

Nascent algae repeat this process successively through m: ny gen
erations, all related to the algal colony, the algal lamination, and its 
particular life cycle (growth and expansion patterns) , and its degrada
tion after death. Thus various depositions can be understood and stu
died by investigating their organic origin . The algal lamination dis
cussed above has a filament whose surface is covered by CaCO3 (an 
algal crust), and it agglomerates and forms opaque bedded or blanket 
deposits . This is just one example. The genera identilied are Lyngbya, 
Scytonema and Tolypothrix. 
2. Whorl lilaments do not form an algal crust but bend into a whorl 
and entrap calcic crystals, wrapping them in the whorl (Fig.6). The 
crystals adhere to the lilaments as they together form a solid whole. In 
this case, calcic crystals are ordinarily larger in size, at about 2.5- I 2.5 
um, than the lilaments. The genera identilied are mainly Lyngbya and 
Phormidium. 
3. Twist lilaments are small and compactly twisted with adhering par
ticles on the surface or in gaps between the lilaments (Fig. 7). Calcic 
particles are trapped in the twist, as the organism develops further. 
One identilied genus is Phor~idium. 

Conclusions 

Species of blue-green algae are widely distributed in Zhijin Cave, 
indicating their modern living demesne is extensive. With at least 
extremely weak or discrete light, they can survive the adverse condi
tions and show positive deposition creating various depositional forms 
and structural organization. The revelation of primary lithogenesis in 
caves associated with blue-green algae, which form live karst cave de
posits and peculiar cytological changes which appear gradually 
(Fig.8) in the deposition process may provide the answer for the in
duced variation of important morphological features of blue- green 
algal fossils in the. cave. Therefore, comparisons between the fossil 
forms and the altered, degraded modern algae can be an effective ex
planation of cave blue-green algal fossils . 

Fig. I. Large nodule type. 
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Fig. 2. Small nodule type. 

Fig. 4. Scale type. 
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The preliminary catalog of major blue-green algae in Zhijin Cave 
is listed below. 

Chroococcales 
Chroococcaceae 
Chroococcus Nag. 
C.tenax ( Kirch) Hieron 

C. turgidus ( Kutz) Nag. 
C. minor ( Kiitz) Nag. 

C. purpureus Snow. 

Gloeocapsa Kutz. 

G. calcarea Tilden 
G. nigrescens Niig. 

G. ca/cicola Gardner 
Asterocapsa Chu. 
A . g/oeothece-formis Chu. 

Hormogonales 

Oscillatoriaceae 
Phormidium Kutz. 

P. fovelarum ( Mont. ) Gorn. 
P. tenue ( Menegh .) Gorn. 

P. incrustatum ( Nag.) Gorn. 
Lyngbya Ag. . 

L . allorgei Fremy 
L. circumcreta West. G. S. 
L. contorta Lemm. 
L. ca/cifera Brehl. 

Nostocaceae 
Nostoc Vouch. 

N. calcicola Breb. 
Scytonemataceae 

Scytonema Ag. 
S. sinense Jao. 

Tolypothrix Kutz. 

T. /imbata Thuret 
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Abstract 

Maxican cave fauna is known to be very rich.More than 2000 
species from the country (including the true troglobites and the 
troglofiles and trogloxenes)have been recorded. 

Among the caves with higher number of animal species cited are 
those from Yucatan.For instance, from Cenote Xtolpk (Chichen
ltza). 90 species are known. from Cueva de Sambulha (Motul) 53; 
from Cueva de Balankanche (Chichen-Itza), 59 species have been 
recorded. even most of their fauna have now disappeared because of 
wuri stic use. At the begining of the 80's more than 900 cavemicolous 
spec ies from Yucatan Peninsula had been cited. 

One expedition for the Speleological and Biospeleological 
work in Yucatan was done (August 1991 )by Professors from the 
UMAN. the Italian Ragussa Gruppo of Speleology. Mexican mem
hers of the Union Mcxicana de Agrupaciones Esp;;leogicas. A.C..and 
Espeleogrupo Yucatan. Seven caves were explored:Actun Chocan-

BIOGEOGRAPHIC PATTERNS OF NORTH AMERICAN SUBTERRANEAN 
AMPHIPODS IN THE GENUS BTYGOBROMUS (CRANGONYCTIDAE) 

John R. Holsinger 
Old Dominion University 

ABSTRACT 

Currently, the genus Stygobromus contains 100 described 
species, 98 from North America and 2 from Eurasia; in 
addition, approximately 60 species are provisionally 
recognized- All species are of stygobiont facies. 
Approximately two-thirds of the described species occur in 
karst areas (primarily cave pools and streams), whereas the 
remainder inhabit subterranean waters outside karst 
terranes. The majority of species occur south of th~ limits 
of Pleistocene glaciation and in parts of the continent 
that were not covered by marine embayments in the Late 
Cretaceous and early Tertiary. 

Cladistic analysis suggests that the North American, 
subterranean genera Bactrurus and Stygonvx are the closest 
relatives of Styqobromus. Cladisitic . analysis also 
suggests that the genus should be divided into four 
subgroups, approximately equivalent to subgenera. The 
largest _subgroup, which contains 83 described species, 
occurs in many parts of North America, whereas, in 
cont7ast, the other subgroups contain significantly fewer 
species and have more restricted distributions. The 
~mall7r subg7oups are morphologically more specialized, 
especially wit~ respect to sexual dimorphism, and with 
several exceptions they are distributed geographically 
peripheral to the larger subgroup. 

Both species richness and species-group diversity in the 
largest subgeneric group decrease from east to west across 
the four principal karst regions in North America. 
Differences in geological structure and replacement in some 
regions by species from another subgeneric group have 
probably played a significant role in the development of 
this biogeographic pattern. 

INTRODUCTION 

The subterranean amphipod crustacean genus Styqobromus 

currently contains 100 described species, 98 from North 
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tes (Tekax), Sabac-ha, Ixmait, Calcehtok, Tzab-nah, and Cueva de 
Siete Aguas in Yucatan State and in Campeche State the Grutas de 
Xtancumbilxunan. 

Topography of three of the caves were done, and samples of the 
fauna as well of the soil and bats guano were collected and processed 
from the seven caves. 

The result of the fauna studied was that six orders of the Class 
Arachnida were found: Pseudoscorpionida, Amblypygi, Schizomida, 
Araneae, Ricinulei (Pseudocellus pearsei) and Opilionida. Mites 
were very abundant, mainly the ticks Antricola and many Families 
of Orders Cryptostigmata, Prostigmata, Mesostigmata and Astig
mata. 

Crustacea lsopoda and the Chilopoda Scutigeromorpha, as well 
as Diplopoda are very frecuent in several caves.Many orders of 
Insecta were represented mainly Orthoptera, Dictyoptera and Col
lembola. A list of 80 taxa of Arthropoda from the seven caves is 
presented and discussed. 

America and 2 from Eurasia . In addition, approximately 60 

species -are provisionally recognized. The descript ions of 

29 of these 60 species are in various stages of preparation 

(Holsinger, in ms.) and primarily involve new taxa from 

karst areas in the Interior Low Plateaus ( including the 

western part of the Appalachian Plateau) and Ozark Plateaus 

of eastern and east-central North America . 

All species of Stygobromus are of · stygobiont · facies and 

occur in a wide variety of subterranean groundwater 

habitats. Approximately two-thirds of the described 

species occur in karst areas, where they are usually found 

in cave pools and streams. The remainder inhabi t 

subterranean waters outside karst terranes and are recorded 

from ·small springs, seeps, hyporheic zones, and phreatic 

waters accessed by groundwater pumps or .wells. 

Geographically, the majority of species occur south of 

the limits of Pleistocene glaciation and on parts. of the 

continent that were not covered by marine embayments in the 

Late Cretaceous and early Tertiary. A few species, 

however, are restricted to areas far north of the southern 

limits of Pleistocene glaciers and are believed to have 

survived extended periods of glaciation in deep 

groundwater refugia beneath the ice (Holsinger, 1981; 

Holsinger et al., 1983). 
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PHYLOGENY 

cladistic analysis of the Holarctic amphipod family 

crangonyctidae, which includ:s six extant g~nera, suggest$ 

that the North American, subterranean genera Bactrurus and 

styqonyx are the closest relatives of Styqobromus, and that 

these-three genera form a nested subset within the family 

hierarchy (Holsinger, 1986, in press). 

Phylogenetic analysis of styqobromus suggests that the 

genus is composed of four principal subgroups or clades 

that can be recognized taxonomically as subgenera 

(Holsinger, 1986). Pending formal taxonomic recogn,ition, 

they are designated subgeneric groups A, B, C and D. The 

largest of these, A, contains 83 described species and . is 

widespread; it occurs in both eastern and western North 

America and also Eurasia (Holsinger, 1987). In co~parison, 

subgenera B, C and D contain significantly fewer species 

and are limited in geographic distribution to eastern and 

central North America. Moreover, the three smaller 

subgeneric groups are morphologically more specialized, 

espec ially with respect to the development of sexual 

dimorphism in the male. With several notable exceptions in 

subgeneric group C that are discussed below, these smaller 

groups are typically distributed on the periphery of the 

range of the larger group and occur in groundwater aquifers 

outside karst areas (see Holsinger, 1986, figs. 4 & 5). 

from the Edwards Plateau ( 6 spp.) . The obvious pattern 

displayed here is one in which both species richness and 

species-group diversity in subgeneric group A decrease from 

east to west across the four largest karst/cave regions in 

North America (Holsinger, . ms. in prep.). 

In the Appalachians, five closely similar species groups 

emargi~atus, ephemerus, gracilipes, spinatus, and 

spinosus -- are regional endemics and their ranges are 

either in close proximity or overlap geographically in a 

relatively restricted area. This area extends from extreme 

southern Pennsylvania and western Maryland southwestward to 

west-central Virginia and southern West Virginia. The 

combined evidence that these groups are closely related 

phylogenetically and tend to occur close together 

geo?raphically, suggests that they are derived from a 

common , widespread Appalachian ancestor. Presumably, the 

numerous, isolated belts of cavernous limestone that 

characterize much of the karst terrane of this region have 

played a promine.nt role in promoting geographic speciation 

by physically isolating founder populations in 

discontinuous groundwater aquifers. 

Karst areas of the Interior Low Plateaus, which are 

comparable in geograph ical extent and number of caves to 

the Appalachians,, generally have fewer extrinsic barriers 

than those of the Appalachians, thus in comparison 
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BIOGEOGRAPHY 

Nineteen species groups are currently recognized in 

subgeneric group A: 17 occur in eastern and east-ce~tral 

North America (east of t1'1e Great Plains), whereas the .other 

2 (hl!bblu and canadensis groups), excepting 1 species, are 

recorded from western North America (west of the Great 

Plains). Although the range of the hubbsi group covers an 

enormous area-in western North America, and 1 species is 

even found east of the Great Plains in southeastern 

Wisconsin, most species are surprisingly very poorly 

differentiated morphologically (Holsinger, 1974; Holsinger 

& Shaw, 1986, 1987). The canadensis group is composed of 

a single, isolated species believed to be a relict that has 

survived extensive glaciation in the Canadian Rockies (see 

Holsinger et al., 1983). 

Of the 17 species groups that occur east of the Great 

Plains, 14 are recorded from the Appalachians, Interior Low 

Plateaus, Ozark Plateaus, and Edwards Plabeau (see Barr & 

Holsinger, 1985, fig. 1), where the vast majority are 

reported from cave habitats in karst areas. These groups 

are numerically distributed as follows, with approximate 

number of species in parentheses: 10 (7 groups endemic) 

from the Appalachians (40 spp.); 7 (3 groups endemic) from 

the Interior Low Plateaus (24 spp.); 1 group (not endemic) 

from the Ozark Plateaus (4 spp.); and 1 group (endemic) 

cavernous limestone belts and groundwater aquifers are 

probably less numerous and/or fragmented . This fact alone 

may account for much of the overall decrease in numbers of 

species and species groups that has been documented for 

styqobromus in the Interior Low Plateaus. 

In terms of numbers of species and extent of geographic 

distribution, the most important groups in the Interior Low 

Plateaus are the exilis and cumberlandus groups (Holsinger, 

ms. in· prep.), The former is also represented by 1 species 

in the Appalachians and by 4 species in caves of the Ozark 

Plateaus region. The cumberlandus group is also represented 

in the Appalachians (by 2 species) but has not been 

recorded west of the Interior Low Plateaus. 

The mackini group, which is prominent and widespread in 

Appalachian karst areas and adjoining highlands in the 

southern Appalachians (southwestern Virginia southwestward 

to northeastern Alabama and northwestern Georgia), is also 

represented in the Interior Low Plateaus, but to a much 

lesser extent than the fildlll and cumberlandus groups. 

The number of species in subgeneric group A is 

significantly lower in karst areas in the Ozark Plateaus 

region (primarily southern Missouri and eastern Oklahoma) 

and Edwards Plateau of central Texas. However, in bo~h of 

these regions the number of species of subgeneric group c 

(the illllU.li. group of Holsinger, 1967, 1978) is much greater 



in caves than elsewhere and they t end t o c o-occur with 

species of subgeneric group A. 

A .few other small species groups of subgene r i c g r oup A, 

known at present from single species , occur in eastern and 

central North America. They include borealis from Ne w 

England and eastern New York (a likely r e l ict of 

Pleistocene glaciation), phreaticus from shallow wells in 

northern Virginia just south of the Potomac River (non 

karst), and iowae from a few caves along the margin of the 

Driftle~s Area in northeastern Iowa a nd northern Illinois. 

The phylogenetic relationships of these single species 

groups remain unclear and are in need of fu~ther study . 

Of the three smaller and more geographically restricted 

subgeneric groups, C (equal to the !&m!..i.J. group, see above) 

is by far the largest and most widespread. 

Morphologically, the majority of species in. this subgeneric 

group are not well differentiated, and · t wo, 

alleabeniensis and~ alabamensis, are the most widespread 

members of the entire genus. 

The range of subgeneric group C significantly overlaps 

that of subgeneric group A in several parts of North 

America, including areas in the Appalachians of 

Pennsylvania and Maryland, a very limited area in the 

Interior Low Plateaus, and, as noted above, large areas in 

the Ozarks and Edwards Plateau of Texas. In addit i on to 
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symp atry between species of the illlY..i§. group and some of 

those in subgeneric group A, species o f these subgeneric 

groups also occur syntopical ly. in a number of caves in the 

Appa lachians, Ozarks and Edwards Plateau. 

The remaining subgeneri c groups, Band D, occur primarily 

ou t side k a rst areas . and have ver y limi t e d distributions . 

Subgeneric group B, which is composed of three small 

s p e cies groups -- a raeus, heteropodus and subtil is -- has 

a strongly disjunct range. The species groups are 

apparently restricted, respectively, to southeastern 

Virginia/ northeastern North Carolina, west-central Kentucky 

and e astern Missouri/ western Illinois. There is some 

question about the monophyly of•this subgeneric group and 

further, detailed analysis of its species will be 

necessary . 

Subgeneric group D, which is equivalent to the 12.il..tinli 

group (see Holsinger, 196 7, 1978), consists o f only t wo 
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A SYNOPSIS OF CAVEFISHES 
FROM CHINA 
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.of Sciences, Kunming 650223 

Abstract 
Since the first cavefish of China was reported in 1978, 11 species 

. . 
of cavefishes in 5, genera and 2 families have been recorded from 
China. Investigative content has developed from simple morpholo
gical descriptions of new species and genera into analysis of origin and 
evolution of species. The studies on cavefishes of China have ~evel
oped rapidly because of the rich ~esources. 
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Introduction 

Speleology is a new discipline around the world and has devel
oped considerably in the last one or two decades. Because of.unique 
cave habitats, spelean biology has increasingly become an important 
branch of speleology. Cavefishes are particularly conspicuous as the 
distributions of cavefishes is strictly confined to underground caves or 
rivers of different sizes, and their dispersion is restricted by epigean 
barriers and the geographical isolation between caves. Living in fairly 
narrow and stable habitats, the extant ca vefishes clearly reflect their 
evolutionary processes in adaptation to this unique spelean habitat 
and therefore are considered an important component in the evolution 

habitats. 
Taxonomic investigation has always been an important content 

of spelean biology. Because some characters are difficult to be weight
ed accurately, some authors so overweight convergent characters as to 
set up new genera by convergent characters. Along with the advance 
of systematics, there are cases often reported of new genera previously 
set up b_y convergent characters being ascribed to the known epigean 
genera . ·This case has not occurred in Chinese studies of cavefishes. 
Recently Nemacheilus gejuensis and N. xiangxiensis were ascribed to 
the genus Triplophysa. This revision was made according to the new 
taxonomic systems and did not mean that any mistake was made in 
the previous observations. In previous studies of cavefishes of China, 
most ichthyologists carefully weighted the adaptative changes of some 
characters and avoided the pitfall of overweighting convergent charac
ters. Convergent characters were usually not used as evidence to set up 
new genera. They focused on comparative analysis between spelean 
species and epigean relatives. If the generic characters of spelean spe
cies basically agreed with the known genera, the spelean species were 
placed in the known epigean genera. New genera were considered to 
be set up only when the epigean relative species had not been found 
and the spelean species could be not included in the known genera. 
Chinese ichthyologists have endevoured to follow the principles and 
methods of systematics and to place the ca vefishes in their natural sys
tems. The taxonomy of cavefishes of China has developed in a correct 
way. 

Species and Distributions 

130 years_ after Amblyopsis spelaeus was reported, the first 
ca~efi~h of Chma was found in a cave of Jianshui county, Yunnan. 
This d_isco~ery aroused strong interest of ichthyologists and geologists, 
mitiatmg vigorous surveys of cavefishes. Henceforth a number of new 
blind cavefishes have been discovered : Oreonectes anophthalmus 
Zheng was reported in 1977 from Wuming county, Guangxi; 
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.. of spelean organisms. 
To date a number of cayefishes have been found over the world. 

The famous ones are Amblyopsis spelaeus (belonging to Amblyopsidae 
of Cyprinodontiformes) which was reported from_ United States in 
1842 and Stygicola dentatus (belonging to Brotulidae of Perciformes) 
from Cuba. Since then new cavefishes have been reported from Brazil 
and Africa; in Asia, they occur in Japan, Iran, Iraq and Thailand. In 
China, cavefishes were reported relatively recently, however the stud
ies of cavefishes hive developed rapidly because of the rich resource_s, 
and the investigations have included origins, evolution and habitats as 
well as morphology, and taxonomy, achieving important develop

ments. 

Morphology and Taxonomy 

Morphology is the basis of taxonomy. Cavefishes dwell in caves 
for all their lives, activities in the life cycles being always conducted in 
relatively stable habitats without sunlight or green plants. In spite of 
the affinities they share and geographical locations they occupy, 
cavefishes are faced with similar barriers they need to overcome and 
problems to be solved. Therefore similar adaptative characters are 
produced. Their common characters are as follows: eyes reduced or 
disappeared, eye fossa filled with adipose; pigment on body obscure or 
disappeared; barbels, lateral line greatly developed or some derived 
sense organs produced. A special sense organ, a conical process proj
ecting forward from the posterior part of the head, is possessed by 
Sinocyclocheilus hyalinus and Gibbibarbus cyphotergous. This unique 
sense organ is an important compensational structure in adaptation to 
the degeneration of eyes etc., functioning in seeking for food, mates 
and in behavior control. The morphological characters of cavefishes 
fully .demonstrate the general law that organisms are fitted to their 
habitats. Lightless habitats play the most important role in the evolu
tion of cavefishes. The disappears1nce of some structures and the for
mation of some derived sense organs are closely related to lightless 

Triplophysa gejuensis (Chu & Chen) in 1978 from Gcjiu, Yunnan; 
Sinocyclocheilus anatirostris Lin & Luo in 1983 from Lingyun and 
Leye counties of Guangxi; Triplophysa xiangxiensis Yang et al. in 
1984 from Xiangxi, Hunan; Sinocyclocheilus anophthalmus Chen & 
Chu in 1986 from Yiliang county of Yunnan, and in the same year 
Sinocyclocheilus microphthalmus ·Li from Lingyun county, Guangxi; 
Gibbibarbus cyphotergous Dai, a new genus and species, from Guizhou 
during a Sino-France collaborative survey to Guizhou province; 
Sinocyclocheilus angularis Zheng & Wang from Panxian of Guizhou; 
Trip/ophysa shilinensis in 1991 from Yunnan Stone Forest and in the 
same year Sinocyclocheilus hyalinus from Luxi county of Yunnan. So 
far 11 species in _5 genera and 2 families have been reported from 
China (Table I and Fig.I). 

Table 1. The cavefishes of China 

Tau 

Cyprinidac 
1. Typhlobarbus f!Udiventris Chu & Chen 

2. S. anatirostri.r Lin & Luo 

3. S. anophthalmu.r Chen & Chu 

4. S. microphthalmus Li 

S. S. angulariJ Zheng & Wang 
6. Gibbibarbus cyphottrgous Dai 

Cobitidac 
7. Oreoneclts anopl11halmus Zheng 

8: Triplophysa geju,nsis (Chu & Chen) 
JO. T. xi@gxitnsiJ Yang ct al. 

I I . T. shilinensiJ Chen & Yang 

collecting sites and dates 

April 23, 1976 rrom Yangjieba Cave Jianshui 
Yunnan ~ ' ' 

March, 1983 from Lingyun and Leye Caves 
Guangxi ' 

April 18, 1986 from Yiliang Limestone Cave 
Yunnan ' 

May 4, 1986 from Sha Cave of Luolou village, 
Lingyun Co., Guangxi 
June, 1986 from Panxian county, Guizhou 
1986 from Luodian of Guizhou province 

Nov. 22: 1977 fr?m Taiji Cave ofQifeng 
mountain, Wummg Co., Guangx.i 
March 11 , 1978 from Gejiu of Yunnan 
March 26, 198◄ from Feifu Cave ofHuoyan 
village, Xiangxi, Hunan 

March 18, 1991 from Wciboyi Cave of Yunnan 
Stone Forest 

. From the species and distributions listed in Fig.I and Table J and 
m combination with characters of each taxa, some points can be con-



eluded. I. All cavefishes belong to Cyprinidae or Cobitidae. Among 
·them, most species belong to Sinocyc/ocheilus, accounting for 5 
species, and then Triplophysa, accounting for 3 species; each of the 
other three genera has only I · species. It is really unusual that 
Sinocyclocheilus has many cave-dwelling species. This case is related 
to the special half-cave-dwelling habits preferred by epigean species 
of Sinocyclocheilus. 2. The cavefishes have 2 (Cyprinidae) or 3 
(Cobitidae) pairs of barbels. It seems that possession of barbels is es
sential for fishes to come into and dwell in caves. 3. In considering the 
geographical distributions of cavefishes, only I species occurs in 
Hunan and the other 10 species occur in Yunnan, Guangxi and 
Guizhou provinces of south-western China, ·reflecting the environ
mental conditions for cavefishes to originate. 

Origin and Evolution 

_ Cavefishes are a special branch radiated from epigean species and 
genera. They do not form ii:ito a monophyly, but are polyphyletic in 
systematics. After the ancestor of each cavefish came into caves, the 

eyes became useless, and increasingly reduced and eventually disap-
. peared only with some traces such as greatly reduced eyes or 
underskin eye fossa. Other structures such as pigment and scales were 
reduced or disappeared. These convergent characters reflect to some · 
degrees the primitiveness of epigean relatives and suggest that the an
cestors of all cavefishes originated from different epigean species. 
However it is not completely the case that all epigean species have 
cave-dwelling abilities. Natural selection favors those species with 
barbels and half-cave-dwelling habits. This may be the basic reason 
why Sinocyc/ocheilus contains so many species of cave_fishes . Analysis 
based qn morphological characters and geographical distributions in
dicates that the epigean relatives of cavefishes usually occur in the 
nearby epigean waters. For example, S . microphth~lmus, S. 
anatirostris and S. angu/aris possess affinities· with S. ji Zhang & Dai; 
S . anophthalmus and S. hyalinus possess affinities with S. angustipo-

Chen, Y .-R . et al. , Sinocyclocheilus hyalinus, n . sp. with com
ments on its character changes. Acta Zootax. Sinica (in press) . 

Chu, X .-L. et al., 1978. The discovery of the first blind fish from 
China. Mag nature 1(6): 343. 

Chu, X.-L. · et al. , 1979. A new blind cobitid fish (Pisces: 
Cypriniformes) from subterranean waters in Yunnan, China. Acta 
Zoo!. Sinica 25(3): 285-287. 

Chu, X .-L., et al., 1982. A new genus and species of blind 
cyprinid fish from China with special reference to its relationships . 
Acta Zool. Sinica 28(4): 383-388 . 

Dai, D. - Y., 1988. Un nouveau poisson cavernicole. Guizhou 
Expe. 86, Spelunca Memoires (16): 88-89. 

Greenwood, P.H ., 1976. A new and eyeless cobitid fish (Pisces, 
Cypriniformes) from the lraqros Mountains. Ira n . J . Zool. Lond. 180: 
129- 137. 

Kottelat, M . & J . Gery, 1989. Nemacheilus trogolocataractus, a 
new blind cavefish from Thailand (Osteichthyes, Balitoridae). 
Spixiana 11: 273 - 274. 

Kottelat, M. , 1988. Two species of cavefishes from Northern 
Thailand in the genera Nemacheilus and Homaloptera. Records of the 
Australian Museum 40: 225-232. 

Li, G . -L. , 1989. On a new fish of the genus 
Sinocyclocheilus from Guangxi . Acta Zootax . Sinica 14: 123- 126. 

Lin, R.- D. , 1986. A new blind barbid fish (Pisces: Cyprinidae) 
from subterranean water in Guangxi, China . Acta Hydro . Sinica 
I 0(4): 380- 382. 

Norman, J.R ., I 958. A History of Fishes, London : 230- 239. 
Rosen, D .E. & Greenwood, P.H . A fourth neotropical species of 

synbranchial eel and the phylogeny a nd - sys tematics of 
Synbranchiform fishes. Bull. Am. Mus . nat. Hist. 157(1).: 1- 69 . 

Smirnov, S., 1983 . A blind cave loach from Southwestern Asia 
Noemacheilus starostini Parin. Tropicar fish Hobbyist (5): 56-58. ' 

Trewavas, E., I 955 . A blind fish from Iraq , rel a ted to Garra. 
Ann. Mag. nat. Hist . 8(12): 551-555. 
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rus; Triplophysa shilinensis have affinity with T. nanpanjangensis. The 
foregoing examples suggest that the ancestors o f cavefi shes originated 
from epigea n species with prim a ry cave- dwelling ab ilities. 

Cavefishes have evolved in an iso lated, stable and harsh habitats. 
Cave habitats are characterized by lightlessness food shortage and ab
sence of green plants. Among these factors, lightlessness produces the 
most profound effect on the evolution of cavefishes. After came from 
epigean waters into underground, the a ncestors eventually evolved in
to specia lized cavefishes through geographica l isolation , descendence 
with modifications, natural selection and adaptation. The adaptation 
and evolution of cavefishes can be further confirmed by the character 
transformation series of 5 spelea n species o f Sinocyclocheilus: eyes be
ing greatly reduced or disappeared; pigment light or disappeared; 
sca les rudimentary or disa ppeared ; barbels greatly deve loped or re
duced ; pectoral fin short or elongate; parietal projection absent or 
present. These character series demonstrate the general evolution 
trends of some characters of Sinocyclocheilus. Although no direct ar
finities are found to be present among these cave- dwe lling 
Sinocyclocheilus fishes, the foregoing character series rca :ly rcnect the 
evolution trends and r~construct the character evolutions, a nd unique
ly show the basic evolution process of cave- dwelling Sinocyclocheilu., 
fishes in adaptation to cave habitats . 
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SPECIES AND ORIGIN OF CAVE-DWELLING 

SINOCYCLOCHEILUS FISHES 

CHEN Yinrui YANG Junxing 
Kunming Institute 9f Zoology, Chinese Academy 

of .Sciences, Kunming 650223 

Abstract 
20 species of the genus Sinocydocheilus have been reported. 

Amo ng them, 5 species are cave~dwellers . Character analysis indi
cates that cave-dwelling Sinocyclochei/us fishes originated from an
cestors li ving in nearby epigean waters with primary cave-dwelling 
habits. This evolutionary process may be the elementary origin mod
el for cavefishes. 
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Introduction 

The genus Sinocyc/ocheilus, endemic to China, belongs to the 
subfami ly Barbinae, family Cyprinidae. In early times only 1 species 
(co ntaining 3 subspecies) was reported from the 3 lakes of eastern 
Yunna n. Along wi th the extensive surveys over the last decade, a 
number of new species have been reported and so far 20 species have 
been recorded . 5 species among them live in caves for all their lives. 
The rest li ve in epigean waters with half- cave- dwelling habits, usu
ally occurring and breeding in underground rivers or caves con" 
nected to epigean rivers or lakes. Because of the great difference be-
1ween epigea n an d spelean habitats , cave-dwelling sµecies have 

Fig. 1 The geographical distribution of Cave-dwelling 

Sinocyclocheilus fishes (see Tab le 1 for figure 

lengendsJ 
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produced a lot of specializations in morphology in adaptation to 
spelean habitats and finally formed into a special branch . 

Species and Distributions of Cave-Dwelling Sinocyc/ocheilus Fishes 

In the present paper, the concept of ca vefishes is specially con
fined to the species which live and . breed for all their lives in 
geographically isolated underground waters where all activities in 
the life cycle are conducted. Because cave habitats are characterized 
by lightlessness, absence of green plant~ and food shortage, 
cavefishes have produced a series of specialized characters in adapta
tion to cave habitats. These specialized characters are as followiog: 
I. eyes reduced or disappeared, eye fossa filled with adipose; 2. pig
ment on body degenerated, body white and translucent; 3. some 
original sense organs greatly developed or replaced by special de
rived sense organs. Half-cave-dwelling species which migrate be
tween underground and epigean waters for feeding or breeding are 
not considered here as cavefishes because they do not have the 
specialized structures in adaptation to lightless habitats . Acc_ording 
to this definition, 5 species of cave-dwelling Sinocyc/ocheilus fishes 
have been recognized, they are shown in Fig.I and Table I with their 
distributions. 

Table I. Species and distributions of cave- dwelling Sinocycfocheilus fishes 

species 

I . S . microphthalmus 

2. S . ongufaris 

3. S. anophthalmus 

4 . S. onotirostris 
S.S. hyalinus 

distribution 
Lingyun Co. or Guangxi 
Panxian Cp. or Guizhou 
Yiliang Co. of Yunnan 

Lingyun & Leye Cos., Ouangxi 
Luxi Co. of Yunnan 

So far the case similar to Sinocyclocheilus which contains a 
number of cave- dwelling species have been rarely seen in _other gen
era . Fig. I and Table I indicate that cave- dwelling Sinocyclocheilus 
fishes occur mainly in the three provinces of south-western China: 

Yunnan, Guangxi and Guizhou . This distribution pattern well 
agrees both with the distribution centre of Sinocyclochei/us and the 
developed karstic landscape of this area . This distribution pattern al
so illustrates the inner and outer conditions for cave-dwelling 
Sinocyclocheilus fishes to originate and evolve. 

Origin of Cave-Dwelling Sinocyclocheilus Fishes 

The genus is a monophyly under the subfamily Barbinae. It is 
supposed to have originated from a common ancestor similar to the 
genus Barbo4es. This proposition has been accepted by many 
ichthyologists. Recent investigations indicate that the genus 
Sinocyclocheilus shares a close affinity with genus Gibbibarbus 
which is supposed to have originated from an ancestor similar to 
Sinocyclochei/us. The present paper focuses on a discussion of the or
igin of cave-dwelling Sinocyclocheilus fishes based on character ana-

. lysis . This is illustrated in detail by interspecific character compari
son . 

Table 2. Character comparisons between cave- dwelling and epigean species of 
Sinocyclocheilus • 

A B C D E F I. normal reduced reduced disappeared d isappeared disappeared 2. present absent rare rare absent absent 
J. on whole on whole rudimentary rare absent absent body body 
4. 35.7% 4'4.7o/t • 38.5% 45.S¾ 60.6'1/, 14.8% 5. complete complete complete complete developed incomplete 6. far from beyond · beyond toY beyond beyond Vorigin Vorigin Vorigin origin Vorigin Vorigin 
7. flat raised single raised two angles single 

angle sharply a ngle 8. primary complete complete complete complete complete 

• . A, epigean species; B- F , cave- dwelling species. A, S. grahami tingi; B, s. 
mzcr~phthalmus; C, S. angu/aris; D , S. anophthalmus; E, S, anatirostris; F. s. 
hyalmus. I-eyes; 2-pigment; 3-scales; 4-rostral barbel / head length; 5- lateral 
hne; 6- pectoral fin; ?-parietal; 8- cave-dwelling habit. 



From Table 2, some points can be concluded as follows . 
I. The morphology of cave- dwelling species is greatly different from 
that of epigean species. However, regular transitions in some charac
ters can be found . This fact suggests a close relationship present be
tween epigean and cave- dwelling species . Cave-dwelling species still 
possess some traces of epigean characters in such structures as eyes, 
pigment, scales on body, rostral barbel , lateral line, pectoral fin , 
parietal projection . The most typical are eyes: eyes reduced in some 
species, or completely disappeared in some other species . The rest of 
specialized characters of cave-fishes also show some links with the 
primitive characters of epigean species. The same case can be also 
found in cave- fishes of other taxa. This phenomenon suggests that 
cave- dwelling fishes originated from epigean species. 
2. The parietal projection is possessed only by a few cave-dwelling 
species of some genera such as Sinocyc/ocheilus. The more 
specialized the species, the more developed the parietal projection, 
and by contrast the more reduced the other sense organs. This phe
nomenon suggests that the parietal projection has an extensive sense 
fu.ii'ction, and is a greatly specialized structure in adaptation to cave 
habitats . It is impossible to ignore the original links between 
cave-dwelling and epigean species by this structure. 
3. The similarity in some specialized characters of cavefishes resulted 
from convergent evolution and therefore can not be used to recog
nize lineages. 

After it is determined thai cave- dwelling Sinocyc/ocheilus fishes 
are originated from epigean species (excluding convergent characters 
and based on distributions and comparisons between cave-dwelling 
and epigean species), it is found that each cavefish has an epigean 
relative in the nearby epigean waters . For example, S . 
microphtha/mus, S. anatirostris and S . angu/aris are closely related to 
S. ji Zhang & Dai by having less lateral line scales (or lateral line 
pores); S. anophtha/mus and S. hya/inus are closely related to S . 
angustiporus by having a serrated last ray of dorsal fin, and ·they also 
occur sympatrically in the same drainage. Furthermore we once 
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collected some specimens of S. angustiporus in wa ters near to the ca. 
ves in which S . anophrhalmus and S . hyalinus live. This fact further 
confirms the fo regoing proposition Comprehensive character anaJy. 
sis indicates that each of the cave- dwelling SinoC"yc/01;.heilus fishes 
originated from ancestors similar to S. ji or S. angusriporus. Arter 
they came into underground waters, the ancestors have gradually 
evolved into the specialized cavefis hes through geographical isola. 
t io n and adaptation to the light less cave habitats. This case also sug. 
gests that a close affinity is present between epigea n and cave-dwei'. 
ling species. 

It is worth noting th at both S . ji a nd S . angusriporus are 
half-cave-dwellers which prefer to live in waters near caves. This 
may be the basic reason why Sinocyc/ocheilus contains more 
cave-dwelling species than other genera. 

In summary, the cave- dwelling Sinocyc/ocheilus fishes are sup
posed to have originated from the ancestors which live in the epigcan 
waters near caves and possess primary cave-dwelling habits. The 
evo lullonary processes of cave- dwelling Sinocyc/ocheilus fishes 
might be the main model for the origin of cavefishes. 
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On August 26, 199 I, we collected some loach specimen from the 
underground limestone cave at the town of Duan , Guang i. 2 pecics 
are recognized, they are Prorocobitis typh/ops and Oreonectes sp .. Al• 
though both spec· I' · h . . . ies 1ve m t e ame cave. their morphologrcal charac-
ters related to cave- d 11 · h . . . p we mg ave specialized to d1rTerent degrees. · 
ty ph/ops has special' d I · · · d'f . ize great y and 0 . sp. pnmanly. lnterspec11ic 1 · 
ference m charact · 1· · r . er specia 1zat1ons ha re ultod mainly rom 
mterspecifically asynchronous entrance into the cave. 

In troduction 

The cavefishes live in fairl y special habitats and posse unique 
morphological characters . They are both important materials for 



studying correlation between fishes evolutions and habitats, and an 
important basis of ichthyological and speleological investigations. 
Along with the intensive survey and investiga tion , an increasing num
ber of cavefishes have been reported (Kottelat,-1988; Kottelat & Gery, 
1989; Chu et al., 1979, 1982; Chen et al. , 1988, 1992; Lin et al., 1986; 
Yang et al., 1986; Li, 1989). Because most cavefishes previously re
ported are of a single species occupying a single cave, previous studies 
on cavefishes usually focused on descriptions of new species or discus
sions of origin and evolution of a single species. Although some au
thors have observed the phenomena that more than one species lived 
in the same cave, and that interspecific morphological characters were 
specialized to different degrees (Kottelat, 1988; Kottelat & Gery, 
1989), they did not further investiga te these phenomena. In August 
I 99 I, we discovered 2 species of the family Cobitidae in the limestone 
cave at the town of Duan, Guangxi , they a re Protocobitis typhlops 
Yang, Chen & Lan a nd 0reonectes sp . (unnamed species). Here we 
give a primary description and analysis of their morphological charac-. 
ters , habitat and character evolution, and then -focus on interspecific 
differences in character specializations · occurring in the case of more 
than one species in the same cave. 

Descriptions of Species 

Protocobitis typh/ops Yang, Chen & Lan 
Protocobitis typhlops Yang et al., 1993, Jchthy. Explor. 

Freshwater (in press) (Limestone cave ofDuan, Guangxi) . 
7 specimens have been examined, standard length 39.0- 54.0 mm ; 

collected in August, 199 1 from the limestone cave at the town of 
Duan, Guang;i (24°15' N, 107°05'E). 

Diagnostic characters. P. typhlops is similar to Cobitis sinensis 
and Cobitis arenae. All of them occur sympatrically in Xijiang drain
age. Their morphometric and meristic characters are listed in Table I . 
P. typhlops ca n be distinguished by the following characters : eyes, 
pigment o n body and lateral line disappeared; head and most part of 

Table I. Comparisons of morphometric and meristic da.ta between P. typhlops 

and C. s inensis, C. arenae 

P. lyphlops C. arensis' C. sinensis 

in standard length( %) 

BD 11.5 13 .0(12. 1) 10.6 14.9(12.8) 16.5 - 19.)(18.0) 

HL 19.8 22. 1(20.8) 17 .hl 9.6(18.5) 19.2- 21.0(20.l) 
LCP 18.5 21.0( 19.J) 16.1-18.9(17.2) 14.9- 15.9(15.5) 

DCP 7.2 - 9.6(8.8) 6.4 7.8(7. 1) 9.9- 11.0( I 0.6) 

PL 51.9 53 .7(53 0) 50.0 53.0(52.0) 50.5- 53.2(51.6) 

in head length(¾) 

HD 58.8 64. 7(62.2) ? 6-0 .5 66. 7(63.5) 

HW 52. 3 60.0(56.4) I ? 36.8 44.4(39.4) 

in Jc:ngth of caudal peduncle(%) 

DCP 38.8 - 49.0(45.5) 37.0 47.6(41.7) 64.3- 73. 7(68.4) 

D 3, 7 3, 6 - 7 3. 6 - 7 
p I. 6 - 7 I. 8 9 I. 8- 9 
V I. 5 I . 6 I. 5- 6 

A 3. 4 5 3. 5 3. 5 

• After Chen (1981 ). 

BD, body depth ; HL, head length; LCP, lenglh of caudal peduncle; DCP, depth 

of caudal peduncle; PL, predorsal length; HD, head depth; HW, head width; D , 

dorsal fin ; P, pectoral , fin;" V, ventral fin; A, anal fin. (Table 2) LS, length of 

snout; ED, eye diameter; IW, interorbital width. 

orbital area wide and nat. Eyes greatly reduced. Posterior nostril 
tube-like, its posterior margin prolonged into a barbel-like process. 
Mouth in ferior, shallow furrows present on lips; no notch present at 
the middle of upper lip; each side of lower lip separated by a notch. 
Barbel 6; inner and outer rostral barbels not united together at the ba
ses; tips of outer rostral and maxillary barbels exceeding posterior 
margin of eyes. Lateral line incomplete, only a few lateral line pores 
present behind head. Minute scales present on posterior body behind 
dorsal fin origin, rudimentary scales present on predorsal body, no 
scales on head. A fontanelle present on cranium. Gill-rakers short 
and w_idely spaced. Anterior gasbladder enclosed in a bony capsule, 
postenor gasbladder developed, exposed to abdominal cavity. 
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body devoid of scales, rudimentary sca les present only along midline 
of sides of body; dorsal fin origin slightly nearer to caudal fin base 
than to tip of sno ut, and situated slightly in adva·nce of pelvic fin ori
gin; no axillary lobes present at pectoral and pelvic fin bases; posterior 
margin of caudal fin almost trunca ted. 

Head elongate and compressed . Snout neshy and conical. A bifid 
suborbital spine present. Anterior and posterio r nostrils situated close
ly together. Mouth sittlated on the ventral of head. U pper lip free of 
furrows and papillae. Each side of lower lip is separated from the oth
er by a longitudinal mental groove at the middle of lower lip; each side 
of lower lip having a mental lobe; posterior margin of each mental 
lobe having two harbel-like processes. Barbels 6; the base of inner and 
outer rostral barbels not united together. A fontane lle present on the 
cranium. Gill - rakes short and widely spaced. Absence of bony 

gas bladder capsule. 
·Pigment completely disappeared . In life , the bod y is translucent 

and the viscera can be seen clearly. 
Distribution . So far P. ty ph/ops has been found only in the lime

stone cave at the town of Duan, Guangxi . The nearby streams belong 

to Xijiang drainage. 
0reonectes sp. 
4 specimens have been examined, standard length 26.5-47.5 mm; 

collected in August 1991 from the limestone cave at the town of Duan, 
Guangxi (24°15'N, 107,0 05'E). 

Diagnostic characters. 0reonectes sp. is related to 0 . 
furcocaudalis and 0. platycephalus. All of them sympatrically occur in 
Xijiang drainage. Their morphometric and meristic data are listed in 
Table 2. 0 . sp . is distinguished from the related species by the follow
ing characters: body short and robust , slightly compressed; dorsal fin 
having more branched rays, dorsal fin origin siightly nearer to caudal 
Jin base than to tip of snout and situated in front of the pelvic fin ori
gin; no axillary lobe present at pectoral and pelvic fin bases; caudal fin 

forked. 
Head large and slightly elongate. Snout short , rounded. Inter-

Table 2. Morphometric and meristic data of 0 . sp. and related species (abbrevia

tions same as Table I) 

O. sp. 0 . {aucocoudalis • 0 . p/otycephalus 

in standard length (%) 

BD 16.5- 20.0(18.8) 15.4- 18.5 13.5- 19,6 

HL 24.7 - 26. 7(25.6) 27.0- 27.8 19.2- 20.8 

LCP 14.6 - 15.2(14.8) I 1.1 - 15.4 I 3.2- 14.9 

DCP 11.5 - 12.6(12.0) ? ? 

PL 53. 7 - 55.6(54.9) ? 58.0 - 62.0 

in head length (o/.) 

LS 38.3- 40.0(39. 1) 33.3- 37.0 34.5- 43.5 

ED 4.8 - 7.5(6.3) 10.2- 12.0 12.2- 17.9 

IW 26. 7- 29.2(28.2) 26.3 - 32.3 41.7- 52.6 

in length of caudal peduncle (o/.) 

DCP 79.0- 83.3(81.0) 45.5 - 66.7 76.9- 100.0 

D 3, 8- 9(9) 3, 8 3, 6- 7 
p I, 11 - 12 I, 12- 13 I, 10 

V I, 7 I, 7 I, 7 

A 3, 6 3, 6 3, 5 

• After Zhu (1989) . 

Body greyish when d&posited in formalin , a grey longitudinal 
streak present along midline of sides of body. 

Distribution . So far 0 . sp . has occurred only in the limestone cave 
at the town of Dua~. Guangxi Province. The nearby streams belong to 
Xijiang drainage. 

Cave Habitats 

The limestone cave where P. typh/ops and 0 . sp. live is situated at 
the centre of a small basin with an area of. 10,000 m2

• This basin is sur
rounded by karstic mountains on which few plants grew. The basin 
has no. direct outlets on the ground into the nearby streams. The rain 
water goes directly into the ground. The entrance of the cave has a di
ameter of 1.5 m and at an altitude of about 210 m above sea level. The 

cave first drops down for some 12 m and then there is a pond where 



the loach specimens were collected. The water in the pond is very 
clear, stagnant with a depth of about 0.2-0.3 m . Substrate of the pond 
is rocky. The cave runs deeply underground at the other side of the 
pond. 

Discussion 

The cavefishes reported previously · belong to dilTerent taxa. Be
cause they live in similar cave habitats, cavefishes have evolved a series 
of convergent characters: eyes, pigment on bqdy, scales, lateral line 
reduced or disappeared; pectoral and pelvic fins elongate to different 
extents; barbels greatly developed (Chen, 1990). Most cavefishes re
ported previously have usually been a single species occupying a single 
cave. The case similar to P. typhlops and 0. sp., which live together in 
the same cave has been rarely seen elsewhere. The phenomenon of 
more than one species living together in the same cave provides impor
tant materi-als for investigation of the origin and evolution of 
cavefishes. Although both P. typhlops and 0 . sp. live in the same habi
tat, their characters related to cave-dwelling have specialized to great
ly different degrees (Table 3). From T able 3, the following points can 
be concluded: in P. ty phlops, the eyes, pigment on body, lateral line 
disappeared completely, rudimentary sca les present only along midline 
of sides of body; pectora_l and pelvic fins elongate to dilTerent degrees . 
These characters indicate that P. typhlops is a greatly specialized 
cavefish. By contrast, in 0. sp., reduced eyes present; light pigment 
present on body; most parts of body covered by minute scales; 
incomplete lateral line present; pectoral and pelvic fins not elongate. 
These characters indicate that 0 . sp. is a primarily specialized 
cavefish . Two possib le reasons may be employed to explained the 
interspecific difference in character specializations: they ·might have 
entered the cave in different geological periods or their characters 
might have evolved at different rates. The evolving rate of characters 
is usually controlled by life generations, populatiqn sizes, habitats etc . 
Data from field survey indicate th at the habitats and population sizes 
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are almost the same for both P. typhlops and 0 . sp. Because both spe
cies belong to the family Cobitidae, they possess similar breeding hab
its . So it is supposed that the evolving rates in characters are almost 
the same for both species. The foregoing analysis suggests that the 
interspecific differences in character specializations have resulted 
mainly from interspecifically asynchronous entrances into the cave, 
and P. typh/ops entered the cave in an earlier geological period than 0 . 

sp. did . 

Table 3. Some specia lized characters of P. ryph/ops and 0 . sp. 

P. ty phlops 0 . Sp . 

eyes disappeared reduced 

pigment disappeared lightened 

sc.-Jcs greatly degenerated primarily degenerated 

lateral line disappeared incomplete 

pectoral fin elongate normal 
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Abstract 

Jiuxiang Limestone Cave is situated in Yiliang county of Yunnan 
province. 3 species of cavefishes in 3 genera have been found in the 
cave. Investigations indicate that the ichthyofauna of the cave origi
nate<! from the epig~an ichthyofauna of upper Nanpanjiang River. 
Based on the inter-specific difference in character specializa tions, the 
three species are divided into two types: greatly and primarily 

specialized cavefishes. It is first propsed in the present paper that the 
interspecific difference in character specializations has resulted mainly 
from interspecifically asynchronous entrances into the cave. 
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Introduction 

Jiuxiang Limestone Cave is situated at the town of Jiuxiang, 
Yili a ng co un ty, Yunna n . Since the first cavefish S inocyclochei/us 
anophthalmus chen & Chu was reported by Chen et al. (1988), several 
surveys to_ the cave have been m ade by us and have yielded some loach 



specimens. Two species of Cobitidac arc recognized, they are: 
Triplophysa yunnanensis Yang, belonging to the subfamily 
Nemachcilinac; Paralepidocepha/us yui Tchang, belonging to the 
subfamily Cobitinae. It has been rarely seen elsewhere that 3 species of 
cavefishes live together in the same cave. Although they live -t~gether 
in the same habitat, their characters related to cave-dwelling have 
been specialized to greatly different degrees. Although similar 
phenomena occurred in the cavefishes of Thailand (Kottelat, 1988; 
Kottelat & Gery, 1989), so far no explanations have been proposed 
for these phenomena. Based on the specimens collected from Jiuxiang 
Limestone Cave, we briefly describe the main characters of the 
cavefishes and then focus on analysis of the origin and interspecific 
differences in character specializations of the ca vefishes. 

Synopsis of Taxonomy 

So fa~ 3 species of cavefishes have been reported from Jiuxiang 
Limestone Cave, they are: Sinocycfocheilus anophtha/mus, Triplophys 
ayunnanensis and Para/epidocephalus yui. the first species belongs to 
the subfamily Barbinae of Cyprinidae, the latter two belong, 
respectively, to the subfamily Nemacheilinae and subfamily Cobitinae 
ofCobitidae. They are briefly described in the following. 

Sinocyclocheilus anophthalmus Chen & Chu 
Sinpcyclocheilus ariophthalmus Chen & Chu, 1988, Acta Zoo!. 

Sinica 34(1): 64-70 (Jiuxiang Limestone Cave, Yunnan). 
8 specimens have been examined, standard length 68.0-105.0 

mm; collected in April and May, 1989 from Jiuxiang Limestone Cave, 
Yiliang Co., Yun'nan (25°24'N 103°27' E). 

Diagnostic characters. S. anophthalmus is closely related to S. 
angustiporus which occurs in upper Nanpanjiang River. The 
morphometric and meristic data of S. anophthalmus are listed in Table 
I. S. anophthalmus is distinguished by the following charaters: 
branched dorsal fin rays-7, the last simple ray of dorsal fin ossified 
and serrated posteriorly; branched anal fin rays-5; scales on body ru-

Trip/ophysa yunnanensis Yang, in Chu et al., 1990, The fishes of 
Yunnan (part II): 56-57 (Jiuxiang Limestone Cave, Yiliang Co., 
Yunnan). 

5 specimens have been examined, standard length 50.5-62.8 mm; 
collected in April, 1987 from Jiuxiang Limestone Cave, Yiliang 
county, Yunnan (25°24'N 103°27' E). 

Diagnostic characters. T. yunnanensis is closely related to T. 
nanpanjangensis by having 7 branched dorsal fin rays. Both species 
occur in upper Nanpanjiang River. Themorphometric and meristic da
ta of T. yunnanensis are listed in Table I. It is distrnguished by the fol
lowing characters: head depressed, short; eyes reduced and. primarily 
degenerated; barbels-6, elongate; branched dorsal fin rays-7; 
branched anal fin rays-5;.posterior margin of caudal fin emarginated; 
predorsal body scaleless, body behind dorsal fin origin covered by 
scales; lateral line complete; pigment on body primarily degenerated, a 
series of round and greyish spots present along midilne of sides of 
body and dorsal midline of body, dorsal fin has a greyish streak. 

Distribution. So far T. Yunnanensis has only been found in the 
underground river of Jiuxiang Limestone Cave, Yiliang Co., Yunna,n; 
the underground river belongs to Nanpanjiang drainage. 

Paralepidocephalus yui Tchang 
Paralepidocephalus yui Tchang, 1935, Bull . Fan Meml. Inst. Biol. 

6: 17-19 (Shiping of Yunnan)•····· Kuang, in Chu et al., 1990, The 
fishes of Yunnan (part ii): .. · 

(Jiuxiang Limestone Cave, Yunnan). 
I specimen has been examined, standard length 70.0 mm; collec

ted in April, 1987 from Jiuxiang Limestone Cav~ of Yiliang county, 
Yunnan (25°24'N 103°27'E). 

Diagnostic characters. The' morphometric and meristic data of P. 
yui are listed in Table I . The diagnostic characters of P . yui are as fol
lows: head compressed, short; eyes reduced, primarily degenerated; 
suborbital spine bifid; mouth inferior, posterior margin of lower lip 
smooth without any processes; barbels-6, short; branched dorsal 
fins - 6, dorsal fin origin situated behind pelvic fin origin and nearer to 
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dimentary, lateral line scales slightly larger. than nearby scales; lateral 
line complete; eyes disappeared; 6arbels- 4, developed; pharyngeal 
teeth-3 rows; the body in life translucent, pigment on body disap
peared completely, all fins hyaline. 

Distribution. So far S. anophthalmus has been found only in the 
underground river of Jil.!xiang Limestone Cave; the underground river 
belongs to Nanpanjiang River 4rainage. 

Table I. The main characters of the 3 cavefishes from Jiuxiang Limestone Cave 

S. anophthalmus T.yunnancnsis P.yui 
in·standard length(%) 

BO 24.4-26.3 12.2- 16.9 lb.8 

HL 27.8- 29.4 24.4- 25.6 l.§.4 

LCP 19.2- 22.2 16.7- 17.2 18.5 

DCP 9.1 - 11 .0 8.3- 9.5 5.7 
in head length (1/,) 

SL 43.5 .. 7.6 47.6 

ED 7.2- 8.3 11.4 

IW 27.0- 29.4 14.7 

in Jength of caudal peduncle(~.) 
DCP 43.5- 52.6 47.6- 55.6 30.0 

D 4. 7 3, 7 3. 6 
p 1. 15- 16 I, 10- 11 1, 8 

V I, 8 . '· 7 I , 6 

A 3, 4- 5 3. 5 3, 5 
eyes disappeared reduced reduced 
color pattern pigcntlc~s with light with light 

coloration coloration 
color pattern pigmentless with light with light 
ofD coloration coloration 
barbels developed slightly undeveloped 

developed 
scales primarily . primarily completely 

generated· generated degenerated 

Bd, body depth; HL, head length; LCP, length of caudal peduncle; DCP, depth of 

caudal peduncle; SL, snout length; ED, eye diameter; IW, interorbital width; D, 

dorsal fin ; P, pectoral fin; V, ventral fin; A, anal fin. 

Triplophysa yunnanensis Yang 

caudal fin base than to tip of snout; posterior margin of caudal fin al
most truncated; scales disappeared; lateral line disappeared; pigment 
primarily degenerated, 5 round and greyish spots present along 
midline of sides of body, 12 along dorsal midline of body, greyish 
streaks present on dorsal and caudal fins. 

Distribution, P. yui also occurs in Yilong lake and Yangzonghai 
lake as well as Jiuxiang Limesto,ne Cave. The specimen from Jiuxiang 
Limestone Cave is different •· from those of Yilong lake and 
Yangzonghai lake in the following characters: body greatly elongated; 
eyes and pigment on body primarily degenerated. Because only I spec
imen has been examined, it is temporarily ascribed to P. yui. 

Discussion 

The spelean ichthyofauna are usually very simple, mostly con
sisting of a single species occupying a single cave (Chen, 1990; Chen et 
al., 1983, 1992; Li, 1989; Lin et al., 1986; Yang et al., 1986; Chu et al., 
1979, 1982); some consisting of 2 species living in the same cave 
(Kottelat, 1988; Kottelat & Gery, 1989). The ichthyofauna of Jiuxiang 
Limestone Cave consists of 3 species. This case has been rarely seen 
elsewhere. Based on the fact that each of the 3 cavefishes has its close 
relative species occurring in the epigean waters of upper Nanpanjiang 
River and the underground river of Jiuxiang Limestone Cave which 
belongs to· Nanpanjiang drainage, we propose that the ichthyofauna 
of Jiuxiang Limestone Cave originated from the epigean ichthyofauna 
of upper Nanpanjiang River. 

The cavefishes of Jiuxiang Limestone Cave are outstandingly dis
tinguished Btripy the interspecific . difference in character 
specializations related to cave-dwelling (Table I) . According to the 
degrees of character specialization, these cavefishes could be divided 
i_nto two types: greatly and primarily specialized cavefishes. In S. 
anophthalmus, eyes disappeared completely; pigment on body disap
peared; all fins byline; barbels greatly developed. These characters in
dicate that S. anop_hthalmus is a greatly specialized cavefish. Com
pared with epigean congeners or populations, both T . yunnanensis and 



P. yui are distinguished by the following characters: eyes greatly re
duced; pigment on body primarily degenerated; color patterns on 
body and fins greatly lightened; barbels developed or undeveloped. 
These characters indicate that both species are primarily specialized 
cavefishes. Two reasons could be employed to explain the interspecific 
difference in character specializations of S. anophthalmus, T, 
yunnanensis and P. yui: they might have entered the cave in different 
geotogical periods or their morphological . characters might have 
evolved at different rates. The evolving rates of organisms are usually 
controlled by length ·or generations, population sizes and .habitats etc .. 
Surveying data indicate that the habitats are almost the same for all of 
the 3 cavefishes. S. anophthalmus has a larger population size than the 
other species. Furthermore, the present data show that 
Sinocyc/ocheilus fishes usually reach first breeding at three or four 
years old. However, Triplophysa and Paralepidocephalus fishes usually 
reach first breeding at one two years old. According to the evolving 
rate principle of organisms, the characters of S. anophthal
mus should have evolved more slowly than T. yunnanensis and P. 
yui because S. anophtha/mus possesses a large population size, a late 
first breeding age and a long cycle of generations. By contrast, S. 
anophthalmus is actually more specialized than the other species. It is 
obvious that the interspecific differencesin character specializations of 
the 3 cavefishes is not related to the evolving rates of characters, but 
has resulted from interspecifically asynchronous entrances in to the 
cave. S. anophthalmus is a greatly specilized cavefish. Both T. 
yunnanensis and P. yui are primarily specialized cavefishes. This sug
gests that S. anophthalmus entered the cave at an earlier geological pe
riod than T. yunnanensis and P. yui. Because T. yunnanensis and P. 
yui are at the same degree of specialization, they are supposed to have 
entered the cave at the same geological period. 
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Abstract 
Sinocallipus simplipodicus, gen. et sp. nov.is described from 

Yunnan, Hekou, Xiao Cave. The genus is different from other 
nematophoran millipeds, and unique among the families of 
Callipodida in having extraordinary structures of male gonopods, 
so that the taxon is suggested as new to science: Sinocallipodidae 
fem. nov .. 

~ ~ * 1C ic. :i! - ~ »4 ~ # , t:i Jlt :ff, ~ Jlt g, llffi Sinocallipus 

simplipodicus, gen .et sp. nov., W:11!~JwfiiJl=lli!!liF-lo Ilt,llil~~-ft!!.~ 
Q,lli!i::f- l)i], mi JltE~Jlt.Q,llili § .:Z.~fil- 9"; •tt1£.ffi.llt~iVJ,, !a~~ 
Jtl., ~~~t.J'~o fls!Ilt, fE'EfF~-,j'-~l't-J:SJ-~ff~lf:I~ : :ff,~Jlt.Q, 
llili~. ~fl!- Sinocallipodidae, fam. nov. 

The author's second paper about the Dipplopoda from Yunnan 
caves, based on the nematophoran millipeds collected in 1992 from the 
Xiao Cave of Hekou Yaozu Autonomous County, deals with an ex
traordi~ary taxon as new to science of classification. 
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When examining the specimens of the new group, the author 
found out the helminthomorph chilognathous milliped possessing the 
following chief features in general: 
1. Paired spinnerets present on the caudal edge of the epiproct. 
2. Discrete Sterna of each diplosegment remained . 
3. Mentum of gnathochilarium divided into a promentum and a much 
larger eumentum, and the remainder of the prebasilare transversely 
narrow (Fig.2). 
4. Metazonites with pleurotergal sculptures and dorsal setae in a 
transverse row in .addition to ozopores. 
5. Anterior legs of 7th segment in males transformed into gonopods, 
but the posterior remained normal in appearance. 

All the foregoing features of the new taxon completely accord 
with the definition of Order Callipodida which Hoffman proposed in 
1964. 

Besides the characters described above accordant with those of 
Callipodida; the gonopods are extraordinary in structures: Gonopods 
obsolete or vestigial, much smaller and shorter than the posteriorly ad
jacent pair of legs; coxa flattened , nearly squared; distal end of i~ner 
coxal projection with two clavate processes on the anterior side, and 
with a Qistally elongated and very slender flagellum on the posterior 
side;telopodite relatively stout, obviously shorter than . coxal process 
anteriorly, setting with several clawshaped apical branches. seminal 
furrow obscurely visible. . 

In adult females, the apex of cyphopods simple, similar in ap· 
pearance to those of most other callipodids, however, the 2nd pair of 
legs unmodified or normal (Fig.8). 

The pair of gonopods as above described is eyidently differemt in 
structures. from that of other callipodids, so that the author believes 
that the gonopods with original shape in phylogenesis. 

The postembryonic development of the male gonopods: The au
thor examined one subadult male with 40 segments and its developing 
gonopods(Fig.14, 15).The coxa possess no flagellum from the posteri· 
or dide. Telopodites are divided into three podmeres: short prefemurs 
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with a pointed apical process, and left gonopods, which is probably 
brought by deformity. In fully mature males, the telopodites are com
posed of profemurs and -femurs, but the original tibiotarsi are com
pletely disappeared . 

Family Sinocallipodidae, New Taxon 

Body diplosegments lack interzonital stricture and constriction 
on the metazonites. Metazonites are greater than prozonites in diame
ter. 

The primary crests on dorsal surface between the ozopores are 
low or nearly flattened . Ozopores are located between two primary 
crests. No secondary crest is present on body lateral sides except for a 
furrow series. 

Dorsal setae not migrate, all dorsal setae are confined on the an
terior half of body. Paraprocts are divided into a small dorsal and 
large ventral sclerite. Coxae of gonopods are flattened, nearly squire, 
with on inner projection at anterior edge. Telopodites are connected 
with the coxae by a joint as in the normal legs. 

Genus Sinocallipus, New Taxon 

Except for the characters of the family foregoingly described, the 
distal of each telopodite in maturely male gonopods possesses a slen
der claw- like process and four same apical branches. First two pairs · 
of legs are normal , without intercalary sclerite between the two paired 
legs. 

The author believes that the comparison of the genus with the 
other genera to be discovered in the future could show some 
additionally different characters. 

Type species: Sinocallipus simplipodicus, sp. nov. 
Sinocallipus simplipodicus sp. nov. (Figs. 1-16) 
Material examined: Holotype o (920909:' 13) with 56 segments 

and I 02 pairs of legs; allotype ~ (920909: 18) with 55 segments and 98 

legs (Fig.8, 9). 
Gonopods (Figs.12-16) specially small; telopodites with almost 

entirely claw-shaped branches directing mesiad; gonostema not only 
separated from each other but also unmodified, similar to those of 
legs; coxal processes obviously with setae on the distalend, structure of 
telopodites in the developing described as above. 

Posterior pair of legs of 7th segment almost wholely normal, but 
with a subtriangular lobed projection on secondary segment between 
coxa and prefemur (Fig. I I). 

Paraprocts of anal segment divided into a small dorsal and a 
large ventral sclerites, hypoproct divided into three subclerites, each of 
lateral s·ubclerite with a long brownish setae (Fig.6). 
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paired legs, and with valvae protruding; paratypes 15 o o 
(920909:1-12, 14-f6), including one sub-aqult o (920909: 12) with 
40 segments and gonopods in developing, 5 ~ ~ (920909: 17, 19-22) 
including one juvenile with 30 segments, and with eyes composed of 5 
ocelli in each. All specimens from Yunnan Province, Hekou Yaozu 
Autonomous (22.4 N, 103.9 E), Xiao Cave, April 8, and 13, 1992, 
Zhang Fan, Wang Daqing, Chen Xiaoping and Lu Hong leg. 

Body wall very calcified. Whole body light testaceous yellow, 
without pigments in epidermis; in living colour pale white. 

Fully mature male with 56 segments, none apodous segments; 
maximum length slightly over 40 mm., width about 2.4 mm in 
midbody, and about 1.4 mm nearly posterior end.Adult females usual-· 
ly somewhat larger than males. 

Head with distinct vertexal sulcus. Antennae very long and slen
der, each composed of 7 .antenna! segments. Eyes without any pig
ments, each composed of 5 single eyes in a immature female with 30 
segments, 11 ocelli in a ~ub-adult male with 40 segments, and 16 ocelli 
in a adult male with 56 segments. . 

Whole body with median dorsal suture. Dorsal crests low, thin, 
and not prominent. All dorsal setae confined in middle position on an
terior segments, each setal series consisting of three pairs of short 
setae. Posterior body segments without dorsal setae except for last two 
segments with more than 10 brownish long setae arranged in an 
irregular transverse row on the dorsum (Fig.5). 

Ozopores forming a continuous sequence from 6th to 
antepenultimate segment, located at about middle of lateral sides of 
metazonites, between two primary crests (Fig.4). 

In both sexes, I st and 2nd legs normal but slightly shorter than 
following legs. Coxae of 3rd through 11th pairs of legs with coxal sacs. 
Anterior legs of each segment in adult males with comb-like sole on 
ventral side of.tarsi. n 

Cyphopods partly extruded, with apex composed of two small 
opposed valves and a small operculum (Fig.IO). 

Vasa deferentia opening at tip of coxal projection of 2nd pair of 



Guizhou Province and belonging to a troglobitic group. The generic 
group is a new record in China. Podoglyphiulus sinensis sp. nov. 
(Figs. 1- 7). 

Material examined: Holotype o (GZ.86301),34 mm in length, 
1.66 mm ·in maximum midbody width, with 57 segments; allotype .<?. 
(GZ.86306), 53 mm in length, 2.14 mm in midbody width, with 69 
segments; paratypes 4 o o (GZ.86302- 5), and 17 .<?. .<?. (GZ. 
86307- 23); all the types collected from . Ganzi Cave, Gouanling 
Buyiau Miaozu Autonomous County (E 105°37', N 35°57') , Guizhou 
Province, August 10,1986. All specimens are depodited in Department 
of Biology, Nanjing University, except part of the-paratypes in the In
stitute of Zoology.Chinese Academy of Sciences. 

Body colour moderately yellow; antennae and legs yello- wish. 
Head slightly narrower than collum; surface smooth only with 

scarce microse tae; vertex without sulcus; labral sinus with three teeth; 
ocelli almost vanished, some remaining ocelli without any 
pigment.Antennae short,clavated,8 - jointed; 5th and 6th with sensory 
setulae on distodorsal margin, 5th longest and last one very short, 
disk- like , with 4 small terminal cones (Fig. I) . 

Collum nearly transverse quadrate,surface smooth without ap
parent longitudinal crests. Ozopores beginning from 5th body seg
ment, located at the apical end of each large tuber- de on metazonite 
of most following segments; metazonite of most segments with 2 
transverse rows of 9 tubercles respec- tively.Members of anterior row 
distinctly small and rounded, and those of posterior row 
longitudinally spindle- shaped crests (Figs.2,3). 

Anal valves without marginal ridge, covering with scarce fine 
setae; anal scale short and wide, without setae. · 

In male adults, coxosternum with a pair of median pro- cesses; 
distal end of process curved laterad, 5- 6 long setae near base; 
telopodite divided into 6 podmeres, terminal claw small (Fig.4). 

Gonopods: Coxae of anterior gonopods fused each other, re
maining a median suture on posterior side;syncoxite large; outer coxal 
projection wider than inner one, some setae present on posterior side 
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A NEW TROGLOBITIC MILLIPEDE, 
PODOGLYPHIULUS SINENSIS, SP. 

·NOV.FROM GUIZHOU PROVINCE 
(DIPLPPODA, SPIROSTREPTIDA, 

CAMBA LO PSIDAE) 

MENG Wenxin 
Department of Biology, Nanjing University, Nanjing, 210008 

ZHANG Chongzhou 
Institute of Zoology, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Beijing 100080 

Abstract 
Podoglyphiulus sinensis, sp. nov., is described from Ganzi Cave 

(Prov. Guizhou). A new record of Podoglyphiulus Attems, 1909 in 
China is given. 

mi ~ 

. #':HUl!:!ill;!r, j:Jrf'I', Podoglyphiulus sinensis, sp. nov. ~g1J'1<HlEh 
~tt~~&~~W~W; ~tt--ffe~2~~&~*~R~*ffi§t 
it-, mi;lt*YIM/Al9Hial! o JJt#2ml f!iMi.QitJEJ* IE2ffiic:>ko 

The genus Podoglyphiulus was established as a new subge- nus of 
genus of Glyphiulus Gervais, 1874 by Attems in 1909; later students 
elected the subgenus to the generic grade.The main features of this ge
nus are that the male first legs are only slightly reduced in size with the 
telopodite divided into 6 podmeres and their coxosternal processes in 
the middle of fused coxae. All the known groups of the genus are dis
tributed over Sri Lanka, India, Burma and Nepal. 

In the present paper, the authors report a new species, 
Podoglyphiulus sinensis sp. nov ., collected from the karst cave of 

of both projections; telopodites bent in,,;ard, unjointed, with about 10 
setae on terminal end. Coxa of posterior gonopods with two 
longitudinal rows of hooked setae on inner margin.and with 
microspinate area near proximately la teral sides. Only branch of 
gonocoxa distinct, somewhat swollen with terminal process with 
slightly shallow funnel form at distal end. No trace of telopodite re· 
maining. 

The new species is different from all known species of the genus, 
and is characterized by: I) Collum in both sexes smooth without 
crests; 2) A pair of coxosternal median pro - cesses unfused each other, 
and bent laterad respectively at the terminal end. 
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DISCOVERY OF NANJING MAN AND ITS SIGNIFICANCE 

XU Qinqi 

(Institute of Vertebrate Palaeontology and 

Palaeoanthropology, Chinese A cademy of Sciences, Bei jing 100044) 

The material . reported in this paper was collected fro m 

Huludong ( Calabash Cave ) , a karst cave a t the northeastern 

extremity of Tangshan Hill, Nanjing. A skull of Homo erectus and 

abunda nt mammal fossils were found in the cave deposit , which a re 

named the Tangshan fauna in this paper. 

All of the mammals in the Tangshart fauna are common 

elements frequently found in the Middle Pleistocene of North 

China . For example, at Loe. I of Zhe ukoudian, Beijing, these taxa 

have been found in association with the Peking Man ; while in 

Hexian, Anhui , they are associated wi th the Hexian Man. From the 

character of the mammals, the Tangshan fauna might be roughly 

corresponding to the late stage of the Zhoukoudian fauna o r to the 

Hexian fauna in age, i.e. , the late Middle Pleistocene ( 127 , 
000 - 400, 000 BP) . 

Based on studies of palaeozoogeography, the Tangshan area 

belongs to the Oriental realm. During the Pleistocene, th is area was 

usually occupied by the Ailuropoda - Stegodon fa una. However , a ll 

the typical taxa of this fauna, such as Ailuropoda, Stegodon, Tapirus: 

Megatapirus, Elaphodus, Capricornis sumatraensis, e tc. , did not 

appear in the Tangshan fauna ; instead , they were replaced by the 

northern animals, such as Megaloceros pachyosteus, Pseudaxis grayi 

etc. which might have migra ted fro m the north. This suggests that 

geologica lly the Tangshan fauna 's time is or respond ing to a cold 
stage or glacial period. (con1inued on page 134) 
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PRELIMINARY REPORT ON THE EXCAVATION 
OF PANXIAN DADONG, A 

PALEOLITHIC CAVE - SITE ~N GUIZHOU PROVINCE 

SI Xinqiang LIU Jun ZHANG Hangang 

Cultural Relic Management Committee of Liupansh~i City 

Guizhou Province, 553001 

YUAN Chengwu 

The Cultural Relics Center of Panxian, 

Guizhou Province 561600 

A lot of mammalian fossils, more than 1300 pieces of stone 

artifacts , several pieces of human teeth which remain to be 

exa mined, and other cultural indications such as charcoal, burnt born 

a nd ash were·collected from 80 square - meters excavated area of a 

cave - site named Dadong .( literally Grand cave) during the firs1 

excavat ion from April to May , 1992. The deposits inside the cave 

where yielded fossils and cultural relics consist of clay, sandom , 

frag ments of Ii estone , breccia and stalactite , It covers an area bl 

roughly 8000 square - me_ters and . is about 19 m thick near the cave 

mou th. T he mammalian fossils include 40 species and belong to the 

Ailuropoda - Stegoda~ fauna , It indicates the upper Middle anc 

lower Upper Pleis tocene temporally. The stone artifacts made o l 

chert, basalt and o ther rock consist of cores, flakes, tools and debris . 

T he ca tegories of tool include side - scaper, end scaper, notch, borer, 

handaxe , chopper , hammerstone an_d anvil. Direct · percussion 

technique was used commonly in flaking and retouching, and the 

prepared - core technique was sho.wn in many specimens. 

USB OP CDTltAL CALIFORNIA LIDSTONS 
CAVJIS BY PRSIII8TORIC PSOPLSS 

BY JDALD JAY JOHNSON 
Ill8TITU'1'S OP ARCHUOLOQT AIID CULTORAL STUDISS 

CALIPORNll STATS UIIIVSRSITY, 8ACRAUNTO 
IIOTIID LODB GROTTO, IIATIONAL SPSLSOLOOICAL 

SOCIBTY (1188 24280) 

ABSTRACT 

In North America endogene caves have been used for a 

variety of functions over t he last 10,000 or more years. In 
Central California , on the western slopes of the Sierra 
Nevada, there a re several hundred l i mestone caves . Some of 
those which have horizontal entrances and passages were used 
by pr ehistori c peoples to quarry calcite, whi ch was made 
i nt o charmstones , pipes , beads, and what appear to be 

r eplica~ of bear claws . These artifacts are assumed to have 
been important ceremonial and trade obj ects . At least 17 
caves with vertical entrances were used for the interment of 
the dead between 3500 to 1500 years ago . The historic Native 
American populations , who l i ved in the vicinity of the caves 
had no knowl edge of when or how they were used. This paper 
will explore t he over 3000 years of human use of these caves 
and the variety of activit i es which occurred within and 
around them . 

EIN AUSZUG 
DIB BIIHIJTZONQ DBR ltALSTSIN-HOIILU Ill ZIINTRAL-JtALIPORNI.111 BBI 

VORQBSCHICH'l'LICHBH IIBHSCH.111 

In Nord-Amerika wurden ' endogene' (tiefe) HOhlen seit 
liber 10,000 Jahren oder mehr fur vielseitige Funktionen 

benutzt. In Zentral-Kalifornien an den westlichen H!ngen 
des Siera Nevada Gebirges gibt es mehrere hundert Kalzit

HOhlen . Einige dieser HOhlen mit hori zental en Eing!ngen und 



Passagen W1Jrden von den vor ge.schichtlichen Henschen dazu 
benutz t um Ka l zit zu brechen. Aus diesern Gestein machten 
sie I channstone s, • Pfeifen, kleine SchmuckstUcke und, ·was 

assah wie Nachahmungen von aarenklauen. Diese Kunst
gegenstande waren ans cheinend wichtig fur zeremonielle 
Anl4sse und als Hande lsware. Zumindest 17 HOhlen mit 
vertikalen Ei ng4ngen wurden var 3500 bis 1500 Jahren zur 
Beis etzung der toten benutzt. Dann wurden Erde und 
Kalzi ts teine in den Schacht geworfen , urn damit die KOrper 

und Gegenstande zu bedecken. Die amerikanischen 
Ei ngeborenen , die in der Nahe der HOhlen wohnten , ha tten 
keine Ke nn t nis davon, wann und zu welchem Zwe c ke sie benutzt 

wurden. Diese Studie erforscht den menschlichen Gebrauch 
der HOhlen fur eine Zeitdauer van Ober 3000 Jahren und d i e 
verschiedener T4tigkeiten, die sich in und um die HOlen 

zugetragen haben. 

Numerous caves have been identified within California 

in t he Uni t ed States of America. Halliday in 1962 

i denti fi ed over 600 caves in California and since that date 
numer ous other locations of this type have been noted in the 
lit era t ure. Researchers often describe investigations in 

rockshel t ers as cave archaeology. These sites seldom hav e 
pas s ages that go into total darkness and while often 

con t ain i ng evidence of human use they do not reflect many of 
the activities carried o~t in endogene, or true caves 

(Schmid 1963 :125-129). This report focuses on the 
pr ehi s tor ic use of the limestone endogene caves of the 

Mother Lode region of the western slope of the Sierra Nevada 
in Central California and not the exogene caves . 

The geologic formations in which these caverns formed 

occur f rom the North Fork of the American River on the north 
to the Merced River in the south . This is a distance of 

of ladders and other devices to gain entrance to their lower 
reaches and passages (Orr 1952:2,5 - 6; McEachern and Grady 
1978:11). 

In some of these caves human skeletal material was 

found lying among and under rocks , dirt and artifacts that 
had apparently been dropped or thrown into the caves . 

Almost immediately considerable speculation began concerning 
how these human remains came to be in the caverns . It was 
suggested that some of the skeletal material might be that 
of miners who had disappeared, that the material was the 
result of activities of local Indians, or that it might 

represent the remains of ancient peoples who ,existed long 
before the entrance of known humans into the Mother Lode. 
With little available information concerning occupants of 
the region and no reliable way to date the bones and 

sometimes associated artifacts theories of their origin and 

possible age still persist (McEachern and Grady 1978:11-15). 

Not until the early 1950s did investigators who studied 
these caves began to assemble a series of interpretations 

that have in some cases lasted into the 1990s. In articles 

by Wa llace (1951:199-203), Wallace and Lathrop (1952 : 133-
138), Orr (1952:1-19), and Gonsalves (1955:31-45) Hawver , 

Moaning, and Winslow Caves were all described as vertical 

caves used as mortuary chambers . The discovery of human 

bone and arti-facts in Pinnacle Point and Papke caves in 1963 

added t o the interpretation of these sites as locations for 
the disposal of the dead by dropping the remains down 

vertical shafts (McEachern 1968:31-33, 51-56 ; Rose 1971:33-

40, 75-81). McEachern and Grady (1977 : 13) indicate that 17 
of t he 25 caves with evidence of prehistoric use were 
vertical and had evidence of human remains. 

It had also been recognized since the 1940s that the 
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about 80 miles long and up to t en miles wide . . Most of these 
caves occur within an elevation range of 1000 to 2500 feet , 

most are vertical, have small entrances less than 1.5 meters 
on the longest side, and onl y 25 of the 300 hundred 
investigated by McEachern in the late 1960s contained 

evidence ~f prehistoric us e (1968 : 82). In 1977 87 caves in 

the heart of the Mother Lode were e i ther revis i ted or newly 
discovered (McF;achern and Gr ady 1978 :v i i ) . Many of these 

were some of the same locations studied by McEachern . 

Since the above study several new locat i ons have been 

investigated. one of the most r ecently discovered is 

Dragon's Breath in 1987 (Pa ul Greaves , Persona l ColTll\uni 
cation 1993) . This cave fit s the s ize and general 

characteristics of many of the other v ert ica l caves in the 

region. It was dis covered thr ough a dig and may not have 
been known to the Native American liv i ng in the vici ni ty . 

Many of the caves evident t oday may not have had observable 

entrances when thes e locations we re bei ng used by 

Prehistoric peoples and thi s might expl a in why so few of 

them have evidence of past human activ ities. Another 
vertical cave discovered in the Mother Lode in t he 1980s is 

reported to contain large amount s of human skel e tal material 

and artifacts. 

with the entrance of White Euro-Americans into 

California and the discovery of gold in t he Sier ra Nevada in 

1848 the region was soon ove rrun with thous ands of miners 

and other individuals hoping to capitalize on the newly 

found wealth. This led to the discove ry o f several caves in 

the decades between the 1850s and the beginning of the 
twentieth century (Wallace 1951: 199-203; McEachern and Grad't 

1978:11-16) . A significant number of these locations became 

commercial attractions and often required elaborate systu.s 

caves of the Mother Lode rught have had other functions 
besides disposal of the dead (Paye n and Johnson 1965:30 ) · 

Ground stone artifacts of marble a nd calcite had been found 

at several archaeological sites in the Sacramento and San 

Joaquin valleys to the west of the Sierra Nevada (Lilla<d, 

Heizer, and Fenenga 1939:75,89; Heizer 1949:18-19; Johnson 
1967:222; Ragir 1972:56). McEachern during his extensive 

investigation of the Mother Lode caves in the middle 1960s 

identified three caves which had evidence of the quarrying 
of calcite (1968:74-75). He also indicated that some of 

these sites also contained pipes manufactured from white 
crystalline limestone (McEachern 1968:74; Payen 1964:25-)ll , 
Those sites with evidence of quarrying activity had 

hori"zontal entrances and initial passages rather than the 

vertical drops typical of the mortuary caves . Four sites 

with horizontal entrances contained evidence of occupation 

in the rockshelter like openings, while a single obsidi an 

flake was found well within the darkness at McCleans Cave , 

McEachern (1968:70,72) suggested that many fissures 

full of rocks and dirt that were located nea r the entrances 

to caves had been excavated to s ee if they may have been 
used as vertical mortuaries. No human remains or artifacts 

wer!! found during his investigation. Many crevices contain 

rocks and dirt which are about the same s ize and type as 

that found associated with human remains in the caves. At 

Papke Cave, the nearby crevices appear to be fill ed with 

rocks which could not have been deposited na turally . Othet 

geological formations, such as Table Mountain which i s 

covered with a basalt flow, have deep crevices which could 

also have been used as Native American mortuaries. ourin9 

gold mining in the late nineteenth century artifacts and d 

human bone supposedly came from aurife r ous grave l s which ha 



been tunneled into under Table Mountain basalts. It is 
possible that human skeletal material and artifacts dropped 
into cracks might have ended up on top of the gravel 

deposits and when mined some of these burial remains might 
have ended up in some of the mining operations. 

Another question that has caused some controversy 
concerns when these caves were used . It is probable that 
they were occasionally used for interment, quarry 
activities, and habitation between 4500 to 1500 years. The 
use of these sites for quarrying of calcite and marble for 
the manufacture of artifacts occurred primarily between 3000 
to 4500 years ago. Several of the early cemeteries 
excavated in the western edge of the foothills and lower 

Sacramento and San Joaquin valleys contained charmstones, 
beads, and pendants made from these materials (Heizer 
1949:19,34; Johnson 1967:222; Ragir 1972:56,100). Within the 
caves "Pipe• artifacts made from crystalline limestone were 
found in three of these mortuary sites (Payen 1966:25-32). 
These latter specimens are associated with shell beads and 
other artifact forms which date between 2000 to 3000 years 
ago, thus coming after the calcite and marble specimens 

found in the val.ley to the west. Cave derived materials do 
not appear to have been used for the manufacture of 
artifacts after 2500 years ago. 

At Pinnacle Point Cave in Tuolumne County and Hawver 
Cave in northern El Dorado County Large Stemmed projectile 
points of forms generally associated with the time period 
between 2500 to 4500 years ago suggest that at least a 
portion of these sites might have been used for mortuary 

purposes at that time .(Wallace and Lathrop 1952; Payen and 
Johnson 1965 : 30; McEachern 1968:66-67). Similar large 

stemmed points have also been found in the Sierra Nevada at 
sites at higher elevation and from . a comparable time period 

vertical shafts in the 1980s, both devoid of and with human 
remains, has suggested one research question which still 
remains to be answered . With such a large number of these 
types of sites present in the .. Mother Lode, why were so few 
of them used for interment. It has been suggested by Paul 
Greaves (Personal Communication 1993) that the physical 

characteristics of all of the caverns used for burial need 
to be compared with those not used to see if the prehistoric 
peoples had specific preferences for the location and type 

of cave they chose to use. As new caves are discovered they 
will continue to add to our knowledge of these relatively 
unique prehistoric cultural resources. 
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( from page I 31): 

According to Bonifay (1980), within the past 730, 000 years, the 

most influential cold periods were Stages 14 - 16, 6, 2 - 4, among 

which Stage 6 of about 127,000 -183, 000 BP was called by Li Jijun 

et al. the penultimate glacial period. In Stage 6, the Sibe.rian fauna 

intruded into many places in West Europe; some kinds of northern 
animals migrated southward to the Nanling region of Guangdong, 

South China, while on the Qinghai - Xizang(T ibet)Plateau, the snow 

line dropped about 300m below that of the last glacial period. Based 

on the palaeoclimatic history , the age of the Tangshan fauna is 

probably corresponding to Stage 6 or the penultimate glacial period 

(127,000 - 183, 000 BP). Admittedly, this speculation needs further 

test through multi - disciplinary approaches. 

LA GROTTE PREHISTORIQUE DE NABAA EL NQHARA (LIBAN) . 

SITUATION: Nabaa el mghara qui se traduit literalement 

par l a " s o urc.e de la grotte), s 'ouvre au sud-est du village 

d~ Hra j el dans le Haut Kesr o uan et a 1 2 15m d'altitude 

( fig .1 ) • Le c our s d • eau s o q terrain resurgeai t au trav e rs 

d ' une voOte mo u i llante. Elle n'est p e netrable que d e samor c e e 

a l' e tiage. Par contr e une ouverture naturelle situee 

A 70m en amort· de la resurgence et mise a j o ur en 187 5, 

permet en toute saison l I acces au ru i sseau sou te r rain. 

DESCRIPTION: La gro tte dans sa . t o tal i t6 a ete exploree 

pour la premiere fois le 8septembre 1957 par lea membre s 

du Spe1eo-Club du Liban. L'entree principale etant condamnee 

par une porte metalique, c ' est d o ne par le siphon que 

les speleologues y penetr i rent. En 1964 , la r e surgen c e 
8 et e 6largie A coup ~'e x plos i fs et une canalisati o n 

en beton fut construite le l o ng de la rive gauche sur 

une longeur de 210 m (ph ·.o). Le captage du ruiseeau eouter

rain destine a !'irrigation permettait ainsi d 1 eviter 
les pertes d'eau dOes .i't de s fissures laterales toutes 

situees sur la rive gauche. Le d6veloppement total de 

la caverne est de 545 m. Seules 350 m sont parcourus 

par le ruisseau dont le d6bit ne d6passe guere 25 1 / s 

A l 1 6tiage. La caverne offre des sections varieee 

richement d6corees sur un parcoure en meandre dans 
et 

sa 
premiere partie . La seconde est encombree d'eboulis alors. 

que lee concretions tendent A disparaitre . 

GEOLOGIE: Nabaa el Mghara s'ouvre dans lee derniers affleu

rements du Jurassiqu~ sup6rieur . Cea calcaires gris compacts 

sont caract6ris6s par la presence d' un bane de r ognons 

de silex a leurs sommets. L' environnement de la gro tte 
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LA GROTTE PRBHISTORIQUE DE NABAA EL NGHARA (LIBAN). 

par SANI KARKABI - SPBLBO-CLUB DU LIBAN. 

RESUME: le 2 octobre 1989 , les premiere Silex ta il lh 

sent signales dans la grotte de Nabaa el Mghara au Lib an , 

Le a revrier 1990, une r .econnaissance des lieux pe r 11 et 

la decouverte de deux 6s (espe c es ind6termin~es ) dont 

l'un ct•eux presente des traces d'ut i lisation. 11s sailla ie nt 

d'une petite plage argilo-sableuse . Le 1 0 revri e r de 

la m@me ann ~ e, un certain nombre d'outils et o b j ets divers 

recueillis dans la grotte retenaient notre atte n t ion: 

certains auraient pu !tre classes dans ce ._qu' i l est commun6-

ment appele "art mobilier". Il eta it necessaire des l ors 

d' en avoir confirmation. Un premier examen fa i t pa r des 

sp6cialistes s'av6ra n6gat i f en . d6pt~ que c es pi eces 

presentaient a leurs yeu x un a sp e c t ins ol ite e t troublan t. 

Le prof. H. DELPORTE , ex- conser v a t eu r des musee s de Sa i nt• 

· Germain-en-Laye, accepta a so n tour d e les e xami ner. 

Il en conclut que certa i ne s des p iece s qu' il eUt a ob s erve r 

presentaient ind i scutablemen t tra c es d ' i nt er vention humaine , 

Riches de c ett e info rm atio n, i l no u s a sem b le uti l e de 

prese n ter cette de couver t e A I 'occa s ion de c e XI e Congre s 

International de Spe 1 eolog ie . 

SUNNARY : THE PREHISTORIC CAVE OY NABAA EL NGHARA (LEBANON ). 

A find of r ·1 1 nt ar t e fact s from Nabaa el Mgh ara was firs t 

reported on Oct o ber , 1989. On F ebrua ry 8 , 1990 a survey 

o f the cave y ielded t wo b one s (of unknown natu r e) one 

o f which seems t o ca rry tr ace s of h uma n ut i l i sation : 

t hey were f o und at the upp e r limit of a small beac h made 

o f sand and c lay . On February 10 of the same y ear . we 

:found i n the s a me c av e a n u mb er of tool s a n d o ther obje cts , 

s ome o f .which see m t o b e long to what . i s c alled a rt ■ob i li e r . 

In order to a, c·e r ta in this, t h e art ifac ts were show n 

to a number of, e x pert s. A fi r s t examinat ion yielded negati ve 

results·, al t h o u g h it was rec o gnised tha t th e 

had a pu zz l i ng as p ec t . · The y were last s ub mitted to 

H. DELP ORT E the former c urato r of the Sai n t 

a r t i facts 

Pr o f . 

Germai n-

· en-Laye , wh o t h inks tha t some at 

showed c l ea r signs of huma n works. 

leas t the fli nt s 

est tre e particu l ier . Ell e s' ouvre a u p i ed d 'un im por t ant 

cirque naturel d en t l es co n t r efo rt s e 'e 1 eve n t .i't plus 

de 2000 m. On y peut l i r e sur se e pent es tout e l ' 6chelle 

stra t i graphi que remon tari; jus q u' au Cretace moy e n, II 

n' est pas et o nnan t des l o re d e r .et r ouve r d ans l e cour s 

d' eau sou t e rra i n, c h a ri es au tr a ve r s de fi s sures ou pertes 

div e rses; un ech ant i l lonage d e mat6 r i a ux 

facies orig i nel. 

rain a a tt e i nt 

de + 1%. 

S i g nal o n s e n fin que l ~e cour s 

s a p e n te d '.6q u i l i bre avec 

BCHBLLE STRATIGRAPHIQUE (fig. II et III ) . 

etrangers au 

d ' eau s oute r 

un de n i ve H 

La coupe 

stratigraphique e st ba s6e su r la no mencla t ur e e t a bli e 

par L. DUBERTRET - 1 966 , p . 28 3. Les le ve s on t et e etablis 

par F . HEYBROEK (1969 ) et M. MAJD ALANI (197 7) _ (1 ) . 

CRETACE MOYEN 

cenomani e n C4 - Qal c a i re s de S ANNI NE 

Calcaires dol o mitiques et calcai r es altern a nt avec de s 

bandes marno- c al cai r es, exposes sur au moins 560 m. 

Albien C3 - Couches a KNEMI CERAS : 90 m. Ba nes a CARDIUM~ 

Alternances de b a n es ca l caires gris avec des mar n es e t 

des niveaux marneu x a · c a lcaires br6c h i qu es. Calcaires 

jaunes d 6 tritique s , ooli thi q ue s . 

CRETACE INFERIEUR 

Aptien aup6rieur - c2bl - Falaise de J ez zi n e 50 m. 
Falaise de calcaire bl a nchi tr e. 

Aptien inf9rieur c 2 a - Couche s a Ga stero pod es : 50 m. 

Alternance varie,e d' arg ile s , d e ma r n ee, d e g r es e t de 

calcaires d6trit i ques ou oo l i th i que s. 

Bas~ du cretace cl - G~!~_du L i ban : 1 25 m. 

Gres ferrugineux bru ns et gr6 s jaunes- b lanc s avec des 

l 



-
couches d'argile intermediaires - Basaltes A la•base. 

JURA SS IQUE supt~!~~~ 
Kimmerid&ien_j7 - Calca!£eS de SALIMA : 35 m. 

Calcaires j aunes oolithiques et marnes brunes. 

J6 Falaise de BICKFAYA : 60 m. 

Calcaires gris compacts a rognons de silex au so·mmet. 

Oxfordien j5 - Complexe volcanique de BHANNES : 50 m. 

Marnes et materiaux volcaniques. 

!!.:.!!.:.. - Le:, calcaires de SALIMA etaient group8s dans 

Portlandien, mais DUBERTRET (1966 p,283) a prefere e 

!'absence de fossiles specifiques, de les attribuer au 

KIMMERIDGIEN et de ne pas mentionner le PORTLANDIEN. 

L'ENVIRONNENENT PREHISTORIQUE • . Les sites de ~urface jusqu• 

ici reperes dans le Haut Kesrouan sont nombreux et homogene 

L. COPLAND et P.~ESCOMBE · (2) signalent la presence d 

2 5 sites de surface dont 80% apparti ennent au paleolithiqu 

moyen et 20% au paleolithique superieur. Ces gisemen 

se trouvent a la base du cretace inferieur et plus precise 

ment dans le cl ou gres d4 Liban. Ce facies geologiqµ 

est caracterise par de larges plateaux de gres ferrugineu 

et de gres jaunes -blancs avec des couches intermediaires 

so us lesqu~lles apparait le basalte.Le silex provenan 

du Jurassique superieur (j6) de couleur bleu-gris es 

de qualite mediocre. L'industrie ( nombreux ec lats d 

ty pe Levallois) sent attribues selon le P. F. HOURS a 

mousterien final. L'artisan en serait ainsi l'homme d 

Neandertal. Rien n'est mains sOre. Il semblerait qu 

l e probleme reste entier, tout au moins pour le Proche 

Orient. Nous citerons F. BORDES (3) Il y aurai 

d o ne en Palestine sur !'horizon des fflo·usterieris des fB.ci.e 

d e s lieux (cheikh Daoud el Khazen) fit don de ces ossements 

a M.WEBER, consul general d'Allemagne au Liban. Ce dernier 

les confia au musee de la Societe d'Anthropologie de 

Berlin. Les restes organiques furent determines par M.Fraas 

(5) c o mme suit un fragment de maxillaire inferieur de 

l ' o ur s de Syrie, 1 1 OS frontal du lion des cavernes, la 

se c onde molaire de la machoire inferieure du rhiniceros 

tich o rhinus · des vertebres du bison d 1 Europe, une dent 

de chev a l et des debris de tibia et de bois de cerf e1aphe. 

Cette faune appartiendrait au pleistocene et rentrerait 

da,ns le repertoire suivant Ursus syriacus Ehrenb-

Fells spel aea Cur. - Rhinoceros tichorhinus Cuv . Sus 

sc ro fa Li n. -Equus caballus Lin. Bison prisc us Baj. 

Capra primegenia Fraas.- Cervus elaphus Lin. -

2-=-Yisite de G. ZUMOFF;~_: G ZUMOFFEN, geologue et paleon

t o l ogue jesui te, retrouve· lee m@mes especes lore d I une 

mission enl898 (sauf) le rhiniceros, le lion et l'ours.(5). 

I l dit avoir trouve' aussi un grand nombre de tessons 

d e poterie . Ils etaient fabriques avec de la terre noire 

m~ le e de gros grains de sable sechee au soleil. Par 

c entre, il ne trouve ni silex tailles ni vestiges en 

pierre devant la grotte. e - La decouverte de Nabaa el 

Jusque 18, aucun vestige lithique ne devait 

@tre observe a l' interieur de la caverne et ce malgre 

la visite de prehistoriens ef'fectuees a cette intention . 

Ce n' est que le 2 octobre 1989 que le hasard me mi t en 

presence des premiers silex taillt!s trouves sur une plage 

de galets A 200 m de l' en tree. Le 8 revrier 1990, Marwan 

ZGHEIB, jeune membre du S.C.Liban degage l son tour deux 

f ragments d'os saillant d'un niveau limite d'une plage 
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levalloisien et apparemment c ontemporain; des individus 

qui se rattachent les uns aux neandertaliens d'Europe, 

les autres aux hommes modernes''. Nous pouvons aussi re c ourir 

aux decouvertes de VAliDERMEERSCH a Qafzeh (4). qui montre 

qu'on ne doit pas,a. la fin du Paleolithique mo yen, associer 

Mousterien et Homme de Neandertal. Quelque soit la realite, 

descendant direct, cousins d'ancetreS OU hybridi s ation 

d' un n~andertaloide et d' un type moderne, la preuve est 

fournie qu'entre 90000 et 40000 ans vivaient sur le m@me 

sol des especes humaines anthropologiquement differents. 

Reflexion qui nous menera a nous poser la question de 

savoir quel est le type humain qui a 
les 

de Nabaa el Mghara. Faut-il,.,-attribuer au 

cree les objets 

pouvoir artistique 

d'un type neanctertaloide ou bien alors vieillir le fac i es 

mousthrien a tendance levalloisienne. Pour clore ce chapt t re · 

precisons que l'attributif de ''meyroubien 1
' est cour a nt 

dans le vocabulaire de la prehistoire libanaise et qu ' il 

englobe sous ce n om, nombreux sites de surface Voisine. 

Ll!S GISENENTS PRl!HISTORIQUl!S DE NABAA l!L NGHARA·. 

La grotte de Nabaa el Mghara se trou v e aussi dans l e 

Haut Kesrouan et non loin des sites dit "meyr"oubiens" . 

Cependant les gisements de la grotte et ceux qui l'ento u r ent 

ne sont pas dans le Cretace infhrieur mais dans le Jurass i 

que superieur. Nous lea decrirons par ordre de leurs 

decouvertes . 

&££!!!l_oecouverte en 1873 lors de travaux agr icole s, 

l'acces naturelle etait Bpparue dans un bourrelet r oc heux 

a la base d'un petit escarpement. A l'entree du sout·erra i n 

et A la surface lee paysana trouverent des vases et 

des casements. Un notable de la region et proprie t a i re 

de sable. Riche de en ce 
lieu le 10 fevrier 

metres 
carrea un grand nombre d'objets dont Certain me semblaient 

cette information j e retrouve 

eparpilles sur une dizaine de 

appartenir 8 un art fflobilier inconnu au Proche-Orient. 

Precisons que toutes ces pieces ant ete ramassees 

le cours d' eau sou terrain et que de ce fai te n, ant 

valeur 

dans 

au c un e 
stratigraphique. Nous n'avons pratique au c un e 

fouille, ceci etant du ressort de la _ di.rection des .ant i qui-

tes.Cependant et 8 titre personnel, je c o nsultai un c e r ta in 

nombre de prehistoriens de renom en France. Les avis 

apres examen de quelques pieces 

allant de la simple reflexion: 
etaient contrad i ctoires , 

mr. promenez-vous d an s 
une allee vous en ramasserez des centaines similairea , 

A un i nUr 8t 

enfin A la 

a une reserve polie mais neanm o ins negative, 

reel que ces objets pourraient inspirer et 

certitude qu'il y a eu intervention humaine, c tes t-8.

dire intervention deliberee pour obtenir l'effet esc o mp te . 

Dl!SCRIPTIQN 01!S OBJl!TS: ~!!ermination des silex ear le 

E£of. J CAUVINi directeur de l'Inst i tut de Preh;s;~~~ 

Ori en tale ( C. N . R. S. -Jales-France ). . .• "O n 
fortement . Y r eco n n a it , 

pat1nes' des eclats de silex de te c h ni que Leval -

lois et quelques lames de silex . Il y a a us s i u n outil 

retouche denticule, 

etre plus recent 
beauc o up ma ins pat i n e , qu i pourrait 

et contempo rain d 'un be l outil d ' 
neolithique ( l II ) 

0
• 

P • ' peut-@tre par consequen t d es poteriea 

trouvees A l'en t ree ( ZUM OF FEN ) . L ' i n dustr i d l 
e an s 'enae a ble 

presente des ebrechures acciden te l l es imputablea 
t A s on 
ransport par l' eau. Les ar@tes sont en general pau 6a ou a -

sees: ce t t 
ranspor n 'a pa s d Q s 'effectuer sur une lonau e 

distanc e " ( p l . I) . 



Determination d'un outil_d'os_Ear d . STORDEUR, direc""teur 

de recherches au C.N.R.S. et specialiste des industries 

osseuses: . i. 11 Cet outil a ete casse proximalement rnais 

il est bien conserve du c8te de sa partie active. Il 

porte une patine typique des longs sejours en mili.eu 

humide. Il a ete moderement roule. La partie du b ise au 

simple est reguliere. Elle porte des traces de sciage 

et d 'abrasion sur la face opposee au biseau. On n' observe 

qu 1 un d€bitage transversal, la diaphyse n'a. pas ete fendue 

longitudinalement. Cet outil pourrait appartenir a toute 

phase du Neoli thique et se rencontre plus souvent da_ns 

les cultures les plus recentes 

· chalcolitique'' (pl.II). 

Neolithique avec ceramique, 

LES OBJKTS A FIGURATION DE NABBA KL MGHARA. 

Il est interessant de noter que si certains objets ont 

ete deliberement fa~onnes, certains autres a preuve du 

contra ire auraient pu etre intentionnellement ramasses 

pour leur forme evocatrice. Rien ne justifierait en effet, 

l 'accumulati on de si nombreuse piE!ces e·n un p€rimE!tre 

si r~dui t. Nous nous contenterons pour l' instant de ne 

decrire que ·quelques piE!ceS qui ont retenu plus parti

culierement notre attention . Cell es dent le commentaire 

est souligne ( voir c9mmentaire photos), ont ete retenues 

par le Prof. H. DELPORTE / lors de notre entretien du 

26/09/92. Qu' il en soi ici remercie pour !'attention 

et le temps qu' il nous a cons acre. .!::.!_!x_pe humain: Le 

materiau utilise est generalement le si lex. Toute~ois, 

l' intrusion de ·.., deriv€ basaltique au de ca l caire reste 

present mais en bien mo ins grand nombre. Les pr?fils ·· humains 

se reduisent jusqu'ici A n 1 etre figures que pa~ la tete 

decoupage, coiffure en pointe et arcade sourcilliere 

neandertaloide. Ph,5 SILHOUETTE FEMININE: Galet de silex/ 

4cm70x3.00x2.15. Perforation au centre avec inci~ion 

en forme de triangle pubien. Ph.6_0URS: gres basaltique/ 

4cm85x2.80x2.15, rapelle curieusement mais plus frustre, 

l ' ourson d€crit dans "L'image des animaux dans 1. ' art 

pr€historique -DELPORTE H. ,1990,P,148,ht 8cm,Ed.Picard" . 

Cet objet a ete recolt€ par SAINT- PERRIER 8. Isturitz 

(Basses-Pyrenes). Reproduction en ph.6a.Ph.7_SANGLIER: 

silex/4cm.75xl.60x0,90. Seu! la tete dans le prolongement 

du corps est representee. L'Oeil est admirablement en 

place a l'instar de toutes les autres pieces. Ph.8 BOVIDE· 

silex/4cm80x2.70x2.00 . Interessante tete de bovid€ dent 

l'oeil, la corne et le museau sent parfaitement reproduits. 

CONCLUSION: Il est premature de tirer de conclusion. 

L~ prehistoire Proche-Orientale ne signale !'apparition 

de l I art figuratif qu I a partir du Natoufien. Les special 1s

t es pretendent que cet art est ne avec la sedentarisat .ion. 

La decouverte de nabaa el mghara semble etre importante 

et risquerai t de remette en question nombreuses theories 

concernant le paleolithique en cette region d~ monde. 
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catholique -Beyrouth. 3 - BORDES F. Suppl.au Dictionnaire 

de la Bible, p,353. 5. - ZUMOFFEN G., 1900 in La Phenicie 

avant les pheniciens, pp.120-122, 
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Imprimerie Cathol ique, 
1969 in Les nouveaux 

squelettes mousteriens d€couverts a Qafzeh, Israel, et 

leur signification. CRAS, p.268. 
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et le cou, pour certain trait€ en p€doncule. · Ces profils 

sent generalement trait€s avec beaucoup de minutie et 

d • habilete. Par centre la representation du corps f€minin 

est generalement €bauche et reconnai s sable a certains 

criteres codifies en prehistoire. La representatio~ anima!!~ 

La faune animale represente ' une tres grande variete. 

Le materiau utilise est equivalent a celui des p r ofils 

humains et la representation figurative se limite le 

plus souvent au profil de la tete. Une seule exception 

jusqu • ici est .ce lle d' un lion represente de pr"'ofil et 

en en tier. 

COMMENTAIRE DES PHOTOS: 

Ph.l PROFIL HUMAIN: silex/4cm.5x2.55x0.70 P€doncule 

en guise de cou. L'interet de ce profil est qu'il est 

tres proche de celui de la grotte de LA MARCHE (PALES 

L. 1976, les gravures de La Marche, N°60, pl.159 -Q 161). 

En ph.la, reduction de la planche 160. Signalons dans 

ph .1 la prese.nce de deux encoches de d€gagement indiscuta

bles alors que l ' oeil et l'oreille sent executes en plan. 

Peut-on affirmer que cet objet fa9onne represente une 

veritable volonte figur~tjve? 

Ph2. _PROF IL_HUMAIN : silex/3cm.2x2.5x0.8 Pedrncule en 

guise de cou. Relevons la coiffure en pointe qui se retrouve 

par ailleurs dans d'autres profils. 

Ph . 3 PROFIL HUMAIN: silex/4cm.§(~4 . 35x2.35.Grave a meme 

le silex. Ondistingue nettement le cou allonge comme 

si la piece etait destin€e El etre taillee mettant e n 

relief le ' pedoncule en guise de cou. Remarquons egalement 

l'oeil a peine ebauche en une ligne oblique. 

Ph.4 PROFIL HUMAIN: Basalte/6cm . 75x3.9xl . 55 Parfait 

d ',...ff o. sronoeun. ____ PLANCHE II 

'l 
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ANCIENES GREQUES INSTALLATIONS HYDRAULLIQUES 

DANS LA CAVERNE AGIA HELEN! OU KRYONERI ZYGOU 

KAVALLAS. 

ANNA PETROCHILOU,SPELEOLOGIQUE, 

V . PRESIDENTE DE LA S, SPELEOLOGIOUE 

DE GRECE. 

A. la cOte droi te d 'une vallAe, qui traverse le village 

Zygos JCavallas, se trouve la caverne Agia Eleni ou Kryoneri • 

Cette caverne, qui est le lit d'une rivi~re so\lte"rraine, creu

s4 dans le terrain calcaire, se situe N.E.du village , Aune 

distance d' une heure ,! pied. 

La petite quant:.i t~ d' eau qui coule pendant toute l 'ann6e 

dans la caverne disparatt 20 m. en amont de ~on entr~e et r~ap

paratt, comme source, 25 m. plus bas, A droite de l'entree 

qui a une largeur de 7,5 m. et une hauteur de 2,5 m. 

Un bloc du rocher, tomb~ du plafond a la partie gauche 

de l'entrh, l'a bloqu~e sur 4,0 m. (f, 1.) 
La caverne se compose de la section centrale et de trois 

galeries. Sa longueur, en ligne droite, n'est que 170 m.tandis 

que la longueur du resseau e ntier atteint 500m. environ . 

La hauteur du plafond varie de 0,2 A 5 , 0 m. Le plus haut 

point se trouve A la troisi~e salle et au commencement de la 

galerie gauche. Le plus bas A la fin de la m&l.e galerie, o il se 

forme un petit lac 1 m.profond. La plus grande di fference de 

niveau, depuia l'entree de la caverne, se trouve A la fin de 

la mAme galerie gauche et atteint 10 m. 

La plus grande profondeur d'eau, au lac central, atteint 

2,0 m., pendant l'fte, et 5,0 m. pendant l'hiver. A la section 

centrale de la caverne se ferment trois s alles. 

La troisi~me galerie C, commence pr~s de la fin de la salle qui 

suit la precedente. 

Les trois galeries alimentent en eau le lac central d'une 

superficie de 12X19 m., et d'une profondeu.r d'eau 1 A 2 m.pen

dant l 'ete. Ce lac se trouve au commencement de la troi•isi~e 

galerie C. 

Les eaux des trois galeries ont la mAme origine, mais 

celle-ci est inabordable a cause de la diminution graduelle Qes 

dimensions des galeries. 

Le lit originAl de la rivi~re souterraine est la premi~

re galerie A, vers la fin de laquelle les eaux inondent tout sa 

largeur, 1,00 m.profondes. Ces eaux disparatssent Aun point 

intennfdiaire pour reappar~ltre Aun niveau plus bas dans la 

galerie du milieu, laquelle est d'un m~tre de hauteur. 

Peu d'eau coule encore aujourd'hui le long du cote droit 

de la premi~re galerie A, jusqu'au point de ~encontre avec l' 

ecoulement de la deuxi~e galerie B. 

La troisi~e galerie C: est aujourd 'hui assechee sur tcute 

sa longueur. Ses eaux ont evidemment creust! un autre conduit, en 

forme de simphon, et reapparatsent A peu de distance en amont 

du lac central, oil finalement elles aboutissent. 

Les Grecs anciens ont utilise les eaux-de cette rivi~re 

souterraine pour alimenter - tr~s probablement - la ville de 

Philippes, situee A 8 Km de distance. c;:a devient ~vident, gr4ce 

A !'existence dans la caverne de vestiges d'un systeme, assez 

compliqut!, d 
I 
aqueducs, appartenant A trois epoques successives . 

La premi~re installation a ett! executee .evidemment en 

taillant le plancher du cOt~ gauche de la premi~re et de l a se

conde salle de la section centrale de la caverne a. un niveau 

superieur au plancher du cote droi t, par oil les eaux coulaient 
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Le plancher de la premi~re salle, qui a 75 m. de lon

gueur, 5-12 m. de largeur, est inclin~ de gauche a. droite 

(diff~rence de niveau 1, 3 m.). c;:a a et~ cause par la diminu

tion de la quantit~ de l 'eau qui coulait vers le cote droit. 

La difference de niveau entre le commencement et la fin de 

cette salle atteint 2,2m. 

Entre la· prem.i~re et la deuxi~e salle coule une cas

cade de 2, o m. de hauteur, les eaux de laquelle ~ergent du 

rocher par trois ouvertures. L 'ouverl;ure a. gauche, 2, 5 m. de 

largeur, 1 m.de hauteur, est aujourd'hui ass~chee. Celle au 

milieu et celle A droi te ont une largeu.r de 1 , 0 m. et un hau

teur o, 3 m. Les eaux de la cascade forment un lac (6,0 m.X 3,00 

m.) . au pied des deux ouvertures. ( f , '.2 ) 
La deuxiatte salle , 30 m. de longueur et 11 m. de lar

geur, est divisee en deux sections parall~les par un rocher 

compact et une serie de blocks. La section gauche, de 3. OOm. 

de largeur, est tr~s inclinee et c'est de celle-ci que l ' ou

vertu.re gauche de la cascade etait autrefois alimentee. La 

section droi te, d ' une largeur de 8, 0 m. , est aussi tr~s in

clinee. Le long du co te droit coule l' eau qui alimente, par 

les deux ouvertures de la cascade, le lac ci-dessus mentionf. 

Les eau.x du lac coulent A travers les pierres depo&Ees, 

reapparaissent plus bas pour disparattre de nouveau, 20 m.en 

amont de· l'entree de la caverne . 

Cinq m~tres avant l a fin de la section gauche de la deu

xi~e salle, une ouverture d'une largeur de 1,5 m. conduit a 

la troisi~e salle (20 m.X9 m.), le plancher de laquelle est 

couvert de blocs, tombes du plafond. 

Les deux, des trois galeries A et B, ;nentionnees aupa

ravant, s 'c.uvrent au commencement du cote gauche de cette saUE: , 

vers l' en tree de la cavE.!'ne. Mais lea eaux disparatssaient -

cormne a lieu aujou.rd'hui aussi - avant d'y arriver, ftant con

duites au nouvel lit, qui a ft6 creuse sous le plancber de la 

premi~re salle. 

Vers la fin de la premi~re salle au lieu de la rigole 

taillfe on a utilist des tulles placfes sur un mur en pierres 

pour assurer le niveau necessaire vers l'ouverture gauche de 

la cascade. On voi t aussi une rigole taillee sur le CC,tE gauche 

de la galerie gauche A, suivie par un conduit an tuiles sur un 

mur en pierres pollr la canalisation des e .. .ix vers le lac cen

tral au moyen de la deuxil!me galerie, ( F. 'S). 
Plus tard on a amflior6 !'exploitation des eaux en ins

tallant des tuyaux en terre cuite sous le plancher de la- troi

sib.e Salle, et en rfparant les tuiles d~traites A la premi~re 

salle. 

On voit aussi quelques morceaux de tuyaux en terre cuite. 

Tant ces tuyaux que les tuiles sont couverts par ~ne couche ~pai· 

se de mati~re stalactitique. 

De la mbe matiE!re sont demi-bouches les tuyaux en terre 

cuite. (f, 4-) 
A quelques points de la troisi~e salle et de la galerie 

droite on voit des supports en pierre du plafond, pour ! 'assurer 

contre ~boulements ~ventuels. Les pierres se sont soudies par 

une matare stalactitique. ( F. 5) 

Il y a lontemps que les eaux ne coulent plus par l' ague

due parceque les tuyaux sous le plancher de la troisibe salle 

sont, pour la plupart, casses et en m&te temps rempli& de la ma

ti~re stalactitique. 

Les eaux de la premi~re et de la seconde g.-ilerie A et B, 

qui coulaient. autrefois dans ces ~uyaux, ont ouvert un nouveau 



lit, le long du o:5tf gauche de la troisi~e salle, et sont con

duites par un siphon lune petite salle pour aboutir au lac cen

t:fal. De la les eaux coulent, par un siphon ~v idement, vers la 

cascade . 

Nos observations pendant les diverses saisons de l ' ann6e 

rnontrent que : 

1 . Le plus bas ni veau du lac central a l~eu en automne. 

2. Pendant la saison de pluis et jusqu I au pr in temps la 

salle , o,Y s e trouve le lac central , est Pleine d' eau et devient 

inaccessible. Les e aux s '~vacuent, au rythme lent, par le siµx)n 

vers la cascade et de lA vers le premier lac pour ~erger fina

lement en aval de l 'entr~e de la caverne, comme source mention

ne auparavant . 

RES UM £ 

The cave Zygos , Cavalla is the bed o f an old underground 

river from the 'big entran.ce o f which abundant water was flowing. 

Now t he relatively ·small q u~ntity of water flowing is 

be i ng absorbed in various points of ~he cave floor long before 

the entrance. 

The ancient Greeks in o r der propably t o"\supply with water 

the nearby city of Phillipi made importan t hydraulic work s in 

the cave. 

They . conveyed the water by means of specially made chan

nels to olay tubes and tiles put in vario us places to different 

di rections leading to the entrance of the cave itself. 

Besides, they placed stones in certain unsafe plac e s o f 

the cave to protect their installations against a ny eventual 

collapse of the roof . 
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By continuous observations during different seasons it 

has been ascertained that the pool in the cave gets flooded 

during the rainy season and that the water which disappears 

in the cave flows as a upring about 25 meters lower to the 

right of the entrance. 
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THE CAVE SICOTEINI AT THARROUNIA,EUBOEA,GREECE. A MODEL 

FOR THE SEASONAL USE OF CAVES DURING THE NEOLITHIC PERIOD 
Adamantios Sampson 

Skoteini, is one of the most important caves in Greece, 
as far as relics of human residence and of other use are 
concerned. A team of speleologists entered it for the first 
time in 1974. The permanent dwellers of Skoteini are a spe
cial kind of insect, Dolichopodus Petrocheilosus, and a 
rare species of snail called Speleodentorcula Beroni. At 
present, thousands of bats hibernate in Skoteini in winter. 

The systematic excavation from 1986 to 1991" in the Sko
teini cave indicated that it was densily used during the LN 
(5.300-3.200 BC). The abundance of the neolithic pottery 
and the detailed study of the stratigraphy have elucidated 
the pottery sequence of the Late Neolithic in Greece. 

The cave was occupied in the Neolithic period for dif
ferent purposes. The Neolithic population of the area took 
advantage of the cave as a temporary residence or as a 
refuge in case of calamities, heavy winters and insupport
able summer heat. Moreover, the cave was used for the sto
rage of food {cereals, cheese), which was a systematical 
practise throughout LN. 

More than 700 pithoi are known to have been put in the 
cave along LN. 

Human skeleton bones and a skull were 
in the strata, which may suggest that also 
in Skoteini when this was not occupied for 
(storage or residence). 

found scattered 
burials occured 
any other use 

Skoteini est consideree conune une des grottes grecques 
les plus riches auxrestes de l'occupation humaine ou 
d'autres usage. En 1974 a ete exploree pour la premiere 
fois et en 1986 ant commen~e des fouilles systematiques 
continuees jusqu'au 1991. Aujourd'hui lea seuls habitauts 
permanents de la grotte ne sont que Dolichopodus Petro
heilosus, insect troure ·seulement dans l' obscurite des ca
vernes, Speleodentorcula Beroni qui est un espece 
d'escargot extremement rare au monde et aussi un nombre 
-florissant de chauve-souris hivernant au speleo
environement de Skoteini. 

Les trouvailles des fouilles indiquent que la grotte a 
ete intensement occupee pendant la neclithique recente 
(5.300-3.200 BC) et l' etude des objets ceramiques aidee 
par la stratigraphie detaillee a ete beaucoup elucide la 
sequence de la ceramique neolithique en Grece. 

La grotte pour.rait etre occupee pour des raisons di
ve rses comme pour residence temporaire ou refug~ au cas des 
sinistres, hivers difficiles et chaleurs insupportables. En 

first moment scattered everywhere, while pottery of Myce

naean and later historical periods was also present, 

although scanty . 

The cave entrance is rather big and can be seen from 

the opposite part of the glen. It is the external end of a 

long and narrow passage bringing to a spacious chamber 

(Fig.2) whose floor slopes downwards from one side taking 

deposits down t? the precipices, but rises towards a small 

plateau from the other. Geologists found there an older 

opening of the cave, used in the pre-neolithic era but 

closed since then. Our only pre-neolithic find so far is a 

bear mandible dated in the Middle Pleistocene. The cave 

has generally suffered fron intensive tectonism as far as 

it is indicated by the huge blocks of stone lying on the 

floor surface. The stalactite decoration is rare and seems 

to have been considerably diminished in the past few 

years. The permanent •dwellers• of Skoteini are a special 

kind of insect , Dolichopodus Petrocheilosus, well known 

from greek caves and a rare species of snail. Temporarily, 

thousands of bats hibernate in Skoteini in winter. 

The site chosen to be excavated lies in the first 

chamber just after the long passage. The floor declines 

slightly to the south and was initially covered with enor-

mous rocks. The surface layer is composed of gouano and 

soil containing neolithic and later pottery. Three 

trenches were dug according to the topographical grid from 

1986 to 1990. In the west part of trench A at a depth of 

0.25 the first undisturbed neolithic layer came to light. 
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plus 1, emmagas inage des aliments ( cereal es, . fromage) est 
prouve de constituer une pratique systematique, aussi d ' 
ailleurs observee pendant la neolithique recente. Dea osse
ments humains trouves disperses pa~. les niveaux indiquent 
aussi que skoteini a ete en plus . ut.1.l7see pour ~es ei;iterre
ments pendant qu 'elle n' eta.it bi.en-sure n.1. hab.1tee ni 
occupee pour la concentration des produits d' elevage et 
agricoles. 

Skoteini cave stands 3 km away from Tharrounia village 

and just 1 km from the contemporary settlement o! Fan

agia (Fig. l). It is situated a little below a rocky plateau 

of 450 m. altitude called Plataki. The cave opens to the 

north and gives an abrupt ravine just out of its entrance, 

In the deep narrow gorge slides river Hondros which flows 

out into the Aegean Sea somewhere near X:yme. The prevail

ing salvage and impressive feature of the inland makes 

contrast to the quiet and full of cultivated hills lands

cape of the southerly Aliveri district. 

The cave was already known to the residents of the 

area in the past but it was only in 1974 that a team of 

spelaeologists entered into it for the first time. Legends 

and superstitions have always made people avoi d vis i t i ng 

it ; even its name, Skoteini, that means •dark• in 

english, shows the kind of feelings the cave has provoked . 

During our regular visits since 1974, the cave has 

been thoroughly surveyed, carefully char-ted and photogra

phed. It finally proved to be the largest in Buboea and 

also the most important , as far as relics of human resi

dence or of other use are concerned. Actually, plenty of 

sherds, mainly Late Neolithic, were found from the nery 

The deposits were alternatively composed o f thin layer s of 

burnings and hearth ashes, preceding redish or yellowi s h 

soil, result of strong fire. Within the upper layers myce

naean and later pottery as well aw other finds were uncov

ered. The fact thet they are mixed and insignificant com

pared to neolithic material shows that the cave mu■ t not 

have been _extensively u ■ ed in later periods, except per

haps in roman age , as we can deduct from the relati ve 

abudance of roman coins, lamps and figurines. Dripping 

stalactites and stalagmites have impreasively formed col

umns there, where the cave reaches ita 1naximun hei ght . 

Thia place was possibly used as sanctuary to serve ritua l 

practices during the classical and hellenistic period . 

Water is still concentrated in the bottom of the stalagmi

tes where a natural hollow may have been enlarged in 

ancient times. 

Fine mycenaean pottery and a figurine were found on a 

floor uncovered in trench A, while mycenaean sherds are 

very rare in the rest of the trenches.If a ritual use dur

ing the mycenaean period is excluded , another kind of 

occupation cannot be expla i ned. An amount of Early Bronze 

Age pottery was f o und conc entrated in trenc hes A,B and C, 

There are several sherds belonging to a fine l~atrous 

ware, clay seals , as well as bronze knives and pins . our-

ing this period for a short time the cave was used f or 

stor,age of large pi thoid vases containing cereals or 

pulse,. 

In the three trenches several neolithic fl oors were 



uncovered with food remains and veaeela in situ around 

hearth• (Fig . 3) . Hu.an bone a were found and they were 

regarded as burial• scattered and diaquieted by those who 

occupied the cave later on. The explanation why relic• of 

human residence were incopatibly found in the aame area 

with burials, is that Skoteini cave waa differently used 

in different period•, which implies .that it waa not con

tinually occupied for the same reason: once only for 

burials, later on for storage, worship or something else. 

Thi ■ procedure has turned out to be comm.onplace in other 

caves of greek mainland and of the islands, such as Xitsos 

cave in Attica{La.mbert 1981), Pranchthi in Argolid, 

1:alythies in Rhodea(Sampson 1987). In a niche close to the 

eaatern wall of the cave a human skull, missing the rest 

of the skeleton, aignifi ea that secondary burials existed 

in Skoteini, a habit already known from the neolithic 

period (Chourmouziadea 1973,Jacobaen 1981) and from the 

cemetery lying close to the cave. 

The excavation reached a depth of 4.50 m., where 

fallen rocks from the roof or rolled down from the old 

entrance prevented ua from going on deeper. The oldest 

layera belong to the beginning of the Late Neolithic I 

(5300-4200 b.C.). During the later part of this phase the 

cave ia very denaily occupied. The Late Neolithic II 

{4200-3200 b.C.) ia repreaented i n atratigraphy with thin-

ner layer■ while the finds are leas abudant(Sarnpson 

1993). 

The huge quanti ty of mainly neolithic pottery caused 

Bladea and arrowhead• from obaidian and flint have been 

selected in all layer• but suggest that local manufacture 

va1 aiaaing. The atone axe■, however, millstones and 

grinder•, •• well aa other small atone object■, muat have 

been locally elaborated. 

Skoteini cave~• in the immediate vicinity of a pla

teau where remaining• of a neolithic settlement have been 

noticed from the very beginning of the research (Sampson 

1993) . Oeapite the extenaive erosion of the ground neo-

lithic pottery, obaidian and stone implement• can be 

•elected . In this area we dag trial trenches hoping to 

find pure neolithic levels with diagnoatic pottery and 

building foundation• . Finally, wall • of two neolithic 

building• were unearthed, which date to the end of the 

Late Neolithic II . In the same place tool a made of opal 

were •elected that belongs to a pre-neolithic stage, prob

ably the Upper Palaeolithic. Apart from the neol ithic set

tlement and the cave, the archaeological study of the 

area aeema to be completed with the discovery of a neo

lithic cemetery not far from the settlement. The graves 

have a petaloid or irregular trapezoid shape and contain 

many burial■• The cuatom of secondary burial aeema to be 

of frequent occurence. 

Conclu■ ion 

The finds froa the cave, the atratigraphy and the eth

noarchaeological information gathered from the contempo-
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probleJU of atorage. Every ■3 ia calculated to contain 

1000~1500 sherds , while in the eaatermoat part of the 

cave, next to the rocky wall, pottery accumulation is 

increaaed. So far Skoteini ia the richeat of all excavated 

cave• in Greece. It ahould be mentioned that the detailed 

study of atratigraphy and the abudance of pottery closely 

related to that of other neolithic settlements and caves 

of Greece have elucidated the pottery sequence of Late 

Neolithic . The enormous, diveraily decorated, pithoi, 

found within all layers seem to be part~cularly interest

ing . Hundreds of them, broken into pieces, prove that in 

Skotei.ni the a tor age of food waa continuous . Dry and wat

er-sieving methods gave us the chance to pick up carbon

ized cereals and pulses, suggesting that food was stored 

in the cave also because of the low and steady tempera

ture, uninfluenced from the external weather. 

The rest, non-ceramic finds, are equally important. 

About 250 bone tools have been selected, mainly borers, as 

well as numerous bone pendant■ or object■ of unknown use. 

Bone needle■ and spindle whorla show that weaving was 

practiced. The characteristic art of the neolith·ic inhabi

tants of the area includes clay and ■tone figurine■ (Samp

son 1993), some of which are of high interest having no 

parallels to other parts of Greece(Fig.4). Two figures 

rendered in relief on a pithoa are regarded as completely 

exceptional, if not unique. The scene of an ithyphallic 

man and a naked woman seems to be connected with the invo

cation for over-production and the storing of surplus. 

rary residents of the area contribute to our concluding 

that the use of Skoteini was of various types. The neo

lithic population of the area took advantage of the cave 

as a temporary residence. It is a question though, why 

people should prefer the humid cave interior to the houses 

or huts they were able to erect for themselves on the 

nearby plateau. Probably, Skoteini served as a refuge in 

case of calamities, heavy winters or insupportable summer 

heat . As a whole, residence did not occur very often in 

Skoteini. Otherwise, layers would have been thick, also 

because are easily accumulated due to the falling rocks 

and the thickness of ashes. Their actual depth of 4 meters 

seem• rather poor for a period of 2000 years, and suggest 

irregular and sporadic use for moat of the time. 

we cannot talk about systematic cult practice in the 

cave during the neolithic period, though many clay and 

marble figurines and other peculiar object• have been 

found. worship would have been expressed primarily through 

certain practices occuring seasonally with the intention 

of rendering nature more propitious, so that production 

would increase. A man's care for the harvest menaced by 

drought or rain, animals often in ill-health, epidemic 

diseases and, generally, all the difficulties, the farmers 

and herders would face, inspired their imagination with 

superstitions and fears of the unknown and mysterious. It 

ia very probable that a kind of mythology surrounded natu

ral phenomena, as well as the supernatural qualities of 

animals. 



The storage· of food was a systematic practice in the 

Skotei.ni cave during the Late Neolithic. More than 700 

pithoid vasea are known to have been put in the cave. Thie 

number indicates an organized process of storage· con

trolled by the communities living around the cave. The 

cave interior ia dark and cool with a ateady temperature 

of 160 C ,which makes it a perfect place for storage, a 

kind of refrigerator. The palaeobotanical remains from the 

cave belong to cereals and pulses, but we suggest that a 

great part of the stored food was cheese, the main product 

of herders. Homer (Od. I 216-23) gives evidence for the 

storage of cheese in the cave of Cyclope, while old inha

bitants of the area assure us that storage of cheese in 

pithoid vases was practiced in other caves. From ethnolog

ical similarities we know that cheese stored in caves 

would not spoil for one or even two years. As well . as 

pithoi, boxes of wood or vessels of leather must have been 

used and fat or meat preserved in salt are likely to have 

been kept in the Skoteini cave. 

The great number of animal bones, the rest of finds 

as well aa the information gathered from old herdsmen of 

the Tharrounia area help us reconstruct the model of life 

of the neolithic stock-breeders and farmers. From the 

beginning of the neolithic period husbandry was of major 

importance in the economy of a community. From the very 

first appearance of husbandry till today, sheep and goats 

posseaa the highmost place in man's preference because of 

their advantages and due to the climate that favoured 

vice versa, along routes of indefinite distances. Both 

models could be applied alao in aome high areaa of Pindos, 

Central Greece and the Peloponnese, where small villages 

exist till nowadays. In the island of Euboea there is 

plenty of evidence from the neolithic period(Sampson 1981) 

till nowadays for seasonal tranhumance of a few families 

from the plains to the top of the mountains 

dili, Dirphys, Olympos and Xerovouni. 
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their herding. If we are to study thoroughly the econoay 

af a neolithic or ■mall contemporary COllll!IUnity , we have 

to learn more about tl1e ■tati■tical divergence between 

sheep and goata. The ■teep topography of the areas our

rounding the Skoteini cave were well auited for goat .. n. 

agement, because these animal■ are browsers and the no,t 

versatile of all ruminant• in their feeding habits. 

Tharrounia is considered to be a semi-mountainous lite 

(450 m.alt.), but the pecularities of the area make living 

on the plateau where the neolithic settlement lies, al.Jno1t 

impossible throughout wintertime. Hence, it must have been 

a seasonal settlement from apring to autumn, when moat of 

the activities in the cave would take place. At the eue 

time specialized neolithic herdamen are likely to have 

driven their flocks up to the mountainous grazing lands in 

the summer. In winter months flocks would go to south fac

ing sheltered sites of the ■ame area, a■ i■ ■till comon 

among contemporary local resident•. Probably in wintertile 

residents of Skoteini cave inhabited the settlementa di1• 

covered recently on the hills and lowlands between Thar

rounia and A\iveri. 

It is very probahle that emall flocks would not 110ve 

during the year, but would juat change pens, according to 

the weather, a practice very colllll'IOn in the area around Sko

teini cave. A few permanent reaidenta having ■mall flock• 

could inhabit the mountainoua or aBllli-mountainoua aettle

ments, while the familiea of aeveral herder• ,more or leu 

specialized, moved from the mountains to the plain■ 1M 



Fig.2. Hap of the cave. 
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Fig.3. Neolithic hearth• i n the Tharrounia Cave. 

THE TEKAX • 90 PROJECT AND THE USE OF THE CAI/ES BY THE l'IAYA 

_Washington Simoes 

Sociedade Brasileira de Espeleologia 

1. Introduction 

Teka~ is a town situated 120 km fro m the c ity of 

Merida in the State of Yucat~n, Mexico, in 

"Sierrita (Little Mountain Range) de Ticul", sheltering an 

important natural and historic-cultural asset, that will be 

briefiy described in this document. 

Seeking the social and economical development of 

the area, through the utilization of the touristic potential 

of the reg ion, some le~ders of Tekax started the '' Proyec to 

de Oesarol lo Economico de Tekax " Tek•x Economic 

Development Project) .:_ PRODETEK. Whithin this scope, the 

Project TEKAX " 90 was created; a 40-member multidisciplin•ry 

international expedition , under the coordin•tion of the 

Brazil ian speleologist Clayton Ferreira Lino, representing 

16 different Mexican, North American and Brazili•n res@arch 

institutions, aiming, among other objectives, to contri bute 

to the 

cultural assets of the Tek,uc region, s p•ci.l lly its c•ves, 

"cenotes " (Potholes), and archa@ologic•l sites. 

2 . Local physiography 

Tekax county is located in the sou thwest part of 

the physiographic region of the Yucat.in Pl•tform, next to 



the area of the Ti cul mountain range c al led Cordon Puuc, 

presenting a karst topography, low and ondulated, with small 

elevations, with a lti tudes not higher than 100 m . and small 

dolines, sink holes, solution grooves, a ruinous aspect and 

quaternary deposits of red and browned r ed clay with a high 

silica content, product of the limestone decalcification . 

(Reeddel , 1977) 

The lithology of the south r egion of Tekax is 

constitu ted b y white and yell ow&d - wh i te limestone, with 

faults and fr•ctures in the NW-SE, NE-SW and N-S 

Due to a thin layer of earth in the su rface, and 

specially, to the j oints. fractures, small dolines and 

impounding bas ins that occur in l imestone , any rain water 

is rapidly drained, causing the almost complete inexistence 

of rivers and l• kes. Permanent surface water is found only 

in the "cenotes " , big natural wells with variable 

dimensions , with a water level that depends on the level of 

the watertable where they are l ocated. 

3. Local Archaeology 

Tekax is within an e xtremel y important Mayan 

archaeological region kn own as P uuc ( a Ma y an word meaning 

''Mountain Ridge ''). This archaeological region contains 

hundreds o f ruins, remains of ancient bu i ldings. 

a) SABAC ' HA - Located 6 km east of the town of Tekax, being 

the best known and explored, presents a 

development of 850 m. I t can be stated, without e xc lud ing 

a pre - M•yan occupation, that the Sabac · Ha cave was 

e x ten s ivel y used by the Mayas for a practica l ly continuous 

period that lasted more than 1000 years, having been 

explored for gathering water, clay and silica for- ootte r y , 

and '' sascabe" (a type of mortar that is o bta ined by the 

s o lut i on of limestone ) . The access gallery pr-esents, i n a 

stalagmitic column, eight scultured antropomorphic faces. 

and a similar one is found in the first chamber. Probab ly 

these sculpures bore a magic - religious simbolic meanir.g. The 

collection of drinkable wa ter can be confirmed by t he 

e x istence of 22 ''pilas '' (local name that specifies the 

colec tors of draping water ) . These collectors have a 

regular-prismatic form. scultured in limestone, specifically 

for t his purpose, and mov ed to the place of use, or the y 

ha v e been p reviously used as "metates " , for grinding 

calcite. and adapted, a fte r worn by usage. As for the 

pottery found in this cav e. it was observed an utilitar ian 

predominance, a coarse and strong earthenware, possibl y used 

for the col lecti on and transport of water, clay, ground 

calcite and '' sascabe '", or e ven for food preparation; but, 

near the 1 ight-hol es " of the main entrance, there are 

pol i~romic pieces with a wonde~full finishing, hinti ng more 
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The Puuc ar-chitectural sty le . is caracter ized by 

the 'utilization of finell y crafted limestone-built obj ects , 

elaborated corn ices and co 1 umns and by t he 

of sty lized and mosaics , forming 

interlacin g lines, used for decorative purposes, The 

periodization of this st y le is equi valent to Late Class i c, 

or from 700 to 1000 AD. 

Among the rui n s near Teka x , whose odgina l 

inhabitants probably i nfluenced the life of the r eg ion and, 

Quite proba bl y , vi s i ted and e )( p}ored its cav es, one can 

point out the r uins of Chacmultun, Nohcacab, Chun kunab .ilnd 

In spite of the outstanding ar chaeologic• l 

remains, dating from the P uuc period, the caves off e r much 

older clues of the presence of the Mayan man in the region, 

d•ting from the Superior Pre- C lassi c period ( f rom 300 BC 

to 300 AD >• 

4 . Archaeological Occurences in the Visited Caves 

The action of the P roject Tekax e,cpedit ion 

members wa·s limited to observation, documentation, ana lys is 

and report of what was found , without an y d igg i ng or 

collection, in accordance to guidelines e stabl i!ihed by I NAH 

- Me xican National Archaeol og y and History Institute. 

Among the vi s ited cav es. those that presenttd 

o utstand ing archaeological interest are: 

a usage in religious rites . The c eramic fragments that were 

found can be dated since the Pre - Class i c period (from 300 BC 

to 300 AD) up to the Late-Classic period (700 to 10 0 AD ), 

b) XMAA ' IT - Si tuated 3 km from Teka x , with ac c ess through 

ligh-holes openings in the ceiling of the cave, about 20 • 

above the cave floor. From an ar c haeological standpoint, ont 

can point out the e xistence of a smal 1 set of petrogl i phs in 

the main hal 1, as wel 1 as an enormous Quantity of cer-amic 

fragments. 

c) EL ROBLE - Situated about • 2 , 5 km from Teka x . near- the 

road that links Tekak to Kankabi. The clues of hum•n 

occupation are found practically e v erywhere in the ca ve, •nd 

one could point out, in the en trance chambe r, a.n intact 

" p ila " , and another one, in pieces, as well as some stone

built walls, probabl y constructed during the occupation tha t 

occured during of the "war of the castes " , that occured in 

Yucatan during the second half of XIX century . Still i n th i s 

entrance chamber, one can observe a smal 1 sculpture wi t h • 

diameter about 20 cm, representing a skul 1 • But the mot t 

important discover y was the localization of a suposed 

funerary chamber, containing several almost intact cerami c 

vessels, near very fragmented human bones, possibl y the 

result of a secundary b urial. The removal of 
,nd 

calcite is v ery clear The quantity of potsherds is 

enourmous, ranging, cronologica lly, from the Superior pre-

rd 
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Classic ( from 300 BC t o 300 AO) , to the Post-Classic ( from 

1200 to 1450 AD) · 

d i CHUNCUNAB - S itu.ate d near Ticum . southeast o f Teka >< . In 

this cave, th: r e •re cle.ar s igns of calcite e ><t raction , due 

to marks of contusing obj e cts , found in the main chamber 

wa ll s , as we ll as potsherds of v e r y thick and large cera mic 

vases. At the e nd of thi s main cha mber. there are t wo 

vert i cal man - ma d e niche s, bu ilt with small s tones p il ed u p 

and c l osi n g the gap be twee n two limestone b locks an d , i n 

t hese niches, b r oken c e ramic vases containing fragm e nt s of 

As th i s c a v e i s near the Chun c u na b 

archaeolog i cal site . one can supose that i t has been v e ry 

utili zed f or h•bitation and for religio us p urposes, a s we ll 

as for e x trac t i on of raw materials . 

el OXP ' EL HOOL - S i tuated i n the vicinity o f Can e k , a sma ll 

distri ct o f T1tka x . Sim i lar ly to o the r c a ves al r ead y 

descri bed, the Ma y an presence c an be conf i rmed b y t he 

presence o f pots herds, the " p i las " , and an intact v ase , 

foun d in one of i t s ch.am ber s . But t h e ma in a rcheological 

events a re t he sm•l l an d m• d ium s iz ep l ow wa l ls , bu i lt with 

pilled stones , c1tmented with " sascabe " , wi t h t he pu r pose of 

closing some na tu ral wa ter ducts or s ome smal I areas. The 

s igns of c•l c i t• • n d c lay r emov• l are 1tase ly o bse rved. 

f) S002 - Th is cave, •l •o known a s S a n Ju a n ' s Ca v e, is 

situ•t•d in th• d istric t of Ti cum . n ear Te k a " . Ther e i s an 

suppose th•t 1 t h•s be1m brought to this pl a ce t o be used as 

•tool. 

ii KAAN LOL - A smial l c•v• situated near Flor d e Mia i o and 

its main v•lue 1s due to the m,.ny petrog ly p hs e n g r a v ed in a 

co1lc1te column, loca t ed 1.n its main ent r ance. Su ch 

pe trog I yphs form sp1.ra ls, stylized human figures, si nou s 

lines, dots and other dtts1.gns, requiring further a n a ly s i s . 

From the arch••olog1.c•l st•ndpoit, other occurances a re: 

st0n• bu1 l t barr i.ers, potsherds, •nd two '' pi 1 as " • 

M.any oth•r c•ves in the Teka>< area were vi s ited 

and anal y sed by Project Tekax ' 90 , but none prese nted a ny 

arc haeological occur•nce worth of mention. 

5. Conclusions 

In face of all observations performed i n the 

many caves of the T•kax region , we can conclud e t ha t t h e 

M,m / Ca ve integrat1.on in the Mayan culture reache d the mos t 

Vari.able degrees, a llowing its observation in its eco nomic, 

dome5tic .and religiou11 a spects, being so. totally inte g ra ted 

to its daily routine. 

we can point out, among the ma ny 

uses of the caves b y the M•y a s' those of: 

a) DRINKABLE WAT ER SOURCE - Due t o the soi 1 ca,racte ristics 

and minima l r • i.nf • l 1 in th• Yuc•t• n 

the most im port•n t sour c tt o f wa t er . 

r e gion, the cave s were 
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a rtifici a l barr i er, bu il t at t he en trance of the ca ve, ~ith 

a not yet &)( plained fun c,,t i on; it may ha v e bee n built for 

p r o t ect i o n purpose s, o r t o a vo id t h e s tra yin g o f an i llf.f~ . 

Nea r thi s barrier, there ,a r e th ree '' me tat e s '' , two of t hem 

ca rved in the same stone blo ck . There a re sign s of c l ay an d 

c al c ite e x traction, and ma ny potshe r d s i n the floo r . 

g ) EL RAMONAL - Situiated 9 km fro m Te k a ><, nea r the district 

o f Ti cum. Its main archaeologica l occurren ces are two 

" p i las " , one in the entra nce , an d the other in the last 

c h a mber ; man y potsherds , some s ma ll b enche s c a r v ed i n stone , 

and a wall built with s t ones cemen t e d with clay , using a 

more e l •bor•te te c hn i q u e than t he one fo un d in other ca ves 

of the region. From th• archiaeolog i c • l s t andpo int, this cave 

is also important du• to t he proximity of p re-columbian 

bui ld i ngs , s itu•ted l ess than 100 m fr o m its e ntran ce . 

h ) FLOR DE MA YO - S i tuated abou t 3 km from Tekax, b e ing well 

kn o wn in the region. The archaeo l og ical o ccure nces are very 

s imil ar o f those , o f the caves al read y d escribed: man y 

po tsherds, one '' " pila " , two " meta tes" in 

''pil as ''and s e v era l barr i ers built with ston es , c emented wi th 

"sascab•" . The s i gns o f ca l c i te q uarrying a n d e><tract i on a re 

qu i te evident. The mos t outs t•nd i ng d iscov e ry in this c a v e 

wa s a sil e x core wi th evi den t s ig n s o f flakin g . S i nce t his 

r o ck i!l n o t a v a i l• b l e in the region nea r the cave, one c •n 

b) " VIRGIN WATE R " SOURCE Tho mpson i n Mer cer (1 9 75), 

descri bes e )( tens ivel l y about the water col l ect 1. on i n the 

cav es , for religious cerimonial p u rpos e s. The so c a ll e d 

" virg i n water " wo uld be that collec t ed eithe r direc t l y fr om 

rainfall or from droping s from t he r o of o f t he caves , n o t 

touched b y human han d s, prefe r abl y fro m reg ions not 

accessible to women. In an area whe r e ~ater is so scarce , 1t 

is easy to understand the ri t u a l a nd reli g i ou s a s pects 

attr i buted to its impo r tan ce.T h i s could a l s o be an 

e >< p l anat i on of the man y wa lls bu i l t i n t heir interiors . 

c) REL I GIOUS RITES - The i nt rins ic caracterist1cs of the 

ca v es, being places with d i ffi cult a ccess , with little or 

e v en no natural lig h t, sou r c e of wa t er, a nd an access to the 

"core of the Ea r th " , ind u ced the Ma y a s to use them as 

c enters for re l igious cerimoni es and r ituals. This could 

e x p l a i n t he presen ce of f inel l y era f ted potsherds near the 

li gh tholes o f some c a ves. 

d ) BUR IAL S, CHARNEL - HOUSE AND CREMA TORY - Several bone 

fr agmen ts were found i nside the ca ves , with all ind1cat1on 

of sec ondar y bur i a ls. 

e ) ART GAL LE RY - Re f eren ce~ about pa intings and petrogliphs 

in the c aves of Yu cat.in are v e ry common . These occuran ces 

ma y h•v e rel i g i o u s purposes , to f righte n or re pe l e ventu a l 

in truders, or , perhaps , the y are art i st i c ma n ifestat i o n s. 
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.f) SHELTER PLACE - Since immemor ia 1 times, these caves have 

been used to shelter both men, in case of ·human attacks or 

climatic events, and animals. The omnipresent evidence of 

utilitarian earthenware and fire indicate that the caves 

were used, temporarily or even permanentl y , as habitations. 

g) SOURCE OF RAW MATERIALS - Several caves show plenty 

evidence qf clay and calcite extraction, for the manufacture 

of ceramic objects. Arnold (1971) confirms the utilizat i on 

of ground calcite as an anti-plastic binding agent in the 

Mayan ceramics. 

Fina 11 y, we consider to be very important to 

continue the reasearch activities in the area , including 

dig'gings and exploration of other caves, in order to 

increase the knowledge about their utilization by the Mayas. 
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A BLOCK RACE OF THE CA VE 
AMPHIBIAN PROTEUS 

Boris SKET 

THE HYDROBIID SNAIL OF 
SUBTERRANEAN WATERS AND 

THEIR SYSTEMATICS 

Reno BERNASCONI 

GUIA PARA EL ESTUDIO DEL ARTE 
RUPESTRE DE CUBA 

Antonio Nunez JIMENEZ 
Sociedad Espeleol6gica de Cuba 

En las isla del Mar Caribe abundan las cuevas adornadas con 
en1gmaticos dibujos: pictografias y petroglifos. asi como fdolos tallados y 
piedras m6viles. arte conceptuado tambien como rupestre. es decir en 
piedra. pero ademas hay igualmente dibujos en caracoles. maderas. 
huesos. ceramica y otros materiales que nos permiten ahora recontruir. en 
cierta medida. la historia de aquellos pueblos procedentes de diversas 

areas continentales. entre los que se cuentan los araguacos. que 
partiendo de las cuencas fluviales de la America del Sur. navegaron en 
sus canoas para' poblar de isla en isla el Archipielago de las Antillas. 

Las tecnicas empleadas en las manisfestaciones artfsticas. 

principalmente las halladas en cuevas y farallones de Cuba. son de ocho 
tipos: pintura o pictografia; talla ; rayado; pictograffa escultural. en la·que 
el artista aprovech6 el relieve para realizar dibujos; petroglifo escu ltural; 

otra tecnica combinaba la pintura con el rallado; ahumado; y zonas 
ahumadas con trazos rqyados. 

En general el estilo del arte rupestre de los aborigenes cubanos 
recolectores y cazado res es abstract□ y muchas figura·s se corresponden a 

patrones geometricos. pri ncipalmente cfrculos y rayas. mientras que los 

mas <1delantados pueblos agrfcolas dibujaban escenas mas realistas o 
representativas. generalmente desfiles faunfsticos o f iguras antropo

morfas. y dentro de estas hombres en cucl illa. cabezas aisladas y otras. 
Para su estudio el arte rupestre de Cuba se ha dividido en diezzonas ~ 

geograficas. 11 

VERTEBRA TE REMAINS OF CAVE 
DEPOSITS OF KYUKYU 
ARCHIPELAGO, JAPAN 
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AN UNDERSTANDING OF KARSTIC 
SYSTEMS PROVIDED BY 
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THE STOCHASTIC SIMULATION OF 
KARSTIC WATER RESOURCES OF AN 
UNDERGROUND RIVER SYSTEM IN 
THE SOUTHERN PART OF PUDING 

COUNTY, GUIZHOU PROVINCE 

ZHAN Bingshan, XU Chao 
Department ofGeotechnical Engineering, Tongji University, 

Shanghai200092 

Abstract 

This paper discussed the characteristics of a karst cavern and an 
underground river based on the analysis of the hydrogeological condi
tions in the spring basin area. The spring discharge regime is revealed 
by means of cross-correlation function analysis and spectral analysis, 
which provide the essential information and basis for establishing the 
nonlinear time series model of the karst water resources. The models 
(SETAR) and (TARSO) are established to simulate karst water re
sources and the underground river discharge regime. The models es
tablished can not only be used for forecasting karst water resources 
but also be applied to the simulation of these resources in those karst 
areas with similar hydro geological conditions. 
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1980 to 1989 to make the calculation . The results obtained are drawn 
in Figure 2 using the period as the abscissa and the power spectrum as 
the ordinate. The main period corresponding to the peak value in Fig
ure ·2 is 365 days and the subordinate periods are half year 90 and 72 
days in proper order. 

The Nonlinear Stochastic Mathematical Model for the Maoshuikeng 
Discharge 

I. Physical background and model selection 

The karst aquifer system in this area is in completely closed . Be
sides the general output at Maoshuikeng, there is a limited lateral dif
fusion discharge and the main recharge source of the karst aquifer is 
precipitation. The precipitation pulse through the filter function of the 
aquifer system changes to a continuous output which possesses great 
instability (R = 17.969). The precipitation is stochastic. The discharge 
is inOuenced by the precipitation and other stochastic factors, there- · 
fore, the discharge belongs to a more complicated stochastic series. 
The aquifer is not thick in this area and the nuctuation of water levels 
is very great. All these show that the karst aquifer is a nonlinear sys
tem. 

2-The basic principles of the threshoJd autoregressive model 

The basic concept of these models is to great a nonlinear system 
by dividing it into different linear segments (or sections) and ensuring 
the stability of the system by the control of the threshold . The basic 
forms of the threshold autoregressive model are as follows . 
A. The self-exciting threshold model (SETAR(3; K 1 , K 2, K 3 )): 

,, 
X, =al,fl + La~ X, _, +ey>, X, - dER j j= I , 2, 3 

• • I 

The input, output and control conditions of the model are given by 
{X,), where K; is the step number of the segment model j, a ; 
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Spring Discharge Regime and Information 

I . The cross-correlation function analysis of the precipitation 
and the spring discharge 

Both stochastic data of the precipitation and discharge possess a 
dependent relation. The cross-correlation function between the value 
of the precipitation P(t), at time, t, and the discharge Q(t) at t+, can 
be given by the average product of both observed values in T. The 
discrete forms of the discharge Q and the precipitation series P can be 
calculated by 

According to the daily series data in an underground river system 
in the Southern part of Puding County, Guizhou Province in 1989, the 
value of RpQ (,) has been calculated and the curve of RpQ (,)-, 

cross-correlative function has been drawn (Fig.I). Between the input 
P and output Q of the system, there is a time displacement. The time 
displacement equals the time that the signal through the karst 
water-bearing system and its maximum value is also the duration of 
the discharge lags of the precipitation . The horizontal distance from 
the first peak value to the ordinate in Fig. I is zero and so it shows a 
close relation between the discharge and th_e present or recent precipi
tation, because the karstic windows and sinkhole near the spring, 
catch the precipitation and then discharge rapidly by concentrated 
underground runoff. The time displacement for the second peak value 
in Fig. 1 is 2.2 days, representing the time water from the recharge en
trance input reaches the spring. 

2. The power spectral density analysis of the spring discharge 

·The power spectral density function of the spring discharge can 
describe the-spectral structure of the data by the spectral density. We 
used a series of discharges of Maoshuikeng underground river from 

(i = 1,2,··· , k) is the coefficient of the model; e\11 is white noise; R; is 
the interval of the time series in j, which the interval top is the thresh
old value; and d is the lag parameter. 
B. The mixed threshold autoregressive model (TARS0(3; (m

1
,s

1
), 

(m 2 , s 2 ),(m 3 , s 3 )): 

.. , s, 

X, =aft+ :[aj-hX,-; + :[bjflY, - ; +ejl>, y , _,eR1 }= l, 2, 3 

{X,) itself exists as a correlation in the model and it relates closely to 
{y, }, where {y,} is the input and {X,} is the output. The other sym
bols are similar to the former. 
C. Model-establishment steps and parameter discernment 

The models- establishment steps and parameter discernment for 
the above-mentioned models are similar. Now we'll give the example 
of the TARSO model. 

Let Q,, P, (t = 1,2 .. . N) be a time series of the spring discharge 
and the precipitation, then Q, is expressed as 

•1 ., 

ab0 + La~nQ, - ; + _Lbj0 P, - ; +e~u. P,-d ~, 1 (J) 

ill <l'l 

Q, = ab2
> + La~2>Q,-; + Lb~2>P,-; +eF>, '1 <P,-d ~'2 (2) 

,, f) 

ab3
) + I;aP>Q,-; + :[bj'>p,-_; +ep>, P, _, ;;. ,, (3) 

where P;, q;: step numbers of the model; aY1, bV) : coefficients of the 
model (i = 0, l,··•,pj,q j; j= I, 2, 3); {i:)11 }: white noise with an average 
0 and a variance u~>(j= I, 2, 3) and {e1/1} are independent of each oth
er; r : control value of the threshold; d: lag parameter. 

Given the maximum steps, L, and the maximum lag parameter, 
D, of the three sections of the model, let n 0 (d) = max{d, L}, 
d= 1,•••,D, which is brieny denoted by n0 when dis fixed. Finally, 
determine the coefficients and the step numbers of the model. The 
threshold value, r, and the lag parameter, d, can be determined by 
AIC (Araike's In fo rmation Criterion). For each fixed rand d, 



Qno + ; (i = 1,2,··•,N- n0 ) are divided into three classes. If P no + i- d 

~ r, (i = 1,2,•••,N- n0 ), Qno +; is allocated to the first class; If , 1 

< Pno + i-d ~ '2, Qno +i to the second class. If Pno +i - d > '2, Qno +i 

to the · third class. Let N I be the number of the first class data, in 
which all values are relabeled as Qno + 111 , Qno + ; 12 ,•••,Qno + ii Ni . Let 
N 2 be the number of the second class data in which all values are 
relabeled as Qn 0 + ;21 , Qno +;,, ,•••,Qno +i,N,. Let N 3 be the number of 
the third class data, in which all values are relabeled as Q no + ;31 , 

Qn0 +;,, ,··•,Qn
0 
+;,N,. Putting the values of the first class into the first 

section dividing mixed threshold autoregressive model, equation I 
(similarly, putting respectively the values of the second and third class 
into the equations 2 and 3). We obtain the equation: 

[

Q,, .,,, l [ I 
Q •• + 111 1 

... . .. 
Q,,, + 1., I 

Q,.,+/11 -I 

Q,,o+lu - 1 

[ ... .. ,, l 
ll,,o +/ 12 
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ll ,.1 +1 1N1 

Q,,, + IN1 -,, 

P,, ,+111 

P,,, +lu 

P.., , +111 -.-1 l 
P.., , +1,2 - • • a~'/ 

ht0 

P,, +<,N, - .. 

a).h, by> a and u:, (1) (j= I , 2, 3) can be obtained by solving the equa
tions above. Step numbers p 1 , p 2 , p 3 can be determined by using 
AIC: 

The Model Application and the Calculation Results 

I. The principle and calculating program 

According to the information from the regime analysis, given the 
maximum step number, L, and the maximum lag parameter of the 

designs, we have the optimum TARS0(3; (2,1), (3,1), (4,1)) model 
- 0.01684+0.71479Q, - , +0.27193Q, _2 +0.00254P, _ 1 , 

P, _, "- 3.05 mm 

Q, = 0.11959+0.43903Q, _, +0.03533Q ,_ , +0.33377Q, - , 
+ 0.00275P, _,, 3.05 < P, _, .,; 12.50 mm 

0.26300 + 0.43905Q ,- , + 0.12942Q ,- 2 + 0.00499Q ,- , 

+0.14188Q, - 4 +0.00279P ,_ 1 P, _, > 12.50 mm 

oc = 0.15, P=0 .2 are obtained by the calculation . The fit of the 
cur_ve of t~e TARSO model of spring now is very good (Fig.4) and the 
fittmg residual series is stochastic. Therefore, the model is effective. 

Conclusions 

T~e mo_del SET AR(3; (I, 3, 3)) and the T ARSO (3; (2, I) (3, I), 
(4,1)) m _this paper can be used for the interpolation and the 
extrapolation of the discharge. The average value calculated is 
P=0.195, which shows that the other discharge is 19.5% of the 
~aoshmkeng discharge, and the other recharge is 15.0¾ofthe precip-
1ta11on recharge. The models not only possess high fitting precision 
but also_ possess ~andy and practical characteristics. If the instability 
of the discharge 1s greater, more segments should be adopted t · _ 

h · I . o 1m 
prove t e s1mu at10n precision. A longer calculating time unit can be 
t~ken when t~e lag term is long. The models can be applied to calcula
tmg karst sp:1ng disc~arge resources of those karst areas with similar 
hydrogeolog1cal conditions. 
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model you can carry out eh calculation. Finally, take the positive 
coefficients of Q and P in the model. When doing fine fitting and ef. 
fective test for the model, the model is as the optimal model of the 
simulation. Because the aquifer system is incompletely closed, the oth
er recharge (inOow from near karst area) and the other output (lateral 
diffusion discharge) except the recharge of the precipitation, must be 
managed by multiplying the precipitation by (l+oc), (,x = 0.1-0.2), and 
multiplying the discharge series by (I +p), (P = 0. 1-0.2). The calcula
tions were completed on an IBM - PC I XT computer. 

2. The self-exciting threshold model (SETAR(3; I , 3, 3)): 

We took a day as the time unit and a series of the daily spring 
discharge of Maoshuikeng in 1989. Predetermining that the maximum 
step number, L, is 5 and the maximum lag parameter is 4 and making 
up different calculation plans, we get that when Pi = I , p 2 = 3, p3 ~ 3, 
and,= 0.3 I 7 m 3 

/ s, the optimum model of SETAR(3; I , 3, 3) is 

l
0.41867+0.24047Q, _ 1 , Q, _ 3 .,;0.317 m3 / s 

- 0.00021 + 0 .69677Q ,- I + 0.l 7066Q ,-2 + 0.1382 ~Q,- 3, 

Q,= 0.317<Q, - 3 ~0.996 m3 / s 

0.16252 + 0.32055Q, _ , + 0.26135Q, - 2 + 0.17971Q ,_,, 

Q,_ 3 >0.966 m3 / s 

The coefficient of lateral diffusion discharge of this model is 0.190 
and d = 3. The model fit is good (Fig.3) . The fitting residual series (t, ) 

belongs to the stochastic series where its average value is zero and the 
variance is 0.007824. 

3. The mixed threshold autoregressive model T ARS0(3; (2, I), (3, I), 
(4,1)): 

According to the TARS0(3 ; (m i,s 1 ) , (m 2 ,s 2 ) , (m 3 , s 3 )) model, 
we took five days as the time unit and a series of the spring discharge 
and precipitation from 1986 to 1989, with a total of 288 points. 
Predetermining that L is 5 and D is 5 to make up various calculation 
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Fig. I . Cross- correlation curve of spring discharge 
and precipitation . 
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Fig. 2 . Power spectral density of discharge of 
Maoshuikeng under ground river. 
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Fig. 4. Fitting curve of TA RSO Mode! of spring discharge. 
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Geologic and Hydrologic Setting 

Hongyan Coal Field lies in a transition area between the Sichuan 
Basin and the Yunnan- Guizhou Plateau. The southeastern mountain 
is 950 m above sea level, the northwestern hill is 600 m, and between 
them the Conglin River and the Gashigou River flow over the 
coalfield (Fig. I) . The bed level of the Conglin River is 530 m in eleva
tion and it acts as a local erosion base. Precipitation average for many 
years ranges from 1200 to 1400 mm / year and includes seasonally 
heavy rainfall. · 

Tectonically, the area to be mined lies on the Conglin syncline 
and the axial belt of the syncline has a fault, F7 (strike N-S, dip 15 
degrees and throw 50 m). The thickness of the exposed Maokou lime
stone is 183 m, a~d the area is 5.93 km 2, in which there are four closed 
karst depressions developed with a total area up to 1.094 km 2

• There 
are many collapses, sinkholes, and caverns developed in these depres
sions and tracings have shown that they are recharge passages of two 
karst conduits, the Haikong and D awangou conduits. The Maokou 
karst aquifer is the main water source of underground openings be
cause the coal series rests directly upon porous 1.imestone with no 
impermeable barrier formations between them. 

The mining seam is No. 6 of the Longtan coal series (P2) and the 
main developing workings are excavated in the underlying Maokou 
Limestone. Mining activities have exposed a lot of karst conduits. 
Sometimes, water and mud rush into the underground openin·gs and 
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OCCURRENCE OF KARST CONDUITS AND 
THEIR HYDROGEOLOGICAL ROLE IN 

THE HONGYUAN COAL FIELD 

WAN Jikuan 
Bureau ofNantong Coal Industry, Chongqing 630802 

Abstract 
Permian limestone is widely dispersed over the Hongyan Coal 

Field and mine activities have exposed a lot of karst conduits. Their 
development is controlled by tectonic and lithological factors and they 
are concentrated in three horizontal belts, i.e. the F7 fault belt, the col
lapse belt between Zilu sinkhole and the first point of water break-in 
in the southern Maokou opening and the Gashigou Rjver valley, and 
two vertical layers, the 6th and 8th layers of Maokou Limestone. 

When these conduits are directly or indirectly exposed by mining 
activities, high pressure water stored in them frequently rushes into the 
mine workings, inundating them, and in turn, collapsed sinkholes de
velop on the surface. Subsequently, the sinkholes act as passages in
creasing inflow of surface water. In order to overcome water entry 
from karst conduits, some effective methods have been ~mployed, in
cluding cutting off inflow-recharge from surface depressions, fissure 
sealing, dredging conduit flow in advance by a pilot hole or a drainage 
adit, and making a detour of underground openings far away from 
those conduits. 
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threaten the safe development of the coal resource. In order to over
come this problem, we have done much work in the past decades to 
understand the occurrence and hydrological roles of these karst con
duits. 

Occurrence of Karst Conduits 

The occurrence of karst conduits exposed by underground work
ings is controlled by horizontal structure and concentrated in three 
belts: I. the F7 fault belt; 2. a collapse belt between the Zilu collapse 
sinkhole and the first point of water break- in in the southern Maokou 
opening; 3. the Gashigou River valley. The percentages of caverns and 
conduits in them are 46, 46 and 8 percent, respectively. 

Vertically, development of the conduits· is controlled by 
lithological factors and the conduits occur in facies of thick pure lime
stone near its .contact with impure limestone, namely, they are concen
trated in the 6th and 8th layers of the Maokou Limestone. 

Karst conduits in the coalfield have a multi-level feature because 
the impac,t of continual tectonic uplift. There are six conduit zones in 
different levels above the local erosion base level. Cross sections of the 
conduits are often circular or trapezoidal and their maximum widths 
and heights are up to 60 m and 40 m respectively. Minimum widths 
and heights are 2 m and 5 m, and lengths range from 30 to 1000 m. 
There are many scallops on the side walls of the conduits, ceiling 
pockets, and sand or gravel deposited on the bed wall, all indicating 
that the velocity of the paleo-conduit flow· was very great. 

Below the local erosion base level, at elevations of 370 m and 180 
m, some small conduits Hke strings of beads with cross sections from 
0.1 to 3 m2 were also exposed . 

The Hydrogeological Role of Karst Conduits 

The !)ydrogeological profile of the coalfield is a bi-layered struc
ture. Above the local erosion base level, karst conduits on different 



levels form a network in which there are conduit flows in larger ca v
erns and diffuse flow in karst fissures~ ·Below- the local erosion base 
level, there are only some independent and isolated karst conditions 
deveioped. In the upper layer, double media are hydraulically con
nected; during heavy rains, the ground water levels in the conduits rise 
more rapidly than the levels in the surrounding karst mass, thus caus

·ing the water to flow from the conduits into the fissures of the karst 
mass. During long-lasting dry periods, the water flows in the opposite 
direction (Fig.2). 

For coal production, karst water is a serious hazard. Total 
recharge capacity of the four karst depressions is up to 5.8 million cu
bic meters a year and it almost all changes into underground runoff. 
Of these, the Haikong River recharges by 2 million cubic meter a year 

· to underground openings. Connection of conduits causes a quick re
sponse, water yield in underground workings rapidly increases after 
several hours of a heavy rain and the velocity of conduit flow can be 
up to 2 m / s (measured in place) causing frequent water break-in . 

The following are some aspects of hydrogeological problems 
caused by karst conduits. 
I. When mining activities expose a large karst conduit, water inrush 
takes place immediately. For example, on April 28, 1987, workers at 
an elevation of 180 m exposed a conduit between the Zilu collapse and 
the first point of water break-in in the southern Maokou opening to 
form the third point of water break-in and water yield was up to 248 
m3 

/ h after 60 hours , and 960 m of underground passages were inun
dated. 
2. New points of water break - in are often formed after a heavy rain 
because of high water pressure. During or after a heavy rain, recharge 
capacity enormously exceeds drainage and storage capacities of karst 
conduits and this causes an increase of hydraulic head by, armost, .30 
atm. On September 6, 1974, after a heavy rain, recharge was 720,000 
m3 (Q = 120,000 m3 

/ h) and drainage capacity of the southern open
ing was just 460,000 m3

• The rest of the water was stored in all the 
karst conduits and caused groundwater levels in them to increase by 

protection barriers, and 1.5 million Yuan (about USD 260,000) was 
saved from flood protection. It is of particularly important signifi
cance that th~ experiences at the Hongyan Coal Fiald can be used for 
reference for adjacent and similar coal mines. 
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22 m . This caused water break-in and maximum yield was up to 
18,000 m 3 / h . Meanwhile, up to 10,000 m 3 of mud, sand and gravel 
closed 4130 m of openings and destroyed 2000 m of haul road and rise 
entry. That day total drainage capacity in all of the coal field was up 

to 480,000 m 3
• 

3. Mining-induced suffosion causes collapse. Sand content of the 
conduit flow is 7% in the dry season and can be up to 30% during 
flood periods. Total quantity of mud and sand withdrawn every year 
can be as high as 500,000 m3, causing intensive suffosion and collapse 
to be induced. Collapse occurring along river valleys progressively in
crease the inflow-recharge from surface water. 

Protection of Coal Mines Against Karst Water in Conduits 

Coal mining in China first encoutered the problem of karst water 
breaking into mines on May 5, 1963. From then on, protection against 
karst water has been and continues to be a grave concern, and a lot of 
work has been done. Now, we better understand the occurrence and 
hydrological properties of karst conduits in coal fields and have found 
some effective methods to use against conduit water in- rush . These 
methods can be summarized as follows : 
I. Cut off inflow-recharge from surface karst depressions by closing 
sinkholes, open-ditch drainage, and adit drainage. Water yield of the 
first point of southern Maokou opening decreased to 119.2 x 104 
m3 I y from 441.6 x 104 m3 

/ y after the completion of engineering; 
2. Seal karst fissures and conduits by grouting, lining and facing; 
3. Drain conduit flow in advance by pilot holes and drainage systems 
in underground openings such as adit and water entry. Drainage ca
pacities of adit and water entry were up to 22,000 m 3 / hand 18,000 
m3 

/ h, respectively; 
4. Make a detour of underground openings as far away from the three 
belts and two layers as possible. 

The above mentionecl'methods and treatments have created satis
fying results allowing 3 million tons of coal to be safely mined under 

Fig. I . Geological map and mining 
plan of Hongyan coalgield . 



AN APPROACH TO THE CHARACTERISTICS 
AND CONTROLLING FACTORS OF 
PALEOKARST IN GAS RESERVOIR 

ROCKS OF THE LUZH_ OU AREA 
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Abstract 
The Maokou Formation of the Yangxin Series (Lower Permian) 

in the Luzhou area consists of dense carbonate rocks with low 
porosity and permeability. The major gas-producing zones in this 
formation owe their reservoir pore spaces and flow passages to the 
fracture-cavity systems formed by karstification. On the basis of core 
observations, log showing and features on the well logs and pressure 
build-up curves, occurrences of such fracture-cavity systems could be 
predicted . Lithology, paleo-hydrogeology, paleo-geomorphology, 
local structures and faults were the main factors controlling the forma
tion and occurrence of karst. 
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greatly, from several meters (e.g ., a 4 .75 m-higb cave was detected 
during drilling at Well Tang 12) to several microns. Karstification 
greatly enhanced the reservoir qualities and made the Maokou For
mation a major gas- producing zone of the Yangxin in the area. 

Table I . Stratigraphic chart of Yangxin series in Luzhou area 

Stratigraphy Thickness 

Series f ormation Sub - bed (m) 
Lithology 

Bed 

P:◄ 0-10 algal micritc 

!'il 0-35 algal spa ritc 

A 35-40 algal sparitc 

P~2 B so algal micritc 

C so a lgal micritc 
Mao kou bioclast marl inter 

A 15 -20 
bedded with micritc Lower 

Pcrmai n p:1 B 8- 10 
algal micrite 

''cvc- bal l"limcstonc 
(Yangxin) bioclas t marl in ter 

C 25-30 
bedded with micritc 

P~2 25-30 algal - clast sparitc 

Qixia 
P~I 

A 35- 40 a lgal micritc 

B 35- 40 algal micrite 

Liangshan p: 8- 10 
shale with ca lcareous 

lumps 

Accord ing to their origin , the karst systems in the Maokou lime
stone can be divided into three types: interstratal paleokarst; 
paleokarst associated with the erosional surface on top of the 
Yangxin; and fracture - cavity- system karst . Of these three, the third 
had the longest duration of development and the largest scale, being 
one of the major factors controlling the present-day gas occurrence in 
the area . 

Geologic Occurrence and Recognition Criteria of Paleokarst · 

I. lnterstratal paleokarst 

lnterstratal paleokarst developed during the Yangxin deposition. 
Temporary sea level drop / crustal uplift caused sub- aerial exposure 
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Generalization of the Regional Karst 

The Sichuan Basin, being a large tectonic and depressional basin, 
was ultimately formed by the folding movements during the 
Himalayan movement. A number of uplifts and depressions were de
veloped in the basin, and one of these was the Luzhou paleo-uplift, a 
paleo-structure formed under the combined effects of the Dongwu 
and Indosinian movements. The formation of this paleo-upli ft 
underwent three stages: I. the incipient stage- after deposition of the 
early Permian Yangxin, the area was uplifted due to the Dongwu 
movement (end of the Early Permian), resulting in sub- aerial expo
sure and denudation; 2. evolving stage- extensive transgression in the 
Later Permian gave rise to successive sedimentation in the area, which 
lasted until the Middle Triassic; and 3. mature stage- the Indosinian 
movement of the Middle Triassic settled the configuration of the 
uplift. After its final formation, the uplift continued evolving during 
the later geologic history, with its extent and height growing 
progressively larger. 

During the course of formation and development of the uplift, 
the carbonate rocks of the upper Yangxin were exposed to multiphase 
dissolution and modification by groundwater, resulting in a variety of 
paleokarst systems with wide distribution and highly variable configu
rations and dimensions. These paleokart systems are of great impor
tance for natura l gas accumulation and entrapment in the area. 

The Maokou Formation of the Yangxin Series in the study area 
(Table I) consists of neritic platform carbonate sequences with a high 
content of organic matter, mainly micrite-textured bioclastic lime
stones. Despite their dense lithology and low porosity and 
permeability (in general, cl>< I% and K < l0-5um2

), the limestones 
produced a number of high-yielding gas wells, all with a testing gas 
production as high as one million m3 

/ d. It is evident that the 
Maokou formations are commercially productive reservoir rocks, in 
which the pore spaces and flow passages are mainly cavity- fracture 
systems formed by karstifi~ation. The cavity sizes in such systems vary 

and denudation and leaching of early sediments by meteoric water, re
sulting in the formation of paleokarst. Interstratal paleokarst, there
fore, is a kind of depositional karst . 

Most of the fractures and cavities in the interstratal paleokarst 
system were later filled with materials of the overlying marine 
carbonates, and _semi-opaque calcite crysta ls, the infilling of which 
gave rise to the calcite- patched limestone. The "leopard spots" of the 
leopard limestone consist of black or dark grey bioclast micrite with 
high contents of argillaceous constituents, organic matter and abun
dant organisms. In general, the leopard spots are oriented and 
dolomitized . The leopard spots are visually darker than the host rock 
and have distinct boundaries. On the well logs, this type of paleokarst 
exhibits "block-shaped" patterns and high readings on the natural 
gamma ray log and low readings on the resistivity log, and is relatively 
easy to recognize. 

2. Paleokarst associated with the erosional surface on top of the 
Yangxin 

This type was formed after the deposition of the Yangxin . During 
the Dongwu movement, the upper part of the Yangxin was extensively 
up lifted onto the surface and was subjected to denudation and leach
ing by meteoric water to form solution cavities and fractures, coupled' 
with formation of the erosional surface (weathering crust) on top of 
the Yangxin . Karstification took place in the entire area, hence this 
paleokarst is a kind of regional paleokarst. 

The cavities and fractures below the erosional-surface related 
paleokarst were initially filled with grey claystone and black shale 
from the lower part of the Lepin Series, and later with calcite to form 
"calcite patches." These calcite patches differ from those seen in the 
interstratal paleokarst mainly in that the former usually have underly
ing Lepin sediments while the latter do not . When the drilling well en
ters the top of the Yangxin, if one identifies grey claystone and black 
shale or coal in the well cuttings, one can almost be certain that these 
are infilling materials of the erosional-surface related paleokarst. On 



the well logs, this type of paleokarst exhibits abnormally high readings 
on the natural gamma ray log and abnormally low readings on the 
•deep laterolog and diameter enlargement of the borehole on the calip
er log. 

3. Fracture-cavity-system paleokarst 

This type was formed in the Yangxin formations under burial 
conditions, by multi-phase dissolution and modifications by 
groundwa~er. The fracture and cavity systems of this type exist in 
three different ways: being occupied by natural gas or water to form 
gas reservoirs or water pools; being filled with precipitated calcite 
crystals; and being partially filled with calcite (including partial re
moval of calcite through dissolution), leaving the fractures and cavi
ties open or semi-open. 

Apart from the way the infilling calcite exists, the geologic occur
rence of fracture-cavity-system paleokarst differs from that of the 
other two types in the following aspects, which makes the recognition 
of_ fracture-cavity-system paleokarst viable either on the surface or 
under the ground . 

A. On surface rock outcrops, fracture-cavity systems are shown 
as open vugs, caverns and solution fractures. For instance, on the 
Wenshuixi Section at Gusong in southern Sichuan, a 0.2 to 0.5 
m-wide and 20 m-Iong solution fissure had developed along a set of 
tectonic fractures . Another example is- the spectacular karst 
geomorphology in Xinwen County, which is believed to have formed 
by severe dissolution along sets of tectonic fractures. 

B. On core samples, vugs, cavities and open / semi-open solution 
fractures can be seen with the naked eye. One case was the core No. 
151 from Well Yang 52. The cavities in this sample were seen to have 
been initially filled with dark grey-brownish micrite which was later 
dissolved to form re-opened cavities. 

C. The sudden drop of the drill bit and rod, running idle, losing 
circulation fluid during drilling were direct evidence that large 
fracture-cavity systems exist. According to statistical data, among the 

the pressure build-up curve. 
Among the three types of paleokarst developed in the Maokou 

formations in the study area, interstratal and the Yangxin top weath
ered crust paleokarst were formed early as compared to oil and gas 
generation in the Permian source rocks. Nevertheless, the fractures 
and cavities in these two types were largely destroyed by infilling ma
terials, leaving little effective reservoir spaces available for the gas gen
erated. The fracture-cavity-system paleokarst, on the other hand, 
provided major reservoir spaces for gas accumulation . It should . be 
noted that the places where calcite patches and veins were well devel
oped were places favorable for the formation and development of 
fracture-cavity -system paleokarst. 

Factors Controlling Karst Formation and Occurrence 

Formation of karst is controlled both by the dissolution ability of' 
groundwater and the solubility of the rock. Lithologic aspects control 
the occurrence of karst zones in the stratigraphic section, while struc
tural environments determine the distribution of preferred karstific 
zones. Therefore, apart from hydrogeology, the major factors which 
control karst formation and occurrence include lithology, 
paleo- geomorphology, local structure and faults . 

I. Lithology 

J[90Tfhe Maokou formations consist mainly of marine carbonate 
sequences. The upper part (P/3) is dominantly algal sparite with little 
clay and organic matter. Its pure and brittle nature makes the sparite 
fracture and dissolve easily. The part below P/3 (i.e. P/2) is mainly 
micrite in which dolomitization and silicification are commonly seen . 
Because of the fine texture and large specific surface, hence larger total 
surface in contact with the solution, the micrite underwent relatively 
strong dissolution . In addition, inter-crystalline pores developed by . 
dolomitization and tectonic fractures developed in the chert streaks 
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wells drilled into the Maokou formations, 66 wells recorded idle run
ning time and I 73 wells recorded the loss of circulation fluids. The 
zones where idle running time was recorded were mainly the upper 
part of P/2C (Table 2), within a vertical range of about 100 m down 
from the top of the Yangxin. The most prominent occurrence of the 
drill running idle was recorded in Well No. 8, located at the major 
high on the Changyuanba Structure. Upon drilling into P/3 at a dis
tance of 24 m down from the top of the Y angxin, the drilling tool 
dropped suddenly for 4.88 m, followed by a blowout and production 
of large quantities of gas and water. 

Loss of drilling fluid also happened in the upper zon_es of P/2C 
(Table 2). For example, at Well Yang 7, 700 m3 of circulation fluids 
were Jost in P/2C and a strong blowout followed. The gas production 
reached 900,000 m3 

/ d . It is evident that well developed fractures and 
cavities exist in P/2C in this well. 

Table 2. Statistics of running idle and losing circulation nuid for individual beds . 
bed P!4 P!3 P/2A P!2B P/2C !'/IA P/18 !'/IC P' 

' !'!IA ~IB 

number or times or 
5 8 16 12 12 I 0 6 • J I 

runnina idle 
percent of 

7 12 
runninJl idle ( 0/4 ) 

24 18 18 1.5 0 9 6 • l.l 

number of times of 
14 33 38 2) 35 8 5 10 7 I ll 

losing circulation Ouid 
percent of losing circula-

7 17 19 12 18 • 2.5 5 3.6 • 6 
lion Ouid (•/4) 

D. On the well logs, karst zones exhibited low resistivity, low den
sity, increase in acoustic time and indicated diameter enlargement of 
borehole. 

E. On the pres~ure build- up curve, karst systems exhibit the res
ervoir behavior of double media, with the ascending part of the curve 
representing pressure build- up effect of ca vi ties . If production time is 
short, gas production may only come from fractures without the sup• 
plement from cavities. In this case, there will be no ascending part on 

formed by silicification also played a role in the development of disso
lution , by providing flow passages for the karst water. The lower part 
(P/1) of the Maokou Formation had higher contents of clay and or
ganic matter, and the intensity of fracturing and dissolution, in turn, 
was much less than that in the two beds above. 

2. Palco- geomorphology 

The erosional surface on the top of the 
0

Yangxin featured a 
non- peneplain paleo- geomorphology with hammocks, depressions, 
streams and corrosional gullies on it. Paleokarst was best developed 
on the hammocks or along the streams. In the Luzhou area, as affect
ed by the paleo-geomorphology of the erosional surface on the top of 
.the Yangxin, the occurrence of karst regions were centered in 
Yanggaosi , Jiukuishan, Fujamiao, Tanghe, Naxi and Songjachang, 
which are regions of ancient hammocks or streams (Fig. I). The statis
tical data during drilling and gas well production in Table 3 show that 
fracture - cavity karst systems are well developed in the area. 

3. The impact of local structures on the occurrence ofkarst 

The Yanshan and Himalayan movements gave rise to the forma
tion of many local structures in the Luzhou area. The culmination of 
fold · axis and ends of faults were places where both stress and 
deformation were great. These places, therefore, were favored loca
tions for the formation of fractures and in turn the formation of 
karst. According to statistical data from 194 wells •drilled in southern 
Sichuan, among the wells drilled on the culmination, along the fold 
axes and the faults, 76 % of the wells encountered fractures and cavi
ties and 38 % hit gas reservoirs. 

The effect of faults on the occurrence of karst was even more evi
dent. The intersected faults and associated fractures gave rise to well 
developed fracture networks in the Yangxin formations, providing 
favorable conditions for the form ation of karst . The work of Wang 
Qinjiang indicated that , in the Yangxin formations in the Luzhou 
area, a range of 800 m from faults delineated the "effective regions• 



for the development of fractures and cavities. The gas well success ra
tio within this ran~e was almost 50%, while out of this range, it was 
only 35 percent. It 1s clear that faults played an important role in con
trolling the occurrence of fracture-cavity karst systems. 

Table 3. Showing during drilling gas production 

Well No. Fu5 lao4 Nal7 Na2I Yang64 Song;:l bed P12D Pt3 Pt2A P 12D P'2A P' 4 running idle (m) 0.3 0.) 0.2) 1.67 gas blowout 20 m strong 10 - 20 m very strong gas production (Io• m / d) 82 46.2175 114.209 135.56 207.60 129.06 
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0 region (s) where fractures and cavities (F:C) 
are well developed 

,.:_;- region where FC developed 
:; ::: region where FC is less developed. 

Fig. I. Occurrence of fracture- cavity-system palaeokarst 
in Luzhou Area 

Scientists have studied thousands of CO2 measurements in sur
face soil, caves and fissures of the vadose zone worldwide, but never 
CO2 in cave soil air. More ·than a hundred measurements of CO2 have 
been carried out in both tropical and subtropical zones in China in the 
atmosphere of caves, in the soil and in the air of cave sediments. A gas 
pump detector (GASTEC) was used for all measurements, except 
those taken with an optical interferometry CO2- absorbing device in 
Yaolin Cave before 1982. GASTEC tubes give direct readings of the 
CO2 concentration in the air (ppmv). Before 1982, when calibrating 
the optical interferometry CO2- absorbing device, the outside air 
CO2 value was set to zero. Therefore the reported values represent 
CO2 levels above normal atmospheric levels. 

CO2 Data Measurements with GASTEC 

I. CO2 data in the atmosphere of caves 

The following are the caves sampled and times for cave atmos
pheric CO2: Tenglong Cave, Hubei Province, 1988; Yaolin Cave, 
Zhejiang Prov., 1988; Dapingdi shaft No .3, Yunnan Prov., 1991; and 
Yinhu Cave, Beijing, I 992. The data is found in Table I. 

Table I. 

Location 

Tcnglong Cave 
main pUery 
Klem 
Klem 

a narrow blind 

b.ancb of 

' main gallery 

yunudona gallery 

yaowushan chamber 
baiyushilin pUery 

Cave survey point 

14 

20 

26-2 

-3 ... 
- 6 

co, 
(ppmv) 

400 

400 
450 

450 

600 

1300 

1500 

350 

350 

350 

400 

Remarks 

the highest point 

on the top 

at the bottom 
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CO2 IN SOIL AND AIR IN CA VE 
ENVIRONMENTS 

ZHANG Shouyue JIN Yuzhang 
Institute of Geology, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Beijing 100029 

Abstract 
Data of CO2 in soil, in cave sediments and in the atmosphere of 

caves are reported. Starting in 1989, this group carried out the first 
measurements of CO2 content of the air of cave sediments, as far as we 
know. The relationships of the CO2 levels to the conditions of cave 
ventilation, the type of cave sediment and moisture content, the cli
matic zone and seasonal changes of CO2 are discussed. Air pollution 
ofa show cave is illustrated by observations of CO2 levels from Yaolin 
Cave. 

mi Ji 
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Introduction 

The knowledge of the carbon cycle and levels of CO2 in the 
hydrosphere, lithosphere, atmosphere and biosphere of the earth are 
important considerations in the development of karst and the quality 
of cave environments. The major form of carbon in the atmosphere, 
99%, is the gas, carbon dioxide. Carbon dioxide makes up 0.035% by 
volume of atmospheric gases (also expressed as 350 µatm , or 350 
ppmv). 

Continued Table I. 

Location 

Yaolin Cave 

main gallery 

idem 

idem 

idem 

Dapingdi shaft No. 3 

near the entrencc 

below the entrcncc 200 m 

Yinhu Cave 

a small branch 

Cave survey point 

2. CO2 data in soil air (Table 2) 

Table 2. 

Location 
Depth below surface 

(cm) 

Lichuan county, Hubei (1988) 

south side of the 

xiaoyancao dry valley - JO 

-20 

-30 

bottom of the 

xiaoyancao dry valley - 35 

-50 

xianyancao village -40 

fenshuicao village -30 

Menala county, Yunnan (1991) 

rainforest soil -30 

idem -35 

idem -65 

co, 
(ppmv) 

500 

1300 

800 

3000 

500 

27000 

3800 

co, 
(ppmv) 

1300 

3000 

3700 

6500 

2600 

1400 

1900 

18500 

21500 

24000 

3. CO2 data in the air of cave sediments (Table 3) 

Remarks 

the end of the 
nontourist pllery, 
aroundriver sinkina in 

Remarks 

middle-Subtropical zone 

tobacco field 

idem 

idem 

wet grass field 

maiscfield 

on the lapie 

near the rice field 

the Tropics 



Table 3. 

Location 
Cave survey Depth below surface co, 

Remarks 
poinl (cm) (ppmv) 

Tcnglong Cave (1988) 

entrance of main gallery -30 1100 clayey deposits 

main gallery 17 -40 900 idem 
idem 19 -45 2300 idem 

near the water way 
yunudong gallery -28 350 sandy sediments 
maojiaxia gallery -20 3500 clayey deposits 

-30 4000 idem 
maojiu:ia gallery - 13 1000 idem 

near the exit -33 2000 idem 
- 50 5200 idem 

Yaolin Cave (1988) 
main gallery -20 1500 clayey deposits 

-30 1800 idem 
-50 3000 idem 

idem -20 1250 idem 
-30 1500 idem 
-50 1750 idem 

idem -20 1250 idem 

-30 1750 idem 
-50 2250 idem 

idem -20 950 idem 
-30 1200 idem 

-·50 1500 idem 
idem -20 3700 idem 

-30 4000 idem 
-50 5000 idem 

Shuidong Cave, Liaoning Province (1992} 
terrace above the 
undcrgroundrivcr IO m -52 1200 clayey deposits 

terrace above the -9 2500 idem 
undcrgroundrivcr 1.7 m -32 1800 idem 

- 52 1200 idem 

Discussion 

I. The conditions of cave ventilation and CO2 levels 

The CO2 levels of caves are related to the conditions of cave ven
tilation. Tenglong Cave, formed by an allogenic river and having sev
eral entrances, is well ventilated, and the levels of CO2 in the cave are 

Table 5. 

Measuring The number of measuring point 

times 3 5 6 8 9 10 II 13 14 15 16 18 20 21 25 26 28 29 
4th 0.13 0.14 0.11 0.12 0.18 0.10 0.18 0.34 0.20 0.21 0.15 0.17 0.14 0.10 0.13 0.11 0.10 0.17 
5th 0.00 0.08 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.18 0.08 0.24 0.13 0.14 0.11 0.20 0.27 0.22 0.18 0.23 0.20 0.28 
6th 0.06 0.13 0.10 0.23 0.21 0.20 0.19 0.19 0.11 0.20 0.20 0.16 0.18 0.16 0.20 0.20 

tions increased from 450 ppmv to 1500 ppmv at the narrow blind end. 
CO2 concentrations reached 3000 ppmv near the siphon of the under
ground river at the blind end of Yaolin Cave. The highest content of 
CO2 of cave air in China was found in Dapingdi shaft No. 3, 200m be
low the entrance, near the bottom. 

2. Type of cave sediment and moisture effer,ts CO2 levels 

Data reported in 1989 show that the CO2 contents in the air of 
cave sediments are closely related to the type of cave sediments and 
the moisture content of the sediment. 

3. Climatic effects on CO2 levels 

The CO2 levels in the surface soil air are quite different in the 
tropics from the subtropics. CO2 levels in soil air of tropical forests are 
six to tens times higher than those in the subtropical zone. 

4. Seasonal changes of CO2 in clayey soils 

There was little difference found in levels of soil CO2 in clayey 
deposits of Tenglong Cave in different seasons (Aug. 1988 and Dec. 
1989). The surface CO2 levels decreased some in winter due to lower 
moisture content (Table 6). 

5. Air pollution in Yaolin Cave 

Yaolin Cave is a show cave visited by a few hundred to several 
thousand tourists a day. Air circulation is adjusted by three openings, 
a natural ponor and an artificial entrance and exit constructed for 
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generally similar to the outside atmospheric levels. 
Yaolin Cave originally had only one ponor as an entrance, ht 

two artificial entrances were constructed for tourists and now it also 
a well ventilated cave, with much air flow up the ponor. The pone 
acts as an air exchanger with air flowing in when the outside temper; 
tores are hot and blowing air out during cold spells. The air circulat( 
in the cave even when inside and outside temperatures are close to th 
same values. Table 4 shows percent CO2 in cave air at sampling poin1 
along the underground river, and the highest values measured at eac 
time before 1982. 

Table 4. 

The number or measuring point 
The highest content <No.) Measuring times 4 6 16 17 22 30 

1st 0.11 0.05 0.66(7) 
2nd 0.28 0.22 0.19 0.40(10,28) 
3,d 0.29 0.16 0.26 0.21 0.18 0.63 (23) 
4th 0.12 0.11 0.15 0.21 0.15 0.34(13) 
5th 0.08 0.10 0.11 0.22 0.20 0.28 (29) 

6th 0.11 0.23 (9) 

The flowing underground river prevents the highest CO2 level 
from being found in the lowest parts of the cave. 

Table 5 contains measurements which show the contrast betwee1 
different circulation conditions and the effect on cave atmospheri, 
quality. During the 4th sampling period, the ponor door was closed 
the exit door was opened, and the entrance door was opened only t( 
admit tourists, then closed again. During the 5th sampling period, al 
three doors were opened prior to sampling and remained open unti 
the measurements were completed . During the 6th period, the· en 
tranc·e and exit doors were as in the 4th period but the ponor door wa: 
open. The values in Table 5 show that local circulation in the cav, 
could be adjusted by opening or closing the ponor door·. 

High CO2 valu~s can always be found in the blind ends ofvertica 
and horizontal caves. In a branch of Tenglong Cave, CO2 concentra 

Table 6. 

Location Cave scrvey point 
Dcp1h below surface co, 

Rcmub 
(cm) (ppmv) 

Maojaxia gallery -20 3500 Aus. 1981 
-30 4000 
- 15 700 Dec. 1989 
-26 900 
-45 5000 

Main gallery 17 -40 900 Aua. 1981 
- 22 300 Dec. 1989 
- 45 700 

tourist access . Thirty sampling points were setup in the cave and sam
pled a total of six times during April and December 1982. 

High CO2, including the highest value measured in this cave, was 
found in stations located along touring lines where tourists spent a lot 
of time viewing and listening, at stations located near crowded resting 
spots, and at stations in poorly ventilated areas. Table 7 has values of 
CO2 at selected spots. 

Table 7. 

Number or Mcasurina times 
measuring point 1st 2nd 3,d 4th 5th 6111 

7 0.66 0.29 0.16 -9 0.28 0.38 0.20 0.18 0.10 0.23 -10 0.40 0.23 0.10 0.18 0.21 _ 
13 0.34 0.2~ 0.20 -14 0.18 0.32 0.32 0.20 0.13 0.19 
15 0.29 0.32 0.21 0.14 0.19 
20 0.52 0.37 0.45 0.14 0.27 0.20 
26 0.14 0.32 0.35 0.11 0.23 0.16 
28 0.40 0.29 0.10 0.20 0.20 _ 

The excess CO2 generated by the breathing of tourists and the de· 
composition of organic wastes inside the cave should be considered 8 

serious threat to cave environmental air quality. Table 8 gives values 
of CO2 levels in air along the length of the cave in the morning and tn 

the afternoon of April 18, 1982. The morning corresponds to a rush of 

OD 

le 



p 

Table I . 

Mcasurinati~ 

A.M. 
P.M. 

Measuring point 

2 / 7 / 9 / 10 / 14 / IS / 19 / 20 / 26 / 27 / 28 
0.11 I 0.29 I 0.38 I 0.40 I 0.32 I 0.29 I 0.37 I 0.37 1 0.32 / 0.29 1 0.40 
0.10 I 0.16 I 0.20 I 0.23 I 0.32 I 0.32 J 0.29 J 0.45 I 0.ll J 0.29 I 0.29 

tourists with considerably fewer tourists present in the afternoon . The 
CO2 levels in the morning are generally higher than those in the after
noon at the same points. 
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Dunkley, J.R. Khao Bin Cave, Thailand 

Khao Bin Cave is located in R.atburi province, Thailand, approximately 125 km west of 

Bangkok and 21 km west of Ratburi town at lat. l 3°36'N, long. 99°40'E. It is one of 

about 50 caves in Thailand open for inspection by tourists and is one of the few such 

notoontroUcd by the Buddhist community. It is a single large cavern on one level 

divided into chambers by profuse calcite decoration and some low sections. There is 

only one entrance but the extent of the chambers enables the cave to be inspected on a 

circular route. Because of its ready accessibility from Bangkok and other district 

attractions the Tourism Authority of Thailand instituted an extensive development 

program aimed at both foreign and indigenous Thai tourists. Some 22 minion baht 

(about US$900,000) has been spent redeveloping the cave, inc luding 13 million baht 

for an impressive new lighting system. Projections envisage up to 135,000 visitors a 

year within the near furure. 

A featw-c of the cave is an oppressive atmospheric feeling, initiaUy thought to be due to 

high humidity and temperature. After canvassing engineering solutions involving 

drilling a ventilation shaft the Authority sought advice from Australian speleologists and 

cave managers on possible environmental effects of such a shaft. 

Investigation soon showed that the oppressive atmosphere was due as much to 

enhanced levels of COi as to high tcmperarurc and humidity. The temperarurc was only 

slightly higher than that to be expected in the region, while COi concentrations of about 

0.3% were within the limits to be expected of Type I cave air (James 1977). This is to 

be expected in tourist caves as they are usually chosen for display because they are 

heavily docon.ted with calcite speleothcms, the COi being liberated by the calcite 

precipitation process. 

Temperature & Carbon Dioxide in other caves in Thailand 

Carbon dioxide enrichment of air in caves used by tourists appears fairly common in 

Thailand. The following table summarizes observations in tourist caves thoughout the 
country: 
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KHAO BIN CAVE, THAILAND AND THE PROBLEM OF 
ENHANCED LEVELS OF CARBON DIOXIDE . IN TROPICAL 
TOURIST CAVES 

John A Dunkley 
Australian Speleological Federation 
January, 1993 

Abstract 

The Tourism Authority of Thailand was unable to decide how to solve the problem of 

an oppressive atmosphere in !Chao Bin Cave which had been redeveloped for tourism. 

Initial proposals were to drill a large ventilation shaft to improve air flow. Many other 

tourist caves in Thailand also have high levels of COz as well as high temperarures and 

humidity. Engineering solutions often result in damage to the cave environment and 

should be avoided wherever possible. High quality guiding, skilful lighting and 

provision of other visitor attractions can often moderate problems caused by.oppressive 
atmosphere. 

Die thaiU!ndischc Bchorde verantwortlich fur den Tourismus war nicht in der Lage einen 

Entschluss zu fassen, wie das Problem eincr Luftarmut in den Hohlen von !Chao Bin, 

welche fur den Tourismus aufgeschlosscn wurden, beseitigt werden konnte. Anflinglich 

schlug man vor einen Vcntilationsschaft zu bohren, um die Liiftung zu verbcsscm. 

Viele andere thaillindischc Hohlen, die von Touristen besucht wcrden, haben auch hohe 

COi Grade, so wie hohe Tempcratur und Feuchtigkeitsgradc. Eine Losung dieser · 

Problemc durch Bawnassnahmen resultierte oft im Schl!dcn zur Hohlen - umwelt und 

sollten wenn moglich vermieden werden. Geschulte Touristenfuhrer, effektive 

Beleuchtung und die Einbeziehung anderer Touristenattraktionen konnen das Problem 

einer bedriickenden Luftatmosphlire lindem. 

Dunkley, J.R. Khao Bin Cave, Thailand 

~ CHANGWAT Tum! ~ .llli LOCATION 

Tham Khao Bin Ratburi 29.5° 0.28 main chamber 

Tham Vang Ba Dahl Kanchanaburi 25" 0.5 main chamber 
']ff 1.5 nonh passage 

25" 0.9-5.0 river passage (•) 

ThamLawa Kanchanaburi "Y.1' 0.5-0.8 

Tham Kaeo Prachuap Khiri Khan 27.5° 80 

ThamSai Prachuap Khiri Khan '19" 73 

Tham Mai Lab Lac Phetburi 26.4° 84 

Tham Lot Mae Hong Son 1Z' 0.05 river passage 

1Z' 1.3 high level passage 

Tham Pha Thai Lampang 1Z' 0 . 1 main passage 

25" 4 -6.5 lower level (•) 

Tham Chiang Dao Chiang Mai 23° 2-2.5 main passage 

1Z' 3 end of main passage 

230 0.5-1.0 upper-passage 

22.4° 2 lower passage 

(pC0i = partial pressure of carbon dioxide in atmosphere, per cent; 

RH = Relative humidity) 

Table I : Measurements of Carbon Dioxide concentration in tourist caves in Thailand 

(Source: author and Dcharveng (1986, 1987)) 

',-i 

• 



Dunkley, J.R. Khao Bin Cave, Thailand 

With the exception of those sections marked with an asterisk (*), all these caves arc 
shown regularly to tourists, apparently with few or no reponcd physiological effects 

other than sweating and possibly occasional shortness of breath. 

For example the electrically lit main tourist passage of Tham Chiang Dao (Changwat 

Chiang Mai) has COz concentration of the order of 2 - 2.9%, the concentration 

increasing further into the cave. This cave has one of the highest number of visitors of 

any cave in Thailand, however the ambient temperarurc is less than that of Tham Khao 

Bin. In Tham Pha Thai (Lampang) concentrations as high as 6.5% have been measured 

in low sections of side passages, although the main passage inspected by tourists 

measured less than 0 .1 %. The presence of three roof-holes near the end of this main 

passage enables it to function as a 'breathing' cave but the concentrations arc still three 

times those in the atmosphere. One side passage in Tham Lot (Mae Hong Son) has 

concentrations of the order of 1.3% in the dry season but normally only more 

adventurous visitors reach this section. 

Other caves in Thailand which are shown to tourists, and which apparently have 

noticeably high levels of carbon dioxide, include parts of Tham Wang Talchien and 

Tham Phra That (Kanchanaburi), most of Tham Khao Krieb (Chumphon), one chamber 

in Tham Suwan Kuha (Phangnga) and part of Tham Muang Oon (Chiang Mai). No 

measurements have been made in these caves. The only caves exhibiting an oppressive 

feeling like that of Tham Khao Bin are Tham Vang Ba Dahl (Nam Tole Sai Yolc, 

Kanchanaburi), the upper level passage in Tham Lot (Ban Tham, Mae Hong Son), and 

the lower passages of Tham Chiang Dao (Chiang Mai) and Tham Muang Oon (Chiang 

Mai). The last three in panicular receive large numbers of visitors every years with no 

problems of which we arc aware. 

In all of these cases ambient cave temperature is less than that recorded in Tham Khao 

Bin, and the oppressive feeling is therefore attributed to the presence of carbon dioxide. 

Dunkley, J.R. Khao Bin Cave, Thailand 

There will always be some visitors to caves who will find dissatisfaction in the 

experience, either physical discomfort due to temperature, humidity, carbon dioxide 

concentration, physical difficulty of access, or dissatisfaction with the quality of guiding 

or the aesthetic experience. It is not uncommon for show cave operations to involve 

extensive engineering worlc for these reasons or for 'improving' (i.e. increasing) the 

flow of visitors. When this results in a one-way inspection route, the impact of visitors 

can be reduced. Problems are likely to arise when it results in disruption to the natural 

conditions producing the decoration which attracts tourists in the first place. 

It is important that before engineering solutions or indeed any other management 

strategies arc canvassed a monitoring program should be conducted, ideally over a 

period of at least a year, to establish the extent of COz enrichment in the cave (along 

with measurements of temperature, humidity and pressure), what type of cave air is 

produced and ,its source, and ihc distribution and movement of carbon dioxide through 

the system ov,er time. 

In addition the psychological dimension should be considered. High'Quality guiding 

and interpretation, slcilfully lit natural fcarurcs and provision of other site attractions 

which enhance the visitor experience may greatly moderate any dissatisfaction with the 

cave inspection and obviate the need for expensive physical alteration of the cave. 
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The physiological effects of enhanced COz arc similar to those of high humidity and 

temperarurc as measured in the Ashrac Comfort-Health Index and have been 

summarized by James & Dyson (1981). In general the levels observed in caves in 

Thailand tend to the lower limit of discomfort, and certainly the concentrations present 

arc not a health or safety problem. However in tropical caves the combination of 

enriched COz. high tempcrarurcs and high humidity is lilcely to produce discomf0rt and 

symptoms of hypercamapia noticeably greater than in more temperate climates. 

Physiologically, however, the effects arc seldom greater or experienced for longer than 

a monsoon shower and they have been endured by the Buddhist community using caves 

for hundreds of years. 

There has been some unresolved discussion of air quality Standards for tourist cave air 

(Osborne 1981; James, in press). However there may be a case for modifying the 

Ashrae Index to take account of carbon dioxide levels, panicularly in tropical caves. 

The Tourism Authority proposed to alleviate the discomfort in !Chao Bin Cave by 

drilling a 2m diameter shaft into the roof, promoting air movement but requiring a fan 

capable of moving over 200cm/m. It is not clear whether this would provide n:lief to 

the whole cave or whether the air ·would simply 'track' by the shortest route which 

might well be at roof rather than floor level , leaving large pockets of still air. Mac 

importantly, drier moving air will accelerate evapcntion and possibly adversely affect 

growth and renewal of cave decoration, and introduce spoor and pollen which leads to 

growth of algae and lampcnflora. 

Although we were able to suggest other options for the consideration of the Tourism 

Commission, we were unable to locate examples from any cave in the world where 

forced ventilation had been employed to solve problems similar to those in Khao Bin 

Cave. On the other hand there arc many n:ported examples from Australia, Europe, die 

USA and Caribbean of environmental degradation attributable to artifical alteration to air 

movement 

Dunkley, J.R. Khao Bin Cave, 'Thailand 
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Dr. Fodor IstvAn 

ADtropogene Ba1ar4• ot the Quality ot cave Enviro11111ent 

cave environment, or more specifically the exterior 

environment of caves plus their interior environment 

1'ere thought as the least polluted human environment 

(Cauer, H. 1954, Rajman, L. - Roda, S. - Klincko K. 

1971, Fodor, I. 1981 etc.) • 

The enormous environmental crisis in the second half 

of the twentieth century did not avoid karstic regions 

either. Air and water pollution, acidification 

endanger karstic regions as well. Huge amounts of 

1'aste appear everywhere, which result only in small 

isolated, endangered zones today, however we cannot be 

sure about the unpollutedness of tomorrow. 

The values of karst, karstic waters and the 

unpollutedness of caves, are not only imperilled by 

the risk of becoming contaminated, but there are other 

risk sources as well. In Hungary for example taking 

out water by the mining industry led to a fall in the 

karst water level in the Transdanubian Mountains, 

endangered· the thermal water basis of Buda Mountains 

and ruined the cave of Tapolca whiCl was - famous of 

having a thermal water spring inside the cave. The 

0,4-2,8 per cubic centimetre. This phenomenon is 

caused on the one hand by convection, and on the other 

hand by the low relative humidity of these parts of 

the cave, where condensation i s not so fast as in the 

lower parts. This number is even higher in summer : 4-8 

parti cles per cubic centimetre. The number of small 

particles varies between 9-100 per cubic centimetre. 

Pollution, caused by solid particles, is even higher 

in Tapolca thermal water cave; 15-218 particles per 

cubic centimetre when no visitors are allowed in, 48-

450 particles per cubic centimetre when visitors are 

allowed . We carried out the same measuring on ice

caves as well, in Telkib6nya ice cave. Actually we got 

analogously low data. In case of particles, smaller 

than one micromillimetre, the average was O, 1-4, 9 

particles per cubic centimetre at different points of 

the cave. We measured analogously higher data at the 

entrance. The number of particles, larger than one 

micromillimetre rarely_ exceed 1 particle per cubic 

centimetre, inside the cave. 

Another important characteristic of cave air is its 

biological quality. This refers to the number of 

bac_teria in the ,air of caves. This feature is 

important because most of the caves we examined, serve 

not only as show caves, but also as health-resorts. 

Thousands of people a day visit these places in the 
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boat tours attracted a great number of people from all 

over the world. 

As a result of the fall of karst water level, 

deriving from bauxite mining, thermal water 

disappeared from the cave, which gives a very dismal 

view today. 

Cave environment, especially in case of show caves, 

does not mean totally unpolluted environment. 

Concerning these conditions, we carried out rese3.rch 

in a number of caves in Hungary. 

Air quality in caves 

My research on the presence of air-planktons in the 

air of caves show, that the temporal and spatial 

distribution of these 

changing. 

in caves, is constantly 

In stalactite caves (Abaliget, Baradla etc.) the 

entrance part is the most polluted part, throughout 

the year: in winter the number of particles of one 

micromillimetre size or larger, is around 2-4 per one 

cubic centimetre, in case of inwards moving air 

currents; while in summer this number can reach 4-6 

per cubic centimetre. The number of solid, large 

particles · in certain cave . pipes is remarkably high in 

winter, 4-5 particles per cubic centimetre, when the 

number of large particles in the cave itself is only 

main season. This fact may result in significant 

microbiological pollution, depending on the size ot 

the cave's air-space and its ability for bioclimatic 

~egeneration. 

Here I would like to present some of our results 

concerning Tapolca thermal water cave, which 

functioned as a -show cave, but became inactive by 

today. 

The summary data of the sampling at different points 

of time, are the following: lowest number of bacterium 

colonies: ll/m3 ( 40 l of air/ 1 minute pumping over) 
I 

medium number of bacterium colonies: 37O/m3 highest 

number of bacterium colonies : 1533/m3 (30 l of air/r 

. . ! 
minute pumping over). 

Sedimental experience: 

lowest number of bacterium colonies: 3/Petri bowl 

medium number of bacterium colonies: 329/Petri bowl 

highest number of bacterium colonies: 84O/Petri bowl 

It is obvious that there is no significant 

difference between the two differently collected 

samples. From microbiological point of view, the air 

of the cave is the most polluted in the main touristic 

season (July, August). In case of more than one 

thousand visitors, the number of bacterium colonies a 

the landing stage, varied between 400-1350 at the 

height of ten centimetres in 1 m3 air by 30 l/1 minute · 

pumping over; while at the height of 50 centimetres 

-



the number of bacterium colonies reached 1070-1533. 

Types of pathogene staphylococcus and streptococcus 

could not be found in the , samples, or rathe,;: E coli 

could only be found in one case out of twenty-eight 

samples. 

The microbiological pollution of the cave declines 

together with the decreasing attendance at the end of 

.the touristic season. The number of visitors in winter 

is approximately one tenth of the number in summer and 

thus the level of pollution is about one twentieth of 

the summer level (number of colonies ll-75/m3 ). Of 

course there might be salient numbers for a short time 

in winter as well, when attendance level is generally 

low. This refers to the occasional appearance of more 

visitors. 

We carried out research in connection with the 

growth of microbiological pollution, under the 

circumstance when a larger group stayed at one place 

for a longer period of time. On the occasion of a 

concert in the cave, there were 900 people for 

approximately two hours (before, during and after the 

concert) . I would like to show the change in the 

number of colonies with the help of the first figure. 

We also examined the alteration of microbiological 

pollution depending on height (figure no. 2.). I found 
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out, that twelve hours after the concert, the number 

of bacteria in the air was already normal. 

These results raise the question if there is a limit 

of pollution, beyond which the cave loses its ability 

to regenerate, so to say th cave is not capable of 

absolute· self-purification any more. 

our• results show that tourism in itself does not 

mean real harm. (Ice caves are exceptional, because of 

the heat generation of lamps, which might cause the 

thawing of ice.) Unpredictable and irreversible 

hazards are caused by dumping waste (solid and liquid) 

on karst surfaces, territories around karst regions 

and catchment basins. This kind of waste dumping is 

illegal in most cases. These are still only local risk 

sources. Acid rains, caused by air pollution, on the 

other hand, are global risk sources. 
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ENVIRONMENT AL MONITORING AND 
I EVALUATION ON ZHIJIN CA VE 
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XIONG Kangning 
Guizhou Normal University, Guiyang 550001 

Abstract 
The environmental situation and the present conditions of Zhijin 

Cave were evaluated by installation of 26 monitoring stations for 
measuring air temperature, humidity and CO

2 
concentration. Interior 

stability of the cave environment was also an evaluation parameter. 
The evaluation was compared to a four rank scale using fuzzy mathe• 
matics determining that the cave environment is good . 
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Introduction 

· Zhijin Cave is one of the 200 tourist caves in China. Since it was 
opened to tourists it has been impacted by installation of lights, road 
construction and the large number of tourists . As a result, the cave en· 
vironment needs monitoring to prevent deterioration and basic data is 



needed to evaluate the iave environment. Zhijin Cave, with one en
trance, has live main passages forming a network pattern in plan 
(Fig.I). The cave has been mapped to a length of 4215 m and a depth 
of242 m. 

Monitoring Parameters l 
Cave air temperature, humidity and CO2 were chosen for moni

toring parameters at Zhijin Cave, since these\;re connected with tour
ists and speleothems. The relatively complete da ta from May 1988 was 
used for the analysis (Table I) . In addition, cave stability was chosen 
as an evaluation parameter. 

Table I. Environmental data of the air in zhijin Cave (May I 988) 

No. 

9 
10 
II 
12 
13 
14 
IS 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 

Tcmp.{t:) 
IS.S 
15.8 
15.S 
IS .S 
15.3 
14.6 
14.6 
I S.S 
12.8 
11.0 
11.0 
9.60 
10.0 
8.70 
9.50 
10.3 
12.0 
10.7 
11.4 
12.2 
15.2 
9.S0 
11.0 
13.0 
13.S 
11.8 

Comprehensive Evaluation 

Humid.(o/e) CO,(ppm) 
93 1080 
98 1200 
99 1000 
93 700 
97 900 
99 800 
99 800 
93 810 
98 910 
100 810 
100 720 
96 620 
83 620 
96 600 
92 sso 
97 510 
92 450 
92 sso 
93 540 
90 sso 
73 600 
92 650 
14 700 
96 700 
93 700 
96 750 

As discussed above, four parameters are used for evaluation of 
the cave environment: three physical parameters, cave air temperature, 
humidity and CO2 concentrations; and one qualitative factor, cave 
stability. Because cave stability is hard to quantify, comprehensive 
evaluation techniques using fuzzy mathematics must be used. Stand
ards of evaluation ranks and weighting values are established, and 
subordination is used to determine the boundary between factors, set 
up a fuzzy matrix for evaluation and finally, determine the subordi
nate rank of the cave. Determination of the ranking standards is based 
on the impacts of the parameters on people and speleothems, and four 
ranks are determined (Table 2). 

Table 2. Ranks and standards of environmental evaluation of Zhijin cave 

Factors in cave Evaluatioal Ranks 

I II Ill IV 
Air tcm p,{C) 12- 14 10 12, 14- 16 8- 10. 16- 18 ,;; 8- > 18 
Air- humid.(o/,) ;o 94 94- 87 87 ·80 <80 
Air CO (ppm) < SO() S00 - 1000 1000· 2000 ;o 2000 
Stability stable relatively stable relat ively unstable unstable 

Results of Environmental Evaluation 

According to the possibility of the environmental factors falling 
in any ranks- subordination, i.e. percentage of the monitoring data of 
all evaluational factors in Zhijin Cave belonging to the standard range 
of a certain rank, 15% of the total temperature figures falling in rank 
I, for instance, and 65% in rank II, 19% in rank III and 0% in rank __ 
IV (table 3), we can set up following fuzzy matrix R for evaluation- 
based on these statistical data: 
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Air temperature is influenced by the body heat of tourists and 
heat gjven off by installed lighting equipment and affects the rate of 
calcite deposition and humidity levels. Air temperature increased 
0.6t in passages open to tourists after the cave had been open for 
three years . 

Humidity is affected by increased evaporation of water near light
ing equipment and the respiration of tourists . It is reported that a 
tourist will evaporate about 40 g water per hour. Higher humidity lev
el help keep speleoihems moist. 

High CO2 concentrations in air may make some people feel 
uncomfortable, and can increase _the corrosiveness of cave water, caus
ing damage to speleothems. fn Japan, the standard for CO2 concentra
tion in building air is 1000 ppm. Above 5000ppm, a sensitive person 
will feel dizzy and uncomfortabie. One tourist may add as much as 40 
liters of CO2 per hour into the cave air. Cave air CO2 values increased 
by 140-200 ppm after the cave had been open to tourists for three 
years. 

Cave interior stability is important for the safety of tourists and 
the protection of speleothems. Stability depends on formation thick
ness, the structural situation, the level of _cave development, and other 
factors. 

Sampling Locations 

For large cave systems, many monitoring spots are required be
cause the environment and human impacts vary in different parts of 
the cave. Based on past studies, sites were selected near major scenic 
spots, in main passages, at junctions of the main cave, in upper- and 
lower-level branch caves and sites where the passage configuration is 
quite narrow or changes a lot (Figure I). The overall cave environ
ment is evaluated because the lad: of continuous and long-term mon
itoring data from each section of the cave precludes evaluation of in
dividual cave sections. 

f 

0.15 0.65 0.19 0.001 

R = 0.50 0.38 0.08 0.04 

0.04 0.85 0.11 0.00 

0.54 0.38 0.08 0.00 

There are many ways to determin the weighting value. In this pa
per it is produced from a combination of the subjective judgent 
through experienc, the opinions of relevant professors and the contri
butions of the factors to the environment of Zhijin Gave. Accordingly, 
the weight sets of the factors is: 

A = (0.32,0. I I ,0.35,0.22) 

i.e. the weight values of the air- temperature, the air-humidity, the 
air- CO2 concentration and the cave interior stability of Zhijin Gave 
are respectively 0.32, 0.11 , 0.35 and 0.22. The subordination for the 
evaluational ranks of the cave should be expressed as below: 

Table J. The suborination of factors for environmental evaluation of Zhijin Cave 

Evaluational Ranks 
Factors in cave I II Ill IV 

Air temperature 0.15 0.65 0.19 0.00 

Air humidity o.so 0.38 0.08 0.04 

Air CO, concentration 0.04 0.85 0.11 0.00 

Cave in terior stability 0.54 0.38 0.08 0.00 

B = A • R = (0.32,0.11,0.35,0.22) • [:: ::: :~ ::] 

0.54 0.38 0.08 0.00 
= ((0.32/\0.15)V(0. l I /\0.50)V(0.35/\0.04)V(0.22/\0.54) 

(0.32/\0.65) V (0. I l /\0.38)V(0.35/\0.85)V (0.22/\0.38) , 

-



(0.32/\0. I 9)V (0. l I /\0.08)V (0.35 /\0.1 l)V(0.22 /\0.08) 

(0.32 /\0.00)V (0.l l/\0.04)V(0.35 /\0.00)V (0.22 /\0.00) 
= (0.15V0.l ! V 0.04V 0.22,0.32V 0.l l V 0.35 V 0.22 

0. 19V0.88V0.l I V 0.08,0.00V0.04 V0.00V 0.00) 
= (0.22,0.35,0.19,0.04) 

where" V" means to take the maximum for opeartion and "/\" to 
take the minimum for opeartion. 

The result above was calculated by using normalization method 
to the following B = (0.27,0.44,0.24,0.05), which shows that the possi
bility of the environment of Zhijin Cave falling in the rank i is 27%, 
the rank II 44%, the rank III 24% and the rank IV 5%. According to 
the principle of maximum subordination, the figure of 0.44 will be 
taken, i.e the environment ofZhijin Cave in 1988 was rank 11. 

If the long-term and continuous monitoring data in Zhijin Cave 
were avaiable, it would be poseible to evaluate the environment at 
each spot. That is to determine the possible extent of the factors at 
each spot falling in each rank-subordination first, and then use fuzzy 
matrix for evaluation, i.e. B; = a 0 R;, finally n sets B 1 ,B 2 ,B 3 •••••• B n 

. This new fuzzy matrix for evaluation is as below: 

bll b,2 b1m 

b21 b 22 b2m 

B= 

When considering the important extent of the monitoring spots in 
the cave and the difficult degree of the environment management for 
the weight sets, it is easy for us to tell the environmental ranks of this 
show cave. 

AN EVALUATION OF TOURISM 
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY OF TIANQUAN 
CA VE IN SOUTHERN SICHUAN PROVINCE 

ZHANG Daquan XU Maoqi ZHANG Anming SONG Mengqiang 
Southwest Normal University, Chongqing 630715 

Abstract 
Tianquan Cave is a big karst cave in southern Sichuan Province 

and also one of the bases of karst cavern tourism, teaching and re
search in the province. Based on a great deal of information from in
vestigations, monitoring and measurements in the field, this paper 
makes an evaluation of tourism environmental factors, such as air and 
water quality, scenic spots and their beauty, lighting, safety protection 
and traffic conditions in the district of the cave. The results of the 
evaluation rank the air and water quality as very good, the popular 
scenic spots are very beautiful, having a high reputation with tourists, 
but such things as service facilities and attitudes, and traffic conditions 
still need improvement. 
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Introduction 

Located ln Xingwen County in southern Sichuan Province, 
Tianquan Cave is 27 km north of the county seat, 143 · km 

• 
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Fig. I. Plan of Zhijin Cave and location of monitoring spots. 

northwestward of Yibin City. It is 124 km northeastward from the 
important town of Luzhou . Transportation here is very convenient 
and it only takes a day and a nigh! by bus from here to Yibin and 
Luzhou. 

Tianquan Cave has developed in the carbonate strata of Qixia 
(Plq) and Maokou (Pim) groups of Permian age. The limestones are 
very pure with a thickness of over 300 m, providing a good material 
foundation for the development of large karst caves. From the surface 
to underground, Tianquan Cave can be divided into three levels. The 
first level is made up of two branch caves, with elevations from 
650-680 m and outlets on the top walls of the second level. 

The second level, the main part of Tianquan Cave, results from 
the alternating and linking with two periods of paleo-underground 
rivers. Its inlets and outlets pass from north to south with a length of 
1.27 km . There are three big halls with base areas over 10,000 m3

, 

which are interlinked by long corridors 10-35 m wide, with a shape 
like a string of beads. The height of the halls and corridors is generally 
30-40 m with the maximum reaching 70 m. 

The third level is 580-590 m in elevation. Because of blockages 
by rock particles, this thin level is not open to tourists . These three 
levels of the cave are generally interlinked vertically and form a net· 
work or maze structure. 

In the district of Xingyan Township, with an area of 14 km2
, 

centered at Tianquan Cave, surface karst features such as stone 
forests, karren and karst valleys interlink and overlap each other, and 
form very attractive scenery. There are no mountains without caves 
underneath them. Caves crisscross vertic,illy and horizontally and 
wonderful places can be found in every cave. Thus this area is known 
as the "Stone Seas and Cave" and attracts up to 300,000 tourists every 
year. 

Selection of Evaluation Parameters and Acquisition of Data 

Evaluation parameters were selected from in-cave and 



out-.of-cave environments according to the nature and characteristics 
of tourism. These parameters are air and water quality, scenic spots 
and their beauty (SSB), lighting (L), in-cave safety protection meas
ures (ISP) and service facilities (SF), service attitudes (SA), and traffic 
conditions (TC), including distance from central cities (D ), time spent 
waiting for buses (T) and the comfort of seats (S). 

Air and water in the cave were measured in July and August, 
1982 and in February, March and June, 1983. Each measurement pe
riod lasted for five consecutive days and there were a total of thirteen 
sampling periods. The sample locations for air were placed at 
Qiongluguanxia, Guchengfeixu, Shihuaqiguan, Shilinxianzi and 
Tianquanminggong. Water sampling sites were at Longyan Spring 
and Xianren. Air quality parameters were SO2, NO, and dust, and 

those for water were As, Cd, Cr and others. The values reported for 
the air and water parameters are the mean of the data measured· dur
ing each five-day period during each season (Tables 1 and 2). 

The data for the qualitative factors, such as service attitudes, etc. 
are derived from a compilation of nearly 400 forms which were filled 
out by both tourists and experts between 1985 and 1990. The principle 
of assigning points was worked out by referring to tourist caves of 
Guangxi , Zhejiang and Guizhou Provinces. The maximum value is ten 
and the minimum is zero (Table 3). Because of gaps and omissions in 
the returned forms, the calculation of mean point values are lower on 
some items (Table 4). 

Table I. Mean va lues of air quality 

Parameter 
Sample location 

SQl (m1 / m1
) NO. {mg / m1) Dust(mg / m1

) 

Qion1lu1uanpia 0.06 0.001 0. 130 
Guchcngfci.11:u 0.039 0 .001 0.080 
Shihuaq11u1n 0.029 0 .00 1 0.050 
Shi lin.1.il nl i 0.031 0 .001 0.050 

Tilnqu1nmin11on1 0.039 0.003 0.110 

Mean 0.11' 1 0 .00 14 0.084 

ating tourism environmental quality in China. For air and water in the 
cave, we adopted the Health Standards for Air and Surface Potable 
Water, which are promulgated by the Chinese government. For the 
qualitative factors we adopted a point system. 

2. Evaluation of the results of air and water quality in the cave 

For the evaluation of air and water quality in the cave, the quality 
indices for air (I) and water (P) were calculated by the following for
mula (Wang, 1982, Shen, 1985). 

I= J max(C 1 I S 1 ) x (I I k,t, C , I S ;) (I) 

C, : practical density of substance i; 
S,: evaluation standard for substance i ; 
K: number of substances. 

(2) 

The results of calculations give /= 0.23, and P = 0.27. Then, 
when we compare these values to those in the classification and 
evaluation form of/ and pin Table 5, we determine that the quality of 
the air and water is good . 

Table 5. Classification and evaluation of air and water quality 

Clean Sl;ahlly M ;ldly Seriously Very seriously 

polluted polluted polluted polluted 

I < 0.6 0.6- 1.0 I.IH.9 1.9- 2.8 >2.8 
p < 0.-4 0.4--0.1 0.1-1.0 1.0-2.0 > 2.0 

3. Evaluation results of the qualitative factors 

Using the data in Table 4, the comprehensive index (Pa) of the 
qualitative factors such as scenic spots and their beauty, lighting, etc., 
were calculated by the formula: 
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Table 2. Mean values of water quality 

Sample points Longyan spring Xianrcn cave Mean 
Taste and smell None None None 

Dust None None None 
pH 1.0-1.1 6.8- 1.9 6.9-1.8 

Total Hardneu (ma / I) 119.20 121.30 123.25 
Volatile phenol (mg / I) 0.001 0 .003 0.002 

Fluoride (ma I I) 0.29 0. 15 0.22 
As(mg / 1) 0.002 0.002 0.002 
Cd(mg / I) 0.002 0.001 0.0015 
Cdm• I I) 0.01 0.01 0.01 
Pb(mg / 1) 0.00 0.01 0.005 
HR(mR / I) 0.00 0.00 0.000 

Cvanoacn (mR / I) 0.026 0.020 0.023 
Total bacteria (colony / ml) 11.0 30.0 50.5 

Table 3. Index of assigning points for qualitative parameters of Tianquan Cave 

Points 0 -·1.o 

SSB Dull 

No li1htin1 at 
many spou 

ISP 
No1a0y 

protection 

SF 
Difficult to act 

accommodation• 

SA Very bad 

O{km) > 100 

T(hr) > 1.0 

onen none 

available 

l . 1- 4.S 

A fcwsi&htsbut 

dispcned too wkicly 

Only a link li1htin1 
orak>omy 

Jnadeciuatc 11Jcty 
prot~tion 

DirT'"tcult in busy suwn 

Cold 

100 JO 
1.0-0.S 

Noauuranceof 
availability 

4.6- 6.S 6.6- 10.0 

Somewhat densely concen- Sigbu densely distributed 

trated pleasing to both lhc beautiful and a raccful 
eye and mind 

Li1htin1 in suitable scenic Li1htin1 equipment cn-
paua1es and sections bances natural bea1,11y 

Very aood 1afcty protcc-
Somc safety protection tion 

Accommodations ok Very satisfactory ac.com
modaiions 

Warm and thouahtful Very warm and thoughtful 

~ - 10 <10 
0.S- 0.1 

Gcncrallyolr. 

<0.1 
Satisfactory and 

comfortable 

Table 4 . Statistic of points and weighting ~actors of qualitative parameters in the 

Tianquan Cave district 

Parameter, 

Mean points 
Weighting factor 

SSB 

7.42 

o.so 

L 

5.05 
0. 15 

ISP 

3.30 

0.15 

Evaluation of Tourism Environmental Quality 

I. Evaluation parameters 

SF&SA 

4.44 

0.10 

TC 

3.90 

0. 10 

At present there are no generally accepted standards for evalu-

P,: index of factor i ( = points/ 4.5) 
W 1 : weight of factor i (see Table 4) 
k: number of factors . 

(3) 

The results of calculations ·are listed in Table 6. We then com
pared the values in Table 6 to those in Table 7 and the comprehensive 
evaluation of qualitative factors were determined. The results indicate 
that qualitative factors are not too good. 

Table 6 . Calculation of points of qualitative factors 

Factors SSB I L I ISP I SF&SA j TC 

P, 1.65 I 1.12 I 0.13 I 0.99 I 0.81 

W , P, 0.83 I 0.17 I 0.i l I O.IO I 0.09 

Pa • 1.30 

Table 7. Classification and evaluation of comprehensive quality index of qualita

tive factors 

Levels IV Ill II 

Pa <0.7 0.1-1.6 1.6-2.5 >2.5 
Evaluation Very bad Bad Good Very good 

Discussion 

We will not give a comprehensive evaluation of the quality of the 
tourist environment, but only give a preliminary discussion of a few of 

the problems. 
I. The quality of the air and water in Tianquan Cave is very good. The 
concentrations of three parameters in air and thirteen in water are all 

below the standards. 
2. The results of the evaluation reveal that the qualitative factors 

are not so good. Based on responses from tourists, two aspects are 
favorable; notably the scenic spots and their beauty, and the level of 

-



lighting in the caves. Most people believed the scenic areas to be beau
tiful, graceful, varied, and densely distributed. However, more than 
thirty tourists pointed out that the lighting in some parts of the cave is 
gloomy and needs improvement. Safety is not only related to the phys
ical structure. of the cave, but more importantly to the state of mind of 
the tourists. Because the width and height of individual sections or 
Tianquan Cave are very big, tourists may feel uneasy or fearful when 
they are in the cave. 

Tourists complained strongly about service attitudes, service con
ditions and traffic conditions. There were 196 people, or 51 % of the 
respondents, who mentioned problems with service. It was emphasized 
that the conditions of accommodations and attitudes of individual 
service personnel are very bad. Some of the personnel even quarrelled 
with the tourists. There were 243 people, or 64% of respondents, who 
believe that transportation is not convenient. Problems include long 
waits on buses, overcrowding of buses and the great expense of private 
taxis. 

We suggest the physical aspects of the tourist environm_ent of 
Tianquan Cave are very good, but there are rr.any problems in its 
management which this survey revealed. If the administration of the 
cave pays more attention to environmental conservation of the sur
roundings, improving the quality of service and transportation condi
tions, Tianquan Cave will become a bright pearl of tourism, teaching 
and research in southern Sichuan. 
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DEVELOPMENT CONDITIONS OF STONE 
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Shihua Cave is situated 50km southwest of Beijing in Nandongying 
Village. It is an enormous six-level cave with calcareous deposits on the 
second and third floors, consisting of clumped stone flowers. The cave 
developed in the Quaternary, with the ages of the upper level of 
320,055±450 years and of the lower level of 22,120±440 years. 

Over one million people have visited Shihua Cave since it opened to 
tourists in 1985, with 420,000 people visiting in 1990 and more than 
10,000 people coming during the peak season. A tunnel which is several 
score meters long and located more than ten meters above the natural 
entrance was installed to facilitate entry by tourists into the eastern 
branch cave. In recent years, the temperature has risen 3-4°C and the 
humidity has decreased by 30% from the effects of the tourists and 
installed lighting. Concentrations of CO2 reach 3500ppm, almost teri 
times the levels of fresh air in the beginning of the cave, and most of 
the calcareous deposits have begun to darken, soften, and age. It is 
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Fig. 1. Structure and Sample Points ofTianquan Cave. 

imperative to study and understand the developmental conditions of the 
calcareous deposits in the cave . 

Micro-climates in the cave 

The first level of the cave is 327m long. The entrance is a small 
(0.5m by Im) hole located on a slope. Humidity rises abruptly in the 
third and fourth rooms because of the pools of water. There is a steep 
slope of calcareous deposit between the first and second floors, and a 
3 lm deep pit in the floor of the first cave at the end of the first level. 

The second level is 849m long and extends eastward at an average 
gradient of 20°. The temperature and humidity are stable on this level. 
Helictites and stone flowers are abundant near the mouth of this level. 
There is a steep, 12m drop with a large opening down to the third level. 

The third level is 450m long, and has similar atmospheric conditions 
with the second level. There are many slender, transparent stone 
flowers. The drop is 5.8m through a small opening down to the fourth 
level. This small entrance is responsible for the relatively stable 
temperature and humidity of the fourth and fifth floors. 

The fourth level is 100m long and is connected by collapsed holes to 
the fifth floor, 26m below. The air in these two floors is fresh and dry. 

The fifth level is 500m long with sand deposits spread on the bottom. 
Cave pearls arranged in rows can be found in the northern part of this 
level. An area of 0.5m2 is covered with cave pearls whose diametef! 
change from 30mm in the center of this area to 1-2mm at the edges. 
There are some stalagmites growing on the sand deposits, and the 
landscape is not as interesting as those on the second and third levels. 



The sixth level is 6.Sm lower than the fifth, with fresh air and no 
stone flowers. The fresh air and nice circulation of the fourth to sixth 
levels is due to the connection of the bottom of Shihua Cave, 130xn 
below the first level with the mouth of the underground Kongshuidong 
River, 4km to the east of the entrance of Shihua Cave. 

Suitable atmospheric conditions for the formation of stone flowers 

Different enclosures of the cave result in different climatic conditions 
as well as differential development of stone flowers. Seven sampling 
locations were established to monitor temperature and humidity of cave 
air. A psy 'rrometer was placed 1.5m above the floor and obseivations 
were made from October 1982, to July 1984. Table 1 has a summary of 
these results. 

Table.l Obseivations of Temperature and Humidity in Shihua Cave 

Mouth oC Cave 2nd ball 3rd hall Jingan& bn:nch wot branch ... , bnnch main "'"" 
.. lM ,_ on bt Door- on bt floor- on 2nd ,_ on 2nd floor on 2nd llooc on 2nd floor 

•=~ bum. •=~ hum. •=~ hum. temp. hum. temp. hum. 1emp. hum. •=~ hum. 

('C) ('JI,) ("C) ('JI,) ("C) ('JI,) ("C) (%) ("C) (%) C-C) ( 'JI,) ('C) (%) 

2 34 9.S 84 12.1 93 12.1 13.0 )3.0 13.0 

I I I I I I I 100 I 100 I 100 I 100 

16.5 100 12.I 100 13.5 100 13.S l ◄ .S 13.5 13.S 

It is obvious that areas near the mouth and the second hall of the 
first level are profoundly affected by the outside climate. On the 
second level, the temperature is stable at 12.5-13.5°C all year. In the 
western branch of the second level, where there are less stone flowers, 
the temperature was 1•c higher than elsewhere in the cave. In June 
1981, humidity was a stable 98-100% and temperature was 13°C. 
Especially on the second level, transparent or translucent stone flowers 
and stalagmites develop everywhere. Jn contrast, the stalagmites and 

4. Install several automatic sealed doors to eliminate smoke and 

protect the cave environment. 

5. Establish a scientific . institution to study karst phenomena by 
periodic measurement of temperature, humidity, and CO2 content of the 
cave, observe changes in the speleothem deposition and research 
reasonable lighting installation and speleothem deposit mechanisms of 

this cave. 

THE EXPLOITATION AND 
CONSERVATION OF STONE 

FLOWER CA VE, BEIJING 

LI Tieying 
Beijing Geological Survey Institute, Beijing 102206 

Abstract 
Stone Flower Cave is a typical multi-level cave with abundant 

speleothems in northern China. The surveyed length of the cave's first 
live levels is 2540m, there is an underground river on the sixth and 
seventh levels, and the depth of the cave is 160m. There was a geologi
cal survey conducted on the first three levels, and the first two levels , 
with ·a combined length of 670m, have been opened for tourists. This 
summary discusses the geological survey, the environmental changes 
which have occurred since opening the cave and conservation meas
ures proposed for the cave. 
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columns of the first level are rusty or black due to wide fluctuations of 
the temperature and humidity near the mouth of the cave. 

Running water and direct control on climate and the development of 
stone flowers 

Most of !he dripping water is characterized as HCO3-Ca/Mg water 
(during periods of low water level) or as HCO3-Ca water (during 
periods of high water level). The hardness ranges from 10.5-15 German 
degree, total dissolved solids (IDS) from 197.6-356.9mg/l and pH from 
7.3-7.76. The main cations are Ca2

• at 43.09-91.18mg/l, and Mg2+ at 7.3-
21.0mg/l, and the main anion is HCO3- at 164.8-244.0Smg/l. 

Protection of speleothems 

The development of speleothems in Shihua Cave is influenced by the 
quality -of groundwater, the water temperature, the flow volume of 
dripping water, air temperature and hu nidity and wind velocity as well 
as fracture of the rock stratum, thickness of the mountain body and the 
enclosure configurations of the cave. · 

To protect Shihua Cave the following proposals are offered. 

1. Dig a deep well and use karst water with timed overhead 
sprinkler/drip systems to increase humidity and control temperature. 

2. Closely monitor dangerous rocks in the ceilings, walls, and around 
reinforced areas to ensure tourists' safety. 

3. Establish a protection zone for the geological environment of 
Shihua Cave, remove pollutants within 3km of the cave including tailings 
and mine water from the adjacent coal mine. 

Introduction 

Stone Flower Cave is located in the Fangshan Mt. district, 50km 
from Beijing's urban center. In an area of 8km2 around Stone Flower 
Cave, the main caves are Kongshui Cave, Qingfeng Cave, and Silver 
Fox Cave, and there are two large cave springs, one at Heilongguan 
and the other at Hebei Village. 

Geological Setting 

The geologic structure in the cave_ area belongs to the northern 
flank of the Beiling syncline. The strata are mainly Cambrian, 
Ordovician, Carboniferous and Permian, and the Nandazhai
Babaoshan overthrust fault passes through this region near Cijiawu 
Village. The average thickness of the carbonate rocks of the Cambrian 
and the Ordovician is about 3942m. The strata containing the karst 
features are the crystalline limestone of the Majiagou Formation of 
the Middle Ordovician and the Cambrian, and -the dolomites of the 
Wumishan Formation of the Jixian System. 

A Description of Stone Flower Cave 

Stone Flower Cave is a branched cave with seven levels, con
nected by shafts and slopes. The cave trends generally in art E-W di-

rection. 
The first level consists of three large chambers with a total length 

of 348m and an average height of 24.8m. The elevation of the floor of 

this level is 250m . 
The second level consists of eight large chambers and the eleva-

tion of the floor ranges from 170 to 218m, with an average of 202m. 
The largest chamber is 42m high and 23m wide, with abundant 

speleothems. _ . . 
The third level is 560m long, and the floor 1s at an elevation of 

155m. The length of the largest chamber is 160m. The fourth level is 

........ 



sloped along its 60m length and is filled with flowstone. 
The fifth level has only recently emerged from groundwater level, 

and is still inundated during times of high water. Its length is 560m 
and the elevation of the cave bottom is 120in Cave ·pearls and a lot of 
fine sand are found on this level. The sixth and seventh levels contain 
the present underground river. 

Speleothems of Stone Flower Cave 

· The abundance and wide distribution of speleothems are due to 
the thickness, purity, fragility and highly fissured nature of the 
Ordovician limestone in which the cave developed, allowing precipita
tion to easily seep into the cave. Other factors enhancing speleothem 
development are the good sealed condition of the cave, a stable envi
ronment, and advantageous structures. 

On the first two levels, the main deposits are from dripping, flow
ing and standing water. The speleothems of the first level include stal
agmites, columns, flowstone, and moonmilk. Those of the second level 
are mainly towers, stalactites, curtains, soda straws, cave pearls, cave 
shields, stone flowers and moonmilk. 

The speleothems of the third level are the most beautiful, are 
mainly formed from the action of capillary seepage, dropping water 
and water spray, and include crystal flowers, helictites, soda straws 
and cave pearls. From the fourth to the seventh levels, the deposits are 
mainly flowstone, detritus, cave pearls and helictites. 

The Technical Plan for the Development of Stone Flower Cave 

The technical plan was drawn up with regard to cave scale 
sightseeing value and cave conservation. It was decided to open th~ 
first two levels to tourists and use the third level for scientific research. 

Environmental Impacts of the Opening of the Cave to Tourists 

Long term monitoring. of cave space, internal air movement, 

east branch of the second level where a newly constructed entrance 
has been opened, the climatic changes are especially obvious, with 

Table I. Observations of temperature and humidity in stone flower cave 

First Level Second U:vel 

The 4th West Jinggang East Nanni 
Entrance 

Cinema 
Room Branch Hall Branch Bay Date 

T . H . T . H. T. H. T . H. T . H. T . H. T . H . 

'C. % 'C o/, 'C % 'C % 'C % 'C % 'C % 

May 28, 1983 12 93 II 100 12.5 100 13.5 100 13 100 13 100 13 100 
June 8, 1983 12.5 93 II 100 12.5 100 13.5 100 13 100 13 100 13 100 

June 17, 1983 13.5 93 11.5 92 12.8 100 13.5 100 13 100 13 100 13 100 
June 27, 1983 13 100 11 .5 100 13 100 13.5 100 13 100 13 100 13 100 
Julv 11, 1983 13.5 100 11.5 100 13 100 13.5 100 13 100 13 100 13 100 
Julv 19, 1983 14.5 93 12 93 13 100 13.5 100 13 100 13 100 13 100 
July 28. 1983 13.5 100 12 100 13 100 13.5 100 13 100 13 100 13 100 
Auir. 9, 1983 14.S 100 12 100 13 100 13.5 100 12.5 100 13 100 13 100 

Au2. 22, 1983 15.5 93 12 100 13 100 13.5 100 13 100 13 100 13 100 
Aug. 30, 1983 14.S 100 12 100 13 100 13.5 100 13 100 13 100 13 100 
Seo. I 0, I 983 IS 100 12 100 13 100 13.5 100 13 100 13 100 13 100 
Seo. 21. 1983 15.5 100 12 100 13 100 13.5 100 13 100 13 100 13 100 
Sep. 28. I 983 16 100 12 100 13.5 100 14 100 13 100 13 100 12.5 100 
Oct. 6, 1983 14.5 100 12.5 100 13 100 13.5 100 13 100 13 100 13 100 
Oct. I 0, I 983 16.S 69 12 93 13.5 100 14.S 100 13 100 12.5 100 13 100 
Oct. 22, I 983 IS 42 13.5 100 13 100 14 100 13 100 13.5 100 13.5 100 
Oct. 31, 1983 14.5 66 12 100 13 100 13 100 13 100 13 100 13 100 
Nov. 10, 1983 13 86 12 100 13 100 
Nov. 20, ·1983 12 100 11.l 100 13 100 14 100 13 100 12.5 100 13 100 
Nov. 28, 1983 II 76 11.5 92 13 100 13.5 100 13 100 13 100 13 100 
Dec. 10, 1983 8 55 II 100 13 100 13.5 100 13 100 13 100 13 100 
Dec. 20. 1983 7 44 II 92 13 100 13.5 100 13 100 13 100 13 100 
Dec. 30, 1983 s 34 10.5 92 13 100 13.5 100 13 100 13 100 13 100 
Jan. 10, 1984 s 39 10 84 12.5 100 13 100 13 100 13 100 13 100 
Jan . 19, 1984 3 89 10 84 12.5 100 13.5 100 13 100 13 100 13 100 
Jan. 30, 1984 2.5 41 10 92 12.5 93 13.5 100 13 100 13 100 13 100 
Feb. 10, I 984 2 40 10 74 12.5 93 13.5 100 13.5 93 13 100 13 100 
Feb. 20, 1984 3.5 25 9 .5 92 12.S 93 13.5 100 13.5 93 13 100 13 100 
Feb. 29, 1984 3.5 36 10 92 12.5 100 13.5 100 13.5 93 13 100 13 100 
Mar. II , 1984 s 49 10 92 12.5 100 13.5 100 13.5 93 13 100 13 100 
Mar. 27, 1984 s.s 34 10 92 12.5 100 13.5 100 13 100 13 100 13 100 
Mar. 29, 1984 8 65 10.5 92 12.5 100 13.5 100 13 100 13 100 13 100 
April 10, 1984 9 83 l0.5 100 12.5 100 13.5 100 13 100 13 100 13 100 
Aoril 30, 1984 12 63 10.5 100 12.5 100 13.5 100 13 100 13 100 13 100 
May 30, 1984 12 93 II 100 13 100 13 100 12.5 100 13 100 13 100 
May 20 1984 12 85 II 100 13 100 13 100 12.5 100 , 13 100 13 100 

T.-Temperature; H.-Humidity. 
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temperature, humidity, and dripping and flowing water has been con
ducted to help develop, utilize, research and protect the cave. Based 
on analyses of the monitoring data, the changes in cave temperature, 
humidity, water and air flow are considered the main factors affecting 
the cave environment. 

Seven monitoring locations for temperature and humidity were 
established on the first two levels; three on the first level and four on 
the second. At each monitoring location, a thermograph and a 
hydrograph were set up I.Sm above the floor . Selected data from 
more than 600 sampling times, representing a year's data before and 
after the cave's opening to tourists are presented in Tables I and 2. 
Changes of temperature and humidity are reported in Table 3. Obser
vations were conducted for ten days before the opening of the cave, 
then once a month after that . 

The cave environment can be divided into a transitional zone and 
an internal zone. The transitional zone is located near the entrance 
and the effects of the external climatic conditions are reflected in the 
fluctuations of temperature and humidity. The internal zone is rela
ti:vely stable. 

Before opening, the temperature of the first monitoring point, at 
the entrance, ranged from 2 to 16.5°C, and the relative humidities 
from 25 to JOO percent. The second monitoring point, 160m into the 
cave, recorded annual temperatures from 10 to 12.5°C and relative 
humidities from 84 to 100 percent. The third point, 310m into the 
cave, recorded temperatures of 12.5-13°C and relative humidities of 
95- 100 percent. The four monitoring points on the second level re
corded steady temperatures of 13°C with annual fluctuations of less 
than !°C, and relative humidities near 100%, with annual fluctuations 
of only 7 percent, indicating the environment of the second level be
longs to the internal zone. 

After opening the cave to tourists, the temperature and humidity 
were measured once a month. Comparisons of the average annual 
temperature and humidity of the periods 1991 - 1992 and 1983- 1984 
reveal the temperature increasing and the humidity decreasing. In the 

Table l. Observations of temperature and humidity in stone flower cave 

First Lcvd SecoDd Leve.I 

Th, The Great 
The Tempie of 

Wut Central 
neoreat 

Eut 
Entrance Hall 

.__ 
Branch 

Dramatic 
Date ....... Hall ·-· . .... 

T. H. T. H. T. H. T. H. T. H. T. H. T. H. 
t: % t: % t: % t: % t: % t: % t: % 

Oct. 4, 1.991 " 72 16 91 13.S 91 13.S 91 13 97 IS .. ll Ill) 

Nov. S.1991 16 74 IS 90 " .. 13 100 IJ.S 91 16 IO ll Ill) 

Dec. 2, 1991 14 ., 14 14 13 9l 14 97 13.5 19 IS 79 ll Ill) 

Jan. ), 1992 12 S6 13 " ll 91 14 91 14 16 12 IO ll " Ftb. S, 1992 12 56 12 79 13 16 ll 94 14 II ti 74 ll Ill) 

Mar. ). 1992 14 .. IU II 13 84 13 .S .. 1) .5 10 14 79 ll Ill) 

,\pril S, 1992 " .. 12 .. 14 . .5 94 14 100 13.S 79 14 12 ll Ill) 

May 2, 1992 " 79 ll 91 14.S 94 ll.S 97 ll 81 14 .S II IU " June 2, 1992 17 14 13.S 90 ll.S 93 13 .. 13 91 16 90 lJ.S Ill) 

July], 1992 19 91 14 9l 13 98 13 100 14 91 17 91 13 111) 

Aua. 2, 1992 19 90 14 94 13.5 94 ll 100 ll 96 16.S 91 ll " Sep. 2, 1992 19 90 13 93 14 92 13.S .. 13 95 17 90 ll 111) 

T.-Temperature; H.-Humidity. 

Table 3. Correlation of tempera ture and humidity in stone flower cave before and 
after opening 

Average or Average or 
Difference of 

1983- 1984 1991 - 1992 
Annual Average 

Observation Spot Chanacs 
T . H. T . H. T . H. 
'C % 'C % 'C II 

The Mouth o f 
Buddha Hall 10.6 74.4 15.8 74 +.S.2 --0.4 

The Hall of 
First Level the Great Hall 11.2 96 13.4 88 +2.2 -8 

The Hall of 
the Temple of 12.8 99.4 

Disordered Pagodas 
13.6 92 -t0.8 -7.4 

The West Branch 13.5 100 13.4 98 - 0 . J -2 
The Central Hall 13 100 13.4 90 -t0.4 - 10 

Second Level The East Branch 13 100 14.8 84 +1.8 - 16 
TheOrcat 

Dramatic Stage 13 100 13 100 0 0 

T .-Temperature; H.-Humidity. 



annual temperatures increasing 5.2°C and annual humidities falling 16 
percent. The artificial passage creates strong convection currents 
changing the immediate environment from internal to transitional'. 
Moreover, the increase of tourists and the heat generated by the in
stalled lighting have resulted in temperature increases of 4"C and hu
midity drops of 10 percent in other parts of the cave. The cave's envi
ronment has been affected to the point that travertine doesn't form 
normally, resulting in softening and aging of the speleothems. 

Damage Caused by Cave Environmental Changes 

A 90m section on the first level and a I 00m section of the second 
level have experienced destruction of stalactites by falling due to in
creases in temperature and carbon d ioxide concentrations and de
creases in humidity values. 

The thickness of the roof in most of the cave sections ranges from 
70 to 120m, with a few sections with only 30-50m thick roofs . Because 
of poor land management practices at the surface, vegetation was se
riously damaged, creating soil erosion which has directly affected the 
cave environment. Now, in some sections, the seeping water has stop
ped and some cave pools have dried up. Because a few tension cracks 
have enlarged, water entering the cave during the rainy season has 
transported a lo t of soi l into the cave, degrading some scenic spots. 

Protective Measures for Stone Flower Cave 

The fo llowing measures are proposed for to protect the cave. 
I. To contro l the continuing degradation of the cave envir

onment, two protective windproof ba rriers should be erected at the en
trance to the east branch and a t the artificial passage to lessen the a ir 
exchange between the inner and outer envi ronments . 

2. The tourist trail should be rerouted on the first two levels, the 
vertical passage of the Central Hall should be closed and two exits 
should be constructed a t the same levels as the entrances o f the first 

V ARIA TIO NS SAISONNIERES DU CO2 

DE L'AIR DE DEUX GROTTES DU JURA 
MERIDIONAL (FRANCE) 

C. EK et A . SBA I 
Laborato ire de Geomorphologie et Geologie du Ouaternaire 

Universite de l'Etat a Liege. Belgique 

Resume 
Des mesures saisonnieres de la teneur de l'a ir en CO2 on t ete 

effectuees pendant une annee dans deux g rottes du Jura 
merid iona l: les -grottes de la Ba l me et les grottes du Cerda n. Les 
teneu rs mesurees varient de 300 a 14500 ppm ; ces fai b les va leurs 
sont correlees avec la circulation d'air dans les deux g ro ttes et avec 
les sources du CO2. 

Les valeurs ttouvees dans ces deux grottes sont ensuite 
compa rees avec les teneurs observees da ns des grottes si tuees sous 
d'autres climats. 

Abstract 
Seasonal measurements of carbon d ioxide were made over a 

per iod of one year in two caves from south Ju ra: the caves o f La 
Balme and the caves of Cerdan . Carbon dioxide· contents vary from 

·300 to 14500 ppm; these low values are correlated with the circul a
tion of the air in the two caves and wi th the origin of carbon 
diioxide. 

The val ues found in these caves are then compa red with th o se 
measured in oth er climatic zones . 
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two_ levels to reduce the chimney effect, preserving the original cave 
environment. 

3. To control the increasing cave temperatures, avoid destruction 
of speleothems and prevent moss growing, all incandescent lights 
should be replaced with fluorescent lamps whose lights are softer and 
cooler, installing them in places with low impact on the natural scen
ery. 

4. To protect air quality and ensure tourists' health and comfort 
monitoring points for carbon dioxide should be established. ' 

5. Promote education of karst phenomena and the importance of 
cave protection . Create a special conservation area on the surface in 
the region of the cave, and enact laws protecting the cave and its 
speleothems. 

HYDROLOGICAL CONDITIONS IN THE 
ZHUNGER COAL BASIN AND ITS EASTERN 

REGION, INNER MONGOLIA, CHINA 

ZHANG Yuehua 
Hebei Coal Mining & Civil Engineering College, Handan, 

Hebei 056038 
LIU Sikai 

Xinjiang Petroleum Institute, Urumchi 

Th1; water resources and hydrogeological characteristics in the 
Zhunger Coal Basin and along the banks of the Yellow River are 
discussed in the paper. Zhunger, situated on the Loess Plateau in 
northern China, is a sparsely populated, poo1>, undeveloped area 
with inconvenient traffic facilities . This desert area is crossed with 
ravines and valleys. Average annual rainfall is only 300 mm and 
evapotranspiration is more than live times this value. The tributaries 
of the Yellow River in the area have seasonal flow. 

Four types of water resources have been located by remote sens
ing, drilling, geophysical and hydrogeological investigations. These 
are loessial plateau water, groundwater of the Red Rock strata, 
groundwater in sandstone, shale and thin limestones, ·and 
groundwater of the carbonate rocks in the northern part of the re
gion. The water resources in the carbonate rocks in the northern part 
of the region are the most ideal and thus the carbonate rock strata, 
characteristics of caves, and conditions of alimentation, runoff and 
drainage of the groundwater in this area have been carefully studied. 
Preliminary assessments of the quantity and quality of the 
groundwater resources were made for _ several areas and potential 
water resources are d iscussed. 



LES AQUIFERES KARSTIQUES 
DES MONTS DE TLEMCEN (ALGERIE) 

RESSOURCE EN EAU ET EXPLOITATION 

Dr Bernard COLUGNON, hydrogeologue consultant, associe au laboratoire 
d'hydrogeologie Universite Avignon, rue Pasteur, F 84000, AVIGNON, FRANCE 

RESUME 

L'Ouest de l'Algerie est la partie la plus aride du nord de l'Atlas. Seules les 
montagnes y sont assez arrosees pour permettre une forte recharge des grands 
aquiferes. Comme ces montagnes sont karstifiees, !'infiltration est efficace.Cette 
ressource en eau a une importance capitale pour la region. Toute la difficulte est 
alors de !'exploiter efficacement, malgre un contexte technique difficile ( aquiferes 
morceles, relief tres vif, population rassemblee dans les plaines, loin des aquiferes ). 
Cette note fail le bilan des campagnes de prospection recentes ( geophysique, 
hydrologie et forage ) dans la region des Monts de Tlemcen, ou se trouvent 1 /4 des 
karsts fonctionnels du pays. Ces travaux ont permis d'ameliorer tres sensiblement 
l'alimentation en eau d'un million de personnes en mobilisant les reserves des 
aquiferes karstiques qui avaient ete delaissees jusqu'alors a cause des difficultes 
techniques posees par leur exploitation. 

MOTS CLES 

karst - eau souterral ne - forage - reserves permanentes - reserves 
renouvelables 

ABSTRACT 

Western Algeria is the driest part of northen Atlas. Only the mountains receive 
enough rain to recharge the large aqu~ers. These mountains are karstic and most of 
the water sink to the aqu~ers. This resource is the main one in the region. All the job 
is to use it efficiently, in a difficult technical context ( many small aquifers, sharp relief, 
population scattered in the plains, far from the aquifers ). This paper deals with the 
results of the recent prospects ( geophysics, hydrology and drilling ) in the Tlemcen 
Hills, where you find 1/4 of the algerian karsts. Their result is a strong improvement 
of the water alimentation for one million of people. This was made possible by the 
use of the karstic aqu~ers, longly delayed for technical reasons. 

KEY WORDS ' 

karst - groundwater - drilling - water stock - aquifer recharge 
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~EARCH ON CATAS1ROPHE 1HEORY OF COLLAPSE 

IN 1HE CAVITATION 

Duan Guangjie 

Engineering Institute of the Ministry of Textile Industry 

Zhou Pinggen 

Institute of Environmental Geology, MGMR , 100081 , Beijing 

Abstract 

There is no doubt that hydro - dynamic conditions are the 

irnpOrtantfactor in cave development , and the action of collapse is also 

veryimportant in cavitation . This paper summarizes basic types ofcatastrophe 

theory. The authors focus on the bifurcation modelto analyze collapse 

mechanisms and features. Finally, futureapplications of catastrophe theory 

are discussed. 
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Introduction 

Factors influencing the formation of caves include physical, chemical 

and biological act/on except for the carbonaterocks themselves, the former 

layers. Although there have been few rock ceiling collapses that resultedin 

heavy damage, it is urgent to investigate the origin anddevelopment of 

collapse. 

Induced collapse factors are divided into natural collapse causedby 

precipitation , drought , flood, earthquake , etc. , and human - caused 

collapse, from. such activities as economic/ engineeringworks, groundwater 

withdrawals, reservoir storage, irrigation , mechanical vibration , etc. 

Induced factors are also divided into three force types frommechanics. 

1. Own - weight force. This includes the weight of the soil androck 

body above the ceiling of the cave and the dy namic loadresulting f rom 

mechanical vibration. Changes of boundaryconditions and stress 

concentrations lead to damage of the cavebody. The increase of additional 

stress in the rock body fromvibration or " liquification " of loose grains 

decreases thestrength of the rock and produces damage. 

2. Permeable force. Action of permeable pressure is also animportant 

factor in cave expansion, occurring in areas of minesand reservoirs. 

Permeable pressure in loose sediments of weakbelts reduces the hydra ulic 

gradient and resistant - shear strengthof the rock, which results in damage 

around the cave body. 

3. Water hammer force . Water hammer is divided into positiveforce 

resulting from a drastic rise of water pressure andnegative force caused by a 

sharp decline of water pressure. These occur during times of rapid rise and 

decline of the watertable in a cave body. Vacuum from negative water 

hammer causesrock fracture to open tubes, and pressure of positive 

waterhammer as bulb concentration in thin tubes produces f ree jets. T he 

combined mechanical and chemical actions of the gasesdissolved in the tube• 

such as oxygen, hydrogen and carbondioxide, extend to in ner rocks. 

Fracture surfaces around rocks, voids and caves become more and more 

complicated. The larger theratio surface is, the more action area of water 

there is, thehigher probability for water hammer to occur is ( Figure 1) • 
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two are the most importanL Chemical action means mainly the corrosive 

action of carbonatewater, and physical action covers the broader scope, such 

asfaults, folds and fractures from crustal movements, as well asthe scouring 

of flow , transportation , ice - splitting , freezing - thawing and collapse. 

Erosional cave formation has been studiedby many researchers. Physical 

action of cave formation has beeninvolved in many speleological studies. 

Because of thedifficulty and limit of experimental methods, until now 

littleprogress has been made in this field. 

Collapse is one of the important physical actions in caveformation , 

development and disappearance. With increasing humanimpact, effects of 

collapse are broader. This leads to cellingbreakdown to the surface , costly 

damages and accidents,endangering humans , livestock, highways, railroads , 

build.in~, dams, reservoirs , etc. On one hand, the study of 

collapsemechanisms are of theoretical significance to cave formation, 

cavitation and formation environment of speleothems, on the otherhand, 

relevant strategies to prevent actual physical damage havebeen adopted based 

on collapse occurrence and development. 

Collapse mechanism analysis for caves 

Cave collapse is concerned with internal factors such as cavespace size, 

structure, rock strength, cave height and width, andexternal lc;,ad (static, 

motive ) , human activity , criticalstress conditions, and induced factors , 

etc. 

In the case of karst development, the extension of undergroundcavities 

occurs slowly and gently , allowing the caves tensions tobecome balanced over 

the long periods of time. Only rarely havevisitors experienced spontaneous 

breakdown. In China , many reports on collapse research have been 

presented, especially inthe extensive carbonate rock areas south of the 

Yangtze River and.in eastern China. Most of these were covered with soil 

The development of collapse in caves proceeds spontaneously. 

Theaccumulation of energy in the rocks around the cave has occurredand 

changed over a long time. The general collapse process isillustrated in Figure 

2. 

1. A cave crevice under load results in an increase of densityof the rock 

produced by close action. 

2. Filling of local rock bumps of the rock body under load 

increasefriction resistance. 

3. In the process of loading, when the load decreases, the rockshows 

slight resilience. When the restrictive pressureincreases, this leads to increase 

of rock strength. Thechange of the stress field is concerned with the nature 

offailure. 

4. Consolidation of the rock, resulting from water withdrawlunder the 

pressure , increases rock strength. 

5. The loading , frequent change of stress fields and non - linear nature 

of the stress finally results in beam or cantilevercollapse of the cave. 

Mechanical analysis of collapse 

During an extended period of time, the stress of the rocksexperiences a 

long adjustment process, residual stresses exist. Therefore, rock around caves 

is in a state of equilibrium whereprimary pressure is from its own weight of 

the rock and soilabove the ceiling , the value of which is directly related to 

theheight of the cave. As shown in Figure 3, stress lines along theinner rock 

are distributed as a gravitational force. The regionsabove and below the cave 

form a " tension dome. " 

The occurrence of a cave interferes with the distribution ofstress lines 

circumnavigating the sides of the cave , and increaseside pressure. Therefore, 

caves easily form a " natural arch" type which is the most stable celling form. 

This agrees withfield data. Progressing from a square cave to a tension 
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domeformation depends on the rock strata of the ceiling, crevice andfracture 

development and the height of the cave. Both beam andcantilever type failure 

in nearly horizontal strata have beenstudied by experts in material 

mechanics. But this problem isfar from being satisfactorily resolved. If the 11 

tension dome II isnot in a state of equilibrium, where is the unstable 

feature? 

Based on Figure 3 , we conceptualize two basic profiles of an archand a 

strut (Fig. 4) to consider with collapse in caves. 

Bifurcation Catastrophe Model and Analysis 

Taking the rock around the cave as the system, features arerepresented 

by state variables , i. e. inner variables which aresubject to outer control 

factors such as load, characteristics ofthe structure surface and geometric 

contours of the cave body. State space composed of state variables is divided 

into stable, unstable and boundary areas. Changing the path of a 

controlvariable in its space controls that state space path. When thelatter 

crosses the boundary from a stable region to an unstableone, systematic 

features change discontinuously, i. e. 

catastrophe. In the cave body, this means unstable collapsefailure. 

The mathematical basis of catastrophe theory was originallydeveloped by 

Thom as a means of classifying singularities ofdifferentiable functions. When 

applied to scientific problems, therefore, it deals with the properties of 

discontinuitiesdirectly, without reference to any specific underlying 

mechanis~- That makes it especially appropriate for the study of 

systemswhose inner workings are not known, and for situations in whichthe 

only reliable observations are of the discontinuities. 

With the help of catastrophe theory, we can discuss thequantitatively 

mutual relationship between control variables incave collapse. We look for 

factors which act on and influencesystem features. The specific method is to 

i.e. 

The general formula for an equilibrium cu~ved surface is: 

X'+ax +b=O 

Therefore we obtain the bifurcation set equation: 

27b' +4a3=0 

...:. l/2µR'8ii +3/2µR 202=0 

~(3-3)+6P/ Rµ=O 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

Stability above ,the rock body depends on lithology, slope angle, 0 and 

width. Correction of the critical equation should beverified by field data and 

test results. Further work needs tobe done for a final solution. 

Analysis Results and Discussion 

To study systematic equilibrium, accounting for IT ( 9, P) two -

stepderivatives: 

a 'IT/a 02= l / 2µR 2 (302-eii) (9) 
Seen from this, for no load (P= 0) state, 9= ±0, i. c. two points 

onthe curve of Figure 6-c, B and F. 

an/ a 0= 0 a 'fa 02>0 IT=ITmin 

ITFor no load 0= 0, i. e. point D in Figure 6-c. 

an/a 0=0 a 2 n /a ff'<O n=nmax 

The system is unstable, i. e. points C and E. Figure 6 - c showsthe 

entire process from stable to unstable. 

If load P on the arch in cuive BC is Jess than C , then the systemis 

stable. If P = C then the system is in a critical unstablestate C. Toe arch 

experiences a discontinuity, i. e. cuspcatastrophe and if loading continues, 

then the equilibrium stateat EG is reached. 

Therefore, a model based on catastrophe theory might have thefollowing 

four qualitative characteristics for cave collapsesystems (Fig. 7). 

I. The behavior of the process is bimodal over part of thesystem - s 

range, with "sudden" changes between levels of thevariabJe. 
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establish an analysismodel, solve its critical point set and singularities 

setutilizing the total energy formula around the cave rock in aquasi - static 

state and to decide the collapse failure condition. 

We select a representative arch (Fig. 5) for discussion, and makethe 

following assumptions : the cave body is homogeneous and isan isotropic 

elastic body; the strut is a rigid body ( we don ' !account for simultaneous 

failure of other structural surfaces). 

Based on the above assumptions, we only take account ofsymmetrical 

deformation as a model and rotation angle 0 as systempararneters. Where the 

elastic modulus µ, of the strut ( unitstrut length), distance AB is 2R , a 

vertical static load P actson the middle point C. Analyzing its stability we use 

the energymethod of elastic mechanics. 

Elastic energy 

U(O) = l / 2µ(R / cos0o -R/ cos0) 2 (I) 

Assuming that primary angles 0o and 8 are small values a 

afterdeformation , then : 

cos0o = l-eii/2 cos8= 1-02 / 2 

After substitution into ( 1) , we obtain : 

U(O) = l / 8µR (~ -28ii02+e' ) 

Displacement potential energy: 

V(O) = PRtg0o -PRtgO= PR (0,, - 8) 

The potential energy of the system : 

(2) 

(3) 

IT(O,P) = U+V =l/8µR 2(~ -28ii02+ 0')-PR (0o- 8) (4) 

This in non - normal cusp catastrophe model. 

Discussion here concerns the factors which affect the stability , i. e. the 

width of the cave body , load and slope angle, etc. 

Thfrefore, we · don ' t need a mathematical transformation to mectthe 

requirement. The formula for the equilibrium of curvedsurfaces and 

singularities is, 

(5) 

2. Transition between levels of the state variables occurs atdifferent 

levels of the control variable, depending on thcdirection in which the control 

variables are moving. Values ofthe control variable at which these transitions 

occur are fromthe bifurcation set in P-8 space. 

3. Intermediate values of the state between the two extremes donot 

occur or are improbable. This corresponds to the middlesheet on the cusp, i. 

e. a region in which the critical points areunstable maxima. 4. Small 

perturbations may cause large changes in the bebaviorof the system. 

This evaluation is tentative and primarily based on catastrophethcory. It 

should be noted that actual complications andomissions in the quoted process , 

and limitations· of the mudelitself lead to some errors. We only discussed arch 

failure. lnfact, catastrophe theory of the Euler Strut is similar to that. Many 

problems need to be tested. 

Conclusions 

1. Induced collapse forces are briefly divided into three types, i. e. own 

-weight force, permeable force and water hammer. 

2. Although cave formation is a long process, breakdown 

occursspontaneously. 

3. Cave collapse system based on catastrophe theory has four~c 
characteristics. 
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EVALUATION OF CAVE ACTIVITY FOR 
USE IN KARST FORECASTING 

LU Yaoru 
Institute of Hydrogeology and Engineering Geology, Ministry of 

Geology and Mineral Resources, Zhengdin, Hebei 050803 

Abstract 
Evaluation of cave activity, an important part of the developing 

field of karst forecasting, is also applicable in solving related 
environmental problems of construction and engineering. The paper 
discusses fifteen factors related to cave activity and divides activity in
to four ranks: extremely strong activity; strong activity; moderate ac

tivity; and weak activity. 
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Introduction 

Karst studies and related environmental fields need to develop a 

knowledge base so as to establish computerized systems for use in 

forecasting · karst occurrence. Among the recent advances, the 
evaluation of karst activity is most important. A parameter is needed 
to express the development features and their strengths in activating 
caves and reviving paleo- caves. Cave activity . is a comprehensive in
dex which reflects the dimensions of caves, water flow characters in 

caves and karstification intensity. 



Parameters Related to Cave Activity 

There are fifteen characters concerned prinfipally with cave activ
ity. Each character will be divided into several classes. 

I. The strato-horizon development of larger cave systems 

In various regions, larger caves or larger passageways have only 
developed in certain carbonate rock layers. For example, the larger 
caves in Guangxi Province always develop in Devonian limestoneand 
the Ordovician carbonate rocks are the main beds developing larger 
cave systems in northern China. 

2. Cave system dimensions 

The dimensions of cave systems can be classified as follows: 
a. Huge type (HCS), Volume > 50,000 m3

, or length > JO km; 
b. Large type (LCS), Vol. 20,000-50,000 m3, or length 5-10 km; 
c. Middle type (MCS), Vol. 5,000-20,000 m3or length 1-5 km; 
d. Small type (SCS), Vol. < 5,000 m 3, or length < I km. 

3. Cave system shape 

It is customary to separate cave systems into the following shape 
patterns: net-shaped (NTC); branch-shaped (BTC); feather-shaped 
(FTC); S-shaped (STC); banding- or linear-shaped (L TC). 

4. Levels of cave systems 

There are four kinds of cave system levels: net-shaped multiple 
level (MLC); step-shaped multiple level (TLC); double level (DLC); 
single level (SLC). 

5. Elevation of cave system 

There are four divisions of cave system elevations: very high ele
vation, > 3,000 m (VAL); high elevation, l,000-3,000 m (HAL); 
mid-elevation, 500- 1,000 m (MAL); and low elevation, < 500 m 

JO. Character and quantity of cave flow 

The character and quantity of concentrated flow, Q, in cave sys
tems may be classified into: subsurface river system (SUGR), surface 
river sinking into the ground to form an underground river, then after 
a certain distance, emerging onto the surface again, Q > I m3 / s; 
abundant flow in underground river system (A WGR), Q nun > I 
m3 Is; moderate flow in underground river system (MWGR), 0.2 < 
Qmin < I m3 

/ s; weak flow in underground river system (LWGR), 
Qmin < 0.2 m3 

/ s; dry cave system (DRCA), only seepage-drip from 
roof of cave. 

I I. Dimension of speleothems 

The dimension of speleothems may be divided into: huge dimen
sions (HSDC), diameter of calcareous columns > 2 m, or width of 
draperies (drip curtains) > 5 m; large dimension (CSDC), column di
ameters 1-2 m, drapery width 3-5 m; middle dimension (MSDC), 
column diameter 0.2-1 m, drapery width 1-3 m; and small dimension 
(SSDC), column diameter <0.2 m, drapery width <Im. 

12. Thickness of elastic deposits in caves 

The sand, gravel and soil deposited in the cave will be divided in
to: very thick elastic deposit (VCDC), thickness > 5 m; thick elastic 
deposit (CCDC), thickness 3-5 m; middle elastic deposit (MCDC), 
thickness 1-3 m; thin elastic deposit (LCDC), thickness < I m. 

These twelve factors may be used as the main parameters. In ad
dition, it is useful to refer to the related conditions of cave occurrence 
in these three ways. 

13. Controlling degree of bedding planes in cave development 

The features for cave and passage development to be controlled 
by bedding planes can be separated into several conditions: closed 
control (PVIC), controlled length RL > 40% of total cave length; 
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(LAL). 

6. Height difference of cave system 

Four conditions are delineated for height differences between the 
highest and lowest point in the cave: great height difference (CH

1
) 

> 350 m; large height difference (CH 2) 200-350 m; middle height dif
ference (CH 3) 100-200 m; and small height difference (CH4) < IOOm. 

7. Depth of cave system 

The classifications related to depth of cave systems are: caves in 
the vadose zone (VOCA), with dripping flow or isolated seepage; ca
ves in seasonally fluctuation zone (SECA), located between high and 
low groundwater levels with semi-isolated flow; caves in the saturated 
zone (SACA), beneath low groundwater level in dry season with si
phon flow; caves in the deep zone (DECA), lower than the local ero
sion base level by 300- I ,000 m; and caves in super-deep zone 
(ODCA), over 1000 m lower than local erosion base level. 

8. Chronology of cave system 

Based on chronological testing, the ages of cave development will 
be classified as follows: Holocene (HOCA), < 12 ka; late stage of Late 
Pleistocene (LPLCA), I 2- I 5 ka; early stage of Late Pleistocene 
(LPECA), 50- I 50 ka; late stage of Middle Pleistocene (MPLCA), 
150-300 ka; early stage of Middle Pleistocene (MPECA), 300-700 ka; 
late stage of Early Pleistocene (EPLCA), 700-1,200 ka; early stage of 
Early Pleistocene (EPECA), 1,200-2,400 ka; Late Tertiary (NECA); 
and Early Tertiary (OECA). 

9. Stability of cave flow 

Based on the unstable coefficient of cave discharge (P,. ), cave 
flow can be divided into : very unstable flow (VUS), P,. > 100; 
unstable cave flow (UNS), 50<Pcw < 100; stable cave flow (STA), 
IO< P cw < 50; and very stable flow (VST), P ,w < I 0. 

marked control (PICC), 20% < R L < 40%; moderate control (PCCC), 
5%<RL <20%;1ittlecontrol(PNCC),RL <5percent. 

14. Faults controlling cave development 

The relationship between main passages and faults can be divided 
as : Closed control (SVCD ), controlled cave length (CL)> 40% total 
cave length; marked control .(SCCD), 20%<CL <40%; moderate 
control (SOCD), 5%<CL <20%; little control (SNCD), CL<5 
percent. 

15. Comparison between cave development and terraces 

Based on the ratio of elevations Cc1 : 

Cc1 = IAca\ -ART\ I/ Hr(l,2) 

where A ,01 , A cal, ••• are different elevations of cave exits for n= I, 2, 
••• cave level number; A RT\ , A Rn,•·· A RTn are different elevations of 
terraces n = I, 2, •·· in the surface river; and Hr (I ,2) = I A RT\ - A R11 I 
is the height difference between two terraces, the delineation is: closed 
comparison (CTVC), 0.8 < C c1 < 1.2; marked comparison (CTOC), 
l.2<Cc1 < 1.3; moderate comparison (CTCC), I.3<Cc1 <1.4; Little 
comparison (CTNC), Cc1 > 1.4. 

Evaluation of Cave Activity 

Considering that all natural caves in a certain area can not be 
thoroughly investigated, use of known parameters of nearby caves 
and information from drilling holes can help make a comprehensive 
assessment for forecasting and revealing karst features. A fuzzy set 

method can be used to evaluate cave activity. 
All the above mentioned factors fall into four classifications. The 

evaluation matrix for each factor is: 

r =4, j= 15 

The comprehensive assessment is: 



B=AR 

where A is a weighting factor. 
The fifteen factors arc summarized in Table I. For a given facto1 

the evaluation set is: 

Tobie I. Reference for evaluation of cave activity 

Cave activity 

FKton Wcipu al 1tron1 stronaactivity common acdvi1y 
acdvity (V ACR) (ACCll) (CACR) 

weak activity (LACR) 

Jtntobori.toa 004 D,C,P,T,O O. E.T.C z.E •• 
eavedim(Dit011 0 I HCS ocs MCS scs ..... 0.04 NTC BTC FTC,STC LTC 

"""' 004 MLC TLC DLC SLC 

tlcv1tioa 004 LAL.MAL MAL.LAL HAL VAL 

bcipit dilTcmict o., 6CH 1, ACH1 ACH,.ACH, ACH,, ACH. 6CH, - 0 I VOCA, OECA OECA , SACA VOCA.SECA VOCA 

0.04 HOCA,LPLCA HOCA. LPECA 
LEPCA. MPECA EPLCA, 

cbtonok>t, MPLCA EPECA NECA, OECA 

now1t1bility o., VUS, UNSSTA UNS vus vus 
flowquantit)' 0.15 SUORuWOR MWOR LWOR DRCSA. LWCA. LWGI 

spcleolbtm difflCAUOG 0 I HSDC CSDC MSDC SSDC 

elastic deposit ,., VCDC TCDC MCDC LCDC 

beddcdpl111econtrollcd .... PVIC PICC PCCC PNCC 

f1ulucontro lkd 0.04 SVCD SCCD soco SNCD 

compaaison to tcnaot 001 CTVC CTOC. CTVC CTCC.CTNC CTNC 

V= (extremely strong activity, strong activity, moderateactivit 
weak activity). 

The value is used to express these activities. For example, the , 
mensions ofa cave system are: (HCS) 60%; (OCS) 20%; (MCS) 10~ 
(SCS) 10 per cent. The set is : 

V=(0 .6, 0.2, 0.1, 0.1).The weighting factors will use difTerent v 
ues, according to actual natural conditions. A selection in this paper 
summarized in Table I. For example, the cave activity in a belt oft 
Nanpanjing River in southwestern Guizhou is: 

INK.HOLE COLL.APSES AND GYPSUM KARST 

CA tBRIAN PLATFORM OF EAST SIBERIA 
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Adolfo ERASO, Profesor Titular, Politccn. Univers. of Madrid . Past president UIS . 

YuriB. TRZHTSINSKU, lnsl. EanJ, Crust, Siberian Branch of USSR Ac. Sci., Irkutsk . 

ABSTRACT: 

In the cambrian platform of the Easl Siberia, on the left shore of Bratsk damlake. 

lhere are groups of collapse sink holes open in argilites. formerly known. The building 

oflhe mentioned dam has accelerated the inestability of the region, reactivating a gypsum 

karsl which lies under the referred argilitic formation . 

In this work, we investigate the influence of underlying gypsum karst in the 

-formation of collapse sink holes making use of the dircctionability of the referred exiSling 

groups of collapse sink holes, which are more than one hundred . 

KEYWORDS: S1bena, Cambnan platform, Bmsk damlake, gypsum lw>I. pn,dictioo method. 

direcboa&J 11t110tropy, collapse sutkholes. nft, seismic moe and neotectonics. 

RF.SUMEN: 

En la pla1aforma cambrica del es<e de Siberia, en la margen izquierda del embalse 

de Bratsk, existen unos conjuotos de dolinas de colapso abiertas en argililas, ya conocidas 

anlafto. La constnicci6n del ci~ cmbalse ha acelerado la ioeslabilidad de la regi6n, al 

reactivar un karsl en yesos que existe bajo la referida formaci6n argilftica. 

En el prcsen1e trab■jo, se investiga Ja influencia del karst en yeso subyacente en 

la formaci6n de dolinas de colapso, aprovccbando la dircccionabilidad de las referidos 

conjuntos de hund1micnto existent cs que superan el centcnar. 

V N = (0.209, 0.480, 0.272, 0.04), therefore it belongs to strong 
cave activity. 

In Guangting of northwestern Hebei: 
Va = (0, 0.075, 0.125, 0.800), in this area, cave activityis weak. 
Based on this assessment of results of fuzzy set of the fifteen fac. 

tors, cave activity in a local area can be determined. Obviously, the in• 
dication of strong or weak cave activity would impact engineering and 
construction stability difTerently. Then difTerent protection measures 
could be considered and adopted. 
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1. GEOLOGICAL SITUATION 

Baikal lake is located at 453 m above sea level ; it is ·636 km long, between 26 and 

79 km wide and 1620 m deep. 

More than 400 rivers run into it , but its waters are exclusively drained by the 

Angara river whose very constant flow, is 2000 m'/seg., and run in the ·headwalers of 

Yenisei river, one of the four larger siberian rivers. 

At 650 km north of Irkutsk, Angara river is regulated by the Bratsk dam, 100 m 

high, which is, with its more than 415 km' capacity, one of the biggest damlake of the 

planet. 

Our research zone was localed on the left shore of the damlake and in its central 

part, within Alarski district , al 54'N lat. and I03'E long. Its geologic situation 

correspond to the cambrian platform of east Siberia, and more precisely, to the 

Verkholensk series. of the medium and upper cambrian with litologies of: red sandstones, 

aleurolites, argilites, limestones, marls and gypsum. 

2. DESCRIPTION OF TifE PROBLEM 

In the investigated zone, there are numerous collapse sinkholes which are 

gathered in three groups : 

. The bigger one B, with 80 sinkholes, 

. The A group, with 25 sinkholes, at the north of the former one, 

. The smaller group c, with 7 sinkholes, located al the south-easl of the main 

group, and separated of it . 

There are two types of sinkholes: 

.... 



. The Old ones, type I , were generated before the construction of the dam . 

. The Recent ones, appeared during the last years, after the construction of the 

dam and which only appear in the A and B ·groups. 

The geologic profile in the investigated zone, which are visible in the dam shores, 

from the bottom upwards: 

- in the lower pan, a strong series of gypsum, partly covered by the waters of 

the damlake, of more than 50 m thickness, 

• argilites. situated on the gypsum, where the main pan of the sinkholes are 

located, of 20 to 50 m thickness, 

- in the upper pan, a limestone bank, of variable thickness , where landslides over 

the argil ites are frequent. 

These collapse and landslide processes ar~ generally attributed to the special 

geological conditions of the Baikal Lake environment (frzhtsinskij, 1978; Trzhtsinskij , 

1979; Trzhtsinskij & Laperdin , 1982): 

- Baikal Lake constitutes a rift whose activity has generated a high seismicity in 

the Mongolia-Baikal area. 

- The present moving of the earthcrust has generated very frequent neotectonic 

processes whose geodynamic repercussion constitutes the cause of the described 

gravitational processes. 

Nevertheless. there is a clear directionability in the sinkholes groups, which we 

think necessary to analyze, as it has not been explained with sufficient details in the 

former premises: 

- The damlake tilling generated a certain inducted seismicity which 

explains the recent sinkholes appeared within a few years. 

- Bratsk darn operating to produce energy, the damlake level rythmically rises and 

-Two accessory modes according to N 105° to 120° and N 165° to 180°, with 

a 9.1 II\ associated probability, 

- A smaller mode according to N 135° to 150°, with a 7.8 II\ associated 

probability, 

which represent the endorreic drainage directional prediction established in gypsum karst. 

4. CONTRA.ST BETWEEN TIIE PREDICTION GIVEN BY TilE METilOD AND 

TIIE DIRECTIONABILITY OF TIIE WHOLE EXISflNG SINKHOLES. 

When we know the more probable drainage direction in karst : N 45• -{i() 0
, we 

want to know if this direction determines, in a certain way, the observed directionability 

in the three different groups of sinkholes A, B and C -B being the main one- as well as 

the age of them -1 for the old ones and 2 for the recent ones- generated, in an accelerated 

way, by the damlake. 

With this purpose, we calculated the regression straight lines of the mentioned 

groups gathering them according to the following criteria: 

. The whole groups (A, B and C) and the whole sinkholes (old ones I and recent 

ones 2). See Fig . 3-1. 

. Groups A and B, and sinkholes 1 and 2. See Fig. 3-4. 

. Main group B and sinkholes 1 and 2. See Fig. 3-6. 

. The whole· groups (A, Band C) and old sinkholes (1). See Fig. 3-2. 

. Groups A and B, and sinkholes 1. See fig. 3-5. 

. Main group Band sinkhole 1. See fig. 3-7. 

. The whole groups A, Band C, and recent s inkholes (2) , See Fig. 3-3 , 

and as group C hasn 't got any recent sinkholes (2): 

. Main group Band sinkholes 2. See Fig .· 3-8. 

The orientation of the linear regresion, within the existing 8 combinations, is: 
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lowers its filling level 10 meters . 

- These level fluctuati~ns provoke the alternative filling and emptying of the 

gypsum karst accelerating very strongly the dissolution processes, 

- This dissolution generlles cavities, making possible; this way, thecollaps,sllld, 

consequently, die fast apparition of sinkholes. 

- The directional feature of the karst, as well as its preferential dissolution, 

according to weakness plans, could explain the directiorutbility of the whole 

sinkholes groups. nns HYP0111ESIS OF WORK CONST11UrES 1llE 

AIM OF 11IE PRESENT INVESTIGATION. 

3, THE PREDICTION METIIOD OF THE MAIN DRAINAGE DUlECl10NS IN 

KARST 

The referred method directionally quantify the anisotropy of a rocky massif 111d 

for~ts the directional probability of the underground drainage {Eraso, 1986187), (Eraso, 

Femllndez-Rubio, I 990). 

It is based on the tectoglyph inventory and the definition of extensional plans in 

which the karstical aquifer will develop when the underground waler circulation tal:ls 

. place. 

The field works, in our case, are based on the inventory of n tec:toglypbs 

corresponding to each and every extensional plan of recrysu.llization veios witbin the 

mentioned gypsum formation. 

The computing and interpretation of such information is made through the 

application of specific computer programmes this method includes (GEODRE and 

GEOPOL) as \Yell as the general computer programme ROCXW ARE. The obtained 

results (see Fig. 2) are: 

- A main mode according 10 N 45• to 60°, with 33.TI" associated probability, 

- Five of them, within the main mode N 45"-{i()" : 

. All the cases within the ~in &rouP 8 : 

-8, (1+2); Fi&, 3-6 . . ............... orientation: 51 •, 

- B, I; Fig. 3-7 .. .... , .......... orientation: N 49°, 

-8, 2; Fig. 3-8 ....... .. .... .. .. orientation: N 56°, 

. All the cases of recent sinkholes, type 2 : 

- (A, B+C); Fig. 3-3 ................. orientation: N 56°, 

- 8, 2; Fig. 3-8 ................. orientation: 56°, 

. For the union of the groups A+ B: 

- (A+8), (1+2); Fi&, 3-4 . ............. orientation: N 45°, 

- The other three, at each side of the predicted main mode, &t within the confidence 

interval : 

. For the union of the whole types of sinkholes: 

- (A+8+C), (1+2); Fig. 3 -1.... .. orientation: N 71 ' , 

. For the union of the old sinkholes groups: 

- (A+B+C), I ; Fig. 3-2 . ... . .. .. orientation: N 74 • , 

- (A+ B), I ; Fig. 3-5 ......... . orientation N 42°, 

demonstrates that the directionability of the investi&ated collapse sinkholes JIOl'P' ~ 

influenced by the anisotropic feature of the underlying gypsum karst, and especially, by 

the orientation of the extensional plans of the referred &ypsum formation . 

5. CONCLUSIONS: 

If , up-to-now, it has been ad mined that the collapse sinkholes investigated on rb< 

left shore of Bratsk damiak ion. . e are generated by the sei mic-tectonic activity of the rOI 

we must add that: the dirtttionability observed in the dilfermt typ,s or sinJ<boll! 

Vol!P5 is conditioned by the underlying gypsum karst. 



Moreover, the associated risk of collapse has been accelerated with the 

construction of the dam, in two ways: by the inducted seismicity and by the acceleration 

of the gypsum karst dissolution when the dam is operating. 
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PREDiCnoN GIVES BY THE METHOD 
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OCHOB!lblE KPXl'EPJOI ~ OllACHOCTi! KAPCT A 

B. M. KyTenos, II. A. RcllleBHIIKOBS, IL r. AIIHCHMOBa l!HllleHepHo-

reoJior11qecKllll II reoaKOJiorHQeCKlll! HayqHblll ueHTP Pcccl!llcKOA aKa

J1e1111H HayK 

AHHOTA!llfli 

PacCMOT()eHbl r ASBHble napaMeTPbl KapcTosoro npouecca: MeCTC 

'KOOPl!IIHSTbll' IIHTeHCHIIHOCTl>, paawepbl H B()eM!I. YcTaHOBJleH 

O.CHOBHOA KPllTepHA ouellll'.II onacHOCTH Ka))CTa - COCTHOllleHlle 

Me .-.UY Ylle PlllllB&'.l!llllMII H Cl!BllraJllltllMII Cl!JlaMII. 

ABSTRACT 

Tt.e na1n pararreters of karst process are con.;ider1n5: place 

1 cc-ordinate : , intensity, s1ze and t1111e. Principal criterion 

of evaluticn karst · s darli8r 1s extabl iShinQ', 

correlation between hold back off and ChanQ'e forces. 

this 1s 

AKTl!BH8auHll KapcTOBblX npoueccos npoHCXOlll!T B DOCJieJZHHe 

necllTIIJI€Tl!ll B CB;JSU C BoapoCIIIllMll TeM!laMH TexHoreHHOro B08-

neACTBHll Ha recJIOrHQ8CK!{JO cpel[y. 1lJlll npel!CTBP8.meHHll rlltleJll! Jll)

J!8A II 8811111Tbl npoMbllllJleHHblX :I rpaJl(l!SHCKHX OO'beKTOB CT npoaa.uoa, 

ocel[SHl!A I! l[pyr11x Bl!l[OB l[el!)c)pMal.U!lt, B08HHK8.llllll1X B KapCTOBWX 

paAoHax, HeoOXOl!HMO aapa.Hee 8H8Tb MeCTO, lll!TeHCl!BHOCTb, paawe

Pbl ff B()eMll HX pa.BBl!THll. 

OUeHKa onacHOCTH KapcTa H nporHOBHPQBSHHe YCTOAQIIBOCTH 

aaKapcTOBSHHblX reppl!Topl!A llBMeTCll Ol[HOA Ha Ba.JlllleAIIIllX 88ll8Q 

HHllll!HepHoro KapcTosel[eHHll. Ycnex ee pemeHHll so 1111oro11 aasHcHT 

OT C08l!SHHll H8ll8ll!IIOA CHCTellbl KpaTKOCpoQHoro H l!OJlrOCpo'IHoro 

Cl!JlbHOClKIIM88MblMII ncpcJiai,m , nepeKpblTa HepaCTBOPllMhlMll DOPOJ!SMl! C 

rrec llal!blM CJIOeM B OCHOBa.Hl!H; : I - TOJ!lll8 paCTBOPl!MblX IlOPQll C 

OCJlSOJieHHblMII KapcTOBb!M:1 30HaMII i OTKPblTblMll i!Jlll aano.l!HeHHblMH 

CHJlbHOCl!GIMSeMblMll ncponaMH I rrepeKpblTa HepacTBOPl!MhlMll □Opol!SMH 

C r Jll!Hl!CTblM CJIOeM B OCHOBaHl!ll ; I I: - OJISHOBO- HeOJ!HOPQl!HOe 

CTpoeHHe MaCCl!Ba ropHblX □open, oOyCJIOBJieHHOe Ha.l!HQll8M cpen11 

pacTBOPHMblX nopol[ 80H KapcTOBblX HapymeHHA, ll()eBHl!X norpeOeHHblX 

na.ueOl!OJ!HH I! 8CH TeKTOHl!QeCKHX HapymeHl!ll. 

lb ocoOeHHOCTllM reo.i:ornqecKOro cTPQeHl!ll nepeKpblB&JlltllX 

TOJUJI BbU!eMmCll: 1 - Ol!HOpoJ!HM TOJIDJa H 2 - HeOl!HOPQl!H8ll, CJIC

l!CTSll TOJllla 

rro fi!l!poreoJIOrl!Q€CKHM ocoOeHHOCTllM B nepBOM CJIYQae 

paCCMaTPl!BamCll pac<1eTHble cxeMbl C l!B,XCJI08HblMll BOl!OHOCHblMll 

□JlSCTaMI!: OeaHancpHblM, cyOHanopHblW I! HanopHblM C nepeTeK:aHl!eM; 

BO BTOpcM - pac<1eTHble cxeMbl C Cy0HanopHblM I! HanopHblM C nepeTe

KSHHeM BOl!OHOCHblMll n.,acT~. TpeTbll CXeMa xapamepi!ayer DJ!a.HO

BO-HeOl!HOpol[Hble BOJ!OHOCHble □JlacTbl - OeaHanopHble' Cy0HanOpHble H 

HanopHble C nepeTeKaHH8M. 

B BaBl!CHMOCTH OT CTpoeHl!ll MacCHBa, CTeneHI! 88KapcTOBa.H-

HOCTi! pacTBOPHMbDC nopol!, paaMepoB OCJlSOJieHHblX KapcTOBbO( 80H, 

~IIKO-MeXa.HH<leCKl!X CBOACTB I! BO)IODPQHHUaeMOCTH IlOPQl!, nepeK

PblBaDIU!X 88KSPCTOBSHHble TOJUJIH, rl!l[poreoJIOrH\leCKl!X , ocoOeHHOCTeA 

Bl,IJ!eJieHO QeTblpe THna MeXa.Hl!8MOB npoaa.uos: l) fl)aBl!TauHOHHblll _ 

oOpymeHl!e ( Cl!Bl!l!leHl!e ) HepaCTBOPl!MblX DOpol[ , nepeKPblB81XIU!X aa

KapcTOBSHHble' TOJIIIUI, B OCJI80JieHHYI) 80HY; 2) CY$1Joa110HHblll - Bbl

HOC DOl!Bellllblllil BOl!SIIII PblXJ!blX OOpoJI 1!8 nepeKl)blB8DlleA TOJIIIIII B 

8SKapcToBSHHYI) Ha y,.BCTKaX OCJ!SOJI8HHblX 80H1 3) fP8Bl!T8.UHOH

HO-CYi:tlli081!0HHblll - DPQllaBJ!HBSHHe ( o0PYlll8HHe) . CJlSOonpoHHUaellbll( 

P8ol!€JlbHblX fJ!HHHCTblX · CJIOeB B OCJ!SOJieHHYI) Kal)CTOByX) BOHY I! c;'l!r-
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nporHoaa H paapa60TKH Mep D()el!;"llpel!llleHHll I! OCJ!SOJieHHll HX Bpen

Horo BOBl!eACTBHll. 

YcTSHOBJieHo , <1To nposa.l!bl II ocel!aHHll ae1010A noaepxHocT;i 

HOCSIT H80i!paTeJ!l>Hblll xapaKTep I! pacno.naramcll , B OoJlblllilHCT~ 

CJIYQ88B' B BHl[e BblTllHYTblX ueno<1e K. 3'ro oON!CHlleTCll l!X □pH;po

Q8HHOCTblO, K8K IlpaBl!JIO, K a.HOMaJIJ,HblM 80Ha.M, oOyc.i:os.neHHblll Ha

JllNlleM norpeOe HHblX OaJ!eOl[OJ:IIH ii SCH T8 KTOHIIQ8CKHX H8PYUJeHHll. 

lleXSHH8M npoBaJIOB I! . OCel!SHl!A I! HX paaMepbl o8Bl!Cl!T ,T 

CTpoeHHll 80Hbl aKTHBHOro BOJ!OOOMeHa. l!iua!lll! rpairnua oCHbl ah'Tl!E· 

Hero BOl!OOOMeHa COBllal!aeT C DOl!OmBOA COB()eMeHHCA KOpl,I Bbll!eTpH

Ballllll , a sepXHllll - C l!HeBHOll nosepXHCCTblO. 

B palloHax ro.11oro . KapcTa oOHa aKTi!BHOf O BCJ!CC0MeHa 

IT()el!CTaBJ!eHa .:roJlllleA pacTBCPl!MblX ncpol! , CCll8PJll8J!&IJ{, K8K apatm-

JIO, Tpellll!HHC- KapcTOBble BCJU.:. 

B oOJiacTllX llOKPblTOro KapcTa oCHa aKTl!BHoro BCJ!Cc0MeHa 

HMeeT OoJiee C,10)1Qj0t? crpoeHl!~. B Hl!JIIHeA <laCTll, KaK H B l)allCHax 

r oJioro KaPCTa, OHa C.liCJ!leHa pacTBOPi!MblMI! □OPQl!aMII, B BepxHeR 

'ISCTI!, B OC,'ll,!lli!!ICTBe c .r.,"<laeB. Teppi!reHHblMil oOpaaOBa.HHllMH. 

B r11J1pcr0c C. JIOfl!QeCKCM OT HCilleHi!ll aoHa aKTl!BHoro BCl!OC0MeHa 

B OCJiacTl!X llOKPblTO,O KapcTa □P"l!CTaBMeT coOoR CJIO.lll!lYII Beam&:!· 

OO;'CJIOBJie HHyx) BOl!OHanopH:,rJO C:ICTewy. B paCTBOPl!MblX noponax 

Q8CTC COl!t?Pl!laTCSI HanopHblc Tpelill!HHO-KapcTC,Bble BOJ!bl. B TeppltreH

HbOC - Mellll!JI3CTO£ble HanOpHO-OeoHaITOPHblo; I! rp:,'llTJBble 60)11,1. Pee 

BOl!OHOCHble r opl!ZOHTbl B88HMOCB>l88H1,1 Mell\llY coOoA. a TB.KllQ.' c no· 

aepxHOCTHblMI! I! aTMOC(])epHblMII EOllaMH. 

JlJill KaPCTCBbf,( i)~OHOB, ,lie PSCTBOPHMble nopcn1,1 nepeKPb'rW 

rrec11aHo-r JIHHl!CTblMll 7 c = , no reo.11or11qecKOMY cTpoeHJW Bbl.lie.Ill· 

urea TpH Ti!□OBble CXt?Mbl ; Pi!C. l ): I - TO.llllla paCTBOPHMblX nopon C 

OCJia0 Jie HHblMI! KaPCTCBblMI! c'OHaMM I KaK npasl!J!O. aancJ!HeHHblMII 

<rool!CHHb:ll BblHvC I fHlll)aBJ!i!l.leCKl!J'I npcpblB ' Eb11Z"Jl"Jll3!Il)!X ECJ!OHacW· 

meHHblX nc,po.n B OaKapcTOBa.HHyX) TOJIWY tl~pea paz;:-:,meHH;..:> GCK:,·; 41 

cyitxlX)a'lmHHo- rpasl!TaJllloHH!,11\ - BblHoc r.cnaeMHblMlt BvllaMI! nec'lBJ{l,ll'. 

nopon H8 OC HOBa!il!ll nepeK;>blBSllllleA TOJU:J;l B iSKa;:-~r:Ea.HHYJ) H oG· 

PYmeH11e Bbl!lleJielll8J!IHX nopol! a oOpa.aosasmyJOCa ao .~:;cn. 

K Hal!Oo.nee pacnpocTpaHeHHblM rnr.aw nposa..,o s vTHOCllTC8 rpa

a11rau110HHo-cyqxlx)a110HHt.n I! cy(lllx)al!o HHO- rpasl!Tat:i!CHHblll. 1.)0paoc

BaHl!e nposaJioB rpas11TauHOHHO-cY$11Ca110 HHblM 11:n~M n;:.oncxo~HT s 

Tex CJ!yt.!allX . KOrl!a Ha r Jli!Hl!CTbO( r.o;:.oi:ax, ae;"'KPblBaDlll!X :ic.!36· 

Jie HHble KapcTCBble oOHbl, 88Jleram BOl!OHaCbll.JeHHbl'c neC4aHble ncpG· 

llbl ( HanopHbll'I BOllOHCCHbll'I DJiaCT C nepeTeK:aHwew i . 

Ho-rpasl!T8.UHOHHblll MeXa!iH8M DPQBaJIOB c!xlpMHpyeTCll B O,llHCC.OR· 

HblX , <laCTl!QHO BOl!OHSCbl!!l,eHHblX neCQSHblX TOJllMX II B MHOrOCJIOIIHIIX 

ITE'C<laHO-r Jll!Hl!CTblX TOJI1118X C BOJIOH3CblllleHHblM neCQSHblM C.i!OeB B 

OCHOBSHHI!. 

B CJ!y'lae qepel!OBaHi!ll necQaHo-r JIIIHHCTblX nope.a B MHOroc.10R· 

HblX TOJI1118X Me Xa!iHBM oOpaaOBSffi!ll DPQBa.110B IO!OrOKpaTHO weHserc~. 

nepexOl[ll 113 Ol!Horo nma B JlpyroA B pa8HblX Q8CTSIX waccHBa, npK· 

Hl!Mal! CJ!Oll!llbll'I XSP8,KTep. 

~P880BaH!-le npoBaJ!OB CYq$)8HOHHblM II cYllllX,aHOHHO-rpaBHT8" 

Ul!OHHblM IlYTeM MOllleT DPQHCXOJIIIT Ha TaKHX yqacTKBX, ue 
OTCYTCTBYm HeaanoJIHe HHble KapcTOBble 00.IIOCTH HS r JIYOl!He B TO.GI! 

P8CTBOPl!MbOC DOpo)l. JIJlll HX P88Bl!Tl!>l- l!OCTSTOQHO HaJIHQl!ll 8 TOJJ/J! 

II 

PSCTBOPHMbiX nopon aHCMa.llbHblX SCH C TpelllllHaMH. KaBepHaMII, nopa· 

Ml! , no KOTOpblM B08MOllQIO nepeMelQl!HHe DOl!BelO!blM DOTOKOII nec113• 

Ho-r Jll!HHCToro MaTep11SJia, nocr;'llaDllero Ha B-JieJallUIX Toa ~ 

□poQHJC PaBHblX :rc.110Bill!X MaKCl!M8JlbHble pa.awel)l,I ycTaHOB.!eHll Y nJX)· 

Ba.nos, OOpaaosa1um1XCll fpaBl!TauHOHHblM l!JIH c;,Ni08HOHHO-rpaBHT8" 

Ul!OHHblM IlYTeM. B 3THX C.llY'lSllX BOpoHKH l!MellT U)Wl!IJUllf'leCK!'ll 



4xlPMY ( BCp0HKl! rrpccacbiBal!lll'!: C BePTl!KaJibHb:Ml! CTeHKaMv. B Ha- . 

'la.Dl>HOA CT8l!Hl!. 

Ec.llll paccMBTPHBaTb repp11Top1m, r.ae KapcTYl)llllleCl'! IlOPOllbl He 

ncitpbll"bl HepacTBOPHMblMl1 cOpaaOBaHilllMII IIJlil MCIIIHOCTb IlOKPOBHblX 

nopo.a M8.llll ( nepBble MeTPbl l , TO rJiaBHOA aana11ell IIHJKeHepHblX 

l!a~KaHIIA Oy.aeT H8Yll€HHe CTPYKTYPHO-TeKTOHlll!eCKl!X oco0eH

HOCTe8, xapaKTepa II CTeneHII aaKapCTOBaHHOCTII MaCCHBa pacTBOpll

- ncpcll, 3aKOHCM€PHOCTell npoCTpa!ICTBeHHOro pacnpoCTPaH€Hilll 

ncaepXHOCTHblX l! no,llaeMHblX KaPCTOBbOC dxlpM, IIX KOH$11"ypawm, 

paaMep, B, xapaKTepa H CTeneHII aanoJIHeHilll 0 0.l!OMCl!HblMI! 11 KOJU>lila

TauHOHHblMII oOpaaOBaHllffMII. llporHoa 1!8MeHeHl!ff YCTOAIIIIBOCTII T!IKO

ro NaCCl!Ba llO.l!JleH npeJlYCMaTpHBaTb xapaKTep ll3M€'HeHlll! P8CKPbl

TOCTII IlOll8eMHblX KapcTOBblX ¢opw pacTBOpeHl!eM IIJ!il rrepepacnpeJ1e

AeHll8M aanOJIHl!Te.l!l!, ere Bl,IM!,IBa IlOJloeMHblM rmTOKOM 118 O,IIHOII 11 

nepeOTJ!OJKeHilll B ,llpyroll 'laCTH MaCCHBa np11 lloMeH~Hll'J! CKOpoCTell 11 

HaDpaBJ!eHilll llBl!JleHilll nOTOKa, OU<'HKII YCTOIIIIIIBOCTII KpoBJ!H IlOll

aeWHblX IlOJ!OCTell noll B03llellcTBHew <lli!Jn>Tl)8Ul!OHHOro IlOTOKa HJ!H 

~pyrHX CH.I!. To eCTb, B STOW c~ pe111, 11.QeT co 1!8MeHeHIIH 

~OCTOHHilll MacCHBa pacTBOpl!Ml,ll( ropHblX nopoll, II r.pcTHBOKapcTOBble 

weporrpilllTllff llOJIJKl!bl OblTb Hanpa.BJ!eHbl Ha YKpenJ!eHl!e Tex ;nlaCTKOB 

waccHBa, KOTOPble worn npeTepnen HaHOOJ!bllllle 11aweHeHilll. lbl!OO

Hlle IICCJ!ellOBaHilll IIIIIDOKO npoBOJlffTCff B paAOHax CTpoHTeJ!bCTBa 

l!.IOTHH II ,llpyrl!X r11,11poTelCHl!l!ecKHX coopyi.eHIIA, Ha MeCTOpoQeHlll!X 

llO,le8HblX l!CKOnaellblX. 

Bo.l!ee CJ!OllQlblMI! aa,nallallll HBJlllllTCff Te, KOTOPble CBff8aHbl C 

oueHKOA H nporH080M YCTOlll!IIBOCTII IIBCCKBqB nopo,11 Ha TaKIIX Tep

PIITOPl!HX, rlle KBl)CTyo!UleCH nopo,111,1 norpe0eHbl noll MOIIIHOII TOJllllell 

HepacTBOPl!MblX oOpaaoBlll!llll H HeJIOCTYflHbl ,IIJ!ff Henocpe,llCTBeHHOro 

H!IOJ!JJ,lteHHH •. B STOW CJl;"lae B peaynTaTe xoaHIICTBe HHOro OCBOeHHH 

Pl!aOHTOB ; K03¢11il!W!eHT nepeTOKa IIJII! rpa.1111eHT Be ;:,Tl!K8.lll>HOII fl&iD,

Tpawm l noaBOJ!IIJ!O BbllleJ!HTb [I.IOllla,III! Tpex KaTercp11ll: 1 - aKTIIB

HOrc paaBIITIIH npoueccoB C oOpaaOBaHl!eW npoBa.t!OB II ocel18IIIGI, I I 

• ,,:.aOc r c pa.aBHTIIH : KP8,Alle pe,ltKllMK , HO B0 8MOJQlblMI! [IOBePXHOCT

HblMI: ~po;is.:ieHHHMII H I ll - n.l!Olllallll, r.ae paaBHTl!e TeXHOreHHblX 

,ror;-c~OB B TO.lllll! pacTBOpl!Ml,IX nopo,11 B08MOJIQIO ( pacTBOpeHlle, Bbl

HOC oar.OJ!Hl!Te.l!ll KapcTOBblX no.aocTell II ,lip. ) • HO Ha noBepXHOCTII 

:1x ri;vl'!B,,eH;!ll ;1~KJ!Dll8m'CH [!pH J!JlOoM no.l!OJEHIIH II H8MeHeHIIH Ha

rlCNB I :,,>OBHeRl KapcTOBblX B0,11. 

!la BTOpoM 3Tane npoBO,IIJITCff KO.ll!lleCTBeHHaH o ueHKa ycTol1111!-

BCCT~ r eppHTOPIIII , nporH08 ,lle¢opMa!!HR a eMHOll no aepXHOCTII MeTO-

ncw aHaJil!aa HanpHlG!HHor o cocTOffHilll waccl!BOB no poJI B aoHax 

TIIBHOfO pa.aBIITIIH KapcTOBO- C}'d$)8110 HHblX npouecco B, BbllleJ!eHHblX 

Ha KapTe pa.'lOHIIP0BaHIIH CK.vTenoB, 1983, K,yTeno&. KoJKeBHKKOBa, 

;·,r~J; . l!B :,'llal)TCH 8aKOHOMepHCCTl1 1!8MeHe Hilll aanp,Ui(l'HHOr O COCTOff

Hil.l Mdc~l!Ba ncpoll B ecTeCTBeHHblX YC.l!CBl!llX II npll HapymeHIIH r11J1-

: . ~c",1cru11ecKOR OCCTaHOBKI! , Bbl,lleJ!llllTCH II aH8.llH8 HPYllTCH l!OnoJ!

·' l!TeJ.bHble HaDPHlilllHl!H , BCoHl!Kalllllile B peayaTaTe TeXHOreHHOrO 

, .: ,;;,~crs;1;1. ITc pac·.ieTHblM c xe MSM onpe.ae .l!HDTCH y neplQIBaa!D!e 11 

.:-cnvBHblM h1)11Tep11ew ;'CTC81111B0CTII MaCCIIBOB nopo.:i H8.ll c cJtaO

l•HHb:Mll Ka; -CTOBb.Mll oOHa.Ml! A&J!lleTC>l COCTHCllleHlle Mel!OlY DCJ!HMII 

Hanp;!Jl'eHHn II ~C .. l)CTIIBJ!eHIIA , T . ... Mel!OlY ,-;ieplQIBalJIIIIIMII II CllBl!r8-

~M}! C1'1.11W41. ('THOIDE'KHC yne;,JIGtBaJ'.'elX ~;u:. K C.UBHI'&IXIKW o ueHKBa

~T~A K03i!CllUll~KTCM :,'CTOR:UlBOCTll MacCl!Ba nopc.Q H8.ll ocJta0.11eHH08 

JC pea:nu,TaTaM IICCJiel1CBaHllil BTc poro 3Tana COCTaBJ!HllTCff 

HCMCrpaMMbl , noaBC.l!l!Dlll!e KO.ll!QeCTBeHHC oueHHBaTb CTeneHb ycToll

tfllBCCTII MaCCllBa nc pcn Ha .imoll MOMeHT BpeMeHII npH paaHOM no.l!O-
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Teppl!Tcpm: BOZHl!KaJOT. " P8ZBIIB8IOTC;l paz,'lltl!Hble TexHoreHHble npo

:.ieccbl, KOTOPble npGTt?Kam KaK B CaMHX ;,acTBCpHMW: nopc.nax. TaK 

ti B rIOKPblBalJIItHX HX H~;,acTBCPHMblX oOpazcBaJrn}lY., TO eCTb B aoHe 

aKTHBHcrv acnccOMeHa.. 

_Mt?r:lIHKa nporHCC;HpOBaHth1 YCTCn'-llBC.CTH aaKa;:.: T-'.JBaHHb[X Tep

;,~tTOPH~, ;,3.nOHHpoBa}rn~ i-1X no CT-?ITt?HH KapCTCBcr. : :iaCHOC'::'H n~

llYCMaTPl!Baer BblOOJ1HeH11e KOMnJ!eKCHblX l!CCJ!el!CBWmR B J!Ba ?Tana 

Ha n~pBOM 3Tant? U ►;OHSBO.llHTC>l Ka'-IE'C'TBCHHM ·JUeHKa rte MeTC

lU1Ke B. H. l'~•Jl(eBHHKOB08 [l'~w.eBHHKCBa, !. 'J84 , Kj'Tt'G·:'.i B. YICWieBHifKO

Ba. 1989]: "JOOO!D?HH.a H a.HaJIHO ~H.CCBbC< Ma.TepHaJICB . COCTaB.111?Hl-1e 

::e;-llll KPYilHCMSCIDTMHblX noaJ!eMeHTHblX KapT. pallOHIIPOBaHlle Teppl! -

7CPIIII no creneHI! KapcTOBOR onacHOCTII C BbllleT.~HlleM :,rllaCTKOB 

BOcMCllO!cro aKTIIBHoro paaBilTIIH rexHoreHHblX npcueccoa Ha za

KapcTCBaHHbOC TeppHTOPIIHX. 

')cHCBHOll 88,llal!ell nepBoro arana l!CCJ!e,llOBaHIIA l!BJ!lleTCH 

COCTaBJ!eHl!e Kal)Tbl TllllOJIOr1111ecKOro pallCHIIP0Ballilll, OTpw!(allllleR 

OCHCBHhle YCJ!OBIIH paaBi!Tilll KapcTCBblX npoueccoa, BblHBJ!eHl!e II 

oueHKa ¢,aXTOpoB 11X aKTIIBll88UIII!, TaKl!e Kal)Tbl OblJ!H COCTaBJ!eHbl 

llJ!il Pa8J!ill!HblX paAOHOB I PIIC. 2). 

Ila KapTax TllnOJ!OrHl!eCKOro paAOHIIPOBaHl!ff ooocoer.eHbl :l'laCT

KH, OllHODOllHble no reoJiorHl!eCKOMY CTpoeHlOO, xaPaKTepy II CTeneHII 

B88l!MOCBH311 KaDCTOBblX BOll C COCellHl!Mll no pa.apeay BOJlOHOCHblMl! 

~OPllcGHTaMII, np11ypc11eHHOCTII K onpelle.l!eHHblM CTp;'KTypHO-TeKTOHl!

'-1ec1rnM 3.l!eMeHTa.M, CCBpeMeHHblM II npeBH,IM nor~,eOeHHblM (!)OpMaM 

peJ',i,~~- P.!,:,neJieHbl Tepp11Top1m Tpex Karerop11n: eJial'onpilllTH.blE!, 

yc,,OBHO Or.aronpllHTHble II HeO.naronpl!HTHble ll.l!ll paaBl!Tilll KapcTOBblX 

npoueccos, ~- e. ycTanaaJtHB~Tc>1 Mecro rue npo)1BJieHHR. 

Ha..,OlKJ?Hlte Ha KaPTY Tl1IlO.l!Or1111ecKoro pallOHlll)CBaHIIH peayJ!l>

TaTOB 11a::11eHl!ll xapaKTepa ll CTeneHI! B88l!MOCBl!811 BOllOHOCHblX ro-

J.eHIIII II CCOTHO!DeHIIH ypoBHeR rpYffTOBblX II KSPCTOBblX BOll II npor

aoa11poBaTb o0paaOB8111!e npoBa.l!OB Ha,11 OCJ!aOJ!eHHblMII KaDCTOBblMII 

aoHaMH t p11c. 3l. 

.llJlll Y\18CTKOB, Ha KOTOPblX OTCYTCTB:{lO'I' 7CJ!OBIIH llJlll oOpaao-

BaHIIH _npoBa.l!OB, paapaOOTaHHaH MeTOlll!K8 naer BC3MOJ!QIOCTb npor

H08llpoBaTb Be.l!lllll!Hbl oce.QaHl!ff aellHOll noBepXHCCTI!, BblHBJll!Tb 

wecTa paaBl!TIIH HepaBHOMePHblX l1e(!)OpM8!ll!R, H8U0CJI~e onacHblX ll.l!ll 

IIHJKeHePHblX coopyJKeHIIA. 
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Abstract 
This paper proposes a quantitative model, incorporating both 

quantitative and qualitative variables, to predict the intensity of 
karstification and cave magnitude. The model has been used 
successfully in the Geheyan Dam District. 

~ . 
*Xe~-~~IK~••a•~~--ffi~~~-. -~·~h a#&*~~•tt.~~•~*~hA#Am•*•a•~••tt~ 

•-~fiT~~*•re~•••~~•~m•.0~~~~•~•~ •~8~~. 0*•*~~~~. ~m~trem~. ~~7*••~ 
~tt~#•~~~~m~m~. ~-~Rfi7~~. ~~M•~~* 
~IKRfi 7 ffllll!. 

Introduction 

Because of the complexity and haphazard nature of the control
ling factors of karstification, the quantitative study of karst, especially 
underground karst phenomena, is always a very difficult problem. 

This paper focuses on the caves in the Qingjiang Geheyan Water 
Power Project. In the dam district, limestones of the Shilongdong 
Formation ( E D are the most karstified, and the major rock masses to 

Puc. l T11m1aa.uHl1 IIHJKeHepHo-reOJIOrl!'leCKHX ::c,1CBllil l1Jlll 0UeK· 

KH HarIPllJ«eHHOro COCTOl1HHil MaCCIIBOB ropHblX nopo11 B KapcTCBW 

paJloHax ll nporHooa ycTo~ocTll nepeKPbIBaX>m.ix necllal!o-rJlll-

HHCTblX TOJllll. 

- nec'lal!al1 TO.nma, 2 - r JIIIHIICTall TOJlllla, 2- - l!3BeCTKHKO-

Bal1 TOJllU,8, 4 - aOHbl KapcTOBblX HapymeHIUl 

P,tc. 2 f.apTa paaoH11poBaHlll1 TeppllTOPllll no CTl:'!leHl! KapcToBon 

onacHOCTH 

1 - rpaHl!Ubl paaoHOB; 2 - rpa.Hlllll:,: II HH)leKCbl nc11palloH0B; 3 

- npoE-aJlbl aeMJioR !lOBSPXHOCTII; 4 - IlOHl!JlleHllll; c<aKapcTOBaJ!HOCTb 

nopcJr: 5 - HHTeHCIIBH&l C K.n Oo.nee 351.) , E - ~Htcl' l!HTeHCIIBKSll 

r f..rr ,5-251.), 7 - MHHIIM8.l!bHal1 C K.n MeHee 251.1; llHTeHCl!BHOCTb 

BepTl!l<a.Tl.bHOil ~Tpa.ullll: g - IIHTeHCHBHail I rpaimeHT 2,5-34, 0i, 

g - ' c.naOal1 ( rpa)llleHT 1,5-2,5) , 10 - o8TPYZIHeHHal1 I rpaJil!€HT Me

Hee 1, 5 ) ; 11 - a oHa TeKTOHHti:ecKOr o HapymeHll:.l; 12 -BCKl)bl'!ble 

CKBaJlil!HaMll 3OHbl TeKTOHl!ti:ecKor o npoOJieHl!il noi:,ol!. PaaOHbl paaBH-

Tllll npoueccoB: I- aKTl!BHblil , I I - cpe.nHllR , I I I- npouecc IICKJll)lja

<! 1'Cil . 

P,:c. 3 HoMOrpaMMa ll.llil onpel!e Jit.> Hlll1 KOaiW)llW!eH-::a ycTcn'-ll!BOC

. Tl! I K) .!lB:{XCJIOilHOR nec'lal!O- r Jll!Hl!CTOil TOJI.IIIII C r ,'ll-!HHCTb!M cnoew B 

OCHOBaHllll )I nporHoaa npoBaJtOB HaZI oc.IaO.neHHOf! KapcTCBOll aoKcR. 
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study. With 247 boreholes, numerous manually excavated tunnels 
amounting to about 10 km in length, and other excavations and sur
veys, the relationship between the karst characteristics and the corrc• 
spending controUing factors is clear, and the necessary information to 
set up a quantitative model is obtained. 

The E t strata d ip to 150°, with a dip angle of 25°, without ap
parent variation. In profile, E t may be divided into three seclions 
from the bottom up: E t ' is 67- 78 m thick, mainly dolomitic lime• 
stone; E t 2 is 35- 50 m thick, mainly mud- striped limestone; and 
E t-3 is 51.5- 60 m thick, mainly thickly bedded porphyritic 
limestone. 

The Qingjiang R iver runs through the area from north to south 
separating the district into two independent groundwater units on the 
east and west banks. Both units have impermeable boundaries at the 
north and south edges, so they form elongated bands with some ma• 
ture karst passage systems (Passages I and II). Up to now, the total 
volume of uncovered cave amounts to 50 000 m3• Among 247 
boreholes drilled in the area, 41 % encountered ~t least one karst cavi· 
ty . 

There are many factors controlling the development of karst ca
ves, including the density of folds , faults and fractures , lithological 
characters, the lithological set, the thickness of the rock bed, the bu
ried depth of the rock mass, the topographic features, and t_he 
hydrodynamic conditions. In the past, these factors were often consid· 
ered separately, when in fact they are not independent of one another, 
but are usually interdependent. 

Factors controlling karstification may be summarized into t~ 
aspects; the hydrochemical environment, the hydrodynamic cond1· 
lions of the groundwater system, and the solubility of the carbonate 
rocks. For smaller areas, the hydrochemical environment may be 
taken as a constant, so the hydrodynamic conditions of the 
groundwater system and the solubility of the carbonate rocks are the 
major factors controlling the development of karst caves. 

The hydrodynamic features of the groundwater system depend5 



on the boundary conditions and the conductivity of the water- bearing 
medium. Boundary conditions of the groundwa ter system and the 
directional permeability of the medium determine the general direc
tion of water flow causing water to concentrate or remain diffused, in 
tum determining the general direction of the karsl systems. The places 
where concentrated flow occur are always favored places for the de
velopment of caves. 

Cave Magnitude and Controlling Factors 

Among the 400 caves found in the dam district, abo ut 40 % of 
them are less than 5 ml, but the principal part of the total volume of 
discovered caves is contributed b y m odera te sized and large ca ves . 
Figure I shows the volume accumula tion c urves of uncovered caves, 
so, if the volume corresponding lo 50% on the accumulation curve is 
defined as an average volume, it is 700 m l on the west bank a nd 2900 
m3 on the east bank. To study the heterogenity of the m agnitude of 
caves, the concept o f heterogeneous coefficient, u, may be borrowed 
from geotechnics: 

where v60 is the volume corresponding to 60% on the accum ulation 
curve and • 10 to IO percent. 

According to the formu la, u is 13. 7 o n t he west bank and on the 
cast bank is 21.3 . Caves on the east ba nk differ more from o ne a nother 
in magnitude. Geologic uni ts on both banks are under the sam e condi
tions of climate, soil, groundwater system boundaries and litho logical 
characters. The recharge area of the aquifer of the west bank is larger 
than that of the east bank . So, why are the caves on the east ban k 
larger? 

Through detailed field observations, typical fracture frameworks 
were surveyed and mapped . By discrete numerical modelling, the 
directional hydraulic conductivity of the fracture frameworks on both 

But, numerical modelling of fracture and karst water is a very d'.fficult 
problem, so it can be taken only as a relative variable. Hy~rauh~ con
ductivity of the fractured rock can be taken as a quantitative vanable, 
which may be represented by the injection rate under unit pressure of 
unit length of injection well . All of the 247 prospecting b~reholes have 
been used as injection wells and injection tests were earned out at va-

rious depths. 
· But, injection rate does not renect the directional character of hy-

. d d .ff · now caused by the draulic conductivity. Concentration an I us1on . . 
anisotropic character of the media renect the karstification intensity 

which can be calculated through observation of borehole cores . . 
Among factors controlling the intensity of karstification , 1.e. th.e 

k . . d e are qualitative. This arst porosity some are quantitative an som 
prevents us fr~m establishing the usual prediction models. The theory 

h . d ·fli culty which can m-of quantification can help us overcome t 1s 1 1 • 

elude these two kinds of variables. . 
11 

d 
In the theory of quantification , a qualitative variable is ca e an 

Herm, different states within an i- term are called categones. For 
sample i, its qualitative variables are denoted by fJ , (j, k), where 

jdenotes the i- term and k denote the category. 

{ 

I, qualitative variables of j item have th e 

6,(j, k) = s tates of category k 

0, else 

f . . • I h · alues are denoted by I there are h quanlitallve vanab es , t etr v . 
( j ' th ' · term 1, and X, u)(u = I, 2, 3 ... ,h); and there are r I categor es WI m ,- . 

the dependent variables of sample i are denoted by Y,, the linear 

model may be written as: 

Y, = 1: b, x ,(u) + }:, }:, b1(}, k)b-" + e, 
(I) 

1•• •- 1 

Where b., b Jc are undetermined coefficients, £ ; is random error. 
Ir 6,, 6 Jc represent estimated values of b. , b Jc, by least square meth-

od, one has a normal equation: 
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banks was computed . Figure 2 shows that the directional hydraulic 
conductivity of the typical fracture framework of the west bank forms 
an ellipse and the greatest conductivity is oriented in the direction of 
the general hydraulic gradient of groundwater. The conductivity 
tensors on the east bank form a spindle, the hydraulic conductivity in 
the north-south direction is much greater than in the east-west direc
tion. On the west bank, the directional hydraulic conductivity perpen
dicular to the Qingjiang River is comparatively larger, and water flow 
remains oriented to the Qingjiang .River without concentration in dif
fuse flow . Except for the area around the karst passage I which is far 
away from the dam, there is no area where karstification is favored . 

On the east bank, however, the directional hydraulic conductivity 
perpendicular to the Qingjiang River is much lower. Water moving 
from the watershed to the river changes flow direction, form ing a con
centrating belt of groundwater and a connected cave system near the 
southern impermeable boundary, which composes about 30% of the 
total volume of the caves found on the east bank. 

Quantitative Predict10n Model 

The factors controlling kar_stification in the dam district are the 
hydrodynamic features of the groundwater and the solubility of the 

rock. 

{ 
con centrating capacity 

!

dynamic character permeability 

Controlling factors spotted /imeslone (e J- 3 ) 

ofk ars tification 3 _ , 
rock 's solubility{mud- striped limestone (e 1 ) 

dolom itic limes lone (eJ- 1
) 

Among the qualitative factors inOuencing the intensity of 
karstification are lithological characters and concentrating capacity of 
various parts of the groundwater system, which are hard to quantify. 
By numerical modelling, concentrating capacity can be calculated . 

X'X6 =X' Y 

x, Ol, ••• , x, (h), 62 (1 ,1), 62 (1 ,, ,), 6, (2,,1), 6, (m,rm l 
X= 

[

X,(l), •••, X ,(h), 6,(1,1), 61(1,, 1), 61(2, t), . 6,(m,rm) l 

X,(1) ,•••• X,(h) 61 (1 ,1) ,••• , 6,(1,r, ) 6, (2,1) ,••• , 6,(m,r m) 

b' = (6, ,••• ,6, ,6 11 ,-•• ,6, r 1621 ,•••J, rm) ,Y' = (y , ,Y,,• .. ,y,) 

(2) 

By solving the matrix equation (2), weigh t coefficient Ii can be de
termined . The dependent variables in this paper are the observed karst 
porosities of the seven subareas, with every subarea being divided into 
three sections ( E t 1. E t 2

• E tl,) in sectiona l profile. A total of 18 
samples, i.e. I 8 karst porosity data are used to determine Ii . Degree o f 
concentrat ing capacity is divided in detail, considering the factors such 
as bound ary conditions of the groundwater system, burial conditions, 
topographic features, permeability of ad jacent formations, depth of 
water circulation, etc .. It is divided into 6 ranks from high to low, that 
is there are 6 categories in the i-term pertaining to concentrating ca
pacity. Thus there are th ree i-terms in the prediction model, per
taining to concentrati ng capacity, permeability o f fractured rock ~nd 
lithological characters, respectively. Table I shows all the controlling 
factors and the computed results. The predicting equation is: 

Y; =O. ISw, + 6.090;(1 ,1 )+2.SM;0 ,2)+ l.83o, (l,3) 

+ l.180; (1,4) + 0.620;(1.5) + 0.1 60; (1.6)- 0.050;(2, l) 

- 0.110; (2,2) (3) 

Jn Table J, the sample symbol implies where the sample comes 
from. For instance, L4_ 1 implies that the sample comes from the west 
bank, subarea 4, a nd the section of Et'. Letter R implies the east 

bank . 
T here are ·a bu ndant prospecting data in subarea 5 on the west 

bank and the observed karstic porosities are accurate, which can be 
inserted in to (3) to verify the equation. Sub-area 5 is half- exposed, 



section E t 3 is at the same altitude as the Qingjang River, but sec
tions E t 3

, E t 1 are much lower. Compared with all other areas, it 
may be judged that the concentrating capacities of section E t 3

, E :-2
, 

E t 1 fall into rank 2, 4, 6 respectively. According to equation (3), the 
computed karst porosities are 2.52, 0.52, 0.17 percent. Computed and 
observed values (2.52, 0.45, 0.11) show reasonable consistency. 

Table I. Controlling factors and computed results. n 1 is observed karstic 
porosity, n 2 computed karstic porosity 

sample n, n, w 
controlling factors 

section 
ranks of concentrating capacity 

(%) (%) (1/mim/m) I 2 3 4 s 6 E ,· E 1· El" 
RI - I 0.17 0.16 0.045 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 I 
Rl-2 0.08 0.05 0.01 I 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 I 0 
Rl-3 1.08 1.13 0.011 0 0 0 I 0 0 I 0 0 
R2-3 1.16 I.IS 0.075 0 0 0 I 0 0 I 0 0 
R3 -2 1.16 1.08 0.043 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 I 0 
R3-3 2.01 1.79 0.052 0 0 I 0 0 0 I 0 I 
R4- I 0.60 0.64 0.157 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 
R4-2 1.95 1.74 0.155 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 I 0 
R4- 3 1.80 1.80 O.ISS 0 0 I 0 0 0 I 0 I 
RS- I 0.11 0.16 0.051 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 
RS-2 0.98 1.09 0.094 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 I 0 
R5- 3 2.SS 2.53 0.136 0 I 0 0 0 0 I 0 I 
LI - I 0.40 0.62 0.011 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 
Ll-2 0.40 0.54 0.154 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 I 0 
Ll - 3 0.40 0.57 0.11 0 0 0 0 I 0 I 0 I 
L4-I 1.37 1.207 0.150 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 I 
L4- 2 6.00 6.00 0.154 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 
L4- 3 1.50 0.80 0.154 0 0 I 0 0 0 I 0 0 

(b) 0.15 6.09 2.56 1.83 1.18 0.62 0.16 - 0.05 - 0.11 0.00 

On the west bank, subarea 2 and 3 are far away from the dam, 
there are not enough prospecting data and representative karst 
porosities. In accordance with the exposed rocks and powerful water 
concentrating conditions, it may be judged that their concentrating 
capacities belongs to rank I or rank 2, according to equation (3) their 
karst porosities are between 2.5 and 6.0 percent. Other areas without 
representative observed karst porosities may also be predicted . 
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Fig. I. Volume accumulation curves. 

a, 

Fig. 2. Directional permeabilities of typical fracture 
framwork. (I cm= 20 m / day). 
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By combining equation (3) with the accumulation curve in Fig. 3, 
the total cave volume as well as the amount of varied magnitude caves 
in a subarea can be predicted. Inserting controlling factors into equa
tion (3), one has the computed karst porosity n. In the rock mass of 
volume V, the predicted number of karst cave between volume 

v1 - v2 (m3
) is: 

V • n • (P2 - P1) 
N=----'-"--'-

v, + V2 X . JOO 
2 

(4) 

Where N is the number of caves between volume v1 and v2 , p1 is 
the percentage corresponding to volume v I on the accumulation 
curve, and p 2 is the percentage cor_responding to volume v2 on the 

accumulation curve. 
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ABSTRACT 

~is paper discusses the general dislribution, characteristics and hll1Jlrds 
associated with collapsed breccia columns in Pe'rroian and Carboniferous carbonate 
rocb in karst water-bearing coal mine fields in northern China as well as their 
forecast and prevention. 

Introduction 

In water-bearing coal mine fields in northern China located in 
Permian and Ca bo · & •• ·ca1 . r ru,erous carbonate rocks circular or ellipll 
collapsed b · ' . reccia columns form in dissolution process of gypsum 
intercalation in carbonate rocks age in the Middle Ordovician. 
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Distribution or collapsed breccia columns 

Toe widespread carbonate rock strata in northern China cover an 
area of 469,397 km2

, with 73,403 km2 exposed to the surface. Karst 
features are developed from the Upper and Middle Proterozoic group 
to the Upper Paleozoic group. The Ordovician carbonate massif covers 
an area of 150,000 km2, and is 500-600m thick, with a gypsum layer 
distributed in parts of the middle series, which is the main position of 
the development of the collapsed breccia columns. 

Most of the collapsed breccia columns in the Permian and 
Carboniferous coal mine fields occurred in more than 20 coal mine 
fields of Shanxi and Hebei Provinces, the northern parts of Henan, 
Shaanxi, Shandong and Jiangsu Provinces and Inner Mongolia. 
According to records, there have been 3394 collapsed breccia columns 
in 45 coal fields. There have been 1300 collapsed breccia columns in 
Xishan coal mine of Taiyuan, Shanxi, with a density of 80 columns per 
km', while there have been 405 in Huoxian coal field at a density of 
34.7/km2

, and 960 in Yangquan coal mine. In southern China there has 
only been reported a 300m deep collapsed breccia column with a 
diameter of 180m in Shiping Troilite Field, Sichuan Province. 

Characteristics or collapsed breccia columns 

1. Surface shapes are circular or elliptical as well as irregularly 
shaped with diameters from lm to over 200m. Large collapsed breccia 
columns were reported in the Jingxing coal fields, Hebei, and the 
Xuzhou coal fields, Jiangsu with diameters over 300m. 

2. The majority of the cross sections have a cone shape, narrow at 
the top and large at the base, or cylindrical shape, with the diameter 
constant from top to bottom, as well as declining tower and irregular 

deep with diameters of 3 to 27.5m appeared on surface, the level of 
groundwater dropped dramatically within an area of 84 km2 around the 
shaft and water supply in the mine area was influenced. In March 1967, 
water inrush of 120 m'/min caused by a column breccia collapse 
underflooded part of a shaft of the Jiaozuo coal mine, Henan Province. 

Forecast and prevention of collapsed breccia columns 

The distribution of karst collapsed breccia columns is mainly related 
to the distribution of the gypsum strata in the Middle Ordovician 
carbonate rocks. The basic method to forecast the distribution of them 
includes geophysical survey and drilling, investigation and analysis of the 
regional geologic conditions. The position of the columns can also be 
located with observation of ground water levels of the shaft, water 
temperature, and hydrochemical and hydro-isotopic tracing studies. 
Pilot holes should be drilled in areas for tunnels before construction to 

look for collapsed breccia columns. 

· Where water inrush has occurred, a watertight gate should be closed 
to dam up the water, water should be drained, and the protection of the 
tunnel strengthened by support and grouting. Meanwhile, the level of 
water in the shaft must be prevented by supporting and grouting from 

damaging nearby shafts. 

Grouting through boreholes from the surface forming a curtain is an 
emergency treatment after water inrush due to a collapsed breccia 
column. After locating the position of the inrush channel by geophiscial 
survey, grouting should be run through the boreholes to seal it up. 
After water inrush caused by a collapsed breccia column in Kailuan coal 
mine, Hebei Province, a lot of stone, sand, cement and water glass were 
grouted through 75 boreholes to cut off the sources of the water 
gushing into the shaft. The measures were quite successful. 
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shaped sections. 

3. The collapsed depth (from the top of the breccia column to the 
surface of the Ordovician system strata) varies from less than 10m to 
more than 600m. A 600m deep karst collapsed breccia column, with a 
diameter of 300m, was reported in Y angquan coal field, Shanxi. 

4. The structure of the column shows much broken and disorganized 
accumulation in different cementing degrees which is mostly fractured 
rocks and clay of younger overlaying strata, with the lower part made 
of dissolution breccia. 

5. Most collapsed breccia columns are no water filled, except of 
some are water-bearing or as water-fQnd~cting channels. 

Damage caused by collapsed brecc;i}i"' coluinns 
/-· . 

Collapsed breccia columns are _hazards in coal fields, harming the 
construction of wells and roads, deteriorating the environment of pits 
and impacting the exploitation of the coal reserves. Water-bearing and 
conducting breccia columns are the main source ·of water inrush into 
pits, increasing inflow of the pits and endangering production and 
safety. 

Water inrush from collapsed breccia columns has occurred 12 times 
in northern China. In June 1984, at the Fangezhuang coal mine of 
Hebei Province, an enormous 280m-high collapsed breccia column with 
a diameter of 95m appeared at a depth below the surface of 313m, 
which connected the mining-induced subplate of coal stratum to the 
Ordovician karst water-bearing layer. Within 21 hours the shaft was 
underflooded as water poured in at a rate of 2053 m3/min and 
endangered four nearby shafts. Subsequently, twenty-one holes 3-12m 
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SUBSIDENCE AND ITS TREATMENT IN 
KARST COAL MINES IN CHINA 

LI Jinkai NIU Jianli LIU Qisheng LI Gongyu 
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· of China, Xi'an 710054 

Abstract 
Coal mines in karst areas of China have experienced a large 

amount of substdence caused by dewatering or water inrush into pits, 
threatening the mine' s safety and deteriorating the environment. Re
search has shown that geologic conditions are the basis of the devel
opment of subsidence and rapid groundwater drawdown is the trig
gering agent. This paper uses examples to discuss the rules governing 
the distribution of subsidence. To prevent and control subsidence, it is 
necessary to begin with the controlling factors related to its formation. 
Effective measures such as flood control, rebuilding river beds, grout
ing, refilling, etc. can be employed to alleviate the harm of subsidence. 
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Karst Subsidence Caused by Dewatering and Water Rushing Into Pits 

In coal mines in karst areas of China, especially in the southern 

Collapse holes are surface deformations, spreading widely and 
causing great damage. Some holes become new recharge routes of 
mine water. The shape of the hole is controlled by the development 
and extent of caves in the bedrock and the composition and thickness 
of the overlying clay. 
. The basic geological conditions controlling the development of 
collapsed holes are the existing cavities in soluble rocks having a hy
draulic connection with the aquifer in the overlying loose deposits. 
Conditions favoring subsidence include the overlying sediments hav
ing lower sorting characteristics, loose structure and a friable texture, 
and the underlying soluble rocks having well developed structural fis
sures and cavities with large space or span, good hydraulic connec
tions with little deposition and being intensively filled with water. 

When groundwater levels rapidly drop during dewatering in a 
karst area, this causes water levels in the overlying loose material with 
hydraulic connections to also drop, causing vertical flow of water car
rying grains and particles of the overlying sediments with the water. 
The material is carried with the water into mines and pits (32,000 
m3 of sand and mud were washed into a mine at Wumuchong, 
Meitanba), causing empty spaces in the overlying material. As the 
water level continues to drop the overlying deposits subside and col
lapsed holes develop. 

It can be determined from actual observations that the size, slope 
and development of collapse holes are related to the structure, thick
ness, water-bearing characteristics of the overlying sediments, and the 
entrance configuration, size, and distribution of karst caves, and the 
abundance of recharge sources. 

In overlying sediments consisting mainly of clay and loam, col
lapse holes generally are circular or elliptical on the surface and are 
jar-shaped or cylindrical in vertical section . In overlying sediments 
consisting mainly of sand, collapse holes are funnel- or pan-shaped 
m vertical section. In areas where the overlaying sediments are .sandy, 
karst caves are deep and have large mouths, and there are few flow re
-strictions, so_ large collapse holes often occur. 
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proVinces of Hunan, G~angdong, Jiangxi, Guizhou and Hubci, subsi
dence occurs widely and more than fifty thousand collapses of differ
ent kinds have been reported . The following are the effects resulting 

from collapse. 
I. River water pours into pits. On April 14, 1977, at Enkou Coal 
Mine, recharge from the Mubin River caused mine inflow to increase 
by 625 m3 / h. In 1980, the Xiaobi River poured water into the mine 
through collapsed areas, with inflow increasing by 1000 ml / h. 
Around Siding Mine in Guangxi Province, there were 600 collapses 
reported and one rainstorm caused water inflow to increase by 1444 
ml / h which flooded a pit. 
2. Streams and ponds dry up. In the area of Enkou, Doulishan and 
Qiaotouhe coal mines in Hunan Province, 33 streams, 600 ponds and 
700 springs dried up and fifty thousand people and their livestock suf

fered drought conditions . 
3. Land and structures are destroyed. Farms, buildings, bridges and 
traffic facilities have been destroyed and even people and livestock arc 
injured or Jost. A 60,000 mu farm was affected in Hunan Province and 
250,000 m2 of building space had to be relocated due to subsidence. 

In brief, subsidence deteriorates the enviro~ment and threatens 

mine safety. 

The Shape and Formation of Subsidence 

Subsidence caused by dr~inage in overlying loose deposits is often 
saucer-shaped, with a small or large area (larger areas reaching 400 m 
by JOO m), and 1 m or more deep with cracks occurring around the 
edges. Some have collapsed holes in the center and accumulate water 
in the rainy season, allowing the water to seep down into the mining 

pit. 
According to data from Hunan Province, the surface cracks often 

accompanying subsidence arc of two forms : curved cracks coalesce to 
a circle; generally parallel cracks comprise a fissure zone. The cracks 
often step down, inclining towards the subsidence center. 

If karst cavities are not large, surface subsidence and cracks 
occur. Collapse holes occur in groups and form subsidence areas 
where concealed karst is developed. In regions where surface water , 
pours into karst caves, loose deposits in and around the caves are 
washed away, forming bigger caves leading to the linking up of adja
cent caves to form groups of crisscross pits and troughs of sunken 
land. 

Subsidence Occurrence 

I. Usually along gullies and lowlands because these easily collect sur
face water. Natural conditions favoring development of subsidence in
clude areas with streams, ponds, springs and reservoirs, complicated 
and ioose deposits, good flow and discharge conditions and the occur
rence of karst cavities. There are several examples of subsidence re
gions forming after a change of groundwater levels. 
2. Along structure belts or zones controlling the movement of 
groundwater. Places which are good for karst cavities to develop in
clude the axis of an anticline, zones of water- conducting faults, and 
parts where different structures intersect and rocks are broken and 
bear and conduct water. For example, at the plunging part of the 
Huangtuling Anticline in the Douli"shan mine field, the nearby Qutang 

·Spring was the discharge area before mining. After dewatcring at the 
Doulishan mine from the Maokou limestone 475 collapse holes 
formed in a subsidence area of0.15 km2

• 

3. Generally along flow routes of Icarst water. Well developed karst 
zones commonly act as flow routes of karst groundwater and subsi
dence occurs along these routes. When dewatering in karst areas, as 
the cone of depression enlarges, karst flow zones become the recharge 
belt of the cone. Therefore, subsidence occurs along these flow zones. 
In the Longtan- Qijia flow zone, there are 802 subsided ponds in an 
area of 1.5 km2

• 

Lower reaches of surface rivers are subsidence-prone ar~as. In 
Heli Mine of Heshan in Guangxi Province, when water rushed into a 
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pit, surface subsidence and deformations exceeded 2800 m as th.., cone 
of depression increased, with the subsidence and deformation most se
rious above the flow route of the underground river. 
4. Along valleys of rivers . When rivers act as discharge zones 10r 
ground)Vater, because of the interaction between water and carbonate 
rocks karst develops intensively. If the banks are composed of thin, 
loose deposits of diluvial sediments, slope wash and eluvium, sandy 
clay or gravel of small diameter, subsidence is apt to occur. Because of 
intensive dewatering of the Maokou limestone for the Shouhe Mine in 
Guangxi Province, much subsidence occurred along the river banks, 
reaching a density of 1550 collapse holes per -square kilometer and a 
total of2100 holes, which became new recharge routes for mine water 
to increase the inflow to pits. 
5. Areas where overlaying material.is thin and mainly sand and gravel. 
Around the Shangyang Spring in Meitanba, the overlaying material is 
0.4-4 m thick and ·is composed of sandy loam, gravel-bearing sand 
and gravel. When the cone of depression reached this area it became 
the most densely covered area with ·subsided pits. However, in the up
per reaches of Wumuchong Stream, located at the center of the same 
cone of depression, in the plunging part of the Loubai Anticline and 
crossed by water passages, no subsidence occurred because there the 
overlying material is up to 40-102 m thick and consists of relict clay 
and loam. This indicates that under similar geologic and hydrologic 
conpitions, the thickness of the overlying unconsolidated material is 
an important factor in controlling subsidence. These characteristics al
so exist in other mine fields in Hunan, Guangxi and Guangdong Prov
inces. 
6. Subsidence is closely related to hydrodynamic conditions. Subsi
dence always occurs near mine pits , and the extent is always smaller 
than the extent of the dewatering cone of depression . In Qiaotouhe 
Mine, when the radius of the cone of depression reached 10,100 m, the 
extent of subsidence reached a radius of 10,000 m for a ratio of radii 
of 0.96. This characteristic also exists in some mines for metal ore. It 
shows that the cone of depression controls the extent of subsidence. 

of geophysical analysis, with probe spacing at 2-5 m and probe depth 
set to the top of the bedrock . In coal mines where subsidence occurred 
during construction, observation stations should be set up _to monitor 
and predict enlargement of subsidence. . 

To prevent and control subsidence, focus on the factors which ~f
fcct their occurrence. Because the flow of surface water and changes m 
groundwater runoff can cause subsidence, surface water should be 
managed by rebuilding river channels and beds and closing th~ main 
seepage points in rivers . Rainwater should be drained away by ditches, 
pumping and other interception measures to prevent the water col
lecting in subsidence areas, and leading to their enlargement. . 

Careful planning of dewatering operations in karst areas 1s neces
sary. Careful attention should be paid to the observation of pre-ex
isting subsidence. Strong inflow of water into mines causes _abrupt 
changes in the groundwater levels inducing subsidence. Such inflows 
should be controlled by grouting or blocking when possible. In Hunan 
Province, laying pipe and installing flow meters to control the flow 
rate and groundwater levels at some points e1f water inflow have been 
eITective. Walls should be built at some holes which have st0PP~d de
velopment to block them up. In collapse holes having serious SOIi ero
sion, concrete structures can be built to catch the water and soil flow
ing into the hole, so as to reduce the erosion rate and stabilize the sur
rounding overlying unconsolidated material. 

According to actual conditions, subsidence can be cont~ol_led. 
Collapse holes located at industrial sites, near roads and buildings 
should be back filled . Before back filling, surface dust should be re
moved, then debris and concrete are filled in with the concrete layer 
between 0.5-J m thick . Threatened buildings which can not be moved . 
can be reinforced according to the conditions at the site. At ~he 
Doulishan Mine in Hunan Province, the foundation of a subStation 
was reinforced with a combination of pillars and bottom trusses of 
steel and concrete. The pillars were placed on the bedrock thu~ pre
venting any further damage to the building. At the Qiaotou~e ~me, a 
damaged rail foundation was repaired by sealing the opening m the 
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Subsidence rarely occurs before· the drawdown reaches tlie 
bedrock. Once · the drawdown level reaches the karst aquifer, subsi
dence dccurs intensively and increases with an increase of pumping 
water volume and with the depth of the drawdown level. In Enkou 
mine of Hunan Province, when the drawdown level was 14.24 m and 
the average discharge was 1270 m3 

/ hr, a total of 317 collapse holes · 
were found . As the discharge and drawdown level increased, the num
ber of holes also increased. 

Table 1. relationship, of waler oxhaction flow, drawdown and the number of col

lapse holes in Enkou Mine, Hunan Province 

Terms A vcragc drainage Total drawdown Total number 
or mine water of water level of collapse 

Time (m1 /b) (m) holes 
1974 1270 14.24 317 
1976 3388 48.67 1329 
1979 3868 62.25 4924 
1982 4130 90.42 5811 

When drawdown and the hydraulic gradient increases, the flow of 
groundwater becomes rapid , the suffosion of soil particles by 
groundwater increases which accelerates collapse. This has been 
proven by data from Jiangxi Province. 

The Prevention and Treatment of Karst Subsidence 

For mines located in karst areas and subsidence-prone areas, es
pecially those in southern China, the possibility and extent of subsi
dence should be evaluated initially, before exploration can proceed. 
First, predictions should be ma4e according to geological and 
hydrogeological ·conditions, and the characteristics of the river 
systems. Based on this analysis and the engineering and construction 
needs, drill rod probing, test hole drilling and geophysical exploration 
can be carried out to determine the actual distribution and condition 
of subsidence. Boreholes should be arranged according to the results 

soluble rock with concrete and then rebuilding the rail on the concrete. 
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Abstract 
Coal mining-induced collapses are ~idespr~a~ in Chin_a. This 

paper studies their development mechanisms a~d d1v_1d_es them into the 
following types: collapse prior to mining, during minmg and after or 
Jong after mining completion; direct-ind~ced collapse and 
indirect-induced collapse. Dewatering, excavation of undergro~nd 
openings vibrations of extraction or blasting and acid water corrosion 
modifica;ion of underlying carbonate rocks all contrib~~e ~o the 
changes of hydrogeological conditions and mechanical equ1hbn_um of 
the strata in a mine field, and subseq·uently, can cause water-inrush 
and collapse. Case histories in Nantong Mine Field are also descnbed 

in detail. 
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long time forms an artificial discharge area, changing the original 
hydrogeological conditions and forming a new integrated surface and 
groundwater system in the mine field . Effects include changing posi
tio.ns of recharge, runoff and discharge, increasing ground water veloc
ities, lowering groundwater levels and altering the hydrologic charac
teristics of watersheds, etc. 
2. Excavation of openings and workings, output of a large quantity of 
coal and rock, rocks caved in above the mined-out panel and induced 
microcracks, fissures or fractures forming a new medium of very high 
porosity and permeability all change the structure of the aquifer in the 
mine fields and disturb the mechanical equilibrium of the strata, in
creasing vertical leakage and suffosion. For shallow underground coal 
mines, the rocks above the mine workings may not have adequate 
support and may collapse from their own weight. 
3. Vibrations of extraction and blasting, as a direct trigger, can create 
instability of the rock mass causing subsidence, collapse and sinkhole 
formation . 
4. Due to development of mining-induced fissures and ventilation, 
mining panels and mined-out workings become weak oxidative envi
ronments. Oxygen and water can combine to oxidize line-grained 
pyrite contained in coal seams and produce iron sulfate and sulfuric 
acid. This strong acidic solution can intensively corrode carbonate 
rocks of the foot wall along mining-induced fissures to reduce the 
impermeability of the aquitard and, in turn, cause water inrush into 
underground openings. As an end result, subsidence and collapse may 
be induced by this response. 

Many mine fields in different provinces have this problem. For 
example, in the Zibe mine field, pH values of acid mine drainage are 
down to 2, intensively corroding pipe lines, machines and underlying 
carbonate rocks and caused water-inrush from the foot wall. Especial
ly in multiple-seam mining, abandoned mine water in upper levels can 
be a recharge source of openings in lower levels. This hazard is more 
serious. 

In short, subsidence, collapse and sinkhole development in mine 
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Introduction 

Carbonate rocks are widespread in China and karst develops in 
all the main tectonic regions . Collapsed sinkholes in karst terrain arc 
one of the most serious problems. According to preliminary statistics, 
they occur in 23 provinces, and the total number reaches 35,000. Of 
these, two-thirds are coal mining- induced collapses and occur mainly 
in southern China. In China, about 65 percent of coal reserves lie bu

ried above, under and between carbonate rocks. 
As mining activitil'°s increase in depth and scale, sinkholes and 

collapse have and will become a more serious hazard for the coal in
dustry . Sinkholes usually cause environmental deterioration, loss or 
life and economic losses, damage to land and s(ructures in mine fields 
and the close vicinity. Surface water flowing into underground open
ings or workings flood them and in turn rivers, springs and wells be

come dry. 
Compared with those collapses induced by pumping for water 

supply, collapse and subsidence induced by underground coal mining 
has a specific mechanism, namely, underground activities arc the main 
and direct trigger agents. In order to prevent them, their development, 
mechanisms and occurrence should be studied in detail. 

Disturbance Features of Underground Coal Mining 

As the main induced factors, disturbance features of underground 
coal mining activities have a close relationship with collapse develop
ment. Because mining activities take place at a great depth, they usual
ly cause changes of aquifer structure by direct or indirect disturbance 
and form a new groundwater system in the mine field which is differ
ent from the original one. Regional stress fields can also change and 
cause deformation and damage to rocks above mine workings. The 
following are some specific features of mining disturbances. 
I . Groundwater withdrawal or dewatcring on a large scale and for a 

fields are not only connected with the occurrence of karst, but also 
have a direct relation with the type and the scale of underground min
ing activities. Even though many mines may initially have had the 
same or similar geological conditions, the above-mentioned effects 
may occur on different scales because of difTercnt mining types, scale 
and depths . For example, compared with room-pillar mining, the 
ground above long-wall mine openings is a more vulnerable region or 
subsidence- prone area because of excavations of longer span. 

Type and Occurrence of Collapse Induced by Underground Coal Mining 

According to the time relationship between collapse development 
and mining activities, collapse can be divided into three types: collapse 
prior to mining; collapse during mining; and collapse after or long ar
ter mining completion . 

The main induced cause of collapse prior to mining is dewatering 
for construction of housing, downcast shafts and the main haulage 
roadways. During this period, the original geological conditions, such 
as pre- existing faults and karst caverns play an important role in the 
development of collapse. 

Most collapse takes place during mining on a large scale bceaUSC 

the damage to the structure of the aquifer and mechanical equilibrium 
of the strata is most intensive during this period . Not only do original 
geological conditions contribute to the triggering of collapse, but 
changes in hydraulic properties of the rocks due to strata deformation 

induced by mining (i .e. caving, fracturing and bed separation in the 

immediate rooO may play a more important role. 
For example, in a mine field in Sichuan Province, there exists a 

thrust fault which is an impermeable fault based on monitoring data 
o f groundwater. However, one year after mining openings brok; 
through its lower block and opened the fault plane due to settling 0 

the lower block, water-inrush took place and water yield was up to 

200 m
3 I min . Subsetiuently, 14 sinkholes formed along the fault zone 



like a string of beads. 
Collapse after mining completion often occurs where mono-seam 

mining and small scale mining are used and the original geological 
conditions are changed little by little. As time goes on, mining-in
duced microcracks coalesce and form a water-bearing network, and 
in tum cause water-inrush and collapse. For example, in a mine in 
Shanxi Province, shallow collapses took place · ten years after comple

tion of mining. 
According to trigger mechanisms, underground coal mining-in

duced collapse can be divided into two types: direct-induced collapse, 
and indirect-induced collapse. 

Direct-induced collapse is caused directly by cutting pre-existing 
faults or karst conduits when the working face crosses them. In a mine 
in Hubei Province, excavation of a haulage roadway in the underlying 
limestone exposed a large karst conduit and caused water to gush into 
the excavated opening and 30 sinkholes formed on the surface. 
Indirect-induced collapse is caused indirectly by changes in the 
bydrogeological and engineering geological conditions after mining. 
In a mine of the Lianshao Coal Industrial Bureau, collapse occurred 
along a ringlike boundary of a mining-induced subsidence basin in 
which there were a lot of vertical mining-induced shear fractures or 

' fissures and this increased vcrti_cal hydraulic conductivity and thus 
sulTosion was greatly strengthened. 

A large number of case histories have shown that mining-in
duced collapse often occurs in shallow coal mining areas, along river 
valleys and larger fault zones, in well-developed areas of karst con
duits, in the center of dewatering cones and in areas of repeated multi
ple-seam mining. Collapse often takes place after a heavy rain. 

Enkou Mine in Hunan Province is a typical area _ C?f mining-in
duced collapse. There are 6100 collapsed sinkholes in the mining area, 
and of these, over 800 sinkholes occur in a 0.1 km2 area above the 

mining center. 

Maokou opening after 72 hours. 
Case three: The advancing direction of mine block 3608, at an el

evation of 370 m is below a karst depression, at 580 m, which is cut by 
a large fault Fl~ and also the Gengguhe River flows over it (Fig. 2). 

, ' . . d 
When excavation of Maokou haulage opening the limestone expose 
some branch fissures of Fl 7, water inrush took place and water yield 
increased to 1000 m3 / hr from 200. Subsequently, over 40 sinkholes 
formed in a distance of 1340 m along Fl 7. Even though those fissures 
were treated by grouting, leakage from the periphery of the grouted 
areas often took place after a heavy rain and some sinkholes have con-

tinued to develop. . . 
Of the above three cases, the first belongs to the direct-induced 

type, the latter two to the indirect-induced type. 
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Study of Case Histories 

Nanton Mine Field lies at the juncture between the Sichuan Basin 
and the Yunnan-Guizhou Plateau and extracts the minable seams in 
the Permian Coal Series which are underlain and overlain by the 
Maokou and Changxing limestone aquifers, respectively. Also two 
rivers flow, over the mine field. Water inrush into underground open
ings and collapsed sinkholes on the surface are two hazards impacting 
coal production . Some cases of mining-induced collapsed sinkholes 
will be described in detail. 

Case one: During the excavation of an inclined air shaft on June 
20, 1978, a large karst fracture was exposed. Its average width and 
height were up to 2.5 m and 0.8 m respectively, and it was developed 
along a bedding plane. Water yield in the workings increased immedi
ately to 100 m3 

/ hr from 30, a sinkhole formed on the bed of the 
Liujiahe River and water flowed into underground workings (Fig.I). 
Workers-immediately constructed a temporary river course and put a 
lot of cotton blankets into the sinkhole to close the conduit. Excava
tion was continued after grouting. On December 4th, another karst 
fracture was exposed and water yield increased immediately to 1460 
m3 

/ hr and a whirlpool of 5 m in diameter and 4.5 m in depth was 
formed in the river. 

Case two: Mine block 5400 lies below the river bed which is at an 
elevation of 293 m, with the level of the block at about sea level and 
about 320 m away horizontally. Intensive mining activities caused 
water inrush from a working face into openings in April 1983, with 
maximum water yields up to 150 m3 

/ hr. Subsequently, a sinkhole 
formed on the bed of the Liujiahe River in the end of that year. 

In May, 1991, another sinkhole 4.2 min width an~ 2.7 min depth 
formed near the previous one. Excavating down in the bedrock 
showed that it developed along a small cave. Underground excavation 
was continued after chunk-rock-backfill and grouting. However, in 
September, a third sinkhole formed near the second one. Salt put into 
the sinkhole on October 31, showed up in the outflow in the northern 

Fig. 1. Sketch map of sinkhole caused 
by a breached karst conduit. 

.... 
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Fig. 2. Collapsed sinkholes induced 
by block 3680 mining. 

dropped drastically, with suffosio~ carrying away a lot of sediments and 
causing geological hazards of surface subsidence. By the end of 1992, 
there had been about 2200 cases of subsidence with losses of several 

hundred thousand US dollars. 

Development characteristics of subsidence 

1. The occurrence of subsidence is coordinated with the dewatering 

cone of depression. A stabilized cone of depression was formed by 
pumping in the aquifer overlying the mineral deposits. As the cone of 
depression expanded, the range of subsidence expanded also. It 

stabilized at about a radius of 2900m (Figure 1 ). 

2. Before the cone of depressicm stabilizes, the occurrence of 
subsidence has high frequency and large scale, and after it is stabilized, 
subsidence occurs less frequently and is of smaller scale. Before the 
cone of depression reaches bedrock, subsidence seldom occurs, but 
when the cone of depression passes the bedrock face, they occur 

frequently. During drainage testing (1963-1964 ), there were ·57 incidents 

of subsidence, or 2.3% of the total, and more than 75% of these were 
more than 3m long, 3m wide and 50m deep. During periods of rapid 
drawdown of the groundwater (1965-1979), there were 1701 incidents 
of subsidence, 77% of the total, among which 12% were more than 3m 

long and 3m wide. During the period of stabilized drawdown (1986-
1992), there were 442 incidence of subsidence or 22.1% of the total. 

3. Subsidence frequently occurs in low-lying areas whose water 
catchment is larger. 

4. Subsidence has a seasonal tendency, with occurrence more 
frequent during the spring cultivation and rainy season. 
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ABSTRACT 

Dewatering in the area of mineral deposits causes a lot of surface subsidence_. 

There are clear patterns and controlling conditions in the formation of subsidence. 
Some experiences with the prevention and treatment of subsidence is in_troduccd 
and some methods are discussed for prevention and treatment of subsidence m 

mining areas with similar conditions. 

Introduction 

There are complex hydrogeological conditions at the Fankou lead

zinc mineral deposits. The aquifer in the mining area is mainly dolomite 

of Middle to Late Carboniferous with well developed fissures and good 
hydraulic connections, overlaid by Quaternary silt-clay and sand-gravel. 
The original groundwater level before mineral deposits were mined was 
very shallow. Due to dewatering and extraction, the groundwater levels. 

5. Most (95%) of the cross sections of subsidence are shaped like 

cylinders, cones and calabashes. 

Reasons for the occurrence of subsiden~e in the mining area 

1. The development iptensity of subsidence is mainly controlled by 
the extent of karst development in the shallow strata and the hydraulic 

connections to the surface. The aquifer overlying the mineral deposits 
is dolomite of the Hutian Formation (Ci. 30,) which is well-karstific 

strata. The karst ratio in boreholes is 1.96-10.44%, specific yield is 

0.1383-6.061 per meter per second, and the hydraulic conductivity is 
0.2575-4.357m/d. In this part, the regional groundwater flows from the 
west towards the east and the karst is hydraulically well connected (Fig. 
1, Area I), so subsidence occurred intensively during the dewatering 

process, and some subsided areas even experienced further subsidence. 

In the southern and southeastern part (Fig. 1, Area II), there is poorly 
developed karst with poor hydraulic connections, so subsidence seldom 

occurred there. 

2. The development of subsidence is controlled by the hydrodynamic 

conditions and is closely linked to hydraulic gradient, depth 3nd 

variation extent of water levels. During the dewatering process, the 
steep hydraulic gradient caused high water velocities and intensive 
erosion. In areas of high incidence of subsidence, the average hydraulic 

gradient is 0.05, and in areas with low incidence, it is 0.02. Because the 
groundwater table was in the overlying soil layers, the sudden changes 
of the groundwater table during dewatering caused intense suffosion of 

• soil, easily creating subsidence. 

3. The development of subsidence is related to the thickness, 
composition and structure of the overlying Quaternary cover material. 

· the In the northern and western part of the cone of depression, 



Quaternary cover is talus and residual deposits (Q/+d'), which are 
composed of clay, and silty clay, characterized by compact structure, 
large cohesive forces, large thickness and water-proof nature. So, there 
was no incidence of subsidence in this area, but a few appeared in the 
contact zone between the alluvial-pluvial deposits and the talus-residual 
deposits (0◄',."'). 

In the middle, southern and eastern parts of the subsidence area, the 
sediments are alluvial-pluvial deposits composed of sand, soil and gravel 
of river facies, characterized by loose structure, poor water conductive 
properties, and less than 15m of average thickness, so subsidence easily 
occurred here. Because there is a thin double-layered structure in the 
cover of the middle and eastern part, subsidence easily occurred, but 
there are two areas with average thickness of 15-25m in the southern 
and southeastern part, so subsidence was weaker there (Fig. 2). In 
general, subsidence easily occurred in areas with thin soil layers, but not 
in areas covered by clay or silty clay. 

4. The development of subsidence is related to landforms and the 
distribution of the surface water. In the surrounding hills of higher 
elevations, most rainfall runs off and doesn't infiltrate into the ground 
so the probability of subsidence is small, but in and near surface water 
bodies, the probability is greater. 

Prevention and treatment of subsidence 

l. Undere;round prevention and treatment 

Reducing drawdown rates of the groundwater table in the shallow 
aquifer can control and prevent the enlargement of the cone of 
depression. In the first period of the Fankou Mine Field operation 
from 1965 to 1979, the radius of the dewatering cone was restricted to 

protected river bed and banks. 

Standing surface water should be drained out of low-lying areas, 
where seepage-proof layers are insufficient, as subsidence usually occurs 
there. Increase the thickness of seepage-proof layers and refill with soil 

or stone to reduce subsidence. 

Every subsidence pit should be filled and treated. Observation an~ 
surveying should be conducted in unstable subsidence areas, or 
subsidence-prone areas. If the bedrock is exposed, the pit should be 
backfilled with clay, sand and soil, then compressed tightly, and the 
surface sealed with clay. If the pit does not go to the bedrock, it can 
be filled with gravel, soil, compressed and capped with clay. 
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2700m and the radius of the subsidence area to 2500m by intercepting 
work in the shallow part above +Om as!. In the second period, from 
1980 to 1989, the radius of dewatering cone only enlarged to 3000m 
because of intercepting work above -40m as!. 

Reducing the quantity of drainage water can slow the drop of 
groundwater levels and lessen the intensity of erosion of the cover 
material. A hassock-like network of holes was installed with switches 
to regulate and control the quantity of drainage water. Gradually 
increasing drainage volume reduced the groundwater drawdown rates 
and depression levels and reduced the occurrence of subsidence during 
the beginning period of mine operation. 

Installing filters at proper places on the drainage boreholes, can 
reduce suffosion of sediments and the incidence of subsidence. 

2. Prevention of seepae;e and treatment of the surface body 

Surface waters which entered the mine area not only increased the 
drainage volume in the mine field , but also destroyed seepage-proof 
layers. Some methods have been used to prevent peak floods in the 
river resulting in new subsidence during the rainy season. These 
methods include constructing flood protection works and man-made 
floodways. In the Fankou mine field, 1800m of ·flood ditches and 
floodways have been constructed. 

Large scale subsidence usually occurs near river banks. Because 
there was no waterproof layer, subsidence occurred in the river bed. 
The part of the river running over the mine area was rerouted and soil 
and clay were laid in the bed to close the fissures to prevent _the 
seepage of water. So, the Fankou River was modified at various places 
in the mine area, with 2100m of protected channel, and 6000m of 
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Fig. 1. The relation between subsidence and dewatering cone 
of depression 
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Fig.2. The reation between subidence and Quaternary deposits· 
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5)limits of dewateing cone of depression; 6)non-karstic area; 
7)talue-eluvium; 8)alluvium-;li)uvium; 9)talus-;liluvium 

karst environmental disasters are 11nalyzed. 

Droughts and Floods in Karst Areas 

Not only the climate, but also the karstification of the terrain is 
'mportant in redistributing precipitation, increasing the frequency and 
severity of droughts and floods by creating dry and waterlogged areas. 
According to historical records since the fourteenth century, 91 severe 
droughts occurred in Guangxi Province. Since 1944 in Guizhou Prov
ince, 25% of the years have experienced drought and 12% flood . 

In the Hongshui River Basin, 24% of the total arable land was 
damaged by drought or flood, with drought accounting for 92 percent. 
The proportion of the population suffering from a lack of drinking 
water is more than twice the national average. In the river basin, 89% 
of the region is bare karst, whose infiltration coefficient is mostly 
greater than 0.3, of which 69% is 0.3-0.6 and 20% reaches 0.6-0.9. In 
other words, almost 90% of precipitation rapidly transfers to 
groundwater and deep burial. over 30 m. Water with buried depth 
<50 m accounts for 57%, 50-100 m accounts for 28%, and 100-600 
m still accounts for 15 percent. Additionally, because of leakage·from 
reservoirs, ditches and fields, the utility efficiency of water is less than 
one-half. Hence, the "physiological pattern" of drought appears even 
in a moist climate. 

The distribution of drought and waterlogged areas differs with 
the karst types and the stages of their development. Drought areas are 
mostly distributed in watershed karst hills, fengcong depth depressions 
and karst plains with deep-cutting river channels. Waterlogged zones 
are principally distributed in fengcong trough valleys and fenglin dry 
valleys. Therefore, these can be divided into four types and six 
sub-types according to hydro-geomorphologic structure: 

I. Residual plateau karst hill depression; 

II. Fengcong mountain- II, fengcong depth depression, and 
11 2 fengcong trough valley; 

III. Feng.Jin valley-lll 1 fenglin dry valley and depression, 
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Abstract 
Three kinds of disaster are studied in this paper. (I) 

Drought / flood conditions in karst regions are due to karstification 
which produces infiltration coefficients up to 0.3-0.9 and redistributes 
precipitation, producing severe droughts and floods. (2) According to 
statistics of surface collapse in karst regions, natural occurrence is 
common, but man-induced collapse is strong. (3) In karst.regions, the 
soil erosion modules are often greater than the pedogenesis modules, 
so that large areas have become desertified rocky mountains and de
sert-like areas have enlarged. Conditions are quite severe. 
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Introduction 

Special conditions in karst areas can lead to special disasters. 
They are closely related to the processes, degree and distribution or 
karst. In this paper, the formation, types and effects of several kinds or 

1112 fenglin fluvial valley basin; 
IV. Karst plain-IV1 intermontane karst plain, IV2 wide valley 

karst plain. 
These have different conditions of formation and different treat

ment and preventative measures should be used against droughts and 
floods . 

Figure I . Principle measures against drought and flood in various 
karst types A-D Engineering measures, A= storage (A 1 = reservoir; 
A 2 = blocked up cave; A 3 = water tank; A 4 = spring conservation and 
exploitation); B Diversion (B 1 =pass over drainage basin; B2 =dam 
flow; B3 =divert nearby river); C Pumping to another area (C, =sur
face water; C 2 = groundwater); D Drainage (D 1 = tunnel; D2 =wid
ened sinkhole); £Biological measures. 

Karst Land Collapse 

There are two principal reasons for collapse in karst areas; the 
forces in the rocks surrounding the cave lose their equilibrium and the 
great fluctuations in the levels of the groundwater in karst fissures. 
The water dynamic energy, F, depends directly on the square or the 
hydraulic gradient, l, so F increases greatly as the hydraulic gradient 
increases. When the hydraulic gradient exceeds the threshold, Jc, the 
overlying soil layer will be eroded subcutaneously and will cause sub· 
sidence. Zuo (1987) and You (1988) have put forth equations for the 
two characteristic values in this process, respectively: 

F=lM(~l)2 =MK2,2 
2 µ 2µ2 

I C 
le= (I - n)(As - 1)(2 ;.,, <p - I) Rw 

where Mis water mass, K is the infiltration coefficient, µ or n is the 
porosity of the mantle, Sis soil specific gravity, <p is soil internal rnc· 
tion, and R w is the unit weight of water at 4 t. 
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There are three classification systems for karst collapse. l. From 
genesis, collapse can be divided ·into natural and man- induced col
lapse. 2. By the extent of its impact, collapse can be divided into large 
> I km2

, medium 0.1-1 km2, and small <0.1 km2
. 3. According to in

tensity as represented by the number of pits, collapse can be divided 
into intense > 100 pits, medium 10-100 pits, and weak < 10 pits. In 
the H~ngshui River Basin there are more than 50 collapse zones and 
the number of collapsed pits is over 1400. Sixty-four percent of the 
collapse zones are naturally occurring and 94% of the collapse pits are 
caused by man-induced. This means that natural collapse extensively 
occurs, but the intensity of man-induced collapse is significant when 
considering how to reduce hazards. 

Soil Erosion and Desertification in Karst Regions 

Thi:: soil in karst regions comes from the dissolved residu_e of the 
carbonate rocks, and exogenic matter (including solutes and elastic 
materials). The exogenic substances, carried in by allogenic flow, enter 
the karst areas, and due to certain ~onditions are precipitated to be
come soil. The slow physicochemical pedogenic processes create a thin 
bed of soil during a very long time, thus determining the lower permis
sible erosion capacity. When this capacity is exceeded, desertification 
of rocky mountainous areas will take place though they are in humid 
tropical and subtropical areas. 

For solution-residual pedogenesis in the Hongshui R iver Basin 
and nearby areas, the mean content of insoluble matters in the 
carbo~ate rocks is about 3.4% and the solution rates are from 40 to 90 
mm/ ka. Thus, the calculated pedogenic modulus is about 7 
tons/km2

• a on an average and average of maximums is about 110 
t/ kqi2.a (Table I) . As a consequence, in this karst region, the permis
sible soil erosion capacity is estimated to be 50- 100 t / km 2.a above 
which the ecology is threate~ed. 

close relationships between surface and subsurface complex systems. 
Based on the regulation of comprehensive control, the non-projecting 
measure for decreasing disaster should be recommended, including the 
delineation of zones of different levels of threat to the ecology and the 
creation of a forecasting system. 
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Table I. Solution, residual pedogenesis modulus in some main karst regions 
Solution Insoluble content Pedoaenai• module 

W,) (t / km'• a) 
Region rate 

(m' /km'• a) Mean Max• Mean Max• 
EaatYunnan 30-70 3.7 11.0 4.8 52,2 
South Guizhou 30-90 5.6 11 .3 8.7 69.2 
South Eaat Guizhou 40-80 4.1 14.0 6.4 75.9 
Mid West Guangxi 30- 80 0.9 8.3 1.3 44.8 
Nouth West Guangxi 60-80 3.1 31.9 5.8 172.8 
MidGuangxi 100-300 3.1 31.9 16.5 249.2 
Average 3.4 18.0 7,2 110.6 

In addition, most ~can slopes on land surfaces in the karst re
gions are more than 30° to even 45°, which is significant when consid
ering the karst soil erosion modulus, M,'i.s directly proportional to the 
exponent function of the slope, I. In areas of interbedded carbonate 
rocks their relation can be described by Figure 2. · 

M = 5.121/u23 

The exponent corresponds with the data which was suggested by 
Zingg (1940) and Kirkby (1969). Thus with the'great intensity of soil 
erosion, an unreasonable aspect of human's activity, the river sedi
ment load modulus is 2-7 times greater than the solution-residual 
pedogenesis modulus. It has caused, for instance, the denuded moun
tain areas where the soil has been eroded down to the rock to enlarge 
by 0.5-3% per annum in Puding County of Guizhou Province since 
the 1950's. 

Soil erosion in karst areas has not only contributed to the in
crease of river sediments but to the serious degradation of land, which 
has resulted in a decrease in quality and quantity of farm land, such as 
in Hechi region of Guangxi, where per capita area of cultivated land 
decreased from I mu in the 1950's to 0.5 mu in the 1980's. Obviously, 
desertification of rocky- mountainous areas in humid regions is a part 
of the environmental crisis zone. 

Karst environmental disasters are extensive in range and have 

Fig. 1 Principal measures against 
drought and flood in various 
karat t7pes 
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Fig, 2 Relationship between slop 
and erosional ■odule in 
interbedding carbonate rock 
areas ( Fro■ H7drogeolog ic 
and Engineering Geological 
Tea■ of Ouangxi' 19901· 



Cave Climate and Speleotherapy 

'Sym(X)sium B - Session 10 cave Climat" and Speleotherapy) 
~ PREPARATIOO ACTIVITIES AND THE MICROCLIHATE ,"1THIN i'1Ai1MOT!I CAVE, 
KENTUCKY by L. Michael Trapasso, West.~rn Kentucky Un1vers1ty and 
Kelly Kaletsky, Ohio Environmental Protection Agency 

ABSTRACT 

•rnrough time, many studies have clairred that the mic~oclimate of a 
cave system reu\a.ins constant and is aporoximately equ1valP.n~ to the 
me.rtn annual temperat.ure of the surrounding region. Few studies have 
actu~lly monieored the mict'ocl imates of cave systems. seve-cal 
inadequate attempe.s have been made in small caves, and . socne have u~ 
impcoper equipment and techniques. Manmoth cave 1s not only ~he 
lat'gest cave syst.em in the liiOrld, but also . th~ only on~ wn1~h 
operates a restaurant and dining ~n deep 1ns1de.. . I t 1s this 
situation which makes this study unique. The st<1b1l1ty of ~he 
micrOClimate of Manmoth cave has never undergone extensive 
investigation. , The Snowball Dining Room a~'!a was chosen to mea~ure 
the microclimate of the cave and to determine if focx3 preparation, 
numan presence , and surface temperature variat.ion alter this sys~e~. 
Three portable weather stations containing a temperat.u~e/humi~1ty 
probe, data logger, and miccobarograpn were placed . i~ various 
locations a long three passageways leading away fcom the dining room. 
A randomizaton pcocess was used to determine When and where the data 
were collect.ad down the passage....ays. Readings were taken 24 hOurs 

INTROOUCTIOO 

Publications conoerninq the constant microclimate and airflow 

patterns of Mamnoth cave date back over a century. An old guide 1 s 

manual from the late 1800 1 s tells pf the difference in sunmer and 

winter airflow patterns, which depend upon the surface air 

temperature. This early document states that the whole of Manrnoth 

cave (which cont.ained fewr discovered passageways then than now) 

expe1:ienced a uniform, year-round temperature of 59 degrees 

Fanrenheit. fiowever, the document failed to explain hOw this 

temi;:eratur.e \rrlaS derived. Most texts concerning karst features and 

speleology state that caves have a constant temperature and 

humidity, but fail to go int.o detail. It. is as if this information 

has been passed down from person to person, and writers have accepted 

this infoc-mation without question. 

Through the yeac-s, these origir:1al assumptions, gathered from 

writings on the question of Mmmoth cave's microclimate, have never 

undecgone an indepth · investigation. over time, the nunt>er of 

visitors to the cave has dramatically increased , and many new miles 

of passageways have been opened to the public . Wit:h this increased 

tourism, physical changes have taken place within the cave. Tourist 

trails have been paved, reatC"OOms built, stairways constructed, an 

elevator installed, and even an underground dining area established: ; 

the latter is the majoc focus of this reseac-ch. 

It was decided i n the surm1er of 1990 to study the microclimate 

of the Snowball Dining RCX>!n a rea of Mammoth c ... ve. This din~ng room 
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oer day for fouc- months. Plotting temperature readings .in graph form 
shows a core-elation between temperature of the . pa~ewa~ and 
distance from the dining ro010, This distance/decay function will be 
discussed. 

A tc-avez del tiempo, muchos estudios nan asagur~ que el ~lima de 
las cuevas pecmanece' constante durante todo el tiempo , el mistll) que 
es equivalent.a aproximadament.e al pcomedio anual de la temper~tura de 
las ceqion cercana. Pocos estudios actualmente han investigade . el 
cl ima de las cavernas. Muchos i ntentos inadeq~ han ~ido 
reali zados in cuevas peguenas, algunos han usado eq~1pos y tecn1cas 
inadecuados. La cueva de Mamoth cave no es so~o el s1st.ema . ~ cuevas 
mas gcande del mundo, sino ta.rrbien el un1co que adm1nistta ~ 
r estaurante adentro. Es est.a situacion lo que hace que est.a estud10 
sea ociginal. El clima de la cueva Mamoth nunca ha sido investigado. : 
El restaurante Snow Ball ha sido escogido para mader el clima do 
cueva y . determinar si la preparacion de los aliment:e~, la pcasencu 
de seres humanos y las varianciones del clima extecior alt.era este 
sistema. Tres estaciones cl imatiras poc-tables para 1Dedir la 
temperatuc-a, hwned y presion, fueron puestos i n va"C"ioe lugans en 
tees pasadizos. Un proceso casual fue usado para determinar cuande Y 
oonde la data fue coleccionada in los pasaj es de la cueva, La 
lectuc-a f-.Je hecha 24 horas al dia por cuatco meses. La temperatura 
req istrada en las lecturas fue puesta en una foe-ma grafica demuestr~n 
una corc-elacion entr:-o la teflperatura de lo pasadizoe y a distancia 
del comedor . 

accocmiodates up to 500 visit.Ors pEtc- day every ddy of the week during 

the sunmer and approximately 15 visitors per day during winter 

weekdays and 75-100 on wintec weekends. Hot meals are prepaz:-ed in 

the di ning room on a daily basis without. ventilation. 'Ille issue of 

food prepac-ation (e.g. heat from steam tables) and the pcesence of 

visitors altering the stable climate of the cave, nave brought aboUt 

questions regarding the microclimate of t h is section of cave 

passageways. It is hy(X)t:hesized that this food pcepaz:-ation 

activit ies al:ter the microclinate of this area of this area of the 

cave. 

STUDY AREA 

Marrmoth cave National Park cont.a ins ovec 52 ,,Cl:JO surface acres 

and over 330 miles of mapped and surveyed cave passageways. 'Itle park 

is located in south-cent.ral Kentucky in Edmonson, Barren , and Hart 

Counties, approximately 90 miles fc-om both Nashville and LOuisville 

via Interst:at.e 65 . 
Most 1najor ~ints within the park appear on tne 

Marrmoth Cave and . Rhcxia 7 1/2 minute series topographic quadcangl1t5 , 

published by the United Stat.es Geological Survey. 

Within the park , the Snowball Dining Room can be easily accessed 

. by an e levator located approu1nately 2 miles from the visitors 

Center. 
The dining C'OOm, almost directly under HighWay 255, 15 

located 268 feet be low the surface. It can also t>e reached by 

walking approximately 1.5 kilometers down Cleave land Aven,u.e fro,1 ,ne 

Cleaveland Entrance . 
The d in i ng r oom is used by visitors on tne 

Half-Day and Wild cavl! :.ourd, as well c1s the Cleaveland Avenue rour 



for the disabled. Boch the ,iild Cave and tlalf Day tours reach 

s,,owb,>11 area from Cleaveland and ptoceed down lloooft Avenue. Tile 

TOOr for the Disabled enters from the elevator located down Marion 

Avenue, pus through the dining room, ptoceed down Cleaveland Avenue 

and doubl~ back to the elevator. 

BACl<GROUND LITERATURE: SUrt1ARY 

The backgrouni:::I studies COfl<:&rning the microcl imate of caves are 

d1verse and fat' too many to repoct. in a document of this size. 

sutfice it to aay that several avenues of research were covered. 'lbe 

first dealt ..,ith the characteristic of a constant cave atm::>sphere 

leadi~ to t.he use of caves foe- fcxxl storage. Another concerned the 

study of very small cave syst.ams (at. least. compared t.o t.he complexit.y 

of' the 11a11110th caw Syst.am) • Some research was completed in caves 

that are regularly used by visitors ( tourist caves: while othecs 

contained a vaciety of human activities. Articles dealing with 

KarmK>th cave itself are rat.her few and fac- between. Through tne 

literature, nowaver, were several works whose in.!lt.rumentation, 

aetllOdolo:iy, and analysis generate a great deal of doubt. as t.o the 

validity of the results. 

11 E:'I'HODOLOG Y 

Foe th1s research, small port.able weather stations were placed 

down various passageways leading away from tha Snowball Dining Room. 

It was decided that distances down passageways each stat ion was 

placed would be determined by stratified .sampling techn ique . Also, 

Corporation. Ttle spcing-wound, analo:i instcument 

acccamodated a seven-day stripchart and was changed weekly. 

Tile final piece of equipment. used i nside the cave was a wind 

di rection indicator, frOIQ Campbell Scientific, Inc. This stat.ionary 

instromant \!las located in tne entcance of the Snowball Dining Room 

for the duration of the dat.a collect.ion period. This inst.rument. 

'-ined stationary because of te difficult.y in reorienting t.o a 

correct 00lllpaSS readinq after each mov""""'t. 

DATA ANALYSIS 

Cocnlation and cegcession analyses were used to determine if 

there wa.s a systematic relationship bet.ween the variable distance 

from Snowball Dining Room and t.he meteorological variables 

t~rature and relat.ive humidit.y and to object.ively report. the 

nature of t.hat c-elationanip. 

Separate analyses were perfonnad for each passageway ahd for 

readings taken at different hOUrs of the day. For example, a 1200 

C.riuchael Passageway scatterplot. and correlation would consist of 

•ll the readings taken in carmichael Passageway at. the 1200 hOur • 

The analyses were carried out. as follows. Scatterplots were 

generated foe visual examination of the distance relationships using 

the variables of temperature and distance along with humidity and 

distance. The purpose of the scat.tecplots was to determine the 

pt'esence or: abeence of a regression line. Each scatterplot was 

accomp,,nied by a corresponding correlat.ion coefficient. and regcession 

"'!llation. The correlation and cegression analyses provided an 
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there is a lacge variability between the nunbeC' of visitors who pass 

through the Snowball Dini~ Room during the week and during the 

weekend. 

.~ computer-qenerated list of distances between o and 450 feet was 

generated to determine how fa,: down each passage....ay the station was 

to be placed. A 450-foot limit was placed because of the Pf esence of 

both an elevat.or Shaft and junctions in differing passageways 

designated this limit. The proximity of both of these structures 

could alt.er aii:flow pat.terns in the imnediate area, thus not alrowing 

tne heat. plu.'118 to ti:avel past these areas to the instruments . 

The temperatui:e and relat.ive humidity probe was Model 2.07, 

manufact.ured by campt,ell scientific, Inc. The pcobe cont.ained a 

Phys-Chemical Research Corporation PCRC-11 RH sensoc and a Fenwal 

Elect conics t.m51Jl thermistor. The accuracy of the temperature 

probe under a wcxse case example is 1-0.4 degcees Celcius . Tne 

accuracy of the relative humidit.y senaor is +-5%. Both sensors wre 

capable of recording changes down to one-hundredth of a degree or 

percent.age. 

The probe was connected to a 21X Micrologqer manufactured by 

Campbell Scientific, Inc. The datalogger was used to convert the 

sensor signal into a digital value, to process the measurements over 

a given time period and to stont the data until retrieved. Tile 

battery-operated computer can be prograrrmed t.o obtain sensor readi ngs 

over a variety of time periods. 

A microbarograph was also at. each station. The microbarCXJC'aph 

chosen for this study was a Model 8211 manufactured by ~Yeather 

objective cepresentation of the data, while the scatterplot pro-.,ided 

visual i nformation regarding the general behavior of the 

relationship. 

The analysis of the data resulted fC'om a visual examination of 

the scattecplots and the accompanying COC'C'elation coefficient, 

constant, slope, and R squared of the cegression. ())e hundced and 

forty-four scattecplots and con-elation C0efficients were generated, 

each broken down by hOur passageway. In addition to this 

infocmdtion, regression equat ions were gener-ated by using an SPSS/PC 

program. 

The corcelat1on coefficients foe tem{'.Jeratuce and hum1d1ty with 

distance weca cecocded in chart f o cm foC' each passageway, result1og 

in 24 sets of data foe each corridoc. In addition, regression cnarts 

were generated, including the regression variables of constant, slope 

and R squared . 

On the basis of chart analysis of the coc-relation coefficients, 

it was evident that 1'1arion Avenue had the stC'ongest relationsh ip 

between all ·variables, while Boone AvenllP. showed st ronger 

humidity/distance correlat ions and weaker temperatllre/distance 

correldtions. cacmichael passageway had slightly weaker correlations 

between tiumidity/ dist.ance and stcooqec corC'elations betweert 

te,nperature/ dist.ance •. 

Marion Avenue, which lies closest to the dining room food 

pceparation equipment, e xperienced significant corC'elat ion 

coefficients in both temperatuC'e and humidity for every 24-hour 

period. A visual analysis _ of the scattei:plots confirmed a linear 



relationShip for each of the charts. Therefore , given the corridor's 

close proximity to the dining room equipment, it can be assumed that 

dining room- activity does effect the microclimate in this section of 

the cave. 

Regression slopes for Boone and Carmichael passageways confirm 

the weaker relationship. The slopes for Boone Avenue were positive, 

but neacly hOrizootal, while the slopes for Carmichael were negative 

and nearly hOrizontal . The regression slopes for Marion Avenue were 

the strongest, with a mixture of posit ive slopes for humidity and 

negative slopes for te~rature . 

A possibl'! cause foe the oontinuously high correlations and 

regressions in Marion Av~nue could be due to the constant operation 

of cectain equipment in the dining room area, some of which extends 

down Marion Avenue. Refcigeration units and beverage equipment run 

continuously throughout the day and night, giv ing off heat which can 
) 

be detected oy the sensoes . 

Ttte difference in correlations and regressions in carmichael and 

Boone passageways could be explained by the wintertime wind flow 

patterns. Both variables of temerature and hllmidity, althoug h low, 

remain at a const:ant level in Carmichael beca use wind flow patterns 

blow fr01n the p,:3ssaqeway to the dining room, preventing any p::,ssible 

increases ·in temperature and humidity from entering the area . 

Any effects from the dining room would be blown in the directio n 

of Boone Avenue. Although the temperature con·elations and 

regressions in Boone are lower than the other passag~ays, they are 

ror.e vari able. Temper.ature corre l a tions increase during the 

from carmichael passagewaY does not show a scientific siqnific~nce in . 

temperature Change. 

However , the i ndirect presence of visitors can be evidenced. 

Tl'le heat and steam released by food pt"eparation activities, a long 

with the heat generated by the constant operation of certain 

equi pment is evi dent in the visual and statistical analysis o f t he 

Mari on and Boone Avenue data. The presence of a statistical • spi ke " 

that appeared at the time a tour passed through Boone Avenue and the 

consistently significant readings in Marion Avenue support this fact . 

The ro::>st pronounced effect was in Marion Avenue, where the majority 

9f equipment extends. 

Althougn thi s research attempes to answer fundamental quest ions 

concer ning the microcli mat.e of the d i ning room, several quest ions and 

al{enues of c-esearch remain. 'nlis research was conducted during 

wintertime conditions within the cave~ _Research condti:ted ut.lizing a 

longer study period could include bOth sumner and winter air flow 

patterns and visitor loads. This additional long-term data could 

perhaps further pinp:>int tne causes of unnatural temperature and 

humidity variat. ions. 

It is hoped tha t thiS research will provide informat ion needed 

to encourage the return of the Snowball Dining Room area to a more 

natural environment - one less disturbed by human presence. 

L. Michael Trapasso Director Coll Depac-tment of - : ege Heights weather Station , 
Bowling Gr Geography .. and Geology, Western Kentucky Uni versity, 

een, KY 42101 USA ( 502) 745-4555 
:l~y Kalet.sky · - Division of Air Pollution COntC""ol, Ohio 

28~~:';""'tal Protection Agency, Logan , OH 43138-9031 USA ( 614 ) 
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nighttime hours, rea c hing a peak. coccelat ion of . 26 at 0400 hours. 

There i s, however, a pr 'onounced correlat i on "spike" to • 32 at 1400 

oours , the time cooki ng eq:uipment is active and tours pass through 

t he area . This "spike " mar ks a n inc t"ease from a . 05 correlat ion of 

the previous t wo hours. Aft er th is hour , the co rrelations l'.°etur:n to 

a lower leve 1 . 

The h umi dity corre l a tions and regressions are much st.ranger: than 

t emperature, with a peak ::Ore-elation of • 53. There are si x hourly 

correlat. ions whic h r eac hed a signif icant level , ra~ing f rom 1300 

hours to 2000 ho urs. Although t he t ~per a tre cocrela t ions may not 

remain hig h d ue t o_ t he d ilutio n from t he cool cave air, it is 

possible tnat the hum idity corre l a t i ons a re not r educed because t ne 

cave air 1s very hl.lITlid a nd allows t he i ncrea8ed hU1n1d ity from t he 

steam tables to travel doW"n Boone Aven1.1e ., Sinc e t he air is already 

laden wit.h water vapor , t he cav'! ai r wi ll not dissipat.e the steam and 

allow the air t o "dr y out ." 

CONCLUSI ONS 

As a result of the visual and statist ical a nalyses performed on 

the data, it. bec01nes apparent that the microclimate of the Snowball 

Dining Room i s not s t at i c and is subject t o change . 

Because o f t he streng t h of the Marion Avenue s tatist ical data 

1nd the weaker data for Boone and carm ichae l Avenues , it can be 

conc l uded t hat human pr esenc P. does ind irectly alter the mic roclimate 

of the r eg ion. Vtsitoc-s alone do r"Ot. a ppear to have a signflciant 

effect. upon t he mic r oclimatP. , evidenced by the fac t that the data 
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Abstract 

The aerosol characteristics of the Kungur Ice Cave were studied using 

up-to-date techniques (photo-electron counters. electron microscopy, etc). 

Several characteristic features of aerosol particles (change of size, formation of 

water coat) . and cave atmosphere (similarity of temperature and aerosol 

distribution fields, turbulent diffusion, visitor impact. interplay with outer 

atmosphere) were evaluated•. Generation of autohthone aerosols, as wen as 

filtering effect of the cave were calculated. 

Introduction: cave aerosol, state-of-the-art 

Aerosol is mentioned in many publications as an important and nearly 

omnipresent ingredient of cave atmosphere. Aerosol origin is suggested for 

some "excentric" cave formations (Cser, Maucha, 1968) and even special term 

"aerosol speleothem" has been introduced (Jancarik, 19.89). It is sought that 

aerosol, together with negative-charged aero-ions is an important factor of 

speleotherapy (Horvath, 1989). Aerosol, aero-ions, and radioactivity built up a 

subsystem in physical system of speleoclimate (Gadoros, 1990). NevermeleSS, 
) 



• ... we have to state, that the studies on cave hydroaerosol are much more 

theoretical hypothesis than experimental results" (Gadoros, Cser, 1986, p.92). 

As for experimental study, the data available are small in number. 

Presence of aerosol in cave air was proven by Tyndall effect (Homza et al., 

1970). Certain data have been obtained by study of aero-ions in four caves of 

Czecho-Slovakia. The ion chamber was used to record the mass-spectra of 

"small" ions (Spumy, 1989) . 

Techniques used In present study 

We used a set of aerosol study methods, specially adapted to cave 

environments. Concentration and size distribution of aerosol particles were 

measured directly in the cave with photo-electron counter (size interval from 

0,003 to n·100 mcm). Samples of aerosol were collected with specially designed 

sampler. The morphology of collected particles was studied in laboratory 

(electron microscopy). Certain model experiments were performed in the cavA 

in order to evaluate some general parameters of cave atmosphere. 

The Kungur Ice Cave 

Physiography. The Cave is situated in the Urals Mountains (the Perm' 

area). It is a 5,6-km-long maze in gipsum-anhydrite sequence (Fig. 1j. The 

mean width of underground galleries is 20 to 40 m, mean height is 6 to 1 o m. 

Vertical tube-shaped channels (so-called "organ tubes") up to 9 m in diameter 

and up to 20 m high are developed upward from the main passages. Some 146 

such channels are surveyed. These tubes, commonly filled with loose material, 

connect the cave with the surface sinkholes. 

inside the cave. Concentration of large particles (2,5-3,0 mcm) increases. The 

behavior like that is supposed to be due to formation of water coat on the solid 

particles. Electron microscope observations prove this suggestion. 

Temperature and aerosol fields. Temperature and aerosol 

concentration fields were found to be similar. It infers that temperature 

parameters of cave atmosphere control aerosol ones. The control, being 

probably indirect (via air dynamic, humidity, etc.), is very pronounced. 

Turbulent diffusion of cave air. One of the characteristic features of the 

Kungur Ice Cave is an abundance of large chambers with suppressed 

turbulence of air movement in their near-ceiling space. Using a model aerosol 

generator we have measured the coefficient of turbulent diffusion there. It was 

as low as 0,1 cm2s·1, i.e., it can be compared with coefficient of molecular 

diffusion by an order of magnitude. This fact should be taken into account when 

modelling gas behavior in the caves. 

Autohthone and al/ohthone aerosol. An attempt has been made to 

estimate the capacity of autohthone aerosol source. It should be noted, that we 

discuss now only solid aerosol particles. They have commonly a water coat, as 

electron microscopy shows. As for aerosol, originated by dripping water, which 

is believed to be the main type of cave aerosol, it must be a target of special 

study. Our optic counter displayed no change in total amount and size spectra 

of aerosol, even being placed near the dripping water (below the "organ tube") . 

Natural generation of autohthone aerosol measured within "clean" iAner 

area of the cave was as low as 1Q-3 cm-3s·1. This result suggests that only 0,02-

mcm-thick layer of sediments can be formed by this way on the floor of the 

cave within 100 years. This implies that mass-transfer by aerosol-size particles 
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Mlci'oc//mate. The cave reveals three temperature zones: 1 - cold zone 

with temperature varying from Oto _ 15 oc depe d' 
• n ing on season; 2 - transitional 

zone with temper~ture changing from negative to positive (zone of cold air 

wedge); and 3 - warm zone where temperature is always positive (up to +5 3 

°C) and is not affected by seasonal changes. ' 

The location of boundaries between these zones varies depending on 

~eason. The cold zone reveals some permafrost occurrences in rocks and 

abundant ice formations (covers, stalactites, stalagmites, columns, cascades 

crystals, etc.) in the cave. , 

The microclimate is characte;ized, also, by specific pattern of air 

movement. During the period when outside temperature is less than +5 oc 
(since November until March), an ascending circulation occurs. Cold air flows 

into the cave, where it is heated and rises to the surface through "organ tubes". 

Some 4·10+5 m3 of air passes throughout the cave in 24 hours, evaporating 

about 1 ·10+3 kg of water. 

Since May until September the direction of movement is opposite. Some 

2·10+
5 

m3 of air passes throughout the cave daily. Descending warm air leaves 

some 1·10+3 kg of water on the walls due to condensation. 

During the transitional periods when air temperature oscillates around 

+5 °C, the pattern of air cir~ulation switches many times during a day. 

Aerosol of the cave 

Change of aerosol particles In the cave. The particles, characteristic of 

outer atmosphere have commonly fractal character. In winter time they consist 

mainly of soot, derived from boiler-houses of Kungur town. Figure 2 shows that 

initial size distribution, typical of outside atmosphere (1) continuously changes 

is negligible. The low rate of the process may be explained by high humidity: 

water film on the walls slows down the process. 

A share of autohthone aerosol in atmosphere of the Kungur Ice Cave 

was found to be less than 1 % even in inner "clean" parts of the cave. The other 

99 % represent allohthone (coming from outside) and antropogene (produced 

by visitors) aerosol. 

At the. same 'time, our model microseismic experiments show that the 

mass-transfer of aerosol particles in air boosts by 5 to SO times after 1 minute of 

1-Hz excitement of cave wall. 

The cave as a natural air-fl/tar. Coefficient of precipitation in the cave 

(for any size of atmospheric aerosol) has been calculated. It was as high as 10. 

Since 2 to 4•10+5 m3 of air passes through the cave during a day, the cavei can 

be considered as an effective air purificator. The cleanness of cave atmosphere 

in the deep parts of the cave is close to the standard for so-called "clean

rooms" used in semiconductor industry for chip production. 

The results of model experiments reveal filtration coefficient for "organ 

tubes" (vertical channels, filled with loose material) to be of 200-4.00 for 0,3· 

mcm-particles and n·10-for 1,5-2,0-mcm-particles. 

Visitor Impact. We have found that excursion activity may rise aerosol 

contamination of cave atmosphere by several times. This can be explained by: 

1 - drying the walkway, which rise 3-10-mcm particles in air, and 2 - increase of 

air turbulence up to 1 cm2s· 1. In summer dry period a 40-visitor group causes 

temporary increase of aerosol concentration by 2 to 5 times, with relaxation time 

being 1 O minutes. The aerosol "cloud" expands on 5-6 m around the walkway 

(we explain this rather restricted expansion by low turbulence of cave air). Since 
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excursions are held each 10-15 minutes, the "cloud" exists during all the 

working hours. The aerosol concentration in this "cloud" can be compared by 

an order of magnitude with that of outside atmosphere. 

,,,,.,,,_y of outer- and cave atmosphere. The air exchange between 

the outer and cave atmosphere can be controlled by the opening of entrance 

gates of the cave. When the gates are open, a large amount of allohthone dust, 

aerosol, and gases can be carried into the cave by air flow. In this case the 

dynamics of outer atmosphere may affect the cave atmosphere. Figure 3 

shows that pulsation of the wind should be also taken into consideration when 

studying penetration of gases and aerosol particles through the high permeable 

passageways. 

CONCLUSION 

The data given above represents an attempt to apply the up-to-date 

methods of experimental aerosol physics to the cave environments. Obviously, 

they rather illustrate the possibility of the approach, than give compreherJsive 

characteristics of aerosol in the Kungur Ice Cave. The approach seems to be 

promising. 
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Fig. ~- Size distribution of 
aerosol particles (from 0,5 
to 3,0 mcm} from outer a~ 
mosphere to inner areas of 
the cave (measurement 
points are shown in Fig. 1) 
1 - outside atmosphere, 
T = -10 °c, humidity 65 %; 
2 - T = + 3,5 °c, 
humidity 80 %; 
3 • T = + 4,5 oC, 
humidity 90 %; 
4 - T = + 5,0 °c, 
humidity 95 %; 
5 - T = +5,5 oC, 
humid ity 100 % 
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Fig. 3. Pulsation of aerosol concentration (recorded for particles of 0,3 

mcm) in the 1,5-m-deep fissure above the cave. Maxima correspond to the wind 

gusts (up to 5 ms-1) 
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HISTOPLASNOSIS IN THE CAPE PROVINCE OF SOUTH AFRICA 

S.A. Craven. 

South African Spe l aeological As s ociation, 
P . O. Box 4612, Cape Town 8000, South Afri c a, 

Ac ute benign pul11onary h i st o pla s mosi s is a rare 
disea s e in the low-altitude Cape P r ovince of South 
Africa\ in contrast to the s ituation in the high - veld 
of the Transvaal wh ere it is well-known that the 
offending fungal s pores are pre s ent in many c ave s . Th e 
outbreak s of 1964, 1977 and 1987 a re re vi e wed; and the 
l ate s t 1991 outbreak i s de sc r i bed. Poss ible r ea s on s 
for the ap parently i n c rea s ing prevalence ar e di sc uss ed, 

L ' Hi s toplas111o s e est une maladie rare dans le bas
e lev ation Provin c e du Cap de l ' Afrique d u Sud, en 
c on1 parai s on a la haute-elevation du Transvaal oU on 
con na i t que le my c ete habite beaucoup de s grolle s . On 
r ev is e le s epide•ie s de 1964, 1977 et 1987; et on 
df c r i t l 'epidemie plu s re c ent. On di s cute le 'S r ai s on s 
pour c et evene111ent c rois s ant. 

The f un gus Hi s top las•a cap s ulatu• is ende11lc in PAany 

lower altitude and ■ ore southerly position of the Cape, which are 

pre s umed to be unfavour·able for the propagation of H. tapsul11tu•. 

Previous oUtbreaks have been re port ed fro• the Oudtshoorn 

district in 19632.', and fro ■ the Bredasdorp district in 1977• 

and in 1987 5
• Unconfir1ed reports have been received fro ■ the 

northern Cape in 1964° and 1980 7
, 

CASE REPORTS 

In Augu s t 1991 seven ■ e•ber s and gue s ts of the S. A. 

Spelaeol ogi c al Assoc iation (Cape Sec~ion) s pent 8 day s exploring 

lime s tone caves in the Swartber9 foothills north of Oudt "=> hoorn. 

Their e xplo rat ions and 11edic al se quelae are s u ■■ ari s ed in Table 

:ropi ca1 and s ub-tropi c a l areas of the wor ld, including the 1: 

, th e rn USA ., ce n tral A111erica, s outh A11erica, Indochin a, 

·donesia , and c entral and southern Africa. " The soi 1 is it s 

it ur a l hab i tat; and hu,aan infection occurs by inhalation of 

4i"e s l i bera t e d into th e al ■ osphere. Thi s o cc ur s parti c ularly in 

a as inh db i ted by chi ck ens, bird s and bat s , and c onta111inated 

th th ei r d r o pping s . The high nitrogen c ontent of 

sec livorou s b a t dro pp in g s is known to be part i cul arl y 

,our abl e for the gr ow t h o f H. c ap -s ulatuM. 

Jn co n t r a s t to the situ ation in the Tran s vaal, acute benign 

l1on a r y hi s to p lasC11o s is ( ABP H. ) i s a n unc o1u1 on di sea s e in th e 

'19e Prov i n c e.1.. It s rari ty ha 'S been v a g u e ly d tt r ibut e d to th e 

li t i en t 1 

Expe,-i e nced ex pl ore r o f ca ve s in Bri t ain, Fra nc e, Belg lu m, 

lenya , t h e T,- an sv a a l • Bred as dorp and Cape Peninsula. No s yni ptom 

,ugge s tive o f ABP H. 

lit i ent 2 

I ■■ edia t e ly a f te r exp l or in g Melville Pot c ooplained of na s al 

1onge s t i on , c oug h and whi te s putu 111 whi c h pe,- sis ted into the 

lo11 owi ng week wi th lassitud e. By th e third week he felt bette r ; 

- hi s c hest X-r a y was th en n o roal . l nc o •p ati ble with ABPH, 

1,t i ent 3 

S ix a onth s p ,- evi ous cav i ng e x peri en c e i n t h e Cape Pen insu la 

ind Bred a s dorp area s . One we ek af t er re t u rning t o Cape Town 

hc a ■ e ill with f eve r, co ugh a nd l a s situde, Che s t X- ray th e 

loi low i ng week re vealed a d i ffu s e f i ne ■ ottl ing whi c h had cl ea red 

• ~nth l a ter • . Off wor k f or th ree week s . Oi agnos is : ABPH . 

lit i ent 4 

On e year' s prev i ou s cavi ng experien c e i n the Cape Pen i nsu l a 

Ind Bred a s d o rp a,-ea. One wee k afte r leav i ng Oudt s ho o rn· presen t e d 

•i th lassi tude, diarrhoea, s ho r tage of breath and unprodu ct i ve 

COtJgh . : Che s t X- ray duri ng the th ird we e k af ter le av i ng 

Table 1: SUMMARY OF TH E PATIENTS AND OF THE CAVES EXPLORED. 
7 

--- ·-·----
~ Q6H eail~HI HD 

Se p. 1 991 3 4 5 6 
---- ·· · --·-- ---· 

Efflux 10 X X X X X X 
S tr o omwater 11 X X X X X X 

Glittering Grotto X X X X X 
Sp i es Cave 12 X X X X X 

Cango I 13 X X X X X X 
Marcus Mud Crawl X X X X X X 

l Efflux X X 
i Mel vi 11 e Pot 14 X X X X 

Em e rald Lake 15 X X X X 

E ff 1 ux 16 X X X X 

j NW Stream Passage X X I 

Emera ld Lake '17 X X ~-1 > ----- -- -----· -· 
? HI STOPL~~HQ~l~ N ~ H 

Ou dt s ho o rn r evealed a fine diffuse 11ottling . 0 ff work for 3 

we eks , with a further week for full r ec overy. Diag no s i s : ABPH. 

Patient 5 

No pr eviou s caving ex perien ce . Pre s en te d 2 weeks aft er 

l eaving Oudt s hoorn with n au 5 ea, f e ve,-, la ss itude, di z ziness and 

Clinically noted to be febrile, Treated unp r oduc t ive cough. 

wi t h a ntibiotic s . A1 though hi s doc to,- c onsidered him to be 

s uf fering f,-om i n fluenza, a diagno s i s of ABPH. i s equally val id. 

Patient 6 

Five year s c aving experience in the southern Cape . Had a 

" co ld" be for e leaving f or Oudt s hoorn. P resented the wee k after 

re t ur n i n g hoMe with undue s hortage of breath, "different" 

unpro du ct i v e c ough, la ss itude and body ~che s . Took three weeks 

t o reco v e r, at whi c h tim e hi '> only c hest X-ray was nor ■ al , Thi s 

pa l ie nl c an be co n s i dered t o h av e pr o bably had ABPH. 

Patient 7 

~ ix mo nth s p re v i ou s cav in g e xperien ce in th e Breda s do rp 

area. Den i e d re s pi ra t ory a n d o t her s ympto11 s . 

The f ive s ympt o m.::.t i c pat ie nt s presente d to fi"le different 

doc t o r s wh o, u n d e r s t an dably, di d not im•edi ate ly entertain d 
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diagnosis of ABPH . Of the seven cave explorers involved, two had 

clinical and radiological evidence of ABPH . , two had clinical 

e:vidence but were X-rayed after their sy ■ pto•s had abated, and 

three cannot be consi dered to have acquired the disease. There 

can therefore be 1 ittle doubt that viable H. c4psuJ4tu• spores 

are now present in at least one cave in the Swartberg foothills , 

DISCUSSION 

Ne ■ bers of the S.A. Spelaeological Association, who are well 

aware of the existence of ABPH., have for the past 30 years been 

exploring caves in the Cape Province, Therefore i,t can be 

accepted that ABPH. is a rare disease in the Cape. In 

part icular, ■ eets to the Oudtshoorn district have taken place 

regularly, with no report of respiratory sy ■ pto ■ s, between 1963 

and 1991. At the ti ■ e of its di scovery in about 1781, the well

known Cango Cave had a large bat population, These bats had 

deposited huge quantities of guano whi c h was ■ ined by the local 

far•ers" . The last of the guano was re ■ oved in- 1948, there 

having been no report in the local newspapers and Municipal 

archives of any associated respiratory disease 10
• 

Tbe 1963 outbreak involved three cave explorers fro11 the 

T ransvaa 1. Two of the ■ visited Melville Pot, Spies Cave and 

Marcus Mud Crawl, while the third visited only Marcu s Mud Crawl 1 • 

This suggests that Marcus Mud Crawl was infested with H. 

copsulatu• spores , and possibly the other two caves as wel 1. 

3) The cave has been re-conta•inated si nce 1963, either by a 

migrating bat or by a hu~an visitor. 
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Of the caves visited in 1991, only the North--,est Streu 

Passage can be el i ■ inated fro ■ the 1 ist of possibly infested 

caves, Of the re ■ a.inder, Spies Cave.1. 1 and Melville Potu un be 

considered to be the •ost 1 ikely to· be infested because they ue 

the ■ ost dry and dusty. The ■ eet report indicates that the 

explorers spent 10½ hour s in Melville Pot, and that delays 

occurred at the ledge at the botto ■ of the first pitch. It 1lso 

r'efers to "the 1 ong and dusty wa it .. , ,. .. , very dry and dusty 

with plenty of insect 1 ife" and that the visitors were '"coughing 

and spitting and generally feeling pretty choked up .•. " The 

greatest exposure to dust occurred in Melville Pot. 

The discovery of Melville Pot in 1919 . received 1uch 

publicity in the local newspaper 131 , i n which no ■ ention us ude 

of any respiratory illness. This pothole has been vis\ttd 

regularly by SASA. ■ e•bers between 1964 and 1990 with no report 

of subsequent i 11 ness . Nevertheless, I now believe that sou 

caves in the Oudtshoorn district harbour spores of H. c•psul1tu1 

but, not being a ■ ycologist, can offer no e>cp.lanation for this 

une>cpected reappearance of ABPH. in the Oudtshoorn dist rict. 

Three theories ■ erit considerati on: 

1) The spc.,es have always been present, and beca ■ e 1ore 

virulent in 1963 and 1991 . 

2) The spores were introduced in 1963 by the Transvul 

visitors, and have lain dor•ant until 1991. 
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Histoplasmosis is no longer regarded as a rare, tatal 

disease. The causative fungus, H1stoplasaa capsulatua, is 

widespread 

reports and 

majority of 

throughout the world as indicated by case 

histoplasmin skin testing •, with the vast 

infections being either asymptomatic or of a 

primary, acute, benign pulmonary nature (ABPH). 

Ajello' pointed out the need to have statistically 

bignificant sample sizes for the tests and to identify 

those cases, which had been diagnosed at one place, but vho 

had acquired their disease elsewhere. He added that there 

was a need to try to isolate the fungus from the soil of 

suspect areas to confirm the association. Ajello noted 

that histoplasmosis occurred frequently in the USA in 

association with avian and bat habitats and had t,een 
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detected in domesticated animals and in wild animals. In 

Guinea, Hariat and Segretain' reported a case in a baboon. 

The first case of disseminated histoplasmosis in south 

Africa was recorded in 1942'. Lurie• was prompted to 

investigate the prevalence of sero-positivity in a small 

European population group, mostly laboratory workers, in 

Johannesburg; of the 140 samples tested, 11 ( 8%) were 

positive. A further 6 gave doubtful skin responses . Three 

disseminated cases were recorded for Durban, Natal•·' . This 

prompted skin test surveys by Dormer, cited by Mochi and 

Edwards', in which 893 Blacks from the Drakensberg area of 

Natal were all negative to histoplasmin skin testing 

antigen, H-15 at 1/1000 dilution; whereas 11 of 693 Blacks 

living on the coast reacted, but none showed calcifications 

on chest X-ray. Similarly, testing of 1336 factory workers 

in Durban with the same antigen yielded 79 (5.9%) reactors, 

although 12 of them had been tested with 1/200 dilution of 

the same antigen. Of the 79, 12 were Europeans, 15 Asians 

and 52 Blacks. However, without knowledge of the 

occupations, history of areas of residence and leisure 

activities of the reactors, no conclusion on the pre~alence 

of ABPH i n those areas can be made. 

Jackson' , tested 443 individuals with histoplasmin skin 

testing antigen at chest clinics in the Cape Town area. 

Only 3/477 people tested were positive; all were males and 

were serologically and skin test negative, including one 

experienced cever who had repeatedly entered caves in areas 

where cases of ABPH had occurred. 

Fifteen students, who were about to go caving on a 

geography-linked project were skin-tested in June 1978, all 

were negative. In July 1978, one month after the 

expedition, they were tested agai n ; 11 were positive ( 8 had 

a positive ski n test, 3 had positive skin tests and had 

received medical treatment for a respiratory illness), l 

had a pos i tive chest X-ray, 3 were lost to follow-up. 

Dur i ng the period 1975 to 19 7 8, (CNY, unpubli'ihed data) 

1294 routine serological tests for histoplasmosis had 

yielded 65 positive reactors, 28 in Whites and 37 in other 

populat i on groups; epidemiological evidence for exposure 

was not available in these cases . 

For 11any years ABPH was unknown in the Cape Province of 

South Africa , but in 1963u three cases of ABPH were 

recorded ; other outbreaks were reported in 1977u and in' 

l987 u , with the latest documented outbreaks occurring in 

The manner in which the caves of the eastern Cape have 

becoae colonised by H.capsulatua is unknown, although 

several theories have been advancedu . 

Histoplu•a capsulatu• has been isolated from soils in 

endeaic areas in the USA and trom areas frequented by 

19S 

had come from the Transkei, but no other history of sites 

of residence were known. 

Acute benign pulmonary histoplasmosis presenting as •cave 

Disease" in South ·Africa, was studied by Murray and co

workers', prompted by 3 cases of pneumonitis occurring in 

students 14 days after visiting caves in the Potgietersrus 

district of the Transvaal. Subsequently, he tested 6 groups 

for histoplasmin skin reactions; a total of 292 people were 

tested and positive cases occurred in 112 from 3 groups 

(Group 3: 13 (12%) positive from a centre with a mycology 

laboratory culturing H.capsulatum; Group 5: 53 (94,St) 

positive, all Transvaal cavers of whom 81% had a history of 

febrile illness following their first cave exposure; Group 

6: 46 clinical cases). All of the 20 Cape Province cavers 

were negative. 

"Epidemics" in new cavers have since been frequently noted 

by the SA Spelaeological Association, (Transvaal Section). 

In the USA, histoplasmin sensitivity was positively 

correlated with X-ray evidence of pulmonary calcification', 

but, interestingly, calcification is a rare sequela of ABPH 

in South Africa'0
• 

A survey of cavers in the Transvaal was made in 1977 to 

1978, (CNY, unpublished data): 28 spelaeologists received 

histoplasmin skin tests - 19 were positive; 1 was negative 

on skin test, but had a positive serological test and 8 

bats"·"· Henges and co-workers" had shown that temperature 

and humidity were critical for survival of the fungus in 

the laboratory and needed to be 11aintained in natural 

habitats. Goodman and Larsh" showed other factors were 

required including high organic nitrogenous content. 

However , experi11ental inoculation of the fungus into 

natural soils under optimal environmental conditions has 

proved difficult, thus there must be other factors that 

permit successful competition between H.capsulatum and the 

normal flora and fauna of natural soils. 

zeidberg and co-workers"' studied physical and chemical 

factors of soils where H.capsulatu11 has been found in 

'open' environments in the USA. These soils were more 

acidi~ and were of the red-yellow podzolic type. In caves 

colonised by H.capsulatu11 limestone predominates. 

In summary, an acidic environment enriched with organic 

nitrogenous matter, ambient temperatures of 22° to 29°C and 

a relatively high humidity of 67 to 87% or more are 

required in 'open' environments. In countries with drier 

climates, such as South Africa, these conditions are met in 

'closed' environ11ents such as caves or disused mines. In 

open environments, wind is the main disse11inator of fungal 

fragments; in closed environments, bats 11ay contribute to 

dispersion of the fungus by faecal contamination from 

intestinal lesions" . 



What conditioha prevail in the areas of South Africa known 

to be associated with ABPH outbreaks? 

From the various reports, ABPH is known to occur after 

visiting caves in the following areas: Makapansgat systea 

near Potgietersrus in the northern Transvaal; in the 

Thabazillbi area; areas within a 30 km radius of 

Johannesburg, namely Johnson's Pothole at Hennops River, 

Van Wyk's cave at Hekpoort, the Kroadraai and sterkfontein 

systeas, swartkops near Muldersdrift and Skuweberg near 

Pretoria; cases of ABPH have also been reported in persons 

after visiting disused aines in the Klerksdorp area. All 

these are liaeatone areas colonised by bats. 

Similarly, cases occurring in the Cape Province were 

associated with the following caves: OUdtshoorn district 

(Melville Pot, Spies cave, Marcus Mud Crawl) and De Hoop 

near Bredasdorp; all are also in limestone areas and have 

bat populations. 

Other caves in the Cango system also visited by patients in 

the 1991" outbreak were Emerald Lake, Stroomwater, 

Glittering Grotto, Efflux and Cango I. The latter cave can 

be excluded as a habitat for the fungus, because this cave 

is open to the general public and no case of histoplasmosis 

has been recorded in the tourists, nor would the public 

health authorities of the area allow entry to this cave if 

the possibility of infection could occur. 

It would appear that •ore detailed studies of the 

microenviron■ents, debris and bat populations ot the caves 

implicated in ABPH outbreaks in South Africa should be 

undertaken. Widespread, random sampling of floor debris 

needs to be replaced by detailed, grid sampling ot areas 

where there is weathered (decomposed) guano, with ■a■ples 

being taken fro■ approxiutely 5 to lOca below undisturbed 

deposits it possible . 

In · addition, exaaination ot the bat population for signs of 

histoplasmosis lesions in the gut and other organs aight 

prove enlightening. 

In South Africa various species ot bat have been found in 

caves. In Long One cave in the Transvaal, near the 

Starktontein complex, Hinioptsr1• schra1bersi is found in 

large numbers in the autuan and winter ( May to August) a•, 

together with smaller colonies of Rhinolophus cl1vosus and 

occasional Hyotis tricolor. Bats banded in this cave have 

been found nearly 50 km away in Struweberg caveaH· 

In the Cape, II. schreibersi occurs at De Hoop ca.vau, where 

it breeds in spring (September/October). The saae species 

is found coamonly in the Oudtshoorn districtH-

Cravenn,n considers transportation of H :capsulatu■ aay have 

occurred on clothing and equip■ant of Transvaal cavers and 

is the most likely route ot contaaination of the aouthern 

Cape caves. However, at the present state ot our 

knowledge, it· is unlikely that the nuabers of fungal 
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MiiFfay et a1• noted how difficult it was to obtain cultures 

of H.capsulatua fro• debris in caves of the Transvaal Whore 

infections of ABPH had occurred. 

Following the 1977 outbreak in the Cape, one of the authors 

of this paper (SAC) collected soil samples froa cav18 in 

the Cape ( 47 saaplea from De Hoop and 44 from Melville) · aa 

well as from caves in Naaibia ( 16 saaplas) . Tranavaa1 

cavers sent in 135 specimens fro• various sites in this 

province. All 242 samples (teated by the mouse inoculation 

technique) proved negative for the fungus. The speciaena 

ranged in type from those with little organic material In 

the fora of guano deposits, through weathered foraa to 

recent deposits (CNY-unpublished data). 

Murray and co-workers" had investigated the soils in the 

cave areas. Red-yellow lateric earths, siailar to the red• 

yellow podsols described by Zeidberg'° in the USA, are found 

in the Transvaal and Natal in the mist.belt on the eastern 

slopes of ti,ie Drakensberg from Tzaneen in the north to 

Ixopo in the south. No documented case of ABPH has occurred 

in these areas although early skin testing had shown l.61 

to 5.9, positivity' . An outlier of these red earths occurs 

in a li11ited area north of Johannesburg; and Johnson's 

pothole, which yielded H.capsulatua from exposed aniaals', 

lies in an area of brown to reddish-brown lateric soils. 

However, many of the caves where ABPH has been reported do 

not have these types of soil". 

elements thus transported would be ot sufficient quantity 

to al l ow successful colonisation of a new habitat , 

Previous experimental work had shown that this was 

difficult to achieven. 

Theoretically , survival of H. capsulatua spores could l11t 

tor prolonged periods , but optimal germi nation and ayc:<11ial 

formation needs pH 6. 8 to 7 . 2 ; outside this narrow range, 

germination is affected being suppressed below pH 5. 

Therefore, •ajor tluctuations of pH or increase in wtness 

of the sites would affect proliferation ot the fungus , 

Equally, H.capsulatu■ is highly sensitive to a1U10nia level• 

in the environnent. It is also aensitive in vitro to 

salinity, although physiological salt solutions do not poH 

problems. 

It reaains that much research i■ still required to 

determine the presence of bat infection• du• to 

histoplas110sis and also whether they migrate over di•taneff 

long enough to allow periodiC visitation of Transvaal bat• 

to the Cape. 
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3~~EKTMBHOCTb cnEnEOTEPATTMM B 

YCflOBMSlx HHKPOKnMHATA KAnHAHhlx 

PY,[(HHKOB H HA3EHHblx cnEnEOKAHEP 

Tyea A. B., BepHXOBa . Jl. A., %anoaa T. A ., 

HoxpHHa Jl. H ., .leoHTbeBa T.A., <l>aHH6ypr r.3. 

nepMCKHH rocynapcTBeHHblH MenHUHCKHH 

HHCTHTYT,fopHblH HH CTHTYT ypallbCKoro 

oTneneHHH PAH, nepMb POCCl1H 

Abstract 

A speleohospital for the patients with allergic respiratory tract 
diseases has been functioning in the town of Beresniki in Perm 
region since 1977 in potassium mines. For the time of hospital 
existing speleotherapy course (18-23 procedure 12 hours) was used 
for more than 5000 patients with bronchial asthma of mild and 
moderately severe duration, with chronic dust and toxic bronchitis, 
pollinosis, rhinosinusopathy. The efficiency of therapy in various 
diseases ranges from 75 up to 90%. The curative effect remains for 
2-3 years in 45-75% of cases. 

In detailed investigation we noted marked improvement of 
external breathing function, hemodynamics of pulmonary circula
tion, cardiohemodynamics of the right ventricle, natural immunity 
indices, the functional state of the mucous membrane of the nose. 

To extend spleleotherapy potentialities surface speleochambers 
modulating mj~roclimate of potassium mines have been designed' 
and built. Speleotherapy efficiency in climate chambers was 82-90% 
depending on the disease and it remains for 6 months. 

BJl HSIHHH KOMn Jle Kca cpaKTOpoa non:JeMHOH cpenbl 

HeKOTO pblX neI.Uep H J:lpyrHx ropH!,IX Bblpa6OTOK, 

H CnOJTb3 ye TC SI C .QpeBHOCTH. 

E.Q HH C TBeHHaSI Ha TeppHTOpHH PocCHH 

cneneone4e6HHQa Haxo.QHTCSI B ropone Bepe:JHHKH 

nepMCKOH o6JTaCTH. non:JeMHblH CTaQHOHap pa:JMeI.UeH 

e ueMCTB YIOI.UeM pynHHKe AO .. YpanKaJ111i1" H 

cpyHKUHOHHpyeT c , 1977 rona (2,3,4). COJlSIHble nopOLibl, 

e KO T OpblX pacnOJTO;Ke Ha JTe4e6HHQa, CO.Qep;KaT 30-32% 

XllOpHna K!lJTHSI, 6S-68% XJTOpHna HaTpHSI, 1%, XJTOpHna 

M!lf'HHSI . 11MeIOTCSI BKJTIOYeHHSI 6poMa, Mona H 6opa, 

J:lpyrHX MHKpO3JleMe HTOB. no,r:peM HblH CT!lQHOHap 

pacnoJTO;KeH Ha rny611He 260 M B cneQHaJTbHO 

npoJ;ineHHblX Bblpa6OTKax, paCC4HTaH Ha 30 KOeK H 

npe.QCTaBJlSieT H3Ce6SI KOpHnop BblCOTOH 3,S M, no 

o 6 e HM CTOpo HaM KOTOporo pacnoJTO;K eHbl 1 lnaJTaT, 

nJlOI.UanbIO 30-3S KB M H BblCOTOH 2,S-2,7 M nnSI n;yx, 

Tpex H 4eTblpex nauHeHTOB. 8 non:JeMHOM CTaQHOHape 

HMeIOTC SI Ka6HHeTbl apa4a H M enHl.lHH CKOH cecTpbl, 

HH;KeHepa no TeXHHKe 6e3onacHoCTH, nonco6Hb1e 

caH HTapHo-TeX-HH4eCKHe no11ell{eHHSI . 061.UHH o6oeM 

no.Q3eMHOH JleYe6HHUbl S020 Ky6 M , OHa 3 JleKTpHci>Hl.lH

poaaHa H TeJlecj>O HH3 HpoaaHa. Ha:JeMHblH CTaQHOHap, 

rne HaxonSITCSI nauHeHTbI Me;Kny ceaHcaMH cneneOTe

pan1111, pac noJlo ;KeH a cneQHaJTb HOM noMeI.UeHHH. 

TeMne paTypa ao:Jn yxa non:JeMHoro cTaQHoHapa 

KOJle6JleTCSI OT • I S rpan. C (B SIHBape) no • 18 rpan. C 

(B JleTHHe MeCSIUbd. C yT04HbJe KOJTe6aHHSI ee He 

npeBbIWaIOT 0,2 rpa.Q.C. BapoMeTpH4ecKoe naaneHHe Ha 

30 MM PT.CT. BbIWe, 4eM Ha noaepXHOCTH. CKOP.OCTb 

nBH;KeHHSI BO:Jnyxa He 6onee 0,2 tt/ceK. BJla;KHOCTb 

Bo:Jnyxa OT 48% (:JHMOH) no 79% (JTeTOM). Conep;KaHHe 

KHCJlOpona OKOJlO 21 % , yrneKHCJlOf'O ra:Ja OKOJTO 0, 1%, 

YTO COOTBeTCTB y eT HOpMe. B BO:Jnyxe conep;KHTCsi 3-
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B waxTax KaJlHHHOro pynHHKa r . BepeaHHKH 

nepMCKOH O6JlaCTH .C 1977 ro.Qa <l>yHKUHOHHpyeT 

c neneoJTe4e6HHUtl nnSI 60JlbHblX tlJTlleprH4eCKHMH 

aa6oJleBaHHSIMH nbIXaTeJlbHblX nyTeH. 3aapeMSI pa60Tbl 

ne4e6HHUbI Kypc cneneoTepanHH (18-23 cnycKa no 12 

Yacoa) npoWJTH 6onee 3S00 6OJlbHb!X 6pOHXHtlJlbHOH 

acTMOH, nerKoro H cpenHeTSI;KeJloro TeYeHHSI, xpoHH

YeCKHM nbIJleBblH H TOKCHYeCKHM 6pOHXHTtlM , noJlJlH

HO:JOM H pHHOCHH yconaTHSIMH . 3<1><1>eKTHBHOCTb Jle

YeHHSI npH pa3JTH 4 HblX 3a60J1eeaHHSIX KOJ1e 6J1eTCSI OT 

7 5 no 90%. ileYe6HbIH a<l><l>eKT a 4S-7S% cny•-iaea 

coxpaHSieTcSI B TeYeHHe 2-3 JleT. 

npH yrny6J1eHHOM H CCJlenoeaHHH OTMelJeHO :JHa

lJHTeJlbHOe ynyyweHHe <l>YHKUHH BHewHero nbIXaHHSI, 

reMonHHaMHKH MtlJlOf'O Kpyra KpOB006paweHHSI ; 

Kapn11oreMonHHclMHKH npaeoro ;KenynoYKa, noKa

:JaTeneeJ;i ecTeCTBeHHOro HMMYHHTeTa, ci>yHKUHOHa

JlbHoro COCTOSIHHSI CJlH:JHCTOH o60J10lJKH Hoca. 

B QeJlSIX pacwHpeHHSI BO:JMO;KHOCTe H cneneoTepa

nHH cnpoeKTHpOBaHbl H nocTpoeHbl Ha:Je MHble 

cneneoKaMepbl, MonynHpyIOI.UHe MHKpOKJlHMaT KclJTHH

HblX WclXT. 3cpcpeKTHBHO CTI, cneeneoTepanHH e KJlH

MclTHYeCKHX KaMepax COCTaBHJla 82-90% B :JaBHCHMOC

TH OT :Ja6OJ1eBaHHSI, H ynep;KHBaeTCSI B TelJeHHH 6 

MeCSIQeB . 

3Hcl'-IHTeJlbHblH pocT :Ja60J1eBaHHH nbIXaTeJlbHOH 

CHCTeMbl, B TOM YHCJle 6pOHXHaJlbHOH aCTMbl (BA), 

YTSI;KeJleHHe ee TeYeHHSI, HenocTaTO'-IHclSI 34>4>e KTHB

HOCTb MenHKaMeHTO:JHOH TepanHH B pSine CJ1y4aee H 

OCJlO;KHeHHSI npH nocnen HeH nHKTYIOT Heo6xon11 -

MOCTb HCnOJlb3OBclHHSI HeMenHKt1MeHTO3HblX MeTonoa 

nnsi Jle'-leHHSI naHHOH KaTeropHH 60JTbHbJX. CpenH HHX 

oco6oe MecTo 3aHHMaeT cneneoTepanHsi( I) . 3ToT 

MeTon Jle4eHHSI, OCHOBaHHblH Ha nOJlO;KHTeJlbHOM 

S Mf'I Ky6 M 4clCTHl.l COJlH, pa3Mep KOTOpblX B 80-90 % 

He npeBbIWaeT 5 MKM. XHMH4eCKHH COCTclB a3pO30JlSI 

COOTBeTCTByeT COCTaBy CHJlbBHHHTOBblX nopon , B 

KOTOpblX pa:JMeI.UeHa JleYe6HHUcl. HaJTH'-IHe e ·npHpon

HOM KaJTHH panHOclKTHBHOro. H:JOTona K40 o6ecneYH

aaeT Bb!COKYIO HOHH:JclUHIO BO:Jnyxa, B CBSl:JH C YeM B 

Jle'-le6HHl.le conep;Kt!HHe JlerKHX OTpHUaTeJlbHblX HO

HOB B 4-S pa3 Bb!We, 4eM Ha noaepXHOCTH H nocTHraeT 

240-2S0 HKH M-3, npH KO3<l><l>HUHeHTe YHHnOllSipHOCTH 

0, s. KoJTH4eCTBO 6aKTepHaJlbHblX areHTOB B BO3nyxe 

KOJ1e6J1eTCSI OT 762 no 2360 MHKp06H blX Tell e Ky6 .M 

B pa3HOe epeMSI rona , lJTO B 6 ,S pa3 MeHbWe 

nonycTHMblX BeJlH'-IHH nnsi 6OJlbHH4HblX noMeI.UeHHH. 

3a BpeMSI pa60T1,I JleYe6HHl.lbl Kypc Jle4eHHSI 

npOWJlH 6onee S000 60JlbHblX B BO3pacTe OT 17 no 60 

JleT, CTpanaBWHX npenacTMOH, 6poHXHZIJlbHOH clCTMOH 

JlerKOH H cpenHeH TSl;KeCTH, xpOHH4eCKHM 6pOHXH

TOM, nOJlJTHHO3OM, pHHOCHHyconaTHSIMH. 

llllSI cneneoTepanHH npHHHMclJlHCb 60JlbHble no 

HanpaBJleHHIO BpaYeH 061.UeH npa.KTHKH nocne OCMOTpa 

naQHeHTa Bpa4aMH cneUHtlJlbHOH OT60p04HOH KOMH 

CCHH. npH :JTOM YYHTblBZIJlHCb O61.UeKJlHHH'-leCKHe 

naHHble, KOMnJTeKc cneuHaJlbHblX MeTonoa HCCJlenoaa

HHSI, a TclK;Ke cneuHaJlbHble noKa:JclHHSI H npoTHBOOOKa

:JaHHSI nnsi cneneoTepanHH. 

JleYeHHe npoeonHJlOCb no 4eTbipeM KOMnJleKCtlM . 

KoMnJleKC I npHMeHSIJlCSI 6OJl b HblM 6pOHXHZIJlbHOH 

clCTMOH H XpOHH4eCKHM 6pOHXHTOM B ·4>a3e nOJTHOH 

peMHCCHH H BKJll04tlJ1 no:JHpOBZIHHOe npe6waaHHe B 

MHKpOKJTHMaTe cneneone4e6HHl.lbl H cao6onHbIH pe

;KHM . 

KoMnJleKC 2 BKJl!OljflJl npHMeHeHHe nonOJlHHTeJlbHO 

K JleYeHHIO MHKpOKJlHMMZITOM JleYe6H'Hl.lbl 

6pOHXOJlH T HYeCKHe, OTXapKHBZIIOI.UHe cpenCTBa H 

....... 



.H3HOTepaneBTHY eC KHe npouen ypw H npHMeHS!n CSI 
6onbHbIM, nocTyn11BU1HM B •a3e HenonHOH peMHCCHH 
(o6cTpyKTHBHbIH CHHDPOM HnH npHcTynbI YDYlllbSI). 

KonnneKc 3, npa KoTopon cneneoTepanHH 
npenrneCTBOBan 6onbHH'lHbIH peJKHM B Te'leHHe S DHeH 
C nposeneHHeM aHTH6aKTepHa n bHOH H 
npOTHBOBocnanHTenbHOH TepanHH. TipHM e HSIJTCSI OH 
DnSI 6onbHbIX, nocTynHBUlHX B •a3 e o 6oc Tpe HH SI 
3a6onesaHHS1. 

KonnneKc 4. CneneoTepanHSI nposonan acb B coqe
TaHHH c Kypcon cneQH.H'leCKOH rHnoce HCH6HnH-
3aQHH BbIRBneHHbIM annepreHOM HnH rHCTOrno6ynH
HOM. TipHMeHS!nCSI 6onbHbIM aTOnH'leCKOH 6pOHXHanb
HOH aCTMOH, nonnHH03aMH, anneprHYeCKHMH pHHH
TaMH. 

ne'le6ttaSI .H3KynbTypa B BHDe DWXaTeJTbHOH 
rHMHaCTHKH BXODHna BO see ne'le6Hble KOMnn e KCbl. 
Otta npoBoDHnacb B cneneoneqe6HHQe. CnycK B urnxTy 
ocy1.1.1eCTBnS1nCS1 B 19.00, nonveM B 8.00. TaKOH BbI6op 
peJKHMa ne'leHHSI o6ycnosneH cnycKoM H non1,enon 
no CTBony, HMeJ0111eny JKeCTKHH Te XHOn o r H'leCKH 
o6ycnosnettHbIH rpa•HK pa6oTbI. 0DHH pa3 B ttenenJO 
6onbHbie HO'lYJOT Ha nosepXHOCTH. Kypc n e 'leHHSl-18-
23 cnycKa. 

B xone cneneoTepa·nHH npatt eptto y 6% 6oJTbHbIX 
OTMe'lanocb KpEITKOBpeMeHHOe yxynrne HHe COCTOSIHHSI 
nocne 5-7 cnyc KOB, peJKe Ha 2-3 H 16-17. B 3 THX 
cny'laS!x cneneoTepanHSI npepbIBanacb Ha 1-2 DHSI , 
H113Ha'lanHCb CHMnTOMaTH'leCKHe cpeDC TBa. B non as
nS1J01I1eM 6onbU1HHCTBe cn y'laeB 3 Toro OK113 bIBaJTOCb 
DOCTEITO'l HO. HenocpeDCTBeHHbi e pe3 y nbTEITbl n e'l€HHSI 
npeDCTEIBne Hbl B Ta6n aue I. 
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,J,yHKL(HH BH€ll1Hero nb1XaHHSI (Ta6JJHL(i'l 2) . npH 3TOM 

n o c TOBepHOCTb pa3JJH'-IHH no H nocne Jl€4€HHSI 

Kone6anacb B npenenax 0,05-0,00 l.Y 70 6onbHblX 

Me TonoM nonHKapnHorpa,j,HH C CHHXpOHHOH 3anHCbIO 

)1( 3 Jle K Tpo KapnHorpaM M bl, aKcenepal.(HOH HOH 

KHHeToKapnHorpaMMbl npaBoro H neBoro ;i;enyno'-IKa 

H 061,eMHOH peorpaMMbl nerKHX H3Y4€Hbl noKa3aTeJJH 

xpoHoKapnHorpaMMbl npaBoro ;i;enyno'-IKa H reMonH

Hi'lM H Ka Mi'lJJOrO Kpyra KpOB006pa~eHHSI. 

npoaHaJJH3HpOBi'lHbl cneny10~He nOKi'l3i'lT€JlH: qac

TOTi'l cepne'-IHblX COKpa~eHHH (Y C Cl, CHCTOJlH4€CKOe 

naBJl€HHe B nerO'-IHOH apTepHH (C,!lJlA), ynapHblH 

HHneKC (YI1l, o6~ee nero'-IHOe conpoTHBJl€HHe (OJlC), 

CKOpOCTb pacnpocTpaHeHHSI nynbCOBOH BOJ!Hbl no 

nero'-IHOH apTepHH (CPTTBl, ,j,a3a H30MeTpH4ecKoro 

coKpa~eHHSI npaBoro ;i;enyno'-IKa (11C), nepHon Hanpsi

)1(€HHSI (Tl, nepHon H3rHaHHSI (El. BHYTPPHCHCTOJJH

qecKHH noKa3i'lT€Jlb (BCTTl, HHneKC Hanpsi;i;eHHSI MHO

Kapna (11HMl. Pe3yJJbTi'lTbl HccnenoBi'lHHH npHBeneHbl 

B Ti'l6JJHL(ax 3 H 4. 
11ccnenoBaHHSI C.B. ,!lBOpS!HCKOH H T.H. MHpCKOH 

( 1982) noKa3aJJH. , q TO cneneoTepanHSI 6naronpHS!THO 

BJlHSleT Hi'l aKTHBHOCTb ,j,aKTOpOB ecTeCTB€HHOro 

11MMYHHTeTa: K0Jll14€CTBO ,j,arOL(HTHPYIO~HX KJleTOK, 

,j,arol.(HTi'lpHoe 411CJ10 H ,j,arOl.(11Ti'lpHblH HHneKC, 

HMMyHonpHn11naH11e 11 THTp CbIBOpOTO'-IHblX i'lHTHTen. 

,!laH H bl€ HoBOC€JlOBi'l B .11 . ( 1985) CBHneTeJlbCTBYIOT 

0 n oJJO)K HT€JlbHOM B03neHCTBHH cneneoTepanHl1 Ha 

noKa3aTeJJ H ,J,yHKL(HOHaJlbHOro COCTOSIHl1SI HOCa: 

Bi'l30MOTO pH y10 i'lKTl1BH OCTb, nB11raTeJlbH y10 ,j,y H Kl.(HIO 

MepuaTeJlbHOro 3nl1T€Jll151, BonoponHblH nOKi'l3i'lT€Jlb 

HOCOBoro ce KpeT~ CKOpOCTb pa3BHTHSI peaKl.(1111 Hi'l 

xonoBOH pa3n pa;i;11T €Jlb. 

0TnaneHHbl € p €3 YJJbTi'lTbl Jl€4€HHSI H3Y4€Hbl y 478 

3a6 oneBaHHSI OT 3 no 24 neT. JleqeHHe npoBonHJJOCb 

no nB yM K OMnne K Ci'lM. 

KoMnJle KC 1-Bo3neHCTBHe TOJlbKO MY.KpOKJlHMi'lTOM 

cneneoKa M e pbI B T e'leHHe 20 nHeH no cneny10~eMy 

rpa,J,HK y : n e pBble H nocnenHHe 2 nHS1 Ky pea ( 1 H 2 H 

19 H 20 neHbl no nBa qaca, 3 H 4 , a TaK;i;e 17 11 18 nHH 

Kypca no TpH'-Iaca, c 5 no 16 JlHH Kypca-no 'leTb1pe 

tJaca. 

KoMnneKC 2 Jle 'leHHSI BKJlIO'laJl nonoJJHHTeJlbHOe 

Ha3Ha'leHHe i'l HTl16HOTHKOB , OTXapKHBaIO~HX H 

6pOHXOJlHTH'leCK11X npe napaTOB, ,j,H3HOTepaneBTH'lec

KH X npouenyp H- npHM e HSI JlC SI . 60JlbHblM B ,j,a3e 

ttenonHOH p e MHCCHH 3a6oneBaHHS1 . ,!lo H nocne Kypca 

JTe'leHHSI ,j, HKCHpoBaJJH : ,j,H3HKaJlbHble naHHbl€, o6~HH 

aHi'lJlH3 KpOBH, MO'-IH H MOKpOTbl, H ccnenoBaH:i-fe 

,J,yHKL(HH B H e UJH ero n blXaHHSI, 3Kr H np. 

3,j,,j,eKTHBHOCTb Jle'leHH51 Ol.(eHHBanacb no 'leTwpeM 

rpaJli'll.(HSIM: 0TJJH'-IHblH 3,j,,j,eKT - JlHKBHnal.(HSI BCex 

CHMnTOMOB 3a6 oneBi'lHH51, noJJ HblH O TKa3 OT MenHKaMe

HTOB. XopowHH 3,j,,j,e KT - BCe Ol.(eHHBa€Mbl€ noKa3a

TeJlH y n y qwanH Cb, H O H e nocTHranH HOpMaJlbHblX 

3Hi'l'leHHH, H3penKa n a uH e HT npH6eran K 

6pOHXOJlHTH'leCKHM npe napaTaM, HO npHcT ynbl .yny

WI,51 npH 6 po HxHaJlbHOH acTMe H e B03HHKaJJH. 

YnoBneTBOpHT€JlbHblH y n yqw e HH € COCTOSIHHSI, 

,j,H3HKaJlbHblX naH HblX, HO H e Bee ,J,yHKL(HOHaJlbHble 

noKa3aTeJJH HM en·H 'leTKYIO n OJJO )KHT €Jl bHYIO nHHa

MHKY, Be3 3,j,,j,eKTa - TOJlbKO cy61,eKTHBHbl e nOJJO)KHTe

JlbHble cnBHrH, pa3HOHanpaBJJeHHOCTI, B n oKa3aTeJJ SIX 

,J,yHKL( H OHaJlbHblX H ccnenoBaHHH. YxynllleHHSI COCTOSI

HHSI Y o6cnenoBi'l HHblX 6 0Jlb HblX He Bb151BJleHO. 

HenocpencTB€HHi'lSI 3,j,,j,e KTl1 B H OCTb COCTaBHJla 93%. 

0 T Jl 114 H bl j:j 3 ,j, ,j, e KT - 5. 7 % , XO p O ill H 11 - 4 1 , 7 % • 

y .[IOBJleTBOpHTeJlb H bl ii - 46%, 6e3 3,j,,j,e KT a -6,6%. 
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60JlbHWX 6poHX11aJlbHOH aCTMOH . nono;i;11TeJlbHhlH 

3,j,,j,eKT y 60JlblIJHHCTBi'l 60JlbHblX ynep;i;11BaJJCSI OT 1 no 

3 neT. 

3arpy;i;eHHOCTb cneneoneqe6Hl1l.lbl, noTpe6HOCTb 

paClll11pHTb noKa3aHTSI K cnene0Tepan11H SIBHJll1Cb 

CTHMYJJOM nnsi C03naHl1SI Ha3eMHOH KJll1Mi'lTl14€CKOH 

Ki'lMep1.,1, MonenHpy10~eii KJJHMaT cneneoneqe6H11l.(bI. 

0Ha 61,1na pa3pa6oTaHa KOJJJleKTHBOM nepMCKHX yqe

HblX H 3a~H~eHa aBTOpCKHM CBH)leTeJlbCTBOM H 

1068126 B OKTS16pe 1982 rona. nepBaSI KJll1Mi'lTH4€CKaSI 

Kanepa 61,1na nocTpoeHa B MencaH'laCTH .. Kan11eu" r. 

ConHKaMCKa TTepMCKOH o6nacTH npoH3BoncTB€HHblM 

061,en11HeHH€M .. CHJlbB11Hl1T" B 1_989 rony 11 61,1na 

11cnon1,3oiaHa nnsi ne'leH11S1 6onbHWX pecn11paTopHw

M11 annepro3aM11. 0Ha cocTOl1T 113 neqe6Hoii nanaTbl 

nno~an1,10 14 KB M, CT€Hbl KOTOpOH BbinOJJHeHbl H3 

COJlSIHbIH 6JJOKOB CHJlbBl1HHTOBoro nnacTa KpaCHbJH-n, 

non-H3 Hi'lCbinKH MeJJKonpo6neHOH KaJJHHHOH COJlH, 

noTonoK-H3 cTeKna H nepeBa. KaMepa o6opy noBaHa 

Cl1CTeMOH B03nyxononroTOBKH H B€HTHJ!Sll.(Hl1. K Kn11-

Mi'lTH'l€CKOH Ki'lMepe np11MblKi'leT Ki'l6HHeT nonroTOBKl1 

60JlbHblX c noCTOM Me.[IHL(HHCKOH cecTpb!. Bxon B 

nanaTy ocy~eCTBJlSl€TCSI qepe3 ll1Jll030BOH Ti'lM6yp. 

YcTpOHCTBO KaMepbi no3B0JlSl€T co3naBaTb M11KpOKJJH

Mi'lT cneny10~11x napaneTpoB: TennepaTypa• 18-20 rpan. 

C, BJli'l)KHOCTb 48-68%, Mi'lCCOBi'lSI KOHL(eHTpal.(11SI i'l3po-

30JlSI, COCTOSl~ero 113 COJlSIHOH nopon1,1 He 6onee 0,07 

MrfKy6 M, nerKHX a3pOHOHOB OT 1000 no 1500 e/Ky6 

CM Ki'l)l(noro 3HaKa, M11KpoopraHl13MOB He 6onee 1000 

B Ky6 n, 061,enHaSI aKT11BHocoTb noqepHttx npon

YKTOB pacnana panoHa B Bo3nyxe nopsinKa 0,025.10 10 

M3B/Ky6 n. ConeparnHHe yrneK11cnoro ra3a 0,01 0 .6%. 

3a BpeMSI pa60TW KJll1Mi'lTH'leCKOH Ki'lMepw Kypc 

Jl€4€Hl1SI npown11 72 4€JlOBeKa (34 nya:'-IHHbl H 38 

)K€H~HH) B B03pacTe OT 18 no 60 neT c naBHOCTblO 

CTaTHCTH'leCKH 3Ha'-IHMO (n<0 .05l yny'llllaJJHCb 

nOKi'l3i'lTeJJH ,j,yHKQHH BH€ll1Hero nbIXaHHSI y 60JlbHbIX 

6poHx11aJ1bHOH acTMOH cpenHeH CTeneHH TSl)l(€CTH H 

xpOHH'leCKl1M 6pOHXHTOM. 113 17 60JlbHbIX, Haxonsi~H

XCSI non noCTOSIHHblM nHHi'lMl14€CKHM Ha6n10neHH€M 

nponoJJ)Kl1T€JlbHOCTb 3,j,,j,eKTi'l y 12 naQH€HTOB ynep;i;H

Banacb 2-2.5 rona, y 1 6onbHoro - 18 MecsiQeB, y 4 -

B T€4€Hl1€ 6 M€CS!l.l€B. 

TaKl1M o6pa30M, cneneoTepanHSI B KaJlHHbIX llli'lXTax 

H KJ111MaT11'-IeCKHX Ha3eMHbIX cneneoKanepax noKa3ana . 

ce6SI nocTaTO'l HO 3,j,,j,eKTl1BH blM MeTon Jl€4€HHSI 60JJb-

H blX pecnHpaTOpHblMH annepro3aMl1 11 xpOHl14€CKHM 

6pOHXHTOM. 
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TH[ Pf.s'08L.EMS OF UTILJZATION OF THE POTASH MINE 
UNDERGROUND SPACE FOR SPELEOTHERAPY 

A. E. Kr·asnostein, L. M Papulov , G. Z. Fainburg, 

Ju. N. Paderin, A. S. Nikolayev 

( Mining Institute o( Ural l:lranch USSR Academy 
of Sciences, Production A~;sociation Ur·alkaly) 

The paper conlai r,;:; fundamental research data on 
investigation of formation rrechanism, of the unique gas, 
aerosol, aeroion compositions and climatic parameters of air 

env i ronrrent in the underground condition of the Ural potash 
mines. 

A comparison is made of the air quality and microclimate 
in potasn mine and a salt mine q11d a natural karst cave. 

Demands have been formulated and substantiated for 
engineering provision of effective and safety functioning of 
the underground and ground "quasi-underground" speleotherapeu
Lic complexes. 

The paper 
speleotherapy 

analyzes the 15- year experience of 
in the spe 1 eohosp i ta! at 1- st Berezn i k i potasr.i 

mine. 

Regulations have been formulated for utilization of 
underground and ground (of the imitating type) spel°eohospitals 
for the specific treatrrent of spel eotherapy. 

ornr lfCIIOJllx"lOBAHV,H K.llliMAT A KAJJl1filll:lX PYJlIDIBOB 

JlJIR CfIEJIEOArPOHOMID! 

A.E.KpacttourreHH, JL M. IJanyAOB, r.3.ifEilitt6ypr, 
IO. H. ITa.ziep11H, B. M. 3eAeHIIH 

(roptt~H IIHCTIITYT YpO AH CCCP, TIO YpMKaJIHH) 

Tip11BeneH~ nattH~ $YHnaMeHTMbH~X IICCAenoBaHIIH no 113y<leHII~ 
BAIIHHIIH YHIIKaJ!bHOro raaoBoro, aapoaOAbHOro, aapo110HHOro COCTa
BOB II K.ID!MaTlllleCKHX napaMeTpoB BoanynrnoA cpen~ nonaeMH~X rop
HblX B~pa60TOK KaJIIIHH~X PYnHIIKOB Ha coxpaHHOCTb ceAbXOanponYK
UJrn. 

06o6~H~ n H~e no IIHll'.eHepHOMY 06ecnel!eH11~ 31jxj)eKTMBHOro 
xpattettMH paa o6paattoA ceAbxoanponyKI.11111 B nonaeMH~x II noBepx
HOCTHblX "KB 11-nonaeMHblX" cneAeoxpattHAMll\aX. 

Tip. MM311poBatt on~ MCnOAb30B8HMH nAH cneAeoarpoHOMMH 
ropH~x B~pa6oToK nonaeMHoro xpaHHAHma Ha qeTBepTOM Bepea!fll
KOBCKOM KMHHHOM PYnHHKe. 

C(j)opMYAilpoBatt~ ttanpaBAett11H n=tteAmero QeAettanpa.BAeHttoro · 
IICnOAb30BaHIIH nJIB cneAeoarpoHOMl!il nonaeMH~X ii HaaeMH~X XPBHil
Al!IJl IIMHT11py~ero Tilna. 

IJPOBJIEM!:l l1CTIOJ!b30BAillffi IIO)l3EMHOro IlPOCTPAHCTBA 
KA.m®illX PY,llHlfKOB ,llJIH CTIEJIEOTEPATilflf 

A. E.KpaCHOll!TeHH, JI.M.JlanyAOB, r.3.~HH6ypr, 
~. H. TianepHH, A. C.Hi!KOAaeB 

(ropH~ MHCTilTYT YpO AH CCCP, TIO YpMKaJIHA) 

Tip11BeneH~ 'ABHH~e ¢YH'A8MeHTMbH~X l!CCAenoBaHHH no 1!3Y4eHMn 
MeX8Hi13MOB (j)opMMpQBBHHH YHilKaJ!bHOro raaoBoro , aapoaOAbHoro, 
aapol!OHHoro COCTBBOB M KAHM8TlllleCKHX napaMeTpoB BOanyIDHoH cpe
'A~ B nonaeMH~X YCAOBHHX KaJIIIHH~X PY'AHilKOB. 

ainoRHeHO cpaBHeHHe KalleCTBa Boanyxa ii MHKpoKAHMaTa Ka
AIIAH~X PY'AHIIK(?B C aHa.nOrll'.JH~Mi1 xapaKTepilCTIIKaMII COAHHblX PYllHH
KOB 11 ecTeCTBeHH~X KapcTOB~X nemep. 

C(j)opMyAilPOBBH~ ii o60CHOB8H~ Tpe60ll8HMH K HH~HepHOM)I 
o6ecnel!eHil~ acW>eKTilBHoro ii 6eaonacttoro (j)yHKJ.lHOHllpoBaHl!fl IlO)l
aeMH~X II noBepXHOCTH~X "KBa3H-nonaeMH~X" Ael!e6H~X ~neAeoTepa
neBTil4eCKHX KOMnAeKCOB. 

11poattMi13ilPOBaH 6oAee lleM nHTHanUaTHAeTHilA on~ HCnOJib30-
BaHMH 'AAH cneAeOTepanilil ropHblX B~pa60TOK nonaeMHoA Ae4e6HHljH 
Ha IlepBOM Bepe3HIIKOBCKOM KaJUIHHOM PYnHilKe. 

C(j)opMYAilPOBaH~ HanpaBAeHIIH na.nbHeAmero ueAeHanpaBAeHHoro 
HCnOAb30B8HilH 'AAH cneAeOTepanHH nonaeMHblX Ael!e6HblX . KOMnAeKCoB 
II HaaeMH~X KOMTTAeKCOB MMHTIIP~mero Tilna. 

THE EXPERIENCE OF UTILIZATION OF THE POTASH 
. MINE CLIMATE FOR SPELEOAGRONOMY 

A. E. Krasnoste in , L. M. Papulov, G. Z. Fainburg, 

Ju. N. Paderi n, V. M. Zelenin 

( Mining Institute of Ural Branch USSR Academy 

of Sciences, Pr·oduction Association Uralkaly) 

The paper contains fundamental research data to prove the 

influence of unique gas, aerosol and aeroion corrpositions and 
climatic parameters, as well as the air rredium clinatic 

parameters , influencing agricultural f'oodstuff preservation in 
the underground .condition of Ural potash mines space. 

Data on engineering ma i ntainance of effective 

preservation of agricultural foodstuff in the underground and 
ground "quasi-underground" speleodepositories. 

Tt~re is the analysi s of underground 
depository at 4-t Berezniki potash mine 
spe l eoagronomy. 

mine work i ng 

utili zed for 

Regulations have been formulated for utilization of 
under-ground and ground storehouses (of the imitati ng type) for 
the specific objectives in speleoagronomy. 

Cave Resources, Protection and Management of Show Caves 
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A WORLD WIDE 'NETWORK' OH CAVE 

PROTECTION AND MANAGEMENT 

by John Watson,Co-convenor 
CNPPA Network on Cave Protection and Management 

and Julia James, Th_e University of Sydney 

Abstract 

At the 4th World Congress on National Parks and Protected 

areas, held in Caracas, Venezuela, in February 1992, a 

group of attending delegates from 12 countries met to 

discuss ways of improviryg recognition of the special values 

of caves and karst by national park and protected area 

management agencies. One outcome of the meeting to 

establish a world-wide network of interested people to 

tackle this challenge. Another proposal was to liaise 

closely with the , International Union of speleology 

initially through this congress in Beijing . 

This short paper is structured as follows : 

1. Brief description of IUCN (World Conservation Union) . 

2. Outline the CNPPA (Commission on National Parks and 

Protected Areas) one of six Commissions of the IUCN. 

3 . Formation of the CNPPA Network on Cave Protection 

and Management, and its initial objec tives . 

4 . Possible role of IUS and its members. 

The paper has relevance for any caves or karst featu res 

which are located within national parks, 'or other protected 

areas, or indeed which are managed or "protected" by any 

identifiable organisation or persbn. 

relevance to cave and karst protection, it is the CNPPA 

that deals mainly with 'hands on' management of areas 

protected in national parks or other conservation reserves, 

and which collaborates most closely with the UNESCO Man and 

Biosphere (MAB) Programme and World Heritage Convention. 

2. CRPPA (Collllllission on Rational Parks and Protected Areas) 

The CNPPA serves as the principal source at the global 

level of technical advice on the selection, planning and 

management of national parks and other protected areas. 

Its broad mission has been identified as : "To promote the 

establishment and effective management of a worldwide 

network of terrestrial and marine protected areas" (IUCN, 

1991). Objectives to achieve this are: 

1. to promote extension of the global system of protected 

areas through identification of gaps in coverage, and 

to ass i gn priorities for action to address the gaps 

identified 

2 . to identify priorities at global, continental, national 

and sub-nat i onal levels for the effective management 

of protected areas 

3 . 

4 . 

to expand strategies for protected area management -

involving training, planning, economics, traditional 

knowledge, and other means-· that will enable managers 

to adapt to changing political and social conditions. 

to enhance monitoring of the status of protected areas 

and call attention to "Threatened Spaces " 
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1. The IUCR (The World Conservation Union) 

It is important to understand the functions of the IUCN 

because membership of this worldwide conservation 

organisation provides a potential mechanism or avenue for 

the IUS and its members to help increase awareness of 

special cave and karst values. 

The IUCN or International Union for Conservation of Nature 

and Natural Resources (more commonly referred to as The 

World Conservation Union) was · founded in 1948 and is the 

largest professional body in the world that is working 

towards better care for the soils, lands, waters and air of 

this planet and the various lifeforms which they support 

(IUCN, 1990). 

Currently membership of IUCN comprises around 65 

governments, over 100 government agencies and over 400 

non-governmental organisations (such as the World Wide Fund 

for Nature and the Wilderness Society) . Six commissions 

have been established within the IUCN to provide · 

professional advice and guidance on a broad range of 

conservation issues throughout the world . These are the 

Commission on National Parks and Protected Areas (CNPPA), 

the Species Survival Commission (SSC), the Commission on 

Ecology (COE), the Commission on Environmental Law ( CEL), 

the Commission on Education and Communication (CEC) and the 

Commi_ssion on Environmental Strategy and Planning ( CESP) . 

Although most of these commissions have some direct 

5 . 

6. 

7 . 

to develop and apply mechanisms for encouraging 

support for protected areas from the people living in 

and around them, and ~or maximising the contribution 

of protected areas to those people 

to strengthen the application of natural and social 

science to protected area management issues 

to increase greatly international support for 

protected areas as an integral part of national 

development efforts, and enhance the financial means 

available to manage such areas . 

The CNPPA is also nurturing a worldwide network of 

professionals developing management techniques, exchanging 

information, monitoring the status of protected areas, 

training and providing technical advice to IUCN members . 

All of the above are of direct relevance and interest to 

IUS and to cave and karst protection and management . The 

CNPPA is organised into a dozen or so biogeographic realms 

or regions of the world and also has specialist groups 

dealing with marine areas and mountains . 

3. The CHPPA Network on cave Protection and Kanage■ent 

In February 1992, the 4th World Congress on National Parks 

and Protected Areas was held in Caracas, Venezuela . This 

congress was attended by over 1800 delegates from around 

the world under the auspices of IUCN, UNESCO, WWF and many 

other sponsoring organisations and governments . 



During the congress an informal meeting of delegates 

interested in cave protection and management was held . It 

was attended by cave managers, speleologists, 

administrators, researchers and protected area managers -

in all from 12 different countries. 

The group endorsed the following: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Caves, associated underground systems surface karst, 

are important components of the biosphere with 

widespread global distribution . 

Such areas are specially valuable for conservation, 

scientific research (biological, geological and 

anthropological), religious and spiritual purpose, 

recreation and tourism. 

Such areas are particularly vulnerable to damage and· 

pollution and therefore require careful protection and 

sensitive management, including surface catchment 

areas. 

The considerable body of expert knowledge on cave 

and karst management within national and 

international speleological societies or associations 

is not generally known, understood or applied by 

It was therefore decided to establish a network of 

interested people which should hold discussions with the 

IUS at its 1993 Congress in China. It was also proposed 

that a short publication should be prepared by the Network 

on the special values of caves and associated karst systems 

as an aid to protected area management agencies. 

Involvement in the Network is on a purely voluntary basis 

and the Network does not have an operating budget, 

However, funding will be necessary to produce and publish 

the proposed guidelines on -caves for protected area 

managers . 

4. Possible Role of IUS in the CNPPA Metwork 

The IUS has within its membership many people who are 

managers of caves or of protected areas containing karst 

landforms. There are also people who recognise the need to 

see better use made of speleological expertise by agencies 

who m~nage national parks and protected areas. The CNPPA 

Network on cave Protection and Management would like to 

establish contact with IUS and to work in collaboration to 

further the best interests of caves and karst throughout 

the world. Specifically the IUS could help as follows: 
protected area management agencies. s 

The group also noted that marine areas, wetlands, forests 

and mountains are addressed by IUCN or CNPPA through 

separate commissions or working groups. By contrast the 

special values of caves do not appear . to be similarly 

recognised . 

2 . 

3. 

expertise or persons who can help to prepare the 

publication on cave values. 

By providing a contact point for further advice and 

help which can be used by the CNPPA Cave Network and 

by the IUCN on an ongoing basis 

By suggesting any other means of helping to ensure 

that speleological expertise is more effectively used 

by protected area managers throughout the world . 

Clearly the need for the activities of the Network will 

vary from country to country throughout the world, and 

indeed from agency to agency within one country . Some 

examples of the types of cooperation possible can be drawn 

from experience in Western Australia. Although these 

examples are at a State level, they could be equally 

relevant at a national or international level. 

Example 1 - assistance with planning 

Since the mid 1970 's there have been a number of planning 

studies undertaken by or with the assistance of the 

Australian Speleological Federation (ASF) or local 

s peleologists . For example the survey and assessment of a 

tourist show cave at Yallingup was undertaken with a view 

to improving the presentation of the cave and the financial 

operations of the managing agency (ASF, 1978). In a 

separate study the ASF coordinated a field survey of karst 

features on the Western Australian Nullarbor and made broad 

ranging recommendations on future land tenure, protection 

and illanagement of key sites (Davey, 1978) . 
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1. By strengthening the Network through locating 

speleologists among its own members who are protected 

area managers, associated with IUCN member bodies (see 

section 1), CNPPA members, persons who believe that 

managers could make better use of speleological 

There are now many similar examples within Australasia 

where comparable work has been undertaken by the ASF, its 

member societies, or more recently by ACKMA, the 

Australasian Cave and Karst Management Association. 

Example 2 - Advisory assistance 

Networks of people interested in and concerned about cave 

protection and management also have value at the regional 

or local level. such a group was formed in Western 

Australia to provide assistance and advice to Government on 

cave and karst issues both within and outside national 

parks and nature reserves . This group was instrumental in 

providing direct links between various management agencies 

and speleologists during the late 1970 ' s and the 1980's. 

The group championed the cause of cave and karst protection 

in such issues as promoting cave research, developing a 

cave classification system for Western Australia, 

discouraging the use of cave names on public maps and 

helping to draft cave protection legislation (see Watson, 

1990) . 

Similar local advisory groups have also been established , 

notably in the Leeuwi n-Naturaliste National Park in the 

State's south west . This group has helped to implement 

recommendations relating to caves and karst in the park 

management plan, particularly the introduction of a cave 

permit entry system which i s designed primarily to protect 

the conser vation values of the cave resource (Department of 

CALM, 1992) . 
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Example 3 - Infonnation resources 

Infonnation resources are another area where speleologists 

can greatly help protected area managers. Certainly within 

Australia there is a volumi nous literature on caves, karst 

and caving, much of it with relevance to protection and 

management . By retaining data bases of such publications, 

or hard copy libraries, speleological societies can provide 

access to useful materials that would otherwise be very 

hard, i f not impossible, for managing agencies to locate. 

The IUCN has yet to acquire a useful collection on caves 

and karst in its central library in Gland, Switzerland . 

Whilst such an important library should certainly have at 

least basic materials on cave protection and management for 

use by IUCN and visiting staff, information on the nature 

and location of more specialised resources could be more 

effectively provided by speleological societies . 

In summary, with the help of speleologists, professional 

management of caves and karst can be significantly 

improved. The CNPPA Network on Cave Protection and 

Management therefore looks forward eagerly to help and 

suggestions from IUS with implementing its proposals. 

PROTECTION TO TIIB SPELEOLOGICAL PATRIMONY IN BRAZIL, 
LATIN AMERICA AND !=ARIBBEAN ISLANDS 

ABSTRACT 

Latin Arnerb and Caribbean Islands present one of lhc mosl important speleological 

patrimony in lhe Planet. This heritage is heavily threatened hy mining, vandalism, puolic 

works and many other ractors. On the mhcr hand, a great progress was obtained in this area 

concerning to caves legal and effecIivc protection in the last years. The author shows a 

diagno5is on caves and karst sites preservation in the region, and places some 

recommendations in order to improve their protcclion. 

INTRODUCTION 

Neotropic region has one or Ihc most important cave and karst areas in the whole Planet In · 

this region, spread through more than .'O countr ies that constitu te Lalin America and 

caribbean Islands, are some of the largcsI and decpcsI caves in the world; some or lhc 

widest rivers, lakes and underground rooms; some of the mosl beautiful and splendid grottos 

with special kind or speleothcms, a rich troglomorphic fauna and very imponant histortc.:al, 

archcok>gical and rossilifcrous sites. 

Such caves, sinks. canyons, enourmous dolincs and impressing gcomorphok>gical features. are 

as.c;ociatcd to great karst areas in calcareous rocks, and also in many other kinds or rocks 

suhjected to speleogenetic proc-csscs, less common in o ther regions of the "'1.orld. 

Most or this rich speleological patrimony is internationally recognized and every year, in lhi:-. 

region, many new caves and ne~ cxpk>tation records arc incorporated lo the world hcrilagc. 

This brier oommunica.tion docs not intend to describe this patrimony but to show a view or 

its conservation state and 10 place some recommendations in order to contribute to ilS 

effective protection. 
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It was held in July 1988, the 1st Latin America and Caribbean Islands Congrcs..\ of 

Speleology, sponsored by the Brazilian Speleological Society - SBE and by the Fcdcraci6n 

Espeleol6gica de Latinoamcrica y el Quibe . FEALC. 

A Work Group for the protection and rational use of the caves was created during this 

event, thtS group is undCr my direction, since ilS ooordination wa.'ii given to Bralil. 

Works have fixed their aucntion on the following points: 

1. To make a survey or the present situation of c.avcs proteclio n and management in the 

region, by sending questionaries to the representatives of FEALC in each one of the 

country-members. 

2. To make good use of the special opportunity of a new legal structure (new Federal and 

State Constitutions and Complementary Laws) in Brazil. in order to create a panern to 

the speleological protection which could be an example or incentive to other countries. 

.l To enlarge the exchange between the country-members lhrough vr.its, courses, joint 

projccts1 sending of materials, etc. 

4. To touch the financial agencies for opening crediL'- and funds directed to caves protc<.:tion 

in Lalin America and Caribbean Islands. 

5. To disscminale the importance or lhe spcleok>gical heritage in the countries, in the 

continent, and all over the world. 

The coordination of the Work Group took as its first measure lhe establishment of a visit 

programme to many Latin American countries such as Venezuela, Costa Rica, Mexico, 

Panama and Cuba, to be extended in lhe next years. 

Anolher measure was taken: qucstionaries were sent to the representatives of FEALC and 

the answers came from Argentina, Colombia, Venezuela, Costa Rica, Puerto Rico and Cuba. 

Based on oµr experience in preservation or Brazilian caves, and in preliminary rcsulL!i of lhe 

visits, mceIings and questionaires, our considerations on protection and raIional use or caves 

in Larin America and Caribbean Islands are presented below. 

CAVES INVENTORY 

The unknowledgemen1 of Ihe caves even in the most part of the regions or in Latin America 

countries is a fact t.hal makes difflcull their protection. So, many caves are destroyed or 

mutilated before their inventory and research. 

Ali a general rule. register and research works are made by non-governmental spcleokJgist(, 



asrociations. which generally speaking. arc small and with few resources. 

The National Caves Inventory, in Brazil, is coordcnated by SSE and it is made from maps 

and informa1ions or all Brazilian speleok>gical groups. This inventory if officially recognized hy 

stale and federal governments. 

PROPRIETY ANO MANAGEMENT OF THE CA YES 

The indefinition on the propriety of the caves is a rule in the region· as a whole, from a 

legal point or view, since sometimes they are seen as state domains, sometimes as extension 

of the superftcial propriery or as the gran rccs· proprie ty, who has the right of exploitation 

when the grouo is located in a mining region. 

Cuba and Brazil are exa!ptions to the rule because these countries consider lhc caves as 

state propric1ics; although partially, we may find the same siluation in Mexico and other 

areas where the caves are linked to archeological s ites which are seen as public proprieties. 

and in Puerto Rit-o where the caves wilh rivers arc considered country proprieties. 

The abscence of cen1ra1 organiz.a tions or responsible institutions for the protection or 1his 

patrimony as a whok!, is another fact that makes difficult the protcc.:tion and rational use.: of 

the caves in Latin America and c.aribbean Islands. In general, only the caves located in 

protected areas (parks) or show caves present clearly this responsability. 

In Brazil. all the caves are under the responsability of Federal Environmental Organization 

and it can allow their use, by accords caves management may be given to state, county. 

university, non-govcrnmcnlal organizations and priva1c in~titutions. 

Usually, there is no national program to caves protcclion or to environmental educa tion 

directed m this subjccl in Latin America countries. ~pericnces generally are dispersed, and 

they are made with isolated efforts of spclcok,gk:al groups. 

Due to the intense movement of the Brazilian Spcleok>gical Society (SBE) and due 10 the 

support of politicians and press, it was established a program to the protection of the 

spelcoJogkal patrimony under the joint responsahility of Federal Government and SBE. 

PROTECTION LEGISLATION 

As a general rule, there is no specific legislation 10 the caves in national or sta te level~ in 

Latin America and Caribhcan Islands. 

h) managed to ecological tour~m. with visitation oonlrul; 

c) considered as archeological, pa~ontological or historical sites, with inspection and entran<..-e 

contro l; 

d) protected by the owners or private foundations. allowed and monitored by speleologists 

and government. 

C.avcs in such situation represent a reduced percentage in the general picture of Lalin 

Americ~ known caves, however, in many cases such protection is no1 completely sa tisfawry. 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

considering the singularities and common points related to the Latin America and Caribbean 

Islands Spelcok>gical Patrimony. some dircctresscs, slratcgics and mechanisms that may he 

considered important to caves protection all over the region arc suggested below: 

I. Elaboration of a unified known caves inven1ory, in each country and eventually all over 

the region; 

2. Creation of protection areas in federal, state and municipal levels, which will protect lhc 

caves a·nd their surroundings, and their biotic and non.biotic <..-onttnt; 

' J. Dcvcloprll,f!nt of a suitable mclhodology to the planning, management and monitoring o r 

show caves; 

4. Improvement in the acce!s.SeS control and vigilance in the caves that arc often vi!-iited, and 

devek,pment of campaigns and environmental education programs; 

5. Incentive and technical and financial support to the creation and dc\'elopm<..·ni or 

speleological groups, and training and capacitation fur guides and 1cchnicians in order 10 

help their professional performance in the area; 

6. National and international pressure on lhc governmental organizations in order to touch 

them as for the impor tance and need of pr~rving 1hc spclcokJgical heritage: 

7. Development of a specific legisla1ion, in each country, in order to protecl the caves. 

Concerning 10 the specific lcgisla1ion related m lhc Speleological Patrimony, the following 

aspects arc sugges ted: 

J. There must be speleological lawi. in government levels (national. Mate, munidpal) and 

caves protection must he included in scturial laws (water, nora. fauna, IOuri,m, archeology. 

paleontology, culture, science and technology. mining, etc.). 

2. The environmental, t..1Jltural, scientific and touris tic va lue or the speleological patrimony 
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However, 1here are some exceptions to th is rule: in Cuba due 10 its state propnciy~l:I 

Brazi l due 10 its Na1ional Constitution tha1 es1ablishcs the caves as union Pn>pricits 11\kti 

mus, t,e pro1ec1ed, and in Pucr10 Rico 1h11 has a specific law (Law II I) 10 "'''CS ~ 
New State Constitutions in Brazil have also included caves protection as I suie dity, iO 

there arc many supporling laws. 

Even when there is no specific kgislalion on caves, it is possible to protect this heriiage i, 

using environmental and natural resources laws, fauna protection laws, archeok)gx:ai Ind 

palconto logical sites protection laws, 1ouristic laws, fountainhead protection laws, etc. 

H owever, most of these laws are not used due to lhcir unknowlcdgment or non•mobililali)a 

or lhe speleologislS or due 10 1he governmcn1 negligence. 

Besides these laws there arc many others tha1 can he used to protect the caYCS., S\Q ai, 

those related to the demand of Environmental Impact Assc..-ssment ror pollutor worn Ill' 

activities, Urban and Rural Znning Laws, and mainly lhe legislation related to the crtalDI ~ 

parks and protected areas. 

DESTRUCTION AND THREATS TO THE CAVES 

The main threats to the speleological patrimony of the region arc: 

a) calcarius mining; 

b) vandalism (drawings and breaking or speleolhcms): 

c) physical and chemical con1amina1ion or underground wa1ers: 

d) commerce of stolen fossils and archcological materials. and irregular hD pclcoognl 

collect; 

e) dcforestalion and unsuitable work.~ around lhc cave.: 

f) floods due to the construction of dams; 

g) touristic management made in a predatorious way. 

It may be said that in all Latin America countries m1ny ta\'CS have hccn dotroycd illll 

mulilatcd and many others arc threatened due to dilapidaton. agents as mining and \'Indal\. 

EFFECTIVE PROTECTION 

In :-.hon. the caves that arc rcla1ivcty protected arc tho:,.c: 

a) indudcd in parks or protected areas. already implan1cd: 

must formally be recognized in 1bc kgislalion with nationa l reature and it must ht 

esiablished thal at fir.;1 sigh1 i!.11 caves musl be prole<:lcd and preserved by 1hc Golmm<• 

and society. 

3. Caves and the Spck:ologK:al Pa1rimony must be defined in a wider way in this le&~la tilL 

as ror instance, it is in Brazil: 

Caves: each and every underground space pcnc1rablc by Man, wilh or wi1hout oub-1c 

communication already identified, commonly known as gruuo. ab~ , . den and ot~r 

regional terms, including in its environmc n1 mineral and hydrtC m nt<..'111. rauna ud 

flora reached in it and the rocky massif where it is inserted. since its formation 111\t 

occurred by na1Ural proccsse.~. not depending on its dimensions or kind or fitting met 

Speleological Palrimony: group or biolic and non-biolic, sockM,ronomic. h~IOriakoh11l11 

underground or supcrf,cial eJcmcnts represented by aves or taJSI 

siles or linked to them. 

4· Law mus, clearly define 1hc problem of man1gcmcn1 and propriel)' or Ille "'"" ii llt 

country, by establishing the sphere of inOucncc of superior environment.al orpni.zalall 

concerning to the elaboration of national inventory. uses permission, management rub 1111 

inspection compc1cnt..'C. 

5· Law muSl demand previous Environmental Impact S1udy for any work or activity that may 

cause damages to the spclcok>gical patrimony. 

6· Legislation must contain pcnaltic.~ and nnes 10 activities that bring damage IO lhc O\'O. 

·whenever it is possible the damage must be repaired. and resources oblJincd Crom lk 

fines mu.st constitute a fund dircc1cd to the the prmection of the . pclcOlogial pauimoiy. 
7
· 11 must be establishcd National and State Programs to 1hc protcL1ion or the spctok'l01 

patrimony, lhesc_ program!-. must include the vak>ri,.ation and disscmina1ion or th~ tK:nlaf 

and environmental education activities directed to the caves. 

8
· Survey and Sludy of new caves must be impl"O\/Cd and dC\dopcd. hy rei'Ol,DWIII ' nd 

supporiing lhc work or spcleok,gical groups and by esiablishing 1hc w mpul>orinc<< for ii< 

immediate commun icatK>n or any discovery of new cave., 10 the rc.. .. punllihJc organil.atMNI, 

mainly ir this happens in min ing regions. 

A<..'l"Ording to lhe contacted coun tries, FEALC and . U IS may contrihutc in a signiftcinl v,-ay 

for the caves defense in Latin America and Caribhcan oountrjcs hy ~uppurtinJ loCJI ,i1up, 

through inrormations. financial resources, technical suppon and d~ mina1K>n of Ille 

importance of the speleologica l patrimony in the region. 
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Al:>stract 

Cave restoration has been an ongoing project at 

Carlsbad Caverns National Park for over fifteen years. 

This paper describes the accomplishments of one ongoing 

restoration project during the last seven years in Carlsbad 

cavern. New techniques have been developed and equipment 

refined. Emphasis is placed on quality restoration, not 

quantity. This organized volunteer group has donated a 

total of 8170 man hours and has restored 4257 square metres 

of cave floor in Carlsbad Cavern (Project File, 1986-1992). 

This project has been rewarding to the participants, 

beneficial to the cave , and recognized nat i onally as a 

recipient of the Take Pride in America Award. 

Introduction 

Cave restoration has been an ongoing project at 

Carlsbad caverns National Park for over fifteen years. 

This paper will describe the accomplishments of one ongoing 

restoration project during the last seven years at Carlsba d 

Cavern . The cave Research Foundation, in coopera tion with 

the National Park Service and the National Speleological 

Society, has run a successful cave restoration project in 
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Carlsbad Cavern. This project has restored over 4250 

square metres of cave floor to a near pristine state. 

Pact■ and Figure■ 

During the first seven years of this project much has 

been accomplished as shown in table one. Most of the 

restoration work has been along side the visitor tra i l s 
in Carlsbad Cavern. These areas were selected as they are 
heavily damaged and have high visibility to visitors . As 
this is one of the largest restoration projects using 
skilled volun~eers (cavers) the intent has been to work on 
projects that cannot be done by small groups or unskilled 

volunteers. In a typical year a group of about JO 

volunteers will donate approximately 1170 man hours during 

the restoration week . During the week an average of 610 

square metres of cave floor will be restored. Each year a 

portion of time is spent removing old trails or fill areas 

so a large amount of rock is moved. About 19 cubic metres 
of fill is relocated each year. The fill is generally 
transported about 500 metres to dump sites (Project Files, 
1986-1992). This amount of material is mostly removed 

during the first few days of the restoration field camp as 

the majority of restoration man hours is spent on fine 

detail- work. 

New Techniques 

Part of the fun of restoration is developing new 

techniques to restore areas previously unrestorable. Each 

year as restoration is under way new restoration challenges 

or problems occur . As the restoration proceeds experienced 

members discuss ways to solve challenges and perform 

... 



restoration. Generally during the year between 

restorations new ideas are developed and equipment is 

produced . The new techniques are tried at the next 

restoration. One example of a challenge resulted in a 

couple of new techniques . The challenge was the removal of 

small dry particles from delicate areas such as popcorn . 

The first technique tried was the use of small tweezers but 

this was found to take too much time and wear out the 

volunteers. The next year a compressed air system was 

developed to blow the particles out to an area where the 

particles could be swept up . This system consisted of a 

scuba tank and a first stage regulator connected to a small 

nozzle . This worked poorly the first time i t was tried so 

modifications were made to the nozzle orifice size and a 

very successful system was developed (Venters, September 

1990). Compressed air worked so well that it became a 

valued technique. In places were the scuba tank system was 

too bulky to use, a system using a one liter plastic 

squeeze bottle with a straw in the lid was used to provide 

air power. 

A second challenge was how to get objects such as 

coins and rocks out of large shallow pools . The first 

attempt was reaching in wi th long tool s but this did not 

work well on pools more than two metres across. A couple 

years of development lead to the use of a cigarette butt 

pick-up tool, bent spoon on a long pole , and snake stick 

used by a skilled person laying on a ladder suspended over 

the pool (Project Files, 1986-1992). 

>. 

Bquipaent - Refining Techniques 

Lighting of the area were restoration work was to be 

done was difficult in the early years. Lighting can 

d i rectly effect the qual i ty of work. At first, the trail 

lighting and cave helmet l i ghts were the only source of 

illumination used. This was expensive for the volunteers 

if electric helmet lights were used. The carbi de and tra i l 

lights did not produce suffici ent lighting to restore 

certain areas . Vari ous types of lighting have been tried 

over the year s . The final solution wa s the use of gasoline 

mantel lanterns. The lanterns provide excellen t soft 

lighting at a low cost in fuel and maintenance. During the 

first restoration straw brooms and so'ft bristle paint 

brushes were the only sweeping devises available . This 

severely limi ted the areas where restoration could be 

completed. Straw b ristles g i ve excellent results in dry 

areas but absorb mo i sture and quickly become ineffective in 

damp or wet areas. During subsequent years many add i tional 

types of brushes hav e been added such as wire brushes, 

' stiff household brushes, and tooth brushes. A mixture o f 

natural, plasti c , and metal bri stles of varying sizes are 

currently used. Hand tools for removing dirt, mud, and 

clay have also evolved. The restoration equipme nt cache 

has every imaginable tool such as shovels , hand trowels, 

gardening tools, dental equipment, and horse hoof tools . 

Each tool has certain appl icati ons as the cave terrain can 

vary from dry to wet and microscop i c particles to large 

rocks . The key to equipment at Carlsba d is variety. 
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Another area of developing new techniques is cleani ng 

pools. The challenge started when some gypsum and dirt 

filled pools were uncovered during the removal of an old 

trail . Th,a pool refi lled during the next year but remained 

muddy and did not clear . Each year new techniques to clear 

the water were tried. To date the best method is to drai n 

the pool and remove all sediment using hand tools, water 

sprayers , and sponges. Caution is always used to avoid 

cross-contaminating of near- by pools. The pool is then 

allowed to naturally refill (Project Files, 1986-1992). 

Another challenge occurs when the pool . is too large to 

drain. A new technique is being considered using swimming 

pool filters. 

The plan for 1993 also includes the use of heavy duty 

industrial vacuum cleaners to remove small particles from 

intricate flowstone floor. ·At Carlsbad electric power i s 

available. A request of the National Park Services i s t o 

minimize noise pollution. Since it is assumed vacuums will 

create noise polluti on tests on the use of vacuums wi ll be 

completed after v i sitor hours. 

One of the b i ggest problems in cave restorat i on is t he 

lack of published i nformation o n techni ques and 

organizat i on (Morton, February 1989). Due to the lack of 

information the restoration partici pants have been forced 

to develop methods a nd equipment. It i s interesting to 

note that many of the techni ques developed by thi s 

restoration proj ect have also been d evel oped i n o t her 

locat i ons . This really shows the need f or a b a s ic 

restorat i o n techn i que s and methods book . 

Fo r moving large amounts of fill wh eelbarrows or 

buckets o n r e f r igerato r dollies are u sed . On ly when 

a bsolutely necessary d u e t o trail s ize or number o f 

v i s i tors at the park are buckets c arried manually. Great 

care is e xerted to minimize "wear and tear" o n the 

v o l unte e rs. Th e volunteers ph ysic al health i s a primary 

c onc ern . 

One way that has been found t o increase the quality 

and product ivity is to p r ovide comfort measures for the 

volunteers. Fo am p a d s for kneel ing o r s i tt i ng on greatly 

incre ase t he amount of time t hat a voluntee r can s pend in 

one place . Th is has been extremely successful. A goal for 

1993 is to have enou gh pads for everyone. 

Qual i ty vers us Quan t i ty 

As previously stated , the majority of time spent 

during t h e restoration is doing fine detail work. The 

number one d ire ctiv e is t o do a t o tal quali t y job . No 

p ressure is placed on any volunteer to do a specific amount 

o f work. Vo lun teers are encouraged to do a quality job no 

matter how s mal l the area, or how long it takes . An 

e xamp l e of the tedious nature of restoring Carlsbad cavern 

is some v olunteers h a ve worked 40 hours restoring a half 

squa re metre area of popc orn. The work was time-consuming 

but t he results were impressive. 

Types of Restoration 

Over the years many different types o f s peleothems 

have b e en restored . Example of r estored spe leothe ms 

inc lude popcorn , , cave coral, cave pearls, aragonite trees, 

s ta l actites, and stalagmites . Various cave fl oor s have 



been restored including moonmilk, gypsum, dirt, ~lay, mud, 

and rock . Various geologic features have been uncovered 

including rimstone dams, lilly pads, draperies, small pits, 

and pools with and without water (Project Files 1986-1992; 

Venters, April 1992; Venters, May 1990). 

Specific types of restoration include removal of old 

trails, fill areas, trash, and foot prints. Other examples 

of restoration include repairing speleothems, cleaning 

pools, mud stain removal, covering necessary man-made 

equipment (such as power cables), and lint removal. Mud 

stains have been removed from flowstone, bacon, draperies, 

and stalagmites. Cables for lights and the visitor radio 

system have been covered using a blend of multicolored cave 

floor material , debris, and rocks. When covering man-made 

object the goal is to make the object "invisible" by 

covering the item to match the speleotopography. Lint has 

been removed from every imaginable surface. An example of 

the amount of lint removal is on one formation (the 

caveman) a f ive gallon bucket of lint was collected the 

first year (Project Files, 1986-1992). 

Major Accomplishlllents 

The greatest success of this restoration project has 

been the training of volunteers in restoration management 

and techniques. Many of the volunteers who started at this 

project hav e gone on to lead or participate in other 

r estorati ons i n the United States. The volunteers learn 

how mankind can impact the fragile cave ecosystem. 

Education of the public has also been successful with 
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visitors leaving the cave with a better understanding of 

how fragile this environment is. 

Public recognition of cave restoration has grown over 

the years. Large sections of Carlsbad have been restored 

to near-pristine state (Venters , April 1992). An example 

of public recognition is in 1987, the cave Research 

Foundation received the Take Pride in America Award for the 

restoration work done at Carlsbad cavern (Rhodes & Rhodes, 

September 1987). 

In 1992, filmirig was completed on a cave restoration 

video (Project Files, 1986-1992). A techniques video has 

been underdevelopment for five years with varied results. 

In 1991, a volunteer with professional video experience 

started work on a video overview of restoration for park 

visitors (Venters, April 1992). It is hoped that this 

video will be completed in 1993. 

To conclude, this restoration project discussed, at 

Carlsbad caver~s National Park, has been going on for seven 

years. Restoration at the park has been going on for over 

15 years. New techniques have been ,i'eveloped and equipment 

refined . Emphasis is placed on quality restoration, not 

quantity . This organized volunteer group has donated a 

total of 8170 man hours and has restored 4257 square metres 

of cave floor in Carlsbad cavern (Project Files, 1986-

1992). This project has been rewarding to the 

participants, beneficial to the cave, and recognized 

nationally as a recipient of the Take Pride in America 

Award . 

Tabla one: 

seven Years of Restoration statistics .at 

Carlsbad caverns National Park, united States of America 

Restoration statistics At Carlsbad cavern 

Year Manbou Area Volume t 

rs (M)2 (M) 3 Cavers 

1986 525 650 NA 28 

1987 808 25 2 23.10 20 

1988 1 670 730 12.40 34 

1 989 1200 800 26.40 31 

1990 NA 590 22.50 29 

1991 1360 675 18. 2 5 31 

1992 1440 560 39.50 36 

Average 1170 610 18.90 30 

Total 8170 4257 132.00 --
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Abstract 

This paper discusses the organization of an ongoing 

cave restoration project at Carlsbad caverns National Park. 

For the last seven years, cavers from through out the 

United States have volunteered their time to help restore 

Carlsbad Cavern . Through out the last seven years cave 

restoration has evolved . Much has been learned about 

restoration. The most valuable assets to a restoration are 

the willing and determined cavers wanting to donate their 

time to help restore the cave and the good working 

relationship with the National Park Service. Without the 

cavers and the good working relationship with the National 

Park Service the high quality restoration work done by this 

group would not be possible. This paper discusses the 

organization, par t i cipants, finances, scheduling, 

interaction with the National Park Service , and lessons 

learned about organizing this restoration. 

Background 

Cave restoration is an ongoing project at Carlsbad 

CaveHl/f Nationa
0

l Park in the United States of America . 

This paper wi-11 describe the organizati on of one of the 

ongoing restoration projects at Carlsbad . For the past 

cleaning, a nd pr oviding an i nventory o f what nee ds t o be 

obtained for t he next year. The cook i s res ponsible for 

planni ng meals, purchasing food, and direct i ng the cooking 

and clean up of t he kit chen area. Most of the c ooki ng and 

clean up is done by the restoration partici pants on a 

rotating basis. The photographer is responsible to 

document restor ation areas before, during, and after work. 

The photographer also provides photographs of a f ter hour 

trips a nd personnel working . Group leaders are the most 

experienced workers. They are a primary reason restoration 

is so success fu l . Each group leader is responsible to 

e nsure new volunteers are paired up with an e xperienced 

participant and that restoration work done is non- damaging 

to the cave. The group leaders educate volunteers on 

benefic i a l techniques and help problem solve any di f ficult 

areas the other volunteers may be experi e nc ing (Project 

Fi les , 1986-199 2). All members of the r e storation pro ject 

work together help i ng one another . 

For persona l assignments in each group the following 

mi x i s used. An experi enced group leader with a t least 

t hree years experience is in charge o f the gr oup . Each 

group is composed of half experienced and half new 

volunteers, The volunteers have varying skills and 

preferences such as heavy lifting, wheel barrow duty, fine 

detail work, formation repair, lint removal, finish work, 

covering cable, etc . Groups are reassigned every couple of 

days to meet restoration needs, increase familiarization 

with other parti cipants, and to ensure volunteers lea?n 
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seven years the Cave Research ;oundation, in cooperation 

with the National Park Service and the National 

Speleological Society, has directed a restoration project 

in the visitor areas of Carlsbad Cavern. During the third 

week of June volunteers from all over the United States 

work at Carlsbad Cavern to undo the damage do_ne by mankind 

over the last eighty years. The goal is trying to restore 

the cave to its pristine condition . Restoration work has 

included removal of old trails and fill areas, removal of 

man-made objects, lint p i ck-up, repairing formations, 

cleaning pools, and developing new techniques for repairing 

damaged cave floor and speleothems (Venters , April 1992; 

Venters, May 1990; Venters, September 1990; Venters, 

December 1988). This paper will cover organization, 

participants, finances, scheduling, interaction with the 

National Park Service, and lessons learned about organizing 

this restoration. 

organization 

After seven years of restoration the following 

structure has evolved for the restoration field camp. The 

structure is shown in figure one. The project leaders 

share the following tasks ; l ong term 

planning, preregistration, money collection, restoration 

area selection, personnel assignment, national park service 

interface, day to day group direction, and problem solving. 

The equipment manager is respons i ble for i nsuring each 

group gets the equipment for each assigned area. The 

equipment manager also i s responsible for equipment repa ir, 

d i fferent i deas and methods developed by other group 

members. 

Participants 

The type of participants that attend the restoration 

are hard to exactly def i ne, but can be best described as an 

experienced caver who wants to give somethi ng back to the 

caves . All parti cipants are volunteers. The best 

restoration volunteers are people with several years caving 

experience. The experienced caver has a better idea of 

what an undamaged cave looks like and therefore needs less 

direction doing cave restoration. Each year the intent is 

to get· a 50: 50 mix of new to old restoration workers. The 

experi enced worker requires less direction than the new 

worker. The new workers are i ncluded to get more people 

involved in cave restorat ion . The leaders of many other 

cave r estoration projects got their first experience in 

cave restoration at Carlsbad Caverns National Park. The 

way new participants are found is through word of mouth 

from workers and a short article i n a national caving 

magazine. Interested people are asked to send a caving 

resume and a small deposit. The hardest part of personnel 

selection is telling individuals there is no more room for 

qual i fied applicants. Each year, experienced and new 

participants are rejected due to lack of space. The ideal 

size for the project at Carlsbad is eight staff, 12 

experienced participants , and 12 new participants. A group 



this size is the maximum that can be managed and ensure 

extremely high quality work. 

•Finances 

The restoration project was designed to be self supporting 

but not make a profit. The current annual charge is 50 

Unit~d states dollars per person. This covers the cost of 

room and board, equipment maintenance and repair, 

expendable photographic supplies, and a tee shirt. It was 

decided early on not to seek corporate sponsorship as the 

restoration costs are low and no expensive equipment is 

required. 

Schedule 

The ideal length of a restoration has been found to be 

five working days with a half day of preparation and clean 

up at each end. This schedule works well as most workers 

in the United States of Am~rica take vacation in week 

increments. Restoration activities start on Sunday 

afternoon as this allows travel time to get to the 

restoration site. Sunday afternoon involves meeting the 

staff and other participants. Slides from past 

restorations are shown. The slides facilitate a discussion 

of previous areas worked, techniques of restoration, 

equipment used, and the projected restoration areas for the 

week. Rules for the restoration are reviewed to help the 

week run smoothly. 

A typical work day starts with breakfast at 7:30 and 

then a short discussion of the days work. Volunteers then 

report to the group leaders. Restoration starts in the 

service summarizing what was accomplished and the amount of 

volunteer effort expended. The relationship that this 

project has with the park service is another reason it has 

been so successful. 

Lessons Learn 

over the years lessons have been learned. The first 

year of restoration camera use by volunteers was unlimited . 

A major disruption in restoration work occurred. The 

solution was having the staff photographer offer a 

selection of slides each year to people who wanted them. 

Volunteers are also allowed to take pictures on after hour 

trips and the last half day of restoration (Project Files, 

1986-1992). 

Another important lesson learned the hard way is the 

value of keeping all working groups close togeth2r. When 

groups are spread out problems with transportation of· 

equipment, personnel, and communication between groups 

occurs. Project and group leaders loose too much time 

trying to keep the restoration running smoothly . At the 

restoration if groups are more than a two minute walk then 

the above problems occur (Project Files, 1986-1992) • 

Another lesson learned is only restoring areas that 

can be accomplished by th~ group within a reasonable period 

of time without "burning out" the volunteers. Frequent 

small test areas are restored to determine the feasibility 

of restoring the area when considering the volunteers 

available (Venters, September 1987) • 
...__ 
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cave at 8:30. A lunch break is taken in the cave· from 12 

to 12:45. cave restoration then continues from 12:45 pm to 

4:30. Equipment is cleaned if needeq. Dinner is served 

and then an optional evening activity occurs. The evening 

activities are designed to get participants a chance to see 

areas of Carlsbad not seen by visitors. To keep 

participants from getting too tired to perform restoration 

late night cave trips are limited to two nights (Project 

Files, 1986-1992). One night is reserved for a pool party, 

and two nights are left open for relaxation and personal 

chores. on Saturday facilities are cleaned and everyone 

leaves to get the maximum travel tim·e. 

Interaction with the National Park service 

As the custodian of Carlsbad Cavern, the National Park 

Service has a major input into the restoration planning. 

Each year the project leaders submit a proposed restoration 

plan to the cave resource specialist. This plan is based 

on past experience, input from the park service, and an 

inspection and evaluation of the visitor areas. This plan 

is approved by the park service prior to the start of 

restoration. During the week the project leaders 

constantly update the park service on the status of 

accomplished and projected work. The plan is a living 

documented and is updated as the needs of the park and 

status of ongoing work is evaluated . The project leaders 

are used as the only contact to the park service to ensure 

that all requirements and requests are complied with. At 

the end of the week a report is submitted to the park 

For deciding which areas to work early in the week and 

which areas later in the week the following principles are 

used : Areas that require a lot of lifting, rock moving, 

and hauling waste a long distance are best done during the 

first ~hree days. The last two days are primarily allotted 

to fine detail work and special projects. Special projects 

include rope work , trash pick up, off trail trips, and 

projects requiring small groups. Small groups are also 

used to train volunteers to be group leaders for further 

years. 

In conclusion, the organizational structure has 

evolved over seven years. There are many essential 

components. The organization and scheduling help the 

restoration run smoothly. The low charge to the volunteers 

make the restoration affordable for the cavers. The 

variable equipment meet restoration needs at Carlsbad . But 

the most important components are the willing and 

determined cavers wanting to donate their time to he.lp 

restore the cave and the good working relationship with the 

National Park Service. Without the cavers and the good 

working relationship with the National Park Service the 

high quality restoration work done by this group would not 

be possible. 
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Figure One: Organizational structure 
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ence and aesthetics of speleothems, exploration danger and difficulty, 
and cultural resources) and one factor concerned with the cave's sur
rounding traffic conditions. Next, the factors are divided into four 
categories, i.e. I very good, II good, III mediocre, and IV poor. 
Unfortunately, a great number of undiscovered caves,belong to a fifth 
category, V unknown. With the detailed conditions of a cave, the cat
egories can be determined by comparing factors and subfactors with 
the rankings in Table I. 

Table 1. 

scale 

·spcleothems 

danger and 
difl"icuhy 

of exploration 

cultural 
resources 

traffic 
conditions 

length (km) 

area orball(m2) 
dcpth(m) 

science 
acslhctics 

steep. 
narrow, 

water now 
(Q, TIS) 

palaco-

anthropoloay, 
palaeontology, 
historical site or 

relics 

traffic, distance 
from central city 

> 10 
><0000 

> 100 

kinds-very many 

scale-vcrybia 
ronn-vcry 

bcautirul 
colour-very rich 

very hiah. steep 
slope, very nar

row in main 
cave. river with 

bianow 
(Q>I) 

important for 
the world e.g. 

Zboukoudian 

within central 
city.travel 

by bus 

... 

II 

10-2 

40000-10000 
100-30 

kinda-many 
scalc-bia 

fonn-bcautiful 
colour---ricb 

high steep, slope, 

narrow in main 
cave, 

Q - 1-0.6 

important for 

Cbinae.a. 
Bailian cave 

travel for a day 

from central city 

Fuzzy Pattern for Synthetic Appraisal 

Ill 

2-0.S 
1000(1-1000 

30-0 

kinds-a few 

scale-medium 
form-ordinary 

colour-ordinary 

low ,slope me
dium widths 
Q • 0.6- 0.1 

a little cultural 

si&nificancc 

travel for 2 days 
from central city 

JV 

<O.S 
< 1000 

0 

kinds-few 
tea It-small 
form-bad 

colour-dull 

level, wide, 
Q<O.I 

no cultural sianif

icancc 

travel· for a day 

from the county 

. In ge~eral, the fuzzy boundary usually appears with the member
ship function, then the membership level (b) is calculated. In our ana-
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APPRAISAL OF CA VE RESOURCES 
WITH FUZZY SETS 

CHEN Shicai 
Institute of Geology, Chinese Academy of Sciences, 

Beijing 100029 

Abstract 
Fuzzy sets are used to evaluate basic conditions of 37 Chinese ca. 

ves in order to appraise their situation. Five factors, covering different 
aspects of caves, were selected, including important cave characteris
tics and also location near major cities. The factors were divided into 
four categories, and weighting was assigned for appraisal. Results 
show that six caves are very good, eleven caves are good, twelve caves 
are mediocre and eight caves are poor. 
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Factor Selection and Category Determination 

The quality of cave resources are usually evaluated descriptively 
by writing, not by quantitative analysis. The use of fuzzy sets can solve 
the difficulty of finding quantitative values. Caves have complex geo
logical histories and conditions, and they are hidden inside the earth. 
We selected four factors representing cave conditions (cave scale, sci-

lysis, .:,ome of the membership functions have numerical values, e.g. 
the length subfactor. The following are the function equations for the 
length subfactor. 

I 
r(x - 10) I0<x<l5 

r1 = 5 
x~ 15 I 

0 x~ 10 
. I 

10 <x < 15 -i-5(x-15) 
ru - .!.(x - 2) 

8 2 ~ X ~ 10 

0 X ~ 2, X ~ 15 
I 

2 ~ X ~ 10 

rm 

i-g(x-JO) 
= I 

T:s<o.5-x) 0.5 < X < 2 

0 X ~ 0.5, x~ 10 
. I X ~ 15 

r1v = / _ _!__ (x _ 2) 
1.5 

-0.5<x <2 

0 . x~2 

where x = cave length (km), r j = membership at every step level r/ 
[O, I]. Other subfactors with numerical values include cave volume, 
depth, and degree of slope. The qualitative factors do not have numer· 
ical v,alues, but specialists can assign membership steps for every fac· 
tor. 

List every factor step into the fuzzy matrix: 

[::: ::: :: l R= ... . .. 
r nl r n2 r nm 



with numerical values, the membership step is th~ equation: 

rii=µR(u 1,vi) and o.,;,ii.,;1 

On determining the weighting, we must consider more subfactors 
which have, non-numerical values. However, there are no standard 
value dividing measures. 

The weighting value is obtained by the equation: 
j•I.J.3.4 

I 'ii. f1 :[rlif, 
a; = -1---.. -,.,-.,-- •• I aj=-,-,--

L ''i L L'ii 1--1.2.u., I• I/• I 

order 

where a1 e(0,l), i= 1.2.3.4.5. 

Using the pattern M( • ,+) overcomes the weighting replacing the 
appraisal, so membership level becomes clear and evident. 

The operation is: 

Fuzzy Calculation and.Its Analysis 

Combine the weighting matrix A with the matrix R to obtain the 
vector B: 

Because there are no standard values for fuzzy appraisal, we must 
calculate out the cumulative total index k: 

k;=Lai•r;1 
/• I 

Calculation results of representable 9 caves are listed in Table 2. Next, 
we analyze these values. 

25%, which is obtained by dividing 100% by 4 steps. 
D. As far as specific caves, It still remains difficult to overcome 
dispersion of membership level. The main cause /s that a single cave 
cannot be compared with general caves. 

Conclusions 

The following conclusions are drawn based on the factor 
selection, category division, pattern, setup, and the calculation and 
analysis by fuzzy mathematics. 
I. This method is dependable, simple and easy. 
2. For more advanced cave research, more than ten factors, covering 
cave subjective and objective factors , are needed for fuzzy analysis. 
Therefore, fuzzy clusters and fuzzy simulation methods should be 
used. 
3. Comparable quality between specific and general caves is improved. 
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Table 2. 

Cave 
Location 

Number 
k b 

42 Hubei, Lichuan 14 I 

43 Hunan, Shangzhi 13.7 I 

36 Guizhou, Zhijin 12.2 I (0.35) 

21 Hunan, Cili l0.4 11(0.45) 

32 Guizhou, Dushan IO.I III (0.35) 

25 Guangxi, Liuzhou 9.3 IIl(0.46) 

18 Jiangxi, Jiujiang 6.7 IV 

8 Jiangsu, Yixin 6.3 IV 

IS Zhejiang, Huzhou 6.2 IV 

I. Value k 

When the subfactors are analyzed, one value of k is obtained. 
This represents an approximate appraisal. In general, if the k value is 
greater than or equal to 10.5, the cave belongs to the very good to 
good category. The highest k value of any of the 37 caves was 14, and 
the lowest was 6.2. Dividing the highest value by the lowest ( 14 / 6.2) 
gives 2.26, indicating the method is good. Although the worst cave is 
very poor, its basic value is still 5. 

Overall results reveal that six caves are very good, eleven caves 
are good, twelve caves are mediocre and eight caves are poor. 

2. Membership level 

A. Both membership level and the value k are identical in numerical 
relation, so the expected result is obtained with this calculation. 
B. According to the membership level and the value k, the 37 caves are 
divided into three types. The first type have k values from 10.5-14, 
and the level is I-II. The second have k values of9-10.5, representing 
level II-III. The third have k values of6-9, represe~ting level III-IV. 
C. In this calculation we have overcome the weighting replacing the 
fuzzy appraisal. The following supports this idea. The membership 
level of 19 of 37 caves is more than 50 percent. In the other 18 caves, 
the smallest value is 33 percent. Thirty-three percent is greater than 

Some Main Problems In Cave Tourist Exploitation 

Xu Weiya, Wang Dongpei, Hu Guanghua 

Xie Shouyi and Jiang Ping 

Gezhouba Institute of Hydroelectric Engineering 

443002 Yichang 

Abstract 

Based on the summaring of practice experiance in cave tourist 

exploitation, the authors developed basic principle and program in 

cave tourist exploitation. The speleological geology study, effec

tive assessment and culture landscape design in exploitation were 

presented systematically. 

Keywords cave ; 'tourist exploiatation; speleologic geology; 

effective assessment; culture landscape design 
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Introduction 

The cave is just as a resource and a culture. To meet the needs 

of effective exploiatation, it must be followed some principle and 

program. 

The authors conducted some cave tourist exploitational prac

tice in Three Gorges regi<>n and karstific plaeat in western Hubei 

province , P. R . C ., recent years . Summarizing the experiences 

i~ cave tourist exploition study, the authors illustracted general 



program, essential principles and useful methods in cave study. 

The speleological geology study, effective assessment and natural -

human culture landscape design were also presented in the paper. 

China has a vast karst territory. To be correspondence with this 

situation, there are a large number of caves. To be a superiority 

resource, the cave has a benefit of social civilization, nature culture 

and economical effect. That is a great challenge to speleologist. It is 

expected that the ideas, sketches and methods in this paper will 

give a halpfuf to cave exploitation in china and all of the world. 

Basic Principle and Program For Cave Exploitation 

The cave exploitation engineering is a large scale system engi

neering. Not only the speleological study should be done, bot also 

the socialogy, morphology, aesthetics, environmental science, touri

sist psychology and economics must be studied systematically. 

The basic principles for cave tour exploitation are just listed as 
follow: 

1. jointing with science and culture; 

2. combined with utility and protection; 

3 . coupled with morphology and artistic conception; 

4. harmonizing in tradition and modernization; 

5. coordinate in investing and effective; 

6 . tacit agreement on circumstance to cave mainstay scenery. 

The main program for cave exploitation should be followed in 
Fig. I. 

speleological 

geology study 
{), 

cave measure and explorating 

rock set and cavernous ·rock analysis 

hydrogeology prospect 

speleothem and cavity filling survey 

paleokarst and active cave prospect 

cave · stability and cave breakdown study 

stuay is the essential foundation in cave tourist exploitation. based 

on the field exploration, scien"tific prospect& site survey, it should 

be studied systematically. The study includes fhree aspects. The 

first is the · basic geological study, which obtained cave formation 

system, genetic mechanism, characteristics and status analyses. The 

second· is the hydrogeology and engineering geological study, such as 

ground water discharge, transportation and supplement analysis, 

cave gas measure, hazardous rock mass determination & slope sta

bility study. The third, finally, the information about geological 

aesthetics, geological appreciate and tourist geology should be 

catched for the exploitation. 

Cave measurements observed graphs and data materials for cave 

tourist design. The graphs includ map of planimetric and profile 

section. The description contents of the map consist of rock layers 

geological structure and hydrological factor. The physical geologi

cal phenemina(i. e. the distribJJtion and characteristic of the cave 

breakdown), speleothem, cavern system, cave breccia and couloir . 

The precise practical and direct goals are the cavern mapping 

key. The scale of the map can be varied with the designing periods. 

The contens of caven geological study for exploitation can be 

listed as follow . 

1. rock strstum such as times, rock texture, thickness of 

layer, the kind of easily fusiblt; rock mass group; 

2. geological structure which includes joint, fault and fold 

and their combination; 

3. environment of karstification such as Ke, karstific surface 
ratio and karst type; 

4. paleokarst which obtaines times, filling, scale, depth, sed
iment of karst and ground water action ; 

5. cave activity cave scale, shape, layer, develop degree, 
Qmax \ Qmin, hydrological caven type; 

6 . characteristic of karst water the karst water status of 

recharge and dranage, ground water divide, underground water 

• 
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slope stability evaluation in cave face 

social effect 

effective environment improvement 

assessment economic benefit 

{), channels 

nature diaphysis and supplementary view point 

culturedesignlamplight and stunt 

{), 

general 

operation 

artistic conception 

investment 

project time limit 

scale 

risk analysis 

Fig .. I sketch of cave exploitation program 

The speleologist should appraised value and feasibility of cave 

exploitation in the terms of speleology. the scientific insurance for 

project must be given out . The exploiatation benefit assessment is 

the main point of the feasibility stud. The evalution of social effect 

environment improvement and economic benefit should be presented 

in quantitative and qualitative . There are risks in the exploitation. 

The risk analysis should be carried out in the feasibility periods. 

Culture landscape design should be penetrating in traditional, 

regional and rational. T~e ideas of tourist scenery spots, which in

clude key spots anll auxiliary spots allotment , artistic carving and 

lamplight & stunt presentation, were designed in scientifically and 

culturally. After that, the arrangement of exploitation , investment 

plane time table and project scope must be presented in detail. 

Cave Geology Study In Exploiatation 

The cave is the results of geological funct ion . Cave geological 

flow velocity, permeability of rock mass, hydraulic gradient . 

Sometimes the water chemical type, temperature, .mineralization 

degree and the age of the old - water should be studied together . 

Design of the Culture Landscape In Caves 

The nature landscapes in caves are generally lacking innner links 

and their shapes lacking in connotation superficially because of the 

fact that they are normally works of geological function . As a 

matter of fact, it is not enough to merely develop the natural cave 

landscapes as tourist resources for the reason that the tourist value 

of c~ves largely lies in 1. the geological significance, 2 . the imper· 

ceptible influence exerted by cave landscapes on peoples mind 

through visual impressions and 3 . length of period of time spent by 

tourists in admiring these landscapes . Among them the latter two 

aspects are mainly concering the cultural designing which creates 

some modern myths to offer visitors something pleasing to the eye 

and mind , so that thay may have a rich and substantial impression 

remaining in their visual memory . It is obvious that instead of only 

playing a role in the complement or polishing to the natural cave 

landscapes, the cultural landscape desinging should be to develop 

the tourist resources of a cave as a whole, thus improving the value 

of the cave landscapes . 

The cultural landscape desinging deals with the moulding of the 

landscapes and the development of their artistic conception, which 

is done, after the geological pioneering, on the basis of a prelimi

nary knowledge about the features of the caves karst development 

and the distribution of the possible scenery spots as well as their 

formational characteristics . Generally it is advisable to design the 

artistic conception systematically according to the visual character

istics of the· key scenery spots so as to dovetail them logically and 

rationally, and therefore , the mere range of irrelated spots can ~e 

avoided . Inaddition , with the help of modern cave geology • envt · 



ronmental art, visual psychology and system science, high - !eve'. 

interpretations should be given to the natural landscapes to meet the 

cultural landscapes aesthetic standard, which is to suit both refined 

and popular tastes and to make visitors ponder over their admira

tion . As a result the landscapes will be so vividly and livingly por

trayed that the visitors will be greatly attracted by the myths 
(artistic conception)and fell on top of the world . 

The ways used in designing cultural landscapes are mainly as 

follow: 1 . the combination of modern ideas and scientific artistry; 
2. simultaneous development of tradition and folk custom; and 3. the 

interlacement of local legends and folk customs. 

l. Combine modern ideas and scientific artistry . Although the 

natural landscapes do not appear in compliance with the designers 

wish, their shape connotation can be changed with ingenious de

signing . Take the Double Dragen Cave in Zhicheng, China as an 

example . Many spots in the cave make visitors spellbound to · th!!ir 

shapes and conception because of the ingenious designing . 

Crocodile Leading the Way is one of them. It was a controversial 

spot, but the designer, with a realistic viewpoint,resolutely named 

it so according to a myth about crocodilesin Southeast Asia and in 

American . Together with an interpretation based on art morphology 

and geology, this spot is now irradiating. 

2 . Develop tradition and folk customs simultaneously. As tra

dition usually embodies a peoples or a nations characters, the cul

tural landscape designing on the basis of the development of tradi

tion and folk customs is actually arecreational activity which 

changes the fairy tales into myths and the irrealizable into the re

alizable. For instance, naming one of the spots in the °';>uble Dra

gen Cave Guanyin Promising People Children reveals a better de

signing connotation than naming it The Meeting of the Cowherd 

and the Girl Weaver on the Magpie Bridge which another scheme 

preferred, because the fotmer is much closer to the whole caves 

cultural designing demand and the present folk customs as well both 

the terms of risk, so that , the risk analysis should be obtained in 

de~ai l . 

Conclusion 

China has a vast territary karstific speleological resource. There 

were a lot of practice in cave exploitation. To conclude the cave 

exploiatational theory will promote the exploiatation more sci

entifical, rationally and reasonable. The systematical cave tourist 

exploiatation study will leading a large number of social and eco

nomical effect in practice . 
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in shape and in meaning: on the present social background of the 

Chinese family having o~e child that should be conceived and 

brought up eugenically, visitors are lik~ly to come to the spot of 

Guanyin Promising People Children and knell on the child - asking 

Platform in front of the spot , which gives them not only carafree 

joy but also some pleasant comfort spiritually. 

3 . Interlace local legends and folk customs. A cave is located in 

a given place and the local factors should be also taken into consid

eration . In the development of cultural landscapes, an ingenious 

reproduction of the regional custom in designing can make the cul

tural landscapes in a cave more natural and cordial. Again in the 

Double Dragon Cave there is a spot named Pilgrim Crag. On seeing 

the shape feature of the spot, the designer immediately had the local 

folk custom in his mind - in spring and autumn each year, the local 

people would climb to a crag knowm as Pilgrim Crag to worship 

Buddha or other idols, asking for safety and soundness in the year 

and blurted out Pilgram Crag as its name because the spot is almost 

a miniature of the local Pilgram Crag. 

The design of the culture landscapes should be scientific and ra

tional as well as original so that a spellbound effect can be achieved. 

Assessment or Cave E11ploiatation Effect 

To achieve the maximum effective is ~he goal for cave ex

ploitation . Such effect were lies in social, environmental and eco

nomical. 
Not only the geological phenomenon, but also the nature re

source and culture, the cave is the potential challenge to speleolo

gist. 

The assessment is just a systematic determination . Combined 

with quantitative and qualitative evaluation, macro and micro study, 

the evaluation can be obtained from the study of mutiple - object 

decision making theory and methods. Besides, the analysis is just in 

DEVELOPMENTAL CHARACTERISTICS 
AND EXPLOITATION OF BENXI 

WATER CAVE 

PAN Jianming, QIAO Xiquan 
Benxi Water Cave Scenic Spots and Historic 

Sites Management Office, Benxi 17100 
CHEN Shicai 

Institute of Geology, Chinese Academy of 
Sciences, Beijing 100029 

Abstract 

Benxi Water Cave, a high latitude Chinese cave, underwent many 
water development processes forming a straight tube-like cave in the 
shallow phreatic zone in the Middle Pleistocene, with important de
velopment in the Late Pleistocene. The horizontal cave, located in a 
humid, rainy mid-temperate climate, developed under topographical 
and geomorphological conditions of fault and fracture zones. An im

portant source of allogenic water in the cave is seepage from the 
Tanghe River. This cave, a nationally important scenic spot, consists 
entirely of an underground river channel and is the longest cave in 

China of this kind . 
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Description of the Area 

Benxi Water Cave, 41°18'N and 124°4'E, is located 35km east of 
Benxi City on the banks of the Taizi River in Liaoning Province. Av
erage annual precipitation is 800-I000mm, and average annual tem
perature is 9°C. The karst landform in the area of the cave, a portion 
of the eastern Liaoning low to middle hill region, is hills and valleys 
with some underground rivers. There are second level terraces along 
the Taizi River in the area of the cave, as well as many underground 
rivers and springs. A mountain ridge runs approximately NNE in the 
area south of the cave with the highest mountains at about IO00m in 
elevation, I00-400m above the valley floor. 

Geological Setting 

The main axis of the Benxi Water Cave has a length of 1.65km, 
located in strata of the Lower Majiagou Formation of the Middle 
Ordovician, consisting of blue-grey and gray-yellow middle bedded 
limestone and dolomite, with a thickness of 66m . The upper part of 
the Majiagou Formation is very pure, dark limestone, mottled lime
stone, dolomitic limestone and breccia with a thickness of 558m. 
There is a hiatus above the Upper Majiagou Formation, which is cov
ered by the Middle Carboniferous. 

The cave area is located in the north part of the Liaoning Fault 
Block, which is located to the east of the North China Fault Block. 
The Liaoning Fault Block forms a triangle with the sharp angle to the 
south and includes the mountains in the eastern parts of Shandong 
and Liaoning Provinces. The Tanlu Fault forms the western 
boundary. In the area of the cave, the structure of the basement for
mation is a dome and belt of folded strata . 

Hydrogeological Conditions 

The cave cuts through the outcropping, water-bearing limestone 

effect of latitude on the characteristics of karst development is great. 
Although the scale of this northeastern cave is not small, it doesn't 
compare to the scale of development of karst in China's southern 
subtropical zones. But compared to caves in northern China, it is of a 
larger scale because it receives abundant precipitation from the 
southeastern oceanic monsoon . The Taizi River has flow all year, 
unlike other rivers in northern China, allowing larger cave develop
ment along its banks. 

2. Development trends along the single passage underground river 

Benxi Water Cave has developed in the Majiagou Formation. 
The limestones generally trend to the WNW, but in the immediate 
area the rocks are fractured and the trending changes direction. 

The level of the Yellow Sea acts as the base level, controlling the 
elevation of the caves, for exam pie: A. The elevation of the resurgence 
of Benxi Water Cave at Taizi 

0

River is 179m. B. There is an artificial 
surface lake near the cave entrance at an elevation of 185.Sm . C . The 
elevation of the water level just inside the cave entrance is 186m. D. 
The source of the underground river is a spring inside the cave at an 
elevation of 187.7m. E. The water level of the Tanghe River at 
Zhangjiapuzhi Village is 210m . This is the area where Tanghe River 
water seeps into the ground to feed the spring inside the cave. It is evi
dent the underground river has nearly 30m of head to use for devel
opment. The straight line distance from the bank of the Tanghe River 
at Zhangjiapuzhi Village, to the resurgence of Benxi Water Cave on 
the Taizi River is about 3000m. 

Benxi Water Cave is a single passage water cave, so hydro
geologically, the cave developed in the upper part of phreatic zone. 
Because of this, water pressure was not great, but development time 
was very long. This is shown by the second river terrace being very 
broad. Besides, The terrace of the Tanghe River at Zhangjiapuzhi Vil
lage has similar characteristics. 
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of the Majiagou Formation .of the Ordovician, a typical karst water
bearing formation, with suitable hydrogeological cond_it!ons for .~c
velopment of cave systems. The limestone of the Ordov1c1an contains 
more than 90% carbonates and is rich with water. The Lower and 
Middle Cambrian have middle rich water conditions, and carbonate 
content of 70-90 percent. These two groups are the · important 

water-bearing strata in the area ofTaizi River . 
The Taizi River area is located in a humid, rainy mid-temperate 

zone, with evaporation almost equaling precipitation, _so karst is well 

d 1 ed The hydrometric station on the Taizi River at Xiaoshi 
-~. 2 

Town with an upstream catchment area of 2792k~ (including 
500km2 karst area) has an average daily flow of 17.8km. The under
ground karst area runoff modulus has been calculated at _9.2_ lit_er per 

d er km 2 This high volume of underground flow 1s s1m1lar to secon p . . . . . 
areas of southern China, for the following reasons: high prec1p1tallon; 
evaporation less than precipitation; and the rock form~t~on~ in large 
amounts of weathering allowing easy in1iltration of prec1p1tat1on. 

Cave development in the region is vertically stratified with five 
levels of caves. Benxi ·water Cave, on the lowest level, is the largest in 
the region. The elevation of the highest level is 460m and the lowest 
level is J85-200m. The elevations of the top two levels correspond to 
the planation surface, the elevations of the bottom three ~ave levels 
are the same as the river terraces. The situation m the Tam River ba
sin is very similar with northern China caves, i.e. smaller sized cave. 
systems than in southern China, each cave having only a few levels, 

with most only one. 
· There are only a few speleothems in the caves of this region, the 
caves are not Jong, and almost all are developed in the Ordovician and 

Cambrian. 

Characteristics of Benxi Water Cave Development 

I. Northern latitude underground rivers 

Benxi Water Cave is located very far north (41°). In general, the 

3. The effect of faults on the development of the underground river 

To the west of Xiaoshi Town in Paleozoic and Sinian systems, 
some rotational faults have developed, with the convex faces pointing 
south or southwest and the thin Sinian strata following the contours 
of the roll. There are a total of five tension-shear faults which narrow 
to the east and open up to the northwest. Because of this, formations 
in the area of the cave are very complex. The fault in a hill at 
Xiejiaweizhi Village played an important role in the formation of the 
underground river, and the Ordovician connects to the Carbo
niferous-Permian . Because the C-P strata, formed of elastic rocks, is 
a water-resisting layer, the water cave developed in the Middle 
Ordovician, with 30m of hydraulic head. On the surface, The hill at 
Xiejiaweiz_hi Village in the bend of the Taizi River is a water-resistant 
area and no incising or underground rivers have developed. 

4. Main allogenic recharge water of the underground river 

Besides precipitation recharging through the outcropping areas, 
the main source of allogenic water is seepage from the Tanghe River 
valley, 3000m straight line distance from the cave resurgence, through 
the fault and fracture belt . The allogenic source region is along the 
Tanghe River between Xiangmo and Zhangjiapuzhi Villages. The riv
er water first enters sand and gravel of the Quaternary, then enters the 
fractured limestone zone, and resurges at Yuanquangong Sump at the 
end of cave passage. 

According to the local people, the water volume in Benxi Water 
Cave is related to the output at the Guanmenshan Reservoir, up
stream on the Tanghe River; when flow at the dam is large, flow in the 
cave is large and low when the dam flow is low. Besides the flow at 
Yuanquangong Sump, there are no other large source of water in the 
cave. There is some dripping water and sheet flow in the rainy season, 
but the volume is small. In the rainy season rather a spring in the wall 
of the cave (Biquan Spring) discharges water to the cave, measured at 
about 5 liters per minute in May. No shafts or dolines were found 



when the surface area over the cave was inspected, indicating that the 
source of this water is allogenic. 

5. Various charged water processes 

Benxi Water Cave experienced several charged water processes, 
with the three most important periods below. 
A. Confined water period. In this period the pressure was not high, 
because the cave was near the aeration zone, and the speed of water 
flow was slow. During this period solution phenomena include ceiling 
pots, pendants and maze formation . This was the main period for the 
formation of the cave chambers. • 
B. Unconfined ground-water period. This was a period of water table 
cave formation of two terrace levels, depositing stalagmites and stalac
tites and other speleothems on the cave ceiling and underground river 
banks. In general water quantity gradually decreased, indicated by ter
race formation. The main reason for this was sand, carried in by the 
water, slowly filled in the passages, restricting the flow . 
C. Small quantity backwater period. Breakdown, restricting flow at 
the cave mouth, caused water in the cave to back up. However, the 
water levels did not rise very high (about half a meter) because the 
water could flow through other exits on either side of the main cave 
entrance. Moreover, upstream water in the cave flow did not increase. 
Rising water covered the Yuxiangxishui stalactite, without further 
corrosional phenomena. We can see that the time of high water level 
was not extended, and the water flow speed was very slow. 

Cave Exploitation 

This cave is a successful example of exploitation, with some spe
cial characteristics. 

I. Use of the underground river 

The underground river is generally 6-Sm wide, the water depth is 
2-3 .Sm, the height of the cave is 10-20m. From the sump to the cave 

4. Central location of the cave 

Benxi City is Liaoning's fifth largest city, with a population of 
nearly one million . When the cave first opened, many people visited it 
from the immediate area, then later people from further away begin to 
visit the cave, from Shenyang (six million people), Liaoyang, Anshan 
and Fushun (each wjth about one million people). After the 
Dalian- Shenyang super highway was completed, tourist volume from 
Dalian increased . These cities are in a suitable position for one day vis
its to the ca·ve, so people will return to the cave over the years, an im
portant reason for the success of the cave. 
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entrance, the hydraulic gradient is 0.63m / km, and the channel was 
cleared of rock piles to facilitate passage of the boats. The profile and 
cross section of the channel is uniform throughout its length, because 
during the early periods in the cave formation the ability of pressure 
water dissolution was great and related to the solution of the lime
stone. The water channel is very suitable for sightseeing from boats, 
and viewing speleothems, the river banks and other cave scenery. 

2. Convenience of management 

There is only one entrance to this long underground river, and 
tourists don't get out on the banks. A complete trip takes only one 
hour, so people can concentrate on sightseeing, and every boat has a 
driver and a tour guide. Access to the cave is controlled by having on
ly one en~rance. Most caves don't enjoy such favorable natural condi
tions. 

3. Cave protection 

The protection of Benxi Water Cave's speleothems has been very 
good, from before opening the cave to the present, none of the 
speleothems have been broken. Due to the short time for tourists in
side the cave, people not getting out of the boat, people concentrating 
on sightseeing with little opportunity to throw trash out of the boat, 
the prevention of pollution by people has been very successful. Since 
there is no cave protection legislation in China, this kind of under
ground river channel which can protect the scenery has a dominant 
position in protection of the environmental quality in nationally im
portant scenic areas. 

The water in the cave, from the spring to the ciive entrance, has 
normal conductivity, but the pH and TDS are slightly higher at the 
dock near the entrance than at the spring. For example, TDS values 
increase from 133 to 140mg / I. The main reasons for this increase is 
leakage from the storage batteries used in the boats and influence 
from tourists, this must be considered in the future. 

SPELEOTOUR IN CHINA 

ZHANG Shouyue 
Institute of Geology, Chinese Academy of Sciences, 

Beijing 100029 

Abstract 
In 1986, data on 41 major show caves was presented. This paper 

gives data on an additional 33 well exploited show caves. A large pro
portion of tourists visiting caves visit show caves located near famous 
tourist cities with higher economic levels, with the great majority vis
~ting caves that can be seen in a one-day excursion. Cave scenery is 
not the major factor drawing tourists to caves. 
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Introduction 

Carbonate rocks cover one- eighth of the land surface of China, 
possessing unique karst landforms including many caves, forming im
portant tourist resources. There are over 200 show caves in China, in
cluding 41 major show caves as of I 986. Information on 30 well ex
ploited caves is given in Table I. Because the level of exploitation and 
utilization among the caves varies greatly, it is difficult to make abso
lute comparisons in a general paper. 

The Use of Caves by Tourists 

Data on different levels of exploitation of tourist resources, as 



Table 1. 

County (city), 
province and 
and cave's name 

Tonghua, Jilin 
Yayuan Cave 

Huanrcn, Liaoning 
Wangtian Cave 

Bcnxi, Liao,ning 
Guaishi CaVe 

F\ngshan, Beijing 
Yinhu Cave 

Linchcng, Hcbci 
Kongshan Cave 

Yixing, Jiangsu 
MuliCavc-· 

Sis~i Cave 

Hallgzhou, Zhejiang 
Lingshan Cave 

LarlXi, Zhejiang 
Yongxue Cave 

Guangde, Anhu! 
J:aiji Cave 

Fcngyang, Anhui 
Jiushan Cave 

Gongyi, Henan 
Xuehua Cave 

Yichang, ·Hubci 
Baima Cave 

Jinshi Cave 

Sanyou Cave 

Wufeng, Hubci 
Changshcng Cave 

Xianfeng, Hubci 
Huangjin Cave 

Liehuan, Hubci 
Tenglong Cave 

Table 2. 

Province (regions) 

Yunnan 
Guizhou 
Guangdong 
Zhejiang 

Length Electric Guide Access• Distinctive Geologic 
(m) lighting provided routes speleological s~tting 

to city features 

320 yes yes H.R. spclcothcms 0,1s. 

1000 yes yes H. labyrinth o. 

598 yes yes R. spclcothcms O,ls. 

acicular 
2000 yes yes R.A. 

crystals 
O,ls. 

390 yes yes R. spcleothems E, Is. 

over 
underground 

yes H.W. river and C,ls. 
500 

yes 
spcleothems 

yes yes H.W. idem C,1s. 

R.A.W. 
shaft C,ls. 200 yes yes spcleothems 

750 yes yes R.W. 
under.ground C,ls. 

river 

C- P- T 
1260 H. spclcothems yes yes 

Is. 

1000 H. 
underground 

unknown yes yes river 

710 R. 
acicular 

Pz yes yes crystals 

yes yes R.W.A. spcleothems E, dolo. 

221 yes yes R.W.A. idem idem 

cultur.il 
yes no R.W.A . remains, idem 

a shelter 

1106 yes yes H spcleothcms O,ls. 

hugecham-
her, deep 

6436 yes yes H underground 
P,1s. 

canyon 

huge passage 

33 H 
and chambers 

T.ls. yes yes 
underground 

river 

Outcropping area of carbonate 
rocks (km 2 x JO") Amount of show caves 

9 .70 

8.90 

J .'40 

0.40 

15 

29 

18 
IO 

Tourist volume for some famous Chinese show caves are given in 
Table 3. Based on utilization of caves by tourists, the following con
clusions can be drawn. 

Table 3. 

Province Annual touristy persons 
Cave's name ( x Io~ persons) 

1983 1984 198l 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 
Guangdong 

Panlong Cave 7.R 8.5 JO.I 12.J 14.0 21.7 
Lingxiao Cave 12.8 16.8 24.6 29.0 25.8 29.8 25 .7 
Baojing Cave 33.2 14.1 )9.5 IR.O JS.I 15.5 13.C 
Guangxi 

Ludi Cave 78.4 JOI.I 118.l 129.2 142.6 145.1 

Yunnan 

Wolong Cave 36.8 30.7 
Yan7.i Cave 13.0 14.5 29.7 30.0 40.0 48.3 35.0 
Alugu Cave 300 (1988 - 1991) 
Zhejiang 

Yaolin Cave 1224.6 ( 1980 - 1991) 
Beijing 

Shifo Cave 30.0 37.0 42 .0 
Liaoning 

Shuidong Cave 17.) 40.l l9.9 65.3 55.1 47.7 50.6 53 .2 51.J 
Jiangsu 

Shanjuan Cave 41.9 38. 1 
Linggu Cave 

30.5 22.3 
Hunan 

Huanglong Cave 11.7 16.6 22.0 
Gui7.hou 

22.8 15.9 20. J 25.3 

OajiCave 4.0 7.0 12.0 5.0 4.0 
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Continued Table I. 

County (city), Length Electric Guide Access• Distinctive Geologic 
province and (m) lighting provided routes speleological setting 
and cave's name to city features 

sJ)Clcotbcms, 
Sangzhi, Hunan 5726 yes yes H underground P,11. 
Jiutian Cave river 

Jishou, Hu~n 1800 yes yes R.H. spclcothcms E.1,. Tangle Ca.Jc 

spclcothcms, 
Yongshun, Hunan yes yes H. undcraround 
Xiaolong Cave river 

Yunfu, Guangdong R.H . 
acicular 

C,Js. 482 yes yes 
Panlong Cave crystals 

spcleothems, 
Yangchun, Gl!angdong over H. underground C,Js. yes yes 
Lingxiao Cave 500 river 

Kongdong Cave 1000 yes yes H. 

underground 
Sandongtian Cave 3000 yes H. idem yes river 

Longgong Cave 1000 yes yes H. spcleothems C,ls. 

Lianxian, Guangdong 
1500 yes H. 

underground 
Dakouyan Cave 

yes river 

Zhenning, Guizhou 
yes yes 

Tianxing Cave 
H . spclcot ':cm~ T, ls. 

Yiliang, Yunnan 
deep ground 

I 150 yes yes H. canyon, huge Zb, 
WolongCave rimestonc dolo. 

speleothems 
Luxi, Yunnan 

2500 yes yes H. underground T, ls. 
Alugu Cave river 

Mile, Yunnan 
Bailong 

2000 yes yes H. spcleothems T,Js. 

Kaiyuan, Yunnan underground 
2000 yes R.H. T,Js Nandong Cave 

yes river 

spcleothems, 
Jianshui, Yunnan 

4000 yes yes R.H. underground T,1s. Yanzi Cave 
river 

• H: highway R: railway A: airroute W: waterway 

represented by the number of show caves, among provinces with out-
cropping carbonate rocks in southern China are presented in Table 2. 

I . A large proportion of tourists visiting show caves belong to ca
ves near famous tourist cities like Guangzhou , Hangzhou and Guilin, 
where there are complete tourist facilities, dense populations and high 
living standards. 

2. Most tourists visiting show caves concentrate around major cit
ies with higher economic levels and better traflic facilities, and caves 
that can be visited within one day account for most of the tourist vol
ume. 

3. The proportion of foreign tourists visiting caves is very small at 
the present time. For example, from 1980 to 1991 , only about a hun
dred - thousand foreign tourists visited Yaolin Cave represeniing only 
0.86 percent of he tourist volume. 

4. Some caves ranking very high in scenery value have relatively 
fewer tourists visiting, such as Jiutian Cave of Hunan Province and 
Dajidong Cave of Guizhou , indicating that cave scenery is not the ma· 
jor factor drawing tourists to caves. 
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PRELIMINARY STUDY ON KARST SCENIC 
RESOURCES OF NAGONG CA VE 

AND UNDERGROUND RIVER 

ZHOU Chengjie 
Guiyang Hydroelectric Investigation and Design Institute 

Guiyang 550002 

Abstract 
Nagong Cave lies above the Nagong Underground River. The 

cave is long with various speleothems. The widely distributed sand 
layers and mud gravels are the result of pressure flow and hydrostatic 
waves in the cave and river. A hydropower station is at the center of a 
large area where the natural and artificial landforms create an engi
neering-environmental system, in which Nagong Cave and Under
ground River are valuable resources to research speleogenesis and de
velop tourism resources. 
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Introduction 

Nagong Cave and Underground River are located at the 

sponds to a surface river terrace. 
The discharge from the resurgence ranges from 5 ml / sin the wet 

season to I ml / sin the dry season. A small dam has been built at the 
resurgence by local farmers. As a result, a pool has formed, normally 
overflowing on the dam . 

2:Basic geologic conditions of the cave 

Nagong Cave lies just above the underground river. The cave en
trance is at an elevation of 478 m and is 38 m higher than the 
resurgence water level. There is another small resurgence 8 m below 
the cave entrance, serving as a flood outlet. All parts of the cave are 
formed in P2., limestone, and most of the passages are developed 
along the stratigraphic strike !ind dip, with some along longitudinal 
extension fractures trending NE- SW and transverse extension frac
tures trending NW - SE. As a whole, the cave's major passage is along 
N50- 60E. The lowest part of the passage is a pond in which there are 
some li5h. The pond water level represents the water level of Nagong 
Underground River, so it is a karst window water level. 

Developmental Characteristics of Nagong Cave 

Several characteristics are recognized from fieldwork and map
ping. 
I. The cave passage trends NE- SW, and is 580 m in total length. 
From the karst window water level in the cave to the resurgence of the 
underground river is 463 m horizontal distance with a drop of 28 m 
forming an ;verage gradient of 4.2 percent. The position of the pas
sage is slightly to the south of the underground river at a small angle. 
2. The longitudinal profile of the passage goes up and down with two 
evident peaks at 200 m and 400 m and two troughs at O m and 325 m 
into the cave. The relatives depths of the troughs are- 50- 60 m and 
they are actually siphons (Fig. I) . 
3. Elliptical passages are the dominant cross sections in the cave. Max
imum widths are 30- 40 m and maximum heights are 20- 30 m, nor-
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downstream area of the Nanpan Ri~er between Guangxi and Guizhou 
in Longlin County, Guangxi. Nagong Cave is very convoluted and 
fantastic inside even though it is not large, with various speleothems. 
The resurgence is in Nagong Village, a Buyi minority village. 

The powerhouse of the Tianshengqiao Hydropower Station II is 
located on the banks of the Nanpan River, 2 km away from the village 
ofNagong .. This is a big hydropower project in southwest China. 

Geological Background for Development of Nagong Cave and Under
ground River 

I. Basic geological conditions for the cave and the river 

The major structure in the area is the Anran Anticline trending 
EW, 20 km long and 6- 8 km wide. The axis area is underlain by Mid
dle to Upper Carboniferous limestone (C2 and Cl) and Upper 
Permian limestone (P2w), and is surrounded by Middle Triassic 
(T2, and T 2) sandstones and shales, foFining a closed, independent 
hydrogeological structure. The strata trends EW and dips south or 
north at 30- 40°. The anticline axis area is at an elevation of about 
1400 m, with typical fengcong- depression karst. There are 2 to 3 de
pressions per square kilometer. 

With incision of the Nanpan River, the limestones were exposed 
on the valley slope in the northeast part of the anticline, which gave 

_ rise to an open gap in the hydrogeological unit. Resurgence · of the 
Nagong Underground River is situated in this area. The trunk of the 
underground river system flows along the boundary between the lime
stone and sandstone- shale on the northern limb of the anticline. It is 
about 16 km in length. Some tributaries of the system in the south 
feed into the resurgence at N agong Village as well. The water level of 
the resurgence · is at an elevation of 435 m, and that of the under
ground river is 440 m. 

Se-veral vertical caves descending down multi-levels to a depth of 
140 m are developed along the trunk river. Each major level corre-

mally at 5-6 m. The passages slope toward the north and the northw
est. The passage ceilings are mostly bedding planes. 
4. Phreatic features created by pressure flow are visible in the cave. 
Clean straight walls occur where erosion is frequent. Well developed 
tower- shaped pockets formed by pressure flo~ erosion or gas erosion 
in the passage ceilings are normally less than I m in diameter and 
about I m in depth. On the floor are regularly distributed holes, num
bering several dozen, formed by water drops. They are normally 10 
cm in diameter and 5 cm in depth. 
5. Recent collapse is very extensive, especially at 200 and 400 m into 
the cave. The breakdown deposits are inferred to be 10- 15 m thick, 
and the largest piece is 5-6 _m in diameter. There are some fluvial de
posits, mainly sand and clay, in lower parts of the passages. 
Speleothems are also abundant in large passages of the cave. Two 
kinds of chemical deposition are identified. One is passage ceiling 
speleothems, including stalactites, curtains, stone falls, etc. The other 
is passage floor speleothems, mai_nly stone drums, 1-2 m in diameter, 
on which there are many well devt!loped rimstones of small size. 

There is another unusual sediment form in the cave, which look , 
like _·calcite balls, 2.5-3 cm in diame·ter. When pressed, they flatten. 
Actually they are made of clay known _ as "mud gravel." They are 
mainly distributed on a slope passage 170 m into the cave, very near 
the periodic flood level. These mud-gravels originated from a former 
dry cracked clay layer on the cave floor . They underwent a series of 
processes of washing and rolling under the action of water waves in 
flood times. 

Much sand cover is found in the first 70 min the cave. It is quite 
loose with a natural rest a·ngle of 29- 35°. A sand platform with some 
fluvial features is formed on the fop of the sand slope, mainly at 50 m 
in the cave. The platform surface is about 25 m higher than the karst 
window water level at the end of the cave . During flood periods, the 
pressure water with much sand rises from the karst window pond a~d 
flows upslope in the cave. The sand is deposited as the flow velocity 
decreases. After the flood periods, the water drops again and takes 



_sand away through the underground river. As a result, fluvial sand 
ripples are formed on the platform. 

Speleogenetics and the Age ofNagong Cave 

Accordingly, the cave entrance is a former resurgence of the river, 
corresponding to the terr3:ce II on the banks of the Nanpan River. As 
the underground river cut down through the strata following a drop of 
the base level of the Nanpan River, the former resurgence became a 
dry cave in the dry season and wet cave in the wet season, especially as 
a resurgence of the underground water during flood times. The 
speleothems dated by U-series methods has indicated that the age is 
about 500ka BP. 

The cave profile morphology and the interior deposits prove that 
both phreatic flow and pressure flow of the siphon system occurred in 
the cave during flood periods, i.e. two types of flow and two levels of 
underground water occurred together. 

Development Value of the Karst Scenic Resources of Nagong Cave and 
Underground River 

There are more than five karst scenic spots in the area of the 
power station. 
J.. To the northwest, fengcong karst and nearby fenglin karst are visi
ble. At Malin Gorge on the Mabeihe River, waterfalls with tufa de
posits are developed along steep valley slopes of the karst gorge. In the 
north of this area, the Feilong cave, with similar speleothems as 
Nagong Cave, has been developed for tourists. 
2. To the northeast, Anlong area in the South Guizhou contains typi
cal fenglin karst and many historical sites of the Ming Dynasty. 
3. To the southwest, the area is characterized by fenglin landscape 
known as the Nidang Stone Forest. Also, unusual agate structures 
characterize the reef limestone of the area which lie at a facies change 
line between limestone, sandstone and shale of the Middle Triassic. 

THE POLITICAL CHANGES IN THE 
CENTRAL EUROPE AND THEIR 
IMPACT ON THE POSTOJNSKA 

JAMA VISIT 

Andrej MIHEVC 
Institut za raziskovanje krasa ZRC SAZU SLOVENIJA 

Titov trg 2 66 230 Postojna 

Abstract 

Political stability of the country presents an urgent condition for 
the permanent number of visitors of a show cave beside the natural 
attractiveness, good display and convenient traffic situation. 

Political instability in Yugoslavia, announcement of separation 
of Slovenia, separation and war which followed have diminished the 
number of visitors to Postojnska jama from 898.084 in 1990 to 
153.424 in 1991. 

In spite of international recognition of Slovenia and complete 
normalization of the conditions the number of visitors did not 
augment essentially in 1992. The reason lies in the continued war in 
Croatia and in Bosnia. The war cut the traditional toursitic ways and 
will negatively influence in future years to the numbe of the Pos
tojnska jama visitors. 

Introduction 

Postojnska jama lies in a part of the Europe which suffered in the . 
last I 00 years numerous changes of the borders. The first beginning 
of the tourism reach the time when Postojna, the town which gave its 
nama to the cave, belonged to Austro-Hungarian Monarchy and the 
cave was known as Adelsberger Orone. After the First World War the 
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4. To the west, the fenglin karst is a depression containing a me

andering stream. 
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Fig. I. Plan ofNagong Cave. 

cave came under the Italy according to the Versailles peace contract, 
and after. the Second World War to Yugoslavia. Since plebiscite, 
independence declaration respectively in June I 991 Postojnska jama 
belongs to Repubic of Slov.enia. 

The administration of Postojnska jama registers the number of 
visitors since 1891. The number shows an increasing popularity of 
the cave (J.Vekar, 1989), but political changes, instabilities and wars 
are well riflected as well. 

In the past century visibly less visitors were in the revolution 
year 1848, in the time of war in the Northern Italy in 1866 and in this 
century in the time of the both world wars. 

The biggest decrease of the visitors number occured in the time 
of Yugoslavia decay in 1991 . 

These last changes started by the plebiscite about the separation 
of a federal repubilc Slovenia from Yugoslavia. After half a year 
according to the results of the referendum the Parliament declared on 
Jone 25, 1991 the independence of Slovenia. The military attack 
headed from Serbia was followed by short war, negociations and in 
January 1992 Slovenia was insternationally recognized. 

The war ended in Slovenia quickly but it lasts in some other parts 
of the fonner Yugoslavia, in Croatia and in Bosnia and Herzegovina 
where the extention of the war operations is much bigger. 

Number and Structure of Postojnska Jama Visitors 

Postojnska jama lies close to the traditional ways of the touriSIS 
travelling from the Northern and Central Europe towards warm 
Adriatic Sea and close to the Northern Italy. In the last decades a mass 
tourism in this part of the Europe developed well reflected in the 
number of visitors to Postojnska jama too (J.Vekar, 1989). 
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Fig. I Table of visitors number in Postojnska jama in the period 

1982-1992 (According to Postojnska jama Archives) 

In the last normal touristic year, in l 990, Postojnska jama was 
visited by 989.084 visitors. The guiding in the cave is performed in 
several languages this is why the administration registers the visitors 
according to their nationality. In this year the category "Yugoslav" 
~a_s recorded for the last time and they reached 20%. Among other 
citizens the Italians predominated with 41,2% , followed by the 
Germarns 15.8%, the Englishmen (4.5%), the Austrians 4%, the 
Dutch 2.9% and the French 2.3%. 9.7% came from other european 
and other countries. 

In the normal years the cave visit indicates distinctive seasonal 
oscillations. The season starts with Easter, when the tourists from the 
near Italy and Austria predominate. In April and May the visitors 
from ex-Yugoslavia were the most numerous as it is the time of 
school excursions. 

Although the ocupator's army left Slovenia in October 1991 and 
the repubilc was internationally recognized in january 1992 the visit 
in Postojnska jama did not increase essentially. There were I 55.461 
people only. The Slovenians and the people of neighbour countries 
prevailed. There are almost no tourists from far. The reason lies in 
negative pubilcity because of the war continuation on the territory of 
former Yugoslavia, in Croatia and in Bosnia and Herzegovina. 

Conclusion 

Postojnska jama is one of the oldest and the biggest show caves 
in the world. The beauty of the cave, its disply and convenient traffic 
situation contributed to it. 

As Postojnskajama is oriented towards the visitors coming from 
different parts of the Europe and world the international political 
stability becomes more and more important for undisturbed visit as 
the touristic capacity of the cave is adapted to big number of the 
visitors. 

The visit evidence tells that cave was visited since 1819 to the 
end of 1992 by 26.132.647 visitors. In last years the cave was 
annually visited by about 900.000visitors. 

In the time of big political changes, in particuar frontier opening 
in the past years it was expected that the number of visitors from the 
Eastern European countries will increase. The expectations were · 
interrupted by the poiltical crisis in Yugoslavia, separation of slov
enia and war which followed this decision. Fortunately neither the 
cave nor the devicese around the entrance were damaged by the 
military actions, but they drastically diminished (1991-1992 for 
83%) the number of the cave visitors. 

Until the war on Balkan lasts, on improvement could be ex
pected. 

Sources: Postojnska jam a Archives 
Vekar Janez, 1989: I 70 years of visiting the Postojna Cave 

(1818-1988). Cave Tourism, I 90-201 , Postojna. 
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The virtual season starts with summer holidays in Europe when 
80% of all the visitors come to Postojnska jama. The biggest is their 
number in August, in 1978 the daily record was attained -12.025 
visitors. In the Autumn months the number decreases quickly, the 
less visitors are in January. 

Touristic year 1991 started rather normally around the Easter. 
The number of visitors was cut in two in April and May when in 
former years the yougoslav school excursions predominated. 

In June 38.017 visitors came to the cave only , while a year 
before l 16.570. The war with closed roads and borders started on 
June 26 and consequently the number of visitors in July was 2986 
only. 

The visit increased a little after the truce, but the visitors were the 
Slovenians only going to shorter trips in that summer. 
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APPLIED SPELEOLOGICAL 
CHARACTERIZATION: 

THE BRAZILIAN PROJECT "VIDA" 

Rui Campos PEREZ 
FUNDACAO CETEC. Minas Gerais. Brazil 

In 1991 . the Companhia de Pesquisa de Recurses Minerais-CPRM 
(Company for the Research of Mineral Resources) . a Brazilian government 
institution linked to the federal infrastructure Ministry assumed the develop
ment of activities concerning territorial management and the production of 
basic data useful to governmental and non-governmental environ
mental protection programs. 

Under this scope, CPRM developed the project "Viabilizad!o Industrial 

e Desenvolvimento Ambiental-VIDA'' ("Industrial Viabilization and Environ
mental Development)" . with the participation of the Fundacl!o Centro 
Tecnol6gico de Minas Gerais - CETEC (Foundation Technological Centre 
of Minas Gerais) and the Sociedade Excursionista e Espeleol6gica da 
Universidade Federal de Ouro Preto-SEE / UFOP (Excursionist and 
Speleological Society of the Federal University of Ouro Preto) . 

As a pilot-project. VIDA comprises an influence area of about 
1800 km2• involving one the most relevant. and environmentally problema

tic. karst sceneries in the state of Minas Gerais. Brazil. 
Proposed for a period of 24 months. project VIDA aims the production 

of basic data to support programs for the planned development of industrial 

and mining activities already established at the area. seeking to restore the 

harmony and equilibrium between these and the local and regional envi
ronment. with special emphasis to the prevention of geological hazards and 

the control of water pollution. 
A regional speleological su,vey, at a working scale of 1:10.000. plus the 

detailed characterization of specifically selected speleological sites. are 



regarded as major common links among several branches of basic and applied 
research worked out simultaneously in the studied area. such as geology. 
geomorphology, hidrogeology. geological engineering. geophysics. pedology. 

vegetational distribution. and others. 

LAS CUEVAS PROTEGIDAS DE CUBA 

Angel Grana GONZALEZ 
Sociedad . Espeleol6gica de Cuba 

En el presente trabajo se hace una valoraci6n de la importancia 
de la ayuda del Estado en la conservaci6n de los paisajes naturales y 
en especial de las cuevas. 

Se enumera la actividad proteccionista en el ambito de la 
Naturaleza por parte de la Comisi6n Nacional de · Monumentos, la 
Sociedad Espeleol6gica de Cuba y otras organizaciones. 

Se trata de casos de depradaci6n de importantes cuevas en el 
siglo pasado y en el presente. y se exponen los articulos 
fundamentales de la Ley No. 1 de la Republica de Cuba sobre la 
Protecci6n del Patrimonio Cultural . al igual que sobre las 
Resoluciones Protectoras de la Comisi6n Nacional de Monumentos. 
y la que declar6 Monumentos a 71 cuevas. la mayor parte con 
manifestaciones de Arte Rupestre. 

CAVE MANAGEMENT CLASSIFICATION USAGE IN AUSTRALIA 

Nicholas White, 123 Manningham St Parkville, Victoria , 3052. Australia 

Australian Speleological Federation. Victorian Speleological Association. 
Australasian Cave and Karst Management Association 

Abstract 

Australia through the last few decades has had an increasing 
proportion of its karst estate protected in parks and reserves. There 
has been an increased usage of this resource by the public for 
recreation. for speleology and for the more traditional guided cave 
tourism. With the Increase in usage there has been a reciprocal need 
for more sophisticated approaches to karst management. In 1982 the 

Cave Management Commission of the Australian Speleological 
Federation adopted a cave management classification scheme for 
Australian usage. The scheme proposed classifies the use and 
management of caves but is not a tool for classifying caves as features. 
Three categories were used. Public Access Caves included Adventure 

and Show Caves. Special Purpose Sites include Reference Caves. 
Special Value Caves which have defined policy and management 
prescriptions and Dangerous Caves which are closed to access. Wild 

and Unclassified caves have no restrictions on access whilst the Special 
Value Sites may have access restrictions based on the reasons for their 
classification and their vulnerability. The scheme has been adopted by 
managers in various of the Australian States and in New Zealand with 
some modifications. In the State of Victoria all the known caves of the 
State have now been provisionally classified. Acceptance of the scheme 
by speleologists is not universal because of misconceptions of the 
criteria for classification and because the scheme is perceived to 
probltlt access. The application of the scheme and the need for 
continuing management and monitoring of cave conditions will be 
discussed. 
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SPELEOLOGICAL HERITAGE IN BRAZIL: 
THE BASIC AVAILABLE TOOLS FOR ITS 

PROTECTION, CHARACTERIZATION 
AND MANAGEMENT 

Rui Campos PEREZ 
FUNDACAO CETEC. Minas Gerais. Brazil 

An overview of B·razil's speleological potentialities is presented. 

depicting the geographic distribution. extension and relevance of the· 

Brazilia·n speleological provinces. 
Within such frame. speleological heritage is conceptually defined and 

exemplified. 
The basic available tools for the protection. recognition. characteriza

tion. and proper management of the speleological heritage refer to the essen
tial legal instruments. the role of governmental and non-governmental inst( 
tutions involved with environmental affairs. _speleological associations. 
governmental and private projects regarding speleological research and lasl 

but not least. the individual exercise of citizenship based upon a broad and 

consistent environmental information and education. 
Particular emphasis is given to the Federal Constitu tion of Brazil. federal 

laws and their state level counterparts. government institu_!ions such as the 
Institute Brasileiro do Meio Ambiente e Recurses Naturais Renovaveis -
IBAMA (Brazilian Institute for the Environment and Renewable Natural Re
sources). Companhia de Pesquisa de Recurses Minerais -CPRM (Compa

ny for the Research of M)neral Resources) . Fundacao Cetro Technol6gico 
de minas Gerais-CETEC (Foundation Technological Center of Minas 

Gerais). Fundacao S.O.S. Mata Atlantica (Foundation S.O.S. Atlantic Jun
gle). Sociedade Brasileira de Espeleologia-SBE (Speleological Brazilian So 

ciety). and others. 
Address: Rua Carlos Niemeyer. '437-apto. 201-Horto 31030-Belo 

Horizonte-MG 

LAS CUEVAS DEL RIO PARANA 
Y LOS INCENDIOS FLO REST ALES 

Raquel MILANO 
IBAMA-lnstituto Brasileno de/ Medio Ambiente. Brasilia. Brasil 

Abstract 
At a distance of 80 km from Brasilia. the caves of Formosa. known for 

their rock-paintings and archaelogical findings are under stress owing to 
wood-cutting, cattle. monocultures and specially forest fires. Further 
research is strongly recommended on this aspect. 

En el planalto central de Brasil hallamos la mas extensa provincia 
espeleoI6gica de/ pais (la de/ antiguo mar de Bambui) abarcando el 
Centro-Leste y Sudeste de Goias. a lo largo de /os Valles de los Rios 
Parana y de/ alto y medio Sao Francisco. 

Estos rios se encuentran el el Leste y Noroeste de los estados de 
Minas Gerais yen el Oeste de Bahia. 

En las nacientes de/ Rio Parana. en el Munidpio de Formosa ya 80 
km de Brasilia. se ha/Ian cerca de B6 cavidades naturales -entre cavemas Y 
abrigos bajo rocas calcareas - en areas de relieve Karstico (algunas 
conteniendo sitios arqueo/6gicos) que no han sido aun estudiadas Y 
mucho menos protegidas. 

Antes mismo de conocermos con mas profundidad las lases de la 
geomorfologia regional y los testiguos de la presencia de/ hombre primitive 

en el area. nos defrontamos con el desarrollo acelerado de la regi6n. 
La exploraci6n de/ carcareo es creciente en el area. acompan3da de 

problemas asoclados a incendios florestales. defolrestamento. pisoteo por 
ganado y monoculturas. 

Los efectos de los incendios en areas de relieve karstico deberian. mas 
que todo. merecer atenci6n y requerer investigaci6n urgente. siempre que 

se trate de florestas secas caducifolias en asociaci6n con formaciones 



vegetales especificas y con la presencia de endemismos floristicos y 
faunisticos. 

Por otro lado toda alteraci6n de los cuerpos de agua y de sua 
composicion fisico--qufmica. asi como de los microclimas en entornos 
Karsticos prede provocar interrupciones en la evoluci6n de los espeleotemas 
en sus cavidades y la destrucci6n de los sftios arqueol6gicos y de las pinturas 
rupestres. 

CUEVAS Y ESPLOTACION ECONOMICA 
DEL CALCARIO EN BRASIL 

Consolacion UDRY 
Secretaria Nacional de · Planificacion. Brasilia. Brasil 

La procucion Brasilena de calcario apresento tasas expressivas de 
crecimiento en los ultimas trenta anos. 

La continuidad destas tasas de expansion implica uma presion sobre 
los recursos karsticos nacionales. Donde se concluve que es de suma 
importancia viabilizar el apojo financiero interno e externo requerido para 
proceder a la urgente tarea de projetar a la superficie todas las cuevas 
calcarias conocidas. Esta metodologia permitiria adecuar la politica de 
mineracion a la protecion de las cuevas calcarias. no solo en el Brasil pero 
en otros paises del tercer mundo que apresentan condiciones 
s9cio-economico similares. 

CA VE RESOURCES OF XUNDIAN 
COUNTY, YUNNAN 

MA Raoxuan LI Guangfeng ZHANG Xinli 
Construction Bureau ofXundian County, Yunnan 655200 

Xundian, a Hui and Yi Nationality autonomous county, is a 
rather poor mountainous area with the exception of a fertile Tertiary 
basin stretching south of the town of Xundian . The major drainage is 
by the Niulanjiang River which flows north and is a tributary of the 
Yangtze River. Carbonate rocks predominate only to the northeast of 
the town ofXundian in the Wumengshan mountain range. The eleva
tion of Xundian Town, the Tertiary basin, and the Niulanjiang River 
draining this basin is 1860 m. 

The speleo-expedition "East Yunnan 91" took place from March 
15th to April 16th, 1991 , was organized by the Belgian- Chinese Karst 
and Cave Association· with the Institute of Geology of Academia 
Sinica, and consisted of seven Belgian speleologists and scientists and 
six Chinese scientists. Approximately 6 km of passage were explored 
and 3758 m were mapped . Most of the caves which the expedition ex
plored are situated near Ganhe Village and along the Ganhe River, an 
important tributary of the Niulanjiang River, 52 km northeast of 
Xundian Town . 

Cave Resources 

Ganhe Cave consists of a multi-level underground rive_r course 
and a huge fossil gallery. The discharge of the river is 3-30 m

3 
/ s. The 

fossil gallery is located at an elevation of 1750 m on the bank of the 
river near the resurgence of the underground river. The average di
mensions are a relatively constant 40 m wide and 50-60 m high . The 
gallery is characterized by dripstone and flowstone, and there is a dis
tinctive kind of curved stalactite. The most beautiful part of Ganhe 
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LAS CUEVAS DE BONITO Y EL TURISMO 

Eza Jacques Monteiro Leite 
(Vox Tour) Campo Grande (MS)-Brazil 

Judith CORTESAO 
Asesora. Ministerio del Medio Ambiente. Brasilia DF. Brasil 

Abstract 
Bonito Caves raise the question of tourism as eventual means of 

Environmental Education and. therefore. of enhancing Speleological 
awareness and protection. 

Resumen 
Las cuevas de Bonito traen la question del turismo como un agente 

eventual de Education ambiental y por lo tanto de contribuir a aumentar 
la conciencia y la proteccion espeleol6gicas. 

Estas palavras tienen apenas el prop6sito de presentar-les un Video 
sobre las cavernas de Bonito en el SW de Brasil y de mencionarles la 
responsabilidade de las agencias de turismo en la defensa del patrimonio 
espeliol6gico. 

Las primeras cuevas a recibiren el privilegio de seren declaradas. por 
ley. como "Patrimonio Nacional del Brasil" fueran las cuevas de Bonito. 
una de las cuales tiene aguas de um asombroso azul pavo. atribuido a su 
contenido en Magnesia. 

La fauna ha traido el turismo e·n frente a las depredaciones brutales 
del inicio se han. lentamente. mejorado las medidas de seguridad contra 
el vandalismo. gracias a los esfuerzos conjunto de VOX TOUR. La 
'Sociedade Brasileira de Espeleologia y el Servicio del Patrimonio 
Hist6rico. 

Pero la tarea primordial permanece como apanagio de las agenc ias 
de tru ismo en acticidade local y nacional de education Ambiental. 

Cave is the underground river, whose easiest access is by boat from the 
resurgence. The underground river consists of some well decorated 
rooms and gorges. 

Catfish Cave is a 1.2 km water passage accessible by a sinkhole 
situated 9 km east of Ganhe Cave. The sinkhole acts as a karst win
dow on the water passage. Upstream, a sump is encountered less than 
200 m from the sinkhole entrance. A vertical upward shaft, departing 
in the ceiling above the sump was left unexplored. Downstream, the 
cave is rather sporting as the first 150 m is crawl space, followed by 
200 m of pressure conduit passage of 3 m width and 0.75-1.25 m 
height. After this the passage widens and there are some larger rooms 
leading to the downstream sump. 

On the road from Ganhe Village about 5 km from Xundian 
Town, there is a cave system which consists of a gallery averaging,3 m 
high and 5 m wide with some smaller passages. The total length is 'es
timated at more than 2km. The first part of the cave is inhabited by 
thousands of bats, and the passages are abundantly decorated. 

The karst plateau south of Ganhe Village, situated between the 
Niulanjiang and Ganhe Rivers at an elevation of 2000-2140 m, has 
numerous dolines, some reaching a diameter of 50 m. The area is in
teresting for further exploration because of the large number of en
trances and the underground systems draining towards the Ganhe 
River (400 m lower and 1-2 km distant) and the Niulanjiang River 
(300 m lower and several kilometers distant). 

Utilization of Cave Resources 

The Ganhe Cave area has the potential for developing tourist re
sources and also for conducting further morphological observations 
and morphogenetic mapping. Earthquakes as well as speleological 
phenomena are connected with the fault zones. The Xiaojiang fault 
belt runs from north to south about 5 km from the Ganhe Cave area 
and is an active seismic belt in eastern Ynnnan . Ganhe Cave could be 
used as an observation station for direct measurements of tectonic 
movement and seismic activity. 



SILVER FOX: A KARST CAVE 
NEAR BEIJING 

BI Fengxiang 
Beijing Second Foreign Language Institute 100024 

Coal miners working a rock face in a tunnel at Fengshan, 70km · 
southwest of Beijing, discovered a karst cave on July I, 1991. The cave 
_system formed in the Ordovician and Carboniferous carbonate rocks, 
is several dozen meters deep and is 5000m in length. There are a maze 
of main and branch caves, some of them dry, others dripping with 
water, that lead to one another on many levels as they crisscross. Some 
bigger rooms contain smaller ones 'in them, and the system is a verita
ble subterranean labyrinth. 

It tops all karst caves in China in the number of rock and crystal 
formations and their fantastic shapes. One such formation, overgrown 
with sparkling snow-white fine crysta l needles, looks like a silver fox 
which gives the system its name. 

A boat ride on the subterranean river will lead to a waterfalls, the 
source of its crystal clear waters . The water contains 0.32ppm of 
strontium, which is 0.12ppm higher than the national standard. Silver 
Fox Cave now ranks as an ·important tourist attraction among caves 
in China. 

JEN OLAN CAVES 
RESERVE TRUST 

Stephen REILLY 

Ill 
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CORROSION MODEL TEST 
IN ORDOVICIAN LIMESTONE 

OF ZHAOGEZHUANG COAL MINE 

SHI Mengxiong 
Institute of Geology, Chinese Academy of Sciences, 

Beijing 100029 

Abstract 
This paper gives the results of a model simulation test conducted 

to observe corrosion and destruction of .strata underlying coal 
measurements. The model provides the foundation for the analysis 
and division of the dangerous sectors in coal mines which have the po
tential for water inrush . 

t/ii JI!: 
*x~uffiID~~~$~r*~~m~~~~tt~~. M~~~ 

r•*~•~~~~fi~~~~••m. 
Introduction 

Water inrush is a serious problem in coal mining, usually pro
ducing irreversible damage. Water inrush occurs a-s a consequence of 
mining production destroying the natural balance in the strata struc
ture, specifically 'by the construction and coal mining activities chang
ing the stress- state, and structure of the rock mas·s, and 
hydrodynamic conditions, thus leading to deformation or failure of 
the rock mass and the occurrence of water inrush. 

Test Goals 

The possibility of water inrush in the Zhaogezhuang Coal Mine, 

is highly dependent on the intensity of karst development of the 
Ordovician limestone which underlies the coal-bearing strata in the 
mine area. We chose a representative hydraulic section of the mine 
area and constructed a model to simulate groundwater moving in the 
rock mass and to observe corrosion features of the rock mass, and 
thereby be able to identify water inrush- prone areas. 

Test Model 

Based on the geological- hydrogeological setting of the 
Zhaogezhuang mine, the synclinal limb at Changshangou to the axis 
at Kaiping was chosen for .the simulation test . Several faults cut 
through the Ordovician limestone and the area is covered by 
Quaternary unconsolidated material (Fig. I). The model is representa
tive of the entire mine area. 

The structural distribution is somewhat simplified in the model 
(Fig. 2). The different components in the model were formed from the 
following materials: aquiclude ( E i) - gypsum; karst aquifer (02) -

gypsum and fine salt; paleo- weathered aquifer in the upper part of 
the carbonate rocks (HF) - gypsum and coarse salt; coal measure
ment floor - wax and putty; coal bed - grayish- black silty clay; 
overburden - 0.5-1.0 mm layer of sand locally coagulated with wax; 
and topside loading - <!ifferent diameter ball bearings. The water used 
in the model was ordinary tap water. Figure 2 is a drawing of the 
model set- up. The test conditions are reported in Table I. · 

Table I. Corrosion test condition · 

Model Model Dip angle Major ~ orrosion Type of Hydraulic Water cmpcraturc 
name size of carbo- structure time water head level of oftest 

natc rocks surface supply drain 

Model of Daytime, 
hydrodynamic so x 12x16 

l"-Jl' Faults 231 h 
allogcnic, 

23-3Scm 0-7cm 19' C 
scc1ion in Zhao (22.Scm) tap water 
Gczhuang mine 

- I 

Kaiping syncline 
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Fig. I. The geologic- hydrogeologic section of the coal mine· 

I. rich- water bed 2. aquifer 3. ·aquiclude 
4. geologic times 5. fault 
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Test Results 

□I ~2 D3 [S)4 

~5 Eci36 ~7 
Fig. 2. The corrosion model of 

the coal mine 
I. capping 2. coal bed 3. porous ~quifer 
4. fau1t 5. limestone aqmfer 6. limestone 

aquiclude 7. coal floor aquiclude. 

Fig. 3. The destribution of dissolution 
pores when initial corrosion. 

Fig. 4. Formed flow passage small 
when initial corrosion. 

, For the first 6-12 hours, water flow soaked into the rock mass. 
Corrosion pores and a small passage were created in the paleo-weath
ered aquifer and the karst aquifer on one side of fault 2 to the water 
input boundary (Fig. 3 and 4). From 13 to 186 hours, the water 
eroded .and corroded the soluble materials to form new pores and 
continually enlarge pre-existing passages (Fig. 5). Collapse occurred 
in. the paleo-weathered aquifer after I 87 hours as seen in Figure 6. 

It can be seen from Figure 6 that karst developed mainly in the 
paleo-weathered and karst (02) aquifers of the hydrodynamic section. 
With horizontal load, corrosion caused weakening gradually from the 
synclinal limb to the axis, and with vertical loading, weakness devel
oped along the fault plane because it possessed the largest hydraulic 
gradient. The development of corrosion passages were mainly along 
bedding planes and fault planes. 

The simulation test indicated that a fault belt is a water 
inrush-prone area because of intensive development of karst. ·when 
the mining face advances through the fault belt in the bed rocks, some 
counter measures, such as pilot boreholes and grouting must be used . 
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Fig. 5. Formed corrosion passage. 

1111111111111, ~2 -) □4 

Fig. 6. Final corrosion result. 
I . Strong corrosion area 
2. strong corrosion forms 
3. fall area 4.tlow way 

An experimental study on collecting "C samples 

in natural water by precipitation method 

Ye Xiangqing 
( The Inatitute of Gqraphy, the Chi- Academy of Sclence, BelJIIII 1001011 

Abstract 

The method of collecting 14 C samples in natural water 

(including karst water) by precipitation was dealt with in this 

paper. Through experiment the optimum conditions for 

precipitation were determined. They are the PH value of 12, 

using the cone-shaped container designed by us, and by adding 

predpitants two times as much equivalent as the co; in the 

sample water. The recovery rate of "C is 97 . 5"_. 

4ll ~ 

.f.. .:t. 11- jjj T ,x. it it It ik * t ~ ~ ,t<. < e. ~ 1: ~ ,t<. > ;, " Cff :. l'i iU 
~ik~tkl., ili±il.~IJl:t.Tili.ittU.-!Hdt: ~itRJ!Jttit.itO 
~t.B, PH=l2, j,,A..::.,f¼f',j(.ff,j>C()j~f:fl.:.6/Jili. itloll<t, H 11

C 

6/J .... ,r ~97.5"· 

Determining the quantity of the "C in natural water is of 

significance in the determination of the forming date of caves. 

Owing to the low percentage of carbon content in natural water, 

collecting a" C sample requires large amount of water , at lea5t 

dozens or even hundreds liters, so it is necessary to concentrate 

the sample water in the field in order to avoid the difficulty of 

the transportation. For this reason, the International Atomic 

Energy Agency (IAEA) devised the precipitation method 111
, but 

this method is of shortcomings in choosing PH value, selecting 



the precipitants and determining the quantities of the 

precipitants . To determine the optimum precipitation conditions, 

we conducted experiments, and got satisfactory results. 

I . Experiment on precipitation condition 

To concentrate the natural water and precipitate the 14 C 
sample effectively , three conditions are required, 

(1) To convert varies forms of inorganic carbons in the 

water irito co; for only COi could react with the precipitants 
and form low soluble carbonate precipitates. 

(2) To choose a effective, easily available and cheap 
precipitant. 

(3) To select a proper carrier. 

1. The experiment on determining the optimum PH value in 
precipitation 

Reference '" shows that only when PH>=l2 could all the 

inorganic carbons in natural water be changed into COi . The 

quantities of various inorganic carbons in water at different PH 

value are clearly showed in Table 1 "l. To determine the optimum 

PH value for precipitating, we chose natural water as sample 

water, used NaOH to adjust the PH value and took the BaC)i 

as precipitant. The experiment results are showed in Table 1. 

Table 1 . The iexperlment result of detenninina the optimum PH lD precipitating 

~ w ..... l'H s,a,>dd,d s.ro,-.. s.ro, """"""1 oo; rea:iwmi ~ ~ ..-a., " ) 
(. ) ( mo/I.) { mo/I.) 

A ' 9 7.015 1.1'1. 286 11.S 36.5 

B ' ID 7.015 1.888 472 191 ... , 
C ' 11 7.015 3.018 754 21! lll.3 

D ' 12 7.015 3."8 1182 322 98.5 

3. The experiment on determining the optimum quantities of 

the precipitants 

To precipitate the carbon as completely as possible, the 

equivalent of the precipitants should be equal to that of the 

COj, furthermore, according to the principle of homo-ionic 

effectives, the precipitants overused is required. We conducted 

experiment results are showed in Table 4. 

Tat»e , The relatlooahlp between the quantities of precipitant overused 
and the production rate of precipitate 

~ cmtmt Quantity In Quantity ol 
~~t, 

OOin r,redpitate I ......... 5(J ..-.t,,(g) Sr I tlmo co; io sample water c,o 

Al 14.lrn 9900.00 00.00 
-
A2 :m 100'.Xl 14.IWX2 !ml.46 00.996 
>---

A3 14.IWX3 --~ 00.999 

Bl 1.463 900.00 !ll.!ll ,.__ 
1. 463 x2 004.lll 00.46 82 20 !(XX) 

>---
J. 463 X3 999. 70 oo.~ 113 

4. The experiment on selecting the carrier 
The appropriate carrier should be of the following 

characteristics , 

(1) Low solubility in water 
(2) Large surface with strong attractiveness to carbonate 

precipitate 

(3) Easy to precipitate 
We took the Fe<OH>2 as carrier. Fe<OH)2 is catkin

shaped and formed by adding FeSO, into alkali solution. Its 

Ksp =SX 10-". It is a relatively ideal precipitate carrier. 

II . The apparatus for precipitating 
To increase the collecting rate of carbonate precipitate, it is 

important to design a precipitation apparatus. We designed and 
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2. The experiment on selecting the precipitants 

Precipitants should possess four properties, (1) When 
reacting with CO i it could form carbonate precipitates with low 

solubility in water. (2) It is of high solubility in water itself so 

as to collect the carbon to maximum by using the homo-ionic 

effective. (3) It is nonpoisonous. (4) It is. cheap and easily 

available·. In table 2 , the concerned chemical properties of three 

recommended precipitants are listed«). 

Table 2 Some clmaical propatlee of tlret klada of claJoride ued u predpltut of oo; 

C..-..lcnnol 

~) 
Fonnula 

~) F""""" l(,p 

c..... c.a. •R110 74.5 o,ro, 3.8x10• - Sra11H10 52.9 S.CO, 9.3Xl0 .. - BaCl1 ·2H,O 36.7 e.co, 4.9x10• 

Since BaCh is deadly toxic and after precipitation the 

discarded solution also contain large amount of it, the dumping 

of the solution would pollute the environment. S9 BaClz should 

not be used as precipitants, Taking the tap water as sample 

solution and at PH=l2, we conducted the contrast experiment on 

the precipitation effects of SrClz and CaClz . The results are 

showed in Table 3. 

Table 3 The .-..ult ol cxntr..t .........,1 In the pnq,ltatioo df<ds ol two pr,dpllaDts 

- ~ Pndplut <a> _.. ="- C::Ojnmwn:d =:rm~· /II-- - F"""""' - """"""") /11...t,,(q/l) """"' Cud D 

a ' C1CJ.·2H10 6.913 2.340 585 351 
358 

C2 4 C..Ot·2H10 6.913 2.4.11 <D! 3!6 

DI 4 Sra1 ·6H10 12.810 i586 !Ill) 361 
3'I 

m 4 SrO.-fH,O 12.810 3.6'5 911 370 

made a plastic container of 55 cubic liter (showed in Figure 2), 

which is made of polyvinyl chloride of 5 mm thick. The 

container takes the shape of circular upper part and circular cone 

down part . Its bottom is connected to a precipitate collecting 

bottle of 500 ml by a shift nut. On the wall, there is a 

transparent observation window. On the top, there is a switch 

cover. It is also equipped with a paddle stirrer and a removable 

tripod. 

m. Reagent l operation procedure 

1. Reagent 

A. FeSO, solution 

Weigh 5g FeSO 4 • 7H2O, put it into a beaker with 50 ml 

newly distilled H2 0, stir to dissolve then pour the solution into 

a reagent bottle, seal the bottle for use. 

B. NaOH solution 

Weigh 20g NaOH, put it cautiously in the beaker with 50 

ml newly distilled H2O, stir to dissolve then add small quantity 

of SrC1 2 to eliminate the CO5 and CO2 possible present, take 

the supernatant after separation. 

C. SrCl 2 solution, 

Weigh 100g SrClz, slowly put it into a beaker filled with 

200ml newly distilled H 2 O, heat and stir till completely 

dissolve, seal the beaker and place it overnight, next day use 

the supernatant. 

2. Operation procedure 
A. Rinsing the clean plastic container with the sample 

water. 
B. Install the plastic container and connect its bottom 

Jetout with a precipitate collecting bottle on a plane and solid 



ground. 
C. Fill the container with sample water (the space for 

reagent should be left) , seal the cover. 

D. Add 50ml FeSO, solution into the_ container, stir it 

with stirrer. 
E. Add NaOH solution into the container till PH=12. 

F. Add Na OH 200 ml solution into the container, stir 3-5 

minutes then add sample water to full, seal the hole in the 

center of the cover with rubber cork, leave it for four hours . 

G. Remove the supernatant carefully with rubber pipe till 

15 cm above the bottom Jetout in case the precipitate is suck in. 

H. Loose the shift nut, take down the precipitate collecting 

bottle and seal it (the bottle must be full with water to drive 

air out), attach a label with sampling place and date as well as 

the sample number on it. 

N . Conclusion and discussion 

Conclusion 
When the SrCO 3 precipitates are brought back from the field 

to Jab., remove the supernatant then transfer the precipitates to 

a beaker, place it in a 115°C oven for 6-8 hours to dry it, then 

determining the " C content by means of the preparation of solid 

carbonate "C sample. 
Using method mentioned above, we successfully collected 

karst water "C sample in Yao Lin cave, Jiangsu province. 

Parts of the results are showed in Table 5. 

weight of Ca is only half of that of Sr, the quantity of the 

CaClz needed is half of the quantity of SrCh . 

4. The results of sampling in our precipitation method 

(showed in Table 5 ) proved that by using our apparatus the 

recovery rate of the precipitate is . as high as 97%, and this 

apparatus is portable and appropriate for field use . 
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Table 5 The experiment result of collectine the w C aamplea 
io natural water by preclpitatk>n method 

siro, m ~ a ~.,: ~" Pr,dp - - tn,,n IL - - --- <L) (1) wt.~) H,O<mc/L> <m&/1.) 

5 27?5 :111.0 87,1 L:11.1111 D 214 
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1. With theoretical analyses (showed in Figure J) and 

condition experiment (showed in Table 1>, it is determined that 

PH=12 is the optimum PH value to collect "C samples in natural 

water in preparation method . At PH=12, using the precipitation 

apparatus and adding precipitants SrCh two times as much 

equivalent as CO:i in the sample water to collect the precipitates, 

the precipitation rate of inorganic carbon is over 991' , the 

recovery rate is 98. 5,L While in IAEA' s meth od, the 

recommended PH=l2, its precipitation rate is much lov, :r. Table 

1 showed that at PH=9. the recovery rate of the carbon from 

the sample water is only 35. 5". 
2. From the experiment results listed in Table 4 , we could 

conclude that the optimum quantity of precipitant is two times 

as much equivalent as the CO:i in the sample water. Under this 

condition, the precipitation rate of CO:i is ~. while in IAEA's 

method, the precipitant is 4-5 times as much equivalent as COj 

in the sample water. Obviously it is too wasteful, The cost of 

precipitants in IAEA ' s method is 1. 5-1. 8 times as much as that 

in our method. 

3. Table 3 showed that both SrCI 2 and CaCl 2 could be used 

as precipitants, but the latter is much cheaper. The cost of CaCli 

is one-eighth of that of SrC!z. Furthermore, since the stomic 
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GROUNDWATER TRACING IN WUL CHONG 
SUBSURFACE DRAINAGE SYSTEM MENGZI 
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ABSTRACT 

Based on the comparison of tracers in the laboratory, the tracer 
supply market in China and present detection techniques, Rhodamine 
B dye was chosen as the principle tracer and salt as the supplementary 
tracer for the tracing experiments of the Wulichong underground 
drainage system, Mengzi County, Yunnan Province. The principle of 
tracing experiments, section by section, should be followed for the 
whole system. The test results suggest that the structure of the 
Wulichong system is characterized by multiple-inputs and branches 
draining in the lower reach; the average velocity in the upper reach is 

0.49 mis, but only 0.0062-0.0069 m/s in the lower; the elevation of 
relative drain base is 1,130 m and the karst base in the dam area of 

Wulichong reservoir is 1,180 m; radiuses of siphons from Wulichong to 

Longbaopo and from sinkhole A to Qing Spring are 1.49 m and 0.99 m 
respectively. 

The reservoir was built in the Wulichong RI ind Valley to store wbter 

122m below the ground surface, Jizhi dong with a depth of 120m and 
Yanfeng dong river at 1,040 m long. . 

The results of water tracing experiments with rice crust m 1960's 

suggested · that Wulichong subsurface drainage syst!!m disc~arges at 

Xiaowozhi Spring. But the discharge survey at the ma~ wale~ 
occurrences of the in January 1989 (Table 1) show that Xiaowozhi 
spring is not the main resurgence. 

Table I Discharge at the main water occurrences of Wulichong 
underground Hxainage system 

S ite■ Di■charge■ Oates 
1/• 

WUlichong River 193 Jan. 8, 1989 
WUlichong Subeurface river 150 Jan. 8 . 1989 
spring in the Sub■u.rface river 40 Jan. 8, 1989 
Siphon• inlet at Wulichong 190 Jan. 8, 1989 
Lon;baopo ■ub■urface river 210 Jan. 8, 1989 
Xiaowoshi Spr in; 50 Jan. 8, 1989 

The discharge of Yanfengdong subsurface river and Zhupo sp~ings 

were measured in Febrary 1990. The elevations at Zhupo sprmgs, 
Yanfengdong subsurface river and Xiaowozhi spring are 1,130 m, 1,170 

m and 1 200 m, respectively. This fact suggests that only a part of the 
· ' . . . d I maybe flow through the water drains out at Xiaowozhi spnng an mos 

Yanfengdoog river and fmally out at Zhupo springs. 

TRACERS AND ARRANGEMENT OF THE TRACING 
EXPERIMENTS . 

According to the comparison test of tracers m the I_aboratory, 
. • Hxh' detection technique and commercial tracer supply m ma, . 

Rh d mine B dye was used as mam hydrogeology in the study area, o a 

tracer and salt as the supplementary one. . 
The standard colourimetric series was used to~ determine the dye 

d th portable fluorometer. The tracer in the tracing water un er e 

1 · t ·c series was between 10 ppm concentrations of the standard co onme n 
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rom neighl:?<>uring river. It is 50 km to the south of Mengzi and located 
m the watershed between the Honghe River and Pearl River systems. 
.Vulichong river becomes the underground stream through Wulichong 
iinkhole. The reservoir is advantageous for solving water shortage for 
Mengzi, Gejiu and Kaiyuan region, but the complicated karst 
:levelopment of caverns, solutional fissures and conduits made great 
difficulties in building the reservoir. Groundwater tracing was employed 
to make the structure of the underground river clear to locate the karst 

base forbuilding a cement curtain to protect the reservoir from leakage 
and to calculate the siphone dimensions of the Wulichong underground 
river as to provide scientific requirements for building the reservoir . 
HYDROGEOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS . 

The study area belongs to the south subtropical and semi-humid 
plateau moonson climatic zone. The annual average precipitation is 
1249.6 mm. The rainfall in the rainy season from May to October 
accounts for 74% of the total and the dry season is from November to 
April. The annual mean temperature is l8.6°C. 

Dolo-limestone, limestone, sandstone, shales and phyllite aged from 
Cambrian to Triassic Periods are broadly distributed in the area. Under 
the function of Gejiu rotation tectonics and Yunnan Epsilon tectonic 
structure. The formations have been strongly folded and fractured. The 
regional and local faults and fractures constitute a broom structure 
opening to the southwest and fault No.I contacts the mid-Triassic 
limestone directly with upper Triassic sandstone and shales. As water 
circulats fast along the fault zone and strongly dissolves limestone, the 
solution fault valley has been developed very well from Wulichong to 
Xiaowozhi spring. In the valley, there are a Jot of sinkholes in the 

depressions mainly absorbing water from sandstone terrains, depressions 
and cliffs developed in the lime~tone. 

A lot of shafts and caves have developed along the fault contacts 
between the shale and sandstone and limestone; for example, 580 m of 
Wulichorg underground river, Longbaopo river at 1,122m long and 

and 0.00001 ppm. 

Salt tracer was determined by the electronic conductivity meter and 
titration with the standard AgNO, solution. 

Water tracing was carried out section by section for the whole 
system. The injection and detection sites are shown in figure 1. The 
tracing started from the lower part then moved upstream to Wulichong 
sinkhole. Thus each site served as the injection site for the first 
experiment and detection site for the second tracing. The detection 
water must be sampled at least 20 m upstream from the injection point 
to avoid pollution by the first tracing. 

No.2 sinkhole 

PTSI/ 
Water draining.!.,; ___ -=-;=t. - - , 
from riccfield / 1 

R9 

Wulichong {' f Qing spring Longbaopo 

sinkhole R2 r R4 '{ Si phone river '> // ~anfengdong 
Wulichong --; I _ 1 I p-=--<--.R1-

6
-f--ll-;,- --,r:' nver 

Xiaowozhi spring 
/ 

~/ 

/ 

Lushui 

river 

River T ' RI r R3 RS \'-/--..... ' 
PTD3 PTD2 R7 f-;!/-::._-

/ 
R8 PTD! 

Wulichong subsurfgacc river Zbupo spring 

Fig. I Sketch of water tracing experiment in Wuiichong underground drainage system 

The sampling time interval is quite different according to the 
distance from the injection site. Generally, it was 2 hours if the sampling 

site was 3 km away from the injection site, but the interval time would 
be shortened when the tracer concentration increased, sometime 2 to 

5 minutes. After the tracing · peak arrived, the interval woul~ be 
increased. 

Table 2 gives the tracer quantity used at the injection sites. All the 
tracer solution was injected as a single pulse. 



Table 2 Tracer quantity for the water tracing experiments 

Injecting Sites Symbel Injection Time Tracer• Quantity 
(kg) 

Yanfengdong PTD 1 12: 00, Dec .18, 90 Rhodamine B 10 
Longbaopo cave PTO 2 13:00,Dec.20,90 Rhodamine B 15 
Wulichong river PTO 3 15:50,0ec.23,90 Rhodamine B 5 
NO. 5 Sinkhole PTS l 15:50,Dec.23,90 Salt 120 

TRACING RESULTS 

1. Yanfengdong--Zhupo sprini:s experiment 
Ten kg Rhodamine B solution was injected into Yanfengdong 

underground river at 12:00, December 18, 1990. 0.0005 ppm of tracer 
was detected at Zhupo spring at 8:00, December 22, 92 hours after 
injection. The peak concentration of 0.09 ppm of Rhodamine B 
appeared at 19:00, December 22 and it disappeared at 9:00, December 
24. But it was not be received at Xiaowozhi ,spring. According to the 
tracing, the velocity of tracing water was 0.0062--0.0069 m/s. 

2.1..ongbaopo--Y anfengdong and Xiaowozhi spring water tracing 
15 kg Rhodamine B solution was injected into the Longbaopo 

underground river at 13:00, December 20, 1990. 0.0005 ppm tracer was 
received at Yanfengdong underground river at 10:18, December 25, the 
tracer peak of 0.25 ppm appeared at 4:00 December 26. Then after 72 
hours, the tracer disappeared. The distance is 8 km, the water flowed 
at velocity of 0.019--0.016 m/s. 

The tracer appeared intermittently with a concerntration of 0.005 
ppm on 2:00, December 27, and reached a peak of 0.2 ppm at 8:27 
December 9. By 14:00 January 3, 1991, Rhodamine B had decreased 
down to 0.0002 ppm and gradually disappeared. The direct distance 
from Longbaopo cave is 7.5 km, the water flowed at a speed of 
0.012--0.011 m/s. 

3.Wulichong sinkhole and Longbaopo underground river tracing 
5 kg Rhodamine B and 120 kg salt solutions were poured into the 

Wulichong River and N0.2 sinkhole respectively at 15:50 December 23, 

underground river was 0.056-- 0.065 m/s, with mean flow at 0.061 m/s. 
DISCUSSION 

1. The hydrogeological survey and water tracing of the Wulichong 
subsurface drainage system show that the Wulichong river becomes an 
underground stream through Wulichong sinkhole. The underground 
stream branches into two courses 205 m from the Wulichong sinkhole. 
The·main branch is still the subsurface stream. The other flows through 
sink A and joins with the water from No. 2 sinkhole absorbing water 
from the ricefields in the Wulichong Blind Valley, then flows to Qing 
spring, about 545 m from the entrance, joins with the branch of the 
subsurface stream at RS than flows into Wulichong siphon. It runs 
about 285 m and appears out of a siphon in Longbaopo cave. The 
Wulichong main subsurface river flows southwest and is divided into two 
sections: one flows to Xiaowozhi spring draining into Lushui river 
(green river) and another running to the Yanfengdong subsurface river 
about 1,040 m downstream and discharges into Lushui river at Zhupo 
springs. 

The discharge of Yangfengdong river was 0.32 m /son December 17 
1990, bu~ it was only 0.036 m /s at Xiaowozhi spring. Water tracing b; 
Rhodamme B between Longbaopo cave and Yanfengdong river, with 
a flow velocity of 0.019--0.016 m/s, and flow velocity of 0.012--0.011 m/s 
between Longbaopo. an~ Xiaowozhi spring, has p~oven that Wulichong 
dramage system drams m two ways, at Xiaowozhi spring and through 
Ya~fengdong finally at _Zhupo springs. The discharge at Zhupo spring 
1s higher than that at Xiaowozh1. Which means the conduit from Pingdi 
to Y anfengdong and Zhupo springs is the main course and the 
Pingdi-Xiaowozhi course becomes the branch. 

. 2. Di~ensions of Siphons of Wulich~ng and between Sinkhole A and . 
0mg sprmg. Siphone dimensions may be calculated from the formular: 

s f " Avdt J,'1 
- ,2 -A ,2 Vdt .... , . , .. . . . . . . . ... . (1) 
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1990. The dye tracer was received at sites Rl and R2 at 15:55 
December 23 and they reached a peak of 11 ppm at Rl and R2 at 
16:02 and 16:04 respectively. But the tracers at Rl and. R2 gradually 
decreased down to 0.0001 ppm and 0.00001 ppm. The distance traveled 
was 205 m and the flow velocity was 0.68-0.29 m/s. 

At 16:05 on December 23 the 0.06 ppm dye tracer was received at 
R3 sampling site, it reached a peak content of 10 ppm at 16:27 and 
decreased down to 0.00001 ppm at 21:20. The distance between RI and 
R3 is 335 m, the tracing flow had an average velocity of 0.192 m/s and 
was in the range of 0.151-- 0.233 m/s. 

0.002 ppm Rhodamine B tracer at R4 was received at 19:32 
December 23, it reached a peak of 2 ppm at 19:48 and maintained the 
concentration of 0.15 ppm from 22:08 December 23 to 0:08 December 
24. The mean velocity of the tracing flow was 0.115 m/s and with a 
range of 0.096--0.133 m/s. 

0.06 ppm of dye tracer was detected at RS at 16:05 December 23, 
the peak concentration of 10 ppm dye tracer appeared at 16:27 and 
decreased from 16:28 down to 0.08 ppm at 18:25, after 30 minutes, it 
increased .again up to 0.7 ppm at 19:20, then fell again to 0.07 ppm at 
23:50. 

0.0008 ppm Rhodamine B tracer was received at R6 at 18:05, 
December 23, it reached 0. 7 ppm of peak concentration and remained 
until 21:05, it decreased to 0.01 ppm at 8:00 December 23. The water 
moved at a velocity of 0.046--0.075 m/s, with the mean value at 0.061 
m/s. 

Salt tracer was recei~ed at R4 at 18:57 December 23, and it reached 
a peak of 212 mg/I Cl"ions and 770 us/cm conductivity. 77.21 mg/IQ' 
ions and a conductivity of 420 us/cm was detected in the underground 
river at site RS at 19:00, December 23. At R6 site, it was at 21:15 on 
December 23, that the salt tracer was received and reached 28.19 mg/I 
peak concentration and 195 us/cm conductivity. The flow velocity in the 
siphon between Wulichong underground river and Longbaopo 

Where S--the volume of water in the siphone (m3
) 

V--flow velocity of tracing water (m/s) 
A--mean section area of conduit (m2

) 

t,, tz--duration time between injection and detection of tracer (s) 

If the flow velocity from t1 to tz is known and it is the stable flow, 
then: 

S-AV( t 2-t1 ) • • • • • •• • • • •• • •• •••••• • •• ••• (2) 

If the discharge has been measured at the detection site or the 
injection site, then 

S-Q(t2 -t1 ),, , , , . , , ,, ,, , , • ,, , ,,,, , ,, , ,, (3) 

If we know the length of the conduit, then the radius is 

R-( Q(t~~t
1

) :'~ .. • ' . • • • ' • '• • • • . •' ' • • • • • ( 4 ) 

(I) Radius of siphon between sinkhole A and Qing spring 

?uring the period of tracing experiments, the discharge of Qing 
spnng was 88 1/s and tracer duration tracer in the siphone 335 m 
downstream was 3 hours 16 minutes.Based on the formular (4), the 
radius has been calculated as 0.99 m . 

(2) Dimension of Wulichong siphone 

The recharge into Wulichong siphone was 190 ]/s on December 23, 
1990, the duration of Rhodamine B in the conduit was 3 hours 18 
minutes or 11,880 seconds. The net duration was 11 265 seconds in 285 

' 



m of siphon. The radius R was computed as 1.S6 m. If we calculate the 
radius with the data from salt tracing," the value is 1.42 m. Therefore the 
mean radius of the siphone is 1.49 m. 

3. Drainage and karst bases of Wulichong drainage system. The 
drainage base is a main factor in controlling the intensity and spatial 
distribution of karstification in Wuiichong drainage system. The karst 
base is often determined by the drainage base. Karst strongly develops 
above the karst base and very weak even if pores and fractures are not 
enlarged below it. So limestone under the karst base will be function as 
a relative aquiclude. 

The elevation of Zhupo Spring is 1,130 m a.s.l., which may be 

regarded as the drainage base of Wulichong drainage system. If we take 
the hydraulic gradient of the system in the karst peneplain or big basin 
as reference parameter to calculate the hydrogradient in the study area, 
that means 0.S% of the gradient will be used to calculate the karstic 
base in the protecting area from leakage, the elevation of karst base will 
be 1,180 m a.s.l.. 
CONCLUSION 

1. The main course of Wulichong underground drainage system is 
distributed as follows: Wulichong River--Wulichong sinkhole 
stream--1..ongbaopo Cave--(Muntjac cave )--(Pingdi)--Yanfengdong 
subsurface stream--Zhupo springs; another branch is (Pingdi)-- Xiaozhi 
spring. There are a lot of small creeks flowing into the conduits to 
recharge the main course through the sinkholes and dissolved fissures. 

2. Zhupo springs at an elevation of 1,130 mare the main resurgence 
as the drainage base of Wulichong system. 

3. The relative karst base in the protection area_ from leakage of 
Wulichong reservoir is 1,180 m a.s.l.. 

4. The radius of Wulichong siphone is 1.49 m and from sinkhole A 
to Qing Spring the mean radius of the siphion is 0.99 m. 
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ACOUSTIC SOUNDING FOR CONCEALED 
CAVES IN KARST AREAS 

QI Henian and HE Faliang 
Southwest Research Institute, China Academy of Railway Sciences, 

Chengdu 610031 

Abstract 
The determination of rock types according to the differences of 

velocity and amplitude of sound waves traveling through the rock, 
and the feasibility of probing for a concealed cave's position and size 
by acoustic soundings will be demonstrated by theory, laboratory tests 
and field surveys. The research approach, probing procedures and 
formulae used in acoustic sounding will also be introduced by sound
ing examples of karst caves, grooves and furrows in the foundation of 
the No. 25 bridge pier, Changjiang Bridge, Jiangsu, China and the 
roadbed of the Salt Lake section of the Qinghai- Tibet railway line. 
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Introduction 

Karst strata are distributed widely, making up one-eighth of the 
total flfea in China. Karst phenomena on the surface are generally 
easy to investigate, but those below the surface are not. For a long 

masses. 

· Simulation Tests in the Laboratory 

Samp_les used in laboratory tests were psephyte and clay 
(iptercalated in grooves an·d furrows) taken from the foundation of 
No. 25 bridge pier, and salt rock and bittern taken from below the 
roadbed of the Qinghai-Tibet rail line. Tests made in the laboratory 
include the determination of velocities in each sample; and simulation 
of the propagation of sound in caves filled with different materials. 

1. Penetration test of direct wave (Fig. l) 

The formula of the penetration of a direct wave is given by For
mula I. 

The parameters of the formula are as follows: 
V1 = velocity of longitudinal wave in an intact rockmass, 
V 2 = velocity of long. wave in cave filling, 
L = length of sample, 
D = width of groove or cave in direction of the sounding, and 
t= time for wave to pass through the sample. 

(l) 

Table I contains the test results for the psephyte and clay samples 
and we can see that the maximum and minimum velocities of the 
longitudinal wave in psephyte are 5122 and 4610 m / s respectively, 
and those in clay are 762 and 588 m / s. The mean velocities in 
psephyte and clay are 4610 and 644 m / s respectively. 

In the simulation of caves with clay filling, D is equal to 0.133 m, 
and the error is equal to 19.9 percent. The error is caused by the lower 
frequency of the sensor and the shorter sounding distance. 

2. Diffraction wave test 

According to the diffraction principles of sound propagation, the 
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time, the selection of sites of underground works, such as tunnels, res
ervoir dams, and foundations of bridges bas been hindered by prob
lems of defining the position of concealed caves, grooves and furrows. 
Therefore, defining the position and size of concealed caves is impor
tant in site selection, design, construction and engineering measures. 
In the past, tests were conducted using advanced techniques like elcc. 
trical sounding, radio wave perspective, geological radar, infrared re
mote sensing and tracing by chemicals or radioisotopes, but a gap ex. 
isted between theoretical results and natural conditions due to the test 

conditions. 
This paper is based on information obtained in acoustic sounding 

of concealed caves, furrows and grooves in the foundation of No. 2S 
bridge pier, Changjiang Bridge, Jiujiang, and the roadbed of the Salt 
Lake section of the Qinghai-Tibet railway line. In these two examples, 
the basic form and size of the concealed karst were defined by acoustic 
sounding. The basic principles, probing procedures and steps of 
acoustic sounding will be introduced below. 

Basic Principles 

In general, except for shock and plastic waves, the _stress wave 
caused by shot, hammer blow and electric stimulation (exerting a rap
idly changing force on the rockmass) is called an elastic wave. The ve. 
locities in different media are different, and the judgement of the phys
ical and mechanical properties of the rockmass is made on this princi
ple. Elastic waves can be divided, according to the frequency, into 
subsound waves (frequency lower than 20 Hz), sound waves (20-2000 
Hz) ;nd supersonic waves (higher than 2000 Hz). The soundings used 
for these tests were between 5- 30 Hz based on the size of the geologi• 
cal bodies and the requirements of sounding accuracy. The sensors 
used in the soundings were located on the basis of where the direct, re• 
nected a.nd diffracted waves could be best collected when different 
boundaries were met by the sound wave. The velocities and 
amplitudes obtained were used to judge the properties of the rock 

Table I . 

Rock Number 2R(cm) L(cm) tC,..) Y,, (m / 1) Remaru 
Pscpbyte I 7.0 10.0 21.4 46)7 

2 7. 1 10.5 20.5 5122 
) 11.0 13.6 21.0 4157 SYC- l Souod 
4 11 .0 12.75 )0.4 4194 Wave SouDdcr 

Clay s 12.0 11.0 117.0 SIi wuutcd in 
6 12.0 12.5 164.0 762 ...... 
7 12.0 10.8 170.0 6)5 

3+7+4 11 - 12 374.0 26) .0 1422 

wave will travel along the preferred pathway (easiesr way for the wave 
to travel) to reach the receiver in the rockmass. The wave will travel 
along the border of a cave and arrive at the receiver first when fi lled 
caves exist in the rockmass. The wave travelling through the filling 
material in the cave will arrive at the receiver later because the velocity 
of sound travelling in the filling is lower than that in the rockmass 
(Fig.2). ' 

t = L' I Vi= (m 1 + m 2 + 0.01745r(cos - 1(m 1 / /) 

+ cos - 1 (m 2 / (L - /)))) / V 1 (2) 

The parameters of formula 2 are as follows: 
mi = (/2 _ , 2 )0.s, 

m 2 = ((L - /)2 _ , 2 )0.s, 

t o = time for wave to pass through intact rockmass, 
t = time for wave to pass through rockmass with filled cave, 
L = straight distance between transmitter and receiver, 
L ' = detour distance between transmitter and receiver, 
r = radius of the cave, 
I = distance from cave center to transmitter. 
It is obvious that L = L' and t = t O when there is no cave in the 

rockmass. Otherwise, L' will be larger than Land t larger than to. Af
ter the relationship between t;.1 / t O and D / L are made, and /J.r I 10 

and / / L are calculated from 1, L and /, the diameter D can be deter· 
mined by Figure 2. 

In the simulation of the diffraction wave test, the salt rock core 



((l> = 14 cm) obtained from the roadbed · of the· Salt Lake section and 
samples with caves made of c:ement, sand and water in a ratio of 
1:3:0.35 with predetermined different diameters were used. The 
soundings were made in the bittern obtained from Salt Lake. 

The diaineter of the cave, in fact , calculated by Formula 2 and de
termined by Figure 2 is larger than the real diameter because the path 
of the sound waves do not keep close to the border of the caves. 
Therefore, the real diameter should be calculated with Formula 3: 

Do= D x C (3) 

where: 
D = calculated diameter, 
Do = true diameter, 
C = correction coefficient (ranges from 0.6 to J .O). 

3. Influence of caves on the amplitulfe 

Figure 3 shows the sounding results of samples with prearranged 
circular "caves" of air and of bittern. It shows that the amplitude (A ) 
around the cave is lowest and the AP on the boundary is 80 to J 80 
times that in the center in air. In bittern, the ratio is reduced to 2 to 4. 

Site Acoustic Sounding 

I. Arrangement of holes and traverses 

Holes and traverses were arranged in the sounding area according 
to the requirements of engineering and sounding accuracy. Primary 
holes were drilled to search fo r adverse geological bodies, such as ca
ves and grooves, and their depth is greater. Auxiliary holes were dril
led later based on the information found in the primary holes. Trav
erses are also divided into primary and auxiliary ones. 

2. Acoustic sounding 

After the arrangement of the holes and traverses was completed, 

pressions, groundwater discharges naturally. When the water resistant 
layer was eroded and pressure water intruded through the aquiclude 
into the sa lt rock, flat or arch shaped caves were developed in the bot
tom layers, round tubes or shafts formed in the middle layers and fun
nels fo rmed on the surface. All of these are hidden dangers to the sta
bility of the roadbed. In acoustic sounding, the velocity of the intact 
salt rock and fi lling (bittern and water-saturated sandy clay) were first 
determined as basic parameters for ca)culations. In site soundings, the 
sounding procedures previously described were used. Low velocity 
zones, as determined by initial soundings, were enclosed by the depth 
isogram of caves. Figure 6 shows the depth isogram of caves in the 
sounding region. It shows that there are seven caves existing in the 
bedrock, of which, one is open. All of them have been confirmed by 
bore holes. 

Conclusions 

J. Acoustic sounding is effective fo r probing the position and size 
of concealed caves, grooves and furrows, not only in terms of theory, 

but also in practice. . 
2. The representation of selected velocity of sound, as the basic 

parameter, and the degree of the hole' s inclination are two of the most 
important factors , among many, affecting test accuracy. 

3. Judging whether caves exist or not can never be made solely by 
mathematical calculations or acoustic parameters. These must be 
combined with actual geological conditions and other probing meth

ods in the area . 
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soundings were made along the traverses and information was re
corded from the well log_s to determine the condition of the rockmass. 

3. Calculation and mapping 

The calculation of position and size of caves and grooves is made 
·according to the velocity of the sound waves and amplitudes in the 
rockmass and rock. Finally, the primary buried depth of the bedrock 
and the depth-isogram of the caves can he drawn . 

· Example 1. 

Under the Changjiang Bridge pier, the bedrock is psephyte con
sisting of limestone in which karst grooves with sandy clay filling are 
located. In the southern approach to the bridge, grooves were found in 
the bedrock. 

The sounding site was selected in the vicinity of No. 25 pier and 
traverses were arranged as in Figure 4. In sounding and logging, 
hole~hole horizontal synchronous, hole-hole amplitude synchronous 
and hole-hole amplitude asynchronous soundings were made. 

Figure 5 shows the depth isogram of bedrock of the No. 25 pier. 
It shows that the bedrock was cut deeply by karstification in the re
gion of No. 25 pier, and the center of a furrow is situated to the south 
of No. 25 pier. The furr.ow is about JO min depth and 2-3 min width, 
and its strike is WNW- ESE. 

Example 2. 

The Salt Lake section of the Qinghai-Tibet railway line is located 
on the Qinghai-Tibet Plateau with an elevation of 2682-2685 m. The 
bedrock of the railway, from top to bottom, consists of salt lamella 
(about 0.5 m in thickness), salt rock (about 5 m), sandy clay (a water 
resistant layer, about 2 m) and a sand layer which is rich in low 
mineralized discharge water in the confined aquifer. The piezometric 
surface of the aquifer is about 0.4 m below the surface. In several de-

Fig. I . Perspective of direct \Yave. 
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Fig. 6. The isobathye line map 
along the salt Lake section. 

creatlvldad d e l f o t 6grafo. Los equlpos pueden varlar de lo comun a lo 

soflstlcado. El med i c amblente es muy per Judicial a las equipos - hay 

al to i nd l ee de humeda d o de polvo, agua y lodo. Ademas de la 

topografia, que a veces demanda del fot6grafo un espirito aventurero, 

son cirduos los p rob lemas de lluminac16n , sea en el caso de un gran 

sal6n , sea par la manipulac i 6n de la luz en una macro-fotografia - o 

aun la c omposlc16n de l a luz externa con la luz artificialmente 

produclda , para la per fecta i l un lna c i 6n de una " boca" o " c laraboya". En 

muchos casos, la experlencla y l a c r eatl v l dad de be n superar la fal ta de 

recur ses y de equipo. 

Las fotos espe l eol6glcas , blen mas d i f lcile s que meros instantaneos de 

recuerdo, p ueden ser agrupa d as e n distintos con junt os . Cua lquiera que 

sea su clasificacl6n , slemp re se neces ita us ar equipos y tecnicas 

especiflcas y , frecuenteme nte, muc h a imgi naci6n y c reatividad. 

Clasificanse en : 

- Fotografias especiales en cuanto a l equi po; 

- Fotograflas especiales en c uanto a l a opo rtunidad de l hor a rio ; 

- Fotografias especlales en c ua n to a l a ma n ipulaci6n de l a luz; 

- F'otograf ias especiales en cuanto a la t ecnica; 

- Fotogr afias especiales en c uanto a l asun to. 

I - SPECIAL PHOTOS AS TO EQUIPMENT 

So•e photos can only be got through t he use of s peci f ic equipme nt -

such as those taken with t e l e-objec t ives, wi th co rrected perspect ive , 

photos take n in sequence, a nd even underwa t er photos. Some o rdina ry 

equi pment, such as philter s, can also be u sef u l t o c ha nge the 
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SPECIALIZED CAVE PHOTOGRAPHY 

Jose Ayr ton Labegal ini - EGMS/SBE/EF'EI 

ABSTRACT 

Photography is an art which demands special equipment and creativenesS 

- much more so in the case of cave photography. The equipment varies 

from the commonplace to the highly sophisticated. The environment 1s 

very harmful to the equipment - there ls too much humidity or dust, and 

water and mud. Besides the topography (which, for many photos, onl y a 

very dar lng photographer wi 11 be successful), we have to cope which 

lighting problems - whether in the case of estimating the proper light 

for a big salon, or in the composition of external with artificia l 

light, for photographi"ng a cave mouth or a skylight. Often , only 

experience and creativeness replace the lack of recourses and 

equipment. 

Speleological photos - much more difficult than mere souve~ir snapshots 

- may be grouped under some special l abels. All of them need specific 

equipments or techniques, besides a good deal of imagination and 

creativeness. They may be classified as follows: 

- special photos as to equipment; 

- special photos as to convenient timetab l e; 

- special photos as to light handling; 

- special photos as to technique used; 

- special photos as to subject chosen; 

RESUMEN 

La fotografia en cavernas es un arte que exige equipos especiales y 

appearance of insipid, colorless photos . 

I .1 - PERSPECTIVE CORRECTION: When we photograPh scenes with parallel 

lines (groupings of soda-straws, candles, stalactites, stalagmites, 

curtains, etc.). taken in such a way that the plane of the film is not 

parallel to the parallelism axis of the scene, we most certainly "".ill 

have a distortion, specially if we use a wide-angle objective. The 

correction of the perspective can be accomplished using a specific 

objective for such purpose - it is simply a lens which permits that its 

optical axis be displaced from the camera connection axis. 

I. 2 - USE OF TELEOBJECTIVES: These are lenses sparingly used in the 

speleophotography of. interiors. We have to use them, however, to 

photograph a few things unapproachable with regular equipment, such as 

ce~tain details of the ceiling, or:- of the top of a wall, or even of the 

other side of a lake. The use is restricted to do macro-photography at 

a distance with artificial lighting, or to photograph "mouths" from the 

interior to outside , and with natural lighting. 

I . 3 - PHOTOS IN SEQUENCE: Photos in sequence are those made at regular 

intervals - and they can only make sense when these intervals are so 

short that they are impossible to be controlled by our senses. Special 

equipment is then used: motor-drive and stroboscopic fiash. The proper 

use of each piece, or of the whole, makes it possible, for example, to 

register the sequence of movements of an animal. the sequence of 

positions of a group of bats shooed away from the ceiqng, or the 

evolution of a drop of water which grows and then falls. 

I. 4 - UNDERWATER PHOTOS: Of this we could make an independent chapter, 

for - beside s the equipment - procedures and techniques are also 



special. I...et us exemplify some difficulties: floating problems, 

fixation of equipment, estimate of submerged distances, positioning of 

lighting, mud raising from the bottom, special diving equipment, 

auxiliary lighting, volume of equipment, etc. 

II - SPECIAL PHOTOS AS TO CONVENIENT TIMETABLE 

You have to have planning and above all patience, for photos which 

depend on environment conditions. Some phenomena occur during long 

yearly seasons, which in some· regions are more or less definite - thus, 

in rainy seasons, some drippings are more frequent, the rimstone dams 

are full, the wat•erfalls are more voluminous, etc. Some other phenomena 

occur only in certain seasons of the year, and are perfectly definite. 

Greater patience is demanded when the phenomena has day and hour to 

happen - as, for instance, to photograph a full moon from inside the 

mouth of a certain cave, or the bottom of a sinkhole. 

II .1 - RAYS OF LIGHT: Mouths of caves and skylights - when photographed 

in sunlight and subjected to mist or vapor or even smoke in the 

atmosphere, may give out real masterpieces. We cannot foresee or force 

the presence of mist or vapor in the atmosphere - to find that in the 

proper place and at the proper hour is a matter of sheer luck. 

11.2 - LINED SKY: In clear evenings without a moon, the stars can be 

observed from the bottom of sinkholes, or from inside a mouth . With the 

camera in 8-contact - and hours of exposure - we can have each star 

lining the film in arches of c.irc1JJDference. Photos of this kind are 

taken in the average of one per camera per evening. If, after havi~ 

developed the film, you should find one or more lines different from 

lighting equipment produce it. Mastering the handling of the produced 

light means to know how to posi tlon it in relation to the scene to be 

photographed, and to the object! ve of the photographic equipment. We 

also must know how to combine the qualities of the produced light with 

the film and the equipment used. 

The mastering of the produced light ls of utmost importance for the 

quality of the photo, for we usually photograph in places where light 

ls totally absent - and often the produced light will highlight 

something undesirable, and will not duly light the primary 

photo-subject. 

On the other side, the mastering of natural light escapes the control 

of lighting equipment, for it does not depend on it. Howeve·r, such a 

light may be at least partially handled with the recourses of the 

photographic equipment, camera and object! ve. 

The photographer must also how know to use and reconcile the lights 

produced by different sources - as natural light and light produced by 

available lighting equipment; or a gas-lantern light"· and electronic 

flashes, etc. 

The correct handling of light - properly estimated and thought-out, 

beforehand - will highlight the desired subject and (what ls even more 

important) not light up other parts of the scene, or to 1 ight it only 

partially. All of this will give the photographer the power to create 

shadows and half-lights, that is, the power to create depth and volume 

in the work produced. 

The variation of relative position between the source of light and the 
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the standard arches, you wi 11 have registered the passage of a comet or 

the fall of a meteorite - that, of course,would require an extra dose 

of luck. 

II.3 - COLORED STARRY FLOOR: For this type of photography, when the 

little stars are really colored (red, orange, yellow, green, blue and 

purple), what counts for the photographer is Just luck - the rest ls 

only a follow-up. When you find a rimstone dam lined with a starry 

floor - containing water, of course - you have the desired situation. 

From the kind of 1 ight ing used there wi 11 result the colors of the 

stars - but the opportunity cannot be ignored. The light (not 

reflected), refracting on the water surface, decomposes itself - and 

from the relative positions between objective, source of light and 

surface of reflexion, we have the colors of the stars. Each little star 

has a particular position to be created; and its color situation ls 

even more particular. The effect will be as beautiful as the amount of 

luck you must have to find the desired situation. 

I II - SPECIAL PHOTOS AS TO HANDLING THE LIGHT 

Light is the soul of speleophotography. Few are the speleophotos which 

use natural light as a lighting ·source, most of them have to use 

artificial lighting - either electronic flashes, electric lighting 

using battery or generator, flash! ights, carburet flame, combustion 

flash, etc. The photographer must always master the use of the lighting 

equipment and must know how to handle the produced light. 

Mastering the use of the equipment means to know how to estimate the 

intensity of light necessary for the photo, as well as to make the 

camera-subject axis allows for cl: variation of the direction and size of 

shadows. The variation of the relative distance between the source of 

light and the subject allows a variation of the lntensl ty of lighting, 

from the overexposed to the underexposed - it may be intentional, to 

create only a half-light. 

111.1 - BLUISH ATMOSPHERE: A cavernous hue appears in a photo when we 

light the scene with a light against the objective. If the air has a 

high vapor content (and that happens inside most caves) the rays of 

light, on crossing the droplets of vapor, refract, highlights them as 

well, and disperse making the sky bluish. 

II I. 2 - REDDISH BACKGROUND: If we add a 11 t tle incandescent light to 

the general lighting of a photo,_ lt will show yellowish or reddish 

areas. These areas are, of course, a _ distortion of the environment real 

colors; but, if they are carefully positioned, they may convey the idea 

of a certain depth of the field. The same effect, more intense, will be 

obtained if we photograph electrically lighted caves with _incandescent 

light. In this case, we can gauge the intensity of the yellowish hue 

with. a complementary lighting using electronic flashes . 

I I I. 3 - DARK BACKGROUND: Some macro-photos are damaged because they 

show, in the background, a kind of light-colored formation, unwillingly 

highlighted - it couldn't be detected in the dark , or lt was impossible 

to exclude 1 t from the scene when focused at the desired angle. If we 

remember that the films almost always register images given by 

reflected light, and that a black object practically doesn't reflect 

the light, it becomes easy to find the solution for the problem: we 

only need a small piece of opaque black cloth, with which we can cover 



. the background, hlghllghting the macro-photo pr lmary subject. 

I II. 4 - STARRY F"UXlR : A starry floor has its spark.ling aspect because 

of ■llllons of surfaces, apparently plane, a great number . of which 

reflect the light directly to the observer• 5 eye , or to the ca'mera 

objective, regardless of their relative positions. In the case of 

photography, the effect 11ay be doubled , tripled, multiplied. For that , 

1t ls enough to re-estl11ate, and to snap the flash more than once . For 

each snap, a certain nU11ber of surfaces will reflect the light direc tly 

to the object! ve . 

111.5 - MOUTHS AND SKYLIGHTS: For photos of mouths and sky light s with 

dayllght, we have to compound the natural light outside with the 

produced artlflclal llght. 

IV - SPECIAL PHOTOS AS TO THE TECHNIQUE USED 

Specific photos demand specific teChnlques . From macrophotography to 

photography of big places - from one ext reme to t he o ther - we must 

e■ploy adequate techniques to obtain the desired result s . 

IV.1 - HACROPHOTOGRAPHY : The use of a macro-objective ls convenient . 

Soaetlaes, besides the macro-objective we need an extension tube or a 

bellows , to get the desired nearness to the object to be photographed. 

A aakesh1ft for macrophotography 1s the use of c lose-up philter -

adequately combined, they may glve good results. 

IV . 2 - BIG VOLUMES : Big Irregular or h ighl y detailed volumes must be 

photogra phed by the prcb:ess of multiple exposure. Then, each asslstclnt, 

by 111Wl1natlng h is virtual shadow created by the camera, will give the• 

place the notion of scale . The difficulty of this kind of photography 

IV . 6 - SUPERPOSITION : The superposl lion of images - when voluntary and 

pre-planned - may c r eate incredibly illusory scenes - for ins tance, we 

c an see a speleologist, imitating Heracles, car rying a giant pearl on 

hls bac k ; or a brave comP.anion facing a monstruous isopod . 

IV . 7 - WATER IN MOTION : To photograph water in motion - suc h as a 

waterfal l, rapids or even a fast dr ipp ing - we can choose _one of two 

extreaes : we either freeze the movement, stopping the droplets in the 

air, or we give the s cene the idea of motion, changing the water i nto a 

silken vel 1 . In both cases, we get the effec t J ust by expertly handling 

the lighting for the scene to be photographed. 

V - SPECIAL PHOTOS AS TO THE SUBJECT 

As Indicated by the ti tie , in these It ls the subject wh ich makes the 

photo special , and it varies a c cording to the photographer ' s taste -

what ls spec ial to soaeone aay be commonplace for another . Thus, we 

have , for Instanc e : FISH PHOTOGRAPHY, FLORA PHOTOGRAPHY , GEOLOGICAL 

PooroGRAPl!Y , BI OSPELEOPHDTOGRAPHY, ACT I ON PHOTOGRAPHY, PHOTOGRAPHY DF 

!HlPS, etc . 
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ls the illumination of the celling , when it ls high, and specially when 

it is dark . 

IV. 3 - MULTIPLE EXPOSURE: This type of photography is used for big 

salons or galleries, when we use a B-contact, all the available flashes 

and a number of assistants compatible with the number of flashes. The 

ideal would be to light the whole place wl th a single snap of each 

flash - all the flashes, then, ought to be connected by cables or 

photo-cells - such being the case , we might do without the B-contact . 

IV . 4 - PHOTOLUMINESCENCE: It ls known that a great quantity of 

spel~otems are formed by practically pure minerals, for instanc e : 

calcite, aragonlte, gipslte, etc. Some of these mineral s may absorb 

luminous energy and become phosphorescent - that ls , they are capable 

of absorb i ng luminous energy and store l t as a form of stimulus of 

electrons ln some of their atoms; when the stimulated electrons return 

to normality, the stored energy ls released as light in definite wave 

lengths, which ls responsible ·for the material ' s phosphorescent co lor. 

If the material ls made into a speleotem, it will be visible in total 

darkness, for even a few seconds, after being well lighted . Since any 

light-issuing body may be photographed , here we have another 

alternative of speleophotography - photolwninescence. 

IV.5 - VARIABLE FOCUS PHOTOS: The complete darkness In a cave allows 

the photographer to make a multiple exposure, that is, permits that the 

images be registered by parts, as they are lighted up. If the frame"d 

and lighted scene includes something in a non-focused plane, the 

problem may be by-passed if we change the fo c us of the objective 

between the snaps of the flashes. 

AUSTRALIAN KARST INDEX 

DATABASE DEMONSTRATION 

Peter Matthews 
UIS Infonnatics Commission 

Australian Speleological Federation 

In 1985 the Australian Speleological Federation Inc. (ASF) 
published the 500-page Australian Karst Index 1985, which· pre
sented details of up to 78 characteristics of all known Australian 
caves, together with details of many cave maps and references. 

These lists were produced directly from databases running on a 
minicomputer. The databases mainly used numeric codes for the 
data, independent of national language. The computer arranged and 
translated the codes to English statements for publication, ASF is 
now converting these databases to run on IBM-compatible personal 
computers . This will have the benefit of making the data more 
available to the clubs who provide the data, will distribute the 
updating load and will keep the data more up-to-data. The system 
will include the facility to transfer selected data between club, state 
and national levels. 

The databases are also being built as a pilot example of the karst 
data standards proposed by the UIS Informatics Commission. The 
aim of the standards is to provide a karst data lingua franca, the Karst 
Data Interchange (KDI) format, to facilitiate the valid transfer, 
comparison, and consolidation of karst daia from independent data
bases, and independent of national language . 

This session will demonstrate the current state of development, 
and give you an opportunity to ask questions and offer suggestions. 



GRAND CA YES OF CHINA 

ZHANG Shouyue 
Institute of Geology, Chinese Academy of Sciences, 

Beijing 100029 

Abstract 
The 19 largest and 21 deepest caves and the 3 largest chambers in 

China are listed. 

~ 
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China possesses a variety of karst areas situated within many dif
ferent geologic and climatic settings. It is one of the classical karst re
gions of the world . Carbonate rocks cover over one-fifth of the coun
try and crop out over more than I,250,000km2

• In southern China, 
they are continuously distributed over an area of more than 
500,000km2

. 

In live provinces of southern China, surveys have revealed 2,836 
underground rivers with a total length of 13,919km and a discharge of 
I,482m3 

/ s, plus 7,000 caves. 
Positive and negative karst forms comprise the geomorphologic 

landscape and karst development shows regional and sectional charac
teristics. The evolution of the karst landscape is controlled by 
neotectonics. The development of the stone forests of Yunnan Prov
ince in southwest China is greatly innuenced by the thickness of a sin
gle bed of carbonate rocks, the gentle occurrence of the strata and 
subsoil corrosion . One of the most interesting topics is the origin of 
fenglin or tower and cone karst found in the subtropical zone of 
southern China. 

Table 2. China caves with a difference in altitude of more than 200m 
Zhaidona cave Hcfcn1,Hubci -lS2m Survey by IGAS and PSCJA FFS 1992 

Gcbihccavc Ziyun, Guizhou -445m IOAS and PSCJA FFS !'989 

Wujiadong cave Shuichcn1, Oui.zhou -430m 
Guizbou Normal Univcnity (GMU) & 

BCRA 1987 

Donpitiankcng cave Wufena,Hubei - 382m JOAS and PSCJA FFS 1989 

-128m 

Hcfcng Donghc cave Hcfcng, Hubei +238m lGASandPSCJA FFS 1992 

(366m) 

- 2 ◄ 7m 

Da1iankcngshafi Hcfcng,Hubci +8 6m JOAS and PSCJA FFS 1992 
(333m) 

1 Dapinadi No.I shaft Mile. Yunnan -306m IGASandBCKCA 1991 

Danahaishujing shaft Luodian. Guizhou -301m JOASandPSCJA FFS 1986 

Saauodona cave Shuichena. Ouiz.hou -287m OMU and BCRA 1987 

JO Longtandona shan Qinazhen, Guizhou - 275m GMU and BCRA 1985 

II Tianshenaqiaodong Xuanwei, Yunnan -273m IGASandBCKCA 1991 

12 Wufena Donghe cave Wufeng, Hubci -270m IGAS andPSCJA FFS 1992 

13 Yanz.bidona cave Menpi, Yunnan -266m 
Institute of Geoar.phy of Yunnan and 

Fcderttion Bulaare de Spckologie 1990 

14 Hongshiban shan Xianfena. Hubci - 258m !GAS and PSCJA FFS 1992 

" Donawan shaft Wufena. Hubci -256m IGAS and PSCJA FFS 1992 

16 Daiiaocaokou cave Zhijin, Gui7.hou -235m IGAS and PSCJA FFS 1986 

17 Yarutiaopina cave Xianfena. Hubci -232m IGAS and PSCJA FFS 1993 

18 Dishuidona cave Xianfen&, Hubci -232m IGAS and PSCJA FFS 1993 

19 Baiton,shu j na shan Ziyun, Gui~hou - 230m IGAS and PSCJA FFS 1986 

20 CO1 cave (Dapingdi No.3 shan) Mile.Yunnan -228m JOAS and BCKCA 1991 

21 Tiankenacao cave Wi.ifcng. Hubci -2 J6m IGAS and PSCJA FFS 1992 

Table 3. The largest chambers known in China caves 

I 
Miao chamber of 

Ziyun, Guizhou 116.000sq.m Gebihc cave Survey by IGAS and PSCJA FFS 1989 

2 Yaowushan camber of 
Lichuan, Hubei 25,800sq.m Tenglongdong cave !GAS 1987 

3 
Large chamber of Luodian, 

23,320sq.m IGAS and PSCJA FFS 1986 Heidong cave Guizhou 

The Longest Cave in China 

In 1984•, the first plan was made to set up a Belgian expedition to 
explore the unknown underground world of China. It had been 
known for many years that China was to become a caver's paradise 
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Several topics of international interest have been researched by 
Chinese karst scientists, including speleogenesis, cave deposits, cave 
environments, cave paleontology and speleochronology. 

Many speleo-expeditions, including several joint international 
expeditions, have been conducted in southern China, including "China 
Caves I 985 and 1987-1988", the Anglo-Chinese project in the caves 
of south China; "Guizhou Expe '86", "Gebihe '89" and " Donghe '92" 
- the expedition speleologique Franco-Chinoise; and "Tenglong
dong" and "East Yunnan '91" - the Belgian-Chinese speleological 
expedition in 1988 and 1991. The longest and deepest caves and the 
largest chambers in China are listed in Tables 1-3. 

Table I. China caves with a measured length of over 4.8 km 
Survey by Institute of GcololY, 

Ten1lon1don1 caves Lichuan, Hubci 33,522m 
Academia SinK:a (IGAS) ... 
Belgian-Chinese Kant and caves 

Association(BCKCA) 11187, lllll 

Duobinadona caves Xiuwen and Xifena 17,210m 
Ouiz.hou Academy of Sciences 

1986 

lnstilule of Kant Geology, Minis, 

try of GeololY and Minen,J Re• 

Baimodong caves Barna. Guanpi 13,735m '°urces (IKO MOMR} and British 

Cave Resetrch Amociation 
(BCRA} 1988 

Institute of Gcoloay, Academia 

Sinica (JOAS) and Plongce Speleo 

Gcbihecave Ziyun, Ouiz.hou 11,896m Club Jeuncs Annet:s. Fedcn,tion 

Francaise de Spekoiopc (PSOA 

FFS) 1986, 1989 

Ouanayan caves Guilin, Ouanpi 10.200m 1KG MOMR and BCRA 19U 

Dadonacave Wufcn1, Hubci 9,683m JOAS and PSCJA FFS 1989 

Duiaojinadonaqun caves Luodian, Guiz.bou 9,639m JGAS and PSCJA FFS 1986 

Zbaidon1 cave Hefeng, Hubci 8,402m JOAS and PSCJA FFS 1992 

ShuangdonrZhanajiadona caves Sanazbi. Hunan 7,733m IGAS and PSCJA FFS 1993 

JO Jinlundona cave Masban , Guanaxi 7,213m 1KG MOMR and BCRA 1988 

II Santangdonaqun caves Zhijn, Guizhou 7,205m JGAS and PSCJA FFS 1988 

12 Oanazeibcdon1 cave Muhan, Guangxi 7.000m IKG Jw!'GMR and BCRA 1988 

13 Wanhuayan cave Chengz.hou. Hunan 6,7•45m 
1KG MOMR and Americo-

Chinese speko-upcdition 1988 ,. Hefen1 Donahe cave Hcfcn1, Hubci 6,692m IGAS and PSCJA FFS 1992 

" Jiutiandon1 cave Sanazhi,Huanan 5,726m IGAS and BCKCA 1987, 1988 

16 Yanzidona-lonadong cave Wufen8,Hubci 5.692m JOAS and PSCJA FFS 1989 

17 Don1xitianken1 cave Wufen&, Hubci 5,003m JOAS and PSCJA FFS 1989 

18 Shenxiandona cave Dushan, Gui:r.bou 4,965m Hydrogeol. team (G -48-24) 1979 

19 Wufeng Donghe cave Wufcn1.Hubei 4,828m !OAS and PSCJA FFS 1992 

because of the fantastic potential for cave development in the wide
spread limestone deposits. Tenglongdong of Lichuan City, Hubei 
Province was selected for our expedition . 

In 1988, a fifteen -man Belgian team, joined by ten members of 
the Chinese team and assisted by the local authorities, explored the 
greatest part of this underground river as well as a lot of fossil galleries 
in the surrounding area. Tenglongdong became the longest cave in 
China, at more than 33km. From Lichuan City, the Qingjiang River 
nows northeastward between steeply sloping, wooded hills for some 
6km, and then disappears into a huge tunnel after a spectacular water
fall of more than ten meters. This is the lower entrance to the 
"Dragon's Liar". This tunnel is formed in a large limestone wall. 
Higher on the same cliff there is an even larger upper entrance which 
reaches 50m in width and 70m in height. These two entrances are the 
upstream access to the cave, the present day ponor and the ancient 
one. 

The main fossil galleries frequently exceed 50m in height and 40m 
in width. One of the largest chambers, named Yauwushan (Fog 
Mountain), has breakdown with a minimum height of 120m and a 
roof that is difficult to discern. It is estimated to be more than 50m 
above the top of the eboulis, and a 12kg cinematic spot light was used 
to study its features. 

At the far end of the cave at the resurgence called "Black Cave", 
the local people reported that during the dry season a light boat could 
sometimes enter the cave for some distance. The now of the Qingjiang 
River is quite impressive; the average discharge at the hydrological 
station at Lichuan, 6km upstream of the cave, is 15.48 cubicm3 

/ s. 
The now together with a 120 meter difference in height between the 
entrance and resurgence meant we could be expecting a very spectacu• 
Jar and tumultuous underground water course. One can just imagine a 
big river with a strong current and an impressive fall, streaming 
through often spacious galleries (up to 40m wide and, by estimate, 
60m high), but sometimes narrow and low. The river made a tremen
dous noise and occupied the whole bottom of the gallery most of the 



time and even disappeared into a sump . 

There are an upper and lower parts to the eave system which are 
connected by several inclined pa·ssages. In some places, the lower level 
can also be reached by pitches opening in the surface of the dry valley. 

The Second Largest Chamber in the World 

The chamber' is located in the G ebihe underground river system 
of Ziyun Co unty , Guizhou Province. The system was explored by the 
second Chinese-French speleological expedition, "Gebihe '89", and 
consisted of speleologists and scientists from France, Belgium, 
Germany and China. 

The entrance to the Gebihe underground river system is 40m wide 
and 120m high , and the who le system measures 11 .9km in length . A 
chamber, located 600m from the resurgence, was discovered which is 
700m long, 200m wide and 40 to 100m high. The bottom area of the 
chamber reaches 116,000 square meters, undoubtedly giving this 
chamber the rank ing of second largest chamber in the world. behind 
the Sa rawak Chamber in M alaysia. The chamber was named Gebihe
Miao Chamber because this is the region where people of the Miao 
nationality live, a nd in fac t there is a small village built in the cave 
above the resurgence. T he houses do n' t have roofs and are warm in 
winter and pleasantly cool in the summer. 

The water passage can be reached by two deep pitches (370m and 
210m) opening in the bottom of uvalas. This cave was surveyed to a 
depth of 418m making it the deepest in China, and from the top of the 
pitch to the resurgence measures 445m deep. Parts of the gallery under 
water are yet to be explored. 

Conclusions 

China possesses a great potential for fu rther advances in karst re
search. T he research projects on karstology and speleology are carried 
out by the Chinese Academy of Sciences, by other universities, local 

Dusar M . and Zha ng Shouyue, 1991, East Yunnan 1991. Geo!. 
and Speleo. reconnaissance of the East Yunnan Karst. Belgian Geo
logical Survey and Institute of Geology, Chinese Academy of 
Sciences, Belgian Geo!. Survey Professional Paper, 1991 / 4-N, 248, 
40p. 

BCKCA and IGAS (Zhang Shouyue) (edited by), 1991 , East 
Yunnan speleological expedition 1991. Belgian-Chinese K arSt and 
Caves Association, 52p. 

research institutes and industrial concerns. There were live joint re
search expedition$ with Belgium and France between 1986 and 1992, 
mapping a total of 230km of cave length. The report, " G uizhou Expe 
' 86", was awarded the "Martel de July" prize of FFS in 1988. There is 
a Commission on Karst Geology and a Com111ittee on Speleology in 
the Geological Society of China and a branch of the speleological ex
pedition in the China Association for Scientific Expeditions. In recent 
years, several speleo-clubs and organizations have been set up in some 
universities and cities in southern China. 
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ZHAIDONG / GANDONG 
THE DEEPEST CAVE SYSTEM EXPLORED IN CHINA 

( Hefeng County, Hubel Province, China ) 

By the "DONGHE 92" speleological team 

ABSTRACT 

During the 92 autumn. a join Chinese and French expediti_on explored the 
deepest cave system known in China ( -550 m ). This system mix a tunnel _cave 
( common in China ) and a more mountainous shaft ( with pitch whom . exploration is 
more funny ). This system is dogged under the high polJes_ of the Yanz1p1ng syncline. 
in the Hubei Province. Its complicated genesis 1s hnked with the neogenous uplift of 
this region, followed by erosion and deepening of the water drainage system. 

KEY WORDS karst . cave system - speleogenesis • hydrogeology • Central China 

RESUME 

Fin 1992. une expedition commune sino-fran,;:aise a explore le systeme de 
cavites le plus profond connu en Chine ( -550 m ). Ce systeme com_bine une grotte
tunnel ( assez typique des cavites chinoises ) . et un gouffre de . prof1I beaucoup plus 
montagnard ( meandres et puits dont l'explorat1on est plus sportive_). II se developpe 
sous les poljes d'altitude du synclinal de Yanz1ping, dans la province du Hube1. Sa 
formation complexe est liee au soulevement neogene de la region qui a provoque 
des reprises d'erosion et la capture successive des ecoulements par de nouveaux 
drains profonds etages les uns en-dessous des autres. 

MOTS CLES 
karst • reseau souterrain . speleogenese - hydrogeolog,e • Chine c"'.'trale 
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1. niE REGION 

The cave system is located in the Hefeng County, in Central China. It lies on 
the southern part of the Yanziping syncline. This region be_longs to the Yangtse 
paraplateform , a large structural unit extending over most of central China. The 
Yanziping syncline is large ( 15 x 50 km ). Near the cave system, the dip of the 
layers is strong ( 40 to 55' ). The thickness of the triassic limestones is very big in the 
heart of the syncline (1400 m ). The bottom of the triassic aquifer is made by the 
permian shales. The main rocks are dark limestones, with thick beds in the lowest 
layers and thin beds with clay in the upper levels. 

T-he region lies near the Tropic ( 29'N ) and the rain falls mostly during 
summer ( 1600 to 2000 mm/year ; 70% of total annual rain falls between Apnl and 
August ). The relative humidity is high ( 71 to 89% ), even during the "dry" winter 
season. The temperaiure is not very hot, because of altitude and it is freezing every 
morning during winter. Mean annual temperature is 16°C at Hefeng which 1s the 
lowest point of the area ( 520 m a.s.l. ). 

Fig. 1. Situation of the Hubei Province and the Zhaidong cave system. 

2. A BEAUTIFUL CAVE SYSTEM 

2.1. Access 

To reach t~e cave system. you have to go to Yanzii;ing ( 15 km on a good road 
from Hefeng ). Then walk eastward for 1 0 to 30 minutes to reach one of the 
entrances. Those one are very well known by the local people. The whole system 
consist in three caves joining in a collapse doline: Zhaidong, Gandong and 
Niucong. 

2.2. Zhaidong 

Zhaidong is a sinkhole, at the bottom of a collapse doline. The first part 
( 300 m ) looks like an alpine cave.The water falls from beautrtul shafts into deep 
pools where you 'll need a boat. More far, the network is more complicated. The 
water sinks in some lower points and the way is going up and down. Most of the 
galleries are quite clean and seem to be filled by the water during the floods. 

Many shafts cut the ceilings and rejoin probably the karstic hills around the 
Yanziping polje. Here we founded a tea cup at a depth of 250 m ! · 

The deepest part of the cave, 400 m below its entrance. is a lake, but it does 
not look like a sinkhole. It seems that the water is flowing up from this point during 
the floods, filling nearby all the cave. 

2.3. Gandong ( means Dry Cave In chlnese ) 

Gandong c9nsist in two main parts : an old hydrothermal network and a 
tunnel cave. The oldest part looks like a big spoon. It is a system of narrow galleries, 
turning in all the directions, with walls covered by cupolas. It was formed a long time 
ago, very deep under the water table. 

The tunnel cave is more young. It is a long gallery ( with round sections 
ranging from 100 to 300 m2 ). The soil is covered by rounded blocks. There is mud in · 
the upper par, upstream of an underround resurgence. A long time ago, the water 
was flowing from this gallery to the Yanziping polje. But the gallery has been catted 
by the collapse of the roof and now the lower entrance is hanging 20 m over the 
bottom of the collapse doline where is located Zhaidong. This lower entrance is very 
big ( 15 x 30 m ) and you can see it from the Yanziping polje. 

. An upper gallery is climbing from the underground river up to the top of the 
hill , 110 m over the Zhaidong entrance. here is also a nice window lighting the main 
gallery 

2.4. Zhaldong haut / Nludong 

. Th_ere is an higher entrance, 80 m over the bottom of the same collapse 
dohne. It 1s an old network. cutting trough a small hill. No more water flows here. This 
15 the highest part of the cave system . There are many entrances and the highest 
one 1s the zero level on the cave map. 
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2.5. Nitrate mining 

The strangest part of Gandong lies in the hydrothermal network. To find it you 
must follow the wind. The way 1s rather difficult, with very narrow passages and ~mall 
pits to climb. _It l_eads_ to a small room ( 15 by 60 m ). And here, so id, " "" ' ,ne 
surface, you will find nitrate mining traces : . pools ( to wash the earth ), furnaces ( to 
evaporate the water ) and channels ( to bring the water in the pools ). In this cave 
hke everywhere in China, the peasants where going some years ago to extra i 
nitrates and prepare black gun powder. c 

2.6. Speleogenesls 

The karst genesis in the Yanziplng area is described in an other paper 
presented to the same Congress. Here you will just find some data about the cave 
story. 

The hydrothermal network of Gandong was dogged many hundred meters 
below the water table, probably during Paleogen. The tunnel cave of Gandong is 
quite_ younger ( Neogen ) ._ It drains the northern polje and was dogged under vadose 
condItIons. Previously, this underground river was probably flowing to the Yanziping 
polJe, but now,_ the stre~m flows _!TIUCh more deeply, in the Zhaiqong cave ( whom 
deepest parts hes 420 m under the polJe ! ). The collapsed doline is more young and 
cuts straight trough the Gandong gallery. During the big floods, the water level rises 
and the water invades most of Zhaidong. It means that the deepest ( and youngest ) 
galleries of the system are not yet enough wide to drain the floods. 

3. HOW THE WATER FLOWS 

We have studied the cave system 9uring the dry autumn season, with a very 
low water level. But during the survey, in December 92, an intense rain ( 15 mm in 
si~ hours ) induced a flood in most of the c~ves. The water level rise was very quick 
(in less than 12 hours ) because the soil was already wet, though it was the dry 
season ( no rain since three months ). 

From the northern polje ( 2 km2 ), the water flows to the upper entrance of 
Gandong. During the small floods, it sinks near this entrance in a small ponor. When 
the discharge is to big, the water level rises and the water pass through the whole 
cave and reaches the collapse doline, where it sinks in Zhaidong. 

But the size of the galleries suggests that this cave system drains more than 
rr.Is small polje. During the flcods, ·some water comes probably from the upper poljes 
( Dachangmi. Zcngmi and Chinhu 1 O km 2 ) and enters in the main gallery of 
Ganaong near its lower entrance ( where a big spring appeared during the 
Oecember flood }. During the big floods, the water level rises more than 200 m from 
the deepest part of Zhaidong and this cave is almost filled by water. 

The water flowing into Zhaidong during the big floods resurges very probably 
along the high valley sinking at Donghe ( 12 km westward ) or at Wanrendong ( 17 
km westward ). 

4. HOW THE CAVE WAS STUDIED 

The Zhaidong I Gandong cave system was explored during a joint Chinese 
and French speleological expedition, in December 1992. The team consisted in 15 
cavers and geologists coming from France, China, Belgium and Germany. The cave 
system was studied during 8 days, during the dry winter season. A small flood 
complicated some explorations, but was not really dangerous ( it is certainly a bigger 
problem during summer ). The main difficulty was the equipment of the upper part of 
Zhaidong, where there are big deep pools , at the bottom of the pitches. 

The DONGHE 92 expedition was organized by : 

• Karst & Ground water Division, Institute of Geology, Academia Sinica 
POB 634 100027 BEIJING CHINA 

• PSCJA & 7eme Continent 
30 Aue Ludovic BONIN 69200 VENISSIEUX FRANCE 

Team : 

Jean Pierre BARBARY, team Leader, Caver (French), Jose BENAVENTE, Caver 
(French), Jean BOTTAZZI, Caver (French). CHEN Shicai,geologist,Bernard 
COLLIGNON, Caver and Hydrogeologist (Belgian) , Serge FULCAAND, Caver 
(French), Herbert Daniel GEBAUER, Topograph and Caver (German), JIN Yuzhan_g, 
chemist, Richard MAIRE, Caver and Karstologist CNAS C.E.G.E.T (French), Sylvain 
MATAICON, Caver (French). Jacques LA AOUILLE, Caver (French), Q1 Zhonghn, 
geologist, Simon POMEL, Pedologlst CNAS C.E.G.E!.T (French), Cyrlaque REMY, 
Caver (French), SHI Mengxiong, geologist, ZHANG Shouyue, team L_eaderand 
geologist. Karst & Ground water Division, Institute of Geology Academia Sin1ca, 
ZHANG Dachang, geologist. 
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AN INQUIRY ABOUT THE CHARACI'ERISTICS 
AND LAWS OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF 

THE MOCHONG CAVE GROUP OF 
DUYUN, GUIZHOU PROVINCE 

CHEN Jiangeng 

Geography Department, Guizhou Educational College, 

Guiyang 550003 

Abstract 
The paper analyzes the geological and geomorphological envi

ronment of the Mochong cave group and their distribution and 

characteristics. The laws of development of the cave group are also 

discussed . The results obtained provide a foundation for the exploi

tation of cave tourism resources in Duyun. 
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Introduction 

Mochong Town (26°03'N, 107°28'E) is located 30 km to the 

south of Duyun City, the capital of the south Guizhou Buyi and 

Miao Autonomous Prefecture. The Guizhou-Guangxi railway and 

road pass the town 1-3 km southwest of where the caves are con

centrated . Xu Xiake visited the famous Tauyuandong of this cave 

group 350 years ago. 
From June to September 1992, the author had the chance to in

vestigate the cave group in a 10 km2 area within which 18 caves 



were surveyed. The total length of cave passage surveyed exceeds 
3000 m with a cave bottom area around 2000 m2

. 

The Geological and Geomorphological Background 

The cave area is located at the west wing of the 
Duyun-Mochong syncline. The N-S structural line bends slightly 
towards the west due to strong pressure. The strata dips a t 
35-55°, and reaches 70° locally. The cave group is confined between 
the Mochong-Wuzai fault to the east and the Dongyao fault to the 
west. The strata in which the cave group developed are mainly 
Carboniferous. 

The structure and lithology of the cave area of Mochong are 
extremely favorable for karst development. Furthermore, on the 
east and west sides of the cave area, nonkarstic rocks exist that 
serve as waterproof strata, making the area a relatively independent 
longitudinal belt of intense karstification. There is a great quantity 
of allogenic water supplying the cave area . Therefore, a well devel
oped underground drainage network exists for the formation of ca
ves and the enlargement of the cave passages. 

Within the cave area, the karst geomorphology extends in a 
belt with fengcong depressions of clustered summits and connected 
basements shaped like pen racks or saddles cut on both sides by 
faults to form escarpments. The fengcong summits are mostly at an 
elevation of I 000-1100 m with their relative heights attaining 
200-250 m. Karst funnels, sinkholes, shafts and uvala are exten
sively distributed . All of them are located along the boundary belt 
and surface streams pass within most of them. 

The Description of the Main Caves 

I. Yueliangdong (Moon Cave) consists of a lower and upper cave, 
with a total measured length of 487 m. The lower part is a horizon
tal through cave extending along a NE-NW joint at an elevation of 

stalagmites and stone pillars. On the left side of the cave floor lies a 
stream bed. Beyond this, the cave corridor converges to a narrow 
passage 7 m wide and 10 m high, on the floor of which exist water 
pools surrounded_ by rimstone. Stone flowers and flowstone entirely 
cover the cave walls . Past I 02 m, the corridor splits into a wet cave 
and a dry cave . 

The wet cave is 2-5 m wide, 7-15 m high and more than 250 m 
long. There are more than ten steps of rimstone forming natural 
pools of 0.5-1 m depths. The breadth of the pools increases to 6-
7 m where the trend of the corridor changes. On the ceiling of the 
cave, plenty of water percolates down through the ceiling forming 
continuous flow of dripping water. On the walls are plenty of 
speleothems. Spreading on the water surface of the rimstone pools 
are stone lotus leaves, growing from the pool walls . They are 30-
40 cm in diameter and 10-20 cm thick . Strangely, in many pools 
there are imperfect rimstone dams extending into the water from the 
pool wall like long dikes. 

E'yudong developed more than 200 m below the surface, so the 
air is very cool in the cave, being 8- I 0°C lower than surface air 
temperature in August. The air circulation is good in the cave and a 
great number of bats use it for roosting . 

The dry cave is 260 m long. This brings the cave near the water 
cave with some fissures connecting the upper and lower caves. Col
lapse broadened the dry cave to form a series of halls linked by nar
row corridors. Within the dry cave the speleothems are numerous . 
Within stone terraced fields a lot of stone balls, of diameters 3- 5 cm 
and 7-9 cm, are scattered. The cross sections of the balls show con
centric circles. Many balls are stuck to the pool bottom and their 
surfaces are very coarse. On some collapsed blocks , there are newly 
grown stone flowers or helictites. Along the margins of the floor , 
scour troughs occur. In places on the ceiling, there are patches of 
inverted stone teeth (karren). 
3. Xiadongyaodong is located in a hill back of the village of the 
same name. Its entrance is at an elevation of 910 m and is 40 m 
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860 m. The length of the cave is 330 m. 
Three sections of the cave can be distinguished . a . The hall be. 

hind the first entrance is 30 m long, 51 m wide, 21 m high with a 
dome-shaped cross section. A large and a small platform are on the 
cave floor. The resurgence is to the left side on the bottom. b. The 
middle section is 215 m long and 1-2.5 m wide. The corridor zig
zags along the NE and NW sides of a joint. Water and silt occur on 
the bottom along the margins of which exist scour troughs. There 
are less speolothems here . c. The back entrance section is 35 m long, 
7-15 m wide and 15-20 m high. In the stream bed of the cave, there 
are sand and gravel deposits, and sometimes shallow pools occur. 
Also on the bottom are marginal troughs and potholes. On the ceil
ing and walls of the cave and also within a branch cave are 
curtain - like and lotus flower-like speleothems. On the floor are 
stalagmites and rock plates. 

The upper cave is located 60 m higher than the lower one. Its 
entrance section length is 37 m and the middle section is 120 m. 
Generally, the upper cave is 3-5 m wide (the widest point is 13 m) 
and 6-8 m in height. It runs parallel to the lower cave. On account 
of the collapse of the cave bottom, the upper and lower caves are 
connected at some places. Some parts of the passages are blocked 
by speleothems. The cave bottom is flat with seasonal water flow 
and plenty of cave pearls, stone curtains, stone flags, lotus-like 
stalactites, stalagmites, stone pillars and other forms. The 
speleothems are pure white with sparkling crystal surfaces. Some
times, stone flowers, stone coral and stone grapes occur on the sur
faces of the bigger speleothems. All of these make the cave look like 
a unique underground palace. 
2. E'yudong (Crocodile Cave) is locate 80 m to the southwest of the 
back· entrance to Yuliangdong. In between is a depression with dry 
ravines connecting to two caves which, in reality, belong to one cave 
system. The entrance of Eyudong is at an elevation of 890 m, and 
610 m of passage have been surveyed. The first 30 m of the corridor 
is an oblate hall , 15 m wide and 5 m high with plenty of stalactites, 

higher than the adjacent depressions. The width of the cave corridor 
is not uniform and the bottom is undulate. The total length, in
cluding branch caves is 340 m. There is an upper and lower level 
and the lower cave has an intermittent stream course. In the rainy 
season the depth in the stream is 20-40 cm. There are a variety of 
speleothems found in this cave, including soda straws, and even 
though the cave is small and delicate, it is a valuable tourist re-. 
source. 

The Laws of the Development of the Cave Group 

Through the investigations of the Mochang cave group, the fol
lowing developmental patterns were elucidated . 
1. Regional structural fissures control the direction of the main pas
sages of the group. The total length of the main passages of six ca
ves measures 1571 m, amo·ng which the sections trending 46-60°, 
61-75°, 76-90°, 286-300°, and 301-315° together amount to 62% 
of the total. 

The cave passages run in a zigzag pattern. Along the passages 
in the predominate directions, the cross sections have the shape of 
narrow fissures which thin toward the ceilings. 
2. The development of the caves has a close connection to the un
derground drainage network . The caves in this area are concen
trated on two levels, at 870-900 m and 930- 940 m in elevation. 
Most of the cave floors are horizontal. The lower caves are mostly 
occupied by recent river beds with perennial water flow or water fil. 
ling most of the year. On the sides of the cave bottoms are distinct 
scour troughs, scallops and potholes. There are gravel, sand and silt 
deposits in the river beds. 

The upper and lower caves are well connected . Although all 
upper caves developed along fissures, they all have relatively hori
zontal cave bottoms. All the upper caves are through caves with en
trances at both ends, though some entrances have been blocked off. 
The bottoms of the upper caves also exhibit marginal troughs and 
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scallops, and on the ceiling of some of the u pper caves are stone 
teeth (karren). Some caves have residual water po I th · fl 0 s on e1r oors 

These phenomena suggest that the 930-940 I I · · . . m=~~~ 
c1ent drainage network that later cave develop t · . . men intersected The 
d1rect1on of water flow has changed recent) d · Y, an groundwater 
moves downwards following new fissures b d · , a an onmg former 
courses. Bo.th levels have experienced wideni·ng th fl . . . near e oor due to 
erosion and swmgmg of the stream bed r · • . . , ,ormmg inverted 
key-shaped passages, 1.e. wide at the bottom, narrow towards the 
top. Some parts have experienced collapse, expanding the size of the 
halls, especially near the entrances or where t . . . wo or more sets of 
iomts intersect. The ceilings are prone to collapse, so as to form 
more stable dome shapes. 

Following the strong uplift of the middle Guizhou bl k th 
F .h R. h oc • e 

engx1 e 1ver, as t e main discharge base level of the s th 
I f M" r OU em 

s ope o 1a~ mg Mt., cut down vigorously, causing the ancient 
and present discharge network to drop considerably. A new drain
age network is still forming, as in the southeast of Yueliangd 
th . f h f ong, 

ere ~re a series o s a ts with water in them, occurring along the 
fault !me. The level of water accumulation is at an elevation of 855 
m and the water is plentiful. 

During August 1992 when a long drought occurred in the area 
people were pumping 760 tons of water per day to meet their needs'. 
Cave hydrology was affected, as underground stream flow de
creased and some streams dried up, showing the connection between 
karst conduits at different levels. 

3._The_ caves show a variety of morphology. Owing to a warm, hu
mid climate, abundant rainfall (1350 mm/ a), dense vegetative cov
er and the rapid circulation of water, the erosional and corrosional 
processes of the groundwater are very active, forming scour 
troughs, scallops and karren, etc. on the cave bottoms, while in the 
nver ~eds there are gravel, sand and silt deposits . Also a great 
quantity of collapse material has accumulated during the growth of 
the caves, with some blocks reaching tens of tons in weight. 

ON CHINESE-FOREIGN JOINT CA VE 
EXPEDITOINS OF IKG 

WANGXunyi 
The Institute of Karst Geology of CA GS, MGMR Guilin 541004 

Abstract 
In recent years in China, some joint cave expeditions were carried 

out by the cooperation of teams of the Institute of Karst Geology and 
foreign caving organizations, promoting friendship and scientific ex
changes. These groups surveyed a number of long, deep and difficult 
cave systems, and improved the level of speleological methods of sur
veying and scientific research in China . 

In August 1985, the first joint cave expedition was carried out in 
the guanyan (Crown Cave) area of Guilin by teams from the Institute 
of Karst Geology (1KG) and the China Cave Project of the British 
Cave Research Association . This day was regarded as a new beginning 
of cave exploration in China, a step towards the "long, deep and diffi
cult." Since then, more than ten joint cave expeditions have been car
ried out by teams of the 1KG and other caving organizations from 
Britain, the USA, Japan, Yugoslavia, Poland and elsewhere, in some 
important karst areas of China, including Guangxi, Hunan, Sichuan, 
Yunnan, Shandong, Xizang (Tibet) and other provinces. The joint ex
peditions are multi - disciplinary, involving fields such as cave cartog
raphy, geomorphology and speleogenesis, cave sedimentology, 
hydrology, climatology, paleomagnetism, isotopic chronology, cave 
conservation, cave diving, applied speleology, etc. Because of these ac
tivities, friendship between Chinese and foreign speleologists and 
cavers and the exchange of scientific and technical know- how has 
been strengthened. 

Caves are man 's precious resources. We are very glad to roll 
around in the mud together with friends in caves. In the last few years, 
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Speleothems of all kinds are still growing in most places in the 
caves. On account of the confining environment of some parts of 
the caves, the air is very stable and relative humidity is high . The 
speleothems formed in such environments are pure and transparent 
with sparkling crystal faces . 

These characters show that t~e processes of erosion, solution 
and deposition are proceeding concurrently. 

Conclusion 

The discovery and exploration of the Mochang cave group not 
only furthered the study of speleology but also increased the 
tourism resources of the region. Owing to plenty of beautiful 
speleothems and solution features, the cave group will surely be
come a karst tourist area in southern Guizhou. 
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with the help and support of the local governments and responsible of
ficials of China, all of the joint expeditions were completed 
successfully and satisfactorily. The results of these expeditions are 
numerous and some were reported in both Chinese and foreign publi
cations. Some examples are China Caves '85, China Caves Project, 
1987-1988, Cave Science of BCRA (1991, No.2), and South China 
Caves (by the CRF). 
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Important Benefits of Joint Expeditions 

The joint expeditions extended surveys, furthered research of the 
cave resources of China, and achieved notable results. More than 200 
horizontal caves were surveyed with a total length over 200 km, sever
al dozen shafts were explored, improving the amount of survey data 
available on the cave resources in these areas, and providing much ba
sic information for local economic development and tourism. Some 
important cave systems (length over 3 km) and shafts (depth greater 
than 100 m) are listed in Table I. 

As reported elsewhere, in southern China, the introduction of ex
otic waters from non-karst areas play a dominant role in the forma
tion of large caves. In Wanhuayan Cave, Chengzhou, Hunan, there 
are large boulders of granite with diameters of about one meter which 
were carried into the cave by mountain torrents from the southern 
Qitianling Mt. Therefore, sudden, large discharges of exotic water 
flow plays a fundamental role in the development· of cavity space and 
in the formation of large caves. Jinlun, Mawang, Baimo and 
Tianquan Caves also were developed near the boundary of soluble 
and insoluble rocks. They are formed by water flow from elastic rock 



Tablet. The list of important cave systems and shafts, surveyed by co- expedition 

team 

Size 
Teams Yean Name or caves Locality 

L(m) D(m) 

1985 Crown Underground Guilin. Guanpi 10200 I KG-English 

1988 Jinlin Cave Mashan: Guanaxi 7213 IKG-English 

Gang1.ei System Mashan, Guanoi 7000 lKG-English 

Wanhuayan Cave Chcngzhou, Hunan 67'5 I KG-English 

1988-89 Baimo Cave System Bama Fcngshan, Guangxi 13735 JKG English 

1989 Nanyuandona 1st shaft Pinglc, Guangxi -127 1KG Yugoslavia 

Mawan1Cavc Fcngshan, Guanui 9368 IKG-English 

Gantuana Cave Fcngshan, Guanui 3964 IKG-English· 

Daahuo Cave Fcngshan, Guanu.i 3259 IKG- English 

Cuifcna Cave Fcngshan, Guanpi 3789 - 258 1KG English 

1991 Minajiu Shidong Mcngzi, Yunnan 3800 -172.8 !KG-English 

Nandonir: Kaiyuan. Yunnan 3145 IKG-English 

I st shaft, Xiazhuomci Mcngzi, Yunnan - 208.5 1KG English 

1992 Chuqivan shaft · Pinglc, Guanpi - 110 IKG-Japan 

Tienquan Cave Xingwen, Sichuan 10500 !KG-English 

Zhuchaojina Xingwcn, Sichuan 8400 1KG English 

running into or passing through the karst aquifer. 
Joint expeditions introduced single rope techniques (SRT) and 

diving techniques which promoted our level of caving skills. The caves 
in southern China, especially in the fengcong mountain areas with 
many fossil caves commonly associated with underground streams, 
are multi-layered. The use of SRT and diving techniques to survey 
these caves extended the limits of cave research. 

In January 1988, the dived depth in the entrance pool ofYanleng 
underground river, Taxing Village, Du'an County, Guangxi, by Eng
lish divers achieved 75.8m, outdistancing the horizontal passage. Ac
cording to the~e result and morphological analyses of other caves, we 
recognized a pattern of siphons usually being formed in the lower 
reaches or near the entrance of large underground river systems hav
ing high hydraulic gradients. Systems like this can be found in the 
Crown undergro~nd river system, Guilin and in the early passages of 
Shidong-Daheshuidong, Mengzi, Yunnan. 
· Joint expeditions have helped in the training of more than thirty 
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PRESENT-DAY KNOWLEDGE OF THE WO IIAlf DU CAVE 

(SOUTHERN CHINA - GUANGXI) 

R. ZORZIN* & S. MELOTT!" 
•Department of Geology and Palaeontology, 

Civic Museum of Natural History, Verona, Italy 
'Lessini Mts. Naturalist Research Centre, Verona1 Italy 

ABSTRACT. This paper gives a description of the first results of 

the research effected in one of the Karstic caves explored by the 

Italian speleologic-scientific expedition "China Caves '92" in 

August 1992. The scientific survey was carried out in a cave that 

had never before been investigated and that will be opened to the 

public as a tourist site. 

Key words: cave, fill deposits, microclimatic surveys, chemical 

analysis of water. 

Geographic key words: China, Guangxi, Gongcheng. 

Introduction 

In August 1992, "China caves '92", the first Italian speleologic 

and scientific expedition in China, took place. The "China caves 

'92 11 project, sponsored by the Italian Speleological Society and 

with the support of the Institute of Environment Geology of Guilin 

(China), grew out_ of the cooperation between the Department of 

Geology and Palaeontology of the Verona Civic Museum of Natural 

History and the Lessini Mts. Naturalist Research Centre (Verona); 
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members of the IKG who are interested in caving, most of whom are 
young men. Moreover, our experience in organizing joint 
Chinese-foreign expeditions has improved. 

Joint expeditions have strengthened our contacts with foreign col
leagues. Many members of the Institute have visited other countries 
and attended international congresses. 

In China the cave resources are abundant, but now only a small 
number have been surveyed and mapped, the vast majority are "virgin 
soil" not yet brought under cultivation. It can be predicted that the 
longest and the deepest cave systems will be in southwest China. If you 
wish to visit China and to join a cave expedition, you are welcome and 
you will find favorable conditions to do it. 
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speleologists from the Verona G.s.v.c.A.I. also took part in the 

expedition. 

In this regard, for some years the Department of Geology and 

Palaeontology of the Verona civic Museum of Natural History has 

done research in the tropical and subtropica.l Karstic areas o! the 

world with the aim of realizing interpretative models of Tertiary 

pal aeo-karstic phenomena in the Veneta region (North Italy). 

The area concerned in the "China Caves '92" projec t is in 

Southern China, in the Guangxi regi on, which could be cons i dered 

one of the most characteristic Karstic areas i n Eastern Asia (fig . 

1 ) . This is in fact a vast terri tory characterized by a hot 

monsoonal tropical climate wi th a Karstic peak-forest, at present 

under.going slow evolution, which because of its fascinating 

natural beauty has become a tourist site famous in the Western 

world as well. 

Of this territory, the "China caves '92" expedition explored 

some areas in the interior ot the county of Gongcheng (Guangxi), 

situated south-east of Guilin, where special government permits 

are necessary, as the county is not open to foreigners. 

During the week spent in Gongcheng about 2.5 kla of cave were 

explored and surveyed. Among the caves i nvestigated , the one 

called "Luo HAn DU" was certainly one of the most interesting 

because of its numerous h i ghly parti cular concretions and 

subterranean stream. Because of the rare natural beauty of this 

cave and its rather easy negotiability, i t will soon be turned 

into a touristic cave and will thus be opportunely exploited and 

protected. 

Side by side with the research , exploration and photographic 

documentation of this cave, the Italian expedition took a seri es 

of s amplings of the spring waters and the subterranean stream that 



passes through most ot the extent of the cave . Besides measuring 

certain chemical parameters , microclimatic and flow surveys as 

well as observations of the presence of hypogean fauna were made. 

Description of Liio Hln Dd; Geologica l and Hydrogeological 

Observations 

The entrance to the Liio HAn OU cav e , whi c h i s protected by a 

r ai ling, o~ns out to black Devoni a n l i mestones about 235 mete rs 

above sea level and i s cha r a cter i z ed b y a str ong c urrent of air 

that bl~vs outwardly. The cave (f ig . 2) , which takes its name 

from the mountai n range in whic h it lies, begins wi th a small, 

sl i ghtly descendi ng tunne l that leads to a vast chamber sti ll ri c h 

in concretions of various forms and sizes (f i g . 3) despite the 

fact that in the past it was defaced by the removal of numerous 

stalagmi tes and stalactites. On the left side of the chamber 

("left" and •right" are to be understood in the direction of 

penetrati on), after an ascent of abou t ten meters aMong the 

concretions one arrives at a vast subquadrangular hall about so 

meters per s i de; the end of this hall, which slopes eastwardly, is 

occupied by a large amount of det_ri tus and large collapse masses 

domi nated by stalagnitic concretions that are at times of 

remarkable sizes. on the right side of the first chamber is the 

begi nning of the mai n tunnel, which is quite rich in concretions 

and lies along a fault. Measureaents taken during the surve y of 

the cave allow us to s tate that the enti re cave lies along two 

i mportant d i s c ontinui ties of tectonic origin with an orthogonal 

conf i gurati on in NE-SW and NW-SE directions. After about JO 

meters one arrives at a poi nt in whi ch the tunnel is divided into 

two s toreys ( f ig. 4 ). The l ower level , caused by the par t ial 

e rosion ot coarse alluvia l deposits from an ancient subterranean 

white conc ret ions cha r acteri ze this last, l a rge chamber. At the 

eastern end of the cha?lber there is a large, f i l l ed-in chimney 

which may c ommunic a te wi th higher storeys of tunnels or even with 

the outside. At t he foot o f thi s chi mney, through the collapse 

rocks a n d detritus , t here springs t h e subterranean stream, wh i ch 

crosses the chamber and disappea rs i n a s i phon ing tunnel and the~ 

resurfaces near a huge s t a l a gmi t e i n the prec eding chamber. 

Description or the Cave 

Name: Lllo HAn oa 

County: Gongcheng 

Township: Jiu Ben Li 

Mountain: LUo HAn ou' 

Altitude of entrance: 235 m above sea level 

Total length, inc luding ranifications: 720 m 

Range: 370 m 

Depth: -18 m 

Positive gradient: +12 m 

Total gradient: 30 m 

sediaents and Speleogenesis 

Luo H&n Dfi is a cave whos e sediments vary to q u i t e a degre e bot h 

i n their characteristics and i n t heir d e posit me c ha n i s m. The 

study of t he deposi t s, which a r e an i n t egral part o f Ka rs t ic 

evolution, is essent ial t o a n understa nd ing o f t he hi.sto ry of t h e 

cave and is also the indispensable completi o n of the cave's 

structure, morphology and micromorphology . The qualitative _ly 

important deposits found in the Luo HA n DU cave can be d ivid ed as 

foilows: 
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river, continues for only a dozen meters or so; its ceil i ng 

consists of c emented siliceous pebbles. The upper level has an 

arched ceiling and its floor is aade up of a thick stalagmitic 

calcrete that covers the underlying pebbles . In order to continue 

penetrating the cave, one must go onto a stalagmite (balancing 

oneself careful l y) that facilitates entry onto the upper s torey " 

The morphology of the tunnel is virtually constant for about 70 

meters, and then presents a broad bifurca tion which to t he r i ght 

leads to the "Gypsum Chamber", while to the left one conti nues 

along the main tunnel, on the floor of which flows the 

subterranean stream. In correspondence with the bifurca t ion , the 

stream gives rise to a pool ; most p~bably in the bed of t his pool 

is the seepage which, about 100 meters below the cave entrance, 

flows out from a small shallow cave_ partly f i l~ed in with masses 

and detritus . This spr i ng then feeds a s mall l ake , which in turn 

g i ves rise to a s tream used by the local popula tion to irr igate 

t h e sur rounding land (fig. 5 ). 

From t h e bifur cati on on, the size of the main tunnel varies to 

quite a degre e, wi th s ome parts that are rather d iffiqult to 

negotiate, unti l one reaches a cha.Dber with large collaps e ma sses 

heape d up on the south-eastern side. A large stalagmite domi na t e s 

this c hamber, the floor and part of the walls of which are c overe d 

with a thin layer of brown silt-clay deposited by the subterrane an 

strea m during f l oods . This chamber is probably flooded in periods 

of heavy rainfall , when the stream is unable to drain the 

flo0dwater because of the reduced size of the active tun~el (see 

sections I, J, K and M of the relief map) . A short ascent on the 

northernmos t side of the chamber leads to a narrow tunnel that in 

turn leads to the "Main Chamber"; large blocks, concretions that 

are g r e y i s h-black due to the presence of manganese dioxide, and 

1) Chemical deposits . Qual1 tati vely , these deposits offer a 

wi de variety (c alicte , a ragoni te, gypsum, l i monite , ma nganese 

d i oxide ), but quantitatively speaking only calc ium carbonate , more 

or l ess rich i n minor i mpurities, dominates in the concretions; 

2) Deti t ral deposits. Thes e are depos i ts o f allochthonous a nd 

autochthonous detr i tus. The forra.e r genera l ly c onsist of 

non-calcareous , cemented _and well rounded materi al o f medium and 

l a rge size that is for the most part siliceous . Wherea_s in the 

case o f t h e autoc hthonous detritral deposits, the rock fall mas s e s 

t a ke up a lar ge part of t he "Main ChaJU.ber" and the last large hal l 

t hat opens out a few dozen mete r s from the entrance, a s well as 

certain part s of the 11 s treamway 11 • The collapse masses bear 

witness t o me chanic al a nd structural factors. I n the "Main 

Chamber " and "S t reamway" , numerous sca llops we r e obser ved on -the 

walls a nd on t he col lapse rock near the s ubterranean s t ream. 

Other rather important au t ochtho nous detr ital depos its a re 

r epresent ed by t he a lluvial deposi t ma t erial t hat cover s the 

entire active part of t he c a ve; fo r the mos t par t t his mate r ial 

consists of gra vel and sand , with abundant l ocal si lt-clay. 

It is certainly t oo early t o fo rmulate a n y hypo t hesi s about the 

mechanisms t hat led to t he f ormati on o f t his subt erranean complex . 

we can only presume that the subt erranean s t ream was proba bly 

c r eat ed by the seepages of a n anci e n t r i ver tha t onc e ran t oward,; 

the North. Moreover, these see pages wer e pr obably 

favoured by p r e - e x ist i ng Ka r stic phe nomena . Fo r the t i me being, 

we cannot exclude the possibility of s t oreys of tunne l s e xisting 

above those surveyed, so that t he evolutionar y history o f this 

cave may be more complex. However , t h e observat ions made i n t he 

cave, particularly in section G , allow us to schemat ize the 

evolution of the main tunnel of Luo Hiln oa as follows (fig . 6) : 



a) evolution of a syngenetic tunnel; 

b) the water flow/circulation determines a large deposit ot 

fluvial sediment that is mostly coarse, thus burying the traces of 

the older fillings of the tunnel, which remains flooded for about 

half its length: 

c) a lowering of the local basic level, perhaps i;:onnected to a 

climatic _change, makes the subterranean stream abandon the bed it 

flows over and begin flowing at a lower level of tunnels that are 

being formed; 

d) there is then an important stalgraitic concretionary phase 

that indicates a dry period and whic~he fluvial deposits 
!seals o£f \ 

of phase b): 

e) another climatic change brings about a new water flow, with 

partial erosion of the fluvial sediment (fig 7); 

f) at present there is only one weak flow that stirs and 

agitates the ancient ones and the more recent detrital deposits. 

Microclimatic Surveys and water Analysis 

The presence in the cave entrance of a strong current of air that 

blows outwards leads us to presume the existence of another 

entrance situated at a higher level. This second entrance may be 

connected to the chimney (which has not yet been explored) in the 

"Main Chamber 11 • These two entrances at different levels and the 

existence of a permanent stream are the cause of microclimatic 

variations related to the increase or decrease of the outside 

temperature. Moreover, the presence of the stream for most of the 

length of the main branch is an important factor that tends to 

change the temperature of the circulating air, mitigating its 

upper and lower limits. The microclimatic surveys were effected 

on 12 August 1992 (see table A) and 16 August 1992 (see table B) 

PH: 8.5 No2: o. 1 mg/ 1 Mg2+: 10 rng/1 Cl-: 4.5 mg/1 

Total hardness: 5 •dgH Carbonate hardness: 3 • dkH 

Furthermore, some measurements of the subterranean water 

discharge were taken in sections K and o by means of the float 

method; the values ascertained were between about 2~ and 30 1 / s. 

The local population says that during rainy periods or when the 

rainfall is extremely heavy, the discharge of the subterranean 

stream increases gu~te a lot, reaching values of 3-4 m3 ; s. 

Biospeology 

Except for bats, which are not very numerous , we verified the 

presence of a large number of small Gasteropoda of about s-10 mm 

in diameter, some Orthoptera of the genus Troglophilus, Diptera, 

spiders and, lastly, a depigmented crustacean . The hypogean fauna 

of the LUo Han Dil cave may prove to be quite interesting. 

A Potential Tourist Site 

The !act that the cave is rather easy to negotiate and has a great 

variety and amount of concretions has induced local authorities to 

exploit the Lila HAn Oct cave by turning it into a tourist site. 

Gongcheng county there are many other lovely caves, to be sure, 

but they have the shortcoming-advantage of being dif ficult to 

reach and often are characterized by the presence of interior 

wells, narrow fissures, siphons and swift streams. 

In 

The LUo Han DU cave is therefore a rarity, not only because of 

its vast n~mber of concretions, but above all because of the fact 

that it is easy to visit thanks to the work done on the entrance 
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and reveal a slight and constant decrease in the air temperature 

inside the cave from the entrance to section L, where it is 

lowest; from this point on there is a slight rise in temperature . 

TABLE A 

Air 
temp. ·c 

Water 
temp. ·c 

Relative 
humidity 

TABLE B 

Air 
temp. ·c 

Water 
temp. ·c 

Relative 
humidity 

t 

t 

Outside, at 
the spring 

28.7 

18.1 

75 

Outside, at 
the spring 

33 . 8 

18.3 

78 

Section C Section G SectJon L Section o 

16 .5 16 . 4 16.1 16. 3 

17.4 17 . 5 17 . 5 

100 100 100 100 

Section C Section G Section L Section o 

16 .8 16.5 16.3 16.4 

17 .5 17 .5 17 .5 

100 100 100 100 

Moreover, in order to make a correct evaluation of the values 

of the microclimatic variations in the above tables, it must be 

pointed out that from 12 August 1992 to 16 August 1992 important 

works were carried out on the tunnel entrance in order to widen it 

so as to facilitate accessfor a group of experts from Beijing who 

were to evaluate the cave's potential as a tourist site. 

As regards the chemical analysis of the water, the samples were 

taken on 12 August 1992 in sections G and o and at the spring; the 

values obtained were as follows: 

and the widening of the first ·tunnel, which 'was too narrow to be 

used by the public. 

Future works will probably concern further widening of the 

initial tunnel and placement of stationary ladders in two 

obligatory passageways in which one must go up and down a gradient 

of about 5 meters (in section D of the relief map and in the 

connecting point between 11 Streamway 11 and the "Gypsum Chamber"). 

Considering the presence of the active stream and the rather small 

size of the cave, it is unlikely that any tourist site project 

will involve the active part of the cave, that is, the part 

downstream from the "Gypsum Cha11ber". In fact the clay and silt 

deposits on the ceiling and walls of many parts of the active 

tunnels demonstrate that heavy and prolonged rai~fall often give 

rise t o siphoning and make the cave unnegotiable. 
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gallery (drawing: R. Zorzin). 
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Fig. 1 - The area in which the "China Caves '92" expedition 

car ried out its research. 

THE CONTRIBUTIONS OF XU XIAKE 
TO SPELEOLOGY 

ZHANG Yingjun 
Department of Geography, Guizhou Normal University, 

Guiyang 550001 

Abstract 
Xu Xiake (1587-1641) was a great traveller, geographer and 

speleologist in the late Ming Dynasty. His contributions to speleology 
in his famous work, The Travels of Xu Xiake, included areas of cave 
morphology, cave deposits and applied speleology, where he discussed 
cave cross sections, multi-leveled caves, natural windows, through ca
ves, etc. These kinds of observations form the basis of modern 
speleological research. Xu was perhaps more like a 20th-century field 
surveyor than a 17th-century scholar. 

Xu Xiake's The Travels of Xu Xiake were his daily notes or diary 
of his travels, in which he accurately noted what he had seen of the ge
ography, topography, climate, vegetation, and cultural phenomena 
that interested him, with additional scientific explanation where he 
thought necessary. He left travel notes of more than 600,000 Chinese 
characters of which a considerable portion was devoted to karst . He 
reported on 357 caves of which he had visited 306. The sections of his 
book dealing with caves is quite interesting and can be claimed as the 
earliest treatise on karst in the world. 

He was born in Jiangsu Province into a wealthy family, where he 
had access to many books on natural science. He often climbed in the 

. scenic mountains of the region and boated on the lakes. With no de
sire to follow an official career, Xu set of, with the encouragement and 
support of his mother, at the age of twenty on his travels which carried 
him to more than half of China's provinces over the next thirty years. 

From 1607 to 1636, he visited the famous mountains in north, 
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northwest and southeast China, usually taking only a few days to sev
eral months for each journey. In September 1636, he left with a ser
vant on a four-year odyssey through the south and southwestern 
provinces which contain large karst regions. He visited Zhejiang, 
Jiangxi, Hunan, Guangxi and Yunnan, where he fell sick and was 
forced to return home, where he died the following year. 

Xu Xiake took careful, detailed notes of his observations in many 
fields including cave morphology, cave deposits, hydrology, meteorol
ogy, biology, the historical sites near the caves and the utilization of 
the caves by local people. The following are some quotes from his 
notes on various subjects pertaining to caves. 

fl • 
•ttSk~*~*~~fi~.~~•~~~~•~.~~~~• 

"•tts~e"~filMT~~•••· ~~oc~~~&m~~•~·• 
~~T~~ffiOOB~. $~~~. W~&~~~.~~m~kT~~ 
e~•-~~~R~E~- •tt•e~"*I~-. 
Morphology of Caves 

Xu made extensive notes on the extending patterns of caves, cross 
sections, profiles, and solutional and erosional features. His notes are 
so comprehensive that modern speleologists can draw important con
clusions about the history of some caves from his journal. 

I. Cave cross sections 

Xu always noted the shape of the cave entrance and the passage 
cross sections. West of Bajiaoguan in Guizhou Province he noted,"'"' 
a cave hangs on the cliff very higt. from the valley bottom . Its entrance 
faces south with no path to reach it. · I climbed up to enter the 
round- shaped entrance which is only a few chi (I chi= 0.33 m) in size. 
Straight forward to the· north, the cave extends flat for 10 zhang (I 
zhang = 3.3 m), then it becomes gradually dark and it seems no trace 



,, 
of people's footprints••·" At Guabangshan. of southern Hunan he 
wrote, "·••as I raised my eyes, I suddenly saw the cave entrance on the 
hillside••· I climbed up the east slope of the hill to get to the entrance 
~hich is round in shape and five chi high ." 

The description of Mayeidong is very typical. "Further eastward 
we went down a step and reached a stream bed again. Here we were in 
the inside of the pass. The cave corridor expands· to a size of 2 zhang 
in breadth and 1.5 zhang in height. The ceiling and bottom of the cor
ridor are both flat." And again in Guangxi Province, "•··I climbed up 
t_he clifT and entered the cave and found the inside of the cave is also 
narrow and pointed towards its ceiling like closed lotus petals•••" Near 
Guilin he writes, "··· sheltered by a Buddha hut, the cave entrance is 
very dark. turning NW sharply, the cave becomes suddenly expanded 
to be arched on the ceiling and flat on the bottom.'' In Guizhou he 
writes, "The ceiling arches up to IO zhang. The cave with flat bottom 
runs ••• .towards the north for more than 10 zhang, where the stream 
plunges down into a gorge towards the east, but in the west part the 
cave passage somewhat widens to form terraced slopes••·" 

2 . . Multi-level caves 

Multi-level caves are common in a carbonate massif, and they re
flect the hydrological behavior in cave development. During his trav
els, Xu described many multi-level caves. In Pingba County near 
Guiyang, he explored a multi-level cave of three levels. "The highest 
is located high on a cliff with its entrance facing east, not very deep. 
The lowest is in reality an underground stream flowing out from the 
foot of the cliff, the entrance of which is too small to enter. The middle 
one has two entrances••·" When he visited the Three Caves of Jinhua 
of Zhejiang Province, he mentioned that the upper one is a dry cave, 
the middle one is deep and dark with water perched on its bottom and 
the lowest one is very changeable with water flowing horizontally in it . 

3. Karst windows, through caves and isolated hills 

While visiting Weiguidong of Guangxi Province, he wrote, "The 

2. Alluvial deposits and collapse accumulations · 

From a cave in Hunan Province, Xu writes, "Then we turned 
back to follow the gorge toward the southeast, again passing a col 
down to its botto~ where the sand and gravel lie flat quite similar to a 
river bed only without water in it, so we would keep our shoes and 
stockings from being wetted while crossing.· To the southeast end of 
the gorge, collapsed rock blocks pile up something like a storied build
ing: Through the fissure between the block, we move up to the top of 
the pile. Looking up from here, a hole breaking through the cave roof 
is Jetting light cast down••• From under the layered stone blocks, the 
dry bed of the stream leads toward the south where the ~locks are 
hanging very low, only some one chi from the bottom. T~1s narrow 
pass must lead to the outside of the cave where the stre~m ~mks. But I 
do not know why it is a dry stream bed at present while 1t would be 
flowing water in the past.'' 

Applied Speleology 

I. Tourist caves 

When investigating a cave in Guangxi famous for its spectacul~r 
and abundant speleothcms, he made a suggestion of linking the mam 
cave and the lower layer by constructing a floating bridge and con
necting the lower and upper layers by breaking through a thin rock 
wall, thus avoiding a dangerous fissure climb. 

2. Cave environmental protection 

Many places in his journal he criticized man- made dama~e an~ 
pollution to the cave environment. Of Meitiandong Cave i_n_ Jiangxi 
Province he writes, "For a long time I was attracted to Me1t1andong 
for its beautiful scenery••··••but the southeast side of the hill where the 
caves end and the north and west sides arc occupied by people who 
are producing lime. The delicate speleothems are 70% destroyed by 
cutting with iron tools and by quenching." 
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cave passage near the entrance is very narrow and dark, but after a 
few steps down toward the southwest to pass through the rock fissure, 
it becomes suddenly arched up and bright. Herc is a very spacious hall 
with a hole on the cave roof through which sky light radiates to the 
middle part of the hall" 

Southwest of Xinningzhou is a through cave and here is his des
cription of it. " Hill peaks arrange in line. The cave is located at 
halfway up a hill with its entrance facing west. I climbed up the clifT to 
reach the entrance where looking westward, in front of the cave, I 
could see the river flowing across in the valley and the hill penetrated 
through by the cave to its rear••·" 

To the south of Sanlichcng he saw, "···the gorge expands greatly 
to enter a big depression surrounded by mountains. In the middle of 
the depression an isolated hill rises without anything to lean against 
on its four sides••• The hill is very small but is penetrated through by 
two cave passages with four entrances•••" 

4. Cave morphology and natural phenomena 

In a cave near Guilin, Xu paid attention to the change of the 
wind strength where the wide passage narrows to a pass. He 
explained, "·•·as the wind comes from outside the pass, through which 
it is forced to converge to increase its strength.'' 

Cave Deposits 

I. Chemical deposits 

Xu Xiake paid much attention to the various speleothems he en
countered, noting their shape, size, color and natural arrangement in 
the cave. Moreover, he repeatedly pointed out their cause by solution 
and precipitation. Some of the many figurative names he used to iden
tify speleothems include hanging udder and jade udder for stalactites, 
stone bamboo shoot for stalagmites and stone column for stone col
umns. 

In a cave in Yunnan Province ,he noted, "··•the two guides, one 
carries a basketful of pine torches, the other ignites the torch to light 
the way in·•·The glittering white speleothems arc smoked to become 
black as coal. Because the cave is not high and spacious, smoke pro
duced by the pine torches is difficult to disperse. Owing to the low ceil
ing of the cave, the stalactites are easy to break and take away with 
very few left." . 

3. The utilization and exploitation of caves 

There are many references in Xu's works about the use of caves 
for dwelling, storage, communication defense and refuge, etc. He also 
mentioned instances where cave water was being used by local people. 

Conclusions 

Xu Xiake' s contributions to speleology were great. His level of 
scientific inquiry and documentation was ahead of his time. His aca
demic thinking was guided by "the principle of seeking the truth from 
facts ." He was a keen observer, an accurate recorder of all he saw, and 
was never afraid of bearing hardships in the exploration of caves. 
These qualities helped him become a great traveller, geographer and 
speleologist of 17th century China. 
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SPELEOPHILATEL Y: 15 YEARS LATER 

J.P. van der PAS, Speleo Nederland, Vauwerhofweg 
3, 6333 CB Schimmert. Netherland 

Abstract 

Some 15 years ago the few collectors of stamps depicting caves 
found each other and started to work together. One would expect all 
philatelic material should be known now, but this is not the case. 
Much wor.k can be done. An example is the recent "discovery" of 
some I 00 Jugoslavian cancellations (postmarkers) wich refer to 
caves or karst. 

This paper will discuss what is reached, what still could be done 
and what can be expected. 

It is difficult to give an exact date of the start of "speleophi
lately", but let's take 1978. In the beginning most collectors had the 
idea there would not be much material, but all the time new 
discoveries are made. First it has to be mentioned that there is more 
than only stamps, as cancellations and postal items. This was 
demonstrated in a paper during the U.l.S. congrees in Hungary 
(1989). 

Already in a very early stage cancellations and postmarkers 
were collected with cave-related names, e.g. Cave City in the U.S_.A. 
These examples are to be found in many countries.The problem in 
some cases is that not everybody sheaks the language of a certain 
country and does not recognize cave-related names. A very good 
example is the recently published lists by Jasminko Mulaomerovic, 
who located more than hundred caves and karst related town names 
in Jugoslavia. For an outsider it is virtually impossible to disciover 
the names in the Servo-Croatian and Slovenian language. Who 
knows that '"Pee" means cave, and "Brezno" pothole? And to 

SOCIEDAD ESPELEOLOGICA DE CUBA 
VISION GENERAL DE LA ESPELEOLOGIA 

Y CARSOLOGIA DE CUBA 

Antonio Nui'lez JIMENEZ . Roberto Gutierrez DOMECH 
Sociedad Espeleol6gica de Cuba 

El Archipielago Cubano constituye un mosaico geol6gico y 
geografico de gran riqueza y diversidad con grandes extensiones de 
calizas. 

En Cuba han sido reportadas. hasta el momento. mas de 10 500 
cuevas. muchas de las cuales constituyen' algunas de las mayores de 
America Latina. 

Los datos mas significativos de la Espeleologla cubana son : 

Espelunca de mayor longitud 
Gran Caverna de Santo Tomas 

Cueva con mayor desnivel 
Sima Cuba-Magyar 

Cueva inundada mas larga 
Cueva de Tanque Azul 

Cueva inundada de mayor profundidad 
Casimba XXXV Aniversario 

Cueva en ~ carso profundlsimo 

45 01 5 metros 

390 metros 

2 700 metros 

73 metros 

Esta situada a 5392 metros de profundidad y fue hallada en el pozo 
petrolero San Ram6n 1_.1 Pinar del Rio. 
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complicate matters : most likely during the years the form or text of 
this postmarkers has been modified, so several versions might exist. 
Another study-field is to discover when this cancellations actually 
were used. Even more: a part of Jugoslavia was occupied by the 
Italians during the second world-war and town names changed in 
Italian ones. So, to sort all this out speleophilately can be a lifetime 
occupation. 
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LA PLUS PROFONDE GROTTE PERTE DE 
LA TURQUIE: <;UKURPINA.R(-1225 m. 
ANAMUR-i<;EL) ET LA CONNEXION 

PROBABLE AVEC LA SOURCE 

VAUCLUSIENNE DE DUDEN 

Temm;:in Aygen, Societe Speleologique de Turquie P.K.367 · 
Antalya 07002 TURQUIE 

En 1989 on m'a signale une grotte Perte sur Jes hauteurs de la 
Chaine des TAURUS,qui bordent la Mediterranee,25 Km.au nord de 
la ville d'Anamur. 

fai appele sur place les speleologues de BUMAK (Club Speleolo
gique des etudiants de fUniversite de Bogazi,.:i a Istanbul) Depuis 4 
ans, ils ont fait des explorations, qui se sont aboutis l'ete passe (En 
1989-394 m.,en 1990-824 m., en 1991 -1036 m., en 1992-1190+35 
m.= -1225 m.)La grotte de <;ukurpinar qui se trouve au bord d'un 
polje et est un puit vertical avec une dimension de 30 m.Premier puit 
est profond de Ill m.avec un plier d'un metre a-59 m. L'Entree se 
trouve dans Jes calcaires de miocene, qui ont etes deposes horizon
talement et en discordance sur les calcaires tres plisses du 
mesoso'ique.Pendant la saison hivervale un petit ruisseau se perd(coule) 
dans la grotte. En ete, il ya tres peu d'eau dans cette perte, KX L'eau 
qui se perd a <;ukurpinar,va probablement a la source karstique assez 
importante, qui sorte sur la rive droite du ruisseau de Sugozii, 6 Km.a 
!'est de la gootte de <;ukurpinar. 

II faudra faire un essai au colorant, pour etre certaine de cette 
connexion.A partir de cette jonction la riviere prend le nom du 
Dragon, ou Anamur ,.:ayi,11 est tres difficile d'aller jusqu'a la source 
de Diiden, Depuis le village de Sugozii, JI faudra faire 2 heures de 
marches penible, avec quelques traverses du torrent de Sugozii, La. 
source de Diiden a un debit min de 2 M3/Sec.,et se trouve a !'altitude 



de 400 m., L'overture de <;ukurpinar ayant 1880m., ii ya une denivel
lation de 1440 m.,sur une distance d'environ 6 Km. La tectonique est 
tres intense et des cheuvauchements sont tres accentues dans la 
region,Je conseille de faire !'exploration de <;ukurpinar entre I er 
Juillet et 15 Septembre de l'annee. 

WANGTIAN CAVE 

CHEN Shicai 
Institute of Geology, Chinese Academy of Sciences, 

Beijing 100029 

Wangtian Cave is located at latitude 41 degrees north in 
northeastern China and is situated to the south of Wanwanchuan Vil
lage of Huanren County, Liaoning Province. The entrance is on the 
middle part of the mountain slope beside Yahe Stream, a branch of 
the Hunjiang River. It sits at an elevation of 320m, 80m above the lev
el of the stream, and its entrance forms a big window. As of now, it is 
the longest show cave in northern China with an overall length of 
7000m. Large numbers of bats, of perhaps three or more species, live 
in the cave as well as weasels and mosquitoes. 

Wangtian Cave is developed in the Majiagou group of the Middle 
Ordovician system which consists of grey, middle- to thick-bedded 
limestone and bioclastic limestone. Faults have developed near the 
cave and magmatic intrusion has occurred . The main cave is divided 
into two para llel galleries, a wet and a dry branch (Changlongdong) 
which turn gradually from SSW to NE. 

In the Changlongdong part of the cave is dark grey limestone of 
the Lower Ordovician layer and there are a lot of speleothems in 
Xianjing Hall. In the main gallery are three levels of maze-like pas
sages vertically connected with a total length of 1100m. The middle 
layer is the longest (a t 650m) and is special because of its length, 
morphology and other features. Generally, its width is 0.8m and its 
height ranges from 1.6 to 2.Sm. G alleries with smooth walls curve and 
cross each other. This may be the longest maze- like section of cave in 
China. 

DEVELOPMENT CHARACTERS 
OF YULONG CA VE IN LICHUAN, 

WESTERN HUBEi PROVINCE 

SENG Jifang GAO Wenxin 
China University ofGeosciences, Wuhan 430074 

Yulong Cave is situated on a karst plateau on the upper reaches 
of the Qingjiang River. There is a small cave in a fissure exposed on 
the middle of a hillside at an elevation of 1200 m. It was found by a 
local peasant in August, I 992. We did a preliminary investigation on 
this cave in September of that year. 

The cave body is carbonate rocks of T;p, the stratum containing 
strong karstification in western Hubei Province. The measured length 
is about 1000 m. The main cave is formed as a complex of halls and 
corridors, extending along at S210- 250W, which agrees with the di
rection of the tectonic line. The branch caves in the corridors are nor
mal to the main cave and are controlled by a cross megafracture. The 
form of the th ree dimensional space is complex, with most of the cave 
roofs and walls fil led and remade by speleothems of later stages. 

The speleothems are widely distributed in this cave. ~ he compo
si te effect of dripping, flowing, splashing and condensed water and re
peated deposits with changing conditions have formed many uniq ue 
types. Various dripstone of dilTerent scales growing densely on t~e 
roofs is characteristic of the branch caves. The middle of the mam 
cave is occupied by a large complex of flowstone and dripstone. The 
inner most hall presents a cave pearl field, cave pool and stone flowers 
as crystal clear as jade. There is a forest of stalagmites of eq ual diame
ter and uneven height on a calcareous terrace in the first branch cave. 
In the second branch cave, we discovered a large number of white so
da straw stalactites hanging from the roof. All of the cave bottom is 
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A BRIEF INTRODUCTION TO KONGSHAN 
WHITE CLOUD CA VERN IN LIN CHENG 

COUNTY, HEBEi PROVINCE 

ZHANG Yuehua TIAN Zukai LIU Qun 
Hebei Mining and Civil Engineering Institute, Handan, Hebei 056038 

Kongshan White Cloud Cavern is located 6km west of Lincheng 
County, Hebei Province. Four cavern halls have been opened to tour
ists . In the Lincheng County area, 162 caves, of all sizes, have been 
surveyed but they are··not yet developed. 

Kongshan White Cloud Cavern formed in the Mid-Cambrian 
Series oolitic limestones subject to a NNW normal fault and NNE fis
sures, a structurally composite position in the active zone for dissolu
tion. The cavern was discovered in 1988. Chemical deposits dominate 
the cave, but breccia, alluvial sediments and corrosion residual depos
its are also present. 

Chemical deposits include hanging.forms (stalactites, soda straws, 
etc.), cavern wall forms (curtains, etc.), cavern bed forms (stalagmites, 
travertine, etc.) and water pool forms (rimstone, crystal needles, etc.); 
also found are spherical stalactites, cave pearls and stone flowers . 

The cavern breccia sediments are mainly the result of mechanical 
weathering of the strata. 

The cavern alluvial deposits originate from both inside and out-
side the cave. , _ 

The corrosion residuals are accumulations of the insoluble parts. 
such as dolomite and silicious powder left in the cave bottom. 

The rich natural spectacles combined with some special forms 
such as helictites, crystal soda straws and cave pearls, make White 
Cloud Cavern have scientific value for geology, karstology, speleology 
and paleogeography. 

covered with alternating layers of soil and calc-tufa. From a collapsed 
sink, we discovered the thickness is large and the s·mall cave system is 
developed with a thick calc- tufa layer. 

We think that this cave has all types of speleothems. Research in
to these unusual forms and into the depositional fabric of the cave 
bottom can not only enrich knowledge of caves of China, but also 
provide fresh evidence for paleogeology and paleo-environmental an
alyses in western H ubei Province. 



THE DEVELOPMENT OF A 
PHOTOMONITORING PROJECT 

IN LAV A BEDS NATIONAL 
MONUMENT, CA, USA 

William FRANTZ A. Peri FRANTZ 

EFFECTIVE COLLABORATION 
BETWEEN SPELEOLOGISTS AND THE 

UNDERGROUND HYDROBIOLOGY 
AND ECOLOGY LABORATORY 

(VILLEURBANNE, FRANCE) 

Janine GIBERT 
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A PROPOSAL FOR KARST & 
SPELEOEXPEDITION ALONG 

THE ROAD OF XU XIAKE 
IN CHINA 

XU Xiake (1587- 1641) was ageographer 
of Ming Dynasty of China. His famous book 
"Travels of XU Xiake" with over six hundred 
thousands words in chinese, not only is a 
literary works but also is a scientific works . It is 
the earliest document on karst and caves in the 
world. 

Dr. Joseph Needham gave a review on the 
Travels in the " Science and Civilization in 
China". He said that the travels was not so 
much a works by a scholar coming from 17th 
Century as a record of investigation by a field 
explorer coming from 20th Century . 

The Travels related to review with a know
ledge of modern karstology and speleology, 

such as cave survey, features of cave systems, speleothems, karst hydrology, evolution 
of some karst forms, cave climate, cave cultural, archaeology, cave technique, organ
isms in the cave, karst geomorphology, karst morphologic term and research 
methodology etc .. 

The Karst & Speleoexpedition along the Road of XU Xiake which was the last 
long journey in 1636- 1639 of him, with a distance of 18000 km, will start at XU's 
hometown Jiangsu province and end at Western Yunnan province by the way of 
Zhejiang, Jiangxi , Hunan, Guangxi and Guizhou provinces by landrover for two 
month, in Autumn of 1994. 

This new project could be better managed or supported if it would be able to be
come a international joint project. 

The project will be compared the environmental changes on karst landscape and 
caves with in XU's times- since 350 years. 

A volume about "XU Xiake's Road '94" and a symposium will be promoted . 
Funds for the project may be raised from various organizations or persons by par-

ticipa nts. · 
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